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Note that the leixcons follow thee dictionary.

Note that the lessons on computer programming are in the topics area that
follows the dictionary.

Note that this PDF keeps being updated with new editions. You may want to
check once a week or once a month for the most recent edition.

Moved to https://www.thissideofsanity.com/nerdary/nerdary.pdf
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Milo’s Nerdary
   opening material

including a lexicon of computer programming language
reserved and keywords and TTRPG

Copyright © 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007,
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020,
2021, 2022, 2023 Milo (includes material from previous works)

A dictionary and other materials for nerds (including a lexicon of computer
programming language reserved and keywords plus Table Top Role Playing
Games).

The suffix -ary means “a thing belonging to or connected with.” So a nerdary
is a book or other media belonging to or connected with nerds.

This work started as a dictionary of computer-related terms. I know it is
absurd to think that I could reasonably complete this work, but Peter Mark Roget
didn’t release his Thesaurus until he was 73 years old (29 April 1852). He
started work on it in 1805.

Now including a section on Table Top Role Playing Games (TTRPG) in
response to Hasbro ruining D&D.

Note that the dictionary follows the language lexicons.

You can use any of the buttons here to skip over introductory materials

introduction
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cooking on a budget

Table Top Role Playing Games (TTRPGs)
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start of dictionary

topics

start of lexicons

start of shell scripting and system administration

start of how to program computers

start of thought experiment

human rights

legal notes

All of the software and other materials that I wrote or created for this entire
book (excluding code, text, or other materials from outside sources [indicated
with credits except where I made a mistake], or materials in the public domain)
is released under the MIT license, which means you can make use of and modify
and even sell it as long as you include the required notice.

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009,
2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Milo

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without
restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or
substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

formats and other notes

    This nerdary handcrafted on a Macintosh  computers using Tom Bender’s Tex-Edit

Plus .

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Comment from Milo: I don’t have money. A close friend, Annie, is going through
some horrible times. I need to gather some money to help her.

I do have programming and writing skills. I am gathering together materials I
previously created and writing a whole bunch of new stuff, including lessons on how to
program computers.

I am giving those lessons away for free. You can contact me directly through the
contact form at the Twitter account @TSOStheband (which includes a lot of different
subjects, including political views you may despise) for personal help with learning. My
hope is to generate enough interest in this electronic PDF book that enough people will
see it that a small portion will be willing to donate at Help Annie GoFundMe page.

The lessons are free. Donations are completely optional. None of the money is for me,
all of it is for Annie. She is a fantastic person. She really is.

From Help Annie GoFundMe page:

I’m Jeff, and I’d like to help a friend, Annie, who is suffering from depression and
recovering from domestic abuse. She is having a tough time keeping a roof over her head,
and is scheduled to be evicted on Monday or Tuesday. So I’m trying to raise money so
she can move out from the motel and get into something more stable.

She’s in the state of Virginia, and me and another friend of hers (Milo) are in
California and are trying to raise money to, 1 - keep a roof over her head, and 2 - get her
into a better place. The Virginia Rent Relief Program was going to pay her rent, but fell
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through at the last minute because they won’t pay for a motel.

So, the most immediate problem is paying for her motel, which is $312 a week. Then
she needs help with a first and last, etc... to move into something more stable.

I’ve suffered from severe depression before, and I know how horrible it is. I’d love to
pay for everything, but I’m only barely getting by myself. So I’m asking for help for her.

Thank you for your time, and anything you can do to help her!

~Jeff

Permissions: Anyone may make private personal use of any of these materials.

Permissions: Professors, teachers, tutors, and other educational professionals, as well as
accredited schools, may duplicate and distribute for free to students.

A little more than two decades ago, a brand new Wikipedia took at least five
of my web pages and used them as their entire web page. Initially they gave my
website credit, but they removed the credit after a year or two. Yes, they added
to my materials, but they didn’t remove my material when they took away my
credit.

I am using materials from Wikipedia, but they give permission under their
license. And unlike the rich people who run Wikipedia I am giving them credit,
because I’m not rich, so I’m honest.

External links are marked like this.

Images: I am making liberal use of the royalty free artwork at Pixabay. I am including all
of the artist credits (although emojis are being dropped until I figure out how to get them into
a PDF).

Wikis: Initially I intend to make use of information from Wikis, including Wikipedia, to
quickly get initial information into the drafts of this book, but depending on how things move
forward and your feedback, I may keep some amount of this material and just credit the
correct source and license.

Game copyrights: I am going to quote here from the US Copyright Office:

Copyright does not protect the idea for a game, its name or title, or the
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method or methods for playing it. Nor does copyright protect any idea,
system, method, device, or trademark material involved in developing,
merchandising, or playing a game. Once a game has been made public,
nothing in the copyright law prevents others from developing another game
based on similar principles. Copyright protects only the particular manner of
an author’s expression in literary, artistic, or musical form.

Material prepared in connection with a game may be subject to copyright
if it contains a sufficient amount of literary or pictorial expression. For
example, the text matter describing the rules of the game or the pictorial
matter appearing on the gameboard or container may be registrable.

If your game includes any written element, such as instruction or
directions, the Copyright Office recommends that you apply to register it as
a literary work. Doing so will allow you to register all copyrightable parts of
the game, including any pictorial elements. When the copyrightable
elements of the game consist predominantly of pictoral matter, you should
apply to register it as a work of the visual arts.

—Library of Congress, US Copyright Office, FL-108 (04/2016)

SDRs: I am including information from SDRs released by Wizards of the Coast under one
of the Open Game Licenses.

I was placing the legal notice for d20 SDR Game System License after each quotation, but
it adds too much extraneous repeated info, so now it is here just once:

Legal Disclaimer

This SRD reference Requires the use of the Dungeons & Dragons Player’s Handbook Third Edition, published by
Wizards of the Coast, Inc.

Dungeons & Dragons(r) and the d20 system are registered trademarks of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. in the United
States and other countries and are used with permission. All images and text associated therewith are the copyrighted
property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All rights reserved.

‘d20 System’ and the ‘d20 System’ logo are trademarks of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and are used according to the
terms of the d20 Game System License version 6.0. A copy of this License can be found here and Open Gaming
License.

The System Reference Document authors are: Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based on original
material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson. It was edited and reformatted by The Bishop based on previous formats
by Bombshell and the dynamic duo of Sage & Sovelior. The document has been further adapted by the Dragon.ee crew.
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Recipe copyrights: I am going to quote here from the US Copyright Office:

How do I protect my recipe?

A mere listing of ingredients is not protected under copyright law. However,
where a recipe or formula is accompanied by substantial literary expression
in the form of an explanation or directions, or when there is a collection of
recipes as in a cookbook, there may be a basis for copyright protection.
Note that if you have secret ingredients to a recipe that you do not wish to
be revealed, you should not submit your recipe for registration, because
applications and deposit copies are public records.

A recipe is a statement of the ingredients and procedure required for
making a dish of food. A mere listing of ingredients or contents, or a simple
set of directions, is uncopyrightable. As a result, the Office cannot register
recipes consisting of a set of ingredients and a process for preparing a dish.
In contrast, a recipe that creatively explains or depicts how or why to
perform a particular activity may be copyrightable. A registration for a recipe
may cover the written description or explanation of a process that appears in
the work, as well as any photographs or illustrations that are owned by the
applicant. However, the registration will not cover the list of ingredients that
appear in each recipe, the underlying process for making the dish, or the
resulting dish itself. The registration will also not cover the activities
described in the work that are procedures, processes, or methods of
operation, which are not subject to copyright protection.

Examples:

Jules Kinder submits an application to register a cookbook, Pie
in the Sky. In the “Author Created” field of the application, Kinder
asserts a claim in “text, photographs, and compilation of
ingredients.” Each recipe contains a list of ingredients, instructions
for making a pie, and a photograph of the finished product. The
claim in a “compilation of ingredients” will not be accepted because
there is no copyrightable authorship in a mere listing of
ingredients. Since this claim is not acceptable, the Office may
communicate with Jules Kinder to limit the extent of the registration
to the text and photographs only.

Paulina Neumann submits an application to register a recipe for
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caesar salad dressing. In the “Author Created” field, Neumann
asserts a claim in “text.” The work consists of a list of eleven
ingredients with the following instructions: “(1) puree anchovies,
garlic, Dijon, egg yolks; (2) drizzle oil in gradually to emulsify; (3)
add lemon, parmesan cheese, salt, pepper, Worcester-shire and
tabasco sauce.” The Office will refuse registration for this work,
because the list of ingredients is uncopyrightable, and the
instructional text contains an insufficient amount of creative
authorship.

—Library of Congress, US Copyright Office, Circular 33

Artificial Intelligence copyrights: I am going to quote here from the US Copyright
Office:

Copyright Registration Guidance: Works Containing Material
Generated by Artificial Intelligence

AGENCY: U.S. Copyright Office, Library of Congress.

ACTION: Statement of policy.

SUMMARY: The Copyright Office issues this statement of policy to
clarify its practices for examining and registering works that contain
material generated by the use of artificial intelligence technology.

DATES: This statement of policy is effective March 16, 2023.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Rhea Efthimiadis,
Assistant to the General Counsel, by email at meft@copyright.gov or
telephone at 202-707-8350.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background

It will take me some time to get this moved over. The main point is
that AI generated material is not copyrightable. All AI generated
material in this work is clearly identified and is excluded froom any
copyright claims.
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The Copyright Office (the “Office”) is the Federal agency tasked
with administering the copyright registration system, as well as
advising Congress, other agencies, and the Federal judiciary on
copyright and related matters.[1] Because the Office has overseen
copyright registration since its origins in 1870, it has developed
substantial experience and expertise regarding “the distinction
between copyrightable and noncopyrightable works.”[2] The Office
is empowered by the Copyright Act to establish the application
used by applicants seeking registration of their copyrighted
works.[3] While the Act identifies certain minimum requirements,
the Register may determine that additional information is
necessary for the Office to evaluate the “existence, ownership, or
duration of the copyright.”[4] Because the Office receives roughly
half a million applications for registration each year, it sees new
trends in registration activity that may require modifying or
expanding the information required to be disclosed on an
application.

One such recent development is the use of sophisticated artificial
intelligence (“AI”) technologies capable of producing expressive
material.[5] These technologies “train” on vast quantities of
preexisting human-authored works and use inferences from that
training to generate new content. Some systems operate in
response to a user’s textual instruction, called a “prompt. ”[6] The
resulting output may be textual, visual, or audio, and is determined
by the AI based on its design and the material it has been trained
on. These technologies, often described as “generative AI,” raise
questions about whether the material they produce is protected by
copyright, whether works consisting of both human-authored and
AI-generated material may be registered, and what information
should be provided to the Office by applicants seeking to register
them.

II. The Human Aurthorship Requirement

III.T he Office's Application of the Human Authorship
Requirement

IV. Guidance for Copyright Applicants

A. How To Submit Applications for Works Containing AI-
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Generated Material

B. How To Correct a Previously Submitted or Pending
Application

V. Conclusion

This policy statement sets out the Office’s approach to registration
of works containing material generated by AI technology. The
Office continues to monitor new factual and legal developments
involving AI and copyright and may issue additional guidance in
the future related to registration or the other copyright issues
implicated by this technology.

Dated: March 10, 2023.

Shira Perlmutter,

Register of Copyrights and Director of the U.S. Copyright Office.

Footnotes

—Copyright Registration Guidance: Works Containing Material Generated by
Artificial Intelligence A Rule by the Copyright Office, Library of Congress on

03/16/2023

Stanford CS Education Library

Some materials are quoted from the Stanford CS Education Library.

Stanford CS Education Library This is document #101, Essential C, in the Stanford CS
Education Library. This and other educational materials are available for free at
http://cslibrary.stanford.edu/. This article is free to be used, reproduced, excerpted,
retransmitted, or sold so long as this notice is clearly reproduced at its beginning. Copyright
1996-2003, Nick Parlante, nick.parlante@cs.stanford.edu.

I hope you enjoy this. I would greatly appreciate feedback. At the time of writing this
edition, the best place is at the Twitter account @TSOStheband (which includes a lot of
different subjects, including political views you may despise).

Even if you don’t want to provide feedback and criticism of the content, you can at least
point out the writing mistakes.
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introduction
personal introduction

A dictionary and other materials for nerds (including a lexicon of computer
programming language reserved and keywords plus instruction on how to write
code and Table Top Role Playing Games).

The suffix -ary means “a thing belonging to or connected with.” So a nerdary
is a book or other media belonging to or connected with nerds.

This work started as a dictionary of computer-related terms. I know it is
absurd to think that I could reasonably complete this work, but Peter Mark Roget
didn’t release his Thesaurus until he was 73 years old (29 April 1852). He
started work on it in 1805.

Now including a section on Table Top Role Playing Games (TTRPG) in
response to Hasbro ruining D&D.

Eugenics is the claim that science shows that society is improved by sterlizing or
executing those with so-called defective genes.

Eugenics was created by Francis Galton, popularized by Andrew Carnegie, and taken to
its logical extreme by Adolf Hitler.

While some large groups of people (such as the Romani, the Jews, Native Americans,
Black people, and Hispanic people) have been the targets of eugenics, the first target is
always those who are considered "deformed", mentally handicapped, or physically
handicapped.
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One particular target is those who have autism. The term Asperger’s Syndrome as a
description of mild autism has been dropped by the medical field because it comes from Nazi
Doctor Hans Asperger, who invented the Nazi demarcation line between those who have mild
enough autism to just be sterilized and those whose autism is severe enough that they must be
executed.

I have autism. I am one of the people that Hitler wanted sterilized or executed.

Computers are logic machines. A program must be mathematical truth to work properly. I
hope for a day when all societies are based on truth.
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Q q

R r

S s

T t

U u

V v

W w

X x

Y y

Z z

digits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 zero

1 one

2 two

3 three

4 four

5 five

6 six

7 seven

8 eight

9 nine
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control codes

NULL

SOH (start of heading)

STX (start of text)

ETX (end of text)

EOT (end of transmission)

SEL (select)

ENQ (enquiry)

ACK (acknowledge)

RNL (require new line)

BELL

BS (backspace)

GE (graphic escape)

HT (horizontal tabulation)

SPS (superscript)

LF (line feed) or NL (new line)

RPT (repeat)

VT (vertical tabulation)

FF (form feed)

CR (carriage return)

SO (shift out)
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SI (shift in)

DLE (data link escape)

DC1 (device control 1) or XON (transmit on)

DC2 (device control 2) or TAPE

DC3 (device control 3) or XOFF (transmit off)

DC4 (device control 4) or TAPE

RES/ENP (retore, enable presentataion)

NAK (negative acknowledge)

NL (new line)

SYNC (synchronous idle)

ETB (end of transmission block)

POC (program operator control)

CAN (cancel)

EM (end of medium)

SUB (substitute)

UBS (unit backspace)

ESC (escape)

CU1 (customer use one)

FS (file separator)

GS (group separator)

RS (record separator)
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US (unit separator)

IUS/ITB (intermediate transmisson block)

DS (digit select)

SOS (start of significance)

FS (field separator)

WUS (word underscore)

DEL (delete)

mathematical operators

+ (plus sign)

- (minus sign)

* (multiplication)

/ (division)

< (less than sign)

= (equals sign)

> (greater than sign)

punctuation and symbols

␢ (space character)

! (exclamation mark)

! (quotation mark)

# (number sign)

$ (dollar sign)
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% (percent sign)

& (ampersand)

' (apostrophe)

( (left parenthesis)

) (right parenthesis)

* (asterisk)

+ (plus sign)

, (comma)

- (hyphen)

. (period)

/ (forward slash)

: (colon)

; (semicolon)

< (less than sign)

= (equals sign)

> (greater than sign)

? (question mark)

@ (commercial at sign)

[ (left square bracket)

\ (backslash)

] (right square bracket)
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^ (circumflex accent)

_ (underscore)

` (grave accent)

{ (left curly bracket)

| (vertical line)

} (right curly bracket)

~ (tilde)

µ (micro)

Greek alphabet

Greek alpha Α α

Greek beta Β β

gamma Γ γ

delta Δ δ

epsilon Ε ε

zeta Ζ ζ

eta Η η

theta Θ θ ϑ

iota Ι ι

kappa Κ κ

lam(b)da Λ λ

mu Μ μ
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nu Ν ν

xi Ξ ξ

omicron Ο ο

pi Π π ϖ

rho Ρ ρ

sigma Σ σ ς

tau Τ τ

upsilon Υ υ ϒ

phi Φ φ

chi Χ χ

psi Ψ ψ

omega Ω ω

emergency message

topics

Unix and Linux System Adminisration and Shell Programming

Chapter 0 Unix and Linux Administration and Shell Programming

Chapter 1 cool shell tricks for Unix, Mac OS X, and Linux

Chapter 2 basics of computers

Chapter 3 Unix and Linux history

Chapter 4 choice of shells

Chapter 5 connecting to a shell
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Chapter 6 shell basics

Chapter 7 login/logout

Chapter 8 passwd

Chapter 9 command structure

Chapter 10 quick tour of shell commands

Chapter 11 man

Chapter 12 cat

Chapter 13 command separator

Chapter 14 less, more, pg

Chapter 15 file system basics

Chapter 16 pwd

Chapter 17 command history

Chapter 18 built-in command

Chapter 19 ls

Chapter 20 cd

Chapter 21 cp

Chapter 22 mv

Chapter 23 rm

Chapter 24 shred

Chapter 25 mkdir

Chapter 26 alias
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Chapter 27 pipes

Chapter 28 scripts

Chapter 29 sysadmin and root/superuser

Chapter 30 sudo

Chapter 31 su

Chapter 32 who

Chapter 33 advanced file systems

Chapter 34 major directories

Chapter 35 Network File System (NFS)

Chapter 36 tail

Chapter 37 wc

Chapter 38 chmod

Chapter 39 chown

Chapter 40 shell levels and subshells

Chapter 41 substitutions

Chapter 42 command substitutions

Chapter 43 arithmetic substitutions

Chapter 44 flow control

Chapter 45 management tools

Chapter 46 df

Chapter 47 du
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Chapter 48 processes

Chapter 49 ps

Chapter 50 kill

Chapter 51 nice

Chapter 52 w

Chapter 53 date

Chapter 54 uname

Chapter 55 uptime

Chapter 56 top

Chapter 57 lsof

Chapter 58 free

Chapter 59 vmstat

Chapter 60 polkit

Chapter 61 defaults

Chapter 62 init

Chapter 63 sendmail

Chapter 64 ifconfig

Chapter 65 arp

Chapter 66 netstat

Chapter 67 route

Chapter 68 ping
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Chapter 69 nslookup

Chapter 70 traceroute

Chapter 71 ftp and sftp

Chapter 72 cURL

Chapter 73 sysstat

Chapter 74 at

Chapter 75 back ups

Chapter 76 tar

Chapter 77 touch

Chapter 78 find

Chapter 79 text processing

Chapter 80 basename

Chapter 81 sed

Chapter 82 awk

Chapter 83 screencapture

Chapter 84 signals

Chapter 85 kernel modules

Chapter 86 LAMP

Chapter 87 mysql

Chapter 88 PHP

Chapter 89 Perl
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Chapter 90 Tcl

Chapter 91 installing software from source code

Appendix A command summaries

Appendix B history of computers

how to program computers

Chapter 1 programming

Chapter 2 size of programs

Chapter 3 kinds of programs

Chapter 4 programming languages

Chapter 5 standards and variants

critical reasoning

classifications

definition

classical logic

engineering

Boolean algebra and logic

what if language

overview of thought experiment

history

source code

identifiers
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keywords

literals

constants

operators and separators

white space

new lines

comments

preprocessor

declarations

types

symbols

logical types

numeric types

integer types

real types

complex types

character types

string types

relational operators and ordered types

pictures and formats

pointer types
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reference and dereference

access types

dynamic storage

vector types

matrix types

array types

table types

ranges

enumeration types

tuples

sets

structure types

uniontypes

record types with discriminants

hashes

lists

stacks

queues

dictionaries

objects

function types
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void types

user defined types

files

scope and visibility

conversions

expressions

primary expressions

postfix expressions

unary expressions

binary operator expressions

logical operator expressions

logic assertions

conditional expressions

assignment expressions

sequential expressions

constrant expressions

order of evaluation

statements

expression statements

arithmetic statements

labeled statements
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blocks

compounds tatements

conditional statements

loops

interative statements and iterators

case statements

break and continue statements

return statements

goto statements

low-level statements

null statements

conditions

exceptions

errors

procedures

functions

recursion

methods

lambdas

input statements

output statements
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database statements

classes

modules

packages

generic units

reflection

operations

resources

globals

concurrent execution

tasks

semaphores

asycnhronous message passing

remote procedure call

rendezvous

virtualmachines

low-level programming

standard library

standard language additions

character processing functions

string processing functions
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memory functions

input output functions

storage allocation functions

mathematical functions

time and date functions

control functions

miscellaneous functions

cooking on a budget

Table Top Role Playing Games (TTRPGs)

survival

Natives, colonization, and genocide

human rights

emergency message

Note that the language lexicons follow the dictionary.
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emergency

message
Comment from Milo: I don’t have money. A close friend, Annie, is going through some

horrible times. I need to gather some money to help her.

I do have programming and writing skills. I am gathering together materials I previously
created and writing a whole bunch of new stuff, including lessons on how to program
computers.

I am giving those lessons away for free. You can contact me directly through the contact
form at the Twitter account @TSOStheband (which includes a lot of different subjects,
including political views you may despise). My hope is to generate enough interest in this
electronic PDF book that enough people will see it that a small portion will be willing to
donate at Help Annie GoFundMe page.

The lessons are free. Donations are completely optional. None of the money is for me, all
of it is for Annie. She is a fantastic person. She really is.

IMPORTANT NOTE:

From Help Annie GoFundMe page:

I’m Jeff, and I’d like to help a friend, Annie, who is suffering from depression and
recovering from domestic abuse. She is having a tough time keeping a roof over her head,
and is scheduled to be evicted on Monday or Tuesday. So I’m trying to raise money so
she can move out from the motel and get into something more stable.
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She’s in the state of Virginia, and me and another friend of hers (Milo) are in
California and are trying to raise money to, 1 - keep a roof over her head, and 2 - get her
into a better place. The Virginia Rent Relief Program was going to pay her rent, but fell
through at the last minute because they won’t pay for a motel.

So, the most immediate problem is paying for her motel, which is $312 a week. Then
she needs help with a first and last, etc... to move into something more stable.

I’ve suffered from severe depression before, and I know how horrible it is. I’d love to
pay for everything, but I’m only barely getting by myself. So I’m asking for help for her.

Thank you for your time, and anything you can do to help her!

~Jeff
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start of

dictionary
start of dictionary

The start of the dictionary.

Note that the dictionary follows the language lexicons.

table of contents

start of dictionary

Ada lexicon

COBOL lexicon

FORTRAN lexicon

Java lexicon

JavaScript lexicon

Objective-C lexicon

PHP lexicon
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PL/I lexicon

Ruby lexicon

SQL lexicon

VHDL lexicon

A a

B b

C c

D d

E e

F f

G g

H h

I i

J j

K k

L l

M m

N n

O o

P p

Q q
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R r

S s

T t

U u

V v

W w

X x

Y y

Z z

digits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 zero

1 one

2 two

3 three

4 four

5 five

6 six

7 seven

8 eight

9 nine

control codes
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NULL

SOH (start of heading)

STX (start of text)

ETX (end of text)

EOT (end of transmission)

SEL (select)

ENQ (enquiry)

ACK (acknowledge)

RNL (require new line)

BELL

BS (backspace)

GE (graphic escape)

HT (horizontal tabulation)

SPS (superscript)

LF (line feed) or NL (new line)

RPT (repeat)

VT (vertical tabulation)

FF (form feed)

CR (carriage return)

SO (shift out)

SI (shift in)
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DLE (data link escape)

DC1 (device control 1) or XON (transmit on)

DC2 (device control 2) or TAPE

DC3 (device control 3) or XOFF (transmit off)

DC4 (device control 4) or TAPE

RES/ENP (retore, enable presentataion)

NAK (negative acknowledge)

NL (new line)

SYNC (synchronous idle)

ETB (end of transmission block)

POC (program operator control)

CAN (cancel)

EM (end of medium)

SUB (substitute)

UBS (unit backspace)

ESC (escape)

CU1 (customer use one)

FS (file separator)

GS (group separator)

RS (record separator)

US (unit separator)
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IUS/ITB (intermediate transmisson block)

DS (digit select)

SOS (start of significance)

FS (field separator)

WUS (word underscore)

DEL (delete)

mathematical operators

+ (plus sign)

- (minus sign)

* (multiplication)

/ (division)

< (less than sign)

= (equals sign)

> (greater than sign)

punctuation and symbols

␢ (space character)

! (exclamation mark)

! (quotation mark)

# (number sign)

$ (dollar sign)

% (percent sign)
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& (ampersand)

' (apostrophe)

( (left parenthesis)

) (right parenthesis)

* (asterisk)

+ (plus sign)

, (comma)

- (hyphen)

. (period)

/ (forward slash)

: (colon)

; (semicolon)

< (less than sign)

= (equals sign)

> (greater than sign)

? (question mark)

@ (commercial at sign)

[ (left square bracket)

\ (backslash)

] (right square bracket)

^ (circumflex accent)
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_ (underscore)

` (grave accent)

{ (left curly bracket)

| (vertical line)

} (right curly bracket)

~ (tilde)

µ (micro)

Greek alphabet

Greek alpha Α α

Greek beta Β β

gamma Γ γ

delta Δ δ

epsilon Ε ε

zeta Ζ ζ

eta Η η

theta Θ θ ϑ

iota Ι ι

kappa Κ κ

lam(b)da Λ λ

mu Μ μ

nu Ν ν
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xi Ξ ξ

omicron Ο ο

pi Π π ϖ

rho Ρ ρ

sigma Σ σ ς

tau Τ τ

upsilon Υ υ ϒ

phi Φ φ

chi Χ χ

psi Ψ ψ

omega Ω ω

emergency message

topics

Unix and Linux System Adminisration and Shell Programming

Chapter 0 Unix and Linux Administration and Shell Programming

Chapter 1 cool shell tricks for Unix, Mac OS X, and Linux

Chapter 2 basics of computers

Chapter 3 Unix and Linux history

Chapter 4 choice of shells

Chapter 5 connecting to a shell

Chapter 6 shell basics
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Chapter 7 login/logout

Chapter 8 passwd

Chapter 9 command structure

Chapter 10 quick tour of shell commands

Chapter 11 man

Chapter 12 cat

Chapter 13 command separator

Chapter 14 less, more, pg

Chapter 15 file system basics

Chapter 16 pwd

Chapter 17 command history

Chapter 18 built-in command

Chapter 19 ls

Chapter 20 cd

Chapter 21 cp

Chapter 22 mv

Chapter 23 rm

Chapter 24 shred

Chapter 25 mkdir

Chapter 26 alias

Chapter 27 pipes
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Chapter 28 scripts

Chapter 29 sysadmin and root/superuser

Chapter 30 sudo

Chapter 31 su

Chapter 32 who

Chapter 33 advanced file systems

Chapter 34 major directories

Chapter 35 Network File System (NFS)

Chapter 36 tail

Chapter 37 wc

Chapter 38 chmod

Chapter 39 chown

Chapter 40 shell levels and subshells

Chapter 41 substitutions

Chapter 42 command substitutions

Chapter 43 arithmetic substitutions

Chapter 44 flow control

Chapter 45 management tools

Chapter 46 df

Chapter 47 du

Chapter 48 processes
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Chapter 49 ps

Chapter 50 kill

Chapter 51 nice

Chapter 52 w

Chapter 53 date

Chapter 54 uname

Chapter 55 uptime

Chapter 56 top

Chapter 57 lsof

Chapter 58 free

Chapter 59 vmstat

Chapter 60 polkit

Chapter 61 defaults

Chapter 62 init

Chapter 63 sendmail

Chapter 64 ifconfig

Chapter 65 arp

Chapter 66 netstat

Chapter 67 route

Chapter 68 ping

Chapter 69 nslookup
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Chapter 70 traceroute

Chapter 71 ftp and sftp

Chapter 72 cURL

Chapter 73 sysstat

Chapter 74 at

Chapter 75 back ups

Chapter 76 tar

Chapter 77 touch

Chapter 78 find

Chapter 79 text processing

Chapter 80 basename

Chapter 81 sed

Chapter 82 awk

Chapter 83 screencapture

Chapter 84 signals

Chapter 85 kernel modules

Chapter 86 LAMP

Chapter 87 mysql

Chapter 88 PHP

Chapter 89 Perl

Chapter 90 Tcl
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Chapter 91 installing software from source code

Appendix A command summaries

Appendix B history of computers

how to program computers

Chapter 1 programming

Chapter 2 size of programs

Chapter 3 kinds of programs

Chapter 4 programming languages

Chapter 5 standards and variants

critical reasoning

classifications

definition

classical logic

engineering

Boolean algebra and logic

what if language

overview of thought experiment

history

source code

identifiers

keywords
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literals

constants

operators and separators

white space

new lines

comments

preprocessor

declarations

types

symbols

logical types

numeric types

integer types

real types

complex types

character types

string types

relational operators and ordered types

pictures and formats

pointer types

reference and dereference
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access types

dynamic storage

vector types

matrix types

array types

table types

ranges

enumeration types

tuples

sets

structure types

uniontypes

record types with discriminants

hashes

lists

stacks

queues

dictionaries

objects

function types

void types
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user defined types

files

scope and visibility

conversions

expressions

primary expressions

postfix expressions

unary expressions

binary operator expressions

logical operator expressions

logic assertions

conditional expressions

assignment expressions

sequential expressions

constrant expressions

order of evaluation

statements

expression statements

arithmetic statements

labeled statements

blocks
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compounds tatements

conditional statements

loops

interative statements and iterators

case statements

break and continue statements

return statements

goto statements

low-level statements

null statements

conditions

exceptions

errors

procedures

functions

recursion

methods

lambdas

input statements

output statements

database statements
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classes

modules

packages

generic units

reflection

operations

resources

globals

concurrent execution

tasks

semaphores

asycnhronous message passing

remote procedure call

rendezvous

virtualmachines

low-level programming

standard library

standard language additions

character processing functions

string processing functions

memory functions
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input output functions

storage allocation functions

mathematical functions

time and date functions

control functions

miscellaneous functions

cooking on a budget

Table Top Role Playing Games (TTRPGs)

survival

Natives, colonization, and genocide

human rights

emergency message

Note that the dictionary follows the language lexicons.
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A a
A

eɪ

letter

ASCII: 41 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A

keyword: PL/I format item

a

eɪ, letter

ASCII: 61 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER A

a
part of speech: article

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #6

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #5

Dolch level: Pre-primer

Polysemy: 20
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The word “a” is an indefinite article in English. It is used before singular nouns that begin
with a consonant sound. Here are some common definitions and uses of the word “a”:
[ChatGPT]

1. Indefinite article: “A” is used to indicate a non-specific or general item or person. It
implies that the noun it modifies is one of many. For example: [ChatGPT]

“I saw a car on the street.” [ChatGPT]
“She adopted a cat from the shelter.” [ChatGPT]
“He is a doctor.” [ChatGPT]

2. One or any: “A” can be used to mean “one” or “any” when referring to a single
instance or example of something. For example: [ChatGPT]

“Give me a pencil.” [ChatGPT]
“She wants to buy a house.” [ChatGPT] [Human response: bad example]
“He needs a break.” [ChatGPT] [Human response: bad example]

3. Emphasizing uniqueness: In certain contexts, “a” can be used to emphasize the
uniqueness or rarity of something. For example: [ChatGPT] [Human response:
questionable assertion]

“She is a gem of a person.” [ChatGPT]
“That was a once-in-a-lifetime experience ” [ChatGPT]

Before consonant sounds: “A” is used before singular nouns that begin with a consonant
sound, regardless of whether the actual letter is a consonant or a vowel. For example, “a
book,” “aa university,” and “a European country.” It’s important to note that the word “a”
changes to “an” before singular nouns that begin with a vowel sound. For example, “an
apple,” “an hour,” and “an honest person.” [ChatGPT]

A (w)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Format item

a1

programming language

Address 1 code.
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Created by Matthew Newhook <matthew@engr.mun.ca> the language was used to test compiler
output. It requires gcc 2.4.2 or higher and is portable to computers with memory segment protection.

ftp://ftp.cs.mun.ca/pub/a1

A+

programming language

year created: 1985 by Arthur Whitney at Morgan Stanley.

A plus

From the Wikipedia page on A+ (programming language)

A+ is an array programming language descended from the
programming language A, which in turn was created to
replace APL in 1988. Arthur Whitney developed the A
portion of A+, while other developers at Morgan Stanley
extended it, adding a graphical user interface and other
language features. A+ is a high-level, interactive,
interpreted language, designed for numerically intensive
applications, especially those found in financial applications. A+ runs on
many Unix variants, including Linux. It is free and open source software
released under a GNU General Public License.

A+ provides an extended set of functions and operators, a graphical user
interface with automatic synchronizing of widgets and variables,
asynchronous executing of functions associated with variables and events,
dynamic loading of user compiled subroutines, and other features. A newer
graphical user interface has not yet been ported to all supported platforms.

The A+ language implements the following changes to the APL language:

an A+ function may have up to nine formal parameters
A+ code statements are separated by semicolons, so a single statement may

be divided into two or more physical lines
The explicit result of a function or operator is the result of the last

statement executed
A+ implements an object called a dependency, which is a global variable
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(the dependent variable) and an associated definition that is like a function
with no arguments. Values can be explicitly set and referenced in exactly the
same ways as for a global variable, but they can also be set through the
associated definition.

Interactive A+ development is primarily done in the Xemacs editor, through
extensions to the editor. Because A+ code uses the original APL symbols,
displaying A+ requires a font with those special characters; a font named
kapl is provided on the web site for that purpose.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License

A-0 System

programming language

year created: 1951, 1952 by Grace Hopper.

From the Wikipedia page on A-0 System

A-0 system (Arithmetic Language version 0), written by Grace Murray
Hopper in 1951 and 1952 for the UNIVAC I, was an early compiler related
tool developed for electronic computers. The A-0 functioned more as a
loader or linker than the modern notion of a compiler. A program was
specified as a sequence of subroutines and its arguments. The subroutines
were identified by a numeric code and the arguments to the subroutines
were written directly after each subroutine code. The A-0 system converted
the specification into machine code that could be fed into the computer a
second time to execute the said program.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License

See: .aac  — file extension

abacus
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æb'-ə-kəs (Received Pronunciation, General
American)

noun

plural abaci or abacuses

An instrument for performing calculations, usually a rectangular frame with rows of
wires, rods, or grooves along which beads, balls, or pebbles are slid. Each wire or groove
designates a denomination, such as units, tens, hundreds, etc (decimal system), and each
bead represents a digit or a specific nuber of digits (such as representing five).

etymology: 1387 CE Middle English abacus from Latin: sandboard abacus, counting
board, from Greek ἄβαξ (ábax): board covered with sand for tracing calculations, genitive
form ἄβακoς (abakos), from Phoenician, related to Hebrew אבק (abhaq), dust

French: l' abaque 
     German: der abakus 
     Russian: счеты 
     Spanish: ábaco

A user of an abacus is called an abacist.

From the Wikipedia page on Abacus

The abacus (plural abaci or abacuses),
also called a counting frame, is a
calculating tool which has been used
since ancient times. It was used in the
ancient Near East, Europe, China, and
Russia, centuries before the adoption of
the Hindu-Arabic numeral system. The
exact origin of the abacus has not yet
emerged. It consists of rows of movable
beads, or similar objects, strung on a
wire. They represent digits. One of the two numbers is set up, and the
beads are manipulated to perform an operation such as addition, or even a
square or cubic root.

In their earliest designs, the rows of beads could be loose on a flat surface
or sliding in grooves. Later the beads were made to slide on rods and built
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into a frame, allowing faster manipulation. Abacuses are still made, often as
a bamboo frame with beads sliding on wires. In the ancient world,
particularly before the introduction of positional notation, abacuses were a
practical calculating tool. The abacus is still used to teach the fundamentals
of mathematics to some children, e.g., in post-Soviet states.

Designs such as the Japanese soroban have been used for practical
calculations of up to multi-digit numbers. Any particular abacus design
supports multiple methods to perform calculations, including the four basic
operations and square and cube roots. Some of these methods work with
non-natural numbers (numbers such as 1.5 and ¾).

Although calculators and computers are commonly used today instead of
abacuses, abacuses remain in everyday use in some countries. Merchants,
traders, and clerks in some parts of Eastern Europe, Russia, China, and
Africa use abacuses. The abacus remains in common use as a scoring
system in non-electronic table games. Others may use an abacus due to
visual impairment that prevents the use of a calculator.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License

ABAP

abbreviation

programming language

From the Wikipedia page on ABAP

ABAP (Advanced Business Application Programming, originally Allgemeiner
Berichts-Aufbereitungs-Prozessor, German for “general report preparation
processor”) is a high-level programming language created by the German
software company SAP SE. It is currently positioned, alongside Java, as the
language for programming the SAP NetWeaver Application Server, which is
part of the SAP NetWeaver platform for building business applications.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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ABC

abbreviation

programming language

From the Wikipedia page on ABC (programming language)

ABC is an imperative general-purpose programming language and
integrated development environment (IDE) developed at Centrum Wiskunde
& Informatica (CWI), Netherlands by Leo Geurts, Lambert Meertens, and
Steven Pemberton. It is interactive, structured, high-level, and intended to
be used instead of BASIC, Pascal, or AWK. It is intended for teaching or
prototyping, but not as a systems-programming language.

ABC had a major influence on the design of the language Python,
developed by Guido van Rossum, who formerly worked for several years on
the ABC system in the mid-1980s.

Features

Its designers claim that ABC programs are typically around a quarter the
size of the equivalent Pascal or C programs, and more readable. Key
features include:

Only five basic data types
No required variable declarations
Explicit support for top-down programming
Statement nesting is indicated by indentation, via the off-side rule
Infinite precision arithmetic, unlimited-sized lists and strings, and other

features supporting orthogonality and ease of use by novices

ABC was originally a monolithic implementation, leading to an inability to
adapt to new requirements, such as creating a graphical user interface
(GUI). ABC could not directly access the underlying file system and
operating system.

The full ABC system includes a programming environment with a structure
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editor (syntax-directed editor), suggestions, static variables (persistent), and
multiple workspaces, and is available as an interpreter-compiler. As of 2020,
the latest version is 1.05.02, and it is ported to Unix, DOS, Atari, and Apple
MacOS.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License

ABC ALGOL

programming language

From the Wikipedia page on ABC ALGOL

ABC ALGOL is an extension of the programming language ALGOL 60 with
arbitrary data structures and user-defined operators, intended for computer
algebra (symbolic mathematics). Despite its advances, it was never used as
widely as Algol proper.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License

ABD(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

abort

ə'-bɔ:t (Received Pronunciation), ə'-bɔɹt (General American)

verb

keyword: Ada reserved key word
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public domain

The abort keyword is used to abort either a task (thread) or partition (process). An abort_statement
causes one or more tasks to become abnormal, thus preventing any further interaction with such tasks. The
completion of the triggering_statement of an asynchronous_select causes a sequence_of_statements to be
aborted. — Ada Reference Manual 9.8

abort_statement ::= abort task_name {, task_name}; — Ada Reference Manual 9.8

abortion

“I don’t like the Supreme Court decision on abortion. I think it went too far. I don’t think
a woman has the sole right to say what should happen to her body.” —Joe Biden, 1974

“If the government can keep you from getting an abortion, they can also require it.” —
Sandra Day O’Connor

The US Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld the right for judges to order the sterilization
of autistic people and others that are deemed to be mentally or physically deficient by the
standards of Francis Galton, Andrew Carnegie, and Adolf Hitler.

Forced sterilization is one of the five acts named in the definition of genocide in the
international treaty Convention on the Prevention an Punishment of Genocide.

The US Supreme Court has upgeld that judges can not be sued for issueing secret
sterilization orders without a trial or a chnce for the victim or the victim’s family to protest or
respond, calling literal genocide a judicial duty.

Joe Biden voted to allow states to overturn Roe v. Wade
and in 1974 said “Women don’t have sole right to say what
should happen to their bodies.”

Donald Trump in 2016 called for “some form of
punishment” for abortion.

During the first two years of Joe Biden’s presidency, the
Democrats had control of both houses of Congress.

The Democrats passed the bill to codify Roe into law in
the House of Representatives.

In addition, two Republican senators were co-authors of
the bill to codify Roe into law.

Joe Biden put political presure on Senate Democrats to avoid bringing the bill up for a
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vote.

In addition to Joe Biden’s personal opposition to legalized abortion, the Democrats
believe they can use the issue for fund raising to gather far more money than they could
gather if they actually followed through on their promise to protect a woman’s right to
choose.

Both Bill Clinton and Barack Obama campaigned on codifying Roe into law, Obama
promising to make it his first presidential action. Both abandoned the topic after being elected
president.

curated tweets: abortion

Idaho hospital to stop offering pregnancy care because of state abortion law
@girlsreallyrule Amee Vanderpool 9:51 am 18 Mar 2023

South Carolina proposes death penalty for abortion @SDonziger Steven Donziger
8:45 am 18 Mar 2023

See: .abr  — file extension

abs

keyword: Ada reserved key word

function: C math.h library function: stands for ABSolute value

keyword: ABS (all caps) BASIC function

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

abscissa

æbˈsɪs.ə (US)

noun
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plural abscissas, also abscissae

geometry The horizontal (x-) coordinate of a point in a Cartesian coordinate system
obtained by measuring the distance from the vertical (y-axis) parallel to the x-axis. Examples,
the coordinate (4,5) has an abscissa of 4.

absolute error

noun

mathematics The absolute (positive) value of the difefrence between an observed or
measured value of a quantity and its true value.

Also called Absolute Accuracy Error.

absolute value

'æb.səˌlut ˈvæl.ju or ˌæb.səˈljut ˈvæl.ju (US)

noun

1 mathematics The magnitude of a real number without regard to its sign.

Also called numerical value.

2 mathematics The principal square root of the sums of the squares of the real and
imaginary parts of a given complex number.

3 technical The actual magnitude of a numerical value of measurement, without regard to
its relation to other values.

abstract

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: Java reserved key word
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keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

ACC

abbreviation

programming language

acceleration

ək.ˌsɛl.ə.ˈɹeɪ.ʃən or æk.ˌsɛl.ə.ˈɹeɪ.ʃən or ɪk.ˌsɛl.ə.ˈɹeɪ.ʃən

noun

physics The rate of change of velocity per unit of time.

Accent

programming language

Rational Synergy

accept

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

access
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keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

accuracy

ˈakjʊɹəsi or ˈakjəɹəsi (Received Pronunciation), ˈækjəɹəsi (General American)

noun

1 The state of being correct or true; freedom from mistake or error; correctness.

2 mathematics The degree to which a given quantity is correct and free from error; how
close the measured value it to the true (actual) value.

Usage: My father used this example to show the difference between accuracy and
precision. One plus one equals a small number is highly accurate, but highly imprecise. One
plus one equls 0.99417998 is highly precise, but inaccurate.

Ace DASL

programming language

Distributed Application Specification Language

acos

function: C math.h library function: stands for Arc COSine

ACOS(x)
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keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

acre

ˈeɪ.kə (Received Pronunciation), ˈeɪ.kɚ (General American)

noun

A unit of area in the US Customary System, derived from an English unit of land area
(symbol: a. or ac.), originally defined as the area of one chain by one furlong (66 by 660 feet)
denoting a day’s ploughing for a yoke of oxen, which is exactly equal to 10 square chains or
1/640 of a square mile, now standardized as 4,840 square yards or 4,046.86 square meters.

acs

keyword: ACS (all caps) BASIC function

Action!

programming language

ActionScript

programming language

Actor

programming language
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acute

ə'-kju:t (Received Pronunciation), ə-kyōōt' (General American)

adjective

1. geometry An angle numerically smaller than a right angle, as in acute angle.

2. geometry Of a triangle, having all three interior angles measuring less than 90
degrees each, as in acute triangle.

acute angle

noun

mathematics, geometry Any angle measuring greater than zero degrees (0°) and less than
ninety degrees (90°).

acute triangle

noun

geometry A triangle in which all three of the internal angles are acute angles (less than
90°).

Also called acute-angled triangles.

Ada

programming language

See: Ada lexicon
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Samual Adams

“How strangely eill the tools of a tyrant pervert the plain meaning of word.” —Samuel
Adams

add

æd

verb

1 transitive To join or unite (e.g. one thing to another, or as several particulars) so as to
increase the number, augment the quantity or enlarge the magnitude, or so as to form into one
aggregate. Wiktionary

2 To sum up; to put together mentally; to add up. Wiktionary

3 transitive To combine elements of (something) into one quantity. Wiktionary

4 transitive To give by way of increased possession (to someone); to bestow (on).
Wiktionary

5 transitive To append (e.g. a statement); to say further information; to add on. Wiktionary

6 intransitive To make an addition; to augment; to increase; to add on. Wiktionary

7 intransitive, mathematics To perform the arithmetical operation of addition. Wiktionary

8 intransitive, video games To summon minions or reinforcements. Wiktionary

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

ADD(x,y,p[,q]

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function
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ADDBUFF (n)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

addend

ˈæd.ɛnd

noun

1 mathematics Any one of two or more numbers or other terms that are to be added
together.

2 organic chemistry A moiety added to another molecule.

adder

æ'-dɚ, noun

In a computing machine, an arithmetic component that performs the addition of positive
numbers, usually integers (floating point adders exist). N.B. An arithmetic component that
both adds and subtracts is called an algebraic adder.

ADDR(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function
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Adenine

programming language

Haystack

address

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

AdvPL

abbreviation

programming language

advancing

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

a.e.

abbreviation

mathematics: Abbreviation for almost everywhere.

Afghanistan

nation

Invaded by the United States 2001.
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after

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

curated tweets: Africa

Daudal region, comb, 17th century @slam_african St Louis Art Museum: Arts of
Africa, Oceania, and the Americas 5:35 pm 18 Mar 2023

aftertouch

keyword: MIDI comamnd

A0 hex (where n is the channel number)

2 paraaemters

paramater 1: key

paramater 2: velocity

Agda

programming language

AgilentVEE

programming language

Keysight VEE
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See: .ai  — file extension

See: .aif  — file extension

See: .aiff  — file extension

AIMMS

abbreviation

programming language

AIX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM.

IBM’s Advavanced Interactive eXecutive, a System V Unix version. —Wikipedia: List of
operating systems

Alaska LNG project

President Joe Biden approved the $38,000,000,000 Alaska LNG gas project on 14 April
2023.

The project includes 807 miles of pipeline, a gas treatment plant, a liquefaction facility,
and an LNG terminal that will process 20,000,000 metric tons of gas per year.

Burning those 20,000,000 metric tons of gas will release 50,000,000 metric tons of carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere.
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This project alone will by itself raise Alaska’s fossil fuel emissions by more than 30%.

There are always gas leaks. The gas leaks of methane are 28-86 times stronger than
carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas.

The intent is to sell all of the gas produced to Asia.

Biden’s project will have a lifetime of decades, at least 30 years.

489 new roads will be built across land previously untouched by human activity,
devastating wildlife.

map from Earth Justice

This and the Willow project is how Joe Biden and the Democrats have kept Biden’s
campaign promise of no new fossil fuel projects in Alaska. Vote Green.

From the Twitter account on Climate Defiance.
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Aldor

programming language

Alef

programming language

alert

keyword: JavaScript windows method

ALF

abbreviation

programming language

algebraic adder

al'-ge-bra-ic  ad'-der, noun

In a computing machine, an arithmetic component that performs both addition and
subtraction.

ALGOL 58

abbreviation

programming language
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ALGOL 60

abbreviation

programming language

ALGOL 68

abbreviation

programming language

ALGOL W

abbreviation

programming language

alias

keyword: Ruby reserved word

aliased

keyword: Ada reserved key word

Alice
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programming language

Alice ML

AliceBlue

keyword: HTML color name

AliceBlue
#F0F8FF

ALIGNED

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute

all

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows method

keyword: PL/C keyword

Diagnostic option of PUT statement as in PUT ALL;

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

ALL(x)
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keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

Allen Mall shooter and Elon Musk

Texas police confirm Allen Mall shooter was neo-Nazi

by Jacob Crosse 10 May 2023

In the first press conference held by police officials since Saturday’s massacre
at the Allen, Texas mall, Dallas Public Safety Regional Director Hank Sibley
confirmed on Tuesday that the 33-year-old gunman, Mauicio Garcia, had a “neo-
Nazi ideation.”

The mass shooting left eight people dead, including a three-year-old, eight-
year-old and 11-year-old.

Elon Musk doubled down on his claims that there’s no evidence the Allen, Texas mall
shooter had white supremacist beliefs, and that @bellingcat “does psy-ops” professionally.

See: ALLOC — PL/I

See: ALLOC(x) — PL/I

ALLOCATE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: ALLOC

Statement

ALLOCATON(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword
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Abbreviated: ALLOC(x)

Built-in function

Alma-0

programming language

alphabet

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

alphabetic

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

alphabetic-lower

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

alphabetic-upper

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

alphanumeric

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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alphanumeric-edited

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

also

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

alter

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

alternate

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

AmbientTalk

programming language

Amiga E

programming language
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AmigaOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Amiga Inc. and Commodore International.

AmigaOS 1.0-3.9 (Motorola 68000) —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

AmigaOS 4 (PowerPC) —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

Amiga Unix

operating system

Also called Amix

Proprietary OS by Amiga Inc.

Amix

abbreviation

operating system

Alternate name for Amiga Unix

Proprietary OS by Amiga Inc.

AMOS

abbreviation

programming language

AMOS BASIC
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AMPL

abbreviation

programming language

See: .amr  — file extension

AMSDOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Amstrad

Analitik

programming language

anchor

keyword: JavaScript windows method

anchors

keyword: JavaScript windows method

and
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conjunction: connecting conjunction

part of speech: conjunction

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #5

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #3

Dolch level: Pre-primer

Polysemy: 16

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: AND (all caps) BASIC statement

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

The word “and” is a conjunction used to connect words, phrases, clauses, or sentences. It
is one of the most common and versatile words in the English language. Here are some
common definitions and uses of the word “and”: [ChatGPT]

1. Conjunction of addition: “And” is used to add or join two or more similar or
related elements. For example: [ChatGPT]

“I like to read books and watch movies.” [ChatGPT]
“John and Mary went to the park.” [ChatGPT]
“The dog is black and white.” [ChatGPT]

2. Conjunction of alternatives: “And” can also be used to present alternatives or
choices. For example: [ChatGPT]

“Would you like tea or coffee?” [ChatGPT] [Note added by human: that is the
word “or”, not the word “and”.]

“He can choose between staying home and going out.” [ChatGPT]
3. Conjunction of sequence or continuation: “And” is used to indicate a sequence of

events or a continuation of an action. For example: [ChatGPT]
“He woke up, brushed his teeth, and got dressed.” [ChatGPT]
“She studied hard, and she passed the exam.” [ChatGPT]

4. Conjunction of contrast or opposition: In some cases, “and” can be used to
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express a contrast or opposition between two ideas or statements. For example:
[ChatGPT]

“She is intelligent and humble.” [ChatGPT]
“The weather is sunny and cold.” [ChatGPT]

5. Conjunction of cause and effect: “And” can be used to show a cause and effect
relationship between two clauses or statements. For example: [ChatGPT]

“He studied hard, and he got good grades.” [ChatGPT]
“She trained regularly, and she became a skilled athlete.” [ChatGPT]

6. Conjunction of agreement or similarity: “And” can be used to express agreement
or similarity between two ideas or statements. For example: [ChatGPT]

“I love ice cream, and my sister does too.” [ChatGPT]
“The movie was funny, and the audience laughed.” [ChatGPT]

7. Conjunction in compound subjects or objects: “And” is used to join two or more
subjects or objects within a sentence. For example: [ChatGPT]

“Tom and Jerry are friends.” [ChatGPT]
“She bought apples, oranges, and bananas.” [ChatGPT]

It’s important to note that the function of “and” can vary depending on the context and the
relationship between the elements it connects. [ChatGPT]

and_bits

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Android

operating system

Proprietary OS by Google

Android is an operating system for mobile devices. It consists of Android Runtime
(userland) with Linux (kernel), with its Linux kernel modified to add drivers for mobile
device hardware and to remove unused Vanilla Linux drivers. —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

A.NET
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abbreviation

programming language

A#/A sharp

AngelScript

programming language

See: .ani  — file extension

AntiqueWhite

keyword: HTML color name

AntiqueWhite
#FAEBD7

any

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

ANY(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function
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AOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Data General.

For 16-bit Data General Eclipse computers. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

AOS/VS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Data General.

For 32-bit Data General (MV series) Eclipses. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

Apache Pig Latin

programming language

See: .ape  — file extension

Apex

abbreviation

programming language

Salesforce.com, Inc
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APL

abbreviation

programming language

apple
U.S. apples are banned in the European Union because they are treated with diphenylamine (DPA),

which has been linked to cancer.

apothem

ap'-o-them, noun

The perpendicular distance from the center of a regular polygon to a side.

Synonym short radius

append

keyword: APPEND (all caps) BASIC command

App Inventor

programming language

App Inventro for Android’s visual block language

MIT App Inventor

Apple DOS
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple II family

programming language

Apple Lisa

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Lisa

Apple Macintosh

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Variants include Classic Mac OS, A/UX, Copland, MkLinux, Pink, Rhapsody, Mac OS X,
OS X, macOS, Mac OS X Server, OS X Server, and macOS Server.

Apple Network Server

operating system

Proprietary OS: Apple customized version of IBM AIX.

AIX

Apple Pascal
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple II family

AppleScript

programming language

Apple SOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple III

apply

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

APT

abbreviation

programming language

Aqua

keyword: HTML color name

Aqua
#00FFFF
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Aquamarine

keyword: HTML color name

Aquamarine
#7FFFD4

Arby’s sourdough breakfast bread, croissant, and French
toast sticks

Arby’s sourdough breakfast bread, croissant, and French toast sticks are banned in the European Union,
India, and the U.K. because they contain Azodicarbonamide (ACA), a carcinogen.

Arc

programming language

ARC Assembly

programming language

year created: 1947

created by: Kathleen Booth

predecessors: ENIAC coding system

Archimedes’ Constant

Also known as pi.
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See: π pi

architecture

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

are

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

area

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows object

AREA

keyword: PL/I keyword

Condition

AREA[(size)]

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute

areas
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ARexx

abbreviation

programming language

See: .arf — file extension

ARGn

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of NOMAP, NOMAPIN, and NOMAPOUT options of the OPTIONS attribute

arguments

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

Argus

programming language

See: .arj — file extension

arm

arm, noun
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A side of an angle, as in arms of an angle.

AROS Research Operating System

operating system

Proprietary OS by Commodore International.

A/ROSE

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary embedded operating system by Apple.

array

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript object

keyword: PL/C keyword

Diagnostic option of PUT statement as in PUT ARRAY;

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

array()

keyword: PHP reserved word (this is a reserved word and not a function)
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curated tweets: art

Woman in a Dark Dress (Sien's Mother), 1882 @vangoghartist 12:39 pm 19 Mar 2023

Daudal region, comb, 17th century @slam_african St Louis Art Museum: Arts of
Africa, Oceania, and the Americas 5:35 pm 18 Mar 2023

Arthur

operating system

Proprietary OS by Acorn Computers

curated tweets: artificial intelligence

AI needs a better humanitarian strategy @MaritaKassis 1:05 pm 19 Mar 2023

evolution of generative AI @IamAritraG Aritra Ghosh 9:26 am 19 Mar 2023

how deepfakes undermine trust @PatrickCMiller Patrick C Miller 11:15 pm 18 Mar
2023

See: .arw — file extension

ARX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Acorn Computers
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as

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

asc

keyword: ASC (all caps) BASIC function

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

ascending

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ASCII

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of Environment attribute

See: .asf  — file extension

See: .asm — file extension

asin

function: C math.h library function: stands for Arc Sine
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ASIN(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

See: ASM — PL/I

ASSEMBLER

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: ASM

Option of OPTIONS attribute/option

Assembly language

programming language

ASM

assert

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

assign

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows method
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ASSCOIATE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIROMENT attribute

astroid

æ'-stɹoɪd, noun

The hypocycloid of four cusps.

curated tweets: astronomy and space

Equinox at the Pyramid of the Feathered Serpent @apod Astronomy Picture Of The
Day 10:30 pm 18 Mar 2023

Kakakh authorities seize Russian rocket launch facility over 2 billion ruble
debt @revishvilig Giorgi Revishvili 11:13 am 13 Mar 2023

See: .asx  — file extension

at

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

atan
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function: C math.h library function: stands for Arc TANgent

ATAN(x[,y]

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

ATAND(x[,y])

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

atan2

function: C math.h library function: stands for Arc TANgent of 2 numbers (first number
divided by the second)

ATANH(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

Atari DOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Atari for 8-bit computers.
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Atari MultiTOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Atari.

Atari TOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Atari.

atof

function: C math.h library function: stands for Ascii TO Float

atoi

function: C math.h library function: stands for Ascii TO Integer

atol

function: C math.h library function: stands for Ascii TO Long

atomic

keyword: Objective-C word
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See: ATTN — PL/I

ATTENTION

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: ATTN

Condition

attribute

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

audit

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

curated tweets: Australian nuclear submarines

Australian nuclear submarines (thread) @caitoz Caitlin Johnstone 6:55 pm 18 Mar
2023

author

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

auto

keyword: C keyword: storage class
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keyword: Objective-C reserved word

See: AUTO — PL/I

AutoIt

programming language

AutoLisp

programming language

Visual LISP

AUTOMATIC

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: AUTO

Attribute

A/UX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

UNIX System V with BSD extensions. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

Apple Macintosh
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avocado
The avocado is a fruit (a single-seeded berry).

See: avocado toast

average tax

Joe Biden claimed in a speech aboiut the economy given to union members at the IBEW
Local Union 26 in Lanham, Md., on 15 Feb. 2023, that the “average tax” for billionaires is
“about 3%,” which is “a lower tax than a schoolteacher of a firefighter.”

Joe Biden repeates the campaign slogan “No billionaire should be paying a lower tax rate
than a schoolteacher or a firefighter.”

Prior to 1983, Social Security was not taxable. In 1983, Joe Biden voted with 88
Democrat and Republican senatiors to tax up to 50% of Social Security benefits.

In 1993, Joe Biden voted for Bill Clinton’s increase of up to 85% of Social Security
benefits. The vote ended in a tie of 50 Democrats and 50 Republicans, with Vice President Al
Gore casting the deciding vote.

During the first two years of Joe Biden’s presidency, when Democrats had control of both
houses of Congress, Biden led the fight to prevent any rise in the jminimum wage, but in just
five days he got Congress to outlaw the right for RR workers to strike or even have sick days
(signed into law 22 December 2022).

Averest

programming language

avg
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .avi  — file extension

AWK

abbreviation

programming language

Axum

programming language

ayacc

abbreviation

programming language

“
ayacc - UC Irvine. written in Ada, produces Ada output

ftp://liege.ics.uci.edu/pub/irus/aflex-ayacc_1.2a.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc

Azure
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keyword: HTML color name

Azure
#F0FFFF
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B b
B

ASCII: 42 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER B

b

ASCII: 62 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER B

B

programming language

B [(x)]

keyword: PL/I keyword

Format item

Babbage
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programming language

See: .bak — file extension

BACKWARD

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: BKWD

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

BACKWARDS

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute

Ballerina

programming language

ballot access

Help get the Green Party on the ballot for all 50 states for the 2024 election:
ballot.greens.org
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curated tweets: bank scandals

banks want all accounts insured for two years @unusual_whales 2:15 pm 18 Mar
2023

bailing out banks vs universal healthcare @RBReich Robert Reich 2:40 pm 18 Mar
2023

CA Governor Newsom lobbied for SVB bailout without revealing his own
accounts at the bank @unusual_whales 8:01 am 18 Mar 2023

See: .bas — file extension
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BASED[(location-espression)]

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute

BASH

abbreviation

programming language

BASIC

abbreviation

programming language

basis

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .bar — file extension

Batch-11/DOS-11

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise
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Batch file

programming language

Windows/MS-DOS

bc

abbreviation

programming language

Compression: basic calculator

BCPL

abbreviation

programming language

be
part of speech: verb

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #2

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #2

Dolch level: Primer

Polysemy: 21

“Be” is a verb in the English language that serves as an auxiliary verb and a main verb. It is a highly
versatile verb that is used to indicate various states, qualities, conditions, or existence. As an auxiliary verb,
“be” is used in the construction of continuous tenses (e.g., “I am running”) and passive voice (e.g., “The
book was written”). It helps to convey ongoing actions, temporary situations, or actions performed on the
subject. [ChatGPT]

As a main verb, “be” functions as a linking verb that connects the subject of a sentence to its
complement, describing or identifying the subject. For example, in the sentence “He is a doctor,” “is” links
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the subject “he” to the complement “doctor,” indicating his profession or identity. “Be” can also express a
state of being, such as “I am happy"=” or “She is tired.” Furthermore, “be” is used in imperatives (e.g., “Be
quiet!”) and in conditional sentences (e.g., “If I were you…”). [ChatGPT]

The forms of “be” include “am,” “is,” “are,” “was,” “were,” “been,” and “being,” depending on the
tense, person, and number of the subject. It is an essential and frequently used verb in English grammar.
[ChatGPT]

See: beans

BeanShell

programming language

before

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

begin

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

keyword: BEGIN (all caps) Ruby reserved word

keyword: begin (all lower case) Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word
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beginning

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

BeIA

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Be Inc.

Beige

keyword: HTML color name

Beige
#F5F5DC

belief

“People are not stupid. They believe things for reasons. The last way for skeptics to get
the attention of bright, curious, intelligent people is to belittle or condescend or show
arrogance towards their beliefs.” —Carl Sagan

BeOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Be Inc.
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BeOS 55.1d0

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Be Inc.

BESYS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

for the IBM 7090 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

BESYS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

BETA

programming language

between
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keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

Joe Biden

“I’ve acquired a hell of a lot of wisdom and know more than the vast majority of people.
I’m more experienced than anybody who has ever run for the office. And I think I’ve proven
myself to be honorable as well as effective.” —Joe Biden (6 May 2023)

Joe Biden got caught cheating in law school and has a decades long history oif absurdly
ridiculous lies.

Big Snake

There’s a story of a Ponca man Big Snake being incensed with the government agent sent
to remove them in 1877 and he told the guy “drop your words on the land here and go back
across the river” and I always thought that was classy way to say STFU. The US Army
murdered him though —Brett Chapman
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See: .bik  — file extension

See: BIN — PL/I attribute

See: BIN — PL/I function
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See: .bin — file extension

binary

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

BINARY

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: BIN

Attribute

BINARY(x[,p,[q]])

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: BIN

Built-in function

bind

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Bison

programming language
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‘Bison - from GNU ftp://prep.ai.mit.edu/pub/gnu/bison-1.21.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc

Bison++

programming language

‘Bison++ - produces C++ output.
ftp://psuvax1.cs.psu.edu/pub/src/gnu/bison++-1.04.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc

Bisque

keyword: HTML color name

Bisque
#FFE4C4

BIT (length)
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keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute

BIT(expression [size])

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

See: BKWD — PL/I

Black

keyword: HTML color name

Black
#000000

curated tweets: Black America

African-American depression and suicide @dijoni Don Salmon 9:39 pm 18 Mar 2023

Denver police sergeant attempted sexual assault on 14-yr-old @TalbertSwan
Bishop Talbert Swan 8:34 pm 18 Mar 2023

Sundown discrimination (thread) @AfricanArchives 8:28 am 18 Mar 2023

BlanchedAlmond
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keyword: HTML color name

BlanchedAlmond
#FFEBCD

blank

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

BLISS

abbreviation

programming language

BLKSIZE (expression)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

block

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

Blockly
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programming language

BlooP

abbreviation

programming language

Blue

keyword: HTML color name

Blue
#0000FF

BlueViolet

keyword: HTML color name

BlueViolet
#8A2BE2

blur

keyword: JavaScript windows method

See: .bmp  — file extension
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body

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

BOOL

keyword: Objective-C word

BOOL(x, y, z)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

See: _Bool — C

boolean

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

Boomerang

programming language

Bosque
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programming language

both

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

bottom

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

break

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

breakfast cereal
Most U.S. breakfast cereals, including Frosted Flakes, Honey Bunches of Oats, and Rice Krispies, are

banned in the European Union and Japan because they include Butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), an
artificial flavor enhancer that is carcinogenic.

bridgeOS
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operating system

Proprietary embedded operating system by Apple.

Brief Code

programming language

year created: 1949

created by: John Mauchly and William F. Schmitt

predecessors: ENIAC Short Code

brk

function: C library function: stands for BReaK location

Brown

keyword: HTML color name

Brown (official)
#A52A2A

Brown (alternative)
#964B00

See: BUF — PL/I
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buffer

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

BUFFERED

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: BUF

Attribute

BUFFERS (n)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

BUFFND (n)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

BUFNI (n)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

BUFFOFF
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keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

BUILTIN

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute

bumblebee bat

The smallest mammal in the world is the bumblebee bat, weighing between 0.05 and 0.07
ounces, length 1.14 to 1.29 inches, and wingspan of 5.1 to 5.7 inches.

The Craseonycteris thonglongyai is also known as the Kitti’s hog-nosed bat.

BurlyWood

keyword: HTML color name

BurlyWood
#DEB887

Burroughs MCP

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Burroughs Corporation.
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bus

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

button

keyword: JavaScript windows object

by

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

BY

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of DO statement

bycopy

keyword: Objective-C former reserved word

See: BYNAME — PL/I

BY NAME

keyword: PL/I keyword
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Abbreviated: BYNAME

Option of assignment statement

byref

keyword: Objective-C former reserved word

byte

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word
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C c
C

ASCII: 43 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER C

c

ASCII: 63 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER C

C (x[,y])

keyword: PL/I keyword

Format item

cache

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

CadetBlue
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keyword: HTML color name

CadetBlue
#5F9EA0

Caldera DR-DOS 7.02 and higher

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Derived from DR-DOS 3.31-6.0 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

DR-DOS

Caldera OpenDOS 7.01

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Derived from DR-DOS 3.31-6.0 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

DR-DOS

call

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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keyword: VHDL reserved key word

CALL

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

CALL

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of INITIAL attribute

callable

keyword: PHP reserved word

calloc

function: C library function: stands for Character memory ALLOCation

curated tweets: cannabis

determining plant sex @Leafly 12:20 pm 19 Mar 2023

cancel
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

capitalism

“While there’s capitalism, there’ll be socialism, because these is always a response to
injustice,” —Ed Miliband

cardinailty

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

George Carlin

“Never underestimate the power of stupid people in large groups.” —George Carlin

case

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

cast

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Fidel Castro

“Homeland or death! Socialism or death! We shall overcome!” —Fidel Castro

“They talk about the failure of socialism but where is the success of capitalism in Africa,
Asia and Latin America?” —Fidel Castro

curated tweets: Catalan

Catalan delegation visits Sahrawi refugee camp @catalannews 11:00 am 19 Mar 2023

catch

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

See: @catch() — Objective C

caterpillar

“The caterpillar does all the work, but the butterful gets all the publicity.” —George
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Carlin

Holden Caufield

Holden Caulfield, the protagonist of J.D. Salinger’s novel The Catcher in the Rye, is a
complex character who struggles with a sense of alienation and disillusionment. Based on his
personality and interests as depicted in the novel, here are some possible pastimes that
Holden Caulfield might enjoy:

1. Walking around the city - Holden often goes on long walks through New York City,
observing the people and the environment around him. He may enjoy wandering
aimlessly through the city, lost in thought and watching the world go by.

2. Listening to music - Holden is a fan of jazz music, and he often mentions listening to
records or going to see live performances. He may enjoy spending time listening to
music and letting the sound wash over him.

3. Reading - Holden is an avid reader, and he often discusses the books he has read or
plans to read. He may spend his spare time reading novels and other literary works,
immersing himself in stories and ideas that resonate with him.

4. Talking with friends - Holden is a social character who enjoys spending time with
his friends and acquaintances. He may enjoy hanging out with friends, discussing their
lives and experiences, and sharing stories and laughs.

5. Writing - Throughout the novel, Holden mentions several times that he likes to write.
He may enjoy writing in a journal or creative writing, using the written word to explore
his thoughts and emotions.

It’s worth noting that Holden’s interests and pastimes may change over the course of the
novel, depending on his emotional state and the events that unfold. However, these are some
possible activities that he may enjoy based on his character as established in the novel.
[ChatGPT]

CB Unix

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.
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A version of UNIX Time-Sharing System v6. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v6

cbl

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

CCI Multiuser DOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

DOS

cd

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .cda  — file extension

See: .cdr  — file extension

See: .cdt  — file extension

ceil

function: C math.h library function: stands for CEILing of a number
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CEIL(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

curated tweets: censorship

LukeDavidJohnson on why TikTok ban is bad @ggreenwald Glenn Greenwalkd 8:55
am 19 Mar 2023

LukeDavidJohnson on why TikTok ban is bad part 2 @ggreenwald Glenn
Greenwalkd 8:58 am 19 Mar 2023

cf

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

cfree

function: C library function: stands for Character memory FREE

ch

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

channel pressure
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keyword: MIDI comamnd

Dn hex (where n is the channel number)

1 paraaemter

paramater: pressure

char

keyword: C keyword: data type

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

See: CHAR — PL/I

CHAR(expression [size])

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

character

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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CHARACTER [(lenght)]

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: CHAR

Attribute

characters

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

char_length

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

char_length_b

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

char_length_mb

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

character_length

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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character_length_b

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

character_length_mb

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Chartreuse

keyword: HTML color name

Chartreuse
#7FFF00

Hugo Chavez

“It’s ironic that those who till the soil, cultivate and harvest the fruits, vegetables, and
other foods that fill your tables with abundance have nothing left for themselves.” —Hugo
Chavez

“Privatization is a neoliberal and imperialist plan. Health can’t be privatized because it is a
fundamental human right, nor can education, water, electricity and other public services.
They can’t be surrendered to private capital that denies the people their rights.” —Hugo
Chavez

check

keyword: PL/C keyword

Statement as in CHECK(15,20);
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keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

CHECK [(name list)]

keyword: PL/I keyword

Condition

CHECK

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

checkbox

keyword: JavaScript windows object

chicken
The US’s chicken is banned by the European Union since 1997 because of its chlorine wash. The EU

says that health standards should be used throughout the chickens’ lives rather than a insufficient wash just
at the end.

curated tweets: China

fruits in Yunnan @ZhejiangToday 6:59 am 19 Mar 2023

Chippewa Operating System (COS)

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.

Chocolate

keyword: HTML color name

Chocolate
#D2691E

Christianity

Chrome OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Google

Chrome OS is designed to work exclusively with web applications. Announced on July 7,
2009, Chrome OS is currently publicly available and was released summer 2011. The
Chrome OS source code was released on November 19, 2009, under the BSD license as
Chromium OS. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

Chromium OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Google

Chromium OS is an open source operating system development version of Chrome OS.
Both operating systems are based on the Linux kernel. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

James Clapper
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class

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Class (initial cap) Objective-C word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

See: @class — Objective C

See: _CLASS_ — PHP

classic Mac OS
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

class-id

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

clearerr

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for CLEAR file ERRor

clearInterval

keyword: JavaScript windows method

clearTimeout

keyword: JavaScript windows method

clientInformation

keyword: JavaScript windows object

curated tweets: climate change
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Mexican solar power @MikeHudema 12:22 pm 19 Mar 2023

warning on peak total global emmissions (thread) @ClimateBen 12:12 pm 19 Mar
2023

clock-units

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

clone

keyword: PHP reserved word

close

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows method

CLOSE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

closed

keyword: JavaScript windows property
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cluster

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

CMDCHN

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

cobol

abbreviation

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

COBOL

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIROMENT attribute

COBOL

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of OPTIONS attribute

code
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

code-set

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Coffee-mate
Coffee-mate is banned in Austria, Hungary, and Scandinavian nations because of the hydrogenated

soybean and cottonseed oils, which raise bad cholesterol, lowers good cholesterol, and increases the risk of
diabetes, heart disease, heart attack, and stroke.

COLBIN

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

collating

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

column

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

COLUMN (w)

keyword: PL/I keyword
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Format item

See: .com — file extension

comment

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle, z/OS)

commit

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Communist Party
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Compatitble Time-Sharing System (CTSS)

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

developed at MIT’s Computation Center for use on a modified IBM 7094 —Wikipedia: List
of operating systems

COMPILETIME

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

COMPLETION(event)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: CPLN

Built-in function, pseudo-variable

component

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

COMPLEX

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: CPLX

Attribute
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COMPLEX(a, b)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function, pseudovariable

compress

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

com-reg

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

comma

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

common

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

communication

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

comp
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

comp-1

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

comp-2

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

comp-3

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

comp-4

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

comp-5

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: _Complex — Objective C

computational
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

computational-1

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

computational-2

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

computational-3

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

computational-4

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

computational-5

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

compute

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

computer
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kəm'-pjuː-tə (Received Pronunciation), kəm'-pjuː-tɚ (General American)

noun

1. (now rare, chiefly historical) a person employed to perform computations.

Historically, a male is called a computer or computist and a female is called a comptress.

2. A programmable device that accepts data from input and/or memory, performs
prescribed mathematical calculations and logical operations, and outputs, displays, or
stores the results of these computations. Most commonly an electronic digital computer.

Some examples include super computers, mainframes, minicomputers, microcomputers, desktop
computers, laptop computers, tablets, smartphones, and embedded systems.

etymology: 1600-50 CE Modern English compute + -er, related to Middle French
computeur; first known use (for an occupation) in the 1613 book The Yong Mans Gleanings
by Richard Brathwait: “I haue [sic] read the truest computer of Times, and the best
Arithmetician that euer [sic] breathed, and he reduceth thy dayes into a short number.”; first
use referencing a calculating machine in 1897

From the Wikipedia page on Computer

A computer is a digital electronic
machine that can be programmed to
carry out sequences of arithmetic or
logical operations (computation)
automatically. Modern computers can
perform generic sets of operations
known as programs. These programs
enable computers to perform a wide
range of tasks. A computer system is a
“complete” computer that includes the
hardware, operating system (main
software), and peripheral equipment
needed and used for “full” operation.
This term may also refer to a group of
computers that are linked and function
together, such as a computer network or
computer cluster.

A broad range of industrial and
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consumer products use computers as
control systems. Simple special-purpose
devices like microwave ovens and
remote controls are included, as are
factory devices like industrial robots and
computer-aided design, as well as
general-purpose devices like personal computers and mobile devices like
smartphones. Computers power the Internet, which links billions of other
computers and users.

Early computers were meant to be used only for calculations. Simple
manual instruments like the abacus have aided people in doing calculations
since ancient times. Early in the Industrial Revolution, some mechanical
devices were built to automate long tedious tasks, such as guiding patterns
for looms. More sophisticated electrical machines did specialized analog
calculations in the early 20th century. The first digital electronic calculating
machines were developed during World War II. The first semiconductor
transistors in the late 1940s were followed by the silicon-based MOSFET
(MOS transistor) and monolithic integrated circuit (IC) chip technologies in
the late 1950s, leading to the microprocessor and the microcomputer
revolution in the 1970s. The speed, power and versatility of computers have
been increasing dramatically ever since then, with transistor counts
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increasing at a rapid pace (as predicted by Moore's law), leading to the
Digital Revolution during the late 20th to early 21st centuries.

Conventionally, a modern computer consists of at least one processing
element, typically a central processing unit (CPU) in the form of a
microprocessor, along with some type of computer memory, typically
semiconductor memory chips. The processing element carries out arithmetic
and logical operations, and a sequencing and control unit can change the
order of operations in response to stored information. Peripheral devices
include input devices (keyboards, mice, joystick, etc.), output devices
(monitor screens, printers, etc.), and input/output devices that perform both
functions (e.g., the 2000s-era touchscreen). Peripheral devices allow
information to be retrieved from an external source and they enable the
result of operations to be saved and retrieved.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License

concatenate

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Concurrent CP/M

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

the successor of CP/M-80 and MP/M-80 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

Concurrent CP/M 8-16
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abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a dual-processor variant of Concurrent CP/M for 8086 and 8080 CPUs. —Wikipedia: List of
operating systems

CP/M

Concurrent CP/M-68K

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a variant for the 68000 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

Concurrent CP/M-86

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

the successor of CP/M-86 and MP/M-86 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M
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Concurrent DOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

the successor of Concurrent CP/M-86 with PC-MODE —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

Concurrent DOS 8-16

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a dual-processor variant of Concurrent DOS for 8086 and 8080 CPUs —Wikipedia: List of
operating systems

DOS

Concurrent DOS 286

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Concurrent DOS for the Intel 80286 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS
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Concurrent DOS 386

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Concurrent DOS for the Intel 80386 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

Concurrent DOS 386/MGE

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a Concurrent DOS 386 variant with advanced graphics terminal capabilities —Wikipedia:
List of operating systems

DOS

Concurrent DOS 68K

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a port of Concurrent DOS to Motorola 68000 CPUs with DOS source code portability
capabilities —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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DOS

Concurrent PC-DOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a Concurrent DOS variant for IBM compatible PCs —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

Concurrent DOS XM

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a real-mode variant of Concurrent DOS with EEMS support —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

DOS

cond

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: COND — PL/I condition
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See: COND — PL/I attribute

CONDITION (name)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: COND

Condition

CONDITION

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: COND

Attribute

configuration

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

confirm

keyword: JavaScript windows method

CONJG(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function
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See: CONN — PL/I

connect

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

CONNECTED

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: CONN

Attribute

CONSECUTIVE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

const

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

constant
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keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

CONTROLLED

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: CTL

Attribute

constructor

keyword: JavaScript windows object

contains

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

content

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Contiki

operating system

Proprietary OS used by Amstrad.

Proprietary OS used by Atair for 8-bit, Portfolio.
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Proprietary OS used by Apple for the Apple II family.

continue

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

continuous controller

keyword: MIDI comamnd

B0 hex (where n is the channel number)

2 paraaemters

paramater 1: controller #

paramater 2: controller value

control

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

controls

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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See: CONV — PL/I

Convergent technologies Operating System

operating system

Proprietary OS by Convergent Technologies.

converting

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

CONVERSION

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: CONV

Condition

Copland

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

copy

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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COPY

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of GET statement

Coral

keyword: HTML color name

Coral
#FF7F50

CornflowerBlue

keyword: HTML color name

CornflowerBlue
#6495ED

Cornsilk

keyword: HTML color name

Cornsilk
#FFF8DC
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corr

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

corresponding

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

cos

function: C math.h library function: stands for COSine

COS(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

COSD(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

cosh

function: C math.h library function: stands for COSine Hyperbolic
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COSH(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

count

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

COUNT(file-name)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

COUNTER

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

curated tweets: COVID

worker safety @WalkerBragman 10:00 am 19 Mar 2023

250K+ American children lost a caregiver or parent to COVID
@WalkerBragman 5:49 pm 18 Mar 2023
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CP-6

operating system

Proprietary OS by Honeywell

CPC Coding scheme

abbreviation

programming language

year created: 1948

created by: Howard H. Aiken

predecessors: Analytical Engine order code

See: CPLN — PL/I

See: CPLX — PL/I

CP/M

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

The original CP/M ran on Intel 8080/8085 and Zilog Z80. —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

Also the name used with an entire family of operating systems.

CP/M 2.2
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abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Amstrad

CP/M

CP/M-68K

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

CP/M for Motorola 68000. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

CP/M-86

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

CP/M-86 CP/M for Intel 8088/8086 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

CP/M-86 Plus

abbreviation
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

CP/M-86 CP/M for Intel 8088/8086 for BDOS 3.0 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

CP/M-8000

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

CP/M-8000 CP/M for Zilog Z8000 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

CP/M Plus

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Proprietary OS licensed by Amstrad

CP/M for Intel 8080/8085 and Zilog Z80 with BDOS 3.0 —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

CP/M

See: .cpt — file extension
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CPU

abbreviation

Central Processing Unit: the central computaltional and control unit of a computer
system, the CPU inteprets and executes the instructions, performs the basic operations of
the system, exchanges data with the system’s memory and/or peripherals, and manages the
system’s other components.

Synonym processor

See: .cr2  — file extension

create

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

See: .crf — file extension

Crimson

keyword: HTML color name

Crimson
#DC143C

Cromemco DOS (CDOS)

operating system

Proprietary OS by Cromemco.
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A disk operating system compatible with CP/M. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

Cromix

operating system

Proprietary OS by Cromemco.

A multitasking, mutli-user, Unix-like OS for Cromemco microcomputers with Z80A
and/or 68000 CPU. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

See: .crw  — file extension

Crypto

keyword: Crypto (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

See: .csh  — file extension

See: .csl  — file extension

See: CSTG — PL/I

See: .csv — file extension

See: CTL

CTL360

keyword: PL/I keyword
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Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

CTLASA

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

CTOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Datapoint.

Cassette Tape Operating System for the Datapoint 2200. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

Cuba

nation

Invaded by mercenary forces recruite, organized, financed, and directed by the United States 1961.

See: CTSS — operating system

current

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

current_date
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

CURRENTSTORAGE(variable)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: CSTG

Built-in function

current_time

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

current_timestamp

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

currency

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Curry notation system

programming language

year created: 1948

created by: Haskell Curry

predecessors: ENIAC coding system
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cursor

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Cyan

keyword: HTML color name

Cyan
#00FFFF
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D d
D

ASCII: 44 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D

d

ASCII: 64 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER D

D

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

DarkBlue

keyword: HTML color name

DarkBlue
#00008B
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DarkCyan

keyword: HTML color name

DarkCyan
#008B8B

DarkGoldenRod

keyword: HTML color name

DarkGoldenRod
#B8860B

DarkGray

keyword: HTML color name

DarkGray
#A9A9A9

DarkGrey

keyword: HTML color name

DarkGrey
#A9A9A9
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DarkGreen

keyword: HTML color name

DarkGreen
#006400

DarkKhaki

keyword: HTML color name

DarkKhaki
#BDB76B

DarkMagenta

keyword: HTML color name

DarkMagenta
#8B008B

DarkOliveGreen

keyword: HTML color name

DarkOliveGreen
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#556B2F

DarkOrange

keyword: HTML color name

DarkOrange
#FF8C00

DarkOrchid

keyword: HTML color name

DarkOrchid
#9932CC

DarkRed

keyword: HTML color name

DarkRed
#8B0000

DarkSalmon

keyword: HTML color name
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DarkSalmon
#E9967A

DarkSeaGreen

keyword: HTML color name

DarkSeaGreen
#8FBC8F

DarkSlateBlue

keyword: HTML color name

DarkSlateBlue
#483D8B

DarkSlateGray

keyword: HTML color name

DarkSlateGray
#2F4F4F

DarkSlateGrey

keyword: HTML color name
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DarkSlateGrey
#2F4F4F

DarkTurquoise

keyword: HTML color name

DarkTurquoise
#00CED1

DarkViolet

keyword: HTML color name

DarkViolet
#9400D3

See: .dash — file extension

See: .dat (data) — file extension

See: .dat (video)  — file extension

data

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)
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DATA

keyword: PL/I keyword

Stream I/O transmission mode

DATAFIELD

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

Datapac Multiuser DOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

DOS

Datapac System Manager

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a derivative of Datapac Multiuser DOS —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

dataxel
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

date

keyword: JavaScript object

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

DATE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

date-compiled

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

date-written

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

day

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

day-of-week
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

DB

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

See: .db — file extension

See: .dbf — file extension

dbcs

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

dbms_in_memory

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: DCL — PL/I

See: .dcr  — file extension

See: .dds  — file extension

de

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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deadskin
the main ingredient of household dust is dead human skin cells. According to the Imperial College

London, humans shed an average of 200 million skin cells per hour.

See: .deb — file extension

debt ceiling 2023

“The debt ceiling argument is all theater. They’ll come to a pre-planned 11th hour
agreement where they’ll give their donors everything they asked for. Democrats will pretend
they fought hard but had no choice in the end.” —Ibara Eleven

“This debt ceiling stuff is REALLY BAD and I see absolutely no one talking about it.
Hello, fellow anarchist, I also hate politics and the president and everything else, but this is
SO SO SO BAD!! Please figure out what you’re going to do when the government decides to
fuck us!!” —Soup

“People need to be bracing for the economy to get a lot less stable in the next month. If
Biden and McCarthy don’t decide to raise the debt ceiling, benefits are fucked, social services
are fucked, interest rates are fucked, and everything will get very expensive.” —Soup

“If Biden capitulates to the Republicans, that will also be very bad. They want to raise
work quotas for federal aid like SNAP and Medicaid, drop spending raises below the rate of
inflation, scrap Biden’s already meager student loan forgiveness, + cut climate legislation.”
—Soup

“There isn’t any option that's great. Republicans are doing this to make Biden look bad in
an election year, and whatever happens, the American people are going to feel the brunt of
their shitty political game.” —Soup

“If you’re on foodstamps, gather your resources now. If you’re on Medicaid, get your
pressing health issues dealt with now. Make sure you have a plan for what to do if you and
your family cannot afford essentials. Talk about pooling resources with the people around
you.” —Soup

“You might not get your benefits next month. That is a very real possibility right now.
What would you do if the foodstamps, the disability, the social security never came in?”
—Soup
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debt crisis 2023

“I love how the prevailing narrative is that we as a country miraculously “ran out of
money.” 
     No. We’re still the richest nation in modern history. 
     We just gutted the public sector, in order to line the pockets of the ruling elite. 
     Framing matters. Words matter.” —The Millennial Snowflake

“The Pentagon can’t account for hundreds of thousands of spare parts worth millions that
are stored worldwide for the U.S. and allies. 
     The Pentagon shouldn’t receive ANOTHER CENT of taxpayer money until it can pass an
audit.” —Brave New Films

debt limit 2023

Speaker of the Housew Kevin McCarthy, R-Calif, announced a plan to cut domestic
programs, including Social Security and Medicare, in trade for an approval to raise the
national debt limit by $1.5 trillion. He named this the “Limit, Save, Grow Act.”

McCarthy’s plan would also impose newwork requirements to receive Medicaid and
SNAP (food stamps), end the additional IRS funding from President Joe Biden’s Inflation
Reduction Act, repeal green energy tax credits, rescind funding for the Covid-19 pandemic,
expedite new oil drilling projects, and cut non-military budgets back to 2022 levels.

“US Treasury Secretary Yellen: Biden has offered changes that will result in $1 trillion in
deficit reduction.” —@unusual_whales

debug-contents

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

debugger
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keyword: JavaScript reserved word

debug-item

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

debug-line

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

debug-name

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

debug-sub-1

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

debug-sub-2

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

debug-sub-3

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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debugging

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

dec

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: DEC — PL/I attribute

See: DEC — PL/I function

decimal

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

DECIMAL

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: DEC

Attribute

DECIMAL(a[,p[,q]])

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: DEC

Built-in function
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decimal-point

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

declaratives

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

declare

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

DECLARE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: DCL

Statement

DEC MICA

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise
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for the DEC PRISM —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

decodeURI

keyword: JavaScript windows method

decodeURIComponent

keyword: JavaScript windows method

DeepPink

keyword: HTML color name

DeepPink
#FF1493

DeepSkyBlue

keyword: HTML color name

DeepSkyBlue
#00BFFF

def

keyword: Ruby reserved word
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See: DEF — PL/I

default

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

DEFAULT

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: DFT

Statement

defaultStatus

keyword: JavaScript windows method

default crisis

“You can say #RepublicanDefaultCrisis all you want, but the reality is Biden has
constitutional options that he’s too weak to implement. 
“He’s a weak and spineless leader that has broken nearly every campaign promise he made in
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disastrous fashion.” —Johnny Akzam

DEFINED

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: DEF

Attribute

defined?

keyword: Ruby reserved word

delay

keyword: Ada reserved key word

DELAY (n)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

delete

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)
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DELETE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

delimited

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

delimiter

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

delta

keyword: Ada reserved key word

Demcorats

Democrats will always choose to side with fascists over socialists because fascism doesn’t
threaten capital. [saying]

Deos

operating system

Proprietary OS by DDC-I, Inc.
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Time & Space Partitioned RTOS, Certified to DO-178B, Level A since 1998. —Wikipedia:
List of operating systems

depending

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

DEPTH

keyword: PL/C keyword

Diagnostic option of PUT statement as in OUT SNAP DEPTH (4);

desc

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

descending

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

DESCRIPTION

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of DEFAULT statement

destination
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

detail

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: DFT — PL/I

DG/UX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Data General.

See: .dib  — file extension

Denis Diderot

“Men will never be free until the last king is strangled with the entrails of the last priest.”
—Denis Diderot

die()

keyword: PHP reserved word (this is a reserved word and not a function)

Digital UNIX

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

derived from OSF/1, became HP’s Tru64 UNIX —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

digits

keyword: Ada reserved key word

DIM(x, n)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

DimGray

keyword: HTML color name

DimGray
#696969

DimGrey

keyword: HTML color name

DimGrey
#696969
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See: _DIR_ — PHP

DIRECT

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute

directive_error

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

disconnect

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

display

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

DISPLAY

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

display-1

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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distinct

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

divide

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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DIVIDE(x, y, p[ ,q])

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

division

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .djvu  — file extension

See: .dm — file extension

See: .dng — file extension

do

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement
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keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Doctor Medical play set

“Why is there a gun? ” —David Leavitt
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Document

keyword: Document (initial cap) JavaScript windows object
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DodgerBlue

keyword: HTML color name

DodgerBlue
#1E90FF

DOM

keyword: JavaScript windows object

Domain/OS

operating system

Proprietary operating system by Apollo Computer.

One of the first network-based systems. Ran on Apollo/Domain hardware. Later bought
by Hewlett-Packard. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

domestic violence

In a 9 March 2023 speech on his fiscal year 2024 budget proposal's massive increase in
funding for the police, Joe Biden claimed “We expect our cops to be social workers, We
expect themn to be psychologists, mental health counselors. More cops are killed responding
to domestic violence calls than anything else. Did you know that?”

FBI data for 2012 to 2021 shows 504 police officers shot to death. 19 were related to
domestic violence. Other reasons accounted for far more officer deaths, including traffic
violation stops, wanted fugitives, and suspicious people/circumstances.
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FBI data for 2022 shows 60 police officers killed feloniously, almost all were shot. 12
were ambushed, 11 related to investigsative/enforcement work, 6 for disorder/disturbance
(domestic disturbance, civil disorder, etc.), 6 were a tactical situation, and 6 were unprovoked
attacks. Another 58 were killed accodents (mostly car crashes) and 81 from medical
conditions (52 from COVID-19).

Joe Biden lies as much as Donald Trump does. Vote Green.

Dominican Republic

nation

Invaded by the United States 1965

Doritos light
Doritos light are banned in Canada and the European Union because they contain Olestra, which is

linked ot loose stools and abdominal cramping.

DOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

A family of operating systems.

DOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Datapoint.
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Disk Operating System for the Datapoint 2200, 5500, and 1100. —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

DOS PLus 1.1-2.1

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a single-user, multi-tasking system derived from Concurrent DOS 4.1 - 5.0 —Wikipedia:
List of operating systems

DOS

double

keyword: C keyword: data type

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

doublegreatethan

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

down
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

downto

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

drag shows
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DR-DOS 3.31-6.0

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a single-user, single-tasking native DOS derived from Concurrent DOS 6.0 —Wikipedia:
List of operating systems

DOS

drop

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

curated tweets: drug war

OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma @MightyM55070329 Mighty Mouse 5:11 am 18 Mar
2023

Drum SCOPE

operating system

Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.

Ran on the Upper 3000 series. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

SCOPE
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Drumstick ice cream
Nestle’s Drumstick ice cream is banned in the European Union because it contains carrageenan, whihc

is linked to inflammation and cancer.

See: .drw  — file extension

curated tweets: duopoly

Trump and Biden health and military spending @SAVoltolin Stephanie Ⓥoltolin
1:39 pm 19 Mar 2023

comparison of Trump and Biden budgets @SAVoltolin Stephanie Ⓥoltolin 12:57 pm
19 Mar 2023

duplicates

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .dvr  — file extension

See: .dvf — file extension

dynamic

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: @dynamic — Objective C
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E e
E

ASCII: 45 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E

e

ASCII: 65 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER E

E (w, d[s])

keyword: PL/I keyword

Format item

curated tweets: East Palestine, Ohio, train derailment

Sulphur Run creek near derailment contaminated and dammed @BlairSchirmer
6:28 pm 21 Mar 2023

dioxin levels far above safe limit @anthonyzenkus Prof Zenkus 8:38 pm 19 Mar 2023
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dioxin levels far above safe limit @SDonziger Steven Donziger 7:49 am 19 Mar 2023

blaming Russia for Norfolk Southern’s disaster @wyattreed13 Wyatt Reed 8:36 pm
18 Mar 2023

echo

keyword: PHP reserved word

EDIT

keyword: PL/I keyword

Stream I/O transmission mode

EDSAC Initial Orders

abbreviation

programming language

year created: 1949

created by: David Wheeler

predecessors: ENIAC coding system

curated tweets: education

Iowa to require anti-communism class @503i7 12:08 pm 19 Mar 2023

egcs
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

egi

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

eject

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

elbow

It is claimed that it is not possible to lick your own elbow.

The elbow is not just the pointy end, but the entire joint between the upper ahnd lower
arm, so you can lick the inside of your elbow.

Element

keyword: Element (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

else

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word
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keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: PL/I keyword

Clause of IF statement

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

elseif

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

elsif

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

s

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: .email — file extension

Embed
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keyword: Embed (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

embeds

keyword: JavaScript windows property

See: .emf  — file extension

EMPTY

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

emi

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .eml — file extension

See: .emix — file extension

empty()

keyword: PHP reserved word (this is a reserved word and not a function)

See: .emz — file extension
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enable

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

encodeURI

keyword: JavaScript windows method

encodeURIComponent

keyword: JavaScript windows method

See: _ENCODING_ — Ruby

end

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

keyword: END (all caps) Ruby reserved word

keyword: end (all lower case) Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: @end — Objective C
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end-add

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-call

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-compute

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

enddeclare

keyword: PHP reserved word

end-delete

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-divide

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-evaluate
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ENDFILE (file expression)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Condition

endfor

keyword: PHP reserved word

endforeach

keyword: PHP reserved word

endif

keyword: PHP reserved word

end-if

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-invoke

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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end-multiply

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

endofdata

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

end-of-page

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ENDPAGE (file expression)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Condition

end-perform

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-read

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-receive
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-return

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-rewrite

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-search

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-start

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-string

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-subtract

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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endswitch

keyword: PHP reserved word

end-unstring

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

end-write

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ending

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ENIAC coding system

abbreviation

programming language

year created: 1943-1946

created by: John von Neumann, John Mauchly, J. Presper Eckert, Herman Goldstine after Alan
Turing. The first programmers of ENIAC were Kay McNulty, Betty Jennings, Betty Snyder, Marlyn
Meltzer, Fran Bilas, and Ruth Lichterman.

predecessors: none (unique language)

ENIAC Short Code
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abbreviation

programming language

year created: 1946

created by: Richard Clippinger, John von Neumann after Alan Turing

predecessors: ENIAC coding system

ensure

keyword: Ruby reserved word

enter

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

entity

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

entry

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute, statement
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enum

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

environment

keyword: PL/I keyword

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Abbreviate: ENV

Attribute

eof

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

eop

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .eps  — file extension

Jeffery Epstein
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“Jeffrey Epstein, Woody Allen, and Noam Chomsky went out to dinner one night. There’s
no punchline, that’s just something that happened.” —Caitlin Johnstone

equal

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ERF(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

ERFC(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

error

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Condition

escape

keyword: JavaScript depreciated function

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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esi

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: Euler’s Number

eval

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

eval()

keyword: PHP reserved word (this is a reserved word and not a function)

evaluate

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Event

keyword: Event (all caps) JavaScript windows Object

EVENT

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute, option of CALL, DELETE, DISPLAY, READ, REWRITE, WRITE statements
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every

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

except

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

exception

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

exclusive

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Attribute

See: .exe — file extension

exists

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)
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exit

keyword: Ada reserved key word

function: C library function: stands for program EXIT

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Statement

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

exit()

keyword: PHP reserved word (this is a reserved word and not a function)

See: _exit — C library function

exp

function: C math.h library function: stands for EXPonential

EXP(x)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Built-in function

export

keyword: JavaScript reserved word
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See: EXT — PL/I

extend

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

extends

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

EXTENTNUMBER (n)

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

extern

keyword: C keyword: storage class

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

external

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: EXT

Attribute
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F f
F

ASCII: 46 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER F

f

ASCII: 66 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER F

F

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

F (x[,y[,z]]))

keyword: PL/I keyword

Format item
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fabs

function: C math.h library function: stands for Float ABSolute value

logical fallacies

Fallacies are statements that might sound reasonable or true but are actually flawed or
dishonest. When readers detect them, these logical fallacies backfire by making the audience
think the writer is (a) unintelligent or (b) deceptive. It is important to avoid them in your own
arguments, and it is also important to be able to spot them in others’ arguments so a false line
of reasoning won’t fool you. Think of this as intellectual kung-fu: the vital art of intellectual
self-defense.

—from Dr. L. Kip Wheeler’s (Carson-Newman University) Logical Fallacies Handlist

See: fallacies of relevance

false

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved literal value word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

FB

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute
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FBS

keyword: PL/I keyword

Option of ENVIRONMENT attribute

fclose

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File CLOSE

fd

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Dianne Feinstein

“Nancy Pelosi doesn’t want Dianne Feinstein to resign because Gavin Newsome would
appoint her successor and he said he’d chose a black woman, most likely Barbara Lee. So
Pelosi’s daughter is propping up an 89 yo woman who didn’t even remember being absent
from the Senate for 3 mo.” —Professor Anthony Zenkus

feof

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File End Of File

ferror

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File ERROR
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fflush

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File FLUSH

fgetc

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File GET Character

fgets

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File GET String

file

FILE: C: data type defined in stdio.h

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: _FILE_ — PHP and Ruby

file-control

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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fileUpload

keyword: JavaScript windows method

filler

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

final

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

finally

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

See: @finally — Objective C

Fire OS

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Amazon

FireBrick

keyword: HTML color name

FireBrick
#B22222

first

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .fla  — file extension

See: .flac  — file extension

FlexOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

1.0 - 2.34, a derivative of Concurrent DOS 286 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

FlexOS 186
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a variant of FlexOS for terminals —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

FlexOS 286

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a variant of FlexOS for hosts —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

FlexOS 386

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a later variant of FlexOS for hosts —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

FlexOS 68K

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a derivative of Concurrent DOS 68K —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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DOS

float

keyword: C keyword: data type

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

floor

function: C math.h library function: stands for FLOOR of a number

FloralWhite

keyword: HTML color name

FloralWhite
#FFFAF0

FLOW

keyword: PL/C keyword

Condition as in ON FLOW BEGIN;
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Diagnostic option of PUT statement as in PUT FLOW;

Statement as in FLOW(15, 20);

See: .flv 

— file extension

See: FMS — operating system

focus

keyword: JavaScript windows method

footing

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

fopen

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File OPEN

for

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word
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keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

appeal to force

Appeal to Force: (Argumentum ad Baculum, or the “Might-Makes-Right” Fallacy): This
argument uses force, the threat of force, or some other unpleasant backlash to make the
audience accept a conclusion. It commonly appears as a last resort when evidence or rational
arguments fail to convince. Logically, this consideration has nothing to do with the merits of
the points under consideration. Example: “Superintendent, it would be a good idea for your
school to cut the budget by $16,000. I need not remind you that past school boards have fired
superintendents who cannot keep down costs.” While intimidation might force the
superintendent to conform, it does not convince him that the choice to cut the budget was the
most beneficial for the school or community. Lobbyists use this method when they remind
legislators that they represent so many thousand votes in the legislators’ constituencies and
threaten to throw them out of office.

—from Dr. L. Kip Wheeler’s (Carson-Newman University) Logical Fallacies Handlist

See: fallacies of relevance

foreach

keyword: PHP reserved word

ForestGreen

keyword: HTML color name
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ForestGreen
#228B22

forms

keyword: JavaScript windows read-only property

FORTRAN Monitor System (FMS)

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

for the IBM 709 and 7090 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

fprintf

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File PRINT Function

fputc

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File PUT Character

fputs

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File PUT String
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See: .fpx  — file extension

Frame

keyword: Frame (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

frames

keyword: JavaScript windows property

frameRate

keyword: JavaScript windows method

curated tweets: France

Paris burning @RueDaungier John Moran 12:57 pm 18 Mar 2023

fread

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File READ

free

function: C library function: stands for FREE memory
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Fresca
Fresca was banned in the European Union and Japan because it contained Brominated Vegetable Oil

(BVO), Bromine, an element used in flame retardants, can cause a number of health problems, including
headaches, memory loss, impaired balance, and impaired coordination.

from

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

Frosted Flakes
Frosted Flakes is banned in the European Union and Japan because they include Butylated

hydroxytoluene (BHT), an artificial flavor enhancer that is carcinogenic.

Fruit Loops
Kellogg’s Fruit Loops are banned in Austria, Finland, France, and Norway because it uses dangerous

food dyes such as yellow 5 and red 40, whihc can inhibit cell development.

fscanf

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File SCAN Function

fseek

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File SEEK

ftell

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File TELL position
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Fuchsia

keyword: HTML color name

Fuchsia
#FF00FF

full

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

fun

“Fun” is a subjective experience that refers to the enjoyment, pleasure, or amusement
derived from an activity or event. It is often associated with positive emotions, such as
happiness, excitement, and satisfaction. Fun can be experienced in various ways, such as
through play, hobbies, social interactions, or entertainment. What is considered fun may vary
from person to person, as individual preferences, interests, and cultural backgrounds play a
significant role in determining what one finds enjoyable or entertaining. [ChatGPT]

the most fun activity

Some popular fun activities include:

1. Traveling and exploring new places
2. Engaging in sports or physical activities, such as hiking, swimming, or playing team

sports
3. Attending concerts, festivals, or live performances
4. Pursuing hobbies like painting, cooking, or photography
5. Playing video games or board games with friends and family
6. Participating in social events and gatherings

Ultimately, the most fun activity for you will depend on your personal interests and what
brings you joy and satisfaction. [ChatGPT]
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the most fun game

It is difficult to determine the “most fun” game, as people have different preferences and
enjoy different types of games. What is considered fun can vary greatly based on individual
tastes, cultural backgrounds, and personal experiences. Some may enjoy board games, while
others might prefer video games, sports, or puzzle games.

Popular games that many people find enjoyable include classics like Monopoly, Scrabble,
and Chess, as well as video games like The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, The
Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, and Minecraft. In recent years, games like Among Us (inspired by
Mafia, a party-style game and the science fiction movie The Thing) and Fall Guys have
gained widespread popularity for their fun, engaging, and social gameplay.

Ultimately, the most fun game for you will depend on your personal interests and
preferences. It’s a good idea to try different types of games to discover which ones you enjoy
the most. [ChatGPT]

function

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: _FUNCTION_ — PHP

Fuchsia

operating system

Proprietary OS by Google

Fuchsia is a capability-based, real-time, operating system (RTOS) scalable to universal
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devices, in early development, from the tiniest embedded hardware, wristwatches, tablets to
the largest personal computers. Unlike Chrome OS and Android, it is not based on the Linux
kernel, but instead began on a new microkernel called “Zircon”, derived from “Little Kernel”.
—Wikipedia: List of operating systems

fwrite

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for File WRITE
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G g
G

ASCII: 47 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER G

g

ASCII: 67 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER G

Gainsboro

keyword: HTML color name

Gainsboro
#DCDCDC

curated tweets: gaming

history of AD&D @DaddyRolleda1 11:18 am 16 Mar 2023
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curated tweets: Eric Garcetti

Eric Garcetti, ambassador to India @anthonyzenkus 1:33 pm 18 Mar 2023

Eric Garcetti, sexual harassment @anthonyzenkus 2:16 pm 18 Mar 2023

games

most popular games

The most popular games:

1. The Game of Life
2. Clue
3. Candy Land
4. Monopoly
5. Scrabble
6. Magic: the Gathering
7. Cribbage
8. Dungeons & Dragons
9. Rummy

10. Battleship
11. Risk
12. Stratego
13. Poker
14. Hearts
15. Axis & Allies
16. Blackjack
17. Chess
18. Backgammon
19. Checkers
20. Bridge
21. Chinese Checkers

gate
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gɛ́jt (Received Pronunciation and General American)

countable noun

1. logic An idealized model of computation implementing a Boolean or mathematical
function.

2. electronics A physical electronic switch or device that allows or prevents the flow of
current in a circuit when specific input conditions are met.

3. electronics An electrode in a semiconductor, especially a field-effect transistor, that
modulates or controls the current flowing through the transistor according to the voltage
applied to the electrode.

4. electronics A signal that makes an electronic circuit operatve or inoperative either for
a certain time interval or until another signal is received.

verb

1. electronics To control the operation of an electronic device by means of a gate.

2. electronics To select the parts of a wave signal that are within a certain range of
amplitude, frequency, or within certain time intervals.

generate

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

GEOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Commodore International.
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generic

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

genetic fallacy

Genetic Fallacy: The genetic fallacy is the claim that, because an idea, product, or person
must be wrong because of its origin. “That car can’t possibly be any good! It was made in
Japan!” Or, “Why should I listen to her argument? She comes from California, and we all
know those people are flakes.” This type of fallacy is closely related to the fallacy of
argumentum ad hominem.

—from Dr. L. Kip Wheeler’s (Carson-Newman University) Logical Fallacies Handlist

See: fallacies of relevance

See: argumentum ad hominem

getc

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for GET Character

getchar

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for GET CHARacter

GhostWhite

keyword: HTML color name
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GhostWhite
#F8F8FF

See: .gif  — file extension

giving

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

gLinux

operating system

Proprietary OS by Google

a Linux distribution that Google uses internally —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

global

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: PHP reserved word

GM-NAA I/O

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

for the IBM 704 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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GM OS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

for the IBM 704 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

GNO/OS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple II family

go

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

goback

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Gold

keyword: HTML color name
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Gold
#FFD700

GoldenRod

keyword: HTML color name

GoldenRod
#DAA520

Mikhail Gorbachev

“More socialism means more democracy, openness and collectivism in everyday life.” —
Mikhail Gorbachev

goto

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

See: .gp — file extension
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See: .gp3 — file extension

See: .gp4  — file extension

See: .gp5  — file extension

See: .gpt — file extension

See: .gpx — file extension

Jason Graber

It is an act of totalitarianism to call for the arrest, imprisonment, torture, and/or execution
of those whose beliefs you disagree with.

“Any parent who has their child have transgender suergery on them, any parent who
would do that, they just need to be shot in the back of the head, they need to be convicted at
trial, and immediately just be shot in the back of the head, and then we can striong them up
above a bridge, so the public can see the consequences of that kind of wickedness” —asdf,
preacher at Sure Foundation Baptist Church, a New Independent Funamentalist Baptist
Church in Spokane, Wshington [link includes video of him speaking]

grant

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

Gray

keyword: HTML color name

Gray
#808080
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greateeq

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

greater

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Grey

keyword: HTML color name

Grey
#808080

Green

keyword: HTML color name

Green
#008000

GreenYellow

keyword: HTML color name

GreenYellow
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#ADFF2F

Noah Grigni

“Imagine what Atlanta would look like if you invested in communities, instead of in
repression. Altanta needs affordable food and housing, accessible infrastructure, social
services, green space, not Cop City. … We don’t need a school for assassins.” —Noah Grigni

ground beef
U.S. prepackaged ground bef is banned in the European Union because it is made with pink slime. Pink

slime is prepared with ammonia gas, whihc is dangerous for human consumption.

group

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

group_by

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

GS/OS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple II family
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Guantananmo Bay

The United States kidnaps and imprisons people in Guantanamo Bay to deny them basic
legal rights, which are guaranteed to every person inside the US. —William Murphy

guarded

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

Guatemala

nation

Invaded by the United States 1966.

guided missiles
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Joe Gunderson

Joe Gunderson and I rode on the same school bus to high school. He and one other student
(whose name I unfortunately forget) wouold have long conversations, mostly about social
justice, on the way to and from school. He had two younger sisters (Cindy and Lynn).
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H h
H

ASCII: 48 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER H

h

ASCII: 68 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER H

See: .h264  — file extension

See: __halt_compiler__ — PHP

Fred Hampton

“You can jail a revolutionary, but you can’t jail the revolution.” —Fred Hampton

“We don’t think you fight fire with fire best; we think you fight fire with water best.
We’re going to fight racism not with racism, but we’re going to fight with solidarity. We say
we’re not going to fight capitalism with black capitalism, but we’re going to fight it with
socialism. We’re stood up and said we’re not going to fight reactionary pigs and reactionary
state’s attorneys like this and reactionary state’s attorneys like Hanrahan with any other
reactions on our part. We’re going to fight their reactions with all of us people getting
together and having an international proletarian revolution.” —Fred Hampton
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Harmony OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Huawei

Harris UNIX

operating system

Proprietary OS by Harris Corporation

Proprietary UNIX based OS for Harris’ Computers (MCX)

hash

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

hasOwnProperty

keyword: JavaScript method

have
part of speech: verb

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #9

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #8

Dolch level: Primer

Polysemy: 25
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having

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

Hawaiian papaya
The European Union bans Hawaiian papaya because it was genetically modified in the 1990s to resist

ringspot virus.

HDOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Heathkit and Zeniith Data Systems

ran on the H8 and Heath/Zenith Z-89 series —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

heading

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

HeartOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by DDC-I, Inc.

POSIX-based Hard Real-TIme Operating System. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

Chris Hedges
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“The citizen has become irrelevant. He or she can participate in heavily choreographed
elections, but the demands of corporations and banks are paramount.” —Chris Hedges

See: .heic — file extension

See: .hex — file extension

hidden

keyword: JavaScript windows property

high-value

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

high-values

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

high_values

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

hintend

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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hint_error

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

hintstart

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

History

keyword: History (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

curated tweets: homeless

more than half of homeless people have a job @Imposter_Edits 3:16 pm 20 Mar 2023

grow food in mobile camps @shomelessunion Sacramento Homeless Union 12:07 pm 19
Mar 2023

Sacramento homeless survive winter: Now what? @503i7 5:59 pm 18 Mar 2023

187 homeless Torontonians died @Gruesomebrat Gru 11"22 am 17 Mar 2023

argumentum ad hominem

Argumentum Ad Hominem (Literally, “Argument to the Man.” Also called “Poisoning
the Well” and “Personal Attack”): Attacking or praising the people who make an argument
rather than discussing the argument itself. This practice is fallacious because the personal
character of an individual is logically irrelevant to the truth or falseness of the argument
itself. The statement “2+2=4” is true regardless if is stated by a criminal, congressman, or a
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pastor. There are two subcategories:

(Abusive): To argue that proposals, assertions, or arguments must be false or dangerous
because they originate with atheists, Christians, Muslims, Communists, the John Birch
Society, Catholics, anti-Catholics, racists, anti-racists, feminists, misogynists (or any other
group) is fallacious. This persuasion comes from irrational psychological transference rather
than from an appeal to evidence or logic concerning the issue at hand. This is similar to the
genetic fallacy.

(Circumstantial): To argue that opponents should accept or refute an argument only
because of circumstances in their lives is a fallacy. If one’s adversary is a clergyman,
suggesting that he should accept a particular argument because not to do so would be
incompatible with the scriptures is a circumstantial fallacy. To argue that, because the reader
is a Republican, he must vote for a specific measure is likewise a circumstantial fallacy. The
opponent’s special circumstances do not affect the truth or untruth of a specific contention.
The speaker or writer must find additional evidence beyond that to make a strong case.

—from Dr. L. Kip Wheeler’s (Carson-Newman University) Logical Fallacies Handlist

See: fallacies of relevance

Honey Bunches of Oats
Honey Bunches of Oats is banned in the European Union and Japan because they include Butylated

hydroxytoluene (BHT), an artificial flavor enhancer that is carcinogenic.

HoneyDew

keyword: HTML color name

HoneyDew
#F0FFF0

HotPink

keyword: HTML color name
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HotPink
#FF69B4

hour

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

HP Multi-Programming Executive (MPE, MPE/XL, and
MPE/iX)

operating system

Proprietary OS by Hewlett-Packard and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

runs on HP 3000 and HP e3000 mini-computers —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

HP-UX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Hewlett-Packard and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

runs on HP9000 and Itanium servers (from small to mainframe-class computers)
—Wikipedia: List of operating systems

HT-11

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Heathkit and Zeniith Data Systems

a modified version of RT-11 that ran on the Heathkit H11 —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

See: .htm — file extension

See: .html — file extension

curated tweets: human rights

Biden declared most of the left as Domestic Violent Extremists @TweetyMctwat
9:34 am 19 Mar 2023

Why didn’t ICC indite these war criminals? @BlackdiasporaV1 Black diaspora Voice.
8:37 pm 18 Mar 2023
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I i
I

ASCII: 49 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I

i

ASCII: 69 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER i

I
part of speech: pronoun

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #10

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #11

Dolch level: Pre-primer

Polysemy: 7

IBM 4680 OS

abbreviation

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a Point of Sale (POS) operating system based on FlexOS —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

IBM 4690 OS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a Point of Sale (POS) operating system based on FlexOS —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

IBSYS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

tape based operating system for IBM 7090 and IBM 7094 —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

See: .icns  — file extension

See: .ico  — file extension

See: .icon  — file extension
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id

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Objective-C word

identification

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

identified

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

if

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word
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ifelse

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

IJMON

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

A bootable serial I/O monitor for loading programs for the IBM 1400 series —Wikipedia:
List of operating systems

Image

keyword: Image (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

See: _imaginary — Objective C

immediate

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

IMP

keyword: Objective-C word
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implement

keyword: Java reserved key word

implements

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

See: @implementation — Objective C

import

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

imports

keyword: Java reserved key word

impure

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

IMS Multiuser DOS

abbreviation

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

DOS

IMS REAL/32

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a derivative of Multiuser DOS —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

IMS REAL/NG

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

the successor of REAL/32 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

in
part of speech: preposition

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #7

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #6, #128, #3038

Dolch level: Pre-primer

Polysemy: 23
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in

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C former reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

include

keyword: PHP reserved word

include_once

keyword: PHP reserved word

increment

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

index

function: C string.h library function: stands for INDEX string
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

indexed

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

curated tweets: India

Eric Garcetti, ambassador to India @anthonyzenkus 1:33 pm 18 Mar 2023

Eric Garcetti, sexual harassment @anthonyzenkus 2:16 pm 18 Mar 2023

IndianRed

keyword: HTML color name

IndianRed
#CD5C5C

indicate

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Indigo

keyword: HTML color name
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Indigo
#4B0082

Indonesia

“Our socialism does not include extreme materialistic concepts, since Indonesia is
primarily a God-fearing, God-loving nation. Our socialism is a mixture. We draw political
equality from the American Declaration of Independence. We draw spiritual equality from
Islam and Christianity. We draw scientific equality from Marx.” —Sukarno

inertial

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

Inferno

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

Infinity

keyword: JavaScript property

inherits

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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initial

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

initialize

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

initiate

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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inline

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

in_memory

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

inner

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

innerHeight

keyword: JavaScript windows method

innerWidth

keyword: JavaScript windows method

inout

keyword: Objective-C former reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word
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input

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

input-output

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

insert

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

inspect

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

installation

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

instanceof

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word
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insteadof

keyword: PHP reserved word

int

keyword: C keyword: data type

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

integer

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

INTEGRITY

operating system

Proprietary OS by Green Hills Software

Reliable Operating system —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

INTEGRITY-178B

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Green Hills Software

A DO-178B certified version of INTEGRITY. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

interface

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

See: @interface — Objective C

internet

in '-tər-net, noun

A global interconnected computer network using standardized communication
protocols.

intersect

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

interval

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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into

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

Intolerable Acts

I think a simple way to explain US history is bogus is that the “Intolerable Acts” do not
refer to laws of the Congress forcibly removing Native Americans or laws furthering slavery
or anything intolerable at all, but British acts to reign in treasonous White men and their
profit —Brett Chapman

invalid

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

invoke

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

i-o

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

i-o-control

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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iOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for iPhone and iPod Touch.

iPad OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for iPad.

iPhone OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for iPhone.

iPod (unnamed)

operating system

Unnamed proprietary embedded operating system by Apple for the iPod. —Wikipedia: List
of operating systems

Iran

nation

United States organized a military intervention in the desert of Tabas in central Iran 1980.
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curated tweets: Iran

Tehran-Riyadh deal brokered by China @IRIMFA_EN 12:31 pm 19 Mar 2023

Ben Barnes admits to delaying release of Iran hostages @NoLieWithBTC 3:04 pm
18 Mar 2023

Iraq

nation

United States invades Iraq (Gulf War: Operation Desert Storm) 1991.

United States invades Iraq (Operation Iraqi Freedom) 2003.

iRMX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Intel Corporation

real-time operating system originally created to support the Intel 8080 and 8086 processor
families in embedded applications. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

is

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word
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isalnum

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS ALphaNUmeric character

isalpha

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS ALPHAbetic character

isascii

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS ASCII character

iscntrl

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS CoNTRoL character

isdigit

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS DIGIT character

isFinite

keyword: JavaScript method

islower
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function: C string.h library function: stands for IS LOWERcase character

isprint

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS PRINTable character

ispunct

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS PUNCTuation character

ISIS and ISIS-II

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Intel Corporation

“Intel Systems Implementation Supervisor” was an environment for development of
software within the Intel microprocessor family in the early 1980s on their Intellec
Microcomputer Development System and clones. ISIS-II worked with 8 inch floppy disks
and had an editor, cross-assemblers, a linker, an object locator, debugger, compilers for
PL/M, a BASIC interpreter, etc. and allowed file management through a console. —Wikipedia:
List of operating systems

isNaN

keyword: JavaScript method

See: .iso — file extension
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isPrototypeOf

keyword: JavaScript method

isset()

keyword: PHP reserved word (this is a reserved word and not a function)

isspace

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS whiteSPACE character

isupper

function: C string.h library function: stands for IS UPPERcase character

iterate

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

itoa

function: C string.h library function: stands for integer TO Ascii

Ivory

keyword: HTML color name
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Ivory
#FFFFF0
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J j
J

ASCII: 4A hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER J

j

ASCII: 6A hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER J

January 6th

“After January 6th, the most hysterical and outraged commentators were asking, “WHY
was there not a greater police presence there on that day?!” 
    Joke’s on you. Now we can say with certainty, federal law enforcement WAS there IN
FORCE ... just not to perform the task you’d have had them perform. 
    THEY -- as law enforcement ALWAYS does during a mass protest --- were largely the
ones INCITING the rioting and violence. 
    Agent provacateurs. 
    People who call January 6th a “coup attempt” or “an insurrection” are some of the most
politically naive and insufferably brainwashed people in America today. 
    January 6th was a ***psychological operation*** aided and abetted by dozens, maybe
hundreds, of undercover federal law enforcement. 
    This served as yet another pretext for continuing the crackdown on ALL dissent here in
America. 
    Nothing more, nothing less.” —Frank Lombardi
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Jacquard machine

programming language

year created: 1804

created by: Joseph Marie Jacquard

predecessors: none (unique language)

Thomas Jefferson

jiffy
A jiffy, defined by Edward R. Harrision, is the time it takes for light to travel one fermi or femtometer,

approximately the size of a nucleon. One fermi is 10-15 m and one jiffy is about 3 x 10-24 seconds.

job

“It’s strange how unimportant your job is when you’re asking for a raise, but how
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important it can be when you want to take a day off.” —Earl A. Mathes

join

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .jpeg  v file extension

See: .jpg  — file extension

Mykal Alder June

“You have faced loud, passionate and informed opposition every step of the way, and here
we are again. The citizens of Atlanta and the surrounding metro area have taken hours out of
their day to come to you, we are here to tell you we do not want this. … We do not want
further militarization of our polic force, we do not want more people murdered in the streets,
we do not want these $33.5 million dollars spent on a facility designed to train police for war
against us!” —Mykal Alder June, public comments, Sept 2021, opposing Atlanta’s Cop City

just

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

justified

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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K k
K

ASCII: 4B hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER K

k

ASCII: 6B hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER K

kanji

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

curated tweets: Kemet

head of Userkaf @NatalieHilder 11:56 am 18 Mar 2023

coffin of chief sailor Nakht @EgyptMcr Dr Campbell Price 2:39 am 18 Mar 2023
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key

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Khaki

keyword: HTML color name

Khaki
#F0E68C

Martin Luther King, Jr.

“The evils of capitalism are as real as the evils of militarism and evils of racism.” —
Martin Luther King Jr.

“The problems of racial injustic and economic injustice cannot be solved without a radical
redistribution of political and economic power.” —Martin Luther King Jr., The Thre Evils of
Society, 1967

“A riot is the language of the unheard. And what is it American has failed to hear? … It
has failed to hear the promises of freedom and justic have not been met. And it has failed to
hear that large segments of white society are more concerned about tranquility and the status
quo than about justice and humanity.” —Martin Luther King Jr., The Other America, 1967

Where Do We Go from Here?, 1967

“It may be true that morality cannot be legislated, but behavior can be regulated. It may be
true that the law cannot change the heart, but it can restrain the heartless. It may be true that
the can’t make a man love me, but it can restrain him from lynching me, and I think that’s
pretty iimportant also.” —Martin Luther King Jr., The Other America, 1967

“There is nothing new about poverty. What is new, however, is that we now have the
resources to get rid of it … Why should there be hunger and privation in any land, in any city,
at any table, when man has the resources and the scientific know-how to provide all mankind
with the basic necessities of life? …There is no deficit in human resources, the deficit is in
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human will … The time has come for an all-out world war against poverty.” —Martin Luther
King Jr., Where Do We Go from Here?, 1967

“There comes a time when one must take a position that is neither safe nor politic nor
popular, but he must take it because his conscience tells him it is right.” —Martin Luther
King Jr., A Proper Sence of Priorities, 6 February 1968, Washington, D.C.

“Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drinking from the cup of bitterness
and hatred.” —Martin Luther King Jr.

Henry Kissinger

Jenry Kissinger helped President Richard Nixon derail the Paris Peace Talks, prolonging
the Vietnam War, and was involved in the planning and execution of the invasion of
Cambodia and Pinochet’s coup in Chile.

Kronos (Kronographic OS)

operating system

Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.
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L l
L

ASCII: 4C hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER L

l

ASCII: 6C hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER L

label

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

curated tweets: labor

GA senator Ossoff introduced a bill to lower farm worker wages @UFWupdates
United Farm Workers 9:26 am 21 Mar 2023

UK sent troops to Anguilla to put down worker rebellion @wrkclasshistory
Working Class History 11:00 am 19 Mar 2023
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Nurses say no @LondonIWW 12:38 pm 19 Mar 2023

Federal Reserve goal is to lower wages @futuredude William Murphy 5:14 pm 18 Mar
2023

reply to Biden’s lies about worker pay @TSOStheband 5:14 pm 18 Mar 2023

video of farm workers harvesting celery in Oxnard, CA @UFWupdates United
Famr Workers 7:07 am 18 Mar 2023

S.874 bill to lower farm worker wages @UFWupdates United Famr Workers 4:16 pm
17 Mar 2023

last

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Lavender

keyword: HTML color name

Lavender
#E6E6FA

LavenderBlush

keyword: HTML color name
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LavenderBlush
#FFF0F5

curated tweets: law

reply to Biden - unethical public defenders @TSOStheband 8:15 pm 18 Mar 2023

LawnGreen

keyword: HTML color name

LawnGreen
#7CFC00

leading

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

leave

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

left

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

LemonChiffon

keyword: HTML color name

LemonChiffon
#FFFACD

length

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript property

Vladimir Lenin

“Freedom in capitalist society always remains about the same as it was in ancient Greek
republics: Freedom for slave owners.” —Vladimir Lenin

“When one makes a Revoluton, one cannot mark time; one must always go forward - or
go back. He who now talks about the ‘freedom of the press’ goes backward, and halts our
headlong course towards Socialism.” —Vladimir Lenin

“Democracy is indispensible to socialism.” —Vladimir Lenin

“The only way to save the world is through socialism, but a socialism that exists within a
democracy; there’s no dictatorship here.” —Hugo Chavez

less

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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lesseq

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

let

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

level

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

curated tweets: LGBTQ

British reject drag bans @PinkNews 11:25 pm 18 Mar 2023

memorial to Eden Knight @GraffitiRadical 3:01 am 18 Mar 2023

Eden Knight suicide @EliErlick 4:47 pm 12 Mar 2023

Eden Knight final message @CYBERANGELFAERY eden knight O_o 47:49 am 12 Mar
2023

Eden Knight’s final message (final message on TwitLonger)

See: .lib — file extension
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library

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

Libya

nation

United States air strike against Libya 1986.

United States air strike against Libya 2011.

curated tweets: Libya

Libya under Gaddafi and after Gaddafi @sahouraxo 6:49 am 19 Mar 2023

LightBlue

keyword: HTML color name

LightBlue
#ADD8E6

license plates

On 17 May 1993 “the Sac and Fox Nation defeated Oklahoma in SCOTUS in a case
involving the sovereign right of an Indigineous nation to issue license plates for vehicles
registered by its citizens. The case was Oklahoma Tax Commission v. Sac and Fox Natiojn,
508 U.S. 114—huge win.” —Brett Chapman.

“When I went to law school my Indigneous professor Bill Rice was my favoritel. Turns
out this all began with Bill driving around the streets with a Sac and Fox Nation leader with a
tribal tag trying to get a ticket. They did. The rest oiis historyl Took it all the way up. Great
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man.” —Brett Chapman.

“Thinking of a law professor I had nmed Bill Rice, a Keetoowah. I took his Native
American law classes. First day, first one, he says ‘I knew your grandpa from drafting the
Pawnee Constitution.’ ” —Brett Chapman.

LightCoral

keyword: HTML color name

LightCoral
#F08080

LightCyan

keyword: HTML color name

LightCyan
#E0FFFF
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LightGoldenRodYellow

keyword: HTML color name

LightGoldenRodYellow
#FAFAD2

LightGray

keyword: HTML color name

LightGray
#D3D3D3

LightGrey

keyword: HTML color name

LightGrey
#D3D3D3

LightGreen

keyword: HTML color name

LightGreen
#90EE90
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LightPink

keyword: HTML color name

LightPink
#FFB6C1

LightSalmon

keyword: HTML color name

LightSalmon
#FFA07A

LightSeaGreen

keyword: HTML color name

LightSeaGreen
#20B2AA

LightSkyBlue

keyword: HTML color name

LightSkyBlue
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#87CEFA

LightSlateGray

keyword: HTML color name

LightSlateGray
#778899

LightSlateGrey

keyword: HTML color name

LightSlateGrey
#778899

LightSteelBlue

keyword: HTML color name

LightSteelBlue
#B0C4DE

LightYellow

keyword: HTML color name
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LightYellow
#FFFFE0

like

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

Lime

keyword: HTML color name

Lime
#00FF00

LimeGreen

keyword: HTML color name

LimeGreen
#32CD32

limit

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

limited
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keyword: Ada reserved key word

limits

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

linage

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

linage-counter

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

line

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: _LINE_ — PHP and Ruby

line-counter

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Linen

keyword: HTML color name
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Linen
#FAF0E6

lines

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

link

keyword: JavaScript windows non-standard method

linkage

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

list()

keyword: PHP reserved word (this is a reserved word and not a function)

literal

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

Lite OS
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Huawei

Little Debbie Swiss Rolls
Little Debbie Swiss Rolls are banned in Austria and Norway because they include artificial food color

dyes yellow 5 and red 40, which are carcinogenic. The European Union requires warning label saying “the
coloring agents may have an adverse effect on activity and attention in children.”

local-storage

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

location

keyword: JavaScript windows object

lock

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

log

function: C math.h library function: stands for LOGartithm of a number

See: .logic  — file extension
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long

keyword: C keyword: data modifier

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

loop

keyword: Ada reserved key word

s

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

lower

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

lower_mb

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

low-value

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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low-values

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

low_values

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

lpad

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .lst — file extension
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M m
M

ASCII: 4D hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER M

m

ASCII: 6D hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER M

See: .m2t  — file extension

See: .m2ts  — file extension

See: .m4a  — file extension

See: .m4b  — file extension

See: .m4p  — file extension

See: .m4v  — file extension
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MACE (Mansfield and Cahlander Executive)

operating system

Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.

macOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

macOS Server

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

Mac OS X

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

Mac OS X Server
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

Magenta

keyword: HTML color name

Magenta
#FF00FF

magnusoft ZETA

operating system

Proprietary OS devloped by yellowTAB, based on BeOS r5.1d0 source code. —Wikipedia:
List of operating systems

main

keyword: C keyword: function that contains marks the beginning of executable C
statements.

Malcolm X

“I’m for truth, no matter who tells it. I’m for justice, no matter who it is for or against. I’m
a human being first and foremost, as as such I’m for whoever and whatever benefits humanity
as a whole.” —Malcolm X
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“You can’t separate peace from freedom because no one can be at peace unless he has his
freedom.” —Malcolm X, 1965

“You show me a capitalist, and I’ll show you a bloodsucker.” —Malcolm X

“The only way we’ll get freedom for ourselves is to identify ourselves with every
oppressed people in the world. We are blood brothers to the people of Brazil, Venezuela,
Haiti, Cuba -- yes Cuba too.” —Malcolm X

malloc

function: C library function: stands for Memory ALLOCation

Nelson Mandela

“I should tie myself to no particular system of society other than socialism.” —Nelson
Mandela

See:.map — file extension

map

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

Maraschino cherry
Maraschino cherries are banned in Austria, Finland, France, Norway, and the U.K. because they

include red dye #40, which is linked to allergies, migraines, and mental disorders in children.

Maroon

keyword: HTML color name
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Maroon
#800000

Karl Marx

“Democracy is the road to socialism.” —Karl Marx

“The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instruments of production, by the
immensely facilitated means of communication, draws all, even the most barbarian, nations
into civilization. The cheap prices of its commodities are the heavy artillery with which it
batters down all Chinese walls, with which it forces the barbarians’ intensely obstinate hatred
of foreigners to capitulate. It compels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois
mode of production; it compels them to introduce what it calls civilization into their midst,
i.e., to become bourgeois themselves. In one word, it creates a world after its own image.”
—The Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx

instant mashed potatoes
Instant mashed potatoes are banned in Australia, the European Union, and Japan include Butylated

Hydroxyanisole (BHA), a preservative used in rubber and wax food packaging, and linked to cancer.

George Mason

“We ought to attend to the rights of every class of people … provide no less carefully for
the happiness of the lowest than of the highest orders of citizens.” —George Mason.

Notice that the rich white slave owners who created the US viewed some people as low as
some as high.

Math

keyword: JavaScript object
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max

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

maxextents

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

See: .mdb — file extension

See: .mdi  — file extension

mean absolute error

noun

mathematics The average of all absolute errors.

Joseph Medicine Crow

Joseph Medicine Crow earned the title “chief” by completing the four coups of (1) leading
a war party, (2) touching an enemny without killing him, (3) taking an enemy’s weapon, and
(4) stealing an enemy’s horse — all against the Nazis in WWII.

MediumAquaMarine

keyword: HTML color name

MediumAquaMarine
#66CDAA
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MediumBlue

keyword: HTML color name

MediumBlue
#0000CD

MediumOrchid

keyword: HTML color name

MediumOrchid
#BA55D3

MediumPurple

keyword: HTML color name

MediumPurple
#9370DB

MediumSeaGreen

keyword: HTML color name

MediumSeaGreen
#3CB371
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MediumSlateBlue

keyword: HTML color name

MediumSlateBlue
#7B68EE

MediumSpringGreen

keyword: HTML color name

MediumSpringGreen
#00FA9A

MediumTurquoise

keyword: HTML color name

MediumTurquoise
#48D1CC

MediumVioletRed

keyword: HTML color name

MediumVioletRed
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#C71585

memory

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

memory_size

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

merge

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

message

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

metaclass

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

meta_hint

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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method

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: _METHOD_ — PHP

method-id

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

curated tweets: Mexico

Mexico's President AMLO held rally to celebrate Mexico's state exproproation
of oil reserves (thread)@BenjaminNorton 8:00 pm 18 Mar 2023

Mickey Mouse

Mickey Mouse is a beloved animated character created by Walt Disney. He is known for
his cheerful personality, mischievous antics, and love of adventure. Throughout his long
history, Mickey Mouse has been shown enjoying various hobbies and pastimes.

One of Mickey’s favorite pastimes is undoubtedly spending time with his friends,
especially his girlfriend Minnie Mouse. Together, they enjoy dancing, singing, and going on
picnics.

Another pastime that Mickey is known to enjoy is playing music. He is often depicted
playing a variety of instruments, including the guitar, piano, and drums. He has even led his
own band, Mickey Mouse and his Orchestra, in some animated shorts.

Mickey is also known for his love of sports. He has been shown playing various sports,
including baseball, football, and golf. In the classic Disney short The Hockey Champ, Mickey
plays ice hockey and proves to be a talented player despite his small size.
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Overall, Mickey Mouse is a well-rounded character with many interests and hobbies. His
love of music, sports, and spending time with friends are just a few examples of his favorite
pastimes. [ChatGPT]

See: .mid — file extension

See: .midi — file extension

MidnightBlue

keyword: HTML color name

MidnightBlue
#191970

Ed Miliband

“While there’s capitalism, there’ll be socialism, because these is always a response to
injustice,” —Ed Miliband

curated tweets: military industrial complex

Australian nuclear submarines (thread) @caitoz Caitlin Johnstone 6:55 pm 18 Mar
2023

WHite House rejects cease-fire in Ukraine before XI and Putin even meet to
discuss it @mcsquared34 9:04 am 18 Mar 2023

Rebuilding America’s Defenses (thread) @caitoz Caitlin Johnstone 6:21 pm 18 Mar
2023
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milk
US milk is banned in Australia, Canada, the European Union, Japan, and New Zealand because US

dairy cows are fed the synthetic Monsanto-invented recombinant bovine growth hormone(rBGH) to
increase milk production. This increaes the chances of breast and other cancers.

min

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

MINI-UNIX

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

A version of UNIX Time-Sharing System v6. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v6

curated tweets: Minnesota nuclear power plant leak

Australian nuclear submarines (thread) @caitoz Caitlin Johnstone 6:55 pm 18 Mar
2023

1.5M litres of radioactive water leaked @weareronin47 Ted Cruz Called The FBI on
me 2:35 pm 18 Mar 2023

MintCream

keyword: HTML color name
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MintCream
#F5FFFA

minus

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

minute

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

mlslabel

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

MistyRose

keyword: HTML color name

MistyRose
#FFE4E1

MkLinux

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.
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Apple Macintosh

See: .mkv  — file extension

MLYACC

abbreviation

programming language

‘MLYACC - Implementation and output in SML/NJ
ftp://research.att.com/dist/ml/75.tools.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc

Moccasin

keyword: HTML color name

Moccasin
#FFE4B5

Operation Mockingbird

“In the 1950s the CIA launched "Operation Mockingbird" to build anticommunist fervor
at home and abroad. For decades they paid US newspapers & wire services to present its
doctored versions of news stories. 
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     That stuff is one reason the word "socialism" still scares people today.” —Eric Saeger

mod

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

mode

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

modify

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

module

keyword: Ruby reserved word

modules

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Tony Montana
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Tony Montana, the main character of the movie Scarface, is a complex and often violent
character who becomes a powerful drug lord in Miami. Based on his personality and interests
as depicted in the movie, here are some possible pastimes that Tony Montana might enjoy:

1. Partying - Tony is known for his love of partying and excess, often indulging in
drugs, alcohol, and women. He may enjoy spending his free time at clubs or parties,
enjoying the music and the company of others.

2. Watching TV - In the movie, Tony often watches TV, particularly news reports
about his criminal activities. He may enjoy keeping up with current events and seeing
how his actions are portrayed in the media.

3. Playing sports - Tony is shown playing basketball and boxing in the movie. He may
enjoy engaging in physical activities, using them as an outlet for his energy and
aggression.

4. Spending time with family - Although he is often at odds with his family members,
Tony cares deeply about them and seeks to provide for them. He may enjoy spending
time with his mother, sister, and other family members, sharing meals and conversation.

5. Planning and strategizing - Tony is a shrewd and cunning character who excels at
strategy and planning. He may enjoy spending his free time thinking about his next
move and devising ways to outmaneuver his enemies.

It’s worth noting that Tony’s interests and pastimes may change over the course of the
movie, depending on the events that unfold and his emotional state. However, these are some
possible activities that he may enjoy based on his character as established in the movie.
[ChatGPT]

month

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

moonquake
The Moon’s equivalent to an earthquake.

more-labels

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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curated tweets: Morocco

Catalan delegation visits Sahrawi refugee camp @catalannews 11:00 am 19 Mar 2023

MOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Acorn Computers

Mountain Dew
Mountain Dew was banned in the European Union and Japan because it contained Brominated

Vegetable Oil (BVO), Bromine, an element used in flame retardants, can cause a number of health
problems, including headaches, memory loss, impaired balance, and impaired coordination.

Mount Roraima

“Mount Roraima and the other tabletop mountains in Canaima National Park are
considered to be the oldest geological formations on Earth, dating back around two billion
years to the Precambrian Era” —Massimo

See: .mov  — file extension

move

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .mp3  — file extension
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See: .mp4  — file extension

See: .mpa — file extension

MP/AOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Data General.

For Data General micorNOVA-based computers. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

See: .mpeg  — file extension

See: .mpg  — file extension

MP/M

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Multi-user version of CP/M-80 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

MP/M II

abbreviation

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Multi-user version of CP/M-80 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

MP/M 8-16

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a dual-processor variant of MP/M for 8086 and 8080 CPUs. —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

CP/M

MP/M-86

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Multi-user version of CP/M-86 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M

See: .mrw  — file extension

See: .msg — file extension
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MSP

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Fujitsu

MSP-EX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Fujitsu

See: .mts  — file extension

multiple

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

multiply

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Multiuser DOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.
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the successor of Concurrent DOS 386 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

curated tweets: music

album writing club -- write an album or EP in one month (May 2023)
@Mike1inFive 3:21 pm 21 Mar 2023

hearing protection @oogamusic 4:12 pm 20 Mar 2023

studio uses Focals rather than ATCs (the importance of sound over big gear)
@cmoneyburns 9:11 am 20 Mar 2023

audio library sound share @oogamusic 11:39 pm 18 Mar 2023

heavy bass music recommendation @oogamusic 8:15 pm 18 Mar 2023

similarities between Dubstep and Drum & Bass and Metal and Punk
@Mike1inFive 4:27 pm 18 Mar 2023

Kiffie the Dreamer releases new album @Kiffie8 6:48 am 6 Mar 2023

curated tweets: Musk (Elon Musk)

press@twitter.com now auto responds with  @elonmusk 4:48 am 19 Mar 2023

Musk claimed he would make bricks for affordable housing @drmistercody Cody
Johnston 1:33 pm 16 Mar 2023
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N n
N

ASCII: 4E hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER N

n

ASCII: 6E hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER N

name

keyword: JavaScript object property

namespace

keyword: PHP reserved word

See: _NAMESPACE_ — PHP

NaN
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abbreviation

keyword: JavaScript property

NANADD

Name: NANADD

Meaning: Invalid addition, such as (+INF) - (+INF).

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 2 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $02 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANASCBIN

Name: NANASCBIN

Meaning: Attempt to convert invalid ASCII string.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 17 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $11 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

nand

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

NANCOMP

Name: NANCOMP
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Meaning: Result of converting comp NaN to floating.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 20 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $14 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANDIV

Name: NANDIV

Meaning: Invalid division, such as 0/0.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 4 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $04 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANFINAN

Name: NANFINAN

Meaning: Invalid argument to financial fucntion.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 38 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $26 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANINVTRIG

Name: NANINVTRIG

Meaning: Invalid argument to inverse trignometric routine.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 34 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)
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Hex: $22 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANLOG

Name: NANLOG

Meaning: Invalid argument to log routine.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 36 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $24 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANMUL

Name: NANMUL

Meaning: Invalid multiplication, such as 0 * INF.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 8 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $08 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANPOWER

Name: NANPOWER

Meaning: Invalid argument to xi or xy.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 37 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $25 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANREM
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Name: NANREM

Meaning: Invalid remainder or mod such as x rem 0.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 9 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $09 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANSQRT

Name: NANSQRT

Meaning: Invalid square root, such as sqrt(-1).

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 1 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $01 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANTRIG

Name: NANTRIG

Meaning: Invalid argument to trignometric routine.

NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 33 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $21 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

NANZERO

Name: NANZERO

Meaning: Attempt to create a NaN with a zero code.
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NOTE: The value varies by implementation.

Decimal: 21 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

Hex: $15 (Standard Apple Numeric Environment)

native

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

curated tweets: Native America

Supreme Court to consider whether the US has to honor any treaties with the
Navajo @brettachapman Brett Chapman 11:08 am 20 Mar 2023

pictures of Native Americans @Nativetoday_ Osamuskwasis Roan 6:49 am 19 Mar 2023

Yantoo Cardinal @Nativetoday_ Osamuskwasis Roan 6:49 am 19 Mar 2023

settler state violence @MelaninMvskoke melanin mvskoke 11:38 pm 18 Mar 2023

South Dakota statue 'Dignity' by Dale Lamphere @Nativetoday_ Osamuskwasis
Roan 8:40 pm 17 Mar 2023

Classical Veracruz, Palma, 600-909 @slam_african St Louis Art Museum: Arts of
Africa, Oceania, and the Americas 8:06 pm 18 Mar 2023

native-binary

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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natural

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

curated tweets: nature

dragonfly @Dr_Sager_Ma 11:28 pm 18 Mar 2023

NavajoWhite

keyword: HTML color name

NavajoWhite
#FFDEAD

navigate

keyword: JavaScript windows method

Navigator

keyword: Navigator (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

Navy
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keyword: HTML color name

Navy
#000080

nchar

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .nef  — file extension

negative

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

neoliberalism

“The truth is that after several decades of neoliberalism, the rich are becoming
increasingly richer while the poor are both more numerous and increasingly poorer.” —Fidel
Castro

nested_loop

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

new

keyword: Ada reserved key word
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keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

new jobs

Joe Biden claimed “I was able to create 12 million new jobs in two years, more than any
president in American history has created in four years.”

The numbers are the result of the return to work after the first two years of the COVID-19
pandemic.

In terms of the change in jonbs by percentage increase from the time a president took
office, Biden is in the middle of recent presidents (post-WWII), well behind Johnson,
Clinton, Nixon, Reagan, Carter, and slightly behind Obama.

Joe Biden lies as much as Donald Trump does. Vote Green.

Newton OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for Apple MessagePad.

next

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word
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Nicaragua

nation

United States funds the Contras in Nicargua to overthrow the Saninista government 1981.

nil

keyword: Objective-C word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

no

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: NO (all caps) Objective-C word

noaudit

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

no_cache

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

nocompress

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)
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nonatomic

keyword: Objective-C word

nor

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

NOS (Network Operating System)

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.

NOS/BE NOS Batch Environemnt

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.

Ran on the 6x00 and related Cyber. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

SCOPE

NOS/VE NOS Virtual Environment
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abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.

not

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

noteq

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

note-off

keyword: MIDI comamnd

8n hex (where n is the channel number)

2 paraaemters

paramater 1: key

paramater 2: velocity

note-on
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keyword: MIDI comamnd

9n hex (where n is the channel number)

2 paraaemters

paramater 1: key

paramater 2: velocity

Novell DOS 7

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Derived from DR-DOS 3.31-6.0

a single-user, multi-tasking system derived from DR DOS —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

DOS

DR-DOS

Novell PalmDOS 1.0

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Derived from DR-DOS 3.31-6.0 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

DR-DOS
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Novell “Star Trek”

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

Derived from DR-DOS 3.31-6.0 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

DR-DOS

nowait

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

curated tweets: nuclear

Australian nuclear submarines (thread) @caitoz Caitlin Johnstone 6:55 pm 18 Mar
2023

1.5M litres of radioactive water leaked @weareronin47 Ted Cruz Called The FBI on
me 2:35 pm pm 18 Mar 2023

null

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved literal value word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word
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keyword: NULL (all caps) Objective-C word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

Null Island

The location at 0° latitude and 0° longitude (0°N 0°E) in the Gulf of Guinea is called
“Null Island”. There is no island, but there is a permanently-moored weather buoy.

nulls

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

number

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Number (initial cap) JavaScript object

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

numeric

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

numeric-edited
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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O o
O

ASCII: 4F hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER O

o

ASCII: 6F hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER O

See: .obj — file extension

object

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

object-computer

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Object
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keyword: JavaScript object

obtuse triangle

noun

geometry A triangle in which one of the interior angles is an obtuse angle (greater than
90°).

Also called obtuse-angled triangles.

occurs

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

octet_length

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Mark O’Dowd

Mark O’Dowd recrutied me to join the high school chess team.

Mark O’Dowd always greeted with a cheerful phrase and hand gesture. I don’t recall the
exact greeting and gestire, but it always made me feel welcome.

Mark O’Dowd called me the day Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon was released and
told me I had to come to his house. He didn’t tell me why. When I arrived, he told me I hadto
get high (cannabis) and then played the entire rewcord from me.

See: .odg  — file extension
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See: .ods — file extension

See: .odt — file extension

of
part of speech: preposition

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #4

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #4

Dolch level: Grade 1

Polysemy: 12

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

The word “of” is a versatile preposition that is commonly used to indicate a relationship
between two or more things. Here are some common definitions and uses of the word “of”:
[ChatGPT]

1. Possession:“of” is often used to indicate possession or ownership. For example:
[ChatGPT]

“The book is on the shelf of the library.” [ChatGPT]
“The color of her eyes is blue.” [ChatGPT]
“The key to the door is made of gold.” [ChatGPT]

2. Origin or source: “of” can denote the origin or source of something. For example:
[ChatGPT]

“The painting is the work of a famous artist.” [ChatGPT]
“He is a citizen of France.” [ChatGPT]
“The smell of freshly baked bread filled the room.” [ChatGPT]

3. Content or composition: “of” can indicate the content or composition of something.
For example: [ChatGPT]

“A cup of coffee.” [ChatGPT]
“A piece of cake.” [ChatGPT]
“A bottle of water.” [ChatGPT]
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4. Partitive or fractional relationship: “of” is often used to express a partitive or
fractional relationship. For example: [ChatGPT]

“Two-thirds of the population voted in the election.” [ChatGPT]
“I ate a slice of pizza.” [ChatGPT]
“She drank a glass of milk.” [ChatGPT]

5. Description or quality: “of” can be used to describe or indicate a particular quality
or characteristic. For example: [ChatGPT]

“A man of great wisdom.” [ChatGPT]
“A city of vibrant culture.” [ChatGPT]
“A woman of immense talent.” [ChatGPT]

6. Time or measurement: “of” can be used to indicate a time or measurement. For
example: [ChatGPT]

“The clock struck a quarter of seven.” [ChatGPT]
“She was born in the month of May."” [ChatGPT]
“He ran a distance of ten miles.” [ChatGPT]

7. Part of a larger whole: “of” can be used to indicate that something is a part or
component of a larger whole. For example: [ChatGPT]

“The wheels of the car.” [ChatGPT]
“The pages of the book.” [ChatGPT]
“The branches of the tree.” [ChatGPT]

It’s important to note that the context in which “of” is used can determine its specific
meaning and function. [ChatGPT]

off

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

offline

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

offscreenBuffering

keyword: JavaScript windows property
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See: .oft — file extension

See: .ogg  — file extension

See: .ogv  — file extension

OldLace

keyword: HTML color name

OldLace
#FDF5E6

Olive

keyword: HTML color name

Olive
#808000

OliveDrab

keyword: HTML color name

OliveDrab
#6B8E23
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omitted

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

on

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

onblur

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onclick

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onerror

keyword: JavaScript event handler

oneway

keyword: Objective-C former reserved word
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onfocus

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onkeydown

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onkeypress

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onkeyup

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onload

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onmousedown

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onmouseover

keyword: JavaScript event handler
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onmouseup

keyword: JavaScript event handler

onsubmit

keyword: JavaScript event handler

open

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows method

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

opener

keyword: JavaScript windows property

OpenVMS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise.

alternate name for VMS

VMS
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option

keyword: Option (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

optional

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .opus — file extension

or

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

Orange

keyword: HTML color name

Orange
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#FFA500

OrangeRed

keyword: HTML color name

OrangeRed
#FF4500

or_bits

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Orchid

keyword: HTML color name

Orchid
#DA70D6

order

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

ordered
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .dotorf  — file extension

organization

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

George Orwell

“If you can feel that staying human is worth while, even when it can’t have any result
whatever, you’ve beaten them.” —1984, George Orwell (Eric Blair)

See: .ost — file extension

OS/8

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

OSE

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by ENEA AB
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Flexible, small footprint, high-performance RTOS for control processors —Wikipedia: List
of operating systems

OS/IV

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Fujitsu

OS X

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

other

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

others

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

out
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keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: Objective-C former reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

outer

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

outerHeight

keyword: JavaScript windows method

outerWidth

keyword: JavaScript windows method

output

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

overflow

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

overlaps
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

override

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

overriding

keyword: Ada reserved key word
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P p
P

ASCII: 50 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER P

p

ASCII: 70 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER P

package

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

packed-decimal

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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padding

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

page

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

page-counter

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

pageXOffset

keyword: JavaScript windows method

pageYOffset

keyword: JavaScript windows method

PaleGoldenRod

keyword: HTML color name

PaleGoldenRod
#EEE8AA
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PaleGreen

keyword: HTML color name

PaleGreen
#98FB98

curated tweets: Palestine

US public opinion poll @elgindy_ Khaled Elgindy 10:21 pm 18 Mar 2023

PaleTurquoise

keyword: HTML color name

PaleTurquoise
#AFEEEE

PaleVioletRed

keyword: HTML color name

PaleVioletRed
#DB7093
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Panama

nation

United States invades Panama to arrest Manuel Noriega 1989.

PapayaWhip

keyword: HTML color name

PapayaWhip
#FFEFD5

paradise

“The paradise of the rich is made out of the hell of the poor.” —Victir Hugo

parent

keyword: JavaScript windows method
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parseFloat

keyword: JavaScript windows method

ParseInt

keyword: JavaScript windows method

password

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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patriotism

“Patriotism is the willingness to kill and be killed for trivial reasons.” —Bertrand Russell

See: .pcd  — file extension

See: .pcm — file extension

pctfree

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

See: .pcx  — file extension

See: .pdf — file extension

peace
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PeachPuff

keyword: HTML color name

PeachPuff
#FFDAB9

perform

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

perl-byacc
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programming language

‘perl-byacc - produces perl output ftp://ftp.sterling.com/local/perl-byacc1.8.2.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc

Personal CP/M

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

A refinement of CP/M for Intel 8080/8085 and Zilog Z80. —Wikipedia: List of operating
systems

CP/M

Personal CP/M-86

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

A refinement of CP/M for the Intel 8088/8086 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

CP/M
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Peru

keyword: HTML color name

Peru
#CD853F

pf

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ph

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .pic — file extension

pic

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

picture

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Pink
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

Pink

keyword: HTML color name

Pink
#FFC0CB

Pinnochio

Pinnochio’s name is made from pino, meaning pine, and occhio, meaning eye.

pitch bend

keyword: MIDI comamnd

En hex (where n is the channel number)

2 paraaemters

paramater 1: lsb

paramater 2: msb

See: .pkg — file extension

Plan 9 from Bell Labs
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operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

Plankalküll

programming language

year created: 1943-1945 (published 1948)

created by: Konrad Zuse

predecessors: none (unique language)

Plum

keyword: HTML color name

Plum
#DDA0DD

plus

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .png  — file extension

pointer

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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curated tweets: police

TN police took Black couple's children for 5 grams of weed @JeremyWard33 5:30
am 19 Mar 2023

TN police took Black couple's children for 5 grams of weed @JeremyWard33 5:30
am 19 Mar 2023

Sarah Everard murder harms women’s trust in police @stand_for_all Daniel
Sohege 2:06 am 19 Mar 2023

Denver police sergeant attempted sexual assault on 14-yr-old @TalbertSwan
Bishop Talbert Swan 8:34 pm 18 Mar 2023

pork
U.S. pork is banned in China, the European Union,New Zealand, Russia, Taiwan, and a total of 160

nations because of the feed addicitve ractopamine, which is linked ot many major health issues.

port

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

position

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

position_b

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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position_mb

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

positive

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

postponed

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: potato

PowderBlue

keyword: HTML color name

PowderBlue
#B0E0E6

power

function: C math.h library function: stands for raise to POWER of
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poverty

According to Randell Hynes:

“—50 million Americans live in poverty,”

“—12 million are kids,”

“—26 million are Seniors,”

“—Half of Veterans are Seniors,”

“582,000 Americans living on the streets.” —Randell Hynes

PPP loans

“Why can PPP loans be forgiven but not student loans?

”Asking for someone who didn’t buy a private jet during the pandemic.”
—@hats_n_politics

From 1862 to 1969, every state in the union had free public higher education. California
Governor Ronald reagan cancelled it in California because he believed it was “welfare” for
Black students.

See: .ppt — file extension

See: .pptx — file extension

pragma

keyword: Ada reserved key word

precision
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

premature optimization

“There is no doubt that the grail of efficiency leads to abuse. Programmers waste
enormous amounts of time thinking about, or worrying about, the speed of noncritical parts of
their programs, and these attempts at efficiency actually have a strong negatuive impact when
debugging and maintenance are considered. We should forget about small efficiencies, say
about 97% of the time: premature optimization is the root of all evil.”

“Yet we should not pass up our opportunities in that critical 3%. A good programmer will
not be lulled into compacency by such reasoning, he will be wise to look carefully at the
critical code; but only after that code has been identified. It is often a mistake to make a priori
judgments about what parts of a program are really critical, since the universal experience of
programmers who have been using measurementr tools has been that their intuitive guesses
fail. After working with such tools for seven years, I’ve become convinced that all compilers
written from now on should be designed to provide all programmers with feedback indicating
what parts of their prorgams are costing the most; indeed, this feedback should be supplied
automatically unless it has been specifically turned off.” —Structured Programming With Go
To Statements, Donald Knuth

pre-purchased deals

One of the things I learned about narcissist from watching Chip Frye is the pre-purchase
of deals.

The narcissist will occassionally offer a “gift”. It is always something the narcissist has
extra of. It is not based on the needs or desires of the reicipient. It is always something that
the narcissist likes and happens to have some extra of.

The reason it isn’t merely a thoughtless gift is that the narcissist will eventually use it to
demand something the narcissist wants. “I gave you a banana [that was old enough that he
would have thrown it away otheriwise], it is only fair you do some expensive fvor for me.”

I made the mistake of being polite and not rejecting the offer of a gift, even if I didn’t
want it, just to show respect for the kind thought behind the gift.

It was never really a gift. The narcissist is setting up a future transaction wherer the
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narcissist gets to set what it is the narcissist wants in return without the other person realizing
that they have entered into a bargain with unfair conditions.

print

keyword: PHP reserved word

printf

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for PRINT Function

printing

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

prior

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

private

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word
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See: @private — Objective C

privileges

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

procedure

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

procedure-pointer

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

procedures

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

proceed

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

processing

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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Apple ProDOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple II family

program

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

program change

keyword: MIDI comamnd

Cn hex (where n is the channel number)

1 paraaemter

paramater: instrument number

program-id

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

prompt

keyword: JavaScript windows method

See: @property — Objective C
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propertyIsEnum

keyword: JavaScript windows method

protected

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

See: @protected — Objective C

Protocol

keyword: Objective-C word

See: @protocol — OBJECTIVE C

prototype

keyword: JavaScript object

pro-union?

At 11:32 am on 20 April 2023, Joe Biden claimed: “I make no apologies for being the
most pro-union president in American history.” —Joe Biden

On 22 December 2022, Joe Biden signed a bill to block the railroad unions from striking
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and denying RR workers sick days.

Biden telling a Michigan auto union worker 10 March 2020 at a Fiat Chrysler assembly plant: “You’re full of
shit. No, shush, shush. Don’t tell me that, pal, or I’m going to go outside with you man. I’m not working for

you. Gimme a break man. Don’t be such a horse’s ass.”

During the 2011 Verizon strike, Biden refused to support the strike.

During 2011 Biden refused to speak out against then Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker’s
attacks on unions.

Biden voted for NAFTA, supported the Trans-Pacific Partnership, authored the 2005
bankruptcy law, and authored the mass incarceration law.

In 1988 Biden dropped out of the presidential race when he was caught plagiarizing
British Labour Party leader Neil Kinnock’s speech. Biden claimed to have descended from
coalminers. His only ancestor in the coal industry was Patrick F. Blewitt, a boss, not a coal
miner.

Biden has a history of speaking before labor unions, but only when he wants something
from them.

 that’s Cap you brought 6 unions leaders including myself to the Whitehouse and we was
handed a pamphlet THATS IT!…. It’s been crickets ever since all we got is US no pro act no
accountability just people power photo ops doesn’t make you pro union nor do tweets.
—Christian Smalls, President of Amazon Labor union

See: .prproj  — file extension

See: .psb  — file extension
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See: .psd  — file extension

See: .psdx — file extension

See: .pst — file extension

See: .ptx — file extension

public

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

See: @public — OBJECTIVE C

Puffin OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by CloudMosa.

pure

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

purge

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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Purple

keyword: HTML color name

Purple
#800080

putc

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for PUT Character

putchar

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for PUT CHARacter

PWB/UNIX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

A version of UNIX Time-Sharing System v6. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v6

See: .pzl  — file extension
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Q q
Q

ASCII: 51 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Q

q

ASCII: 71 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER Q

queue

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

qsort

function: C library function: stands for Quick SORT

quote

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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quotes

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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R r
R

ASCII: 52 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER R

r

ASCII: 72 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER R

See: .raf  — file extension

raise

keyword: Ada reserved key word

rand

function: C library function: stands for RANDom number

random
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

range

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

rapid unscheduled disassembly

Elon Musk’s SpaceX Starship exploded after launch attempt, 20 April 2023, 8:33 a.m. CT
from Bosa Chica, Texas.

SpaceX claimed it didn’t explode, but rather “As if the flight test was not exciting enough,
[SpaceX] Starship experienced a rapid unscheduled disassembly before [the Super Heavy]
stage separation.”

The vehicle was unmanned.

Starship on track to launch in ~37 mins —Elon Musk at 5:50 am 20 Apr 2023
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“Everything after clearing the tower was icing on the cake.”

Video Transcript

- 5, 4, 3, 2--

[CROWD CHEERING]

[APPLAUSE]

- Zero post [INAUDIBLE] operations.

[APPLAUSE AND CHEERS]

Booster outdoor chamber pressures nominal.

- [INAUDIBLE] 33 seconds under the test point of the inaugural Starship vehicle. Tower
cleared. [INAUDIBLE] over. The [INAUDIBLE] reports first stage engines nominal. What a
sight from the ground. Cameras--

[RADIO CHATTER]

We're flying at twice the thrust of the Saturn V [INAUDIBLE].

[CROWD CHEERING]

[RADIO CHATTER]

We're throttled down and throttled back up. Going through the period of maximum
aerodynamic pressure.

[INTERPOSING VOICES]

[APPLAUSE]

As the velocity increases, the depth of the atmosphere is decreasing.

[RADIO CHATTER]

Lessening stress on the vehicle. The [INAUDIBLE] out [INAUDIBLE] now.

[CHEERS AND APPLAUSE]

Continuing to watch the first stage as we head downrange.

[APPLAUSE]
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100 seconds into flight. Our next major activity is going to be shutdown of the first stage.
Houston tracking station now acquiring the vehicle. We're shut down. We will get separation
of Starship and Super Heavy and ignition of the Starship engines. When Starship separates,
we light up six engines in a staggered sequence. And if all goes well, those six engines will
burn for almost 6 and 1/2 minutes. Onboard view from Starship.

[CHEERING]

And there's views of the Raptor engines on the second stage as we prepare for stage
separation. Now after stage separation, the first stage will flip and begin a boost back
maneuver for landing in the Gulf.

Continuing to fly 2 minutes, 40 seconds. Let's get ready for main engine cutoff.

Booster engine cutoff.

- Beginning to flip for stage separation.

[CHATTER]

- As of right now, we are awaiting stage separation where Starship should separate from
the Super Heavy booster.

- Yeah, Kate, right now it looks like we saw the start of the flip. But obviously, we're
seeing from the ground cameras the entire Starship stack continuing to rotate. We should
have had separation by now. Obviously, this is-- does not appear to be a nominal situation.

- Yeah, it does appear to be spinning. But I do want to remind everyone that everything
after clearing the tower was icing on the cake.

[CROWD REACTS]

[APPLAUSE]

- Oh. There-- [LAUGHS] and there, as you saw, as we promised, an exciting end to the
Starship inaugural integrated test flight.

“We were just happy to get it off the launch pad successfully,” wasn’t the originally stated
goal, but I suppose when everything goes to shit, it’s nice to be able to gaslight people into
accepting every failure as a purposeful genius move. —Johnny Akzam

We’re pretty good with synonyms, but “rapid unscheduled disassembly” is a new one,
even for us. —Dictionary.com

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) stated “The FAA will oversee the mishap
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investigation of the Starship / Super Heavy test mission. A return to flight of the Starship /
Super Heavy vehicle is based on the FAA determining that any system, process, or procedure
related to the mishap does not affect public safety” and added this is “standard practice for all
mishap investigations.”

SpaceX’s statement “At 8:33 a.m. CT, Starship successfully lifted off from the orbital
launch pad for the first time. The vehicle cleared the pad and beach as Starship climbed to an
apogee of ~39 km over the Gulf of Mexico Ð the highest of any Starship to-date. The vehicle
experienced multiple engines out during the flight test, lost altitude, and began to tumble. The
flight termination system was commanded on both the booster and ship. As is standard
procedure, the pad and surrounding area was cleared well in advance of the test, and we
expect the road and beach near the pad to remain closed until tomorrow.”

That Elon Musk rocket succeeded only in raining down rocket fuel on the Gulf Coast and
yet the news stories still frame it as a partial success or a successful failure. So stupid —Brett
Chapman

See: .rar — file extension

See: .raw — file extension

raw

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

rd

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

RDOS

abbreviation

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Data General.

real-time Disk Operating System, with variants: RTOS and DOS. —Wikipedia: List of
operating systems

read

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ready

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

real

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

realloc

function: C library function: stands for memory REALLOCation

RebeccaPurple

keyword: HTML color name

RebeccaPurple
#663399
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See: .rec — file extension

receive

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

record

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

recording

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

records

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

recursive

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Red

keyword: HTML color name
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Red
#FF0000

redefines

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

redo

keyword: Ruby reserved word

reel

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .ref — file extension

reference

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

references

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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register

keyword: C keyword: storage class

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

reject

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: .rel — file extension

relative

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

fallacies of relevance

I. FALLACIES OF RELEVANCE: These fallacies appeal to evidence or examples
irrelevant to the argument at hand.

—from Dr. L. Kip Wheeler’s (Carson-Newman University) Logical Fallacies Handlist

See: logical fallacies

See: appeal to force

See: genetic fallacy

release
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

reload

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

rem

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

remainder

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

removal

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

rename

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

renames

keyword: Ada reserved key word
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

reparations

“If you think you shouldn’t pay for the sins of your ancestors, you shouldn’t reap the
benefits from their bloodshed either.” —UnholyRom3

replace

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

replacing

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

report

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

reporting

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

reports

 COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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keyword:

repository

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Republicans

Republicans will always choose to side with fascists over socialists because fascism
doesn’t threaten capital. [saying]

requeue

keyword: Ada reserved key word

required

keyword: PHP reserved word

required_once

keyword: PHP reserved word

rerun

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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rescue

keyword: Ruby reserved word

reserve

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

reset

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows method

resource

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

restrict

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

retain

keyword: Objective-C word

retry
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keyword: Ruby reserved word

return

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword: statement

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

return-code

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

returning

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

reverse
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keyword: Ada reserved key word

reversed

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

revoke

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

revolution

“You can jail a revolutionary, but you can’t jail the revolution.” —Fred Hampton

“The Revolution introduced me to art, and in turn, art introduced me to the Revolution!”
—Albert Einstein

“When one makes a Revoluton, one cannot mark time; one must always go forward - or
go back. He who now talks about the ‘freedom of the press’ goes backward, and halts our
headlong course towards Socialism.” —Vladimir Lenin

rewind

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

rewrite

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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rf

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

rh

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Rhapsody

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for the Apple Macintosh.

Apple Macintosh

See: rice

Rice Krispies
Rice Krispies is banned in the European Union and Japan because they include Butylated

hydroxytoluene (BHT), an artificial flavor enhancer that is carcinogenic.

rich people

“How come every right wing solution to poverty, hunger, health, and unemployment
involves giving rich people more money?” —Jeremy Corbyn

right

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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rights

The United States kidnaps and imprisons people in Guantanamo Bay to deny them basic
legal rights, which are guaranteed to every person inside the US. —William Murphy

rindex

function: C string.h library function: stands for Reverse INDEX string

RISC iX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Acorn Computers

RISC OS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Acorn Computers

Ritz crackers
Ritz crackers are banned in Austria, Denmark, Hungary, Iceland, Norway, and Switzerland for

containing high levels of sodium-hydrogenated cottonseed oil, a trans fat that causes cardiovascular
disease.
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See: .rmvb  — file extension

rol

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

ror

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

RosyBrown

keyword: HTML color name

RosyBrown
#BC8F8F

round

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

rounded

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

row

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle, z/OS)
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rowid

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

rownum

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

rows

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

RoyalBlue

keyword: HTML color name

RoyalBlue
#4169E1

rpad

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .rpm — file extension
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RSTS/E

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

multi-user time-sharing OS for PDP-11s —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

RSX-11

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

multiuser, multitasking OS for PDP-11s —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

RT-11

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

single user OS for PDP-11 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

run

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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Bertrand Russell

“Our great democracies still tend to think that a stupid man is more likely to be honest
than a clever man, and our politicians take advantage of this prejudice by pretending to be
even more stupid than nature made them.” —New Hopes for a Changing World, Bertrand
Russell

See: .rw2 — file extension
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S s
S

ASCII: 53 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER S

s

ASCII: 73 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER S

SaddleBrown

keyword: HTML color name

SaddleBrown
#8B4513

Salmon

keyword: HTML color name
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Salmon
#FA8072

farmed salmon
Farmed salmon from the US is banned in Asutria and New Zealand. The farm-raised salmon is kept in

crowded cages, fed processed fish feed, methyl mercury, dionins, antibiotics, and drugs not safe for
humans to consume.

same

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

same_source

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

SandyBrown

keyword: HTML color name

SandyBrown
#F4A460

SASL-yacc

abbreviation

programming language
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‘SASL-yacc - "Yacc in SASL - An Exercise in Functional Programming", Simon
Peyton-Jones, Software Prac & Exp 15:807-820 (1985). Mentions also a BCPL
implementation.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc

Satanta

“We grow pale and die. A long time ago this land belonged to our fathers, but when I go
up to the river I see camps of soldiers on its banks. These soldiers cut down my timber, they
kill my buffalo, and when I see that, my heart feels like burtsting.” —Satanta, Kiowa chief

See: .sav — file extension

scanf

function: C stdio.h libraryg C stdio.h library function: stands for SCAN input Function

scavenger hunt

Scavenger hunts are fun for a variety of reasons:

1. Challenge and problem-solving: Scavenger hunts often require participants to solve
riddles, puzzles, or clues to locate the items on their list. This adds an element of
problem-solving, which can be both challenging and enjoyable.

2. Social interaction and teamwork: Scavenger hunts are often played in teams,
which encourages cooperation, communication, and collaboration. This aspect of the
game can foster bonding and help strengthen relationships among participants.

3. Exploration and discovery: Scavenger hunts encourage participants to explore their
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surroundings and discover new places or things. This can be particularly exciting and
satisfying for those who enjoy adventure or learning about their environment.

4. Physical activity: Participants often need to walk, run, or even bike to find the items
on their list, making scavenger hunts a fun way to get some exercise and enjoy the
outdoors.

5. Competition: The competitive aspect of scavenger hunts can be thrilling for many
players, as they race against other teams to complete their lists and win the game.

6. Creativity: Scavenger hunts can be customized to include unique and interesting
items, allowing players to engage their creativity and imagination.

7. Sense of accomplishment: Successfully locating items on a scavenger hunt list can
provide a sense of achievement, which is rewarding and motivating for players.

8. Adaptability: Scavenger hunts can be tailored to suit various ages, group sizes, and
settings, making them a versatile and enjoyable activity for a wide range of participants.

[ChatGPT]

curated tweets: school lunches

US makes deals with Kraft serve lunchables while France provides children
with real meals @zoyaislove 4:52 pm 18 Mar 2023

Republicans and free school lunches @drmistercody Cody Johnston 11:54 am 18 Mar
2023

Congress ends Free-Lunch-For-All children but nails out banks @ThiaBallerina
8:08 am 18 Mar 2023

SCOPE

operating system

Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.

SCOPE (Supervisory Control Of Program Execution ran on the Lower 3000 series, Upper
3000 series, and 6x00 and rleated Cyber. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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screenX

keyword: JavaScript windows method

screenY

keyword: JavaScript windows method

scroll

keyword: JavaScript windows method

sd

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .sda  — file extension

SeaGreen

keyword: HTML color name

SeaGreen
#2E8B57

search
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

SeaShell

keyword: HTML color name

SeaShell
#FFF5EE

second

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

section

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

security

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

segment

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

segment-limit
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

SEL

keyword: Objective-C word

select

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Select (initial cap) JavaScript windows object

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: @select — OBJECTIVE C

self

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows property

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

send
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sentence

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

seperate

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sequence

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sequential

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sequentially

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

service

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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session

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

set

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

setInterval

keyword: JavaScript windows method

setTimeout

keyword: JavaScript windows method

severity

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

sex education

“How and when did we let republicans start calling sex education booke and classes
“pornography” and that just become the cominating narrative?” —@JUNIPER
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share

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

SHARE Operating System (SOS)

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

for the IBM 704 and 709 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

shift-in

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

shift-out

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

short

keyword: C keyword: data modifier

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word
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Siemens S5-DOS/MT

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

an industrial control system based on FlexOS —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

DOS

Sienna

keyword: HTML color name

Sienna
#A0522D

sign

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

signal

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

signed

keyword: Objective-C reserved word
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Silver

keyword: HTML color name

Silver
#C0C0C0

simple_nested_loop

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

sin

function: C math.h library function: stands for SINe

single payer
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sinh

function: C math.h library function: stands for SINe Hyperbolic

SIPROS (Simultaneous Processing Operating System)

operating system

Proprietary OS by Control Data Corporation.
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shared

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

size

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

sizeof

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

skip1

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

skip2

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

skip3

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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Skittles
Skittles are banned in the European Union and Norway because of the artificial colors yellow 5 and

yellow 6, which are linked to allergic reactions and childhood hyperactivity, as well as titanium dioxide,
which is carcinogenic and caused lung tumors in rats.

SkyBlue

keyword: HTML color name

SkyBlue
#87CEEB

sla

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

SlateBlue

keyword: HTML color name

SlateBlue
#6A5ACD

SlateGray

keyword: HTML color name

SlateGray
#708090
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SlateGrey

keyword: HTML color name

SlateGrey
#708090

sll

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

smallint

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

smartphones

In 1926 Tesla predicted many of the features of smartphonesÊ(small device, wireless,
telephone, video, etc.). But his prediction failed miserably because he claimed we would keep
the device in our vest pocket. Who wears vests anymore?

See: .snd — file extension

See: .sng — file extension

Snow

keyword: HTML color name
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Snow
#FFFAFA

socialism

“Capitalism is war; socialism is peace.” —Karl Liebknecht

“When I give food to the poor, they call me a saint. When I ask why the poor have no
food, they call me a communist.” —Dom Helder Camara, Dom Helder Camara: Essential
Writings

“We’re going to fight racism not with racism, but we’re going to fight with solidarity. We
say we’re not going to fight capitalism with black capitalism, but we’re going to fight it with
socialism.” —Fred Hampton

“I should tie myself to no particular system of society other than socialism.” —Nelson
Mandela

“Marriage is socialism among two people.” —Barbara Ehrenreich

“You show me a capitalist, and I’ll show you a bloodsucker.” —Malcolm X

curated tweets: socialism

free stuff for the wealthy @drkwarlord Dark Warlord 8:35 am 18 Mar 2023

curated tweets: society

providing access for a fee to essential human needs @jeffrcvg 10:04 pm 18 Mar 2023

Reagan/Thatcher matrix @mousdrvr 2:36 pm 18 Mar 2023
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Qasem Soleimani

Donald Trump ordered the assassiantion of Iranian Major General Qasem Soleimani.

sort

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sort-control

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sort-core-size

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sort-file-size

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sort-merge

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sort-message
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sort-mode-size

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sort-return

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: SOS — operating system

source

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

source-computer

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

space

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

spaces

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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curated tweets: Spain

Barcelona guide to stadium wildlife @tveitdal Svein Tveitdal 11:08 pm 18 Mar 2023

special-names

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

speech, freedom of

“Freedom of speech is a two way street, man. You have the right to say whatever you
want and the Boss has a right to tell the police to arrest you.” —Lenny Bruce

SpringGreen

keyword: HTML color name

SpringGreen
#00FF7F

sprintf

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for String PRINT Function

See: .sql — file extension
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sqr

function: C math.h library function: stands for SQuaRe of a number

sqrt

function: C math.h library function: stands for SQuare RooT

sra

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

srand

function: C library function: stands for Seeded RANDom number

srl

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

sscanf

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for String SCAN input Function

standard

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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standard-1

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

standard-2

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Starship rapid unscheduled disassembly

Elon Musk’s SpaceX

Elon Musk’s SpaceX Starship exploded after launch attempt, 20 April 2023, 8:33 a.m. CT
from Bosa Chica, Texas.

SpaceX claimed it didn’t explode, but rather “As if the flight test was not exciting enough,
[SpaceX] Starship experienced a rapid unscheduled disassembly before [the Super Heavy]
stage separation.”
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The vehicle was unmanned.

Starship on track to launch in ~37 mins —Elon Musk at 5:50 am 20 Apr 2023

“Everything after clearing the tower was icing on the cake.”

Video Transcript

- 5, 4, 3, 2--

[CROWD CHEERING]

[APPLAUSE]

- Zero post [INAUDIBLE] operations.

[APPLAUSE AND CHEERS]

Booster outdoor chamber pressures nominal.

- [INAUDIBLE] 33 seconds under the test point of the inaugural Starship vehicle. Tower
cleared. [INAUDIBLE] over. The [INAUDIBLE] reports first stage engines nominal. What a
sight from the ground. Cameras--

[RADIO CHATTER]

We're flying at twice the thrust of the Saturn V [INAUDIBLE].

[CROWD CHEERING]

[RADIO CHATTER]

We're throttled down and throttled back up. Going through the period of maximum
aerodynamic pressure.

[INTERPOSING VOICES]

[APPLAUSE]

As the velocity increases, the depth of the atmosphere is decreasing.

[RADIO CHATTER]

Lessening stress on the vehicle. The [INAUDIBLE] out [INAUDIBLE] now.

[CHEERS AND APPLAUSE]
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Continuing to watch the first stage as we head downrange.

[APPLAUSE]

100 seconds into flight. Our next major activity is going to be shutdown of the first stage.
Houston tracking station now acquiring the vehicle. We're shut down. We will get separation
of Starship and Super Heavy and ignition of the Starship engines. When Starship separates,
we light up six engines in a staggered sequence. And if all goes well, those six engines will
burn for almost 6 and 1/2 minutes. Onboard view from Starship.

[CHEERING]

And there's views of the Raptor engines on the second stage as we prepare for stage
separation. Now after stage separation, the first stage will flip and begin a boost back
maneuver for landing in the Gulf.

Continuing to fly 2 minutes, 40 seconds. Let's get ready for main engine cutoff.

Booster engine cutoff.

- Beginning to flip for stage separation.

[CHATTER]

- As of right now, we are awaiting stage separation where Starship should separate from
the Super Heavy booster.

- Yeah, Kate, right now it looks like we saw the start of the flip. But obviously, we're
seeing from the ground cameras the entire Starship stack continuing to rotate. We should
have had separation by now. Obviously, this is-- does not appear to be a nominal situation.

- Yeah, it does appear to be spinning. But I do want to remind everyone that everything
after clearing the tower was icing on the cake.

[CROWD REACTS]

[APPLAUSE]

- Oh. There-- [LAUGHS] and there, as you saw, as we promised, an exciting end to the
Starship inaugural integrated test flight.

“We were just happy to get it off the launch pad successfully,” wasn’t the originally stated
goal, but I suppose when everything goes to shit, it’s nice to be able to gaslight people into
accepting every failure as a purposeful genius move. —Johnny Akzam
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We’re pretty good with synonyms, but “rapid unscheduled disassembly” is a new one,
even for us. —Dictionary.com

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) stated “The FAA will oversee the mishap
investigation of the Starship / Super Heavy test mission. A return to flight of the Starship /
Super Heavy vehicle is based on the FAA determining that any system, process, or procedure
related to the mishap does not affect public safety” and added this is “standard practice for all
mishap investigations.”

SpaceX’s statement “At 8:33 a.m. CT, Starship successfully lifted off from the orbital
launch pad for the first time. The vehicle cleared the pad and beach as Starship climbed to an
apogee of ~39 km over the Gulf of Mexico Ð the highest of any Starship to-date. The vehicle
experienced multiple engines out during the flight test, lost altitude, and began to tumble. The
flight termination system was commanded on both the booster and ship. As is standard
procedure, the pad and surrounding area was cleared well in advance of the test, and we
expect the road and beach near the pad to remain closed until tomorrow.”

That Elon Musk rocket succeeded only in raining down rocket fuel on the Gulf Coast and
yet the news stories still frame it as a partial success or a successful failure. So stupid —Brett
Chapman

start

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

static

keyword: C keyword: storage class

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word
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status

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows property

stdout

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

SteelBlue

keyword: HTML color name

SteelBlue
#4682B4

stop

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Stove Top stuffing
Kraft Stove Top stuffing is banned in Japan, the United Kingdom, and several European nations

because it contains beta-hydroxy acid (BHA) and butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), which may be
carcinogenic and impair blood clotting.

strcat
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function: C string.h library function: stands for STRing conCATenation

strcmp

function: C string.h library function: stands for STRing CoMPare

strcpy

function: C string.h library function: stands for STRingCoPY

stream ASCII file format

PDP-11 file format for plain text ASCII files

‘Source files, such as MACRO-11 and FORTRAN IV programs, and text files that
you create with an editor are in stream ASCII format. These files consist of a series of
bytes, each byte representing an ASCII character. Stream ASCII files have no special
headers or end blocks, nor do they include any formatted binary blocks.

—RT-11 Volume and File Formats Manual:

strictfp

keyword: Java reserved key word

string

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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keyword: String (initial cap) JavaScript object

strlen

function: C string.h library function: stands for STRing LENgth

strncmp

function: C string.h library function: stands for STRing up to Number COMpare

strncpy

function: C string.h library function: stands for STRing up to Number CoPY

struct

keyword: C keyword: data type

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

subarray

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

submit

keyword: JavaScript windows method
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sub-queue-1

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sub-queue-2

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

sub-queue-3

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

substring_mb

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

substring

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

subtract

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

subtype
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keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

successful

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

Sudan

nation

Sudan has more pyramids than any other nation, 255. Egypt is next with 138.

United States attacked Sudan in 1998.

sum

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .sup

super

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Super (initial cap) Objective-C reserved word
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keyword: Ruby reserved word

Superman

Superman is a fictional character known for his superhuman strength, speed, and agility,
which would make him a formidable competitor in any sport. However, if we had to
speculate which game he might prefer based on his abilities and interests, here are a few
possibilities:

1. Football: With his super strength and speed, Superman would make an excellent
football player. He could easily outrun and outmuscle his opponents, making him an
unstoppable force on the field.

2. Basketball: Superman’s incredible leaping ability and agility would make him a
formidable basketball player. He could easily jump higher and move faster than anyone
else on the court, making him a dominant force on both offense and defense.

3. Track and Field: Superman’s speed and agility would make him a natural fit for
track and field events. He could easily outrun and outjump his competitors, making him
a top contender in events like the 100-meter dash, long jump, and high jump.

4. Boxing: With his incredible strength and durability, Superman could make an
intimidating boxer. He could easily knock out opponents with a single punch, and his
ability to absorb hits would make him difficult to defeat.

Ultimately, Superman’s abilities would make him a formidable competitor in any sport.
However, these are just a few examples of sports that could suit his strengths and interests.
[ChatGPT]

suppress

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .svg  — file extension

See: .svgz — file extension
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Swap

directory:

Virtual memory directory on a hard drive. Allows the memory manager to swap some data and
program segments to hard drive to expand the amount of memory available beyond the limits of physical
memory.

See: .swf  — file extension

switch

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

symbolic

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

SymbOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Amstrad

sync
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

synchronized

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

synonym

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

See: @synthesize — OBJECTIVE C

Syria

nation

United States supports terrorists to overthrow the Syrian president Bashar al-Asad 1998.

United States bombs Syria 2018.

sysdate

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)
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T t
T

ASCII: 54 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER T

t

ASCII: 74 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER T

table

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

tagged

keyword: Ada reserved key word

taint
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keyword: JavaScript windows depreciated function

tally

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

tallying

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

Tan

keyword: HTML color name

Tan
#D2B48C

tan

function: C math.h library function: stands for TANgent

tanh

function: C math.h library function: stands for TANgent Hyperbolic

tape
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .tar — file extension

See: .tar.gz — file extension

curated tweets: tarot

Virgo, trump card, 19th century @ham_prints Harvard Museums 8:41 pm 18 Mar 2023

task

keyword: Ada reserved key word

Teal

keyword: HTML color name

Teal
#008080

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)

On 17 May 2023 U.S. President Joe Biden met with House Speaker Kevin McCarthy and
proposed imposing stronger work requirements on receipients of Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families (TANF).

Joe Biuden was one of 78 senators who voted for then-President Bull Clinton's 1996
"welfare reform package". The law eliminated the U.S.'s main welfare program and replaced
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it with Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), requiring states to force a
designated percentage of those receiving cash aid to participate in work-related activities.
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About 540,000 families, including about 975,00 children, who received TANF were
subjected to work requirements in 2021, according to the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities.

Able-bodied adults without dependents who are between ages 18 and 49 can only receive
SNAP (food stamps) forr three months out of every three years unles they work or
participoate in other government approved activities for at least 20 hours a week.

TENEX

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

an ancestor of TOPS-20 from BBN, for the PDP-10 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

terminal

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

terminate

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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test

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

testing

“It seems the Biden administration is taking the former president's advice ‘if we stop
testing [for COVID] right now, we'd have very few cases,actually’.” —Stephanie Voltolin,
May 2023

text

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows property

See: .tga  — file extension

than

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

that
part of speech: conjunction, preposition, pronoun

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #8

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #12, #27, #903

Dolch level: Primer

Polysemy: 17
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the
part of speech: article

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #1

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #1

Dolch level: Pre-primer

Polysemy: 12

“The” is a definite article in the English language that is used to specify or point to a particular noun or
group of nouns. It is the most commonly used word in the English language. “The” is used to refer to
something that is already known or has been previously mentioned in the conversation or text. It is used
before singular and plural nouns, as well as before both countable and uncountable nouns. Additionally,
“the” is used to indicate that the noun it modifies is unique or specific in some way. [ChatGPT]

then

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

thief

Thieves will be thieves. It is in their nature. This is my experience with one particular
thief.

I will not be revealing the name of the thief.

I first met him because he dealt large quantities of cannabis to a friend of mine, michaelm.
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One day I was walking down the street and he pulled up next to me and offered me a ride.
I got into his car.

He said that he had to take a detour and started travelling back and to the side from the
path I had been on.

He pulled up next to a car on a side street and handed me ame a remote grabbing tool and
then told me to uise it to steal the keys off the middle panel in the car.

I objected. He said he had been watching the guy for a long time, the car owner was a
“bad rich guy“, and this was his opportunity to make a copy of the guy’s key so he could
break into his house.

This all had obviously been his plan whne he spotted me.

I refused to steal. He got angry, stole the keys himself, and told me to get out of his car
because he needed to rush to make copies of the keys and return them before the car owner
got out of a meeting.

I ended up walking a long distance just to get back to where I had been picked up and
offered a ride.

I told michaelm about this incident, but michelm didn’t believe me.

This particular thief bragged about making hundreds of thousands of dollars a year selling
cannabis and not paying any taxes. He claimed to have a bunch of gold stored in a variety of
places.

The worst incident happened several years after the first incident.

I was behind on paying the rent on my storage unit. michaelm said that the thief would
help out.

The thief negotiated a deal with the storage place to pay 1/3 of the owed rent and I got 72
hours to get moved out. The thief paid that money and money for the new storage place and
offered to transport everything in his truck.

During the moving, the thief looked through every box, which I thought was incredibly
nosy, but I needed his help. He would often ask me what was valuable in the box, which
should have been a red flag.

When he saw the boxes with the tapes, hard drives, and various digital media, he offered
to take it all to salvage and sell it for the iron. I said no.

The moving was done fast, in a rush.
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As we were finishing up, he revealed tht he had contacted my sisters and that they were
going to pay for the entire move. This was a surprise to me. I don’t even know how he got
contact info on my sisters. Maybe he say a name and phone number. He sid he was padding
the bill and asked if I wanted him to add an extra $100 for me. I said no.

I contacted my sisters and let them know he was planning on padding the bill. He charged
them the full price on the old rental space (not the 1/3 he paid), the new rental space, his gas,
and some other charges.

He did make a strange comment at the end. He said, “don’t worry, everything is there.”

That prompted me to go through every box and check. he had stolen every box that I had
identified as having something valuable, as well as all of the boxes containing media with
iron.

That included tapes of almost every show my band did (mostly audio, some video), tapes
of almost every rehearsal, tapes of new unfinished songs, tapes from other obscure unsigned
bands, tapes of an entire campaign of D&D game play, tapes of programming I’d done going
back to the 1960s, including for DEC, IBM, CDC, and Sperry Rand minicomputers and
mainframes.

That included the vast majority of my hard drives, as well as floppy disks (of all three
sizes), Zip drives, and other digital media. That included almost my entire programming
career, as well as artwork, music, and materials donated to me by artists, musicians,
programmers, engineers, Egyptologists, professors, etc.

The lesson is to avoid thieves. Like scorpions, it is their nature.

this

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

Thistle

keyword: HTML color name
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Thistle
#D8BFD8

See: .thm — file extension

through

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

throw

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

See: @throw — OBJECTIVE C

throws

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

thru

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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See: .tif  — file extension

See: .tiff  — file extension

time

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

times

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

timestamp

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

timesten

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

title

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .tmp — file extension
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to
part of speech: preposition

Oxford English Corpus (OEC) rank: #3

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): #7, #9

Dolch level: Pre-primer

Polysemy: 17

The word “to” has multiple meanings and can serve different grammatical functions
depending on its context. Here are some common definitions and uses of the word “to”:
[ChatGPT]

1. Preposition: “To” is often used as a preposition to indicate direction, movement, or
location. For example: [ChatGPT]

“She walked to the store.” [ChatGPT]
“The cat jumped from the table to the chair.” [ChatGPT]
“He traveled from New York to Los Angeles.” [ChatGPT]

2. Infinitive marker: “To” is used before the base form of a verb to form the infinitive.
For example: [ChatGPT]

“I want to go for a walk.” [ChatGPT]
“She loves to sing.” [ChatGPT]
“He decided to take a break.” [ChatGPT]

3. Part of an infinitive phrase: “To” is also used as part of an infinitive phrase, where
it functions as a marker for the infinitive verb. For example: [ChatGPT]

“She is eager to learn.” [ChatGPT]
“He made an effort to help.” [ChatGPT]

4. Indicating purpose or intention: “To” can be used to express the purpose or
intention of an action. For example: [ChatGPT]

“I went to the grocery store to buy some milk.” [ChatGPT]
“He took the umbrella to stay dry.” [ChatGPT]

5. Indicating a range or limit: “To” can indicate a range or limit when used with
numbers or quantities. For example: [ChatGPT]

“The temperature ranges from 20 to 30 degrees Celsius.” [ChatGPT]
“He scored 85 to 90 percent in the exam.” [ChatGPT]

6. Inflection of the verb “to be”: In some cases, "to" is used as an inflection of the
verb "to be" in certain dialects, such as African American Vernacular English (AAVE).
For example: [ChatGPT]

“She be going to the party.” [ChatGPT]

It’s important to note that the context in which “to” is used can determine its specific
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meaning and function. [ChatGPT]

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: .toast — file extension

toast
The origin of “raising a toast” is the Roman practice of dropping a piece of toast into wine for good

luck.

See: .tod  — file extension

tolower

function: C string.h library function: stands for convert TO LOWERcase

Tomato

keyword: HTML color name

Tomato
#FF6347

toothpaste
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The following experiment will show a child the value of properly brushing their teeth.

The child should write inbto their science journal all of the steps they do in the
experiment.

Use four raw eggs, four cups, toothpaste, soda, lemon juice, and four sticky notes.

Label the sticky notes Soda 1, Soda 2, Juice 1, and Juice 2. Place one sticky note on the
side of each glass.

Carefully completely cover two of the four eggs with toothpaste.

Pour a dark brown soda (such as cola) into the two cola cups. Pour lemon juice into the
two juice cups. Leave enough room to add the eggs.

Very carefully submerge the toothpaste covered eggs into the Soda 1 and Juice 1 cups.

Carefully submerge the uncovered eggs into the Soda 2 and Juice 2 cups.

Discuss with your child. Ask them to write their predictions into their science journal.

Put the cups somewhere safe for about 12 hours.

Remove both of the soda eggs and rinse them in cool water (removing the toothpaste from
the toothpaste covered egg). Gently pat them dry with a towel. Place the eggs on their sticky
note labels.

Repeat for the juice eggs.

The unprotected egg in the soda will have become discolored.

The unprotected egg in the juice will have a soft shell.

Discuss the results with your child.

Toothpaste protected the egg shell in the soda from becoming dicolored and brown.

Toothpaste protected the egg shell in the acidic lemon juice from becoming soft.

Toothpaste helps protect their teeth from becoming discolored and soft.

top
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript windows property

TOPS-10

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

for the PDP-10

TOPS-20

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

for the PDP-10 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

Toshiba 4690 OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Research, Inc.

a Point of Sale (POS) operating system based on IBM 4690 OS and FlexOS

DOS
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toString

keyword: JavaScript method

Towns OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Fujitsu

toupper

function: C string.h library function: stands for convert TO UPPERcase

See: .tp  — file extension

trace

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

trailing

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

trait
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keyword: PHP reserved word

See: _TRAIT_ — PHP

transient

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

transport

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

trigger

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

trim

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

trim_b

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

trim_mb
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Tru64 UNIX

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise.

alternate name for Digital Unix

Digital UNIX

true

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Java reserved literal value word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

try

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word
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See: @try — OBJECTIVE C

trypophobia
Trypophobia is the aversion to the sight of irregular patterns or clusters of small holes of bumps.

See: .ts  — file extension

Turquoise

keyword: HTML color name

Turquoise
#40E0D0

tvOS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for Apple TV.

Mark Twain

Mark Twain was photographed in color late in his life.
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Behold, a racist White man who mustered all his writing talent to state that the Native
Americans of eastern Nevada were “the wretchedest type of mankind — manifestly
descended from the selfsame gorilla, or kangaroo, or Norway rat, whichever animal the
Darwinians trace them to” —Brett Chapman
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Twinkies
Twinkies are banned in Austria, Finland, and Norway, and have a warning label in the European Union

because of artificial food coloring yellow 5, which causes, allergic reactions, hives, itching, coughing, and
vomiting.

curated tweets: Twitter

Musk press relations mocked @williamlegate 1:08 pm 19 Mar 2023

lifetime cost of twitter Blue @williamlegate 1:01 pm 19 Mar 2023

new rules to go into effect @kgopinion Dr Kazoo 7:21 am 19 Mar 2023

press@twitter.com now auto responds with  @elonmusk 4:48 am 19 Mar 2023
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https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1637420728743088130
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the Unverified @David_Leavitt 4:10 pm 18 Mar 2023

For You @GetARealCoffee Whirled Peas 3:01 pm 18 Mar 2023

reply to Musk - Twitter suppressing poor people @TSOStheband 2:22 pm 18 Mar
2023

Twitter as vanity press @TSOStheband 8:09 pm 18 Mar 2023

See: .txt — file extension

type

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

typedef

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

typeof

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

typing
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https://twitter.com/GetARealCoffee/status/1637212558556909570
https://twitter.com/GetARealCoffee/status/1637212558556909570
https://twitter.com/TSOStheband/status/1637202723232964608
https://twitter.com/TSOStheband/status/1637202723232964608
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https://twitter.com/TSOStheband/status/1637290209510567937


The average person does 56% of their typing with their left hand.
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U u
U

ASCII: 55 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U

u

ASCII: 75 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER U

See: .uax  — file extension

uid

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

Ukraine

Mar 2022: "Russians have no chance. War will be over in weeks" 
June 2022: "Russia is running out of soldiers and weapons. Ukraine victory by winter" 
Oct 2022: "Russian soldiers retreating in droves, begging for mercy. Victory by spring" 
Feb 2023: "Spring offensive coming! Russians will be defeated! Crimea will be retaken!" 
May 2023: Bakhmut is taken by Russia. —Treebeard
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curated tweets: Ukraine

Lindsay Graham and John McCain plan Ukraine war to start in 2017
@BubblesToBurst 3:39 pm 19 Mar 2023

Russia rebuilds in Mariupol @503i7 3:02 pm 19 Mar 2023

Why switch from Rusia to Azerbaijan for oil and gas? @ClareDalyMEP 3:55 am 19
Mar 2023

Ultrix

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise

See: UMES — operating system

unaffected

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

undef

keyword: Ruby reserved word

undefined
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https://twitter.com/BubblesToBurst/status/1637584523809685505
https://twitter.com/BubblesToBurst/status/1637584523809685505
https://twitter.com/503i7/status/1637575283543769089
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keyword: JavaScript property

unemployment

Joe Biden brags about his low unemployment numbers. What he doesn’t tell you is hiow
he achieved them.

Joe Biden threw more than 10 million Americans off the unemployment rolls in a five day
period.

Joe Biden also changed the rules so it became much more difficult to be eligible for
unemployment.

The actual number of percentage of Americans who are unemployed is the greatest since
the Great Depression.

unescape

keyword: JavaScript windows depreciated function

ungetc

function: C stdio.h library function: stands for UN-GET Character

union

keyword: C keyword: data type

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)
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unique

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

unit

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

curated tweets: United Kingdom

Nurses say no @LondonIWW 12:38 pm 19 Mar 2023

Why switch from Rusia to Azerbaijan for oil and gas? @ClareDalyMEP 3:55 am 19
Mar 2023

pro-asylum protest @jeremycorbyn Jeremy Corbyn 12:45 pm 18 Mar 2023

British reject drag bans @PinkNews 11:25 pm 18 Mar 2023

UK wild bison rewilded @tveitdal Svein Tveitdal 11:09 pm 18 Mar 2023

units

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

University of Michigan Executive System (UMES)

operating system
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https://twitter.com/jeremycorbyn/status/1637178553773981696
https://twitter.com/PinkNews/status/1637339367445504005
https://twitter.com/tveitdal/status/1637335468395077633
https://twitter.com/LondonIWW/status/1637539062025273349
https://twitter.com/LondonIWW/status/1637539062025273349
https://twitter.com/ClareDalyMEP/status/1637407549501718528
https://twitter.com/ClareDalyMEP/status/1637407549501718528
https://twitter.com/ClareDalyMEP/status/1637407549501718528
https://twitter.com/jeremycorbyn/status/1637178553773981696
https://twitter.com/jeremycorbyn/status/1637178553773981696
https://twitter.com/PinkNews/status/1637339367445504005
https://twitter.com/PinkNews/status/1637339367445504005
https://twitter.com/tveitdal/status/1637335468395077633
https://twitter.com/tveitdal/status/1637335468395077633


Proprietary OS by IBM

for the IBM 704, 709, and 7090 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

Unix System III

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

A version of UNIX Time-Sharing System v7. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v7

Unix System IV

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

A version of UNIX Time-Sharing System v7. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v7

Unix System V

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

A version of UNIX Time-Sharing System v7. Releases include 2.0, 3.0, 3.2, 4.0, and 4.2.
—Wikipedia: List of operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v7
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UNIX Time-Sharing System v1

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

UNIX Time-Sharing System v2

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

UNIX Time-Sharing System v3

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

UNIX Time-Sharing System v4

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

UNIX Time-Sharing System v5

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.
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UNIX Time-Sharing System v6

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

Versions include MINI-UNIX, PWB/UNIX, USG, and CB Unix. —Wikipedia: List of
operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v7

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

Includes Unix System III, Unix System IV, and Unix System V. Almost all modern
versions of UNIX are derived from this version. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v8

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

UNIX Time-Sharing System v9

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

UNIX Time-Sharing System v10

operating system
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Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

unknown

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

unless

keyword: Ruby reserved word

unlink

function: C library function: stands for UNLINK file from directory

[unnamed]

operating system

Unnamed proprietary embedded operating system (NetBSD variant) by Apple for the
Airport Extreme and Time Capsule. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

unset()

keyword: PHP reserved word (this is a reserved word and not a function)

unsigned

keyword: C keyword: data modifer
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keyword: Objective-C reserved word

unstring

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

untaint

keyword: JavaScript windows depreciated function

until

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

up

keyword: COBOL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

update

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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upon

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

upper

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

upper_mb

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

usage

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

use

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

user

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)
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USG

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Bell Labs.

A version of UNIX Time-Sharing System v6. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

UNIX Time-Sharing System v6

using

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)
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V v
V

ASCII: 56 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER V

v

ASCII: 76 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER V

validate

keyword: SQL reserved word (Oracle)

value

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

valueOf

keyword: JavaScript method
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values

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

var

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

varchar

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

varchar2

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

variable

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

varying

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

See: .vcd — file extension

See: .vcf — file extension

view

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

violence

“The greatest purveyor of violence in the world: My own government, I can not be silent.”
—Martin Luther King, Jr.

Violet

keyword: HTML color name

Violet
#EE82EE

VMS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq, and
Hewlett-Packard
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Now by VMS Software Inc. for the VAX mini-computer range, Alpha, and Intel Itanium
i2 and i4; later renamed OpenVMS —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

See: .vob  — file extension

void

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

volatile

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

Von Neumann and Goldstine graphing system

programming language

year created: 1946

created by: John von Neumann and Herman Goldstine

predecessors: ENIAC coding system

See: .vsdx
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Vulcan O/S

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Harris Corporation

for Harris’ Computer Systems (HCX) —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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W w
W

ASCII: 57 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER W

w

ASCII: 77 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER W

wait

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

WAITS

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Later owned by Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise.

for the PDP-6 and PDP-10 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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walela

Wlela means hummingbird in Cherokee.

war

“War: a massacre of people who don’t know each other for the profit of people who know
each other but don’t massacre each other.” —Paul Valêry

Donald Trump ordered the assassination of Iranian Major General Qasem Soleimani,
withdrew the US from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, and ramped up
the use of drone strikes (which primarily kill innocent, unarmed, noncombatant civilians) by
more than four times (400+%) Obama.

“If we can find the money to kill people, we can find the money to help people.” —Tony
Benn

curated tweets: war

US trying to prevent China from brokering a truce between Russia and
Ukraine @ SocialistMMA Revolutionary Blackout Network 12:17 pm 21 Mar 2023

US trying to prevent China from brokering a truce between Russia and
Ukraine @inovajon DeepFake Dissident 11:03 am 20 Mar 2023

US more than 250 military interventions since 1991 @birrion 3:09 pm 19 Mar 2023

rules of law @TSOStheband 12:22 pm 19 Mar 2023

Elizabeth Warren

“There is nobody in this country who got rich on their own. Nobody. You built a factory
out there - good for you. But I want to be clear. You moved your goods to market on roads
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the rest of us paid for. You hired workers the rest of us paid to educate. You were safe in your
factory because of police forces and fire forces that the rest of us paid for. You didn’t have to
worry that marauding bands would come and seize everything at your factory… Now look.
You built a factory and it turned into something terrific or a great idea - God bless! Keep a
hunk of it. But part of the underlying social contract is you take a hunk of that and pay
forward for the next kid who comes along.” —Elizabeth Warren

wasicu

Wasicu means greedy person. “Literally, ‘those that eat the fat’ as in they take everything,
just so others won’t have it, even if they don’t acutally need it or use it.” —Hyapatia Lee

watchOS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Apple for Apple Watch.

See: .wav  — file extension

See: .wbmp  — file extension

See: .wdp — file extension

Wear OS

operating system

Proprietary OS by Google

a version of Google’s Android operating system designed for smartwatches and other
wearables. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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WebAssembly

keyword: JavaScript object

web browser

web brau̇'-zər, noun

Application software for accessing the world wide web.

See: .webm  — file extension

See: .webp — file extension

Wheat

keyword: HTML color name

Wheat
#F5DEB3

wheel
The oldest known wheel is a wooden wheel found in 2002 approximately 12 miles south of Ljubljana,

the capital of Slovenia. It is now in the city’s museum. Radiocarbon dating puts it between 5,100 and 5,350
years old (as of 2002).

when

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)
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keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

when-compiled

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

whenever

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

where

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle, z/OS)

while

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: C keyword

keyword: Java reserved key word

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word
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keyword: Ruby reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

White

keyword: HTML color name

White
#FFFFFF

WhiteSmoke

keyword: HTML color name

WhiteSmoke
#F5F5F5

curated tweets: wildlife

UK wild bison rewilded @tveitdal Svein Tveitdal 11:09 pm 18 Mar 2023

Barcelona guide to stadium wildlife @tveitdal Svein Tveitdal 11:08 pm 18 Mar 2023

Willow project

President Joe Biden approved the Willow project on 13 March 2023.

The Willow project is an oil drilling project by ConocoPhillips located on the plain of the
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North Slope of Alaska in the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska. The project was
originally to construct and operate up to five drill pads for a total of 250 oil wells. Associated
infrastructure includes access and infield roads, airstrips, pipelines, a gravel mine and a
temporary island to facilitate module delivery via sealift barges on permafrost and between
waters managed by the state of Alaska.

Environmentalist organization Earthjustice filed a lawsuit on 14 March 2023, on behalf of
conservation groups to stop the Willow project, saying that the approval of a new carbon
pollution source contradicts President Joe Biden’s promises to slash greenhouse gas
emissions in half by 2030 and transition the United States to clean energy.

The project could produce up to 600 million barrels of oil and 287Êmillion tons of carbon
emissions plus other greenhouse gases over 30 years, and could adversely impact Arctic
wildlife and Native American communities. The Willow project would damage the complex
local tundra ecosystem and, according to an older government estimate, release the same
amount of greenhouse gases annually as half a million homes.

See: .wimp  — file extension

window

keyword: JavaScript windows object

with

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: SQL reserved word (ANSI, Oracle)

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

See: .wma  — file extension
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.wmf

file extension:

Vector graphics: Windows Metafile Format 

See: .wmv  — file extension

words

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

work requirements

On Wednesday, 17 My 2023, U.S. President Joe Biden confirmed his continued support
for the imposition of harsh work requirements before the receipt of help for the poor and
disabled.

“The WH statement on Biden’s work requirements comments seems to confirm expanded
TANF work requirements are very much on the table.” —Meredith Lee Hill

“Also leaves the door open to concessiojns on expanded SNAP [food stamps] work
requirements - though WH has deswcribed restricting SNAP as pushing people into poverty.”
—Meredith Lee Hill

“The work requirements on cash assistance that the President voted for in ther 1990s are
still the law today. As the President said, Medicaid is a different story, and the President has
been clear that he will not accept proposals that take away peoples’ health coverage [Biden
had a long history in the U.S. Senate of attempting to cut Medicaid and Social Security and as
Presidnet has been actively privatizing Medicaid] The President has always been clear that he
will not accept policies that push Americans into poverty [despite having repeatedly done that
as President]. He will evalauate whatever proposals Republicans bring to the table based on
those principles.” —Michael Kikukawa, White House Assistant Press Secretary.

See: Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
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working-storage

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

world web web

world wide web, noun

An interconnected information system of public webpage accessible through
hyperlinks. Invented in 198 by Tim Berners-Lee working at CERN.

See: .wpl — file extension

write

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

write-only

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

WSFN

programming language

year created: 1983
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‘WSFN - Which Stands For Nothing. Atari 1983. Beginner’s language with
emphasis on graphics, for Atari home computers. Version: Advanced WSFN.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

WSL

programming language

‘WSL - Waterloo Systems Language. A C-like systems programming language.
“Waterloo Systems Language: Tutorial and Language Reference”, F.D. Boswell,
WATFAC Publications Ltd, Waterloo, Canada. ISBN 0-919884-00-8.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Mark Twain

“It’s easier to fool people than to conince them that they have been fooled.” —Mark
Twain
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X x
X

ASCII: 58 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER X

x

ASCII: 78 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER X

X-1

programming language

‘X-1 - Early system on UNIVAC I or II. Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Xbase
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programming language

‘Xbase - Generic term for the dBASE family of languages. Coined in response to
threatened litigation over use of the trademark “dBASE.”

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XBASIC

programming language

year created: 1972

‘XBASIC - eXtended BASIC. 1972. An extension of BASIC, including matrix
operations and Algol-like procedures. For the Univac 1108.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XC

programming language

year created: 1987

‘XC - Declarative extension of C++. “XC - A Language for Embedded Rule Based
Systems”, E. Nuutila et al, SIGPLAN Notices 22(9):23-32 (Sep 1987).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
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Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XDL

programming language

‘XDL - An object-oriented extension to CCITT's SDL[2]. “XDL: An Object-
Oriented Extension to SDL”, S.J. Ochuodho et al in [?]

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Xfun

programming language

year created: 1991

‘Xfun - S. Dalmas <dalmas@sophia.inria.fr>, INRIA, 1991. A cross between SML
and Russell, intended for computer algebra. “A Polymorphic Functional language
Applied to Symbolic Computation”, S. Dalmas, Proc Intl Symp Symb Alg Comp,
Berkeley 1992.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Xi

programming language

year created: 1982
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‘Xi - VLSI design language. “The Circuit Design Language Xi”, S.I. Feldman,
unpublished memo, Bell Labs, 1982. Mentioned in Computational Aspects of VLSI,
J.D. Ullman, CS Press 1984.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XICS

programming language

‘XICS - Xerox. Page description language.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XL

programming language

year created: 1977

‘XL - A tuple language used as the intermediate form in the code generator
generator XGEN. “A Knowledge Based Code Generator Generator”, Proc Symp AI
and Prog Lang, Aug 1977, pp.126-129.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas
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XLISP

programming language

‘XLISP - eXperimental LISP. David Betz <dbetz@apple.com>. LISP variant with
object-oriented extensions, portable source in C. BYTE article. Version 2.0. Version
2.1 by Tom Almy <toma@sail.labs.tek.com> is closer to Common Lisp. 
   ftp://cs.orst.edu/pub/xlisp/* 
      //glia.biostr.washington.edu/pub/xlisp/xlisp21e.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XLISP-PLUS

programming language

‘XLISP-PLUS - An extension of XLISP used in the WINTERP OSF/Motif Widget
interpreter. 
   http://www.eit.com/software/winterp/winterp/html 
   ftp://ftp.x.org/contrib/devel_tools/winterp*

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

See: .xls — file extension

See: .xlsx — file extension

See: .xml — file extension
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See: .xmp  — file extension

XNF

programming language

‘XNF - Hardware description language?

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

xnor

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

xor

keyword: Ada reserved key word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: VHDL reserved key word

xor_bits

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

XPC
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programming language

year created: 1989

‘XPC - eXplicitly Parallel C. Dialect of Parallel C which is mode independent, i.e.
efficiently compilable to both SIMD and MIMD architectures. “Toward Semantic Self-
Consistency in Explicitly Parallel Languages,” M.J. Phillip & H.G. Dietz, Proc 4th Intl
Conf on Supercomputing, Santa Clara, CA, May 1989, v.1, pp.398-407. Research
implementations only.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XPL

programming language

year created: 1967-1969

‘XPL - Stanford, 1967-69. Small dialect of PL/I used for compiler writing. One-
dimensional arrays. I/O achieved with character pseudo-variable INPUT and
OUTPUT, e.g. OUTPUT = 'This is a line'; Inline machine code. “Programmers are
given all the rope they ask for. Novices tend to hang themselves fairly frequently.”
Implemented on IBM 360, Univac 1100, ICL System 4, CDC6000 and Cyber series,
XDS Sigma-5 and Sigma-7, and DEC PDP- 10. “A Compiler Generator,” W.M.
McKeeman et al, P-H 1970. Also JCC, AFIPS 1968.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XPOP

programming language
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year created: 1964

‘XPOP - Extensible macro assembly language with user-redefinable grammar, for
use with FAP. “XPOP: A Meta-language Without Metaphysics”, M.I. Halpern, Proc
FJCC 25:57-68, AFIPS (Fall 1964).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XScheme

programming language

‘XScheme - David Betz. Scheme with object-oriented extensions. Source in C.
Versions for PC, Macintosh, Atari, Amiga. 
   ftp://labrea.stanford.edu/pub/xscheme.tar.gz 
      comp.sources.amiga/volume90, version 0.28 for Amiga

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XSP

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by Fujitsu

XTRAN
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programming language

‘XTRAN - FORTRAN-like, interactive. [?]

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

XTS-400

abbreviation

operating system

Proprietary OS by BAE Systems.
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Y y
Y

ASCII: 59 hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Y

y

ASCII: 79 hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER Y

Y

programming language

year created: 1981

‘Y - General purpose language syntactically like RATFOR, semantically like C.
Lacks structures and pointers. Used as a source language for the Davidson/Fraser
peephole optimizer. “The Y Programming Language”, D.R. Hanson, SIGPLAN
Notices 16(2):59-68 (Feb 1981). ftp://ftp.cs.princeton.edu/pub/y+po.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas
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Yaa

abbreviation

programming language

‘Yaa - Yet Another Assembler - Macro assembler for GCOS 8 and Mark III on Bull
DPS-8 machines. Available from Bull as part of U Waterloo Tools package
(maintained by <pjf@thinkage.on.ca>).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc

abbreviation

programming language

year created: 1975

‘yacc - Yet Another Compiler Compiler. Language used by the Yacc LALR parser
generator. "YACC - Yet Another Compiler Compiler", S.C. Johnson, CS TR 32, Bell
Labs (Jul 1975). 
   Implementations: 
      ayacc - UC Irvine. written in Ada, produces Ada output
ftp://liege.ics.uci.edu/pub/irus/aflex-ayacc_1.2a.tar.Z 
      Bison - from GNU ftp://prep.ai.mit.edu/pub/gnu/bison-1.21.tar.Z 
      Bison++ - produces C++ output.
ftp://psuvax1.cs.psu.edu/pub/src/gnu/bison++-1.04.tar.Z 
      perl-byacc - produces perl output ftp://ftp.sterling.com/local/perl-byacc1.8.2.tar.Z 
      SASL-yacc - "Yacc in SASL - An Exercise in Functional Programming", Simon
Peyton-Jones, Software Prac & Exp 15:807-820 (1985). Mentions also a BCPL
implementation. 
       yacc++ - 1990. An object-oriented rewrite of yacc, supports regular exp- ressions,
produces an LR(1) parser. "YACC Meets C++", S.C. Johnson, USENIX Spring '88
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Conf. Chris Clark, Compiler Resources Inc, Barbara Zino
<bz%compres.UUCP@primerd.cv.com> (508) 435-5016. 
       MLYACC - Implementation and output in SML/NJ
ftp://research.att.com/dist/ml/75.tools.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc++

abbreviation

programming language

year created: 1990

‘yacc++ - 1990. An object-oriented rewrite of yacc, supports regular exp- ressions,
produces an LR(1) parser. "YACC Meets C++", S.C. Johnson, USENIX Spring '88
Conf. Chris Clark, Compiler Resources Inc, Barbara Zino
<bz%compres.UUCP@primerd.cv.com> (508) 435-5016.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

yacc

YALLL

abbreviation

programming language

year created: 1979
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‘YALLL - Yet Another Low Level Language. Patterson et al, UC Berkeley, 1979.
A microprogramming language resembling conventional assembly language. "Towards
an Efficient Machine-Independent Language or Microprogramming", D.A. Patterson et
al, Proc 12th Ann Workshop Microprogramming (MICRO-12), 1979, pp.22-35

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

YAPS

abbreviation

programming language

‘YAPS - Yet Another Production System? College Park Software. Commercial
production rule language, simpler than OPS5. Allows knowledge bases to be attached
to instances of CLOS objects. 
     info: Liz Allen <liz@grian.cps.altadena.cs.us>

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

YASOS

abbreviation

programming language

‘YASOS - Yet Another Scheme Object System. 
     info: Ken Dickey <kend@newton.apple.com>
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—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Yay

abbreviation

programming language

‘Yay - Yet Another Yacc - An extension of Yacc with LALR(2) parsing. Available
from Bull as part of U Waterloo Tools package (maintained by <pjf@thinkage.on.ca>).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

year

keyword: SQL reserved word (z/OS)

Yellow

programming language

year created: 1978

‘Yellow - SRI. A language proposed to meet the Ironman requirements which led to
Ada. "On the YELLOW Language Submitted to the DoD", E.W. Dijkstra, SIGPLAN
Notices 13(10):22-26 (Oct 1978).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas
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Yellow

keyword: HTML color name

Yellow
#FFFF00

YellowGreen

keyword: HTML color name

YellowGreen
#9ACD32

Yerk

programming language

‘Yerk - (named for Yerkes Observatory) A public domain reincarnation of Neon. 
     ftp://oddjob.uchicago.edu/pub/Yerk 
     info: Bob Lowenstein <rfl@oddjob.uchicago.edu>

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

YES
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keyword: Objective-C word

yield

keyword: JavaScript reserved word

keyword: PHP reserved word

keyword: Ruby reserved word

YLISP

abbreviation

programming language

‘YLISP - Hewlett-Packard. A variant of Xlisp for the HP-95LX palmtop. 
     ftp://hpcsos.col.hp.com/mirrors/.scsi5/hp95lx/languages/ylisp*

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Yugoslavia

nation

The United States and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) bombs Yugoslavia and causes
its disintegration 1999.
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Z z
Z

ASCII: 5A hex

UNICODE: LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Z

z

ASCII: 7A hex

UNICODE: LATIN SMALL LETTER Z

See: .z — file extension

Z

programming language

year created: 1980

‘1. ("zed") Programming Research Group, Oxford U, ca 1980. A specification
language based on axiomatic set theory and first order predicate logic. Uses many non-
ASCII symbols. Used in the IBM CICS project? "Understanding Z", J.M. Spivey,
Cambridge U Press 1988. An embedding of Z in HOL available from ICL
<ProofPower-server@win.icl.co.uk>

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas
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Z

programming language

‘2. A stack-based, complex arithmetic simulation language. ZOLA Technologies,
ZOLA@Applelink.Apple.com.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Z++

programming language

year created: 1991

‘Z++ - Object-oriented extension of Z. "Z++, an Object-Oriented Extension to Z",
Lano, Z User Workshop, Oxford 1990, Springer Workshops in Computing, 1991,
pp.151-172.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

See: .zap — file extension

ZAP

programming language
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year created: 1982

‘ZAP - Language for expressing transformational developments. “A System for
Assisting Program Transformation”, M.S. Feather, ACM TOPLAS 4(1):1-20 (Jan
1982).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Zed

programming language

year created: 1978

‘Zed - 1978. Software Portability Group, U Waterloo. Eh, with types added. Similar
to C. Implementation language for the Thoth realtime operating system. Added a few
simple types for greater efficiency on byte-addressed machines. String constants in
case statements. Enforces the naming convention: MANIFESTS, Externals and locals.
"Porting the Zed Compiler", G.B. Bonkowski et al, SIGPLAN Notices 14(8):92-97
(Aug 1979).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

ZENO

programming language

year created: 1978
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‘ZENO - U Rochester 1978. Euclid with asynchronous message-passing.
"Preliminary ZENO Language Description", J.E. Ball et al, SIGPLAN Notices
14(9):17-34 (Sep 1979).

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

zero

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ZERO

programming language

year created: 1992

‘ZERO - Object oriented extension of Z. "Object Orientation in Z", S. Stepney et al
eds, Springer 1992.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

zeroes

keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

zeros
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keyword: COBOL reserved word (z/OS)

ZEST

programming language

year created: 1992

‘ZEST - Object oriented extension of Z. "Object Orientation in Z", S. Stepney et al
eds, Springer 1992.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

magnusoft ZETA

operating system

Proprietary OS devloped by yellowTAB, based on BeOS r5.1d0 source code. —Wikipedia:
List of operating systems

ZetaLisp

programming language

year created: 1981

‘ZetaLisp - Maclisp dialect used on the LISP Machine. The many extensions to
Maclisp include vectors, closures, flavors, stack groups, locatives and invisible
pointers. "LISP Machine Manual", D. Weinreb and D. Moon, MIT AI Lab, 1981.
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—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

ZIL

abbreviation

programming language

‘ZIL - Zork Implementation Language. Language used by Infocom's Interactive
Fiction adventure games. Interpreted by the zmachine, for Unix and Amiga. 
     ftp://plains.nodak.edu/Minix/st.contrib.Infocom.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

See: .zip — file extension

zipcode

programming language

‘Zipcode - [?] Parallel language at Lawrence Livermore?

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

ZOPL
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abbreviation

programming language

‘ZOPL - Geac. [?] A low-level Pascal?

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

zsh

abbreviation

programming language

‘Sh with list processing and database enhancements. 
     ftp://cs.ucsd.edu/pub/zsh/zsh2.1.0.tar.Z

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

ZUG

programming language

‘ZUG - Geac. [?] A low-level Awk?

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas
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Zuse

programming language

year created: 1991

‘Zuse - (named for Konrad Zuse, the designer of the first modern programming
language Plankalkul.) Christian Collberg <collberg@dna.lth.se>, PhD thesis 1991. A
descendant of Ada, Modula-2, Mesa and Oberon-1 supporting several levels of
information hiding. The Zuse type system includes fully hidden types (similar to
Modula-2 opaque types but without any implementation restriction), semi-open pointer
types (same as Modula-2 opaque types), extensible record types (similar to Oberon-1
public projection types but without the compiler hint), enumeration types, extensible
enumeration types, and extensible subrange types. A type can also be protected by
specifying the operations that particular modules may perform (similar to C++ friend
classes and Ada private types). Zuse also includes hidden and extensible constants and
hidden inline procedures. In order to support the higher levels of information hiding
the implementation employs partial intermediate code linking. Version for Sun-3.

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas

Zz

programming language

‘Zz - An extensible language. 
     http://slacvm.slac.stanford.edu:5080/FIND/FREEHEP/NAME/ZZ/FULL

—The Language List: information from The Language List, started 7 March 1991 by Tom
Rombouts, then continued by Bill Kinnersley of University of Kansas
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digits
digits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0

1

2

Euler’s Number

3

π

4

5

6

7

8

9
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0

zero

0

ASCII: 30 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT ZERO

English: zero

Chinese ( ):  (ling)

French (français): zéro

German (Deutsch): null

Italian (italiano): zero

Japanese ( ):  (rei)

Spanish (español): cero
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1

one

1

one

square: 1

square root: 1

ASCII: 31 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT ONE

English: one

Chinese ( ):  (yi)

French (français): un(e)

German (Deutsch): ein(s)

Italian (italiano): uno, una

Japanese ( ):  (ichi)

Spanish (español): uno, una, un
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1410 Processor Operating System (PR-155)

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

for the 1410 and 7010 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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2

two

2

two

square: 4

square root: approximately 1.41421356237…

ASCII: 32 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT TWO

English: two

Chinese ( ):  (er)

French (français): deux

German (Deutsch): zwei

Italian (italiano): due

Japanese ( ):  (ni)

Spanish (español): dos
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See: .264  — file extension

2023 bank crisis

In March 2023 three U.S. banks failed.

Silvergate Bank failed on 8 March 2023.

Silivcon Valley Bank (SVB) was placed into receivership on 10 March 2023.

Signature Bank was closed on 12 March 2023.

During this banking crisis, several members of Congress used their political influence and
inside knowledge to engage in trading on banks.

Representative Jared Moskowitz sold shares of Seacoast Banking Corporation worth
$65,000 to $150,000 on March 10th. $SBCF fell 20% afterwards. — source: unusual_whales

Representative Dan Goldman, a Democrat, sold shares of First Republic Bank, $FRC, on
March 15. Dan Goldman has been making hundreds of stock trades since he started his
congressional duty. — source: unusual_whales

The wife and children of Representative Ro Khanna, sold First Republic, $FRC, on March
15th. — source: unusual_whales

Representative John Curtis, Republican, sold shares in First Republic , $FRC, on March
16, the day the "bailout" occurred. — source: unusual_whales

Representative Nicole Malliotakis, a Republican from New York, bought shares of New
York Community Bancorp, $NYCB, after private discussions with NY bank regulators and
labeled it as her spouse despite single. The stock rallied 40% two days later after buying
Signature assets. — source: unusual_whales

Many members said it was their trust or advisors, not them trading, to the New York
Times. Yet once again during crisis, Congressional portfolios benefited while the public
panicked. — source: unusual_whales
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Euler’s Number
Euler’s Number

π

Approximately 2.7182…
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3

three

3

three

ASCII: 33 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT THREE

square: 9

square root: approximately 1.73205080757…

See: .3g2  — file extension

See: .3ga  — file extension

See: .3gp  — file extension
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π

pi

π

π

Approximately 3.14.159…

Also known as Archimedes’ Constant.
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4

four

4

four

ASCII: 34 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT FOUR

square: 16

square root: 2
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5

five

5

five

ASCII: 35 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT FIVE

square: 25

square root: approximately 2.2360679775…
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6

six

6

six

ASCII: 36 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT SIX

square: 36

square root: approximately 2.44948974278…
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7

seven

7

seven

ASCII: 37 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT SEVEN

square: 49

square root: approximately 2.64575131106…

7040/7044 Operating System (16/32K)

operating system

Proprietary OS by IBM

7040-PR-150 —Wikipedia: List of operating systems

.7z
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file extension

Compression: 7-Zip compressed file
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8

eight

8

eight

ASCII: 38 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT EIGHT

square: 64

square root: approximately 2.82842712475…
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9

nine

9

nine

ASCII: 39 hex

UNICODE: DIGIT NINE

square: 81

square root: 3
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10

ten

10

ten

square: 100

square root: approximately 3.16227766017…
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11

eleven

11

eleven

square: 121

square root: approximately 3.31662479036…
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12

twelve

12

twelve

square: 144

square root: approximately 3.46410161514…
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13

thirteen

13

thirteen

square: 169

square root: approximately 3.60555127546…
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14

fourteen

14

fourteen

square: 196

square root: approximately 3.74165738677…
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15

fifteen

15

fifteen

square: 225

square root: approximately 3.87298334621…
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16

sixteen

16

sixteen

square: 256

square root: 4
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17

seventeen

17

seventeen

square: 289

square root: approximately 4.12310562562…
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18

eighteen

18

eighteen

square: 324

square root: approximately 4.24264068712…
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19

nineteen

19

nineteen

square: 361

square root: approximately 4.35889894354…
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20

twenty

20

twenty

square: 400

square root: approximately 4.472135955…
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21

twenty-one

21

twenty-one

square: 441

square root: approximately 4.58257569496…
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control codes
NULL

SOH (start of heading)

STX (start of text)

ETX (end of text)

EOT (end of transmission)

SEL (select)

ENQ (enquiry)

ACK (acknowledge)

RNL (require new line)

BELL

BS (backspace)

GE (graphic escape)

HT (horizontal tabulation)

SPS (superscript)

LF (line feed) or NL (new line)

RPT (repeat)
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VT (vertical tabulation)

FF (form feed)

CR (carriage return)

SO (shift out)

SI (shift in)

DLE (data link escape)

DC1 (device control 1) or XON (transmit on)

DC2 (device control 2) or TAPE

DC3 (device control 3) or XOFF (transmit off)

DC4 (device control 4) or TAPE

RES/ENP (retore, enable presentataion)

NAK (negative acknowledge)

NL (new line)

SYNC (synchronous idle)

ETB (end of transmission block)

POC (program operator control)

CAN (cancel)

EM (end of medium)

SUB (substitute)

UBS (unit backspace)

ESC (escape)
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CU1 (customer use one)

FS (file separator)

GS (group separator)

RS (record separator)

US (unit separator)

IUS/ITB (intermediate transmisson block)

DS (digit select)

SOS (start of significance)

FS (field separator)

WUS (word underscore)

DEL (delete)
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SOH

start of heading

SOH — Start of Heading

ASCII: 01 hex (originally [1963] called SOM)

EBCDIC: 01 hex

UNICODE: START OF HEADING
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STX

start of text

STX — Start of Text

ASCII: 02 hex (originally [1963] called EOA)

EBCDIC: 02 hex

UNICODE: START OF TEXT
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ETX

end of text

ETX — End of Text

ASCII: 03 hex (originally [1963] called EOM)

EBCDIC: 03 hex

UNICODE: END OF TEXT
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EOT

end of transmission

EOT — End of Transmission

ASCII: 04 hex

UNICODE: END OF TRANSMISSION
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EOT

SEL — Select

SEL — Select

EBCDIC: 04 hex

Device control character taking a single-byte parameter
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ENQ

enquiry

ENQ — Enquiry

ASCII: 05 hex (originally [1963] called WRU)

UNICODE: ENQUIRY
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ACK

acknowledge

ACK — Acknowledge

ASCII: 06 hex (originally [1963] called RU)

UNICODE: ACKNOWLEDGE
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RNL

require new line

RNL — Require New Line

EBCDIC: 06 hex

Line-break resetting indent Tab mode
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BEL

bell

BEL — BELL

ASCII: 07 hex (originally [1963] called BELL)

UNICODE: BELL

Control-G
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BS

backspace

BS — Backspace

ASCII: 08 hex (originally [1963] called FE0)

EBCDIC: 16 hex

UNICODE: BACKSPACE
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GE

graphc escape

GE — Graphic Escape

EBCDIC: 08 hex

Non-locking shift that changes the interpretation of the following character
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HT

horizontal

tabulation

HT — Horizontal Tabulation

ASCII: 09 hex (originally [1963] called either HT or SK)

EBCDIC: 05 hex

UNICODE: CHARACTER TABULATION

Also known as tab.
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SPS

superscript

SPS — Superscript

EBCDIC: 09 hex

Begin superscript or undo subscript.
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LF

line feed

LF — Line Feed

ASCII: 0A hex (originally [1963] called VTAB)

UNICODE: LINE FEED

Also known as new line (NL)

Also known as end of line (EOL)
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RPT

repeat

RPT — Repeat

EBCDIC: 0A hex

Switch to an operation mode repeating a print buffer.
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VT

vertical tabulation

VT — Vertical Tabulation

ASCII: 0B hex

EBCDIC: 0B hex

UNICODE: LINE TABULATION
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FF

form feed

FF — Form Feed

ASCII: 0C hex

EBCDIC: 0C hex

UNICODE: FORM FEED
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SO

shift out

SO — Shift Out

ASCII: 0E hex

EBCDIC: 0E hex

UNICODE: SHIFT OUT

Also knw as LOCKING-SHIFT ONE
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SI

shift in

SI — Shift In

ASCII: 0F hex

EBCDIC: 0F hex

UNICODE: SHIFT IN

Also known as LOCKING-SHIFT ZERO
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DLE

data link escape

DLE — Data Link Escape

ASCII: 10 hex (originally [1963] called DC0)

EBCDIC: 10 hex

UNICODE: DATA LINK ESCAPE
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DC1

device control 1

DC1 — Device Control 1

ASCII: 11 hex

EBCDIC: 11 hex

UNICODE: DEVICE CONTROL ONE

Also known as XON (transmit on); used to start paper tape reader

Control-Q
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DC2

device control 2

DC2 — Device Control 2

ASCII: 12 hex

EBCDIC: 12 hex

UNICODE: DEVICE CONTROL TWO

Also known as TAPE; used to start paper tape punch

Control-R
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DC3

device control 3

DC3 — Device Control 3

ASCII: 13 hex

EBCDIC: 13 hex

UNICODE: DEVICE CONTROL THREE

Also known as XOFF (transmit off); used to stop paper tape reader

Control-S
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DC4

device control 4

DC4 — Device Control 4

ASCII: 14 hex

UNICODE: DEVICE CONTROL FOUR

Also known as TAPE; used to stop paper tape punch

Control-T
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RES/ENP

restore, enable

presentation

RES/ENP — Restore, Enable, Presentation

EBCDIC: 14 hex

Resume output (after BYP/INP).
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NAK

negative

acknowledge

NAK — Negative Acknowledge

ASCII: 15 hex (originally [1963] called ERR)

UNICODE: NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGE
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NL

new line

NL — New Line

extended ASCII: 85 hex

EBCDIC: 15 hex

Line break.
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SYN

sync

SYN — Synchronous Idle

ASCII: 16 hex (originally [1963] called SYNC)

UNICODE: SYNCHRONOUS IDLE
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ETB

end of transmission

block

ETB — End of Transmission Block

ASCII: 17 hex (originally [1963] called LEM)

UNICODE: END OF TRANSMISSION BLOCK
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POC

program operator

communicaton

POC — Program Operator Communicaton

EBCDIC: 17 hex

Followed by two one-byte operators that identify the specific function, for example a light or function
key.
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CAN

cancel

CAN — Cancel

ASCII: 18 hex (originally [1963] called S0)

EBCDIC: 18 hex

UNICODE: CANCEL
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EM

end of medium

EM — End of Medium

ASCII: 19 hex (originally [1963] called S1)

EBCDIC: 19 hex

UNICODE: END OF MEDIUM
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SUB

substitute

SUB — Substitute

ASCII: 1A hex (originally [1963] called S2; then [1965] called SS)

UNICODE: SUBSTITUTE
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UBS

unit backspace

UBS — Unit Backspace

EBCDIC: 1A hex

A fractional backspace.
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ESC

escape

ESC — Escape

ASCII: 1B hex (originally [1963] called S3)

UNICODE: ESCAPE
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CU1

customer use one

CU1 — Customer Use One

EBCDIC: 1B hex

Not used by IBM; for customer use.
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FS

file separator

FS — File Separator

ASCII: 1C hex (originally [1963] called S4)

EBCDIC: 1C hex (called IFS)

UNICODE: INFORMATION SEPARATOR FOUR
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GS

group separator

GS — Group Separator

ASCII: 1D hex (originally [1963] called S5)

EBCDIC: 1D hex (called IGS)

UNICODE: INFORMATION SEPARATOR THREE
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RS

record separator

RS — Record Separator

ASCII: 1E hex (originally [1963] called S6)

EBCDIC: 1E hex (called IRS)

UNICODE: INFORMATION SEPARATOR TWO
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IUS/ITB

intermediate

transmission block

IUS/ITB — Interchange Unit Separator/Intermediate
Transmission Block

EBCDIC: 1F hex

Either used as an information separator to terminate a block called a "unit" (as in ASCII; see US), or
used as a transmission control code to delimit the end of an intermediate block.
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DS

digit select

DS — Digit Select

EBCDIC: 20 hex

Used by S/360 CPU edit (ED) instruction.
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SOS

start of significance

SOS — Start of Significance

EBCDIC: 21 hex

Used by S/360 CPU edit (ED) instruction.
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FS

field separator

FS — Field Separator

EBCDIC: 22 hex

Used by S/360 CPU edit (ED) instruction.
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WUS

word underscore

WUS — Word Underscore

EBCDIC: 23 hex

Underscores the immediately preceding word.
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DEL

delete

DEL — Delete

ASCII: 7F hex

EBCDIC: 07 hex

UNICODE: DELETE
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mathematical

operators
+ (plus sign)

- (minus sign)

* (multiplication)

/ (division)

< (less than sign)

= (equals sign)

> (greater than sign)
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+

plus sign

+

ASCII: 2B hex

UNICODE: PLUS SIGN

+

keyword: Ada operator

keyword: BASIC operator

operator: addition operator

keyword: JavaScript operator

keyword: Objective-C operator

keyword: Pascal operator

keyword: PHP operator

keyword: PL/I operator
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keyword: Python operator

keyword: Ruby operator

++

operator: increment operator

+=

operator: addition assignment operator
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-

minus sign

-

ASCII: 2D hex

UNICODE: HYPHEN-MINUS

Also known as hyphen

-

keyword: Ada operator

keyword: BASIC operator

operator: subtraction operator

operator: negation operator

keyword: JavaScript operator

keyword: Objective-C operator

keyword: Pascal operator
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keyword: PHP operator

keyword: PL/I operator

keyword: Python operator

keyword: Ruby operator

--

operator: decrement operator

-=

operator: subtraction assignment operator
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*

asterisk

*

ASCII: 2A hex

UNICODE: ASTERISK

Also known as star

*

keyword: Ada operator

keyword: BASIC operator

operator: indirection operator

operator: multiplication operator

keyword: JavaScript operator

keyword: Objective-C operator

keyword: Pascal operator
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keyword: PHP operator

keyword: PL/I operator

keyword: Python operator

keyword: Ruby operator

*=

operator: multiplciation assignment operator
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/

forward slash

/

ASCII: 2F hex

UNICODE: SOLIDUS

Also known as slash

Also known as forward slash

Also known as virgule

/

keyword: Ada operator

keyword: BASIC operator

operator: division operator

keyword: JavaScript operator

keyword: Objective-C operator
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keyword: Pascal operator

keyword: PHP operator

keyword: PL/I operator

keyword: Python operator

keyword: Ruby operator

/=

operator: division assignment operator

/boot

directory:

Directory of files needed to boot or start your computer.

/dev

directory:

Directory of the devices connected to your computer (remember, everything, even hardware devices, is
treated as a file in UNIX or Linux).

/etc

directory:

Diretcory of system configuration files, startup procedures, and shutdown procedures.
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/home

directory:

The home directories for each user.

/kernel

directory:

Directory of files needed to boot or start your computer.

/lib

directory:

The directory of library files.

/Library

directory:

The directory of library files.

/net

directory:

Diretcory of other networked systems.

/opt
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directory:

Directory of third party software.

/private

directory:

On Mac OS X, this is the location of the UNIX files. It is normally kept hidden from all users in Finder,
but is visible in your terminal emulator and shell. Mac OS X has links to the major UNIX directories at the
root level so that UNIX and Linux tools can find their files in the standard locations.

/proc

directory:

Directory with information about processes and devices.

/sbin

directory:

Directory with system binaries (programs).

/tmp

directory:

Directory for temporary files.

/users

directory:
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The home directories for each user.

/usr

directory:

Directory with user binaries (programs), libraries, manuals, and docs.

/var

directory:

Directory with variable files.
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<

less than sign

<

ASCII: 3C hex

UNICODE: LESS-THAN SIGN

<

operator: less than operator

<<

operator: shift left operator

<=

operator: less than or equal operator
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<<=

operator: shift left assignment operator
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=

equals sign

=

ASCII: 3D hex

UNICODE: EQUALS SIGN

=

operator: assignment operator

==

operator: equality operator
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>

greater than sign

>

ASCII: 3E hex

UNICODE: GREATER-THAN SIGN

>

operator: greater than operator

>>

operator: shift right operator

>=

operator: greater than or equal to operator
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>>=

operator: shift right assignment operator
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punctuation

and symbols
␢ (space character)

! (exclamation mark)

! (quotation mark)

# (number sign)

$ (dollar sign)

% (percent sign)

& (ampersand)

' (apostrophe)

( (left parenthesis)

) (right parenthesis)

* (asterisk)

+ (plus sign)

, (comma)
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- (hypen)

. (period)

/ (forward slash)

: (colon)

; (semicolon)

< (less than sign)

= (equals sign)

> (greater than sign)

? (question mark)

@ (commercial at sign)

[ (left square bracket)

\ (backslash)

] (right square bracket)

^ (circumflex accent)

_ (underscore)

` (grave accent)

{ (left curly bracket)

| (vertical line)

} (right curly bracket)

~ (tilde)

µ (micro)
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␢

space character

␢

ASCII: 20 hex

UNICODE: SPACE
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!

exclamation mark

!

ASCII: 21 hex

UNICODE: EXCLAMATION MARK

Also known as factorial

!

operator: logical negation operator

!=

operator: inequality operator
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"

quotation mark

"

ASCII: 22 hex

UNICODE: QUOTATION MARK

Also known as double quote

? :

operator: conditional expression operator
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#

number sign

#

ASCII: 23 hex

UNICODE: NUMBER SIGN

Also known as pound sign (weight)

Also known as hash tag or hash
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$

dollar sign

$

ASCII: 24 hex

UNICODE: DOLLAR SIGN
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%

percent sign

%

ASCII: 25 hex

UNICODE: PERCENT SIGN

%

operator: modulus operator

%=

operator: modulus assignment operator

See: %ACT

%ACTVATE

keyword: PL/I keyword
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Abbreviated: %ACT

Preprocessor statement

%CONTROL

keyword: PL/I keyword

Listing control statement

See: %DCL

See: %DEACT

%DEACTIVATE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: %DEACT

Preprocessor statement

%DECLARE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Abbreviated: %DCL

Preprocesor statement

%DO

keyword: PL/I keyword

Preprocessor statement
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%ELSE

keyword: PL/I keyword

Clause of %IF statement

%END

keyword: PL/I keyword

Preprocessor statement
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&

ampersand

&

ASCII: 26 hex

UNICODE: AMPERSAND

originally derived from a ligature of 'e' and 't'

&

operator: address operator

operator: bitwise AND operator

amp;amp;

operator: logical AND operator
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&=

operator: bitwise AND assignment operator
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'

apostrophe

'

ASCII: 27 hex

UNICODE: APOSTROPHE

Also known as single quote

Also known as APL quote
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(

left parenthesis

(

ASCII: 28 hex

UNICODE: LEFT PARENTHESIS

Also known as opening parenthesis
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)

right parenthesis

)

ASCII: 29 hex

UNICODE: RIGHT PARENTHESIS

Also known as closing parenthesis
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,

comma

,

ASCII: 2C hex

UNICODE: COMMA

,

operator: sequence operator
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-

hyphen

-

ASCII: 2D hex

UNICODE: HYPHEN-MINUS

Also known as minus sign

-

operator: subtraction or difference operator

operator: negation operator

->

operator: structure pointer operator
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.

period

.

ASCII: 2E hex

UNICODE: FULL STOP

Also known as dot

Also known as decimal point

.

operator: structure address operator

.264

file extension

Video: H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video data file 

.3g2
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file extension

Video: 3GPP2 multimedia data 

.3ga

file extension

Audio: Audio file for wireless networks 

.3gp

file extension

Video: Multimedia files for wireless networks 

.aac

file extension

Audio: Advanced audio coding stream file 

.abr

file extension:

2D graphics: Adobe Photoshop brush 

.ai

file extension:
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Vector graphics: Adobe Illustrator graphics 

.aif

file extension

Audio: Audio Interchange File Format 

.aiff

file extension

Audio: Audio Interchange File Format 

.amr

file extension

Audio: Adaptive Multi-Rate compressed audio 

.ani

file extension:

2D graphics: Animated cursor 

.ape

file extension

Audio: Monkey’s Audio lossless audio compression format 
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.arf

file extension

Audio and Video: WebEx advanced record file

.arj

file extension

Compression: ARJ compressed file

.arw

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Sony Digital Camera RAW digital image

.asf

file extension

Audio and Video: Advanced Systems (streaming) format 

.asm

file extension

PC-DOS: assembler source file

.asx
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file extension

Audio and Video: Microsoft Advanced Streaming Redirector 

.avi

file extension

Video: Audio Video Interleave movie 

.bak

file extension

PC-DOS: backup files created by EDLIN

.bas

file extension

PC-DOS: BASIC program source file

.bat

file extension

PC-DOS: batch file

.bik

file extension
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Video: BINK video 

.bin

file extension

Disc: Binary disc image

PC-DOS: binary image file

.bmp

file extension

Bitmap: Standard Windows bitmap image 

.cda

file extension

Audio: CD Audio track file 

.cdr

file extension:

Vector graphics: CorelDRAW vector or bitmap graphics 

.cdt

file extension:
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2D graphics: CorelDRAW template 

.com

file extension

PC-DOS: command file

.cpt

file extension

Bitmap: Corel PHOTO-PAINT bitmap image

.cr2

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Canon digital camera RAW image format version 2.0 

.crf

file extension

PC-DOS: cross reference source file

.crw

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Canon digital camera RAW image format 
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.csh

file extension:

Vector graphics: Adobe Photoshop custom shape 

.csl

file extension:

Vector graphics: CorelDRAW symbol library 

.csv

file extension

Database: Comma separated value file

.dash

file extension

Video: Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP video

.dat

file extension

Data: Data file

.dat
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file extension

Video: Video CD MPEG movie MPEG1

.db

file extension

Database: Database file

.dbf

file extension

Database: Database file

.dcr

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Kodak Digital Camera Raw Image Format 

.dds

file extension

Bitmap: DirectDraw surface data 

.deb

file extension
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Compression: Debian software package file

.dib

file extension

Bitmap: Device-Independent bitmap graphics 

.djvu

file extension:

2D graphics: DjVu image 

.dmg

file extension

Disc: macOS X disk image

.dng

file extension

Bitmap and Digtial Camera RAW photos: Adobe Digital Negative

.drw

file extension:

Vector graphics: Vector drawing 
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.dvf

file extension

Audio: Sony DV voice data

.dvr

file extension

Video: Microsoft Windows XP Media Center TV recording 

.email

file extension

E-mail: Outlook Express e-mail message file

.emf

file extension

Bitmap: Enhanced Windows Metafile picture 

.eml

file extension

E-mail: e-mail message file from mulitple e-mail clients

.emix
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file extension

E-mail: Apple Mail e-mail file

.emz

file extension:

Vector graphics: Microsoft Windows compressed enhanced metafile

.eps

file extension:

2D graphics: Encapsulated PostScript image 

.exe

file extension

PC-DOS: executable file, created by linker

.fla

file extension:

2D graphics: Editable Adobe Flash project (animation, movie, flash application) 

.flac

file extension

Audio: Audio files encoded by Flac - free lossless audio codec 
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.flv

file extension

Video: Flash video 

.fpx

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Kodak FlashPiX bitmap image 

.gif

file extension

Bitmap: Graphics interchange file format 

.gp

file extension

Audio: Guitar Pro 7 project

.gp3

file extension

Audio: Guitar Pro 3 project
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.gp4

file extension

Audio: Guitar Pro 4 project 

.gp5

file extension

Audio: Guitar Pro 5 project 

.gpt

file extension

Audio: Guitar Pro 1 project

.gpx

file extension

Audio: Guitar Pro 6 project

.h264

file extension

Video: H.264 video 

.heic
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file extension

Bitmap: High Efficiency Image Format

.hex

file extension

PC-DOS: hex ASCII file which DEBUG converts to binary and loads

.HTM

file extension

Websites: HyperText Markup Language

.HTML

file extension

Websites: HyperText Markup Language

.icns

file extension:

2D graphics: Apple icon graphic format 

.ico

file extension

Bitmap: Icon image 
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.icon

file extension

Bitmap: Icon image file 

.iso

file extension

Disc: ISO disc image

.jpeg

file extension

Image: Joint Photographic Experts Group bitmap image 

.jpg

file extension

Image: Joint Photographic Experts Group bitmap image 

.lib

file extension

PC-DOS: source code library file
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.logic

file extension

Audio: Apple Logic Pro music project 

.lst

file extension

PC-DOS: listing file made by assembler

.m2t

file extension

Video: MPEG-2 transport stream 

.m2ts

file extension

Video: MPEG-2 stream (Blu-Ray) 

.m4a

file extension

Audio: MPEG-4 compressed audio 
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.m4b

file extension

Audio: MPEG-4 Audio Layer audio book 

.m4p

file extension

Audio: Apple iTunes Music Store audio 

.m4v

file extension

Video: MPEG-4 video file format 

.map

file extension

PC-DOS: linker’s map

.mdb

file extension

Database: Microsoft Access database file

.mdi
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file extension:

2D graphics: Microsoft Office Document Imaging file format 

.mid

file extension

Audio: MIDI audio file

.midi

file extension

Audio: MIDI audio file

.mkv

file extension

Video: Matroska multimedia container video file 

.mov

file extension

Video: Apple QuickTime digital video 

.mp3

file extension

Audio: MP3 compressed audio file (audio, music, or rigntones)
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.mp4

file extension

Video: MPEG-4 video file format 

.mpa

file extension

Audio: MPEG-2 audio file

.mpeg

file extension

Video: MPEG movie 

.mpg

file extension

Video: MPEG 1 video file format 

.mrw

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Minolta Dimage RAW image 
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.msg

file extension

E-mail: Microsoft Outlook e-mail message file

.mts

file extension

Video: AVCHD MPEG-2 transport stream 

.nef

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Nikon Digital SLR camera RAW image 

.obj

file extension

PC-DOS: assembled object file

.odg

file extension:

2D graphics: OpenDocument drawing 

.ods
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file extension

Spreadsheet: Openoffice spreadsheet file

.odt

file extension

Word Processing: Openoffice text document

.oft

file extension

E-mail: Microsoft Outlook e-mail template file

.ogg

file extension

Audio: Ogg Vorbis audio file 

.ogv

file extension

Video: Ogg Vorbis video 

.opus

file extension
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Audio: Opus audio data

.orf

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Olympus Digital camera raw image 

.ost

file extension

E-mail: Microsoft Outlook offline e-mail storage file

.pcd

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Kodak Picture CD multiresolution image 

.pcm

file extension

Audio: PCM audio data file

.pcx

file extension

Bitmap: Paintbrush bitmap image 
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.pdf

file extension

Text: Adobe Portable Document File

.pic

file extension

Bitmap and Vector graphics: Picture image

.pkg

file extension

Compression: Package file

.png

file extension

Bitmap: Portable Network Graphic file 

.ppt

file extension

Presentation: Microsoft PowerPoint file

.pptx
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file extension

Presentation: Microsoft PowerPoint file (more recent than the older .ppt)

.prproj

file extension

Video: Adobe Premiere Pro project 

.psb

file extension:

2D graphics: Adobe Photoshop Large Document Format 

.psd

file extension

Bitmap: Adobe Photoshop graphics 

.psdx

file extension

Bitmap: Adobe Photoshop Touch graphics

.pst

file extension
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E-mail: Microsoft Outlook e-mail storage file

.ptx

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Pentax RAW bitmap graphic file

.pzl

file extension:

2D graphics: Puzzle picture image 

.raf

file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Fuji CCD-RAW graphic image 

.rar

file extension

Compression: RAR file

.raw

file extension

Bitmap and Digtial Camera RAW photos: Digital camera photo RAW image format
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.rec

file extension

Audio and Video: Recorded data

.ref

file extension

PC-DOS: cross reference listing file

.rel

file extension

PC-DOS: relocatable file from assembler

.rmvb

file extension

Video: RealMedia variable bitrate 

.rpm

file extension

Compression: red Hat Package Manager

.rw2
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file extension:

Digtial Camera RAW photos: Panasonic Lumix RAW image

.sav

file extension

Data: Save file (especially a game save file)

.sda

file extension:

Vector graphics: Apache OpenOffice (OpenOffice.org) drawing 

.snd

file extension

Audio: Sound data

.sng

file extension

Audio: song file

.sql

file extension

Database: SQL database file
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.sup

file extension:

3D graphics: 3D Subtitle format

.svg

file extension:

Vector graphics: XML based scalable vector graphics format 

.svgz

file extension:

Vector graphics: Compressed SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics)

.swf

file extension

Video and Vector graphics: ShockWave Flash, Animated vector format for the Internet 

.tar

file extension

Dat: Unix or Linux tarball file archive
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.tar.gz

file extension

Compression: Tarball compressed file

.tga

file extension

Bitmap: Truevision TarGA bitmap image 

.thm

file extension

Bitmap: Thumbnail bitmap image

.tif

file extension

Bitmap: Aldus Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) bitmap image 

.tiff

file extension

Bitmap: Aldus Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) bitmap image 
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.toast

file extension

Disc: Toast disc image

.tod

file extension

Video: Hard disk camera movie MPEG-2 transport stream 

.tmp

file extension

PC-DOS: temporary file

.tp

file extension

Video: MPEG-2 TV recorded video 

.ts

file extension

Video: MPEG-TV recorded video format 

.txt
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file extension

Text: plain text file (normally ASCII-only)

.uax

file extension

Audio: Unreal audio package 

.vcd

file extension

Disc: Virtual CD

.vcf

file extension

E-mail: e-mail contact file

.vob

file extension

Video: DVD video object 

.vsdx

file extension:
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2D graphics: Microsoft Visio drawing

.wav

file extension

Audio: WAVe PCM Sound, the standard Windows sound format 

.wbmp

file extension

Bitmap: Wireless Bitmap image 

.wdp

file extension

Bitmap: Windows Media HD Photo picture image

.webm

file extension

Video: Matroska WebM video 

.webp

file extension

Bitmap: Google image file format
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.wimp

file extension

Video: Microsoft Windows Live Movie Maker video project 

.wma

file extension

Audio: Windows Media Audio file 

See: .wmf  — file extension

.wmv

file extension

Video: Windows Media Video 

.wpl

file extension

Audio: Windows Media Player playlist

.xls

file extension

Numerics: Microsoft Excel file
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.xlsx

file extension

Spreadsheet: Microsoft Excel file (more modern than the older .xls)

.xml

file extension

Data: XML file

.xmp

file extension:

2D graphics: Adobe Extensible Metadata Platform data 

.z

file extension

Compression: Z compressed file

.zap

file extension

Audio: Zipped audio book

.zip
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file extension

Compression: Zip compressed file

.$$$

file extension

PC-DOS: EDLIN or other temporary file
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:

colon

:

ASCII: 3A hex

UNICODE: COLON
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;

semicolon

;

ASCII: 3B hex

UNICODE: SEMICOLON
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?

question mark

?

ASCII: 3F hex

UNICODE: QUESTION MARK
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@

at sign

@

ASCII: 40 hex

UNICODE: COMMERICAL AT

Also known as the at sign

@catch()

keyword: Objective-C word

@class

keyword: Objective-C word

@dynamic

keyword: Objective-C word
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@end

keyword: Objective-C word

@finally

keyword: Objective-C word

@implementation

keyword: Objective-C word

@interface

keyword: Objective-C word

@private

keyword: Objective-C word

@property

keyword: Objective-C word

@protected
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keyword: Objective-C word

@protocol

keyword: Objective-C word

@public

keyword: Objective-C word

@select

keyword: Objective-C word

@synthesize

keyword: Objective-C word

@throw

keyword: Objective-C word

@try

keyword: Objective-C word
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[

left square bracket

[

ASCII: 5B hex

UNICODE: LEFT SQUARE BRACKET

Also known as opening square bracket

[ ]

operator: array operator
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\

backslash

\

ASCII: 5C hex

UNICODE: REVERSE SOLIDUS

Also known as escape character
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]

right square

bracket

]

ASCII: 5D hex

UNICODE: RIGHT SQUARE BRACKET

Also known as closing square bracket
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^

circumflex accent

^

ASCII: 5E hex (orginally [1963] ↑)

UNICODE: CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

^

operator: bitwise exclusive OR operator

^=

operator: bitwise exclusive OR assignment operator
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_

underscore

_

ASCII: 5F hex (originally [1963] ←)

UNICODE: LOW LINE

_Bool

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

_CLASS_

keyword: PHP reserved word

_Complex

keyword: Objective-C reserved word
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_DIR_

keyword: PHP reserved word

_ENCODING_

keyword: _ENCODING_ (all caps) Ruby reserved word

_exit

function: C library function: stands for program EXIT

_FILE_

keyword: PHP compile-time constant

keyword: _FILE_ (all caps) Ruby reserved word

_FUNCTION_

keyword: PHP compile-time constant

__halt_compiler()

keyword: PHP reserved word
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_Imaginary

keyword: Objective-C reserved word

_LINE_

keyword: PHP compile-time constant

keyword: _LINE_ (all caps) Ruby reserved word

_METHOD_

keyword: PHP compile-time constant

_NAMESPACE_

keyword: PHP compile-time constant

_TRAIT_

keyword: PHP compile-time constant
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`

grave accent

`

ASCII: 60 hex

UNICODE: GRAVE ACCENT

Also known as backtick
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{

left curly bracket

{

ASCII: 7B hex

UNICODE: LEFT CURLY BRACKET

Also known as open curly bracket

Also known as left brace
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|

vertical line

|

ASCII: 7C hex

UNICODE: VERTICAL LINE (originally [1963] ACK [acknowledge], then [1965] ¬)

Also known as vertical bar

Also known as pipe

|

operator: bitwise inclusive OR operator

||

operator: logical inclusive OR operator

|=
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operator: bitwise inclusive OR assignment operator
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}

right curly bracket

}

ASCII: 7D hex (originally [1963] ESC [escape], then [1965] |)

UNICODE: RIGHT CURLY BRACKET

Also known as closing curly bracket

Also known as right brace
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~

tilde

~

ASCII: 7E hex

UNICODE: TILDE

~

operator: one’s complement operator
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µ

micro

µ

UNICODE: 00B5 MICRO SIGN

µ-velOSity

operating system

Proprietary OS by Green Hills Software

A lightweight microkernel. —Wikipedia: List of operating systems
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~

Greek alphabet

Greek alpha Α α

Greek beta Β β

gamma Γ γ

delta Δ δ

epsilon Ε ε

zeta Ζ ζ

eta Η η

theta Θ θ ϑ

iota Ι ι

kappa Κ κ

lam(b)da Λ λ

mu Μ μ

nu Ν ν
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xi Ξ ξ

omicron Ο ο

pi Π π ϖ

rho Ρ ρ

sigma Σ σ ς

tau Τ τ

upsilon Υ υ ϒ

phi Φ φ

chi Χ χ

psi Ψ ψ

omega Ω ω
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alpha
Α α

Alpha Α

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0391 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER ALPHA

apha α

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B1 GREEK SMALL LETTER ALPHA

Greek alphabet
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beta
Β β

Beta Β

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0392 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER BETA

beta β

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B2 GREEK SMALL LETTER BETA

Greek alphabet
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gamma
Γ γ

Gamma Γ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0393 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER GAMMA

gamma γ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B3 GREEK SMALL LETTER GAMMA

Greek alphabet
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delta

Δ δ

Delta Δ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0394 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER DELTA

delta δ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B4 GREEK SMALL LETTER DELTA

Greek alphabet
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epsilon
Ε ε

Epsilon Ε

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0395 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER EPSILON

epsilon ε

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B5 GREEK SMALL LETTER EPSILON

Greek alphabet
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zeta
Ζ ζ

Zeta Ζ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0396 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER ZETA

zeta ζ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B6 GREEK SMALL LETTER ZETA

Greek alphabet
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eta
Η η

Eta Η

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0397 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER ETA

eta η

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B7 GREEK SMALL LETTER ETA

Greek alphabet
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theta
Θ θ ϑ

Theta Θ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0398 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER THETA

theta θ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B8 GREEK SMALL LETTER THETA

symbol theta ϑ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03D1 GREEK THETA SYMBOL

Greek alphabet
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iota
Ι ι

Iota Ι

Greek letter

UNICODE: 0399 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER IOTA

iota ι

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03B9 GREEK SMALL LETTER IOTA

Greek alphabet
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kappa
Κ κ

Kappa Κ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 039A GREEK CAPITAL LETTER KAPPA

kappa κ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03BA GREEK SMALL LETTER KAPPA

Greek alphabet
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lam(b)da
Λ λ

Lambda Λ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 039B GREEK CAPITAL LETTER LAMDA

lambda λ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03BB GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA

Greek alphabet
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mu
Μ µ

Mu Μ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 039C GREEK CAPITAL LETTER MU

mu μ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03BC GREEK SMALL LETTER MU

Greek alphabet
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nu
Ν ν

Nu Ν

Greek letter

UNICODE: 039D GREEK CAPITAL LETTER NU

nu ν

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03BD GREEK SMALL LETTER NU

Greek alphabet
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xi
Ξ ξ

Xi Ξ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 039E GREEK CAPITAL LETTER XI

xi ξ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03BE GREEK SMALL LETTER XI

Greek alphabet
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omicron
Ο ο

Omicron Ο

Greek letter

UNICODE: 039F GREEK CAPITAL LETTER OMICRON

omicron ο

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03BF GREEK SMALL LETTER OMICRON

Greek alphabet
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pi
Π π ϖ

Pi Π

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A0 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER PI

pi π

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C0 GREEK SMALL LETTER PI

symbol pi ϖ

Greek letter

UNICODE: Greek Small Letter Pi

Greek alphabet
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rho
Ρ ρ

Rho Ρ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A1 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER RHO

rho ρ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C1 GREEK SMALL LETTER RHO

Greek alphabet
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sigma
Σ σ ς

Sigma Σ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A3 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER SIGMA

sigma σ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C3 GREEK SMALL LETTER SIGMA

final sigma ς

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C2 GREEK SMALL LETTER FINAL SIGMA

Greek alphabet
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tau
Τ τ

Tau Τ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A4 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER TAU

tau τ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C4 GREEK SMALL LETTER TAU

Greek alphabet
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upsilon
Υ υ ϒ

Upsilon Υ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A5 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER UPSILON

upsilon υ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C5 GREEK SMALL LETTER UPSILON

symbol upsilon ϒ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03D2 GREEK UPSILON WITH HOOK SYMBOL

Greek alphabet
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phi
Φ φ

Phi Φ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A6 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER PHI

phi φ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C6 GREEK SMALL LETTER PHI

Greek alphabet
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chi
Χ χ

Chi Χ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A7 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER CHI

chi χ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C7 GREEK SMALL LETTER CHI

Greek alphabet
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psi
Ψ ψ

Psi Ψ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A8 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER PSI

psi ψ

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C8 GREEK SMALL LETTER PSI

Greek alphabet
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omega

Ω ω

Omega Ω

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03A9 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER OMEGA

omega ω

Greek letter

UNICODE: 03C9 GREEK SMALL LETTER OMEGA

Greek alphabet
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Ada

lexicon

keywords

abort

abs

abstract

accept

access

aliased

all

and

array

at

begin

body
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case

constant

declare

delay

delta

digits

do

else

elsif

end

entry

exception

exit

for

function

generic

goto

if

in

interface

is
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limited

mod

new

not

null

of

or

others

out

overriding

package

pragma

private

procedure

protected

raise

range

record

rem

renames

requeue
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return

reverse

select

seperate

subtype

synchronized

tagged

task

terminate

then

type

until

use

when

while

with

xor

+

-

*

/
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COBOL

lexicon

COBOL reserved keywords

accept

access

add

address

advancing

after

all

alphabet

alphabetic

alphabetic-lower

alphabetic-upper

alphanumeric
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alphanumeric-edited

also

alter

alternate

and

any

apply

are

area

areas

ascending

assign

at

author

basis

before

beginning

binary

blank

block

bottom
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by

cancel

case

cbl

cd

cf

ch

character

characters

class

class-id

clock-units

close

cobol

code

code-set

collating

column

com-reg

comma

common
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communication

comp

comp-1

comp-2

comp-3

comp-4

comp-5

computational

computational-1

computational-2

computational-3

computational-4

computational-5

compute

configuration

contains

content

control

controls

converting

copy
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corr

corresponding

count

currency

cursor

data

date-compiled

date-written

day

day-of-week

dbcs

de

debug-contents

debug-item

debug-line

debug-name

debug-sub-1

debug-sub-2

debug-sub-3

debugging

decimal-point
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declaratives

delete

delimited

delimiter

depending

descending

destination

detail

display

display-1

divide

division

down

duplicates

dynamic

egcs

egi

eject

else

emi

enable
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end

end-add

end-call

end-compute

end-delete

end-divide

end-evaluate

end-if

end-invoke

end-multiply

endofdata

end-of-page

end-perform

end-read

end-receive

end-return

end-rewrite

end-search

end-start

end-string

end-subtract
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end-unstring

end-write

ending

enter

entry

environment

eop

equal

error

esi

evaluate

every

exception

exit

extend

external

false

fd

file

file-control

filler
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final

first

footing

for

from

function

generate

giving

global

go

goback

greater

group

heading

high-value

high-values

id

identification

if

in

index
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indexed

indicate

inherits

initial

initialize

initiate

input

input-output

insert

inspect

installation

into

invalid

invoke

i-o

i-o-control

is

just

justified

kanji

key
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label

last

leading

left

length

less

limit

limits

linage

linage-counter

line

line-counter

lines

linkage

local-storage

lock

low-value

low-values

memory

merge

message
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metaclass

method

method-id

mode

modules

more-labels

move

multiple

multiply

native

native-binary

negative

next

no

not

null

nulls

number

numeric

numeric-edited

object
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object-computer

occurs

of

off

omitted

on

open

optional

or

order

organization

other

output

overflow

override

packed-decimal

padding

page

page-counter

password

perform
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pf

ph

pic

picture

plus

pointer

position

positive

printing

procedure

procedure-pointer

procedures

proceed

processing

program

program-id

purge

queue

quote

quotes

random
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rd

read

ready

receive

record

recording

records

recursive

redefines

reel

reference

references

relative

release

reload

rem

remainder

removal

renames

replace

replacing
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report

reporting

reports

repository

rerun

reserve

reset

return

return-code

returning

reversed

rewind

rewrite

rf

rh

right

rounded

run

same

sd

search
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section

security

segment

segment-limit

select

self

send

sentence

seperate

sequence

sequential

service

set

shift-in

shift-out

sign

size

skip1

skip2

skip3

sort
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sort-control

sort-core-size

sort-file-size

sort-merge

sort-message

sort-mode-size

sort-return

source

source-computer

space

spaces

special-names

standard

standard-1

standard-2

start

status

stop

string

sub-queue-1

sub-queue-2
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sub-queue-3

subtract

sum

super

suppress

symbolic

sync

sychronized

table

tally

tallying

tape

terminal

terminate

test

text

than

then

through

thru

time
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times

title

to

top

trace

trailing

true

type

unit

unstring

until

up

upon

usage

use

using

value

values

varying

when

when-compiled
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with

words

working-storage

write

write-only

zero

zeroes

zeros
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FORTRAN

lexicon

FORTRAN reserved keywords

Portions of this document are provided here. Use the link to view and read the entire
document.

NOTE: This document was released almost a year
before the language was released.

From the IBM Programmer’s Reference Manual FORTRAN
Automatic Coding System for the IBM 704:

THE FORTRAN SYSTEM

The IBM Mathematical Formula Translating System FORTRAN
is an automatic coding system for the IBM 704 EDPM. More
precisely, it is a 704 program which accepts a source program written in a language — the
FORTRAN language — closely resembling the ordinary language of mathematics, and
which produces an object program in 704 machine language, ready to be run on a 704.

FORTRAN therefore in effect transforms the 704 into a machine with which
communication can be made in a language more concise and more familiar than the 704
language itself. The result should be a considerable reduction in the training required to
program, as well as in the time consumed in writing programs and eliminating their
errors.
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Among the features which characterize the FORTRAN system are the following:

Size of Machine Required

The system has been designed to operate on a “small” 704, but to write object programs
for any 704. (For further details, see the section on Source and Object Machines in
Chapter 7.) If an object program is produced which is too large for the machine on which
it is to be run, the programmer must subdivide the program.

Efficiency of the Object Program

Object programs produced by FORTRAN will nearly as efficient as those writte by good
programmers.

Scope of Applicability

The FORTRAN language is intended to be capable of expressing any problem of
numerical computation. In particular, it deals easily with problems containing large sets of
formulae and many variables, and it permits any variable to have up to three independent
subscripts.

However, for problems in which machine words have a logical rather than a numerical
meaning it is less satisfactory, and it may fail entirely to express some such problems.
Nevertheless, many logical operations not directly expressible in the FORTRAN language
can be obtained by making use of the provisions for incorporating library routines.

Inclusion of Library Routines

Pre-written routines to evaluate any single-valued functions of any number of arguments
can be made available for incorporation into object programs by placing them on the
master FORTRAN tape.

Provisions for Input and Output

Certain statements in the FORTRAN language cause the object program to be equipped
with its necessary input and output programs. Those which deal with decimal information
include conversion to or from binary, and permit considerable freedom of format in the
external medium.

Nature of Fortran Arithmetic

Arithmetic in the object program will generally be performed with single-precision 704
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floating point numbers. These numbers provide 27 binary digits (about 8 decimal digits) of
precisionn, and may have magnitudes between approximately 10-38 and 1038, and zero.
Fixed point arithmetic, but for integers only, is also provided.

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF A
FORTRAN SOURCE PROGRAM

A FORTRAN source program consists of a sequnce of FORTRAN statements. There are
32 different types of statements, which are described in detail in the chapters which follow.

Keypunching the Program

Each statement is punched on a separate card. If a statement is too long to fit on a single
card it can be continued over as many as 9 additional continuation cards. For each
statement the initial card must contain either a zero or blank in column 6; on continuation
cards column 6 must not contain a zero or blank, and it should be used to number the
continuation cards consecutively from 1 to 9.

If a statment is too long to fit on a single line of the coding form, the programmer can
signal to the keypuncher that he has continued on to the next line by placing a mark in the
column labeled CONTINUATION.

The order of the statements is governed solely by the order of the cards. However, any
number less than 215 (=32768) may be associated with any statement by punching it in
columns 1-5 of the initial card bearing that statemet. Thereupon this number becomes the
statement number of that statement. Statement numbers, besides permitting cross-
references within the source code, also help the programmer to correlate the object
program with his source code.

Punching the character C in column 1 will cause the card to be ignored by FORTRAN.
Such cards may therefore be used to carry comments which will appear when the deck is
listed.

Columns 73-80 are not read by FORTRAN and may be punched with any desired
identifying information.

The statements themselves are punched in columns 7-72, both on initial and
continuation cards. Thus a statement consists of not more than 10 x 66 = 660 characters. A
table of the admissible characters in FORTRAN is given in Appendix A.

Blank characters, except in column 6, are simply ignored by FORTRAN, and the
programmer may use blanks freely to improve the readability of his FORTRAN listing.
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Preview of the Fortran Statements

The 32 types of statement, of which every FORTRAN program is composed, may be
classified as follows:

1. The arithmetic formula, which causes the object program to carry out a numerical computation.
Chapter 2 discusses the symbols available for referring to constants and variables, and Chapter 3 the
combining of these into arithmetic formulas.

2. The 15 control statments, which govern the flow of control in the object program. These are
discussed in Chapter 4.

3. The 13 input-output statements, which provide the object program wiht its necessary input and putput
routines. These are discussed in Chapter 5.

4. Finally, the 3 specification statements, which provide various information required or desirable to
make the object program efficient, are discussed in Chapter 6.

Chapters 7 and 8, which conclude the manual, give additional detail on various topics and
examples of FORTRAN programming.
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Java

lexicon

keywords

abstract

assert

boolean

break

byte

case

catch

char

class

const

continue

default
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do

double

else

enum

extends

final

finally

float

for

goto

if

implement

imports

instanceof

int

interface

long

native

new

package

private
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protected

public

return

short

static

strictfp

super

switch

synchronized

this

throw

throws

transient

try

void

volatile

while

reserved words for literal values

false

null
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true
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JavaScript

lexicon

JavaScript reserved keywords

abstract

arguments

boolean

break

byte

case

catch

char

class

const

continue

debugger
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default

delete

do

double

else

enum

eval

export

extends

false

final

finally

float

for

function

goto

if

implements

import

in

instanceof
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int

interface

let

long

native

new

null

package

private

protected

public

return

short

static

super

switch

synchronized

this

throw

throws

transient
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true

try

typeof

var

void

volatile

while

with

yield

JavaScript Objects, Properties, and Methods

Array

Date

eval

function

hasOwnProperty

Infinity

isFinite

isNaN

isPrototypeOf

length
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Math

name

NaN

Number

prototype

String

toString

undefined

valueOf

JavaScript Windows objects and properties reserved
words

alert

all

anchor

anchors

area

assign

blur

button

checkbox

clearInterval
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clearTimeout

clientInformation

close

closed

confirm

constructor

Crypto

decodeURI

decodeURIComponent

defaultStatus

Document

Element

Embed

embeds

encodeURI

encodeURIComponent

escape

Event

fileUpload

focus

forms
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Frame

frames

frameRate

hidden

History

innerHeight

innerWidth

Image

link

location

navigate

Navigator

offscreenBuffering

open

opener

option

outerHeight

outerWidth

pageXOffset

pageYOffset

parent
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parseFloat

parseInt

prompt

propertyIsEnum

reset

screenX

screenY

scroll

Select

self

setInterval

setTimeout

status

submit

taint

text

top

unescape

untaint

window

JavaScript HTML Event Handlers
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onblur

onclick

onerror

onfocus

onkeydown

onkeypress

onkeyup

onload

onmousedown

onmouseover

onmouseup

onsubmit
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Objective-C

lexicon

keywords

atomic

auto

break

case

char

const

continue

default

do

double

else

enum
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extern

float

for

goto

if

inline

int

long

nonatomic

register

restrict

retain

return

short

signed

sizeof

static

struct

switch

typedef

union
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unsigned

void

volatile

while

_Bool

_Complex

_Imaginary

words

BOOL

bycopy

byref

Class

id

IMP

in

inout

nil

NO

NULL

oneway
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out

Protocol

SEL

self

Super

YES

@catch()

@class

@dynamic

@end

@finally

@implementation

@interface

@private

@property

@protected

@protocol

@public

@selector

@synthesize

@throw
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@try
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PHP

lexicon

keywords

abstract

and

array()

as

break

callable

case

catch

class

clone

const

continue
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declare

default

die()

do

echo

else

elseif

empty()

enddeclare

endfor

endforeach

endif

endswitch

endwhile

eval()

exit()

extends

final

finally

for

foreach
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function

global

goto

if

implements

include

include_once

instanceof

insteadof

interface

isset()

list()

namespace

new

or

print

private

protected

public

require

require_once
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return

static

switch

throw

trait

try

unset()

use

var

while

xor

yield

__halt_compiler__

compile-time constants

_CLASS_

_DIR_

_FILE_

_FUNCTION_

_LINE_

_METHOD_
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_NAMESPACE_

_TRAIT_
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PL/I

lexicon

keywords

A

ABS

ACOS

%ACT

%ACTIVATE

ADD

ADDBUFF

ADDR

ALIGNED

ALL

ALLOC

ALLOCATE
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ALLOC(x)

ALLOCATION

ANY

AREA

AREA[(sixe)]

ARGn

ASCII

ASIN

ASM

ASSEMBLER

ASSOCIATE

ATAN

ATAND

ATANH

ATTENTION

ATTN

AUTO

AUTOMATIC

B

BACKWARD

BACKWARDS
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BASED

BEGIN

BINARY

BIN

BINARY(x[,p[,q]])

BIN(x[,p[,q]])

BIT

BIT(expression [size])

BKWD

BLKSIZE

BOOL

BUF

BUFFERED

BUFFERS

BUFFND

BUFNI

BUFFOFF

BUILTIN

BY

BY NAME

BYNAME
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C

CALL

CALL

CEIL

CHAR

CHAR

CHARACTER

CHECK

CHECK

CLOSE

CMDCHN

COBOL — environment

COBOL — option

COLBIN

COLUMN

COMPILETIME

COMPLETION

CPLN

COMPLEX

CPLX

COMPLEX
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COND

CONDITION (name)

CONDITION (attribute)

CONJG

CONN

CONNECTED

CONSECUTIVE

%CONTROL

CONTROLLED

CTL

CONV

CONVERSION

COPY

COS

COSD

COSH

COUNT

COUNTER

CTL360

CTLASA

CSTG
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CURRENTSTORAGE

D

DATA

DATAFIELD

DATE

DB

DCL

%DCL

%DEACT

%DEACTIVATE

DEC

DEC (function)

DECIMAL

DECIMAL (function)

DECLARE

%DECLARE

DEFAULT

DEF

DEFINED

DELAY

DELETE
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DESCRIPTION

DFT

DIM

DIRECT

DISPLAY

DIVIDE

DO

%DO

E

EDIT

ELSE

%ELSE

EMPTY

END

%END

ENDFILE

ENDPAGE

ENTRY

ENV

ENVIRONMENT

ERF
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ERFC

ERROR

EVENT

EXCLUSIVE

EXIT

EXP

EXTENTNUMBER

EXT

EXTERNAL

F

F (format)

FB

FBS
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Ruby

lexicon

keywords

alias

and

begin

BEGIN

break

case

class

def

defined?

do

else

elsif
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_ENCODING_

end

END

ensure

false

_FILE_

for

if

in

_LINE_

module

next

nil

not

or

redo

rescue

retry

return

self

super
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then

true

undef

unless

until

when

while

yield
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SQL

lexicon

SQL reserved keywords

access

add

all

alter

and

and_bits

any

as

asc

audit

avg

begin
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between

bind

both

by

cache

call

cardinality

case

cast

char

character

char_length

char_length_b

char_length_mb

character_length

character_length_b

character_length_mb

check

cluster

column

comment
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commit

compress

concatenate

cond

connect

corresponding

count

create

current

current_date

current_time

current_timestamp

cursor

data

dataxel

date

day

dbms_in_memory

dec

decimal

declare
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default

delete

desc

directive_error

distinct

do

double

doublegreatethan

drop

else

elseif

end

endofdata

eof

escape

except

exclusive

exists

false

file

first
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float

for

from

full

grant

greateeq

group

group_by

hash

having

high_values

hintend

hint_error

hintstart

hour

identified

if

ifelse

immediate

"in

increment
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index

initial

in_memory

inner

insert

int

integer

intersect

interval

into

is

iterate

join

last

leading

leave

left

lesseq

level

like

lock
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long

loop

lower

lower_mb

low_values

lpad

max

maxextents

memory_size

merge

meta_hint

min

minus

minute

mlslabel

mode

modify

month

natural

nchar

nested_loop
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noaudit

no_cache

nocompress

not

noteq

nowait

null

number

numeric

octet_length

of

offline

on

option

or

or_bits

order

odered

outer

overlaps

pctfree
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position

position_b

position_mb

precision

prior

privileges

public

raw

real

rename

resource

revoke

right

round

row

rowid

rownum

rows

rpad

same_source

second
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select

sequentially

session

set

share

simple_nested_loop

size

smallint

start

stdout

subarray

substring_mb

substring

successful

sum

synonym

sysdate

table

then

time

timestamp
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timesten

to

trailing

trigger

trim

trim_b

trim_mb

true

uid

union

unique

unknown

update

upper

upper_mb

user

using

validate

values

varchar

varchar2
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varying

view

when

whenever

where

with

xor_bits

year
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VHDL

lexicon

keywords

abs

access

after

all

and

architecture

array

assert

attribute

begin

block

body
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buffer

bus

call

component

configuration

constant

disconnect

downto

else

elsif

end

entity

exit

file

for

function

generate

generic

group

guarded

if
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impure

in

inertial

inout

is

label

library

linkage

literal

loop

map

mod

nand

new

next

nor

not

null

of

on

open
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or

others

out

package

port

postponed

procedure

pure

range

record

register

reject

rem

report

return

rol

ror

select

severity

signal

shared
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sla

sll

sra

srl

subtype

then

to

transport

type

unaffected

units

until

use

variable

wait

when

while

with

xnor

xor
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Topics
cooking on a budget

Table Top Role Playing Games (TTRPGs)

survival

Natives, colonization, and genocide

start of lexicons

start of shell scripting and system administration

start of how to program computers

start of thought experiment

human rights
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cooking on a budget
cooking on a budget

I was asked if I could provide recipes for poor people, especially those limited to a
microwave oven.

“HOW TO NOT STARVE: You can survive off beans + rice.” —Soup

Beans and rice are my second and third items discussed here. I will be dropping more
comments from Soup as appropriate.

“You can regrow lettuce, bok choi, green onions, basil, carrot tops, and garlic sprouts
from the scraps in water or soil on a countertop. When your veg consumption is limited to
what you can find, forage, or steal, this might be not only helpful, but crucial.” —Soup

“Cook in bulk and share. It is much more economical to make 10 servings than it is to
make one. If you don’t know your neighbors, it’s okay to knock on their door and ask if
they’d like to have some. The worst that can happen is they tell you no.” —Soup

“You’re going to need to do a lot of labor around food when you find yourself with
limited options, so keep your kitchen clean. All you need is bleach, dish soap, water, some
rags, energy, and time. Everything else is bonus.” —Soup

“Use what you already have before trying to find new stuff. Even if it doesn’t appeal to
you now, time is a very valuable resource when you don’t have any food.” —Soup

“Always take help when it is offered. I’m imagining a situation where help is going to be
really hard to find, but if there are food boxes, get one. If there is a free meal in the park, go
eat it. If you can’t afford to feed yourself, those resources are for you.” —Soup
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Someone Cares Soup Kitchen, 720 W 19th Street, Costa Mesa, California. Open Monday
through Friday from 12 opm to 3 pm and Saturday and Sunday from 9 am to 11 am., except
for federal and state holidays, except open on Easter. No government funding.

potato

“Potatoes are so good. I didn’t include them because my grocery store sells them after
they’ve been laying around for so long they’re basically not shelf stable anymore (ie just
about to turn green) but if that isn’t a problem or you have somewhere to grow them, they’re
great.” —Soup

“I think freeze dried potatoes would just be those boxes of instant mashed potatoes you
can get at a grocery store. Those are a good option, especially to have around in bulk because
you can use a few tablespoons to bulk up a soup or stew.” —Soup

microwave
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image by Christos Giakkas from Pixabay

You can make a “baked” potato in a microwave oven.

Scrub the potato.

Dry the potato.

Pierce the potato all over with a fork. This allows the steam to escape and keeps the potato
from exploding all over the inside of your microwave oven.

Cooking times for average to large size potatoes (around 10 ounces). For smaller potatoes:
one minute less. For larger potatoes: one minute more.

One potato: 3-4 minutes per side

Two potatoes: 4-5 minutes per side

Three potato: 5-6 minutes per side

If you cook more than one potato at a time, make sure they don’t touch each other.

Microwave the stated per side time, then flip the potato over and microwave the other side
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for the stated time.

If a portion (or all) of the potato becomes over-cooked, it will lose its moisture and
become unpleasantly hard. If your microwave oven doesn’t revolve, stop a few times to
rorate the potato by hand.

Test for doneness by piercing with a knife. The potato should be tender, but not mushy.

Remove from the microwave and let stand for about a minute. If the potato is still
uncooked, microwave in one minute increments until it is done.

Some popular baked potato toppings include: butte,r cheese, sour cream, bacon, chili,
brocolli and cheese, or taco filling nad nacho sauce.

beans

“There are 6 servings in a lb of dry beans. Dry beans have to be soaked for at least 5 hours
before cooking, esp if they’re kidney beans, or you can get sick.” —Soup

microwave

You can microwave dried beans.

Place in a microwave safe 5-quart casserole dish. For each pound of beans, add six cups of
water, plus any seasonings.

Microwave at full power for 8-10 minutes until boiling.

Cover with plastic wrap or a casserole lid and let stand for one hour.

Stir several times and add hot water as needed to keep the beans covered.

Cook again at full power for 8-10 minutes until boiling, then reduce power to 50% and
cook for another 15-20 minutes until tender.

Alternatively, you can soak the beans overnight and then cook at full power for 15-20
minutes until tender.

rice

“Stock up on rice NOW! Grain prices will be through the roof come harvest season, as
there will be crop failures worldwide. Same goes for wheat. Buy unprocessed wheat if you
can find it, it keeps for years if stored in a sealed container.” —Jeff Larsen
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“They brought us here as slaves based on our skills & trades: including growing rice. 
    “Rice plantations shaped and reshaped the lowcountry geography and economy, making
Charleston one of the richest cities in the world, but it was a wealth built primarily on slave
labor.” ” —Kayla Love

    “From the crucible of slavery, lowcountry blacks and their descendants, known as the
Gullah Geechee people, fashioned a unique creole culture. They created the only English-
based creole language in North America and a distinctive cuisine based on rice.” ” —Kayla
Love

“There are 16 servings in a lb of rice.” —Soup

microwave

You can microwave rice.

Place 1-1/2 cups of raw rice in a microwave safe bowl with a lid.

Rinse in water, then drain out the water.

Add 2-1/4 cups water.

Too much water makes soggy rice and too little water makes dry rice.

Microwave on full power for five minutes.

Then microwave at 50% power for 15 minutes.

Let rest for five minutes.

You will end up with about 3 cups of cooked rice.

tuna wraps

no cooking

You can chop the vegetables in advance and store them in plastic containers. Keep items
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separate until just before eating so it doesn’t become soggy.

Lay out two flour tortillas.

Put half a can of tuna on each. Look for canned tuna on sale. Drain the liquid before using.

Top with any green vegetable such as lettuce or spinach.

Sprinkle shredded or chopped carrot.

Add optional chopped vegetables for more flavor.

Top with the cheapest ranch dressing you can find (or make your own at home)./p>

Roll up into two wraps and enjoy.

macaroni and cheese

microwave

Mix 1/2 cup elbow macaroni, 1/2 cup water, and salt in a microwaveable cup or container.

Mcirowave for 2-3 minutes. Stir.

Add 3 tablespoons of milk, 1/4 cup shredded cheddar cheese, salt, and pepper. Stir.

Microwave for another 30 seconds.

Optionally garnish with fresh chives.

western omelet

microwave

Place into a microwave safe mug or container: 2 eggs, 1/2 bell pepper (diced), 1/4 yellow
or white onion (diced), 1/4 cup fresh spinach, optionally 2 slices of ham (diced), salt, and
pepper.

Stir.

Microwave for 1 to 1-1/2 minutes, making sure the egg doesn’t boil over.

Stir.

Microwave another 1 to 1-1/2 minutes until done.
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quesadilla

microwave

Microwave two medium flour tortillas on a plate until slightly crispy. Let them cool.

Mix ingredients in a microwave safe bowl. Everything other than cheese is optional.
Avoid overloading with too many ingredients.

Required ingredients:

1/4 cup shredded cheddar cheese or Monterey Jack (other options if you are near a
low cost Mexican grocery store include manchego, queso asadero, oaxaca, or
chihuahua)

1 tablespoon taco seasoning

Optional ingredients:

butter or olive oil
1/2 bell pepper (diced)
1/4 medium onion (diced)
sliced mushrooms
sliced black olives
diced green onions
diced tomato
avocado
lettuce

Mix the ingredients well. Microwave in the bowl for 1 to 2 minutes until the peppers are
soft.

Spread the mixture evenly across the surface of one of the tortillas. Cover with the other
tortilla.

Microwave for another 30 seconds to 1 minute.

Slice into triangles.

chilli

microwave

A quick microwave chilli recipe created by Jack Monroe
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Put 1/2 small onion (finely chopped), 1 crushed garlic clove, a knob of butter, 1/2 tsp
ground cumin, 1/2 tsp paprika (sweet or smoked), pinch of chilli flakes or chilli powder iinto
a microwaveable container. Stir. Heat in microwave on High for 30-40 seconds. Let stand for
1 minute.

Add 400g can of chopped tomatoes (drained and juice saved), 400g can kidney beans
(drained and rinsed), 1/2 vegetable stock cube, and 2 squares dark chocolate.

Cover with cling wrap and pierce three times. Place paper towel on microwave turntable,
then put container on top.

Cook on High for 2 minutes. Add some of the saved tomato juice if the chilli starts to dry
out. Stir well and let stand for 1 minute.

Cover and cook on Medium for another 2 minutes. Give it a stir and allow to stand for 1
minute.

Optionally top with sour cream and/or coriander.

chuño

Chuño is a native process from South America to freeze and preserve potatoes. See Chuño
at Wikipedia.

“You can also straight-up freeze cooked potatoes! If you have freezer space, some mashed
potatoes or diced cubed potatoes can stay good in there for upwards of a year.” —CM Wilson

“YOU CAN BURY THEM! if you bury a potato, you can grow a new potato! so if a
potato goes bad and is uncooked, you can use them as a seed potato! I learned it on reading
rainbow.” —Gummybear

lentils

“Dried Lentils donÕt have to be soaked! I lived on lentils and rice for awhile when money
was very tight.” —Black Chic with the red Truck

“Dried lentils also absorb a lot of flavor, a wild onion will turn dried lentils gourmet”
—@Jammedtomb
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“I usually use an Italian seasoning blend but that does sound good!” —Black Chic with
the red Truck

dandelion

“Dandelion leaves are a healthy bitter green with a lot of vitamin C. Don’t pick where
sprayed. The bitterness can be fixed with blanching + frying w strong flavors.” —Soup

“Generally when harvesting dandelion greens or anything wild you wanna make sure it’s
50 ft from any street due to contamination from oil and lead! Safe harvesting!”
—@gh_000_st

“I did the dandelion thing. I went through a rough patch working as an educational
assistant disabled me. I learned to forge wild plants in my neighborhood when food banks
were low. Fried wild grape leaves are delicious. Garlic mustard is great! Wild onions grow
everywhere!” —EA Survivor

“Dandelion roots can be cleaned and roasted, season like you would a root or dry out for a
coffee substitute.” —@Jammedtomb

“Dandelion can be fried or make into tea (twice a day per serving of tea) but remember to
soak them in salt water first. My great grandma did this to chase out bugs. The whole plant
can be used but not always for the same thing ” —@StillMaskedLevi

“Dandelion goes great in a salad as well!” —Ruya

“I KNOW THAT! my mom taught me that! the dandelion itself is toxic but the leaves are
perfectly healthy! we used to pick them for our Tortoise “Torty” and let him eat them as a
snack or a treat! they were his favorite food.” —Gummybear
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“Dandelion greens improves the secretions of insulin, thus lowering blood sugar. Just a
little FYI.” —Punk Roxie

“Lamb’s quarters, pigweed - amaranth, cat-tails, shredded cabbage into “burgers”,
purslane succulent, get a forage manual, urban harvesting. Some states allow buying seeds,
quick grow spinach lettuce chard.” —@alexjacobs

“I eat mostly frozen greens like collards and spinach. I like fresh Swiss chard & bok choy
though. Greens are nutrient dense so you don’t need to eat mountains of them. I eat about 3-6
oz/day, put them in everything, soups, tofu scrambles, curries, stir fries, as sides.”
—@squirrelpalooza

“Careful with the spinach and chard…huge kidney stone makers. Drink lemon water daily
to try to counteract…” —@leftybarner

“a caution - don’t eat wild carrots” —Noelle Dickinson

“Wild onions and wild asparagus can be found near and in ditches, only cut asparagus
that’s under 8 inches for best flavor and texture. The asparagus blooms create more
asparagus, leave them” —@Jammedtomb

“Japanese knotweed can be eaten cooked down into a sauce, similar to rhubarb, slightly
slimier. Sunchokes or Jerusalem Artichokes have a tuber that needs a long cooking time but
they are starchy and nutritious. Hostas are entirely edible and in the asparagus family.”
—Amy Bradstreet

stinging nettle

“Stinging nettles are EXCELLENT wild greens. Pick with gloves and long sleeves but the
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“sting” is neutralized with cooking. They are mild and can be steamed and used just like
spinach. New leaves are best. Cut older plants down and harvest new leaves as they grow
back.” —Barbara Banfield

“And do not harvest after they have gone to seed, an important piece.” —Mutt

pine needle

“pine needle tea is a great source of vitamin C” —Noelle Dickinson

“adding in to the pine needle bit, primarily you want to work with white pine (Pinus
strobus), especially fresh light green needles that have been less exposed to pollutants (further
from roads, if you can). google identification, but a quick way is long needles in bundles of
5.” —mutt

wild lettuce

“Lawn lettuce, Google it, works in salads and has natural pain relief effects”
—@Jammedtomb

“lawn lettuce is also known as wild lettuce (Lactuca spp.) and has anodyne and hypnotic
effects AKA it helps the hurty and puts you to SLEEP. a great medicine for the working
class. good in salads. also look into miner’s lettuce, different but yummy in salads! same with
chickweed.” —Mutt

wild hostas

“Hostas are entirely edible and in the asparagus family.” —Amy Bradstreet

“Hostas.” —Amy Bradstreet reference to Hungry for Hostas
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wild chickweed

“Chickweed makes delicious pesto with garlic, oil, and a bit of lemon.” —Michelle
McNeill

“chickweed leaves are thinner [than purslane] and it has tiny white flowers. You can eat it
as greens, too. Purslane is also tasty, though” —Michelle McNeill

“There’s a lookalike, scarlet pimpernel, that has reddish orange flowers that is not food, so
if you haven’t seen it in a spot before and/or aren’t sure what it is that you are looking for,
wait for the white flowers and you can be confident of your id.” —Michelle McNeill

wild knotweed

“This is what reciprocity looks like! Gathered a TON of knotweed shoots from my fave
creek bank so the native plants stand a chance!” —Alexis Nikole Nelson

wild fruit

“Generally speaking, it’s about to be “wild” fruit season. You’d be surprised how many
fruit trees are in your neighborhood. Sometimes, someone might not want you to pick their
fruit. If you’re hungry, do it anyway, but be sneaky. Fallingfruit.org is your friend.” —Soup

“Blackberries show up around June in abandoned lots, hiking trails, and parks. Don’t eat
anything that might be sprayed. Any tree that had white or pink blossoms in the spring might
be an apple, cherry, or plum tree, so keep an eye out for ripe fruit mid/end of summer.”
—Soup

wild nuts
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“In fall, you'll find productive walnut and chestnut trees if you’re observant. They both
require processing but can be a good source of protein when you aren’t getting meat.”
—Soup

wild maple

“The inside of Maple tree seeds (those little “helicopter seeds” are edible as well and are
easily forraged. They are a great source of zinc” —@DenverJOfficial

bone-in chicken

“bone-in chicken, then cook the bones down until they’re mushy - broth for soup, eat the
bones (or give them to dogs - as long as they are MUSHY)” —Noelle Dickinson

avocado toast

Avocado toast is nutritious, tasty, and easy to make. This is a great breakfast item for
beginning cooks, including children. #avotoast

Avocado toast is an open face sandwich featuring mashed avocado, salt, black pepper, and
citric juice on top of a single slice of toasted bread. Common additional toppings include
poached eggs, salmon, strawberries, garlic, tomatoes, capers, onions, and feta.

Origin: Australia.

In late 2016, columnist Bernard Salt claimed in The Australian “young people order
smashed avocado with crumbled feta on five-grain toasted bread at $22 a pop and more” and
stated that Millenials should be saving to purchase a house instead. In May 2017, property
developer Tim Gurner repeated a similar claim. The savings from forgoing avocado on toast
would take more than 500 years to save enough money to purchase a house in Ireland (longer
for Northern Ireland).

Avocado toast is one of the items in the recommended breakfast foods list and is easy to
prepare.

Making avocado toast requires minimal cooking skills:

1. the ability to make toast
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2. the ability to cut open and slice an avocado
3. the ability to put the avocado on to the toast (and optionally mash it with a fork)

Avocado toast is among the healthiest approaches to bread or toast for breakfast.

Avocado, one of two signature ingredients, is about 75% healthy monounsaturated fats,
along with fiber, vitamin C, vitamin B-6, potassium, magneseum, and protein.

And the vast majority of the world’s young in industrialized nations happen to thoroughly
enjoy the taste, which will make this a popular breakfast item for at least the next several
decades (unless humans break down the agricultural infrastructure, through things like
nuclear winter or global climate change).

The classic avocado toast is simply toast (usually thick and/or hearty bread, most often
whole grain bread) topped with either slices of avocado or mashed avocado, with a dash of
extra virgin olive oil and sea salt. If mashed, it is usually laid out in slices and then mashed on
the toast with a fork. The toast might be buttered instead of oiled. Fresh squeezed lemon,
fresh cracked black pepper, or red pepper flakes are common additions.
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Avocado toast in Stockholm, Sweden.jpg by Jami430 of Stockholm, Sweden
(see license section, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license)

Avocado toast has been named the most annoying food on Instagram by Kat Stoeffel of
The Cut in 2014 (June 20).

All license information is at the end.

avocado toast: history

The earliest archaeological evidence for flour (used to make bread) is from about 30,000
years ago, it is likely that they made flat breads.

Avocados have been grown by humans in what is now the state of Puebla, Mexico, since
at least 6,000 B.C.E. The native name was ahuacatl, which means testicle.
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Modern bread first developed in ancient Egypt about 6,000 years ago. The Egyptians
found that leaving dough out in the deset sun would cause it to rise (from yeast spores
floating in the air). When baked, the dough would retain its shape. The Egyptians figured out
that toasting bread would extend its useful life. Toasting was done by holding the bread over
an open fire (using a wooden or metallic stick or a wire frame) or by laying the bread on a hot
stone.

The oven was invented by the Egyptians around 3,000 B.C.E. and was originally used for
baking leavened bread.

The Romans spread the idea of toasting bread to Europe. The word toast comes from the
Latin word tostum, which meant scorch or burn, from the Latin word torrere, meaning to
burn.

Spanish conquistadors of the 16th century depended on avocados while exploring and
conquering Mexico. They were the first Europeans recorded to have eaten avocados. They
spread avocado into Central America and South America.

Irishman Sir Hans Sloane sold avocado in his 1696 Jamaican plants catalog, calling it an
alligator pear tree.

The first toast served in Japan may have been in 1890 at Tokyo’s Imperial Hotel, where a
breakfast buffet of both Western and Japanese dishes was served in its Viking Sal restaurant.

The first electric toaster (called the Eclipse Toaster) was invented in 1893 by Alan
MacMastersof Scotland. The iron wiring would often melt, sometimes causing a fire. In 1905
Albert Marsh created a nickel-chromium alloy that made a safer filament wire. Several other
toasters were invented in the early 1900s. The first commercially successful toaster was
introduced by General Electric in 1909 (the model D-12, invented by Frank Shailor). These
early toasters toasted one side of the bread at a time. In 1913, the Copeman Electric Stive
Company created “toaster that turns toast”. In 1919, Minnesota mechanic Charles Strite
invented the first automatic pop-up toaster.

California postal worker Rudolph Hass spent his life savings on a small avocado grove in
1925. He started grafting to increase his tree supply, eventually developing the Hass avocado,
which grew faster and produced more flavor than previous varieties.

A 1937 article in New Yorker mentions an “avocado sandwich on whle wheat and a lime
rickey” being served in Los Angeles.

Bread and toast started to become popular in Japan during the post-World War II
Occupation Era.

Avocados didn’t become popular in the United States until the 1950s, starting with
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California, Florida, and Hawaii.

Tom Selleck, Dean Martin, and Jamie Foxx owned avocado ranches.

Avocado toast was invented in Australia. In 1993, Sydney, Australia, chef Bill Granger
introduced a version of avocado toast with a twist of lime, salt, and chilli at Bills in
Sarlinghurst (near Sydney).

Australian chef Chloe Osborne, consulting chef at Cafe Gitane in Greenwich Village,
brought avocad toast to New York. Her version was pebble-grained bread diamond-cut from
a square loaf, toasted and covered with mashed avocado and crushed chile.

Chloe Osborne told The Washington Post in 2016, “The thing of putting things on toast is
very Australian. It stems from the British breakfast. Fresh tomatoes on toast has been an
Australian breakfast for a long time.”

Because of the popularity of avocado toast New Zealand experienced more than 40 large
scale avocado thefts in 2016.

Avocado trees, native to the tropics, require large amounts of water. The current
popularity of avocado is not sustainable.

avocado toast: the controversy

Elderly Australian newspaper columnist Bernard Salt claimed in The Australian, “I have
seen young people order smashed avocado with crumbled feta on five-grain toasted bread at
$22 a pop and more. … How can young people afford to eat like this? Twenty-two dolalrs
several times a week could go towards a deposit on a house.”

Millennial critics pointed out that at average Australian house prices it would take 175
years to save up a down-payment.

Australian multi-millionaire real estate mogul Tim Gurner told Australian 60 Minutes,
“When I was trying to buy my first home, I wasn’t buying smashed avocado for $19 and four
coffees at $4 each.”

Gurner criticized young people, continuing, “They want to eat out every day, they want to
travel to Europe every year. The people that own homes today worked very, very hard for it
[and] saved every dolalr, did everything they could to get up the property investment ladder.”

Gurner failed to mention that wages have stagnated for decades while housing prices have
skyrocketed.

If someone purchased $19 of avocado every day (even though you can purchase an
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Amount Per 100 grams  
Calories 160  

% Daily Value*
Total Fat 15 g 23%
    Saturated fat 2.1 g 10%
    Polyunsaturated fat 1.8 g  
    Monounsaturated fat 10 g  
Cholesterol 0 mg 0%
Sodium 7 mg 0%
Potassium 485 mg 13%
Total Carbohydrate 9 g 3%
    Dietary fiber 7 g 28%

avocado for less than $2 each, so Gurner’s descibing a 10 avocado a day habit), they would
have to pass up a very healthy food for seven years just to come up with the 20%
downpayment for the median cost house in the United States.

avocado toast: botanical

This section will provide botanical information on avocado.

Avocado is a fruit, not a vegetable. More specific, the avocado is a berry (a fleshy fruit
produced from a single ovary). The avocado tree is in the Lauraceae family.

avocado toast: nutrition

Torey Armul, registered dietitian and spokesperson for the Acadmy of Nutrition and
Dietetics, said, “Avocados are a good source of fiber and various vitamins and minerals, like
vitamin C, vitamin K, folate, and potassium.”

Nutritionist Lisa Goldberg told ABC News, “I love it [avocado toast] for breakfast
because avocado has protein and healthy monounsaturated fat, and its also high in fiber so
combined with the Ezekial toast it keeps me full for a good three to four hours. Plus it’s high
in other nutrients like Viamins B, C, E, K, and potassium.”

A single avocado averages 975 milligrams of potassium, about double the average of 487
milligrams in a typical banana.
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    Sugar 0.7 g  
Protein 2 g 4%
Vitamin A 2%
Vitamin C 16%
Calcium 1%
Iron 3%
Vitamin D 0%
Vitamin B-6 15%
Vitamin B-12 0%
Magnesium 7%

Amount Per one avocado (201 g)  
Calories 322  

% Daily Value*
Total Fat 29 g 44%
    Saturated fat 4.3 g 21%
    Polyunsaturated fat 3.7 g  
    Monounsaturated fat 20 g  
Cholesterol 0 mg 0%
Sodium 14 mg 0%
Potassium 975 mg 27%
Total Carbohydrate 17 g 5%
    Dietary fiber 13 g 52%
    Sugar 1.3 g  
Protein 4 g 8%
Vitamin A 5%
Vitamin C 33%
Calcium 2%
Iron 6%
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Vitamin D 0%
Vitamin B-6 25%
Vitamin B-12 0%
Magnesium 14%

Amount Per 1 cup, sliced (146 g)  
Calories 234  

% Daily Value*
Total Fat 21 g 32%
    Saturated fat 3.1 g 15%
    Polyunsaturated fat 2.7 g  
    Monounsaturated fat 14 g  
Cholesterol 0 mg 0%
Sodium 10 mg 0%
Potassium 708 mg 20%
Total Carbohydrate 17 g 5%
    Dietary fiber 10 g 40%
    Sugar 1 g  
Protein 2.9 g 5%
Vitamin A 4%
Vitamin C 24%
Calcium 1%
Iron 4%
Vitamin D 0%
Vitamin B-6 20%
Vitamin B-12 0%
Magnesium 10%

*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 claorie diet. Your daily values may be higher
or lower depending on your calorie needs.

A 2015 study published in the Journal of the American Heart Association showed that
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eating one avocado a day lowered LDL cholesterol levels (bad cholesterol) by approcimately
14 points, helping those who are obese or overweight.

An October 2016 study by the Washington University School of Medicine found that
certain green-hued foods, including cucumber, broccoli, edamame, cabbage, and avocado,
have a natural compound that helps reduce some of the effects of aging. The compound helps
aging cells produce energy, improves bone density, liver, and eyes, as well as increasing
metabolism.

avocado toast: selecting ripe avocado

This section will describe how to select ripe avocado.

Lucy Jessop writes in The Goodness of Avocado: 40 Delicious Health-Boosting Recipes,
“Choose avocados which are firm, and look for those which are undamaged and free from
bruises. Hass avocados should be dark brown rather than greenl this indicates ripeness. Hold
the avocado in the palm of your hand, and gently squeeze, it should yield slightly. Never prod
an avocado as they bruise easily.”

Most avocados are grown in south central Mexico, where the climate provide a year-round
growing season. In the United States, the primary growing regions are Florida and California.

The Mexican Hass avocado, also common in California, is preferred for avocado toast.
Florida avocados are firmer and have less fat.

Some other avocado varities include Lamb Has, Pinkerton, Gwen, and Zutano.

The California avocado season peaks from April to July.

You can ripen an avocado by placing it in a brown paper bag with a banana or bananas.
The ethylene gas released by bananas will speed up the ripening of the avocado.

avocado toast: cutting avocado

This section will describe how to cut and slice avocado.

The classic merthod is to slice all the way around the avocado down to the seed, cutting
the fruit in half.

Twist the two halves apart and remove the seed. If you live in an appropriate climate, you
might be able use the seed to grow a tree. Unfortunately, avocado purchased from grocery
stores rarely has a viable seed.

You can pry the “meat” of the avocado out or you can cube horizontally and vertically
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before removing the “meat”. This helps if you intend to mash the fruit for easier spreading.

For slices, cut the avocado “meat” vertically.

avocado toast: storing avocado

This section will describe how to store avocado.

Store the avocado at room temperature, out of direct sunlight. It should take 4-5 days for
the fruit to ripen. Check ripeness daily. You can slow down the ripening by placing the
avocado in a refrigerator.

avocado toast: pets

Both the skin and the seed are harmful and potentially toxic to both dogs and cats. That is,
the skin or seed might kill your pet.

The fruit is harmful to birds, but safe for most household pets.

avocado toast: basic recipe

Avocado Toast (12565663524).jpg by Luca Nebuloni of Milan, Italy
(see license section, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license)

The basic recipe is to slice up an avocado and place the slices on a single piece of toast.
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Some prefer the avocado to be mashed and seasoned. The mashed avocado should still be
somewhat chunky.

The order of ingredients is: toast (on the bottom), spread (optional), seasoning (optional),
avocado (sliced or mashed), seasoning (optional), additional toppings (optional), seasoning
(optional). If you use seasoning, cut back on the seasoning per location if you choose more
than one location.

There are numerous additional toppings that might be added. In general, it is best to limit
the additional toppings to no more than one to three. Too many ingredients ruins that balance
of flavors. Some of the most common additional toppings include egg (usually poached),
tomato, or onion.

The classic Australian recipe is a single slice of toasted bread featuring mashed avocado,
salt, black pepper, and a squeeze of lime, typically served with a slice of lime and small piles
of the seasonings so that each guest can personalize the seasonings to taste. Red pepper or
chili pepper are common alternative or additional seasonings.

avocado toast: toast

Toast the bread until browned and crisp.

Avocado toast works best with heartier breads, such as:

whole grain bread
whole wheat bread
multi-grain bread
whole grain seeded bread
thick artisan bread
sourdough bread
sourdough rye bread
muesli

Whole grain bread is popular because it is more nutritious than ordinary bread. Breads
with the Whole Grain stamp from the Whole Grain Council have at least 8 grams of whole
grains per serving. Organic bread is typically more than twice as likely to be nutritious when
compared to conventional bread and more than twice as likely to have whole food
ingredients.

The process of toasting bread may create Benzo[a]pyrene and acrylamide, carcinogens
generated during the browning process. The darker the surface color of the toast, the higher
the concentration of acrylamide. The British Food Standards Agency recommends toasting
bread to the lightest colour acceptable.
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avocado toast: spread

Usually some kind of spread is placed on the toast before the avocado. The following are
some of the common possibilities (pick one choice):

Butter: Softened, unsalted butter.

Olive oil: Lightly brush or drizzle extra virgin olive oil. While olive oil has lots of healthy
fat, it should be used sparingly.

Torey Armul, registered dietitian and spokesperson for the Acadmy of Nutrition and
Dietetics, cautions, “Olive oil, cheese, cream cheese, and bacon should be used in
moderation.”

Garlic and oil: Peel and cut a clove of garlic. Lightly rub the cut side of the garlic on the
toast until fragrant. Lightly brush extra virgin olive oil.

Tahini: Lightly spread with tahini.

Humus: Lightly spread with humus.

Veganaise: Lightly spread with veganaise. One combination is whole wheat toast,
veganaise, sliced avocado, sprinkle of lime juice, and red pepper flakes.

Gwenyth Paltrow writes in her cookbook It’s All Good (for a glutten free avocado toast
recipe) “the holy trinity of Veganaise, avocado, and salt that makes this [avocado toast] like a
favorite pair of jeans.”

Pesto: Lightly spread with pesto.

avocado toast: seasoning

The following are some of the common possibilities for seasoning:

Salt and pepper: Layered on top of the spread: fine salt and freshly ground black pepper.
Layered on top of everything: flaky sea salt, freshly ground black pepper, and crushed red
pepper flakes.

Red pepper: Top with red pepper.

Sesame seeds: Top with sesame seeds. Pairs well with tahini.

Paprika: Top with paprika or smoked paprika.

Chili flakes: Top with chili flakes.
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Cilantro: Top with fresh cilantro.

Tumeric: Top with tumeric.

Seasonings are healthy in moderation.

Limit the number of seasonings used. Create a theme for your avocado toast. Using too
many seasonings at best causes a confusing taste medley and at worst becomes yucky.

avocado toast: avocado

Avocado_with_cross_section_edit.jpg by Muhammad Mahdi Karim of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
(see license section, GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 only)

Typically use one half (1/2) of an avocado per slice of avocado toast.

Torey Armul, registered dietitian and spokesperson for the Acadmy of Nutrition and
Dietetics, said, “They’re nutrient-dense, but also calorie-dense—so portion control is
important. An average-sized avocado has over 300 calories. It’s easy to consume hundreds of
calories, especially if you’re mashing it up and eating it guacamole-style.”

While most recipes recommend half an avocado per piece of toast, Armul recommends
one third to one hald an avocado over two slices of bread.

Place avocado slices on the toast above the optional spread and seasoning.

You may optionally mash the avocado with a fork.

Some people make their avocado toast with guacamole.

Torey Armul, registered dietitian and spokesperson for the Acadmy of Nutrition and
Dietetics, said, “Avocados are a good source of fiber and various vitamins and minerals, like
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vitamin C, vitamin K, folate, and potassium.”

avocado toast: guacamole

Some people make their avocado toast with guacamole.

classic avocado toast

The following are variations on the classic avocado toast:

whole wheat toast, butter, mashed or sliced avocado, sea salt to taste, and fresh
cracked black pepper to taste

whole grain seeded toast, extra virgin olive oil, mashed or sliced avocado, sea salt to
taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste

toast, extra virgin olive oil, mashed or sliced avocado, salt, and crushed red pepper
whole grain toast, mashed or sliced avocado, drizzle olive oil and fresh squeezed

lemon juice, sprinkle with Kosher salt and red pepper flakes

avocado toast: additional toppings
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Avocado Toast with toppings (17347159772).jpg by Arnold Gatilao of Oakland, California, USA
(see license section, Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic)

There are numerous additional toppings that might be added. In general, it is best to limit
the additional ingredients to no more than one to three. Too many ingredients ruins that
balance of flavors. Some of the most common additional toppings include egg (usually
poached), tomato, or onion.

Pick a small number of ingredients that go together well. Choose the spread and seasoning
to match the theme you are creating.

Torey Armul, registered dietitian and spokesperson for the Acadmy of Nutrition and
Dietetics, recommends adding additional protein beyond the averge of 10 grams per avocado,
saying, “Just like smoothies, you can go overboard with toppings on your toast and make a
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healthy food not-so-healthy.”

Armul recommends herbs, spices, seeds, tomatoes, spinach, and other fruit. She cautions,
“Olive oil, cheese, cream cheese, and bacon should be used in moderation.”

Some of the common additional toppings are listed in the following chapters. Sorted by
popularity.

avocado toast: tomato

A bright red tomato and a cross section of another tomato placed by the side for comparison.
Size of uncut tomato is approx 10cm in diameter.

Bright red tomato and cross section02.jpg by fir0002 | flagstaffotos.com.au of Australia
(see license section, Under the GFDL v1.2 (only option))

Tomato. Usually sliced.

Common groupings:

multi-grain toast, mashed or sliced avocado, sliced heirloom or beefsteak tomato
(two slices), sea salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste

thick cut bread toasted golden brown, avocado mixture (mashed avocado, fresh
squeezed lemon juice, Kosher salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste), and
pesto tomatoes (halved cherry tomatoes mixed with basil vinaigrette)

whole wheat toast, mashed or sliced avocado, sliced tomato, crumbled feta cheese,
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sea salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste
whole wheat toast, mashed or sliced avocado, diced tomato, diced onion, dash of sea

salt, and dash of fresh cracked black pepper
multi-grain toast, mashed or sliced avocado, sliced heirloom tomato, one fried egg,

tumeric, fresh cracked black pepper, and sea salt
Greek toast, extra virgin olive oil, mashed or sliced avocado, sliced cucumber, sliced

tomato, and feta cheese

egg

The egg is a Lucerne brand large grade AA, American. It is shown being cooked on a non-
stick (probably Teflon) pan.

Fried egg, sunny side up.jpg by David Benbennick
(see license section, released into public domain)

Egg.

Egg makes avocado toast more hearty, increases the protein, but adds significant
unhealthy fats. Eggs are neither vegetarian nor vegan, but are eaten by ovo-vegetarians.

Torey Armul, registered dietitian and spokesperson for the Acadmy of Nutrition and
Dietetics, recommends adding additional protein beyond the averge of 10 grams per avocado,
saying, “I like to see closer to 15 to 20 grams of protein at breakfast.”
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Armul recommended one ot two eggs, a glass of milk, or Greek yogurt. The last two are
dairy items.

Common groupings:

toast, mashed or sliced avocado, one fried egg, and fresh cracked black pepper
multi-grain toast, mashed or sliced avocado, one fried egg, sea salt to taste, fresh

cracked black pepper to taste
rye toast, butter, mashed or sliced avocado, one egg fried in butter, tumeric, fresh

cracked black pepper, and sea salt
whole grain toast, mashed avocado, fresh grated Parmesan cheese, one egg (poached,

fried, or scrambled), and Tabasco sauce
multi-grain toast, mashed or sliced avocado, sliced heirloom tomato, one fried egg,

tumeric, fresh cracked black pepper, and sea salt
thick cut bread toasted golden brown, avocado mixture (mashed avocado, fresh

squeezed lemon juice, Kosher salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste), one
scrambled egg, and one piece of cooked bacon

avocado toast: onion

Mixed onions: red and brown onions, with and without skin, whole and sliced and in rings.
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Mixed Onions.jpg by Colin
(see license section, Under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license)

Onion.

Common groupings:

whole grain toast, mashed avocado, chopped onion, and lemon juice
whole wheat toast, mashed or sliced avocado, diced tomato, diced onion, dash of sea

salt, and dash of fresh cracked black pepper
toast, butter or extra virgin olive oil, avocado, smoked salmon, sliced red onion, and

lemon juice
thick cut bread toasted golden brown, avocado mixture (mashed avocado, fresh

squeezed lemon juice, Kosher salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste),
sliced red onions, and smoked salmon

avocado toast: cheese

Cheese store. Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Amsterdam - Cheese store - 1605.jpg by Jorge Royan of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

(see license section, Under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license)
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Dairy or vegan cheese.

Torey Armul, registered dietitian and spokesperson for the Acadmy of Nutrition and
Dietetics, cautions, “Olive oil, cheese, cream cheese, and bacon should be used in
moderation.”

Common groupings:

whole grain seeded toast, mashed avocado, Parmesan cheese, and red pepper flakes
(possible cayenne as well)

whole grain toast, mashed avocado, fresh grated Parmesan cheese, egg, and Tabasco
sauce

whole grain toast, slice of vegan cheese, sliced avocado, sprinkle of black pepper,
and another slice of vegan cheese -- toast until cheese melts

Buffalo toast, mashed or sliced avocado, buffalo sauce, and blue cheese
Pesto toast, pesto, mashed or sliced avocado, and Parmesan cheese
thick cut bread toasted golden brown, avocado mixture (mashed avocado, fresh

squeezed lemon juice, Kosher salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste),
crumbled goat cheese, and chives

whole wheat toast, avocado, feta cheese, mint, and lime
whole wheat toast, mashed or sliced avocado, sliced tomato, crumbled feta cheese,

sea salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste
Greek toast, extra virgin olive oil, mashed or sliced avocado, sliced cucumber, sliced

tomato, and feta cheese

avocado toast: spinach
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Spinach plant, Castelltallat, Catalonia
Espinac 5nov.JPG by Victor M. Vicente Selvas of Catalonia

(see license section, released into public domain)

Spinach.

Common groupings:

whole grain toast, mashed avocado, scrambled tofu, spinach, chili flakes, and
tumeric

avocado toast: salmon
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Salmo salar, Atlantic Salmon, Salmoniformes, Salmonidae, Salmoninae, salmon, fish
Salmo salar.jpg by Timothy Knepp of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service

(see license section, Public Domain)

Salmon.

Salmon adds lean protein. A single serving of smoked salmon or lox contains almost the
entire daily recommended sodium. Salmon is neither vegan nor vegetarian, but is eaten by
pesco-vegetarians.

Common groupings:

toast, butter or extra virgin olive oil, avocado, smoked salmon, sliced red onion, and
lemon juice

thick cut bread toasted golden brown, avocado mixture (mashed avocado, fresh
squeezed lemon juice, Kosher salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste),
sliced red onions, and smoked salmon

avocado toast: tofu

Tofu.

Common groupings:

whole grain toast, mashed avocado, fried sliced tofu, srichach sauce
whole grain toast, mashed avocado, scrambled tofu, spinach, chili flakes, and

tumeric

avocado toast: salsa/pico de gallo

Salsa or pico de gallo.

Common groupings:
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thick cut bread toasted golden brown, avocado mixture (mashed avocado, fresh
squeezed lemon juice, Kosher salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste), and
pico de gallo

whole grain toast, guacamole, salsa, bit of lime juice, and a bit of cilantro
whole grain toast, guacamole, salsa, bit of lemon juice, and black pepper

avocado toast: cucumber

Cucumber.

Common groupings:

Greek toast, extra virgin olive oil, mashed or sliced avocado, sliced cucumber, sliced
tomato, and feta cheese

avocado toast: black beans

Black beans.

Common groupings:

Tex-Mex toast, mashed or sliced avocado, black beans, lime juice, and hot sauce

avocado toast: nuts

Nuts.

Common groupings:

whole grain seeded toast, mashed avocado, cashew and pistachio nuts, and red
pepper flakes

avocado toast: cilantro

Cilantro.

Common groupings:

whole grain toast, guacamole, salsa, bit of lime juice, and a bit of cilantro
whole grain toast, guacamole, salsa, bit of lemon juice, and black pepper

avocado toast: chives

Chives.
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Common groupings:

thick cut bread toasted golden brown, avocado mixture (mashed avocado, fresh
squeezed lemon juice, Kosher salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste),
crumbled goat cheese, and chives

avocado toast: strawberries

Strawberries.

Common groupings:

toast, sliced or mashed avocado, sliced strawberries, and fresh cracked black pepper

avocado toast: nutritional yeast

Nutritional yeast.

Nutritional yeast is from the fungi kingdom and therefore acceptable to vegetarians and
vegans.

Common groupings:

whole grain toast, mashed avocado, nutritional yeast, salt, and red pepper flakes
whole grain toast, mashed avocado, nutritional yeast, salt, and chili flakes

avocado toast: bacon

Bacon. This is a very unhealthy choice and is included only for completness

Bacon is filled with bad fats, sodium, and dangerous chemicals. I am guessing everyone
knows that neither vegans nor vegetarians eat bacon, although semi-vegetarians might.

Torey Armul, registered dietitian and spokesperson for the Acadmy of Nutrition and
Dietetics, cautions, “Olive oil, cheese, cream cheese, and bacon should be used in
moderation.”

Common groupings:

wheat toast, mashed or sliced avocado, and two slices of cooked bacon
B.A.T. toast, mashed or sliced avocado, two slices of beefsteak tomato, and two

slices of cooked bacon
wheat toast, butter, mashed or sliced avocado, one fried over easy egg, two slice of

beefsteak tomato, and two slices of cooked bacon
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thick cut bread toasted golden brown, avocado mixture (mashed avocado, fresh
squeezed lemon juice, Kosher salt to taste, and fresh cracked black pepper to taste), one
scrambled egg, and one piece of cooked bacon

avocado toast: growing avocado

A common biology experiment is to grow an avocado seed over a jar of water. The large
size of the seed and the slow growth make the experiment easy to observe.

Unfortunately, avocado trees grown from store bought fruit rarely produce fruit.

It takes five to seven years for a an avocado tree to start producing fruit. You must have
the matching variety of avocado nearby to pollinate your tree. And growing the tree takes the
proper climate, the proper soil, and lots of water.

You can certainly grow an avocado tree from seed as an ornamental, but don’t expect it to
produce fruit.

avocado toast: licenses

The original writing is Copyright © 2018 Milo and released under the M.I.T. license.

This work includes photographs and illustrations released to Wikipedia under various
licenses. The following is the explanation on Wikipedia regarding licenses:

Many images on Wikipedia are licensed under the GFDL. In these cases,
according to the aggregation interpretation, each image and its image description
page (and possibly its upload history and the "page history" of its image
description page Ð see History Section in this essay) form an Article. You can
therefore make verbatim copies of this image and use it in a similar way to
Wikipedia. In other words, there must be an easy way to view the image
description information of each image that you use. In an HTML copy, you might
display this if the user clicks on the image. In a printed copy, you might attach the
image description information in a separate appendix. Note that if you use GFDL
images to illustrate your own written work, according to the aggregation
interpretation, you do not need to license your written work under the GFDL.

Other images on Wikipedia licensed under other licenses, such as Creative
Commons licenses, are also treated as aggregated. For information on how to reuse
these images, check the details of the appropriate license. Again, according to the
aggregation interpretation, you do not need to license your written work under the
same license to use these images.

Avocado toast in Stockholm, Sweden.jpg
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Photographer: Jami430 of Stockholm, Sweden
This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International
license. 
You are free:

to share Ð to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to remix Ð to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

attribution Ð You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or
licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the
work).

share alike Ð If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the
resulting work only under the same or similar license to this one.

Avocado Toast (12565663524).jpg
Photographer: Luca Nebuloni of Milan, Italy
This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license. 
You are free:

to share Ð to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to remix Ð to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

attribution Ð You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or
licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the
work).

Avocado with cross section edit.jpg
Avocado with its cross section.
Photographer: Muhammad Mahdi Karim of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 
In using this image or any subsequent derivatives of it, you are required to release the image
under the same license. As such, any reproduction of this image, in any medium, must appear
with a copy of the license. 
Attribution of this image to the author (Muhammad Mahdi Karim) is required in a prominent
location near to the image. 
No other conditions may be added to, or removed from this license without the permission of
the author and copyright holder. 
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the
GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 only as published by the Free Software
Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A
copy of the license is included in the section entitled GNU Free Documentation License.
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Avocado Toast with toppings (17347159772).jpg
Photographer: Arnold Gatilao of Oakland, California, USA
This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license. 
You are free:

to share Ð to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to remix Ð to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

attribution Ð You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or
licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the
work).

Bright red tomato and cross section02.jpg
Photographer: fir0002 | flagstaffotos.com.au of Australia
This file is licensed under the GFDL v1.2 (only option) license. 
Under the GFDL v1.2 (only option): any reproduction of this image, in any medium, must
appear with a copy of, or full (hyperlinked) URL of the GFDL license. In addition, attribution
of this image to "Fir0002/Flagstaffotos" is required and you are required to release the image
(or any subsequent derivatives of it) under the GFDL v1.2. No other conditions may be added
to, or removed from this license without the permission of the author and copyright holder.

Fried egg, sunny side up.jpg
Photographer: David Benbennick
This picture is released into the public domain. 
I, the copyright holder of this work, release this work into the public domain. This applies
worldwide. 
In some countries this may not be legally possible; if so: 
I grant anyone the right to use this work for any purpose, without any conditions, unless such
conditions are required by law.

Mixed onions.jpg
Photographer: Colin
This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported
license. 
You are free:

to share Ð to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to remix Ð to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

attribution Ð You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or
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licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the
work).

share alike Ð If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the
resulting work only under the same or similar license to this one.

Amsterdam - Cheese store - 1605.jpg
Photographer: Jorge Royan of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported
license. 
You are free:

to share Ð to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to remix Ð to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

attribution Ð You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or
licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the
work).

share alike Ð If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the
resulting work only under the same or similar license to this one.

Espinac 5nov.JPG
Photographer: Victor M. Vicente Selvas of Catalonia
This picture is released into the public domain. 
I, the copyright holder of this work, release this work into the public domain. This applies
worldwide. 
In some countries this may not be legally possible; if so: 
I grant anyone the right to use this work for any purpose, without any conditions, unless such
conditions are required by law.

Salmo salar.jpg
Photographer: Timothy Knepp of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
This picture is released into the public domain. 
This image or recording is the work of a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service employee, taken or
made as part of that person’s official duties. As a work of the U.S. federal government, the
image is in the public domain. For more information, see the Fish and Wildlife Service
copyright policy.

other

See: debt ceiling effect on the poor
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Unix and Linux System

Administration and Shell

Programming
Unix and Linux System Adminisration and Shell Programming

Chapter 0 Unix and Linux Administration and Shell Programming

Chapter 1 cool shell tricks for Unix, Mac OS X, and Linux

Chapter 2 basics of computers

Chapter 3 Unix and Linux history

Chapter 4 choice of shells

Chapter 5 connecting to a shell

Chapter 6 shell basics

Chapter 7 login/logout

Chapter 8 passwd

Chapter 9 command structure

Chapter 10 quick tour of shell commands

Chapter 11 man
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Chapter 12 cat

Chapter 13 command separator

Chapter 14 less, more, pg

Chapter 15 file system basics

Chapter 16 pwd

Chapter 17 command history

Chapter 18 built-in command

Chapter 19 ls

Chapter 20 cd

Chapter 21 cp

Chapter 22 mv

Chapter 23 rm

Chapter 24 shred

Chapter 25 mkdir

Chapter 26 alias

Chapter 27 pipes

Chapter 28 scripts

Chapter 29 sysadmin and root/superuser

Chapter 30 sudo

Chapter 31 su

Chapter 32 who
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Chapter 33 advanced file systems

Chapter 34 major directories

Chapter 35 Network File System (NFS)

Chapter 36 tail

Chapter 37 wc

Chapter 38 chmod

Chapter 39 chown

Chapter 40 shell levels and subshells

Chapter 41 substitutions

Chapter 42 command substitutions

Chapter 43 arithmetic substitutions

Chapter 44 flow control

Chapter 45 management tools

Chapter 46 df

Chapter 47 du

Chapter 48 processes

Chapter 49 ps

Chapter 50 kill

Chapter 51 nice

Chapter 52 w

Chapter 53 date
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Chapter 54 uname

Chapter 55 uptime

Chapter 56 top

Chapter 57 lsof

Chapter 58 free

Chapter 59 vmstat

Chapter 60 polkit

Chapter 61 defaults

Chapter 62 init

Chapter 63 sendmail

Chapter 64 ifconfig

Chapter 65 arp

Chapter 66 netstat

Chapter 67 route

Chapter 68 ping

Chapter 69 nslookup

Chapter 70 traceroute

Chapter 71 ftp and sftp

Chapter 72 cURL

Chapter 73 sysstat

Chapter 74 at
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Chapter 75 back ups

Chapter 76 tar

Chapter 77 touch

Chapter 78 find

Chapter 79 text processing

Chapter 80 basename

Chapter 81 sed

Chapter 82 awk

Chapter 83 screencapture

Chapter 84 signals

Chapter 85 kernel modules

Chapter 86 LAMP

Chapter 87 mysql

Chapter 88 PHP

Chapter 89 Perl

Chapter 90 Tcl

Chapter 91 installing software from source code

Appendix A command summaries

Appendix B history of computers

how to program computers

Chapter 1 programming
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Chapter 2 size of programs

Chapter 3 kinds of programs

Chapter 4 programming languages

Chapter 5 standards and variants

critical reasoning

classifications

definition

classical logic

engineering

Boolean algebra and logic

This section needs repair. I have the last PDF created, but my source files were
stolen. Unfortunately, Adobe Acrobat does a horrible job of converting a PDF back into
HTML (the source I use to create the book you are looking at now). It will take substantial
time to repair these chapters.

Copyright © 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010,
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 Milo (from version 56 of the UNIX and Linux System

Administartion and Shell Programming book)

This guide includes material from the http://www.osdata.com/ website and the text book
on computer programming.

Distributed on the honor system. Print and read free for personal, non-profit, and/or
educational purposes. If you like the book, you are encouraged to donate to Help Annie
GoFundMe page.

Professors and Teachers: Feel free to take a copy of this PDF and make it available to
your class (possibly through your academic website). This way everyone in your class will
have the same copy (with the same page numbers) despite my continual updates. Please try to
avoid posting it to the public internet (to avoid old copies confusing things), but if you do
post it the internet, please take it down when the class ends. You can post the same or a newer
version for each succeeding class. Please remove old copies after the class ends to prevent
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confusing the search engines. You can contact me with a specific version number and class
end date and I will put it on my website. You can request my source files to create a custom
version for your class.
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Unix and Linux System

Administration and Shell

Programming
chapter 0

This guide looks at Unix (and Linux) shell programming and system administration.

This guide covers the basic materials needed for you to understand how to administer your
own Linux or Unix server, as well as how to run your own personal desktop version of Linux
or Mac OS X.

This guide goes beyond the typical material in a shell scripting class and presents material
related to either downloading and compiling existing software (including ports to new
hardware and/or operating systems) or for preparing your own software for release via the
internet.

requirements

You need a willingness to learn.

You need a working computer or server or access to one.

The computer needs a working version of Unix, Linux, Mac OS X, AIX, HP/UX, Solaris,
etc. (it can be a dual boot computer).

A working connection to the internet is recommended (preferably a high speed
connection), but not required.

You may use LAMP on Linux, MAMP on Mac OS X, or WAMP on Windows to set up
and experiment with a local web server.
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You may want to have a domain name of your own and web hosting to try out controlling
a server. You can use any other major hosting providers to obtain these servcies.

options

Almost anyone can learn this material. It isn’t complicated. It really helps if you enjoy
doing this kind of thing. You will learn faster and you will enjoy the work. If you don’t enjoy
this kind of computer activity, please think carefully about whether or not you want to spend
decades at a job you hate.

Almost anyone can slog through and learn at least some of this material, but an aptitude
for this kind of material greatly helps learning. Mathematical ability is useful, but not
necessary.

Many portions of this guide require root or administrator access. While you learn better if
you can actually try out each command for yourself, you can just read about root material if
you don’t have root or administrator access.

Some portions of this guide may require special software. Most of the software can be
downloaded for free. The Windows Subsystem for Linux runs on WIndows 10 version 2004
and higher (build 19041 and higher) or Windows 11. This is available for free from Microsoft
at https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/wsl/about. Those with Mac OS X should have
the Developer Tools installed. These are available for free on either the install DVD/CD or
from Apple at https://connect.apple.com/

A static IP address is in general useful and is required for some portions of this guide.

proletarian

This guide is intentionally proletarian and is specifically intended to allow anyone,
regardless of socio-economic position, to have access to the basic information and the power
against the established authorities that such knowledge provides.

This subversive intent is consistent with Linux, which was created by a college student
who couldn’t afford the dominant tools of the time.

This contrasts strongly with Apple’s Macintosh, Mac OS X, and iOS, all of which are
specifically targeted for sales to the trendiest members of the wealthy class. Apple does offer
a discount to school children, but that discount is smaller than the discount Apple offers to
large corporations.

This also contrasts with Microsoft’s Windows, which is specifically targeted for sales to
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large corporations and their employees.

And this contrasts with Google’s Android, which is specifically targeted for businesses.
The users of Android products are part of Google’s product, not the customer. The customers
are businesses who want detailed information on the masses for purposes of advertising.

This guide is intended to make knowledge available to everyone, especially those who are
increasingly being shut out of the mainstream education system.

goals

Please note that at the time this paragraph was written, these goals are not yet
implemented in the text. Now is a good time to make suggestions on modifications of the
goals.

The reader will understand the Unix/Linux computing environment and history.

The reader will be able to access the Unix/Linux system and perform basic operations,
including using help features.

The reader will be able to run common command-line tools such as grep, sed, and awk.

The reader will be able to access and manipulate files and directories, including basic and
advanced directory and file management. The reader will be able to use file system utilities.

The reader will be able to design and implement file system security. The reader will be
able to print documents.

The reader will be able to perform system backups and restores. The reader will be able to
troubleshoot system processes.

The reader will be able to perform environment customization.

The reader will become acquainted with networks, web servers, web clients, transaction
security, and other basic network concepts.

The reader will be able to run Bash, Zsh, and other UNIX/Linux shell scripts and
GNU/Linux command line applications including tools (such as vim, emacs, and tmux).

The reader will be able to run common languages (such as Node.JS, Javascript, Python,
Ruby, C/C++, C#, F#, Rust, and Go).

The reader will learn how to create a web page that accepts input, program the server
response, and interface the input with a database.
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The reader will understand web server functionailty and be able to install and configure
Apache. The reader will be able to work with, understand, and configure DNS functionality.

The reader will be able to set up and maintain his or her own general purpose server,
including hosting, server administration, security, user interactivity, and database integration.

The reader will be familiar with SQL Server architecture and able to efficiently administer
and maintain SQL Server instances and databases.

The reader will be able to run common services (such as SSHD, MySQL, Apache,
lighttpd, MongoDB, and PostgreSQL).

The reader will be able to install additional software using either a distribution package
manager or compile from source code.

The reader will be able to secure a web server and its websites.

personal reference book

I strongly recommend that each reader print out this PDF and the manual pages from your
computer and place the resulting pages into a looseleaf binder. That will allow you to
organize the chapters in the order that makes the most sense for you. It will also allow you to
make notes in the margins. It will allow you to easily add materials from other sources. The
resulting binder will be personalized to meet your individual needs.

If you have a limited printing budget (ink is expensive), print out portions of this PDF as
needed.
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cool shell tricks

for Unix, Mac

OS X, and Linux
chapter 1

This chapter looks at cool shell tricks for Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X to give you an idea
of the power of the shell.

A quick summary of how to get to the shell is included in this chapter (more detailed
explanations, including what to do when things go wrong, are in following chapters.

If you need a primer on computer terminology, please look at the next chapter on basics of
computers.

WARNING: Never trust any Terminal/Shell commands you find on the internet. Only
run shell commands you understand. In particular, never run anything that includes sudo
anywhere in the command line unless you are absolutely certain what the command does.
When you run a command line with sudo you are giving permission to have complete
(possibly destructive) control of your computer at the root level. And, yes, this advice applies
even to this nerdary. Don’t run any commands with sudo unless you know for sure what you
are doing.
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cool shell tricks

This chapter has a handful of cool shell tricks. These are intended to show a beginner that
a command line shell can be as fun as any graphic user interface and get across the idea that
there is a lot of power in the shell that simply doesn’t exist in a standard graphic user
interface.

definitions

Unix is one of the ground-breaking operating systems from the early days of computing.
Mac OS X is built on top of Unix. Linux is a variation of Unix.

The shell is the command line interface for running Unix (and Mac OS X and Linux) with
just typing (no mouse).

operating system The software that provides a
computer’s basic tasks, such as scheduling tasks,
recognizing input from a keyboard, sending output to a
display screen or printer, keeping track of files and folders
(directories), running applications (programs), and
controlling peripherals. Operating systems are explained in
more detail for beginners just below.

Unix Unix (or UNIX) is an interactive multi-user
multitasking timesharing operating system found on many
types of computers. It was invented in 1969 at AT&T’s Bell
Labs by a team led by Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie.
Some versions of Unix include: AIX, A/UX, BSD, Debian,
FreeBSD, GNU, HP-UX, IRIX, Linux, Mac OS X, MINIX,
Mint, NetBSD, NEXTSTEP, OpenBSD, OPENSTEP, OSF, POSIX, Red Hat Enterprise,
SCO, Solaris, SunOS, System V, Ubuntu, Ultrix, Version 7, and Xenix.

Linux An open-source version of the Unix operating system.

graphical user interface A graphical user interface (GUI) is a windowing system, with
windows, icons, and menus, operated by a mouse, trackball, touch screen, or other pointing
device, used for controlling an operating system and application programs (apps). The
Macintosh, Windows, Gnome, and KDE are famous examples of graphical user interfaces.

command line interface A command line interface (CLI or command line user interface
CLUI) is a text only interface, operated by a keyboard, used for controlling an operating
system and programs.
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shell The shell is the command line interface for Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X. In addition
to intrepetting commands, it is also a programming language.

shell uses

The Unix shell is a very powerful programming language, with access to hundreds of
useful tools that are designed to work with each other, and access to the very heart of the
operating system (although this is only available to the root or superuser account for security
reasons).

Unix (and therefore also Mac OS X and Linux) has more than 200 basic commands (also
called tools or utilities) that are distributed with the standard operating system. This
collection and the ease with which they work together is the major source of the power of
Unix. The vast majority of these standard tools are designed to be used from a command line
(the shell).

The shell is most commonly used to control servers. Servers are the computers used to
host websites. The most common operating system for the world’s web servers is Linux. If
you learn shell scripting and system administration, you can run your own server and
possibly get a job.

The shell can be used to control a desktop or portable computer. Some tablets and smart
phones have a shell. The iPhone actually has a shell, but it can’t be accessed witout
jailbreaking the iPhone.

The shell will often run even when a computer is partly broken. Both Mac OS X and
Linux (as well as almost all versions of Unix) can be run in a special single user mode. This
starts up the computer or server with just the command line shell running. This can be used to
service a computer or server, including both diagnosis and repair.

The shell is extremely useful for programming. Even when a programmer uses a graphical
integrated development environment (IDE), the programmer is likely to still heavily use the
shell for programming support. Some IDEs even have shell access built-in.

Shell scripts are widely used by system administrators for performing common tasks.

command line interfaces

Before the widespread introduction of graphic user interfaces (GUI), computers were
controlled either by punched cards, paper tape, or magnetic tape (a batch system) or a
command line interface (CLI) using an interactive terminal (originally, some variation of a
teletype machine from the telegraph technology). The earliest computers were controlled by
front panel lights and switches or even by directly changing the wiring.
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The command line interface on interactive terminals was a major advance. Because of
limitations of the early hardware (at a time when a computer’s entire memory might be
measured in hundreds of bytes), the first CLIs compressed the number of characters, using
two or three letter abbreviations for commands and single character switches for options to
commands.

The modern Unix/Linux shells carry over this early limitation because there is the need to
remain backward compatible and still run shell scripts that are decades old, but essential to
continued operation of legacy systems.

This historical limitation makes it difficult for newcomers to figure out how to use a
Unix/Linux shell.

how to find Terminal

You can run these commands by copying and pasting into Terminal, a program that is
available for free and preinstalled on Mac OS X and most versions of Linux. Some of these
commands will only work on a particular operating system (this will be indicated), but most
can be run from Mac OS X, any distribution Linux, and any kind of Unix.

On Mac OS X, you will find Terminal by opening the Applications folder (on your main
hard drive), then opening the Utilities folder, then scrolling down the list until you find
Terminal or Terminal.app. Drag it to your Dock, because you will be using it a lot.
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On Ubuntu Linux, look in Applications menu > Accessories > Terminal. Single click and
hold, then drag to your panel, because you will be using it a lot.

On some versions of Linux, you can press the CONTROL and the ALT and the F1 keys
all at once to bring up Terminal.

In Gnome, use the Applications menu > Accessories > Terminal or the keyboard shortcut
of CONTROL and ALT and T (all at the same time).
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In KDE, use the KMenu > System > Terminal Program (Konsole).

In Linux Mint you can use the keyboard shortcut of holding down the CONTROL and
ALT and T keys all at once.

As a last resort, you can use the file search feature in Linux or Mac OS X and search for
“Terminal”.

warnings

Be careful about any hints you find on the internet. There are people who
suggest very destructive commands in the guise of a useful or fun hint just to
trick beginners into destroying their computers.

Be very careful if you use any command that includes sudo, because it runs at the root
level, allowing complete access to the entire computer with all safeguards turned off. Very
powerful. Potentially very distructive in a hurry. There are legitimate hints and cool tricks
that use sudo, but be careful to type them exactly as you you see them in the hint (or copy
and paste) and only use sudo hints from trusted soruces.

Watch out for anything that includes the command rm or rm *. That is the remove
command versions of it can literally wipe out all of your hard drives in seconds in such a way
that only a very expensive data recovery specialist (thousands of dollars) can get your data
back.
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Also watch out for anything that includes the command shred. That is the secure delete
and even the most expensive data recovery specialist in the world can’t get your data back.

cool ASCII art

If your computer is connected to the internet, you can use the shell to watch the entire Star
Wars Episode IV in old fashioned ASCII. Type telnet towel.blinkenlights.nl
followed by ENTER or RETURN. If you have IPv6, you get extra scenes and color support.

    $ telnet towel.blinkenlights.nl

play a CD

On Linux you can play a CD from the command line. The following example plays the
first track of the CD. Change the number to play a different track.

    $ cdplay play 1

On Linux you can get a free coffee cup holder (eject the CD-ROM tray).

    $ eject
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basics of

computers
chapter 2

summary

This chapter will cover some very basic information on how computers work. I’m not
trying to insult anyone’s intelligence. This material addresses some of the questions asked by
novice test readers.

major desktop systems

There are only three major desktop computing systems left in common existence:
Windows, Macintosh, and Linux.

Apple Macintosh was the first commercially successful graphical user interface. That is, a
computer where one uses a mouse (or other pointing device) and icons, windows, and menus
to control the computer. Since the turn of the century, Mac OS X has actually been built on
top of Unix.

Unix is the last major survivor of the mainframe era (back when computers were so large
that they took up an entire room, or even an entire building). Its big advantage of its
compeitors was that it is available in free open source versions and it runs on an extremely
wide variety of computer hardware (including many computers that are no longer used).

Microsoft Windows is loosely based on the Macintosh and for decades dominated the
personal computer market.
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Linux is a very popular open source variation of Unix. It is the most common operating
system for servers and the third most popular desktop computing operating system. In its
early days it was very geeky and very difficult to use, but it now sports two major graphical
user interfaces (Gnome and KDE) and is reasonably easy to use.

FreeBSD is the next most popular open source version of Unix and is commonly used for
servers. Solaris is the next most popular commercial version of Unix. IBM and HP both have
their own commercial versions of Unix.

definitions

Unix is one of the ground-breaking operating systems from the early days of computing.
Mac OS X is built on top of Unix. Linux is a variation of Unix.

The shell is the command line interface for running Unix (and Mac OS X and Linux) with
just typing (no mouse).

operating system The software that provides a computer’s basic tasks, such as scheduling
tasks, recognizing input from a keyboard, sending output to a display screen or printer,
keeping track of files and folders (directories), running applications (programs), and
controlling peripherals. Operating systems are explained in more detail for beginners just
below.

Unix (or UNIX) is an interactive multi-user multitasking timesharing operating system
found on many types of computers. It was invented in 1969 at AT&T’s Bell Labs by a team
led by Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie. Some versions of Unix include: AIX, A/UX,
BSD, Debian, FreeBSD, GNU, HP-UX, IRIX, Linux, Mac OS X, MINIX, Mint, NetBSD,
NEXTSTEP, OpenBSD, OPENSTEP, OSF, POSIX, Red Hat Enterprise, SCO, Solaris,
SunOS, System V, Ubuntu, Ultrix, Version 7, and Xenix.

Linux An open-source version of the Unix operating system.

graphical user interface A graphical user interface (GUI) is a windowing system, with
windws, icons, and menus, operated by a mouse, trackball, touch screen, or other pointing
device, used for controlling an operating system and application programs (apps). The
Macintosh, Windows, Gnome, and KDE are famous examples of graphical user interfaces.

command line interface A command line interface (CLI orcommand line user interface
CLUI) is a text only interface, operated by a keyboard, used for controlling an operating
system and programs.

shell The shell is the command line interface for Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X.

the shell
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Unix (and therefore also Mac OS X and Linux) has more than 200 basic commands (also
called tools or utilities) that are distributed with the standard operating system. This
collection and the ease with which they work together is the major source of the power of
Unix. The vast majority of these standard tools are designed to be used from a command line
(the shell).

A shell is primarily a command interpreter.

In a graphical user interface such as Macintosh or Windows, the user controls the
computer and programs primarily through pointing and clicking, supplemented by some
typing.

In a shell, all of the commands are typed. The shell figures out the meaning of what you
typed and then has the computer do as instructed.

But the shell is much more than just a command interpreter. It is also a complete
programming language.

Because the shell is a complete programming language, with sequences, decisions, loops,
and functions, it can do things well beyond pointing and clicking. It can take control of your
computer and react to changing circumstances.

Programming languages are used to make all of the computer programs and smart phone
apps you’ve ever seen or used. Your imagination is the only limit on the power of the shell.
Anything that can be done with a computer can be done with the shell.

operating systems

The seven layers of software are (top to bottom): Programs; System Utilities; Command
Shell; System Services; User Interface; Logical Level; and Hardware Level. A Graphics
Engine stradles the bottom three layers. Strictly speaking, only the bottom two levels are the
operating system, although even technical persons will often refer to any level other than
programs as part of the operating system (and Microsoft tried to convince the Justice
Department that their web browser application is actually a part of their operating system).

The following are examples of each category:

Programs: Examples of Programs include your word
processor, spreadsheet, graphics programs, music
software, games, etc.

System Utilities: Examples of System Utilities
include file copy, hard drive repair, and similar items.
On the Macintosh, all the Desk Accessories (calculator,
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key caps, etc.) and all of the Control Panels are
examples of System Utilities.

Command Shell: The Command Shell on the
Macintosh is the Finder and was the first commercially
available graphic command shell. On Windows, the
Command Shell is a poorly integrated comination of
the File Manager and the Program Manager. The
command line (C:\ prompt) of MS-DOS or Bourne
Shell of Unix are examples of the older style text-based command shells.

System Services: Examples of System Services are built-in data base query
languages on mainframes or the QuickTime media layer of the Macintosh.

User Interface: Until the Macintosh introduced Alan Kay’s (inventer of the personal
computer, graphic user interfaces, object oriented programming, and software agents)
ground breaking ideas on human-computer interfaces, operating systems didn’t include
support for user interfaces (other than simple text-based shells). The Macintosh user
interface is called the Macintosh ToolBox and provides the windows, menus, alert
boxes, dialog boxes, scroll bars, buttons, controls, and other user interface elements
shared by almost all programs.

Logical Level of Operating System: The Logical Level of the operating system
provides high level functions, such as file management, internet and networking
facilities, etc.

Hardware Level of Operating System: The Hardware Level of the operating system
controls the use of physical system resources, such as the memory manager, process
manager, disk drivers, etc.

Graphics Engine: The Graphics Engine includes elements at all three of the lowest
levels, from physically displaying things on the monitor to providing high level graphics
routines such as fonts and animated sprites.

Human users normally interact with the operating system indirectly, through various
programs (application and system) and command shells (text, graphic, etc.), The operating
system provides programs with services thrrough system programs and Application Program
Interfaces (APIs).

basics of computer hardware

A computer is a programmable machine (or more precisely, a programmable sequential state
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machine). There are two basic kinds of computers: analog and digital.

Analog computers are analog devices. That is, they have continuous states rather than
discrete numbered states. An analog computer can represent fractional or irrational values
exactly, with no round-off. Analog computers are almost never used outside of experimental
settings.

A digital computer is a programmable clocked sequential state machine. A digital
computer uses discrete states. A binary digital computer uses two discrete states, such as
positive/negative, high/low, on/off, used to represent the binary digits zero and one.

The French word ordinateur, meaning that which puts things in order, is a good
description of the most common functionality of computers.

what are computers used for?

Computers are used for a wide variety of purposes.

Data processing is commercial and financial work. This includes such things as billing,
shipping and receiving, inventory control, and similar business related functions, as well as
the “electronic office”.

Scientific processing is using a computer to support science. This can be as simple as
gathering and analyzing raw data and as complex as modelling natural phenomenon (weather
and climate models, thermodynamics, nuclear engineering, etc.).

Multimedia includes content creation (composing music, performing music, recording
music, editing film and video, special effects, animation, illustration, laying out print
materials, etc.) and multimedia playback (games, DVDs, instructional materials, etc.).

Servers includes web servers. Every website is hosted on a computer called a server.
When you connect to a website in your web browser, your computer connects to a web server
that provides your web browser with all of the parts (text, pictures, Flash, style sheets,
JavaScripts, etc.) needed for your web browser to display any particular web page.

parts of a computer

The classic crude oversimplication of a computer
is that it contains three elements: processor unit,
memory, and I/O (input/output). The borders
between those three terms are highly ambigious,
non-contiguous, and erratically shifting.

A slightly less crude oversimplification divides a
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computer into five elements: arithmetic and logic
subsystem, control subsystem, main storage, input
subsystem, and output subsystem.

processor
arithmetic and logic
control
main storage
external storage
input/output overview
input
output

processor

The processor is the part of the computer that actually does the computations. This is
sometimes called an MPU (for main processor unit) or CPU (for central processing unit or
central processor unit).

A processor typically contains an arithmetic/logic unit (ALU), control unit (including
processor flags, flag register, or status register), internal buses, and sometimes special
function units (the most common special function unit being a floating point unit for floating
point arithmetic).

Some computers have more than one processor. This is called multi-processing.

The major kinds of digital processors are: CISC, RISC, DSP, GPU, and hybrid.

CISC stands for Complex Instruction Set Computer. Mainframe computers and
minicomputers were CISC processors, with manufacturers competing to offer the most useful
instruction sets. Many of the first two generations of microprocessors were also CISC.

RISC stands for Reduced Instruction Set Computer. RISC came about as a result of
academic research that showed that a small well designed instruction set running compiled
programs at high speed could perform more computing work than a CISC running the same
programs (although very expensive hand optimized assembly language favored CISC).
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DSP stands for Digital Signal Processing. DSP is used primarily in dedicated devices,
such as MODEMs, digital cameras, graphics cards, and other specialty devices.

GPU stands for Graphics Processing Unit. GPUs are specialized electronic circuits
designed to manipulate and alter memory to accelerate the creation of images in a frame
buffer intended for output to a display device.

Hybrid processors combine elements of two or three of the major classes of processors.

arithmetic and logic

An arithmetic/logic unit (ALU) performs integer arithmetic and logic operations. It also
performs shift and rotate operations and other specialized operations. Usually floating point
arithmetic is performed by a dedicated floating point unit (FPU), which may be implemented
as a co-processor.

An arithmetic/logic unit (ALU) performs integer arithmetic and logic operations. It also
performs shift and rotate operations and other specialized operations. Usually floating point
arithmetic is performed by a dedicated floating point unit (FPU), which may be implemented
as a co-processor.

control

Control units are in charge of the computer. Control units fetch and decode machine
instructions. Control units may also control some external devices.

A bus is a set (group) of parallel lines that information (data, addresses, instructions, and
other information) travels on inside a computer. Information travels on buses as a series of
electrical pulses, each pulse representing a one bit or a zero bit (there are trinary, or three-
state, buses, but they are rare). An internal bus is a bus inside the processor, moving data,
addresses, instructions, and other information between registers and other internal
components or units. An external bus is a bus outside of the processor (but inside the
computer), moving data, addresses, and other information between major components
(including cards) inside the computer. Some common kinds of buses are the system bus, a
data bus, an address bus, a cache bus, a memory bus, and an I/O bus.

main storage

Main storage is also called memory or internal memory (to distinguish from external
memory, such as hard drives).

RAM is Random Access Memory, and is the basic kind of internal memory. RAM is
called “random access” because the processor or computer can access any location in
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memory (as contrasted with sequential access devices, which must be accessed in order).
RAM has been made from reed relays, transistors, integrated circuits, magnetic core, or
anything that can hold and store binary values (one/zero, plus/minus, open/close,
positive/negative, high/low, etc.). Most modern RAM is made from integrated circuits. At
one time the most common kind of memory in mainframes was magnetic core, so many older
programmers will refer to main memory as core memory even when the RAM is made from
more modern technology. Static RAM is called static because it will continue to hold and
store information even when power is removed. Magnetic core and reed relays are examples
of static memory. Dynamic RAM is called dynamic because it loses all data when power is
removed. Transistors and integrated circuits are examples of dynamic memory. It is possible
to have battery back up for devices that are normally dynamic to turn them into static
memory.

ROM is Read Only Memory (it is also random access, but only for reads). ROM is
typically used to store things that will never change for the life of the computer, such as low
level portions of an operating system. Some processors (or variations within processor
families) might have RAM and/or ROM built into the same chip as the processor (normally
used for processors used in standalone devices, such as arcade video games, ATMs,
microwave ovens, car ignition systems, etc.). EPROM is Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory, a special kind of ROM that can be erased and reprogrammed with specialized
equipment (but not by the processor it is connected to). EPROMs allow makers of industrial
devices (and other similar equipment) to have the benefits of ROM, yet also allow for
updating or upgrading the software without having to buy new ROM and throw out the old
(the EPROMs are collected, erased and rewritten centrally, then placed back into the
machines).

Registers and flags are a special kind of memory that exists inside a processor. Typically
a processor will have several internal registers that are much faster than main memory. These
registers usually have specialized capabilities for arithmetic, logic, and other operations.
Registers are usually fairly small (8, 16, 32, or 64 bits for integer data, address, and control
registers; 32, 64, 96, or 128 bits for floating point registers). Some processors separate integer
data and address registers, while other processors have general purpose registers that can be
used for both data and address purposes. A processor will typically have one to 32 data or
general purpose registers (processors with separate data and address registers typically split
the register set in half). Many processors have special floating point registers (and some
processors have general purpose registers that can be used for either integer or floating point
arithmetic). Flags are single bit memory used for testing, comparison, and conditional
operations (especially conditional branching).

external storage

External storage (also called auxillary storage) is any storage other than main memory.
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In modern times this is mostly hard drives and removeable media (such as floppy disks, Zip
disks, DVDs, CDs, other optical media, etc.). With the advent of USB and FireWire hard
drives, the line between permanent hard drives and removeable media is blurred. Other kinds
of external storage include tape drives, drum drives, paper tape, and punched cards. Random
access or indexed access devices (such as hard drives, removeable media, and drum drives)
provide an extension of memory (although usually accessed through logical file systems).
Sequential access devices (such as tape drives, paper tape punch/readers, or dumb terminals)
provide for off-line storage of large amounts of information (or back ups of data) and are
often called I/O devices (for input/output).

input/output overview

Most external devices are capable of both input and output (I/O). Some devices are
inherently input-only (also called read-only) or inherently output-only (also called write-
only). Regardless of whether a device is I/O, read-only, or write- only, external devices can
be classified as block or character devices.

A character device is one that inputs or outputs data in a stream of characters, bytes, or
bits. Character devices can further be classified as serial or parallel. Examples of character
devices include printers, keyboards, and mice.

A serial device streams data as a series of bits, moving data one bit at a time. Examples of
serial devices include printers and MODEMs.

A parallel device streams data in a small group of bits simultaneously. Usually the group
is a single eight-bit byte (or possibly seven or nine bits, with the possibility of various control
or parity bits included in the data stream). Each group usually corresponds to a single
character of data. Rarely there will be a larger group of bits (word, longword, doubleword,
etc.). The most common parallel device is a printer (although most modern printers have both
a serial and a parallel connection, allowing greater connection flexibility).

A block device moves large blocks of data at once. This may be physically implemented
as a serial or parallel stream of data, but the entire block gets transferred as single packet of
data. Most block devices are random access (that is, information can be read or written from
blocks anywhere on the device). Examples of random access block devices include hard
disks, floppy disks, and drum drives. Examples of sequential access block devcies include
magnetic tape drives and high speed paper tape readers.

input

Input devices are devices that bring information into a computer.

Pure input devices include such things as punched card readers, paper tape readers,
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keyboards, mice, drawing tablets, touchpads, trackballs, and game controllers.

Devices that have an input component include magnetic tape drives, touchscreens, and
dumb terminals.

output

Output devices are devices that bring information out of a computer.

Pure output devices include such things as card punches, paper tape punches, LED
displays (for light emitting diodes), monitors, printers, and pen plotters.

Devices that have an output component include magnetic tape drives, combination paper
tape reader/punches, teletypes, and dumb terminals.
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Unix and Linux

history
chapter 3

summary

This chapter looks at the history of Unix and Linux.

The history can help you understand why things are they way they are in Unix and Linux.

Of particular concern are:

the small storage space of early computers which resulted in short command names
and one character options

the switchover from teletype I/O to video terminal I/O
the use of eight bit bytes, ASCII characters, and plain text for interprocess

communication
treating files as collections of bytes and devices, directories, and certain kinds of

inter-process communications as files
the use of small, single-purpose programs that can be easily combined together to

perform complex tasks

command line interface

Before the widespread introduction of graphic user interfaces (GUI), computers were
controlled either by punched cards, paper tape, or magnetic tape (a batch system) or a
command line interface (CLI) using an interactive terminal (originally, some variation of a
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teletype machine from the telegraph technology). The earliest computers were controlled by
front panel lights and switches or even by directly changing the wiring.

The command line interface on interactive terminals was a major advance. Because of
limitations of the early hardware (at a time when a computer’s entire memory might be
measured in hundreds of bytes), the first CLIs compressed the number of characters, using
two or three letter abbreviations for commands and single character switches for options to
commands.

The modern Unix/Linux shells carry over this early limitation because there is the need to
remain backward compatible and still run shell scripts that are decades old, but essential to
continued operation of legacy systems.

This historical limitation makes it difficult for newcomers to figure out how to use a
Unix/Linux shell.

Unix history

When Unix came into existence digital computers had been in commercial use for more
than a decade.

Mainframe computers were just starting to be replaced by minicomputers. The IBM 360
mainframe computer and clones by other manufacturers was still the dominant computer. The
VAX, with its virtual memory addressing, was still in development. Microcomputers were
just an experimental idea. The CDC mainframe, a forerunner of the more famous Cray
supercomputers, was still the world’s fastest computer.

COBOL was the most common programming language for business purposes. FORTRAN
was the most popular programming language for scientific and systems programming. PL/I
was a common third language. ALGOL was dominate in the academic community.

Most data entry was still performed using punched cards. Directly connected terminals
were typically teletypes (TTY), a technology originally developed for telegraph systems.
New terminals combining a keyboard and a monitor were still rare. These were also called
CRTs (for Cathode Ray Tube) or dumb terminals or smart terminals (depending on the
capabilities). Unlike modern black letters on white background terminals (pioneered with the
Apple Lisa and Apple Macintosh) and full color monitors (popularized with the Atari and
Commodre Amiga personal computers), these monitors were a single color phosphor (usually
green) on a dark gray background. Even though disk drives existed, they were expensive and
had small capacities. Magnetic tape was still the most commonly used form of storage of
large data sets. Minicomputers were making use of punched paper tape.

Interactive computing was still rare.
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Bell Telephone Laboratories was still using the BESYS operating system from 1957. In
1964, Bell Labs decided to update their operating system, leading to a 1965 partnership
between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), AT&T Bell Labs, and General
Electric to create an experimental operating system called Multics (MULTIplexed operating
and Computing System) for the GE-645 mainframe computer. AT&T intended to offer
subscription-based computing services over the phone lines, an idea similar to the modern
cloud approach to computing.

While the Multics project had many innovations that went on to become standard
approaches for operating systems, the project was too complex for the time.

Bell Labs pulled out of the Multics project in 1969.

Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie offered to design a new operating system using a DEC
PDP-7 computer that was available at the time.

UNICS (UNIplexed operating and Computing System, a pun on MULTICS) was created
at AT&T’s Bell Labs in 1969 by a group that included Ken Thompson, Dennis Ritchie, Brian
Kernighan, Douglas McIlroy, Michael Lesk, and Joe Ossanna.

This group of researchers, the last of the AT&T employees involved in Multics, decided
to attempt the goals of Multics on a much more simple scale.

“What we wanted to preserve was not just a good environment in which to do
programming, but a system around which a fellowship could form. We knew from experience
that the essence of communal computing, as supplied by remote-access, time-shared
machines, is not just to type programs into a terminal instead of a keypunch, but to encourage
close communication,” according to Dennis Ritchie.

Unix was originally intended as a programmer’s workbench. The original version was a
single-user system. As Unix spread through the academic community, more general purpose
tools were added, turning Unix into a general purpose operating system.

While Ken Thompson still had access to the Multics environment, he wrote simulations
on Multics for Unix’s file and paging system.

Ken Thompson ported the Space Travel computer game from Multics to a Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-7 he found at Bell Labs.

Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie led a team of Bell Labs researchers (the team included
Rudd Canaday) working on the PDP-7 to develop a hierarchial file system, computer
processes, device files, a command-line interpreter, and a few small utility programs.

Early work was done in a BCPL (Basic Combined Programming Language) a language
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intended for writing compilers and system software. BCPL was simplified and revised into
the B programming language.

By the end of 1969, UNICS had a primitive kernel, an editor, an assembler, a simple shell
command interpreter, and a few basic command utilities, including rm, cat, and cp.

The first Unix command shell, called the Thompson shell and abbreviated sh, was written
by Ken Thompson at AT&T’s Bell Labs, was much more simple than the famous Unix shells
that came along later. The Thompson shell was distributed with Versions 1 through 6 of
Unix, from 1971 to 1975.

In 1970 Dennis Ritchie and Ken Thompson traded the promise to add text processing
capabilities to Unix for the use of a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-11/20. The
initial version of Unix, a text editor, and a text formatting program called roff were all
written in PDP-11/20 assembly language.

The PDP-11/20 computer had 24K of RAM. The operating system used 12K. The
remaining 12K was split between application programs and a RAM disk. The file size limit
was 64K and the disk size limit was 512K.

Soon afterwards roff evolved into troff with full typesetting capability. The first Unix
book, UNIX Programmer’s Manual, by Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie, was published
on November 3, 1971. The book described more than 60 commands, including b (compile a
B program), chdir (change working directory), chmod, chown, ls, and who.

By 1971, many fundamentally important aspects of Unix were already in place, including
file ownership and file access permissions.

The first commercial Unix system was installed in early 1972 at the New York Telephone
Co. Systems Development Center under the direction of Dan Gielan. Neil Groundwater build
an Operational Support System in PDP-11/20 assembly language.

With funding from the Patent Department, the Unix team upgraded to a DEC PDP-11/45.

In 1972, Dennis Ritchie and Ken Thompson rewrote the B programming language into C.
Work started on converting Unix to C. Unix was originally written in assembly language and
B, but by 1973 it had been almost completely converted to the C language. At the time it was
common belief that operating systems must be written in assembly in order to perform at
reasonable speeds. Writing Unix in C allowed for easy portability to new hardware, which in
turn led to the Unix operating system being used on a wide variety of computers.

Ken Thompson invented the pipe in 1972. Pipes allow the output of one process to be
used as the input for another. Pipes allow the Unix philosophy of having many small
programs that each do one function very well and then write scripts that combine these small
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utility programs to accomplish bigger tasks.

By 1973, Unix was running at sixteen (16) sites, all within AT&T and Western Electric.
Unix was presented to the public in an October 1973 conference and within six months the
number of sites running Unix had tripled.

A version of Unix was published in the July 1974 issue of the Coomunications of the
ACM, leading to widespread requests for copies. Under the antitrust consent decree with the
U.S. government, Bell Labs was required to give a free copy to anyone who requested it. Ken
Thompson personally signed a note for many of these early copies.

Because C was a complete, platform-independent programming language and Unix’s
more than 11,000 lines of code were written in C, it was possible to easily port Unix to any
computer platform. And Unix did quickly spread to almost every available computer
platform, becoming the first true universal operating system.

In fall of 1974, Ken Thompson went to the University of California at berkeley to teach
for a year. Ken Thompson, Bill Joy, and Chuck Haley worked together to create the Berkeley
version of Unix, called the Berkeley Software Distribution, or more commonly BSD.

The souce code for BSD Unix was widely distributed to students and other schools.
Students at UC-Berkeley and other schools around the world worked on improvements and
the BSD Unix replaced the Bell Laboratories Unix as the primary Unix.

BSD Unix added the vi editor, the C shell, the Sendmail email system, virtual
memory, and support for TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). Because
email was built into the operating system, email was the method Unix used for sending
notifications to the system administrator of system status, reports, problems, etc.

The Fifth Edition of Unix was released in 1975 and licensed to universities for free.

The PWB shell or Mashey shell, abbreviated sh, was a variation of the Thompson shell
that had been augmented by John Mashey and others at Bell Labs. The Mashey shell was
distributed with the Programmer’s Workbench Unix in 1976.

The Bourne shell, created by Stephen Bourne at AT&T’s Bell Labs (in New Jersey) as a
scripting language, was released in 1977 as the default shell in the Version 7 Unix release
distributed to colleges and universities. It gained popularity with the publication of The UNIX
Programming Environment by Brian W. Kernighan and Rob Pike. The book was the first
commercially published tutorial on shell programming.

The Bourne shell provided process control, variables, regular expressions, flow control,
input/output control, and functions.
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In 1977, the University of California, Berkeley, released the Berkeley Software
Distribution (BSD) version of Unix, based on the 6th edition of AT&T Unix.

The C shell, abbreviated csh, was created by Bill Joy, a graduate student at the
University of California, Berkeley. With additional work by Michael Ubell, Eric Allman,
Mike O’Brien, and Jim Kulp, it was released in the 2BSD release of BSD Unix in 1978.

The C shell offered command history, aliases, file name completion, and job control.

It turned out that while the C shell was easier to use than the Bourne shell, it failed
miserably as a scripting language.It became common to use the C shell for everyday
interactive computing and to use the Bourne shell for script programming.

The improved C shell, abbreviated tcsh, was created by Ken Greer by September 1975
and merged into the C shell in December 1983. Ken Greer based the shell on the TENEX
operating system (hence, the “t” in tsch). Mike Ellis, Paul Placeway, and Christos Zoulas
made major contributions to tcsh.

The release of the Seventh Edition of Unix in 1978 led to the divergence of Unix on the
System V (Bell Labs) and BSD (Berkeley) paths. System V was often called sys-five. System
V was the for pay version and BSD was the free open source version.

The Korn shell, abbreviated ksh, was created by David Korn at AT&T’s Bell Labs and
announced at USENIX on July 14, 1983. Mike Veach and Pat Sullivan were also early
contributors. The Korn shell added C shell features to the Bourne shell (command history and
history substitution, command aliases, and file name completion). The Korn shell also added
arrays and built-in integer arithmetic.

When the AT&T broke up in 1984 into “Baby Bells” (the regional companies operating
local phone service) and the central company (which had the long distance business and Bell
Labs), the U.S. government allowed them to start selling computers and computer software.

AT&T gave academia a specific deadline to stop using “encumbered code” (that is, any of
AT&T’s source code anywhere in their versions of Unix). This led to the development of free
open source projects such as FreeBSD, NetBSD, and OpenBSD, as well as commercial
operating systems based on the BSD code.

Meanwhile, AT&T developed its own version of Unix, called System V. Although AT&T
eventually sold off Unix, this also spawned a group of commercial operating systems known
as Sys V Unixes.

Unix quickly swept through the commercial world, pushing aside almost all proprietary
mainframe operating systems. Only IBM’s MVS and DEC’s OpenVMS survived the Unix
onslaught.
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Some of the famous official Unix versions include Solaris, HP-UX, Sequent, AIX, and
Darwin. Darwin is the Unix kernel for Apple’s OS X, AppleTV, and iOS (used in the iPhone,
iPad, and iPod).

The BSD variant started at the University of California, Berkeley, and includes FreeBSD,
NetBSD, OpenBSD, and DragonFly BSD.

The original Sun OS was based on BSD, but Solaris V5 was based on System V, release
V.

Most modern versions of Unix combine ideas and elements from both Sys-V and BSD.
HP-UX and Solaris are primarily System V, while AIX and Mac OS X are hybrids of both
flavors of Unix.

Other Unix-like operating systems include MINIX and Linux.

In 1983, Richard Stallman founded the GNU project, which eventually provided the tools
to go with Linux for a complete operating system.

In 1986, Maurice J. Bach of AT&T Bell Labs published The Design of the UNIX
Operating System, which described the System V Release 2 kernel, as well as some new
features from release 3 and BSD.

In 1987, Andrew S. Tanenbaum released MINIX, a simplified version of Unix intended
for academic instruction.

bash, which stands for Bourne Again SHell, was created by Brian Fox for the Free
Software Foundation and first released on June 7, 1989. bash combined features from the
Bourne shell, the C shell, and the Korn shell. Bash also introduced name completion for
variable names, usernames, host names, commands, and file names, as well as spelling
correction for pathnames in the cd command, arrays of unlimited size, and integer arithmetic
in any base between 2 and 64. bash is now the primary shell in Linux and was the primary
shell for Mac OS X until Catalina in 2019 when Apple switched to zsh because of a change
in the license for bash.

The Z shell, abbreviated zsh, was written by Paul Flastad in 1990 when he was a student
at Princton University.

The Linux operating system was first released on September 17, 1991, by Finnish student
Linus Torvalds. With the permission of Andrew S. Tanenbaum, Linus Torvalds started work
with MINIX. There is no MINIX source code left in Linux. Linux Torvalds wrote Linux
using the GNU C compiler running on MINIX on an Intel 80386 processor.

Linus Torvalds started work on open source Linux as a college student. After Mac OS X,
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Linux is the most widely used variation of Unix.

Linux is technically just the kernel (innermost part) of the operating system. The outer
layers consist of GNU tools. GNU was started to guarantee a free and open version of Unix
and all of the major tools required to run Unix.

In 1992 Unix System Laboratories sued Berkeley Software Design, Inc and the Regents of
the University of California to try to stop the distribution of BSD Unix. The case was settled
out of court in 1993 after the judge expressed doubt over the validity of USL’s intellectual
property.

See the appendix for a more detailed summary of the history of computers.
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choice of shells
chapter 4

summary

This chapter looks at the shells available for Linux and Unix.

This includes an explanation of what a shell is and a list of the popular shells.

what is a shell?

Unix (and therefore also Mac OS X and Linux) has more than 200 basic commands (also
called tools or utilities) that are distributed with the standard operating system. This
collection and the ease with which they work together is the major source of the power of
Unix. The vast majority of these standard tools are designed to be used from a command line
(the shell).

A shell is primarily a command interpreter.

In a graphical user interface such as Macintosh or Windows, the user controls the
computer and programs primarily through pointing and clicking, supplemented by some
typing.

In a shell, all of the commands are typed. The shell figures out the meaning of what you
typed and then has the computer do as instructed.

But the shell is much more than just a command interpreter. It is also a complete
programming language.

Because the shell is a complete programming language, with sequences, decisions, loops,
and functions, it can do things well beyond pointing and clicking. It can take control of your
computer and react to changing circumstances.

Programming languages are used to make all of the computer programs and smart phone
apps you’ve ever seen or used. Your imagination is the only limit on the power of the shell.
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Anything that can be done with a computer can be done with the shell.

 

The term shell is derived from the idea of concentric layers that occur in many seashells.
One view is that programs can be run inside of the shell, including other copies of the shell.
These layers can be arbitrarily deep. An inverse view is that the kernel is the inner most layer,
with the shell wrapped around the kernel and application programs wrapped around the shell.
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choice of shells

Most versions of Unix and Linux offer a choice of shells.

The term shell comes from a concept of Unix being a series of layers of software that
work together rather than one single monolithic operating system program. The command
line shell was part of the outer shell of a series of programs that eventually reach down to the
kernel or innermost portion of the operating system.
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Most shells are related to either the Bourne Shell or the C Shell.

Steve Bourne created the original Bourne shell called sh.

Some famous shells were C Shell (csh), Korn Shell (ksh), TENEX C Shell (tsch), and
the Z Shell (zsh). A shell that combined the major advntages of each of these early shells
was the Bourne Again SHell (BASH).

The default shell in Linux and Windows Subsystem for Linux, as well as for a long time
on MacOS X is normally BASH (Bourne Again SHell). The following instruction assumes the
use of BASH.

It is possible to change the shell you are currently using (especially useful if you need to
run a line or script from an alternative shell).

original shell

The original shell, called the Thompson shell and abbreviated sh was written by Ken
Thompson at AT&T’s Bell Labs, was very rudimentary. The Thompson shell was distributed
with Versions 1 through 6 of Unix, from 1971 to 1975.

Note that the same sh is also used for other shells, including the Bourne shell.

The PWB shell or Mashey shell, abbreviated sh, was a variation of the Thompson shell
that had been augmented by John Mashey and others at Bell Labs. The Mashey shell was
distributed with the Prorgammer’s Workbench Unix in 1976.

Bourne shell

Stephen Bourne created the Bourne shell, abbreviated sh, at AT&T’s Bell Labs in New
Jersey as a scripting language.

The Bourne shell was released in 1977 as the default shell in the Version 7 Unix release
distributed to colleges and universities. It gained popularity with the publication of The UNIX
Programming Environment by Brian W. Kernighan and Rob Pike. The book was the first
commercially published tutorial on shell programming.

The Bourne shell (or a shell that is compatible and will run Bourne shell scripts) is usually
located at /bin/sh.

You will also see references to the Bourne shell as bsh.

The Bourne shell has a command language based on the ALGOL programming language,
including process control, variables, regular expressions, flow control (decisions and loops),
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powerful input and output control, and functions.

Despite its power, the original Bourne shell was difficult to use and lacked file name
completion, command history, aliases, and had difficulty running multiple background jobs.

C shell

The C shell, abbreviated csh, was created by Bill Joy, a graduate student at the
University of California, Berkeley. With additional work by Michael Ubell, Eric Allman,
Mike O’Brien, and Jim Kulp, it was released in the 2BSD release of BSD Unix in 1978.

The C shell was based on the style of the C programming language.

The C shell was much easier to use than the Bourne shell, but was unable to perform
anything other than the most simple scripts.

The C shell lacked functions, had weak input and output control, and had limited
programming ability due to a poorly written command interpreter (Bill Joy explained that at
the time he didn’t know about many standard compiler techniques).

The power of the C shell for everyday interactive use was due to its introduction of
command history, aliases, file name completion, and job control.

It became common to use the C shell for everyday interactive computing and to use the
Bourne shell for script programming.

The improved C shell or TENEX C shell, abbreviated tcsh, was created by Ken Greer by
Spetember 1975 and merged into the C shell in December 1983. Ken Greer based the shell on
the TENEX operating system (hence, the “t” in tsch). Mike Ellis, Paul Placeway, and
Christos Zoulas made major contributions to tcsh.

The Hamilton C Shell was written in 1988 by Nicole Hamilton of Hamilton Laboratories
for the OS/2 operating system. In 1992, the Hamilton C Shell was released for Windows NY.
The OS/2 version was discontinued in 2003. The Windows version, with adaptations for
Windows peculiarities, is still in use.

Korn shell

The Korn shell, abbreviated ksh, was created by David Korn at AT&T’s Bell Labs and
announced at USENIX on July 14, 1983. Mike Veach and Pat Sullivan were also early
contributors.

After years of Unix users having to learn two different shells, one for scripting and oen for
interactive control, David Korn built the Korn shell by adding C shell features to the Bourne
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shell.

In addition to adding command history, history substitution, aliases, and file name
completion from the C shell, the Korn shell also included arrays and built-in integer
arithmetic.

The three major versions of the Korn shell are the official version ksh, the public domain
version pdksh, and the desktop version dtksh

CDE shipped with the Desktop version of the Korn shell.

The POSIX shell is a variant of the Korn Shell. HP shipped the POSIX shell with HP-UX
11.0

BASH shell

bash, which stands for Bourne Again SHell, was created by Brian Fox for the Free
Software Foundation and first released on June 7, 1989.

bash combined features from the Bourne shell, the C shell (both the original C shell and
tcsh), and the Korn shell, while using the syntax of the original Bourne shell, allowing it to
run almost all historical Bourne shell scripts. bash is now the primary shell in both Linux
and Mac OS X.

bash introduced name completion for variable names, usernames, host names, and
commands (in addition to file names), spelling correction for pathnames in the cd command,
arrays of unlimited size, and integer arithmetic in any base from 2 to 64.

Z shell

The Z shell, abbreviated zsh, was written by Paul Flastad in 1990 when he was a student
at Princton University.

The Z shell combines features of the Bourne Shell, the C shell, and bash.

other shells

The POSIX shell, abbrevaited sh, (POSIX = Portable System Interface) is based on the
Korn shell and is the official IEEE P1003.2 shell. It is the /bin/sh shell on some systems.

The Almquist shell, abbreviated ash, was written by Keneth Almquist as a replacement
for the Bourne shell written for BSD systems. The sh in FreeBSD and NetBSD were based
on the Almquist shell.
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The Debian Almquist shell, abbreviated dash, is a modern replacement for the Almquist
shell in Debian and Ubuntu Linux. While the default shell in both Debian and Ubuntu Linux
are bash, /bin/sh is a symlink to ash.

ash and dash are minimalist shells that interpret scripts and are not intended for
interactive use. Their small size and fast execution time make them good for embedded
systems. Because many scripts call for the use of /bin/sh, Debian and Ubuntu Unix gain
speed of execution for scripts, while still allowing bash as the primary interactive shell.

The Public domain Korn shell, abbreviated pdksh, is based on the Korn shell.

The MirBSD Korm shell, abbreviated mksh, is based on the OpenBSD version of the
Korn shell and the pdksh and was released as part of MirOS BSD.

Busybox is a set of tiny utilities, including a version of ash, used in embedded systems.

rc, written by Tom Duff, was the default shell for AT&T’s Bell Labs’ Plan 9 and Version
10 Unix. Plan 9 was an improved operating system based on Unix, but was not a significant
enough improvement to overtake its predecessor. rc is available on some modern versions of
Unix and Unix-like operating systems.

es is an rc-compatible shell written in the mid-1990s for functional programming.

Perl shell, abbreviated psh, is a shell that combines bash and the Perl scripting
language. it is available for Unix-like and Windows operating systems.

Friendly interactive shell, abbreviated fish, was released in 2005.

pysh is a profile in the IPython project that combines a Unix-style shell with a Python
scripting language shell.

wish is a windowing shell for Tcl.Tk.

Which Shell to Use 
from Google Shell Style Guide

Bash is the only shell scripting language permitted for executables.

Executables must start with #!/bin/bash and a minimum number of
flags. Use set to set shell options so that calling your script as bash
<script_name> does not break its functionality.

Restricting all executable shell scripts to bash gives us a consistent shell
language that’s installed on all our machines.
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The only exception to this is where you’re forced to by whatever you’re
coding for. One example of this is Solaris SVR4 packages which require plain
Bourne shell for any scripts.
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connecting to a

shell
chapter 5

summary

This chapter looks at how to connect to a shell.

On your local desktop or laptop computer, many of these steps won’t apply, but you will
probably need most or all of the steps when logging in remotely to control a server.

If you are connecting to a remote computer (such as web server), then you can use
telnet or SSH.

If you connecting to the shell from a modern graphic user interface, then you need to start
up a terminal emulator.

If you connecting to a mainframe computer, minicomputer, or the equivalent, you use any
terminal connected to the system.

NOTE: On a single-user Linux or Mac OS X desktop/laptop computer, you
can start the Terminal program and be automatically signed in (no need for account
login or password). On a remote server, you will always need to login in with at least accoutn
name and password.

physical terminal
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For old style systems where Unix runs on a mainframe or minicomputer, there will be
actual physical terminals that are connected by wires or MODEM to the mainframe or
minicomputer. These systems are increasingly rare.

The terminal may already be at the login prompt. If not, try pressing the RETURN key
several times until the login prompt shows up.

Telnet and SSH

telnet or SSH are the two basic methods for connecting to a remote server.

telnet was the original method. There are telnet client programs available for most
computer systems. Unfortunately, telnet performs all communications in plain text,
including passwords, which means that anyone malicious along the path between you and
your server can easily read the information needed to hack into your system using your
account. For this reason, many servers no longer allow telnet access.

SSH is Secure Shell. It has the same basic capabilities as the older telnet, but includes
security, including encrypted communications. There are SSH client programs for most
modern computer systems.

You can also use SSH through a terminal emulator, which is how many system
administrators now access their servers from their personal or portable computer.

terminal emulator

As mentioned in the history chapter, the UNIX shells were accessed through interactive
terminals, originally teletype machines and later special combinations of keyboards and
cathode ray tubes (CRTs).

There are programs for graphic user interfaces that allow you to interact with a shell as if
you were using one of those ancient terminal devices. These are called terminal emulators
(they emulate the signals of a terminal).

Some common terminal emulators include eterm, gnome-terminal, konsole, kvt, nxterm,
rxvt, terminal, and xterm.

Note that if you are logging in to a web server or other remote computer, you should use
an SSH (Secure SHell) client program instead of a terminal emulator. A terminal emulator
program is for gaining shell access to a personal computer or workstation. With a little bit
more knowledge, you can use the shell on a personal computer or workstation as your SSH
client.
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special settings

If you are starting up Terminal from a modern operating system, you will almost always
be able to start using the shell without any login name or password.

If you are logging in to a remote server you may need a few pieces of additional
information beyond just your login name and password.

Terminfo: You may need to know the Terminfo name for your terminal. The Terminfo
name is used to set the characteristics of your terminal. A common default is the old DEC
VT-100 terminal. On old (early) versions of UNIX you may have to use a Termcap name
instead of a Terminfo name.

End of line: On most modern systems, the RETURN key will indicate the end of line. On
some older systems you may find a RET, NEWLINE, ENTER< or other key that serves this
purpose. On some systems, that have both a RETURN and an ENTER key, both will serve
the same purpose.

Erase key: On most modern systems, the DELETE key will erase one character at a time.
Typically the CONTROL-H combination (hold down both the H key and the CONTROL
key, sometimes marked CNTRL or CTRL) will also work as an erase key. On some older
systems, the # key will also serve as the erase key.

Line kill key: On some older systems the @ key deletes the entire line being entered.

Interrupt key: There is typically a key that will interrupt the execution of running
programs.

You can find out these items from the tech support for your web hosting, from the system
administrator of a system, or from the manual for your system.
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shell basics
chapter 6

summary

This chapter looks at Unix (and Linux) shell basics.

This includes an explanation of what a shell is, how to get to your shell, and a simple
example of how to use your shell.

The short version of this chapter is to start up your terminal emulator (or SSH client), type
in your account name at the login prompt, followed by your password at the password
prompt (using the RETURN or ENTER button at the end of each line). Then type a valid
command (such as who) and an invalid command (such as asdf) and see the results. The
rest of the commentary helps you through common questions and problems.

guide conventions

The following conventions are used in this guide.

Examples are displayed in a gray box.

Additionally, anything that will appear on the screen (whether you type it or the shell
produces it as output) will appear in a monospace type. This will help identify the
examples in the PDF version. This also applies to material contained in ordinary descriptive
paragraphs that you will type.

    $ date 
    Wed Nov 10 18:08:33 PST 2010 
    $

Bold face type is used to indicate items that you type.

There will be no indication of the correct locations to type RETURN or ENTER or other
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similar special characters. These normally happen at the end of every input line. There will be
reminders in the descriptive text near the beginning of the book, as well as in other
descriptive text where there is a need for a special reminder or an unusual convention or an
unusual keystroke.

    $ date

Bold italics type is used to indicate items that you must customize, such as file names or
user account name. In a descriptive paragraph, these items will be in ordinary italics.

    $ AccountName

Material that the shell will output will be in ordinary monospace type. In some cases
where the material will be variable, the shell output will be in italics.

    Wed Nov 10 18:08:33 PST 2010 
    VariableInformation 
    $

root or superuser

Do not run your terminal emulator or shell in root or superuser.

Root or superuser has complete control over the entire computer. A regular user account
has limitations.

Experienced programmers run BASH as a regular user to protect themselves from
destructive mistakes — and they are already skilled at using BASH.

A beginner running BASH as superuser or root can turn a simple typing mistake into a
disaster.

If you already have a regular user account created, make sure you use it. If you only have
the superuser or root account running, immediately create a regular user account and switch
to it for all of your learning exercises.

Both the Bourne style shells (including BASH) and the C style shells display a # prompt
when you are running the shell as root. Be careful.

    #
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starting your shell

NOTE: On a single-user Linux or Mac OS X desktop/laptop computer, you
can start the Terminal program and be automatically signed in (no need for account
login or password). On a remote server, you will always need to login in with at least account
name and password.

Some information you may need includes the name or URL of your server or computer
(sometimes called the host), your account name, and your assigned password. if you are
working on a remote server (such as a web server), you need to get this information from
your hosting company or system administrator. If you are using a large multi-user system,
you need to get this information from your system administrator. If you are using a personal
computer or workstation, you probably set these for yourself.

If you have just purchased a new personal computer or workstation, ask your salesperson
for the defaults or look them up in the manual. Your install CD or DVD is likely to have a
utility that can be used to create accounts and set passwords. The Mac OS X install DVD has
utilities for both purposes.

If you are the first person to work with a large system or computer, refer to the manuals
that came with your computer. You will find information on the root/superuser account. That
is a powerful account and should be reserved for special occasions when that kind of power is
needed. Look in the manual section with a title similar to “Getting Started” and then look for
an account named user, guest, tutor, or similar name that suggests an ordinary user account.

You login remotely into a web server through SHH (Secure SHell). There are many SSH
programs available. You do not have to have a matching operating system. You can use an
SSH client program on Windows, Macintosh, Linux, or almost any other operating system to
sign into a Linux or UNIX server.

You login into a large multi-user traditional command line UNIX system by typing your
user name, ENTER, your password, and ENTER (in that order). This will enter you into the
default shell set up for your account.

On a computer that runs a graphic interface (such as Gnome, KDE, and Mac OS X) you
will want to use a terminal emulator program. Typically a terminal emulator program starts
with you already logged-in to the same account that you have running in the graphic user
interface.

On Mac OS X and most versions of Linux, the icon for the Terminal program will look
like this:
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On a Mac OS X computer, Terminal will be located in the Utilities directory, which is
located in the Applications directory. When you find it, you can drag it onto the Dock to
make it easily accessible. Apple purposely hid the UNIX command line to avoid confusing
the typical consumer.

On Linux/KDE, look for Konsole or Terminal in the Utilities menu.
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On Linux/Gnome, look for color xterm, regular xterm, or gnome-terminal in the Utilities
menu.

On Ubuntu Linux, look in Applications menu > Accessories > Terminal. Single click and
hold, then drag to your panel, because you will be using it a lot.

On some versions of Linux, you can press the CONTROL and the ALT and the F1 keys
all at once to bring up Terminal.

In Gnome, use the Applications menu > Accessories > Terminal or the keyboard shortcut
of CONTROL and ALT and T (all at the same time).

In KDE, use the KMenu > System > Terminal Program (Konsole).

In Linux Mint you can use the keyboard shortcut of holding down the CONTROL and
ALT and T keys all at once.

As a last resort, you can use the file search feature in Linux or Mac OS X and search for
“Terminal”.

You may want to try out the various terminal emulators and decide which works best for
you (each offer slightly different features).
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login and password

NOTE: On a single-user Linux or Mac OS X desktop/laptop computer, you
can start the Terminal program and be automatically signed in (no need for account
login or password). On a remote server, you will always need to login in with at least account
name and password.

At the login prompt type your account name (in lower case letters) followed by ENTER
or RETURN.

    login: accountname 
    Password:

At the password prompt type your password followed by ENTER or RETURN.

    Password: password 
    $

If you encounter problems, see the next chapter for help.

prompt
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Once the shell is running it will present a shell prompt. This shell prompt is normally the
U.S. dollar sign ( $ ). Other common prompts are the percent sign ( % ) and the pound sign (
# ). The shell prompt lets you know that the shell is ready and waiting for your input.

    $

The most common prompt in the Bourne shell (sh or bsh) and Bourne Again shell
(bash) and Korn shell (ksh) is the U.S. dollar sign ( $ ).

    $

When the the Bourne Again shell (bash) or Korn shell (ksh) is running as root or
superuser, the prompt is changed to the U.S. number or pound sign ( # ) as a clear reminder
that you are using a much more powerful account.

    #

The Bourne Again shell (bash) shell typically reports the current working directory and
user name before the $ prompt, often inside of square braces. An example:

    [admin:~ admin]$

The most common prompt in the C shell (csh) and TENEX C shell (tsch) is the percent
sign ( % ).

    %

When running as root or superuser, the C shell (csh) shows the U.S. number or pound
sign sign ( # ).

    #

The Z shell (zsh) shows the short machine name followed by the percent sign ( % ).

    mac%
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When running as root or superuser, the Z shell (zsh) shows the short machine name
followed by the U.S. number or pound sign sign ( # ).

    mac#

Almost all of the shell examples in this book will use bold face to show what you type
and plain fixed space characters to show shell output. Items that you need to modify
according to your local needs are normally going to be presented in italics.

You are likely to see information before the actual command prompt. It may the current
working directory. It may be the current user name. There are ways to change what is
presented. For now, don’t worry about it, just be aware that you are likely to see some text
before the prompt.

example command

You can run a UNIX (or Linux or Mac OS X) command (also called a tool) by typing its
name and then the ENTER or RETURN key.

The following example uses the date command or tool.

    $ date 
    Wed Nov 10 18:08:33 PST 2010 
    $

The format is: day of the week, month, day of the month, 24 hour time, time zone, year.

failed command

BASH will let you know when you have typed something it doesn’t understand.

Type “asdf” and then the ENTER or RETURN key. You should see a message similar to
the following:

    $ asdf 
    -bash: asdf: command not found 
    $

no news is good news

BASH follows the rule that no news is good news. If a command runs successfully, it
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won’t generate any output message.

As an example, when you use the cp command to copy a file, there will be no special
notice on success. You will just be returned to the command prompt ($), ready for the next
command.
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login/logout
chapter 7

sumamry

This chapter looks at login and logout, a pair of UNIX (and Linux) commands.

On a personal computer or workstation you probably don’t need to login. You can just
start your terminal emulator (see previous chapter).

On a multi-user UNIX or Linux system, such as a web server, you will need to login.
This chapter furthers the discussion login in more detail than the previous chapter’s
introduction, including special cases and solutions to common problems.

In particular, this chapter discusses choosing the system and terminal type, rare options
that you might encounter.

This chapter also discusses the logout command and the importance of always logging
out from a running system.

NOTE: On a single-user Linux or Mac OS X desktop/laptop computer, you
can start the Terminal program and be automatically signed in (no need for account
login or password). On a remote server, you will always need to login in with at least account
name and password.

always need to login in with at least account name and password.

login

login is a UNIX command for logging into a UNIX system.

login is a builtin command in csh. There is also an external utility with the same name
and functionality.
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In many modern systems, the functionality of login is hidden from the user. The login
command runs automatically upon connection. In some old computers you may need to type
a special character or even type login to bring up the login program.

If you login remotely to a server you will be prompted for your user/account name and
password. If you start up a terminal emulator and shell from a graphic user interface you will
probably already be authenticated and immediately go to the shell (although some of the
startup activity of login will still be done for you).

The activities that login performs at startup of a shell will be covered in a later chapter,
because you need more familiarity with the shell before you can understand that material.

Starting a shell is covered in the previous chapter about shell basics.

select system or host

If you are signing into a system that combines multiple computers, you will first need to
indicate which computer you are logging into.

You may already be logged in if you are using a terminal emulator on a personal computer
or workstation. If so, you don’t need this step.

You will see a prompt indicating a choice of computer, such as (only one of these will
appear):

    host: 
    pad: 
    request: 
    system:

You will see only one of these (or similar) choices.

If you see login: instead, then you don’t have to worry about choosing the system.

Enter the identifying name of the computer system you were assigned to use, followed by
the ENTER or RETURN key. Your system administrator can provide you with this
information.

On some networked systems you can abbreviate with the first two or three characters of
the computer name (as long as it is enough to uniquely identify which computer is intended).

If you are successful, you will be presented with the login: prompt.

account name
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You may already be logged in if you are using a terminal emulator on a personal computer
or workstation. If so, you don’t need this step.

Ask your system administrator for your account name. If this is your own personal
system, then use the account name set up during installation. Many modern install disks
include a utility for creating a new account.

At the login: prompt, enter your account name, followed by the ENTER or RETURN
key.

Type your account name in lower case letters. UNIX assumes that an account name in
ALL CAPITAL LETTERS indicates an old input/out device that doesn’t support lower case
letters (such as an old style teletype, or TTY). Also, if you use upper case letters for the login,
then you can not use lower case letters in the password.

If you enter a valid account name, you will be asked for your password. On many
computers, you will be asked for a password even if you enter an incorrect account name.
This is a security measure to help prevent guessing account names.

    login: accountname 
    Password:

password

You may already be logged in if you are using a terminal emulator on a personal computer
or workstation. If so, you don’t need this step.

Ask your system administrator for your password. If this is your own personal system,
then use the password set up during installation. Many modern install disks include a utility
for changing the password for an existing account or for creating a new account with a new
password.

At the Password: prompt, enter your password, followed by the ENTER or RETURN
key.

    Password: password 
    $

In some cases, a new account doesn’t have a password. Also, it is common for Mac OS X
to have no password for the user account.

If your account doesn’t have a password, just press the ENTER or RETURN key.
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Change your password to a secure password at your earliest opportunity. If you don’t
know how to do this yet, the upcoming chapter on passwd (yes, that is the correct spelling)
will tell you how. That same chapter gives advice on how to select a secure password.

Failure will be indicated by an error message. The exact error message varies by system,
but will probably be something similar to:

    Login incorrect

The most likely reasons are:

1. Incorrect account name.
2. Incorrect password.
3. You typed the account name in upper case letters (check the CAPS LOCK key).

You should have a new login prompt and can easily start over.

If you logged in in upper case, the shell will display in upper case letters and expect you to
type only in upper case letters.

If you accidentally typed the account name in upper case letters, but haven’t yet typed in
the password, many UNIX systems will display aa backslash character in front of the
password prompt.

If you realize you made a mistake on the account name and want to start over, hold down
the CONTROL key (often marked CTRL) and the D key at the same time. This will stop the
login program and start over again from the beginning.

Note that at one time there was a security hole because of the Control-D. A hacker would
start the login, type Control-D, and then try to slip in a command to the shell before a new
login program could be started. This security hole no longer exists on shell login, but this
same type of timing attack is still used for other security holes.

terminal type

On some older UNIX systems you may be asked to provide the terminal type you are
using. Some modern terminal emulator programs offer the choice of emulating various
different terminals from the early UNIX era. These different terminal types had different
specialized capabilities.

Because the early traditional UNIX was created primarily on Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) computers (first the PDP, followed by the VAX), the default terminal
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device was the DEC VT100. Most modern terminal emulator programs act like the VT100.

On older UNIX systems you may see the terminal type prompt:

    Term:

In some cases, the prompt may give the default terminal setting in parenthesis.

    Term = (VT100)

If the default terminal setting is correct, simply press the RETURN or ENTER key.

Otherwise, type in the correct terminal type, followed by the ENTER or RETURN key.

If you are uncertain, try the vt100 or UNKNOWN, followed by ENTER or RETURN.

Some common terminal types:

h19
tvi925
vt100
wyse50

After you are logged in, you can set the terminal type (capitalization matters).

Shell Command

csh or tcsh setenv TERM vt100

sh TERM=vt100; export TERM

ksh, bash, or zsh export TERM=vt100

VMS set term/device=vt100

If you do not know your shell type, use the following command (followed by ENTER or
RETURN):

    $ echo $SHELL

You will need to enter the appropriate command each time you login.
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Alternatively, you can add the appropriate command line to the initialization file in your
home directory.

Shell Login file

csh .cshrc or .login

tcsh .cshrc

ksh
.profile

.kshrc

zsh .zshrc

bash .bash_profile

remote shell .rhosts

VMS users need to modify the login.com file, adding the line $set
term/device=vt100 .

logout

When you finish using the shell, type the exit or logout command. This will either
display a new login prompt or close the terminal emulator window. if you are logged in
remotely to a server, this will break your connection. If you are logged in physically on a
large UNIX system, this will prevent someone else from abusing your account.

When you finish using the shell, type the exit or logout command. This will either
display a new login prompt or close the terminal emulator window. If you are logged in
remotely to a server, this will break your connection. If you are logged in physically on a
large UNIX system, this will prevent someone else from abusing your account.

Some of the possible variations of this command include: bye, exit, lo, logout, and
quit.

Typing CtrlL-D (holding down the CONTROL key and the D key at the same time) will
also log you out of most shells. The Ctrl-D tells the shell it has reached the end-of-file (EOF).
Because the shell is a filter and filters terminate when EOF is reached, the shell terminates
and you log off the system or return to the parent process.

While it might not be a big deal to skip this step on a single user computer that you never
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leave unattended, forgetting to logout from a remote server is a serious security hole. If you
leave your computer or terminal unattended, someone else can sit down and gain access to all
of your files, including the ability to read, modify, or delete them. The imposter can send
spam emails from your user ID. The imposter can even use your computer or account to
attempt to hack or damage or break into any system in the world from your user ID. If this
occurs from a school or business account, you will be responsible for any damage done.

Most modern systems accept either logout or exit.

On Mac OS X, typing logout produces the following result:

    $ logout 

    [Process completed]

On Mac OS X, typing exit produces the following result (notice that the shell
automatically runs logout for you):

    $ exit 
    logout 

    [Process completed]

A successful logout will stop all running foreground or background processes. There is
a way to keep processes running, which is useful for things like starting up your Apache web
server and MySQL data base, but the method will be discussed later.

    $ logout 
    There are suspended jobs.

If you see the message “There are stopped jobs.” it means that you have one or more
suspended jobs. The shell is letting you know in case you forgot about them. If you type
logout again without running the jobs in between, the system will go ahead and log you
out and terminate all suspended jobs.

logout is a builtin command in csh.

exit

exit is a built-in shell command (for the shells that support it), while logout is a
program. In the csh (C Shell), logout is an internal built-in command. sh (the original
Bourne shell) and ksh (the Korn Shell) do not officially have the logout command, but
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many modern versions support it.

exit can be used by itself as a substitute for logout (as mentioned above).

exit can also be used to send a return value (often an error code) to the parent process.
Simply add an integer following exit. This is particularly useful in scripting.

    $ exit n
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passwd
chapter 8

summary

This chapter looks at passwd, a Unix (and Linux) command.

passwd is used to change your password.

This chapter also includes the list of the 100 worst (most commonly used) passwords.

As mentioned in the previous schapter, you should change your password from the
original default or assigned password to a secure password that nobody else knows. And
please don’t leave the new password on a sticky note attached to your computer.

syntax:

passwd [options…] [user]

shells: ash bash bsh csh ksh sh tcsh zsh
File Name: passwd Directory: /usr/bin/ Type: External

setting your password

Type passwd followed by the ENTER or RETURN key.

    $ passwd

You will be prompted to give your current (old) password (to make sure it is really you)
and then prompted to enter your new password twice. For security purposes, the password is
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typically replaced with asterisks or some other character so that nobody can read your
password over your shoulder. To make sure that you have typed what you thought you typed
you are asked to type the new password twice. The two copies must match before your new
password replaces your old password.

local password

The password set by passwd is your local password. On a single user system, this is
probably your only password.

On Mac OS X the use of the passwd may or may not be sufficient to change your
password for the entire system. This depends on which version of Mac OS X you are using. It
is best to change your password using the install disc. If you do not have a copy of the install
disc, there are instructions on the internet on how to manually change the password.

On a large system, there may be multiple passwords spread across multiple computers.
The passwd command will only change the password on the one server that you are
currently logged into (normally through SSH). You may need to use yppasswd or a web
interface to change your password for the entire system.

You can check for your account or username in /etc/passwd. If it’s not listed there,
then don’t use the passwd. Check with your system administrator.

periodic changes

Whenever you first login into a new system, the first thing you should do is change your
password. In particular, immediately change the initial root password for a new system.
Leaving the initial default password is a huge security hole and hackers do try all of the
standard default passwords to see if they can find an easy way into a computer. Even with a
user account, it is common for initial passwords to be generated poorly and be easy for
hackers to guess.

Additionally, you want to change your password on a regular basis. It only takes a few
months to figure out a password through brute force attacks. Some systems require that you
change your password on a regular basis. Once a month is a good time period. More often if
you suspect that someone saw you typing or there is any other possibility that your password
might have been compromised.

You can set up your account to remind you to change your password on a regular basis. If
you are the system administrator, you can set up these reminders for everyone (and should do
so). As system administrator you can even require that users change their passwords on a
regular basis (or they become locked out and have to come to you to beg for re-entry). As
system administrator you can also set up a system that requires (or even suggests) secure
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passwords.

100 most common passwords

Always avoid the common passwords. These are the most common passwords as of June
2012:

1. password
2. 123456
3. 12345678
4. 1234
5. qwerty
6. 12345
7. dragon
8. pussy
9. baseball

10. football
11. letmein
12. monkey
13. 696969
14. abc123
15. mustang
16. michael
17. shadow
18. master
19. jennifer
20. 111111
21. 2000
22. jordan
23. superman
24. harley
25. 1234567
26. trustno1
27. iloveyou
28. sunshine
29. ashley
30. bailey
31. passw0rd
32. 123123
33. 654321
34. qazwsx
35. Football
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36. seinfeld
37. princess
38. peanut
39. ginger
40. tigger
41. fuckme
42. hunter
43. fuckyou
44. ranger
45. buster
46. thomas
47. robert
48. soccer
49. fuck
50. batman
51. test
52. pass
53. killer
54. hockey
55. babygirl
56. george
57. charlie
58. andrew
59. michelle
60. love
61. jessica
62. asshole
63. 6969
64. pepper
65. lovely
66. daniel
67. access
68. 123456789
69. joshua
70. maggie
71. starwars
72. silver
73. william
74. dallas
75. yankees
76. 666666
77. hello
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78. amanda
79. orange
80. biteme
81. freedom
82. computer
83. sexy
84. nicole
85. thunder
86. heather
87. hammer
88. summer
89. corvette
90. taylor
91. fucker
92. austin
93. 1111
94. merlin
95. matthew
96. 121212
97. golfer
98. cheese
99. martin

100. chelsea

Approximately 4.7% of all users have a password of password. 8.5% have one of the top
two passwords. 9.8% (nearly one tenth) have one of the three top passwords. 14% have one
of the top 10 passwords. 40% have one of the top 100 passwords. 79% have one of the top
500 passwords. 91% have one of the top 1,000 passwords.

secure passwords

It is important to have secure passwords.

The more characters, the more secure. A minimum of six or eight characters is barely
adequate.

A strong mixture of characters for a password includes at least one capital letter, at least
one lower case letter, at least on digit, and at least one punctuation character. You should
avoid repeating any character more than once in the same password. The special character
(such as !@#$%^&*,;) should not be th efirst or last character in the password.

Avoid using any word that occurs in your own or any other natural langauge. Hackers use
a dictionary attack that tries words from the dictionary. Also avoid spelling words
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backwards, using common misspellings, or using abbreviations. Avoid using dates that are
important to you (someone can easily look up your birthday or anniversary on the world wide
web). Avoid using names of family, friends, or even pets.

secure technique

A technique that generates decent passwords is to use a key phrase and then use the first
letter of each word in the keyword. Sprinkle in digits and special characters (punctuation) and
make some of the letters upper case and some lower case.

Never use the same password for more than one purpose. People have the tendency to
reuse the same password over and over. If a hacker gets your password from one system, the
hacker will see if it also works on your bank account and other systems.

superuser

The super user (root) can use the passwd command to reset any other user’s password.
There is no prompt for the current (old) password.

    $ passwd username

The super user (root) can also remove a password for a specific user with the -d option.
The disable option then allows the specified user to login without a password. This applies to
Linux and Solaris only.

    $ passwd -d username
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command

structure
chapter 9

summary

This chapter looks at simple Unix/Linux commands to get you started with using the shell.

You will learn the basic format or structure of a shell command.

You can run a UNIX (or Linux or Mac OS X) command (also called a tool) by typing its
name and then the ENTER or RETURN key.

All commands (and file names) are case senitive. ls is a valid command, while LS is
unrecognized.

commands and utilities

A quick note on the difference between commands and utilities.

A utility is a program. who, date, and ls are examples of utility programs.

A command is all of the text typed at the command line, the utility name and all of the
flags, switches, file names, and other text.

This subtle distinction between utilities and commands is generally ignored and the two
terms are often used interchangeably. As I type this, I am pretty sure that I have ignored this
distinction elsewhere in this book and dread double-checking every use. You can probably
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use the terms interchangeably except in cases like tests, papers, or books.

The kernel is loaded from hard drive (or other storage) when the computer is started and
remains running until the computer is turned-off or crashes.

Utilities are also stored on hard drives, but are only loaded into main memory when used.

single command

The most simple form of a UNIX command is just a single command by itself. Many
UNIX/Linux commands will do useful work with just the command by itself. The next
examples show two commands (who and date) by themselves.

The output generated by a single command by itself is called the default behavior of that
command.

who

The who command will tell you all of the users who are currently logged into a computer.
This is not particularly informative on a personal computer where you are the only person
using the computer, but it can be useful on a server or a large computing system.

Type who followed by the ENTER or RETURN key.

    $ who 
    admin       console Aug 24 18:47 
    admin       ttys000 Aug 24 20:09 
    $

The format is the login name of the user, followed by the user’s terminal port, followed by
the month, day, and time of login.

failed command

The shell will let you know when you have typed something it doesn’t understand.

Type “asdf” and then the ENTER or RETURN key. You should see a message similar to
the following:

    $ asdf 
    -bash: asdf: command not found 
    $
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date

The following example uses the date command or tool.

    $ date 
    Wed Nov 10 18:08:33 PST 2010 
    $

The format is: day of the week, month, day of the month, 24 hour time, time zone, year.

options, switches, or flags

A command may optionally be followed by one or more options. The options are also
commonly called flags or switches.

Options are usually a single character. Usually the option is preceded by a minus sign or
hyphen character.

See the following example.

universal time

Adding the -u flag to the command date will cause it to report the time and date in UTC
(Coordinated Universal) time (also known as Zulu Time and formerly known as Greenwich
Mean Time or GMT). The seconds are slightly higher in the second example because of the
passage of time.

    $ date 
    Sat Aug 25 19:09:19 PDT 2012 
    $ 
    $ date -u 
    Sun Aug 26 02:09:27 UTC 2012 
    $

option grouping

You can combine multiple options for a single command.

The following example shows the ls command by itself and with two options, first
individually, and then combined.

    $ date 
    Sat Aug 25 19:09:19 PDT 2012 
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    $ 
    $ date -u 
    Sun Aug 26 02:09:27 UTC 2012 
    $

option grouping

    You can combine multiple options for a single command.

    The following example shows the ls command by itself and with two options, first
individually, and then combined.

    $ ls 
    Desktop     Downloads   Movies   Pictures   scripts 
    Documents   Library     Music    Public

    $ ls -F 
    Desktop/     Downloads/   Movies/   Pictures/   scripts/ 
    Documents/   Library/     Music/    Public/ 
    $ ls -a 
    .               .cups       Library    scripts 
    ..              .vminfo     Movies 
    .DS_Store       Desktop     Music 
    .Trash          Documents   Pictures 
    -bash_history   Downloads   Public

    $ ls -a -F 
    ./              .cups/       Library/    scripts 
    ../             .vminfo      Movies/ 
    .DS_Store       Desktop/     Music/ 
    .Trash/         Documents/   Pictures/ 
    -bash_history   Downloads/   Public/ 
    $

You can group option by listing them in any order (with a few rare exceptions) and either
with their own minus sign or after a single minus sign. All of the following versions of the ls
command work the same way:

    $ ls -a -F 
    $ ls -F -a 
    $ ls -aF 
    $ ls -Fa 
    $

arguments

Commands may also optionally have arguments. The most common arguments are the
names of files.
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Technically, the options just mentioned are also arguments, but in common practice
options are separated from other arguments in discussions. Also, technically, the operators
mentiond below are also arguments, but again it is useful to separate operators from other
arguments in discussions.

The following shows the difference between the default behavior (no arguments) of who
and a version with arguments who am i.

The default behavior of who lists all users on the computer.

    $ who 
    admin   console Aug 24 18:47 
    admin   ttys000 Aug 24 20:09 
    $

The use of the arguments with who am i causes the command to only lists the one user
who typed the command.

The command is who and the arguments are am i.

    $ who am i 
    admin    ttys000  Aug 25 17:30 
    $

one argument

In an upcoming chapter on cat you will use the command cat with the file name
file01.txt to confirm that you correctly entered your sample file.

just observe this example
do not type this into your shell

    $ cat file01.txt 
    This is a line of text in my first file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    $
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You may download this sample file from
http://www.osdata.com/programming/shell/file01.txt.

two arguments

In the upcoming chapter on cat you will use the command cat with two file names
(file01.txt and numberfile.txt) to confirm that you correctly entered two of your
sample files.

just observe this example
do not type this into your shell

    $ cat file01.txt numberfile.txt 
    This is a line of text in my first file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    1 
    2 
    3 
    4 
    5 
    6 
    7 
    8 
    9 
    10 
    11 
    12 
    13 
    14 
    15 
    16 
    17 
    18 
    19 
    20 
    $

You may download the second sample file from
http://www.osdata.com/programming/shell/numberfile.txt.

options and arguments

You can combine options and arguments on the same command line.
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The following example uses the command cat with the -b option and the file name
file01.txt.

just observe this example
do not type this into your shell

    $ cat -b file01.txt 
        1  This is a line of text in my first file. 
        2  This is another line. 

        3  To be, or not to be: that is the question:

        4  1234567890 
        5  ABC 
        6  XYZ 
        7  abc 
        8  xyz 
    $

operators and special characters

Command lines may include optional operators or other special characters.

In an upcoming chapter on cat you will use the command cat with the operator > and
the file name file01.txt to enter your sample file.

just observe this example
do not type this into your shell

    $ cat > file01

If you accidentally typed in the above command, hold down the CONTROL key and the
D key at the same time to return to your shell.
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quick tour of

shell commands
chapter 10

summary

This chapter gives you a quick tour of shell commands.

You should do each of the exercises and observe what happens.

Do not worry about trying to learn how each of the commands works.

The goal here is to give you a basic idea of how a shell works and the kinds of things that
the most common shell commands and operations do.

This quick tour will give you a background to understand the upcoming chapters and their
lessons. If you have the need to use anything you observe in this quick tour, you can always
jump ahead to the appropriate chapter and learn the details.

failure

Type asdf (a non-existent command) into the terminal. Remember to press the ENTER
or RETURN key after this command.

    $ asdf 
    -bash: asdf: command not found 
    $
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This shows you what it look like when the shell reports mistakes. Note that you will not
always see any reports of a particular error. Commands that have no output will just return
silently to the prompt.

echo text

Use the echo command to send text to the terminal. Remember to press the ENTER or
RETURN key after each command. Note that this will be particularly useful in your future
UNIX/Linux scripts to report information back from your scripts.

    $ echo hello world 
    hello world 
    $

echo text with variable information

Use the echo command with an environment variable. it should use your account name.

    $ echo hello $USER 
    hello admin 
    $

list director contents

Use the ls command to list the contents of the current directory. (Note that your results
will be different.)

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures 
    Library          Public 
    $

create a text file

Use the cat command to create a small text file.

Type the command line, followed by RETURN or ENTER, then type each of the six
suggested lines, each followed by the RETURN KEY. After having entered each line, make
sure you are at the beginning of a new (blank or empty) line and type Ctrl-D (hold down the
CONTROL key and the D key at the same time).
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    $ cat > names 
    James 
    Mary 
    John 
    Patricia 
    Robert 
    Linda 
    CONTROL-D 
    $

The choice of names is based on the most popular names in the United States in the year
before this chapter was written. Bribe me if you want your name put into the example.

check the file was created

Use ls to make sure the file was created properly. It should be added to your directory
listing.

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures      names 
    Library          Public 
    $

display file contents

Use the cat command to show the contents of your new file.

    $ cat names 
    James 
    Mary 
    John 
    Patricia 
    Robert 
    Linda 
    $

count the number of words

Use the wc command to count the number of words in your new file.

    $ wc names 
           6       6      38 names 
    $
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The format is the number of lines (6), followed by the number of words (6), followed by
the number of characters (38), followed by the name of the file (names).

copy a file

Use the cp command to make a copy of a file.

    $ cp names saved_names 
    $

Notice that there is no confirmation of the file copy being made.

This silent behavior is typical of any UNIX shell. The shell will typically report errors, but
remain silent on success. While disconcerting to those new to UNIX or Linux, you become
accustomed to it. The original purpose was to save paper. When UNIX was first created, the
terminals were mostly teletype machines and all output was printed to a roll of paper. It made
sense to conserve on paper use to keep costs down.

You can use the ls command to confirm that the copy really was made. You won’t be
using up any paper.

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures      names 
    Library          Public        saved_names 
    $

rename a file

Use the mv command to rename a file.

    $ mv saved_names old_names 
    $

Notice that the shell is once again silent with success. You can use the ls command to
confirm that the rename really was made.

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
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    Downloads        Pictures      names 
    Library          Public        old_names 
    $

delete a file

Use the rm (remove) command to delete a file.

    $ rm old_names 
    $

You can use the ls command to confirm that the file was really deleted.

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures      names 
    Library 
    $

current directory

Use the pwd command to determine the current directory. Your version should give the
name of your home directory, which normally matches the name of your user account. The
example include the directory as part of the prompt (your system may not include this) and
the tilde ( ~ ) character indicates the home directory.

    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

make a directory

Use the mkdir command to make a new directory (folder).

    $ mkdir testdir 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

change directory

Use the cd command to change to your new directory (folder). if your prompt includes
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the current directory, then you will see your prompt change to show the new location.

    $ cd testdir 
    admins-power-mac-g5:testdir admin$

confirm directory change

Use the pwd command to confirm that you are now in your new directory.

    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin/testdir 
    admins-power-mac-g5:testdir admin$

return to home directory

Use the cd command without any additional arguments to return to your home directory
from anywhere.

    $ cd 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

confirm directory change

Use the pwd command to confirm that you are now back in your home directory.

    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

Now you are ready to dive in and start becoming proficient at using the UNIX or Linux
shell.

man
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chapter 11

summary

This chapter looks at man, a Unix (and Linux) command.

man is the Unix equivalent of a help function.

man is the command used to view manual pages.

This chapter show you how to use the man command to get help. Because of huge
variation in the various flavors of Unix and Linux, the man installed on your computer or
server is the best source of detailed information. If you have trouble with any of the lessons in
this book or in general use of your Unix or Linux system, always refer to the local man for
help.

Unix was the first operating system distributed with online documentation. This included
man (manual pages for each command, library component, system call, header file, etc.) and
doc (longer documents detailing major subsystems, such as the C programming language and
troff.

example of man command with options

Most BASH commands accept options. These options follow a space character and are
typed before you press RETURN or ENTER.

The format is man is followed by the name of the command or tool that you want to view.
You will get the manual pages for the named command or tool.

The following example uses the manual page for the date command or tool.

    $ man date 
DATE(1)                   BSD General Commands
Manual                  DATE(1) 

NAME 
      date -- display or set date and time 

SYNOPSIS 
      date [-ju] [-r seconds] [-v [+|-]val[ymwdHMS]] ... [+output_fmt] 
      date [-jnu] [[[mm]dd]HH]MM[[cc]yy][.ss] 
      date [-jnu] -f input_fmt new_date [+output_fmt] 
      date [-d dst] [-t minutes_west] 
DESCRIPTION 
      When invoked without arguments, the date utility displays the current 
      date and time. Otherwise, depending on the options specified, date will 
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      set the date and time or print it in a user-defined way. 

      The date utility displays the date and time read from the kernel clock. 
      When used to set the date and time, both the kernel clock and the hard- 
      ware clock are updated. 

      Only the superuser may set the date, and if the system securelevel (see 
      securelevel(8)) is greater than 1, the time may not be changed by more 
      than 1 second. 
:

Typing the RETURN or ENTER key will bring up the next line of the manual page.

Typing the SPACE-BAR key will bring up the next page of text.

Typing the UP-ARROW or DOWN-ARROW key will move up or down one line.

Typing q will end viewing the manual page and return to the BASH prompt (the entire
manual page will disappear from view).

The man command or tool will be a very useful reference.

A man page is typically organized:

NAME: Command name and brief description.

SYNOPSIS: The syntax for using the command, along with the flags (options) the
command takes.

DESCRIPTION: Details about the command.

ENVIRONMENT: The environment variables used by the command.

EXIT STATUS: Information about how the command reports errors or success.

FILES: File related to the command.

SEE ALSO: related commands.

STANDARDS: The international standards, if any.

Some systems might have an AUTHOR or other sections.

Type man man for information about the local version of man.

man sections

    The first seven distributions of Unix (called V1 UNIX through V7 UNIX and
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collectively called traditional Unix) included a two volume printed manual, which was
divided into eight sections.

Some manual pages are located in sections. There are generally eight sections:

1. General commands
2. System [kernel] calls
3. C library functions
4. Special files (such as devices) and drivers
5. File formats, conventions, and miscellaneous information
6. games and screensavers
7. Macro packages
8. System administration commands and daemons

Note that on some systems, the system administration commands are in section 1m. This
section is also sometimes called the Maintenance commands.

Note that on some systems, section 7 is Miscellaneous.

You can look at a particular section by adding the section number to the command line.

    $ man SECTION-NUMBER commandname

You can use the whatis command to find the sections and then look at the particular
section of your choice.

    $ whatis crontab 
    crontab(1)               - maintain crontab files for individual users
(V3) 
    crontab(5)               - tables for driving cron 

    $ man 5 crontab

-f option

The -f option is used to show all man page titles for entries that begin with a particular
word. man -f file will show all the manual pages that have the word “file” in the title.

    $ man file

-k option
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The -k option runs a search on all manual pages for any manual page with a particular
word anywhere on the page. The man -k file will show all the manual pages that have
the word “file” anywhere in the manual page. The -k option can take a while to run.

    $ man file

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 41 most frequently used
Unix/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).

A man page (short for manual page) is a form of software documentation usually found on
a Unix or Unix-like operating system. Topics covered include computer programs (including
library and system calls), formal standards and conventions, and even abstract concepts. A
user may invoke a man page by issuing the man command. —Wikipedia man page
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cat
chapter 12

summary

This chapter looks at cat, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

The cat (as in concatenate) utility can be used to concatenate several files into a single
file.

cat is most often used to obtain the contents of a file for input into a Linux or UNIX
shell script.

cat was part of the original 1969 version of UNICS (the original name for UNIX).

create names file

If you did not create the names file suggested in the quick tour chapter, please do so now,
because you will use this file in future exercises. If you already created the names file, then
you can safely skip this step and go to the main body of instruction for this chapter.

Type the command line, followed by RETURN or ENTER, then type each of the six
suggested lines, each followed by the RETURN KEY. After having enetered each line, make
sure you are at the beginning of a new (blank or empty) line and type Ctrl-D (hold downt he
CONTROL key and the D key at the same time).

    $ cat > names 
    James 
    Mary 
    John 
    Patricia 
    Robert 
    Linda 
    CONTROL-D 
    $
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The choice of names is based on the most popular names in the United States in the year
before this chapter was written. Bribe me if you want your name put into the example.

check the file was created

Use ls to make sure the file was created properly. It should be added to your directory
listing.

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures      names 
    Library          Public 
    $

display file contents

Use the cat command to show the contents of your new file.

    $ cat names 
    James 
    Mary 
    John 
    Patricia 
    Robert 
    Linda 
    $

creating files

One simple use of cat is to create simple files.

Type cat > file01, followed by ENTER or RETURN.

    $ cat > file01

The cursor will be at the beginning of a line that has no prompt. You are no longer in the
shell, but instead in the cat utility. There is no cat prompt.

Type the following lines (by convention, all of the input should be in bold, but to make it
easier on the eye, it is in italics here):

    This is a line of text in my first file. 
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    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 

Once you have typed in these lines, press RETURN to make sure you are at the beginning
of a new line.

Press Ctrl-D (hold down the CONTROL key and the D key at the same time). This
indicates end-of-file (EOF), which informs cat that you have no more input. This will return
you to the shell.

Note that unlike some operating systems, the “.txt” file extension is not required by UNIX
or Linux. It is optional, but the file extensions are often used to make it easier for a human to
distinguish file types.

Now repeat the process with the following file (by convention, all of the input should be
in bold, but to make it easier on the eye, it is in italics here):

There is a lot of typing in this example, but it is important for the upcoming exercises.
Type the following lines (by convention, all of the input should be in bold, but to make it
easier on the eye, it is in italics here):

Because of the length of this file, you may want to download a copy from the internet.
There is a copy at http://www.osdata.com/programming/shell/file02.txt — if you know how
to download a copy and place it in your home directory, save yourself some typing time.

    $ cat > file02.txt

    This is a line of text in my second file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 
    Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 
    The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 
    Or to take arms against a sea of troubles, 
    And by opposing end them? To die: to sleep; 
    No more; and by a sleep to say we end 
    The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks 
    That flesh is heir to, 'tis a consummation 
    Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep; 
    To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there's the rub; 
    For in that sleep of death what dreams may come 
    When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, 
    Must give us pause: there's the respect
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    That makes calamity of so long life; 
    For who would bear the whips and scorns of time, 
    The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely, 
    The pangs of despised love, the law's delay, 
    The insolence of office and the spurns 
    That patient merit of the unworthy takes, 
    When he himself might his quietus make 
    With a bare bodkin? who would fardels bear, 
    To grunt and sweat under a weary life, 
    But that the dread of something after death, 
    The undiscover'd country from whose bourn 
    No traveller returns, puzzles the will 
    And makes us rather bear those ills we have 
    Than fly to others that we know not of? 
    Thus conscience does make cowards of us all; 
    And thus the native hue of resolution 
    Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought, 
    And enterprises of great pith and moment 
    With this regard their currents turn awry, 
    And lose the name of action. - Soft you now! 
    The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons 
    Be all my sins remember'd. 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 

Now repeat the process with the following file (by convention, all of the input should be
in bold, but to make it easier on the eye, it is in italics here — note the cheat method below):

    $ cat > numberfile 
    1 
    2 
    3 
    4 
    5 
    6 
    7 
    8 
    9 
    10 
    11 
    12 
    13 
    14 
    15 
    16 
    17 
    18 
    19 
    20 
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Once again, use the RETURN key to enter a new line and then use Ctrl-D to exit cat.

If you want to cheat on making this file, you can use the following command on Mac OS
X or BSD systems:

    $ jot 20 1 > numberfile.txt 
    $

You will use these files in many of the exercises in this book.

PC-DOS equivalent

cat is the UNIX equivalent of the MS-DOS or PC-DOS command TYPE. You can add
the PC-DOS equivalent to your shell session with the alias command. To make the change
permanent, add the following line to the .bashrc file in your home directory. Note that if
you add this PC-DOS/MS-DOS equivalent, only add the all upper case version, because the
lower case type is an important UNIX command that you will also need.

    $ alias TYPE="cat"

view a file with cat

Type cat file 01, followed by the RETURN or ENTER key. You should see the
contents of your first file. The beginning of the file may scroll off the top of your screen (this
is normal).

    $ cat file01 
    This is a line of text in my first file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    $

combine files with cat

Type cat file 02 numberfile, followed by the RETURN or ENTER key. This
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will show you the contents of both files, one immediately after the other. This is the use for
which cat was named.

    $ cat file02 numberfile 
    This is a line of text in my second file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 
    Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 
    The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 
    Or to take arms against a sea of troubles, 
    And by opposing end them? To die: to sleep; 
    No more; and by a sleep to say we end 
    The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks 
    That flesh is heir to, 'tis a consummation 
    Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep; 
                …many text lines… 
    The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons 
    Be all my sins remember'd. 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    1 
    2 
    3 
    4 
    5 
    6 
    7 
    8 
    9 
    10 
    11 
    12 
    13 
    14 
    15 
    16 
    17 
    18 
    19 
    20 
    $

This should list your new file that combines combines two of the files you created. The
beginning of the listing will scroll off the top of your screen. Don’t worry about it. We’ll see
how to view long files in the chapter about less (less, more, pg).

display with line numbers

The following example uses the command cat with the -n option to add line numbers to
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the listing of the file.

Type cat -n file01.txt.

    $ cat -n file01.txt 
        1  This is a line of text in my first file. 
        2  This is another line. 

        3  To be, or not to be: that is the question: 
        4 
        5  1234567890 
        6  ABC 
        7  XYZ 
        8  abc 
        9  xyz 
    $

Notice that the blank line is numbered. You can use the -b option to get line numbers,
skipping all blank lines.

Type cat -b file01.txt.

    $ cat -b file01.txt 
        1  This is a line of text in my first file. 
        2  This is another line. 

        3  To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

        4  1234567890 
        5  ABC 
        6  XYZ 
        7  abc 
        8  xyz 
    $

empty a file

You can use cat to empty a file by sending /dev/null to the file to be emptied. The
null device is bit nothingness.

Start by making a copy of one of the files you just created so that you don’t wipe out your
hard work.

    $ cp file01.txt emptyfile 
    $

Use cat to verify that the new file really does exist and has a complete copy of the
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original file.

    $ cat emptyfile.txt 
    This is a line of text in my first file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    $

Now type cat /dev/null > emptyfile.txt. This will leave the file in existence,
but empty it of all characters.

    $ cat /dev/null > emptyfile.txt 
    $

Confirm this by using both cat and wc (word count). The cat will simply return to the
prompt because there is nothing to print out. The wc will show zero lines, zero words, and
zero characters.

    $ cat file01.txt > emptyfile.txt 
    $ wc names 
           0       0      0 emptyfile.txt 
    $

replacing files

The previous example brings up the point that if you use cat to output to an existing file,
the previous file will be completely replaced by the new one. There is no warning at all.

appending files

You can append to the end of an existing file by using two greater than signs (no spaces in
between) >>.

Start by making a copy of an existing file and then confirming the copy is correct.

    $ cp file01.txt file03.txt 
    $ cat file03.txt 
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    This is a line of text in my first file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    $

Now try the append.

    $ cat numberfile.txt >>.file03.txt 
    $

And confirm that your append worked.

    $ cat file03.txt 
    This is a line of text in my first file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    1 
    2 
    3 
    4 
    5 
    6 
    7 
    8 
    9 
    10 
    11 
    12 
    13 
    14 
    15 
    16 
    17 
    18 
    19 
    20 
    $

hidden characters and spaces
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There are several switches that can be used to view files with non-printable characters,
trailing spaces, and other hidden characters that can drive you crazy.

On Linux (not on BSD or SYS V or Mac OS X), you can use the -E command to place a
$ dollar sign at the end of each line. This will reveal trailing spces that would not otherwise
be visible.

    $ cat -E names 
    James$ 
    Mary$ 
    John$ 
    Patricia$ 
    Robert$ 
    Linda$ 
    $

The -v switch will display non-printing characters. Control characters are preceded by the
^ caret character, so control-X would be listed as ^X. The delete character (octal 0177) is
displayed as ^?. The non-ASCII characters (high bit set) are displayed with M- (for meta)
followed by the character for the low seven bits.

On Linux only, you can combine the -vE with the -e character (show nonprinting
characters and the end of line marker).

On Linux only, you can use the -T switch to show tab characters as ^I.

You can use the -t switch to show tab characters as ^I and non-printing characters in the
manner described for the -v switch. This is the equivalent of the Linux only -vT.

On Linux only, you can use the -A switch as a shorter version of the ^vET combination.

squeeze lines

You can use the -s switch to suppress multiple consecutive empty lines. Only one empty
line will be displayed.

cat in scripts

While cat is a great tool for work from the command line, if you find yourself using cat
in a script, you should probably rethink your algorithm. It is rare that you are on the right path
when you find yourself using cat inside a shell script. The use of cat in a shell script is a
common sign of amateur hacking and the script probably has additional serious beginner
mistakes and problems as well.
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cat can correctly be used in a script, but if you find yourself using cat in a script, you
might want to stop and think about it. See if you can fnd a better solution.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 30 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).

cat is a standard Unix utility that reads files sequentially, writing them to standard
output. The name is derived from its function to (con)catenate files (from Latin catenare, “to
chain”). It has been ported to a number of operating systems. —Wikipedia cat page
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command

separator
chapter 13

summary

This chapter looks at the command separator in UNIX or Linux.

semicolon

The semicolon ( ; ) is used as a command separator.

You can run more than one command on a single line by using the command separator,
placing the semicolon between each command.

    $ date; who am i 
    Mon Aug 27 19:15:41 PDT 2012 
    admin    ttys000  Aug 27 17:50 
    $

It does not matter if you have a space before the semicolon or not. Use whichever method
is more readable and natural for you.

    $ date ; who am i 
    Mon Aug 27 19:15:41 PDT 2012 
    admin    ttys000  Aug 27 17:50 
    $
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Each command is processed in order, as if you had typed each individually, with the
exception that the line with the prompt is only displayed once, at the end of the series of
commands.

If you forget the semicolon, you will get an error message. The following two examples
are from different systems.

    $ date who am i 
    date: illegal time format 
    $

    $ date who am i 
    date: bad conversion 
    $

The semicolon is a common terminator or separator in many common programming
languages, including Ada, C, Java, Pascal, Perl, PHP, and PL/I.

Many programmers automatically place the semicolon at the end of any shell command.
The shell is fine with this.

    $ date; 
    Mon Aug 27 19:15:41 PDT 2012 
    $
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less, more, pg
chapter 14

summary

This chapter looks at less, more, and pg, a related family of UNIX (and Linux)
commands.

less, more, and pg are utilities for reading a very large text file in small sections at a
time.

pg is the name of the historical utility on BSD UNIX systems.

more is the name of the historical utility on System V UNIX systems.

pg and more are very similar and have almost the same functionality and are used in
almost the exact same manner, except for whether you type pg or more.

less is a more modern version that has the capaibilites of more along with additional
new capabilities.

Mac OS X has all three versions installed. It is common to find both more and less on
Linux systems. The older versions are typically included so that old scripts written before the
invention of less will still work.

The name less is a pun, from the expression “less is more.”

Try using less with your test file file01.txt.

You are going to try less first. Which of the three commands work for you depends on
which ones are installed.

    $ less file01.txt
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Next, you are going to try more next.

    $ more file01.txt

And finally, you are going to try pg last.

    $ pg file01.txt

At least one of the three will work. Please try the others to see if they are available on
your system, but for this exercise, use less if it works, otherwise use the first one that
works.

    $ less file01.txt 
    This is a line of text in my first file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    $

Now we are going to see the real power of less with a long file.

    $ less file02.txt 
    This is a line of text in my second file. 
    This is another line. 

    To be, or not to be: that is the question: 
    Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 
    The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 
    Or to take arms against a sea of troubles, 
    And by opposing end them? To die: to sleep; 
    No more; and by a sleep to say we end 
    The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks 
    That flesh is heir to, 'tis a consummation 
    Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep; 
    To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there's the rub; 
    For in that sleep of death what dreams may come 
    When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, 
    Must give us pause: there's the respect 
    That makes calamity of so long life; 
    For who would bear the whips and scorns of time, 
    The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely, 
    The pangs of despised love, the law's delay, 
    The insolence of office and the spurns 
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    That patient merit of the unworthy takes, 
    When he himself might his quietus make 
    File02.txt

Notice that you are not yet back to the shell prompt. You are still in the less command.
You are only one page into the file. less allows you to view long files one page at a time,
instead of scrolling them off the top of your screen.

Type the SPACE key to see another page of text.

    That patient merit of the unworthy takes, 
    When he himself might his quietus make 
    With a bare bodkin? who would fardels bear, 
    To grunt and sweat under a weary life, 
    But that the dread of something after death, 
    The undiscover'd country from whose bourn 
    No traveller returns, puzzles the will 
    And makes us rather bear those ills we have 
    Than fly to others that we know not of? 
    Thus conscience does make cowards of us all; 
    And thus the native hue of resolution 
    Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought, 
    And enterprises of great pith and moment 
    With this regard their currents turn awry, 
    And lose the name of action. - Soft you now! 
    The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons 
    Be all my sins remember'd. 

    1234567890 
    ABC 
    XYZ 
    abc 
    xyz 
    (END)

Notice that you are not yet back to the shell prompt. Even though the entire file contents
have been listed, you are still in the less command.

Typing lower case q will quit the less (or more or pg) program.

less (and the other two utility commands) displays one page at a time. This is in contrast
with cat, which displays the entire file at once.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 43 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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file system

basics
chapter 15

summary

This chapter looks at the basics of the file system on UNIX or Linux.

By 1971, many fundamentally important aspects of UNIX were already in place,
including file ownership and file access permissions.

graphics exmaple

In a graphic user interface, you can see the file system directory structure in some kind of
picture version. This varies by system.

The following example is from Mac OS X. If you use Mac OS X, the UNIX directories
are kept hidden in Finder. You can see them by using Finder’s Go menu, Go To Folder…,
and type “private”.

The following example is from Linux.
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Do not mess with your system files until you know what you are doing. You can cause
your computer to stop working.

Some of the typical UNIX/Linux directories are etc, tmp, var, bin, sbin, dev, boot, or
home.

some basics

Both UNIX and Linux organize the entire file system into a single collection (called the
directory tree). This is in sharp contrast to Windows dividing the file system into multiple
parts, each based on a particular drive or device.

File names are case sensitive. The file names “File” and “file” are different files. This is in
sharp contrast with Windows and Macintosh (where they are alternate names for the same
file). Note that this is a Mac OS X variation from the standard UNIX practice.

A file name that starts with a period is a hidden file. In Mac OS X, you can toggle
between showing and hiding hidden files in Finder by typing Command-Shift-Period.

Neither UNIX nor Linux enforce or recognize file extensions (such as “.txt”). In some
operating systems (such as Windows and traditional Macintosh), the file extensions are
recognized by the operating system and are used for such purposes as deciding which
program is used to open the file. You can add file extensions UNIX or Linux file names (and
this is commonly done to help humans organize their files), but the file extension is ignored
by the operating system and has no special meaning.

Most modern Linux and UNIX operating systems support long file names with a wide
variety of characters, including the space character. Shells are set up for old school UNIX,
which had a limited number of characters in file names and a very limited choice of
characters in file names. it is best to use these old school limits for files you manipulate
through the UNIX or Linux shell. Mac OS X allows you to put file names inside quotation
marks (to allow such things as spaces in file names). You can also access files through their
inode numbers (which will let the shell work on any file name). Still, it is wise to use only
letters, numbers, period, hyphen, and underscore in UNIX or Linux file names 9and
particularly to avoid the space character).

directory tree
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A directory in UNIX or Linux is the same as a folder in Macintosh or Windows.

Directories may contain any combination of files and subordinate directories.

This structure is called a tree. It branches out from a root.

The root is the beginning of the filesystem.

A branch is a directory and all of its subdirectories.

When a directory is inside another directory, the one inside is called a child and the outer
one is the parent.

A leaf is anything that has no children, such as a file.

Unix and Linux are organized into a single file system tree, under a master directory
called root and designated by the forward leaning slash ( / ). This is in sharp contrast with
Windows, where there is a seperate file system tree for each drive letter.

In UNIX, everything is is a file. Even a directory is just a special file that stores
information about other files.

some important directories

The following is a brief description of some of the major directories. Not all systems will
have all of these directories.

/ The root directory of the entire file system.

    /bin A collection of binary files, better known as programs.

/boot or /kernel The files needed to boot or start your computer.

/dev The devices connected to your computer (remember, everything, even hardware
devices, is treated as a file in UNIX or Linux).

/etc System configuration files, startup procedures, and shutdown procedures.

/home or /users The home directories for each user.

/lib or /Library Library files.

/net Other networked systems (again, treated as files).

/opt Third party software. In older systems this might be /usr/local
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/private On Mac OS X, this is the location of the UNIX files. It is normally kept hidden
from all users in Finder, but is visible in your terminal emulator and shell. Mac OS X has
links to the major UNIX directories at the root level so that UNIX and Linux tools can find
their files in the standard locations.

/proc Information about processes and devices.

/sbin System binaries (that is, system programs).

/tmp Space for temporary files. Required by all forms of UNIX.

/usr User binaries (programs), libraries, manuals, and docs.

/var Variable files.

Swap Virtual memory on a hard drive. Allows the memory manager to swap some data
and program segments to hard drive to expand the amount of memory available beyond the
limits of physical memory.

    For a more advanced and complete listing, see major directories.

home and working directory

The home directory is the directory that your system places you in when you first log into
your system (start the shell). The home directory is defined in the /etc/passwd file. This
is your personal space on a UNIX or Linux machine.

The tilde character can be used to name your home directory. ~user-name (where user-
name is your actual user name) indicates your home directory.

The working directory is whatever directory you happen to be working in. The working
directory is always the same as the home directory when you start a shell session, but you can
change your working directory at any time (and typically do change it). Commands normally
are applied to the current working directory.

The working directory may also be called the current directory, current working directory,
or present working directory.

parent and child directory

Any directories underneath a particular directory are called child directories. Any
directory can have zero, one, or many child directories.

The directory above any particular directory is called the parent directory. Any directory
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has only one parent (with the exception of root, which has no parent).

absolute paths

Every directory or file can be defined by a complete absolute path. The complete absolute
path gives every level of directory, starting from the root. An absolute path name is
sometimes called the full path name.

An example might be the /usr/java/bin. This would be a directory containing Java
binaries. In this example, under the / root directory there is a directory called usr and inside
that directory there is a directory called java and inside that directory there is a directory
called bin and inside that directory there are programs for running Java.

Absolute paths normally start at the root of the file system.

relative paths

Relative paths describe where to find a file or directory from the current working
directory.

A single period (or dot) character ( ./ ) indicates that you are describing the path to a
directory or file from the current working directory.

If your current working directory is www and that directory is under /usr, then the file
index.html inside the current working directory can be described by the full or absolute
path of /usr/www/index.html or a relative path name of ./index.html.

The single period is called “dot”.

Two periods ( ../ called “dot dot”) take you up one directory to the parent directory.

You can use a series of two dots ( ../../ ) to go up more than one directory level.

dots and tildes and slashes

/ Slash is used as a separator between directory names. When slash is the first character in
a path name, it indicates the root directory.

~ Tilde is used to get to your home directory.

./ Single dot is used to indicate the current working directory.

../ Two dots are used to indicate the parent of the current working directory.
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. A single dot in front of a file name (such as .Trash) is used to make a hidden file.
Hidden files are only listed when specifically requested.

hidden files

A file name that starts with a period is a hidden file. In Mac OS X, you can toggle
between showing and hiding hidden files in Finder by typing Command-Shift-Period. In MS-
DOS, a hidden file can’t be written to. In UNIX and Linux a hidden file can be read and
written.

Some important hidden files are the files used to configure the working environment,
including .cshrc, .login, and .profile.

Some programs keep application-specific resources in hidden files or hidden directories.

moving around

    This will all make a bit more sense in the next chapter as you learn how to actually
move around your file system.
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pwd
chapter 16

summary

This chapter looks at pwd, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

pwd is used to Print the Working Directory. It provides the full path for the current
working directory. and is normally run without any options.

pwd is a builtin command in bash. There is also an external utility with the same name
and functionality.

working directory

The working directory is whatever directory you happen to be working in. The working
directory is always the same as the home directory when you start a shell session, but you can
change your working directory at any time (and typically do change it). Commands normally
are applied to the current working directory.

The working directory may also be called the current directory, current working directory,
or present working directory.

using pwd

Type pwd from the command line, followed by ENTER or RETURN, and you will see the
current working directory.

    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin 
    $

There’s not much else to tell you about this command, but this is an important one
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because you will continually have the need to know where you are.

moving around

We will go into more detail about these commands later, but for now you need to know
how to move around in your file system.

The ls command is used to list the contents of the current directory.

Go ahead and type ls followed by ENTER or RETURN and you will see a list of the files
and directories in your current working directory (which should still also be your home
directory).

The cd command is used to change directories.

Go ahead and type cd directory-name followed by ENTER or RETURN and you
will move to the new directory. You can confirm this by then typing pwd followed by
ENTER or RETURN. You will see that you have successfully changed working directories.

This example includes a directory that may or may not exist on your machine, cd
Desktop. Pick one of the directories listed on your machine.

    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin 
    $ ls 
    Desktop     Movies      Send Registration 
    Documents   Music       Sites 
    Downloads   Pictures 
    Library     Public 
    $ cd Desktop 
    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin/Desktop 
    $

As you move around the directory tree, it is common to forget exactly where you are,
especially if you do some other tasks (such as file editing). pwd provides an easy way to
determine where you are and insure that your next actions are happening in the correct
directory.

Use cd command all by itself to return to your home directory.

    $ cd 
    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin 
    $
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other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 13 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).

advanced topic

The remainder of this chapter covers an advanced topic. I am placing this here so that you
will be easily able to find them when you are ready for this information.

Eventually you will make use of symlinks and symlinked directories. There will be times
when you need toknow the actual physical path to the current working directory, not just the
logical symlinked path.

options

pwd is almost always used without options and never uses any arguments (such as file
names). Anything other than legal options typed after pwd are ignored. Some shells ignore
anything other than the legal options typed after pwd without reporting any errors, while
most shells report errors for illegal options. All shells seem to ignore all arguments without
reporting any errors.

The two main options for pwd are -L and -P.

The -L option displays the logical current working directory. This is the default if no
options are listed.

    $ cd /symlink 
    $ pwd -L 
    /symlink 
    $

The -P option displays the physical current working directory, with all symbolic links
resolved.

    $ pwd -P 
    /Users/admin 
    $

You can use the results of the pwd -P switch to cd to the physical directory.
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    $ cd /Users/admin 
    $

You can also use the -P switch directly on the cd command to change to the physical
directory.

    $ cd -P /symlink 
    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin 
    $

You can use the help command to get information about pwd.

    $ help pwd

Some early Linux shells allow the --help command to get information about pwd.

    $ pwd --help

Some early Linux shells allow the --version option gives the version number for your
copy of pwd.

    $ pwd --version
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command

history
chapter 17

summary

This chapter looks at command history in a UNIX (and Linux) BASH shell.

Command history is used to recall recent commands and repeat them with modifications.

You will find that you are often repeating a few common commands over and over with
variations in the options and arguments (such as file names). Having the ability to recall a
previous example and make a few changes will greatly save on typing.

arrow keys

Pushing the Up Arrow key will bring back previously typed commands one at a time
(from most recently typed to the first typed).

Pushing the Down Arrow key will move from the oldest to the newest commands one at a
time.

The commands brought back by the Up Arrow and Down Arrow keys will appear after the
current prompt.

You can press the ENTER or RETURN key to immediately run any selected command.

After using the Up Arrow or Down Arrow keys, your cursor is at the end of the line. You
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can use the DELETE key to remove old arguments and then start typing in new ones.

Note that holding down the CONTROL key and pressing the p key at the same time will
take you to the previous command just like the Up Arrow key. This is written ^p.

Holding down the CONTROL key and pressing the n key at the same time will take you
to the next command just like the Down Arrow key. This is written ^n.

Pressing the META key (or on some systems pressing the ESCAPE key), then releasing it,
then typing the less than < key will take you to the beginning of the command history.
Pressing the META key (or on many modern systems pressing the ESCAPE key or ESC
key), then releasing it, then typing the greater than > key will also move to the end (most
recent) command history. These are written M-< and M->.

editing a line

As mentioned above, when you use command history, the cursor is at the end of the
recalled command.

Either the Left Arrow or ^b (CONTROL-B) will go one character backward (towards the
beginning of line).

Either the Right Arrow or ^f (CONTROL-F) will go one character forward (towards the end
of line).

Typing inside a line will place characters in front of the cursor. The character inside the
cursor remains unchanged.

Using the DELETE key will delete the character in front of the cursor. The character
inside the cursor remains unchanged.

^k (CONTROL-K) will delete everything from the cursor to the end of the line.

^d (CONTROL-D) will delete the character inside (under) the cursor.

M-b will move you one word back (towards beginning of line). In this case, a word is a
collection of characters, usually separated by a space character.

M-f will move you one word forward (towards end of line).

^e (CONTROL-E) will move to the end of the line and ^a (CONTROL-A) will move to the
beginning of the line.

Once you have edited your command, use the RETURN or ENTER key to run the new
command. You can use the ENTER or RETURN key from anywhere in the command line.
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You do not have to be at the end of the command line.
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built-in

commands
chapter 18

summary

This chapter looks at built-in commands in a UNIX (and Linux) BASH shell.

tools

Most of the commands in the UNIX or Linux shell are actually programs. If you look at
the usr/bin directory, you will see the actual programs. Most of these programs were
written in the C programming language.

There is a common core of tools/commands that will be available on almost every UNIX
or Linux machine, but exactly how many and which commands/tools are available varies
widely.

The good news is that if a command or tool is missing from your system, you can go out
and get the source code and recompile it for your local computer.

built-in

Many of the shells have special built-in commands. These are not separate programs, but
are part of the code for the shell itself.

One example would be the shell command cd that you just saw in the previous quick tour
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chapter.

There are some built-in commands are only available in selected shells and these can
make your scripts shell-dependent.

Some examples of built-in commands include the history command in the C shell, and
the export command in the Bourne shell. The cd command is built-in in both bash and
csh.

echo is an example of a command that is built into both bash and csh, but also exists
externally as a utility.

overriding built-in commands

You can override any built-in commands by giving the full path name to an external
command or utility. If bash finds a slash character ( ) anywhere in a command, the shell will
not run the built-in command, even if the last component of the specified command matches
the name of a builtin command.

As an example, using the command echo will run the version of the command that is
built into bash, while specifying /bin/echo or ./echo will ignore the built-in comamnd
and instead run the designated utility.

Overriding can be used to run alternative versions of commands or to extend the built-in
command to add additional features.

determining builtin or external

You can use the type command to determine if a particular command is a built-in
command or an external utility. If the command is an external utility, you will also be told the
path to the external command.

    $ type echo 
    echo is a shell builtin 
    $ type mkdir 
    mkdir is /bin/mkdir 
    $

You can use the which command to locate a program in your path.

    $ which echo 
    /bin/echo 
    $
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You can use the whereis command to locate a program in your path.

    $ whereis echo 
    /bin/echo 
    $

In csh and tcsh you can use the where command to locate a program in your path.

    % where echo 
    /bin/echo 
    %

problems

You can use the type command to determine if a particular command is a built-in
command or an external utility. If the command is an external utility, you will also be told the
path to the external command.

If something bad happens to your computer, if the shell is still loaded in memory and
running, any of the built-in commands will still work correctly, even if the entire file system
(including all hard drives) disappears or becomes unavailable for any reason.

built in command chart

The following chart shows the built-in commands and external utilities for bash and csh
for Mac OS X. This wil be similar for Linux and other UNIXes.

External commands marked No** under the External column do exist externally, but are
implemented using the built-in command.

Command External csh bash
! No No Yes
% No Yes No
. No No Yes
: No Yes Yes
{ No No Yes
} No No Yes
alias No** Yes Yes
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alloc No Yes No
bg No** Yes Yes
bind No No Yes
bindkey No Yes No
break No Yes Yes
breaksw No Yes No
builtin No No Yes
builtins No Yes No
case No Yes Yes
cd No** Yes Yes
chdir No Yes Yes
command No** No Yes
complete No Yes No
continue No Yes Yes
default No Yes No
dirs No Yes No
do No No Yes
done No No Yes
echo Yes Yes Yes
echotc No Yes No
elif No No Yes
else No Yes Yes
end No Yes No
endif No Yes No
endsw No Yes No
esac No No Yes
eval No Yes Yes
exec No Yes Yes
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exit No Yes Yes
export No No Yes
false Yes No Yes
fc No** No Yes
fg No** Yes Yes
filetest No Yes No
fi No No Yes
for No No Yes
foreach No Yes No
getopts No** No Yes
glob No Yes No
goto No Yes No
hash No No Yes
hashstat No Yes No
history No Yes No
hup No Yes No
if No Yes Yes
jobid No No Yes
jobs No** Yes Yes
kill Yes Yes No
limit No Yes No
local No No Yes
log No Yes No
login Yes Yes No
logout No Yes No
ls-F No Yes No
nice Yes Yes No
nohup Yes Yes No
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notify No Yes No
onintr No Yes No
popd No Yes No
printenv Yes Yes No
pushd No Yes No
pwd Yes No Yes
read No** No Yes
readonly No No Yes
rehash No Yes No
repeat No Yes No
return No No Yes
sched No Yes No
set No Yes Yes
setenv No Yes No
settc No Yes No
setty No Yes No
setvar No No Yes
shift No Yes Yes
source No Yes No
stop No Yes No
suspend No Yes No
switch No Yes No
telltc No Yes No
test Yes No Yes
then No No Yes
time Yes Yes No
times No No Yes
trap No No Yes
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true Yes No Yes
type No No Yes
ulimit No No Yes
umask No** Yes Yes
unalias No** Yes Yes
uncomplete No Yes No
unhash No Yes No
unlimit No Yes No
unset No Yes Yes
unsetenv No Yes No
until No No Yes
wait No** Yes Yes
where No Yes No
which Yes Yes No
while No Yes Yes
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ls
chapter 19

summary

This chapter looks at ls, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

ls is the UNIX (and Linux) list command.

The ls command was described in the first UNIX book, UNIX Programmer’s Manual, by
Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie, published November 3, 1971.

list directory contents

Use the ls command to list the contents of the current working directory (files and
directories).

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures 
    Library          Public 
    $

PC-DOS equivalents

ls -la is the UNIX equivalent of the MS-DOS or PC-DOS command DIR. You can
add the PC-DOS equivalent to your shell session with the alias command. To make the
change permanent, add the following line to the .bashrc file in your home directory. Note
that if you add this PC-DOS/MS-DOS equivalent, only add the all upper case version,
because the lower case type is an important UNIX command that you will also need.

    $ alias DIR="ls -la"
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ls -la | less is the UNIX equivalent of the MS-DOS or PC-DOS command DIR
/P.

list all

Type ls with the -A option to get a list of all entries other than . (single dot) and ..
(double dot).

    $ ls -A

list with indicators

Type ls with the -F option to have special indicators for special files.

    $ ls -F 
    Desktop/                Music/                  file01.txt 
    Documents/              Pictures/               file02.txt 
    Downloads/              Public/                 names 
    Library/                Send registration@      numberfile.txt 
    Movies/                 Sites/                  testdir/ 
    $

A slash / will be added after every pathname that is a directory. An asterisk * will be
added after every file that is executable (including scripts). An at sign @ will be displayed
after each symbolic link. An equals sign = will be displayed after each socket. A percent sign
% will be displayed after each whiteout. A vertical bar | will be displayed after each item than
is a FIFO.

ls -F is a builtin command in csh.

hidden files

The -a option will give a list of all files, including hidden files.

    $ ls 
    Desktop     Downloads   Movies   Pictures   scripts 
    Documents   Library     Music    Public 
    $ ls -a 
    .               .cups       Library    scripts 
    ..              .vminfo     Movies 
    .DS_Store       Desktop     Music 
    .Trash          Documents   Pictures 
    -bash_history   Downloads   Public 
    $
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The hidden or invisible files are hidden to make it less likely that they are accidentally
corrupted or deleted.

list specific directory

So far all of the examples have been on the current working directory. If you name a
specific directory, you will get a listing for that directory. You may use any of the flags you
have already learned.

    $ ls Music 
    GarageBand      iTunes 
    $

common error

The most common error is attempting to ls a directory or file that doesn’t exist.

multiple directories

You can list multiple directories, each separated by a space character. This will give the
listing for each directory, one at a time.

    $ ls Movies Music 
    Movies: 
    iMovie Projects.localized 

    Music: 
    GarageBand      iTunes 
    $

separate lines

The -1 option will cause each item on its own line. This is useful for scripts that will do
further processing.

    $ ls -1 
    Desktop 
    Documents 
    Downloads 
    Library 
    Movies 
    Music 
    Pictures 
    Public 
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    scripts 
    $

option grouping

You can combine multiple options for a single command. For example, if you wanted to
show visible and invisble files and show the file indicators, you can use both the -F and -a
options together.

    $ ls -a -F 
    ./              .cups/       Library/    scripts 
    ../             .vminfo      Movies/ 
    .DS_Store       Desktop/     Music/ 
    .Trash/         Documents/   Pictures/ 
    -bash_history   Downloads/   Public/ 
    $

You can group option by listing them in any order (with a few rare exceptions) and either
with their own minus sign or after a single minus sign. All of the following versions of the ls
command work the same way:

    $ ls -a -F 
    $ ls -F -a 
    $ ls -aF 
    $ ls -Fa 
    $

list specific file

You can ls a specific file or files. This is primarily useful with other options that report
additional information.

    $ ls filename

list specific directory

You can ls a specific directory. It will list all of the files in the designated directory.

    $ ls directory

You can the -d switch to have ls list just the named directory. This is pretty much
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useless by itself, but useful when combined with switches for specific kinds of information.

    $ ls -d directory

list files and directories

You can ls a a combined list of specific files and directories.

    $ ls filename directory

common error

The most common error is attempting to ls a directory or file that doesn’t exist.

colorized

Use the -G option to colorize the output of ls.

    $ ls -G 
    Desktop        Downloads      Movies         Pictures       file01.txt 
    names          scripts        Documents      Library        Music          
    Public         forthfunctions numberfile.txt testdir 
    $

You can edit your .profile file to set specific colors for directories, sockets, pipes,
symlinks, etc. You can also set colors for executable files. You can even set colors for
specific file extensions.

The default for Mac OS X (shown above) is royal blue for directories.

Daniel Sandman wrote:

I have this as an alias in my ~/.zshrc.

alias ls="ls --color=auto -FshX"

list all dubdirectory contents

Use the -R switch to show all of the contents of all of the subdirectories. This can be a
huge list. The -R stands for recursive.
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    $ ls -R

long listing

Use the -l switch for a long listing. Each file or directory is on its own line. One sample
line shown:

    $ ls -l 
    drwxr-xr-x    2 admin   staff   68 Aug 20 16:43 testdir 
    $

The order of information

Mode file type (see chart below), file permissions (owner, group, other in the order of
read, write, execute), possible special information.

b   Block special file
c   Character special file
d   Directory
l   Symbolic link
s   Socket link
p   FIFO (pipe)
-   Regular file

If the file or directory has extended attributes the permissions field is followed by the @
character.

If the file or directory has extended security information (such as an Access Control List),
the permissions field is followed by the + character.

links The number of links.

user The user name. If the user name is unknown, the numeric ID is shown. Adding the -
n switch will force the numeric ID instead.

group The group name. If the group name is unknown, the numeric ID is shown. Adding
the -n switch will force the numeric ID instead.

size The number of bytes. If the file is a character special or block special file, the major
and minor device numbers replace the size field.
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date and time The abbreviated month, day-of-month, hour and minute the file was last
modified. If the modification time is more than six (6) months past or future, then the year
replaces the hour and minute fields.

pathname The name of the file or directory. If the file is a symbolic link, the pathname of
the linked-to file is preceded by ->.

The first line (before the individual file entries) is the number of blocks used by the files
in the directory.

list in reverse order

Use the -r switch to show the results in reverse order.

    $ ls -r

list by time of modifications

Use the -t switch to show the results by time of modification (most recent first).

    $ ls -t

list by time of last access

Use the -u switch to show the results by time of last access (most recent first).

    $ ls -u

list by time of file creation

Use the -U switch to show the results by time of file creation (most recent first).

    $ ls -U

show time information

Use the -T switch to show full time information: month, day, hour, minute, second, year.
This switch needs to be comibined with the -l switch. Sample line below:
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    $ ls -Tl 
    drwxr-xr-x    2 admin   staff   68 Aug 20 16:43:15 2013 testdir 
    $

show extended information

Use the -@ switch to show extended attribute keys and sizes. This switch needs to be
comibined with the -l switch.

    $ ls -@l

show Access Control List

Use the -e switch to show the Access Control List (ACL) associated with a file when
there is an ACL. This switch needs to be comibined with the -l switch.

    $ ls -el

show number of blocks

Use the -s switch to show the size in blocks for each file. The UNIX default block size is
512 bytes, but thsi can very different on modern versions of UNIX or Linux.

    $ ls -s

advanced information

scripting gotchas

This is an advanced item, but it is placed in this chapter so that you can easily find where
to look it up when you need it.

Do not use the output of ls in a BASH for loop.

    $ for i in $(ls *.mp3); do # Wrong! 
    $    command $i # Wrong! 
    $ done # Wrong! 
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    $ for i in $(ls *.mp3) # Wrong! 
    $ for i in `ls *.mp3` # Wrong!

If any file name has spaces in it, then it will be word split. So, the MP3 for Alex Clair’s
“Too Close” (number four song on his “The Lateness of the Hour” album) might be 04 Too
Close. In that case, your command would run on the files “04”, “Too”, and “Close”, rather
than “04 Too Close”. Additional errors likely to follow. Listen to the song “Too Close” for
free.

Double quote won’t work either because that will cause the entire output of the ls
command to be treated as a single item. Your loop will run once on all of the file names
conactenated together.

    $ for i in "$(ls *.mp3)"; # Wrong!

The solution is to run your loop without even using ls, relying on BASH’s filename
expansion. Don’t forget to check for the possibility that there are no qualifying files in the
current directory.

    $ for i in *.mp3; do 
    $    [[ -f "$i" ]] || continue 
    $    command "$i" 
    $ done

Thanks to Daniel Massimillano for a correction.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number twelve (12) most
frequently used UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX /
Linux Commands (With Examples).
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cd
chapter 20

summary

This chapter looks at cd, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

cd is used to Change Directory.

cd is a builtin command in bash and csh. There is also an external utility with the same
name and functionality.

cd is used to change the directory you are working in. You type the command cd
followed by a space and then the directory (folder) that you want to change to.

The chdir (change directory) command, the predecessor of cd, was described in the
first UNIX book, UNIX Programmer’s Manual, by Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie,
published November 3, 1971.

change directory example

For the purposes of an example, we need to first find a directory to change to. Type the
command ls -F.

    $ ls -F 
    Desktop/                Music/                  file01.txt 
    Documents/              Pictures/               file02.txt 
    Downloads/              Public/                 names 
    Library/                Send registration@      numberfile.txt 
    Movies/                 Sites/                  testdir/ 
    $

Your listing will be different than this one. Look for any name that has a slash ( / ) after it
and use it as the directory_name in the following example. If you created the testdir in the
quick tour chapter, then use the second example listed here.
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    $ cd directory_name 
    admins-power-mac-g5:directory_name admin$

If you created the testdir in the quick tour chapter, then use the following example:

    $ cd testdir 
    admins-power-mac-g5:testdir admin$

Use the pwd command to confirm that you are now in your new directory.

    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin/testdir 
    admins-power-mac-g5:testdir admin$

Use the cd command without any additional arguments to return to your home directory
from anywhere.

    $ cd 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

Use the pwd command to confirm that you are now back in your home directory.

    $ pwd 
    /Users/admin 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

return to home directory

You can always return to your home directory from anywhere by typing cd command all
by itself.

    $ cd 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

If the HOME variable is set (which is normal), then you can use it to return to your home
directory.

    $ cd $HOME 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$
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return to previous directory

To return to the previous directory, type cd ~-

    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$ cd testdir 
changing to the testdir directory 
    admins-power-mac-g5:testdir admin$ cd ../Library 
changing to the Library directory 
    admins-power-mac-g5:Library admin$ cd ~- 
changing back to the testdir directory, the immediately preceding directory 
    admins-power-mac-g5:testdir admin$

go one level up

Type cd ../ to go up one directory level. The following exampel starts in the testdir
directory and goes up one level to the home directory.

    admins-power-mac-g5:testdir admin$ cd ../ 
changing to the home directory, one level up from the testdir directory 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

You can type a series of ../ to go up multiple directories. cd ../../ will go up two
levels. cd ../../../ will go up three levels. And so on.

common cd errors

The two most common cd errors:

Attempting to cd to a file. You can only cd to a directory.
Attempting to cd to a directory that doesn’t exist. The directory must already exist.

PC-DOS equivalent

cd .. is the UNIX equivalent of the MS-DOS or PC-DOS command CD... You can
add the PC-DOS equivalent to your shell session with the alias command. To make the
change permanent, add the following line to the .bashrc file in your home directory.

    $ alias CD..="cd .."

advanced topic
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The following is an advanced topic. I am placing it in this chapter so that you can easily
find it when you need it in the future.

If you use cd to change to a symlinked directory, pwd will show the logical symlinked
path rather than the actual physical path. You can use the -P option to force the change of
directory to be resolved to the actual physical path.

    $ cd -P /symlink 
    $ pwd 
    $ /Users/admin 
    $

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 14 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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cp
chapter 21

summary

This chapter looks at cp, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

cp is used to copy a file.

cp was part of the original 1969 version of UNICS (the original name for UNIX).

copy a file

Use the cp command to make a copy of a file. This example assumes you created the
names file in the quick tour chapter.

    $ cp names saved_names 
    $

Notice that there is no confirmation of the file copy being made.

This silent behavior is typical of any UNIX shell. The shell will typically report errors, but
remain silent on success. While disconcerting to those new to UNIX or Linux, you become
accustomed to it. The original purpose was to save paper. When UNIX was first created, the
terminals were mostly teletype machines and all output was printed to a roll of paper. It made
sense to conserve on paper use to keep costs down.

You can use the ls command to confirm that the copy really was made. You won’t be
using up any paper.

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures      names 
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    Library          Public        saved_names 
    $

cp makes an exact copy of a file.

common errors

Common errors:

the source is a directory
the source does not exist
attempt to copy a file to itself

overwriting files

The plain cp command will simply replace any existing file with a matching name. No
warning.

    $ cp names saved_names 
    $

In the above example, if the file save_names already existed, it will be replaced with a
copy of names.

interactive confirmation

You can type cp -i to get an interactive confirmation before replacing a file. Enter n or
just the RETURN key to stop the copy and prevent an overwrite. Enter y to go ahead with the
copy and replace the old file.

    $ cp -i names saved_names 
    overwrite saved_names? (y/n [n]) n 
    not overwritten 
    $

force overwrites

Use the -f option to force the copy to overwrite any file with a matching name. This is
the same as the default action of the cp command.

    $ cp -f names saved_names
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copy to a directory

To copy a file to a different directory, name the directory with a leading slash (/) as the
destination:

    $ cp sourcefilename directory/

Try this example:

    $ cp names testdir/ 
    $ ls testdir 
    names 
    $

A copy of the file will be stored in the specified directory with the original name. You can
add a new file name after the directory if you want to change the name of the copy at the
same time you create it in the specified directory.

    $ cp sourcefilename /directory/newname

Try this example:

    $ cp names testdir/newnames 
    $ ls testdir 
    names           newnames 
    $

copying an entire directory

To copy an entire source directory to a different directory, give the names of each
directory:

    $ cp sourcedirectory destinationdirectory/

This does not work on all systems without using the -r or -R switch (see next item).

copying an entire directory and subdirectories

If you want to copy a directory and all of its subdirectories (the directory subtree), then
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use the recursive switch. The recursive switch will be either -r or -R. Check the man page
for your system.

    $ cp -r sourcedirectory destinationdirectory/

Mac OS X supports both the -r and the -R switches for compatibility with legacy scripts,
but on Mac OS X the -r option will not correctly copy special files, symbolic links, or fifos,
while the -R option will copy them correctly.

Try this example:

    $ cp -r testdir newdir/ 
    $ ls newdir 
    names           newnames 
    $

copying multiple items to a directory

You can create a list of sources (both files and directories) that are all put into a single
destination directory. The last item listed must be a directory and is the destination. You can
optionally use the -r or -R flag (which ever is appropriate for your system) to recursively
copy source directories with all of their subdirectories. SOme systems may require the -r or
-R switch if you include directories as well as files int he source list.

    $ cp sourcedirectory1/ sourcedirectory2/sourcefile destinationdirectory/

common error

A common error is that the destination folder already exists.

PC-DOS equivalent

cp -i is the UNIX equivalent of the MS-DOS or PC-DOS command COPY. You can
add the PC-DOS equivalent to your shell session with the alias command. To make the
change permanent, add the following line to the .bashrc file in your home directory. Note
that this version adds interactive questioning before replacing a file, in a manner similar to
PC-DOS. Note also that if you add this PC-DOS/MS-DOS equivalent, only add the all upper
case version, because the lower case type is an important UNIX command that you will also
need.
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    $ alias COPY="cp -i"

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 28 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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mv
chapter 22

summary

This chapter looks at mv, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

mv is used to move or rename a file.

rename a file

Use the mv command to rename a file. This example assumes you created the names and
saved_name files in the quick tour chapter.

    $ mv saved_named old_names 
    $

Notice that the shell is once again silent with success. You can use the ls command to
confirm that the rename really was made.

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures      names 
    Library          Public        old_names 
    $

common error

A common error is the source file not existing (often because of a typing or speling error).

interactive confirmation
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Use the -i option to have an interactive confirmation before overwriting an existing file.
Note that this does not seem to work on Mac OS X Mountain Lion.

    $ mv -i names saved_names 
    overwrite saved_names? (y/n [n]) n 
    not overwritten 
    $

force overwrites

Use the -f option to force rename (mv) to overwrite any file with a matching name. This
is the same as the default action of the mv command.

    $ mv -f names saved_names

prevent overwrites

Use the -n option to prevent rename (mv) from overwriting any file with a matching
name.

    $ mv -n names saved_names

PC-DOS equivalent

mv is the UNIX equivalent of the MS-DOS or PC-DOS command REN. You can add the
PC-DOS equivalent to your shell session with the alias command. To make the change
permanent, add the following line to the .bashrc file in your home directory.

    $ alias REN="mv"

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 29 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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rm
chapter 23

summary

This chapter looks at rm, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

rm removes or deletes files or directories.

rm is used to remove or erase a file.

rm was part of the original 1969 version of UNICS (the original name for UNIX).

delete a file

Use the rm (remove) command to delete a file. This example assumes you created the
names saved_names and old_names files in the quick tour chapter.

    $ rm old_names 
    $

You can use the ls command to confirm that the file was really deleted.

    $ ls 
    Desktop          Movies        Send registration 
    Documents        Music         Sites 
    Downloads        Pictures      names 
    Library 
    $

safety

Before using rm, especially rm with globbing (such as using wild cards), try the same
glob with ls first to make sure you will be removing the files you intend to remove.
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For example, before running rm foo*.txt, run ls foo*.txt. Read the list and be
sure that you are going to delete the files you really intend to delete.

Some UNIX and Linux users modify the rm command by aliasing it with the interactive
form, rm -i. This changes the behavior of rm to always ask before deleting files.

    $ alias rm="rm -i"

Unfortunately, this alias can cause some scripts to fail (possibly including system scripts
that were provided with your distribution).

An alternative is to alias to a different, non-conflicting name. In this case, del might be
appropriate.

    $ alias del="rm -i"

PC-DOS equivalent

rm -i is the UNIX equivalent of the MS-DOS or PC-DOS command DEL. You can add
the PC-DOS equivalent to your shell session with the alias command. To make the change
permanent, add the following line to the .bashrc file in your home directory. Note that this
version adds interactive questioning before deleting a file, in a manner similar to PC-DOS.

    $ alias DEL="rm -i"

deleting a file name with spaces

Sometimes a file name has space or tab characters in it. This is strongly discouraged on a
server, but is fairly common on a desktop Linux system. Enclose the file name in quotation
marks.

    $ rm "sample file" 
    $

recursive

Type rm followed by the option -r followed by directory name to delete recursively. This
means that the directory and all of its subdirectories will be removed, even for non-empty
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direcories. This is a fast way to remove directories and files in a single command. This is also
a very dangerous command. Always include the directory name rather than * to prevent
accidentally destroying the wrong directories.

    $ rm -r directory-name 
    $

This is also a very dangerous command. You may want to include the -i interactive flag
to confirm that you are really deleting the correct files.

    $ rm -ri directory-name 
    $

dangerous command

WARNING! Do not test these examples. They will delete all of the files on your
computer.

These commands often appear in cruel internet jokes.

    $ rm -rf / # WARNING! This will delete all of the files on your
computer. 
    $ rm -rf * # WARNING! This will delete all of the files on your
computer.

advanced information

file won’t delete

The following information is rather advanced and requires knowledge of that hasn’t yet
been introduced in this tutorial. This advanced material is placed here so that you can easily
find it when using this nerdary as a reference rather a tutorial. For now, just note that this
material is located here.

Sometimes you will attempt to delete a file and the shell will tell you the file can’t be
deleted.

    $ rm stubborn_file 
    rm: cannot remove `stubborn_file': Permission denied 
    $
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You can try to chmod 777 the file or chown the file or directory.

The next line of defense is to use sudo and delete the file as root or superuser.

    $ sudo rm stubborn_file 
    $

If you can’t remove the file as root, then there are a number of different possibilities to
consider. The following is a checklist of some of the possibilities.

It might be a matter of directory permissions. Directory permissions, not file permissions,
control who can delete and create files. If you don’t have write-permissions for the directory,
you can’t delete the file.

Interestingly, the converse is also true. A user can delete a file set to 000 and owned by
root in a directory that he or she has access to, even though they can’t even view the file
contents. Of course, the sticky bit on a directory sets files so that they can only be deleted by
their owners. It is common to set the sticky bit on certain key directories, such as /tmp/.

The root or superuser should be able to override any regular permissions and delete any
file anyway, so the you will want to check Access Control Lists (ACLs), extended attributes,
and other special features that may be in play. You can try lsattr to list the attributes on a
Linux second extended file system (ext2) and chattr to change the attributes. The a
attribute is append mode and can be removed with chattr -a stubborn_file. The i
attribute is immutable and can be removed with chattr -i stubborn_file. On Mac
OS X, you can use the similar chflags command (for UFS, HFS+, SMB, AFP, and FAT).
See the man pages for details on these commands.

Another possibility is that the file may be on Network File System (NFS). Your local root
won’t matter. You need root access to the machine running NFS.

    $ rm stubborn_file 
    $

There may be unusual characters in the file name.

You may be able to use auto-completion to correctly escape the file name. Type the first
character of file name, then press the Tab key. The shell should auto-complete the file name
with correct escapes for unusual characters.

You can check to see if there are invisible or non-printing characters or spaces or tabs at
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the beginning or end of the file name by comparing the results of ls stubborn_file
with the output of ls *stubborn_file*. If you get no result from the first command
and a result from the second command, then there are extra characters. Try using the inum
solution mentioned below.

Another method for checking for the real file name:

    $ ls -la stubborn_file | sed -n l 
    -rw-r--r-- 1 Mac staff 17 Jan 11 02:56 stubborn_file$ 
    $

Another method for checking for the real file name is to use the -B option to force the
printing of non-printable characters. The non-printable characters will be presented as \xxx
where xxx is the numeric character code in octal. The -b option is similar, but will use C
programming language escape codes whenever possible.

I have read that Linux supports the -Q option to place the file names within quotation
marks, but I have not tested this on a Linux system.

Once you identify the real file name, you can use quotation marks to give the complete
file name.

    $ rm "stubborn file" 
    $

In some cases you may need to use single quotes. An example would be a file name with
the character $ in it.

    $ rm 'stubborn $file' 
    $

You can try to remove the file using its inode rather than name. Use the correct inum
output from your real session. Note there may be a long delay before success, so you may
want to run this command in the background.

    $ ls - i stubborn_file 
    3982096 stubborn_file 
    $ find . -inum 3982096 -exec rm -f {} \; 
    $

other
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On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 27 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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shred
chapter 24

summary

This chapter looks at shred, a Linux command.

shred is a secure method for eliminating data.

    $ shred filename

Files are normally deleted by removing their file table entries. The data remains out on the
hard drive (which is how file recovery programs can work).

Writing over the file actually eliminates the data so that nobody can ever read it.

This can take a while for large files or for many files.

Files deleted with shred can not be recovered (unless you previously stored them in a
backup somewhere else).

Be especially careful when using shred with any wildcard characters.

You should probably never run shred from root or superuser.

Mac OS X

Mac OS X offers secure empty trash from the graphic
interface (Finder menu, Secure Empty Trash menu item,
which is directly under regular Empty Trash).

Mac OS X also has the srm command, which is the secure
equivalent of regular rm.
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    $ srm -rfv -s filename

The -z option will overwrite with zeros. The -s option
will overwrite in a single pass (one pass) of random data. The -m option will perform a
Department of Defense seven-pass deletion. No options will result in a 35-pass file erase,
which will take a long time.
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mkdir
chapter 25

summary

This chapter looks at mkdir, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

mkdir is used to make a directory.

make a directory

Use the mkdir command to make a new directory (folder).

    $ mkdir testdir 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

The example includes an extended prompt that shows the current working directory.
Using the ls command will confirm that the directory now exists in the current working
directory.

common errors

mkdir will fail if the directory already exists.

mkdir will fail if a file with the same name already exists.

multiple directories

You can name multiple directories with the mkdir command. Simply list each of the new
diretcories after the mkdir with a space character between each directory name.

    $ mkdir directory1 directory2 directory3 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$
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create with permissions

Use the -m option to create a directory with specific permissions. The old school version
of the -m switch used octal permissions.

The permission chocies are the same as with the chmod command. Replace mode
(a=rwx in the following example) with an appropriate mode argument. In the following
example, themode is a=rwx, which would give all users read, write, and execute
permissions.

    $ mkdir -m mode directory1 directory2 directory3 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

This option is often used in shell scripts to lock down temporary directories.

use a path

All of the previous examples involved the current working directory. You can use cd to
move to a new directory and create a directory there. Or you can give an entire path name to a
specific directory, using either a relative or absolute path name to create the directory
anywhere in the file system.

    $ mkdir directory1/directory2/directory3 
    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

common error

The most common error in using mkdir with a path is one or more of the intervening
directories haven’t been made yet. mkdir will fail.

creating parent directories

There is a solution to this problem. You can use the -p option to create directories along
the path. You can therefore, create a series of parent and child directories all at once.

If you use the -p option and the directory already exists, the mkdir command will
continue on through your path and create new directories as needed down to the last one you
list.

    $ mkdir -p directory1/directory2/directory3 
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    admins-power-mac-g5:~ admin$

Intermediate directories are created with the permission bits of rwxrwxrwx (0777) as
modified by the current umask, plus the write and search permission for the owner.

view directories made

You can use the -v to get a list of the directories created. This is most often used with the
-p option, but you can use it by itself.

    $ mkdir -v directory1/directory2/directory3 
    $

    $ mkdir -pv directory1/directory2/directory3 
    $

The -v option is considered nonstandard and should not be used in shell scripts.

spaces in names

To create a directory with space in the directory name, you need to use quoting for the
entire name so that the shell treats it as a single name rather than a series of individual
directory names separeted by spaces.

    $ mkdir "directory name" 
    $

While it is common to use spaces in file and directory names in graphic user interfaces
(such as Macintosh, OS/2, and Windows, as well as Gnome or KDE), this may cause failure
with older scripts or programs. Some programs may convert the spaces in a directory name
into %20, such as converting "Name with spaces" into "Name%20with%20spaces". This
might cause confusion or failure.

long options

The long options are:

-m    --mode=MODE

-p    --parents
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-v    -verbose

-Z    --context=CONTEXT

    --help

    --version

advanced information

The following items are advanced topics. They are included here so that you can easily
find them when needed.

scripting mkdir

If you create a directory in a script, you will want to check first to see if the script actually
exists. The following line of code will create a directory called tmp

    $ test ! -d $HOME/tmp && mkdir $HOME/tmp

This line relies on the short circuit evaluation by the test statement. The first part of the
test checks to see if the specified directory does not exist. If the specified directory already
exists, the test fails and further evaluation stops. If the test passes, then the mkdir
command is run.

create an entire directory tree

ou can create an entire directory tree all at once. The example will create the following
directory tree (which will be confirmed with ls commands):

                 example 
                   | 
   -------------------------------- 
   |               |              | 
  docs           notes           src 
                                  | 
                               applet 
                                  | 
            ------------------------------------------ 
            |             |             |            | 
            css          html      javascript       php
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    $ mkdir -p example/{src/applet/{css,html,php,javascript},docs,notes} 
    $ ls example 
    docs    notes   src 
    $ ls example/src 
    applet 
    $ ls example/src/applet 
    css      html     javascript     php 
    $

    The {} curly braces are used to create directories at the same level and the directories
at the same level are separated by the , comma.

create a directory and change to it

You can use the following function to both mkdir a new directory and cd to the newly
created directory, all in one command.

    $ function mkdircd () { mkdir -p "$@" && eval cd "\"\$$#\""; } 
    $

This function will work even if the directory name has spaces.

various operating systems

The mkdir command appears in the Linix, Mac OS X, OS/2, PC-DOS (also called MS-
DOS), UNIX, and Windows operating systems. It also appears in the PHP programming
language. In OS/2, PC-DOS, and Windows, the command can be abbreviated md.

set security context

When running SELinux, you can use the -Z or --context switch to set the security
context. You must give the full context as user:role:type.

An example from the CentOS forum:

    $ mkdir --context=system_u:object_r:httpd_sys_content_t:s0
/var/www/example.org 
    $

history

The mkdir command appeared in Version 1 of AT&T UNIX. In early versions of UNIX,
the mkdir command had to be setuid root because the kernel did not yet have a
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mkdir syscall. The mkdir command made a directory with the mknod syscall, followed by
linking in the . and .. directories.

The mkdir syscall originated in 4.2 BSD and was added to System V in Release 3.0.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 35 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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alias
chapter 26

summary

This chapter looks at alias, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

alias is used to create names for commonly performed commands, scripts, functions,
and combinations.

alias is a builtin command in bash and csh. There is also an external utility with the
same name and functionality.

example

You can use the alias command to modify the rm so that it always displays an interactive
query before deleting a file.

    $ alias rm="rm -i"

Unfortunately, this alias can cause some scripts to fail (possibly including system scripts
that were provided with your distribution). Any scripts that rely on the unmodified version of
an aliased rm are likely to fail or produce strange results because of your alias.

A better alternative is to use an alias to a different, non-conflicting name. In this case,
del might be appropriate.

    $ alias del="rm -i"

overriding aliases

If you have set an alias on a command or utility, you can always run the raw unmodified
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command or utility by typing the absolute directory path to the command. For example, if
you set an alias to have ls always show hidden files, you can still run the regular ls by
typing its full path name.

    $ alias ls="ls -a" #modify the ls command 
    $ /bin/ls #run the raw ls command

Some system administrators always type out the complete path name for a command when
using the root or superuser account to help prevent mistakes.

some common aliases

    $ alias ls="ls -color=auto" 
    $ alias dir="ls -color=auto -format=vertical" 
    $ alias vdir="ls -color=auto -format=long" 
    $ alias ll="ls -l" 
    $ alias la="ls -A" 
    $ alias l="ls -CF"

no recursion

alias is not recursive.

If you set an alias, it can not be used inside the creation of another alias.

listing aliases

You can list current aliases by using the alias -p option.

    $ alias -p 
    alias TYPE='cat' 
    alias DIR='ls -la' 
    alias COPY='cp -i' 
    alias REN='mv' 
    alias DEL='rm -i' 
    $

The environmental variable $BASH_ALIASES contains an associative array of all
existing aliases.

unset an alias

The BASH command unalias will unset or delete a specific alias. Using the -a option
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will unset all aliases.

    $ unalias alias_name 
    $ 
    $ unalias -a 
    $
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pipes
chapter 27

summary

This chapter looks at pipes.

Pipes are most commonly used as a method to chain different utilities together, with the
output of one piped to the input of the next.

history

Ken Thompson invented the pipe in 1972.

The pipe is a standard mechanism for allowing the output of one program or process to be
used as the input for another program or process.

Pipes allow the UNIX philosophy of having many small programs that each do one
function very well and then write scripts that combine these small utility programs to
accomplish bigger tasks.

how to pipe

To pipe the output of one UNIX command or utility to the next, simply place the |
(vertical bar character) between the two processes:

    $ cat file01.txt | sort | lp

The example obtains the contents of the designated file, sorts the contents, and then sends
the result to the printer.
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scripts
chapter 28

summary

This chapter looks at scripts.

Scripts are the power tools for system administrators. Scripts allow you to automate tasks.

shell initialization files

When you start Terminal (or, in some cases, run login) the shell will run two
initialization scripts:

        /etc/profile 
            .profile

Note that these are the file names for BASH. See the login chapter for the default
initialization file names for other shells.

The /etc/profile initialization script is maintained by the system administrator and
is the first initialization script run for all users.

Each user has their own .profile script in their home directory.

The .profile includes three basic operations (set terminal type, set path to commands,
and set path to man pages) and any customization created by the individual user.

Before the initialization scripts are run, the shell is considered to be an uninitialized shell.

.profile

The .profile initialization script sets the terminal type:

    For example: TERM=vt100
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The .profile initialization script sets the path to the directory or directories that
contains the commands and utilities.

    For example: PATH=/bin:/usr/bin

Notice the colon character (:) is used as a separator between directories, allowing
commands and utilities to be organized in many directories.

The .profile initialization script sets the path to the directory or directories containing
the manual (man) pages.

    For example: MANPATH=/usr/man:/usr/share/man

interactive and noninteractive

When you directly enter a command or commands and the shell performs the commands
for you, that is the interactive mode.

You can also have the shell run scripts or commands in a noninteractive or batch mode.
This is great for a system administrator automating a server or other large scale
UNIX/Linux/Mac OS X system.

When an non-interactive shell (or subshell) finishes running a script, it exits.

making a script executable

Scripts are just text files with lists of instructions.

To make a text file into an executable script that you can run, simply type chmod a+x
filename.

    $ chmod a+x filename 
    $

Also, add the magic line #!/bin/sh as the first line in the text file. This special magic
line tells the shell which program to use to run the script (in this case, the basic shell
program).

Shell Files and Interpreter Invocation 
File Extensions 

from Google Shell Style Guide
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Executables should have no extension (strongly preferred) or a .sh
extension. Libraries must have a .sh extension and should not be executable.

It is not necessary to know what language a program is written in when
executing it and shell doesn’t require an extension so we prefer not to use one
for executables.

However, for libraries it’s important to know what language it is and
sometimes there’s a need to have similar libraries in different languages. This
allows library files with identical purposes but different languages to be
identically named except for the language-specific suffix.

scripting languages

Some of the scripting languages available on Linux and Mac OS X are: sh, bash, perl,
PHP, python, and ruby.

Examples of running scripts in these languages:

    $ sh scriptfilename 
    $ bash scriptfilename 
    $ perl scriptfilename 
    $ php scriptfilename 
    $ python scriptfilename 
    $ ruby scriptfilename 
    $

shell script example

Create a directory (folder) for your personal scripts called scripts:

    $ mkdir scripts 
    $

Create a shell script called script.sh and save it in the new scripts directory (folder):

    #!/bin/sh 
    echo "Hello World!"

Use the chmod command to make the new file an executable script:
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    $ chmod u+x /scripts/script.sh 
    $

Add the scripts directory to your command path:

    $ export PATH="$PATH:~/scripts" 
    $

Run your new script:

    $ script.sh 
    Hello World! 
    $

You can run your script directly in a specific shell:

    $ rbash script.sh 

    $ sh script.sh 

    $ bash -x i

php script example

This example assumes that you have created the scripts directory.

Create a php script called script.php and save it in the new scripts directory (folder):

    <?php 
    echo "Hello World!" 
    ?>

Notice that we skip the chmod step.

Run your new script by running the php program with your script as the file to execute:

    $ php ~/scripts/script.php 
    Hello World! 
    $

Note that the shell does not render HTML, so if you run a web scirpt, you will see raw
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HTML, CSS, and JavaScript as plain text in your terminal window.

You can run perl, ruby, and python scripts in the same manner.

There is more complete information in the chapter on php and shell.

When to use Shell 
from Google Shell Style Guide

    Shell should only be used for small utilities or simple wrapper scripts.

    While shell scripting isn’t a development language, it is used for writing
various utility scripts throughout Google. This style guide is more a
recognition of its use rather than a suggestion that it be used for widespread
deployment.

    Some guidelines:

If you’re mostly calling other utilities and are doing relatively little data
manipulation, shell is an acceptable choice for the task.

If performance matters, use something other than shell.
If you find you need to use arrays for anything more than assignment of

${PIPESTATUS}, you should use Python.
If you are writing a script that is more than 100 lines long, you should probably be

writing it in Python instead. Bear in mind that scripts grow. Rewrite your script in
another language early to avoid a time-consuming rewrite at a later date.
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sysadmin and

root/superuser
chapter 29

summary

This chapter looks at system administration and the root or superuser account.

As we look at more advanced features and commands, we need to become aware of the
root or superuser account and capabilities and how to safely access that power.

sysadmin

In the UNIX world, the system administrator is often called the sysadmin.

root/superuser

The root or superuser account has total authority to do anything on the system. This power
is great for fixing problems, but bad because one accidenttally mistyped character could be
very destructive. Some systems also have admin accounts of similar power.

Because of the potential for destructiveness, system administrators typically login with
either a normal user account or a limited admin account for every day work and then switch
to superuser or root only when absolutely necessary (and then immediately switch back).

The UNIX command for temporarily switching to root or superuser power is the sudo
command, discussed in the next chapter.
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special powers

The root or superuser account has powers that “mere mortal” accounts don’t have.

The root account has access to commands that effect the entire computer or system, such
as the ability to halt or shutdown the system.

The root account is not affected by read and write file access permissions. The root or
superuser account can create, remove, read, or write any file anywhere on the system.

Some commands have built-in restrictions that the root or superuser can ignore. For
example, the system administrator can change any user’s password without knowing the old
password.
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sudo
chapter 30

summary

This chapter looks at sudo, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

WARNING: Never trust any Terminal/Shell commands you find on the
internet. Only run shell commands you understand. In particular, never run anything that
includes sudo anywhere in the command line unless you are absolutely certain what the
command does. When you run a command line with sudo you are giving permission to have
complete (possibly destructive) control of your computer at the root level. And, yes, this
advice applies even to this website. Don’t run any commands with sudo unless you know for
sure what you are doing.

sudo

The sudo command allows you to run a single command as another user, including at
superuser or root level from a normal account. You will be asked for the password before the
command will actually run.

This keeps you firmly in a normal account (with less danger of catastrophic failures),
while still giving easy access to root or superuser power when really needed.

The sudo program was originally written by Bob Coggeshall and Cliff Spencer in 1980
at the Department of Computer Science at SUNY/Buffalo.

sudo is a concatenation of su (substitute user) and do (perform an action).

To run a single command as superuser or root, type sudo followed by a command.

    $ sudo command
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You will normally be asked for your password (exceptions listed below).

sudo can be configured to not require a password (very bad idea other than single user
personal systems). sudo can also be configured to require the root password (rather than the
current user’s password).

On Mac OS X the sudo command will fail if your account has no password.

On Mac OS X the sudo commands password prompt will not display anything (not
even bullets or asterisks) while you type your password.

You will not be asked for a password if you use sudo from the root or superuser account.
You will not be asked for a password if you use sudo and the target user is the same as the
invoking user.

Some systems have a timer set (usually five minutes). You can run additional sudo
commands without a password during the time period.

run in root shell

To change to in the root shell, type sudo followed by the option -s. The following
warning is from Mac OS X (entered a root shell and then immediately returned to the normal
shell). Note the change to the pound sign ( # ) prompt.

    $ sudo -s 

    WARNING: Improper use of the sudo command could lead to data loss 
    typing when using sudo. Type "man sudo" for more information. 

    To proceed, enter your password, or type Ctrl-C to abort. 

    Password: 
    bash-3.2# exit 
    $

other users

To run a command as another user, type sudo followed by the option -u followed by the
user account name followed by a command.

    $ sudo -u username command

To view the home directory of a particular user:
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    $ sudo -u username ls ~username

edit files in www

To edit a file (this example is for index.html) as user www:

    $ sudo -u www vim ~www/htdocs/index.html

which password

On most systems, you will authenticate with your own password rather than with the root
or superuser password. The list of users authorized to run sudo are in the file
/usr/local/etc/sudoers or /etc/sudoers (on Mac OS X, /private/etc/sudoers). These authorized
users are identified in the sudoers file as admin.

The sudoers configuration file offers a wide variety of configuration options, including
enabling root commands only from the invoking terminal; not requiring a password for
certain commands; requiring a password per user or per group; requiring re-entry of a
password every time for particular command lines; never requiring re-entry of a password for
a particular command line. The sudoers configuration file can also be set support the passing
of arguments or multiple commands and also supports commands with regular expressions.

timeout

sudo can set timeout limits. This is done with the timeout option. This can be
configured globally, per user, or per application. The timeout can be retained only per tty or
globally per user. The user or application only has root authentication until the timeout
occurs.

forgot to use sudo

Sometimes you type a command and forget that you needed to use sudo until you see the
error message. You can type sudo !! to run the previous command with root privileges.

    $ head /etc/passwd 
    head: /etc/passwd: Permission denied 
    $ sudo !!

to view unreadable directories
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To view unreadable directories:

    $ sudo ls /usr/local/protected

shutdown

To shutdown a server:

    $ sudo -r +15 "quick reboot"

saving system file in vim

The ideal method for editing and saving a system file that can only be saved by the root
user is to prepend the vim command with sudo. Then the vim command :w will work
because the vim program was launched with root privileges.

    $ sudo vim /etc/passwd 
    $ some editing commands 
    $ :w

So, what do you do if you start editing the file and then remember that you need root
permission to save it? Add !sudo tee % to the vim save command.

    $ vim /etc/passwd 
    $ some editing commands 
    $ :w !sudo tee %

usage listing

To make a usage listing of the directories in the /home partition (note that this runs the
commands in a sub-shell to make the cd and file redirection work):

    $ sudo sh -c "cd /home ; du -s * | sort -rn > USAGE"

view sudoers configuration

To view the sudoers current configuration settings, type:
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    $ sudo -ll

editing sudoers file

Run the visudo command line tool to safely edit the sudoers configuration file. You will
be presented with the vi editing interface (this can be changed by setting the shell EDITOR
environment variable to a different text editor, such as emacs.

Any syntax error in the sudoers configuration file will make sudo stop working
globally. Therefore, always use visudo to edit the sudoers file. visudo also provides
security locks to prevent multiple simultaneous edits and other possible security problems.

graphic equivalents

The utilities kdesudo (KDE) and gksudo (Gnome) provide a graphic user interface
version of sudo (both are based on sudo). Mac OS X Authorization Services provides a
graphic user interface with adminstrative privileges (but is not based on the UNIX sudo).

start a shell as root

If you need to do extended work as root, you can start up a root shell from your user
account:

    $ sudo bash

running commands as root

sudo only works for programs, not for any built-in commands. If you attempt it, you will
get an error message stating command not found. The solution is to start a root shell:

    $ sudo bash

security

The system can be set up to send a mail to the root informing of unauthorized attempts at
using sudo.

The system can be set up to log both successful and unsuccessful attempts to sudo.

Some programs (such as editors) allow a user to run commands via shell escapes, avoiding
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sudo checks. You can use sudo’s noexec functionality to prevent shell escapes.

sudo never does any validation of the ARGUMENTS passed to a program.

sudo defaults to extensive logging, using the syslogd system log daemon to log all
commands issued with sudo into a cnetral host and local host file. This allows a complete
audit trail of system access.

A system can be setup so that all machines in a system use the same sudoers file,
allowing better central administration of a network.

trace

You can’t sudo strace … (fill in the rest of the command any way you want) because
sudo can’t gain its privileges while being traced.

polkit alternative

polkit (formerly PolicyKit) is an alternative control component for system-wide
privileges.

other

In June 2009, Ken Milberg named this command as one of the Top 50 universal UNIX
commands at this web page Top 50 Universal INIX commands. Note that this web page
requires agreeing to be spammed before you can read it.

SUID/SGID 
from Google Shell Style Guide

SUID and SGID are forbidden on shell scripts.

There are too many security issues with shell that make it nearly impossible
to secure sufficiently to allow SUID/SGID. While bash does make it difficult
to run SUID, it’s still possible on some platforms which is why we’re being
explicit about banning it.

Use sudo to provide elevated access if you need it.
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su
chapter 31

summary

This chapter looks at su (switch user), a UNIX (and Linux) command.

switch to another user account

You can use the su command to switch another user account. This allows a system
administrator to fix things signed in to a particular user’s account rather than from the root
account, including using the user’s settings and privileges and accesses rather than those of
root.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 44 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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who
chapter 32

summary

This chapter looks at who, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

The who command was described in the first UNIX book, UNIX Programmer’s Manual,
by Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie, published November 3, 1971.

list of who is using a system

The who command will tell you all of the users who are currently logged into a computer.
This is not particularly informative on a personal computer where you are the only person
using the computer, but it can be useful on a server or a large computing system.

Type who followed by the ENTER or RETURN key.

    $ who 
    admin   console Aug 24 18:47 
    admin   ttys000 Aug 24 20:09 
    $

The format is the login name of the user, followed by the user’s terminal port, followed by
the month, day, and time of login.

which account is being used

The command is who with the arguments am i will tell you which account you are
currently using. This can be useful for a system administrator if the system administrator is
using the su command and wants to be sure about which the system administrator is
currently using.
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    $ who am i 
    admin    ttys000  Aug 25 17:30 
    $

A related command without any spaces, whoami, lets you know which account you are
currently logged in with.

    $ whoami 
    admin    ttys000  Aug 25 17:30 
    $
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advanced file

systems
chapter 33

summary

This chapter is an advanced look at UNIX (and Linux) file systems.

Some of the information in this chapter is a refresher carried over fromm previous
chapters. Also, see the chapter on major directories.

Important reminder: Always use the root or superuser account sparingly. Do most of
your work with an ordinary user account and switch to the root account only when needed.
And then switch back as soon as possible. The sudo command can be used for temporarily
switching to the root account to run a particular command.

absolute paths

It is common for a system administrator logged in to the root or superuser accunt to type
out the absolute path to a command or utility. This will skip any aliases. This will also skip
over any commands in the user’s defined search path. This guarantees that the correct
command or utility will run.

everything is files

In UNIX, everything is a file, even hardware devices such as printers, hard drives, and
other devices. Even UNIX abstractions such as directories, pipes, and file redirection are
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treated as files.

Becuase everything is a file, the operating system can provide a common processing and
communication interface. This is essential to the UNIX approach of using lots of small
programs or utilities that do one job well and connecting these programs with shell scripts to
do a wide variaety of activities.

Linux takes the idea of everything is files even further than UNIX. Hardware devices have
device files in the /dev directory on Linux.

man pages

Many forms of UNIX have a man page on filesystems.

    $ man filesystems

If your system has this man page, you will find a general overview of UNIX file systems
of all types, including CDROMs, floppy disks, and tape drives.

diskless

Almost every UNIX system has a root directory and file system, which is stored on one or
more hard drives connected to the computer system.

There are diskless nodes. These are computers that don’t have their own local hard drive.
Diskless nodes run off a network server. Mac OS X makes it easy to set up a computer to run
in this manner. This approach is often used when an organization wants central control of all
of the computers in the organization, such as a computer lab at a school.

root directory

You can examine the contents of the root directory with the ls -F / command.

    $ ls -F / 
    Applications/    Volumes/        mach_kernel.ctfsys 
    Desktop DB       bin/            net/ 
    Desktop DF       cores/          private/ 
    Developer/       dev/            sbin/ 
    Library/         etc@            tmp@ 
    Network/         home/           usr/ 
    System/          mach-Kernal     var@ 
    Users/
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The above example is for Mac OS X 10.5.8 Leopard.

On many systems you will find a file called unix This is the main UNIX operating
system kernel.

On some systems you will find root.home. This is a temporary file created when
running Netscape as root. This would be an example of an application-specific file.

some important directories

The following is a brief description of some of the major directories. Not all systems will
have all of these directories. This list has additional information beyond the similar list in the
chapter file system basics.

/ The root directory of the entire file system.

/bin A collection of binary files, better known as programs. Many of the standard system
commands are stored here.

/boot or /kernel The files needed to boot or start your computer.

/dev The devices connected to your computer (remember, everything, even hardware
devices, is treated as a file in UNIX or Linux). Examples are the keyboard, disks, and
printers.

/etc System configuration files, startup procedures, and shutdown procedures.

/home or /users The home directories for each user.

/lib or /Library Library files used by executable programs.

/net Other networked systems (again, treated as files).

/opt Third party software. In older systems this might be /usr/local

/private On Mac OS X, this is the location of the UNIX files. It is normally kept hidden
from all users in Finder, but is visible in your terminal emulator and shell. Mac OS X has
links to the major UNIX directories at the root level so that UNIX and Linux tools can find
their files in the standard locations.

/proc Information about processes and devices.

/sbin System binaries (that is, system programs).

/tmp Space for temporary files. Required by all forms of UNIX. This directory is
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normally erased on bootup.

/usr User binaries (programs), libraries, manuals, and docs. Common subdirectories
include online help (/usr/share), header files for application development (/usr/include), and
system configuartion files related to low-level hardware (such as /usr/cpu and /usr/gfx).

It is rare that a system administrator would even look at the low level hardware
directories, such as /usr/cpu. The system automatically manages these directories and their
contents. It is unwise for a system administrator to modify these directories and their
contents. Messing with these will almost certainly bring the system down and may require
reinstalling the entire system.

/var Variable files. Some common subdirectories include X Windows files (/var/X11),
system services files, applications related files (/var/netscape), system administration files
and data (/var/adm or /var/spool), a second temporary directory (/var/tmp) that is not
normally erased on bootup.

Swap Virtual memory on a hard drive. Allows the memory manager to swap some data
and program segments to hard drive to expand the amount of memory available beyond the
limits of physical memory.

For a more advanced and complete listing, see the chapter on major directories.

FAQs

You can find a FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) file for all UNIX variants. Find the
appropriate FAQ for your version of UNIX or Linux and look up the details for your system.

/etc

A key directory for new system administrators to learn is the /etc directory. The /etc
directory contains key system administration files.

Because the /etc files change system behavior and properties, a system administrator
spends a lot of time modifying and updating these files.

A new system administrator can learn a lot about UNIX by studying the files in the /etc
directory. Do not change these files until you have figured out what you are doing. This is not
the place for random experimentation.

A few key /etc files a system administrator should know.

/etc/sys_id is the name of the system. It may contain the full domain. Not used on
Mac OS X.
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/etc/hosts is the summary of the full host names. A system administrator will add to
this standard file.

/etc/fstab is a list of file systems to mount on bootup. Mac OS X has
/etc/fstab.hd.

/etc/passwd is the password file. It includes a number of items of basic information
on user accounts.

/etc/group is the group file. It contains details of all user groups.

/var

Another important directory for system administrators to know is the /var directory,
which contains configuration files for many system services.

For example, the /var/named file configures Domain Name Service and the /var/yp
file configures Network Information Service.

where to find answers

Surprisingly, there won’t be a grand tour of the UNIX file system here.

A UNIX system typically has thousands of files. Maybe tens of thousands of files. A
system administrator doesn’t normally need to know what these files are or where they are
located.

A system administrator should know where to find relevant information when a problem
occurs.

Many system administrators keep a handy notebook with information on where to find
answers to various problems. It is far more useful to know where to find correct answers than
to know try to memorize all answers.

And don’t forget popular search engines as a source for answers. There is very little
chance that you are the first system administrator in the world to encounter a particular
problem. A quick internet search should reveal many others asking for help on the same
problem, along with answers.

hidden files and directories

Any file or directory that starts with the period or dot ( . ) character is considered hidden.

In MS-DOS (and Windows) and the original Macintosh, files and directories are hidden
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by setting a special attribute.

Mac OS X has a hybrid. When using the command line shell, Mac OS X acts exactly like
any other version of UNIX. But when using the Finder, Mac OS X also recognizes the
invisible bit. This is how the entire UNIX operating system is kept out of the hands of the
typical Mac OS X user.

    Access permissions are separate from invisibility. In MS-DOS, a hidden file can not be
written to. In UNIX, you can freely read and write and otherwise modify a hidden file.

In UNIX, file access is controlled by access permissions.

As a reminder from the ls chapter, the -a option will give a list of all files, including
hidden files.

    $ ls -a

Each user has a few important hidden files that configure their basic working environment
when they login. These include:

.cshrc

.login

.profile
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major

directories
chapter 34

summary

This chapter looks at some of the major directories (folders) on UNIX/Linux/Mac OS X.

directory listing

The following is a brief description of some of the major directories. Not all systems will
have all of these directories.

/ The root directory of the entire file system.

/Applications On Mac OS X, this is the location of the Macintosh programs.

/Applications/Utilities On Mac OS X, this is the location of the graphic user interface
based utility programs.

/bin A collection of binary files, better known as programs. These are the programs
needed by the operating system that normal users might use. Many of the standard system
commands are stored here. Contrast with /sbin below.

/boot or /kernel The files needed to boot or start your computer. Includes the bootstrap
loader, the very first thing loaded when your computer starts. On Linux, it usually includes
the Linux kernel in the compressed file vmlinuz.
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/dev The devices connected to your computer (remember, everything, even hardware
devices, is treated as a file in UNIX or Linux). Examples are the keyboard, disks, and
printers.

/etc System-wide configuration files, startup procedures, and shutdown procedures.

/home or /users The home directories for each user. Contains such things as user settings,
customization files, documents, data, mail, and caches. The contents of this directory should
be preserved during operating system updates or upgrades.

Every new user account starts with a few basic files such as .login, .cshrc, and
.profile. A system administrator may want to add additional customization such as an
introductory README file.

/lib or /Library Shared library files and kernel modules.

/lost+found Files recovered during filesystem repair.

/mnt Mount points for removable media (floppy disks, CD-ROM, DVD, Zip drives, etc.),
partitions for other operating systems, network shares, and anything else temporarily mounted
to the file system. Linux and UNIX don’t use Windows-style drive letters.

/net Other networked systems (again, treated as files).

/opt Optional large applications and third party software. In older systems this might be
/usr/local.

/private On Mac OS X, this is the location of the UNIX files. It is normally kept hidden
from all users in Finder, but is visible in your terminal emulator and shell. Mac OS X has
links to the major UNIX directories at the root level so that UNIX and Linux tools can find
their files in the standard locations.

/proc A Linux-only directory. Information about processes and devices. The files are
illusionary. The files don’t exist on the disk, but are actually stored in memory. Many Linux
utilities derive their information from these files.

/sbin System binaries (that is, system programs). These are programs that general users
don’t normally use (although they can). This directory is not in the PATH for general users.
Contrast with /bin listed above.

/root The home directory for the system administrator (superuser or root).

/tmp Space for temporary files. Required by all forms of UNIX. This directory may
automatically be cleaned on a regular basis. This directory is normally erased on bootup.
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/usr User binaries (programs), libraries, manuals, and documentation (docs). Common
subdirectories include online help (/usr/share), header files for application development
(/usr/include), and system configuartion files related to low-level hardware (such as /usr/cpu
and /usr/gfx).

/var Files that change, such as spool directories, log files, lock files, temporary files, and
formatted (on use) manual pages. Some common subdirectories include X Windows files
(/var/X11), system services files, applications related files (/var/netscape), system
administration files and data (/var/adm or /var/spool), a second temporary directory
(/var/tmp) that is not normally erased on bootup.

Swap Virtual memory on a hard drive. Allows the memory manager to swap some data
and program segments to hard drive to expand the amount of memory available beyond the
limits of physical memory.
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Network File

System (NFS)
chapter 35

summary

This chapter looks at Network File System (NFS) on UNIX/Linux/Mac OS X.

Network File System

The Network File System (NFS) allows a directory on one machine to be accessed from
another machine. This is an important feature of UNIX.

The procedure for setting up the Network File System is called mounting.

NFS provides a seemless method to merge different file systems from different physical
machines into a large shared structure. NFS works across different kinds of UNIX or Linux
and even different kinds of processors.

With NFS, a user doesn’t need to know or keep track of the actual physical locations of
directories and files. The NFS files and directories appear to be a normal part of the file
system and are accessed with the exact same methods as any local file or directory.

mount/export

The mount command will replace a local directory with a directory from another
machine. Anyone viewing the mounted directory will see the remote directory as if it were
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local.

The export command is used to make a directory available for other computers to
mount it.

The /etc/exports file contains a list of directories to be exported.

mount should be run from root.

availability

Network File System (NFS) was developed by Sun Microsystems in 1984 and is based on
the Open Network Computing Remote Procedure Call (ONC RPC) system.

NFS runs on most UNIX and UNIX-like systems (including Solaris, AIX, Free BSD, HP-
UX, Linux, and Mac OS X), as well as classic Macintosh, Microsoft WIndows, Novell
NetWare, and IBM AS/400.

Alternative remote file access protocols include Server Message Block (SMB, also called
CIFS), Apple Filing Protocol (AFS), NetWare Core Protocol (NCP), and OS/400 File Server
file system (QFileSvr.400).
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tail
chapter 36

summary

This chapter looks at tail, a Unix (and Linux) command.

tail is used to report the last lines of a text file.

syntax:

tail [options…] [file…]

shells: ash bash bsh csh ksh sh tcsh zsh
File Name: tail Directory: /usr/bin/ Type: External

default

    The default operation of tail is the last 10 lines of a text file to standard output (the
example is from a file with less than 10 lines).

    $ tail class="shellcodeblock" 
    # 
    # Configuration file for using the XML library in GNOME applications 
    # 
    XML2_LIBDIR="-L/usr/lib" 
    XML2_LIBS="-lxml2 -lz -lpthread -licucore -lm " 
    XML2_INCLUDEDIR="-I/usr/include/libxml2" 
    MODULE_VERSION="xml2-2.7.3" 

    $
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example: most recent user

Here is how to use the tail utility to show the last user created on the current system:

    $ tail -1 /etc/passwd

number of files

You can use the -n option to set the number of lines, blocks, or bytes to output.

The option tail -n1 filename shows the last line.

    $ tail -n1 xml2Conf.sh 
    MODULE_VERSION="xml2-2.7.3" 
    $

The --lines=N option is equivalent to the -nN option.

An obsolete format (still used on Sun Solaris, where the -n option is not supported) uses
just the number of lines as the option.

    $ tail -1 xml2Conf.sh 
    MODULE_VERSION="xml2-2.7.3" 
    $

number of characters

The option tail -c8 filename shows the last eight (8) characters (bytes).

    $ tail -c8 xml2Conf.sh 
    -2.7.3" 
    $

Notice in the example that you only see seven characters. The newline character is the
eighth character.

The --bytes=N option is equivalent to the -cN option.

An obsolete format (still used on Sun Solaris, where the -c option is not supported) uses
the number of character followed by a c as the option.
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    $ tail -8c xml2Conf.sh 
    -2.7.3" 
    $

suppressing file names

If you provide tail with more than one file name, then it report the file names before the
last lines of each file.

    $ tail -n2 *Conf.sh 
    ==>. xml2Conf.sh <.== 
    XML2_INCLUDEDIR="-I/usr/include/libxml2" 
    MODULE_VERSION="xml2-2.7.3" 

    ==>. xml1Conf.sh <.== 
    XML2_INCLUDEDIR="-I/usr/include/libxml1" 
    MODULE_VERSION="xml2-2.7.1" 
    $

You can suppress the file name(s) with the --silent option. This is particularly useful
if you are going to pipe the results to other Unix tools.

    $ tail -n2 --silent *Conf.sh 
    XML2_INCLUDEDIR="-I/usr/include/libxml2" 
    MODULE_VERSION="xml2-2.7.3" 

    XML2_INCLUDEDIR="-I/usr/include/libxml1" 
    MODULE_VERSION="xml2-2.7.1" 
    $

The --quiet and -q options are equivalent to the --silent option.

file (log) monitoring

Use the -f (follow) option to monitor a log file. With the -f option, the tail utility will
continue to monitor the file and send any new lines to standard out (unless redirected or piped
elsewhere).

    $ tail -f importantlogfile.txt

In most versions of Unix, the --follow or --follow=descriptor options are
equivalent to the -f option.

If the file being monitored might be rotated, use the -F (follow) option to monitora file,
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even if the orginal version of the file is renamed or removed and a new version of the file
(with the same name) is created.

    $ tail -F importantlogfile.txt

Use Control-C to interrupt the file monitoring.

You can append the ampersand (& to make the file monitoring a background process.

GNU Emacs emulates this Unix utility with the auto-revert-tail-mode mode.

In most versions of Unix, the --follow=name --retry option is equivalent to the -
F option.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 42 most frequently used
Unix/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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wc
chapter 37

summary

This chapter looks at wc, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

wc is used to count lines, characters, and words in a file.

word count command

Use the wc command to count the number of words in your file.

    $ wc names 
           6       6      38 names 
    $

The format is the number of lines (6), followed by the number of words (6), followed by
the number of characters (38), followed by the name of the file (names).

multiple files

You can use the wc command with several file names.

    $ wc names file01.txt 
           6       6      38 names 
           9      29     134 file01.txt 
          15      35     172 total 
    $

The output gives the results for each file (in the order they were listed in the command)
and a final line with the totals for al of the files combined.
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count the number of lines

Use the wc command with the -l option to count the number of lines in your file.

    $ wc -l names 
           6 names 
    $

The output is the number of lines and the name of the file.

count the number of words

Use the wc command with the -w option to count the number of words in your file.

    $ wc -w names 
           6 names 
    $

The output is the number of words and the name of the file.

count the number of characters

Use the wc command with the -m or -c option to count the number of characters in your
file.

Solaris and HP-UX use -m.

Linux uses -c.

Mac OS X accepts both -m and -c.

    $ wc -c names 
           38 names 
    $

The output is the number of characters and the name of the file.

multiple options

You can use multiple options in a single command. The order does not matter. For
example, all of the following variations will count the number of lines and words:
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    $ wc -l -w filename

    $ wc -w -l filename

    $ wc -lw filename

    $ wc -wl filename
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chmod
chapter 38

summary

This chapter looks at chmod, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

chmod is used to change the permissions for a file or directory.

The chmod command was described in the first UNIX book, UNIX Programmer’s
Manual, by Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie, published November 3, 1971.

wide open

The chmod 777 filename command will set the permissions so that filename is wide
open to everyone.

    $ chmod 777 filename

The file owner, the file owner’s group, and other (or world) will all be able to read, write,
delete, modify, and execute (run) the file to their heart’s content. This access includes anyone
who gets into your system through the internet.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 32 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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chown
chapter 39

summary

This chapter looks at chown, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

chown is used to change the owner or group of a file.

The chown command was described in the first UNIX book, UNIX Programmer’s
Manual, by Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie, published November 3, 1971.

giving away a file

You can use the chown to change the ownership of a file or directory, giving ownership
away to someone else.

The following example gives away ownership of the filename to the account newowner.

warning 
Just read — do not type 

this will give away your file and you have to use root to get it back

    $ chown newowner filename

Of course, a system administrator can use root to freely change ownership of files and
directories. This is a powerful tool in the hands of a system administrator.

security leak

This command is often limited to only root (or superuser) because if a computer system or
server enforces limits on how much disk storage space each account is allowed, someone can
set a file so they still can read and write it (and possibly execute it, if applicable), then change
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ownership to anyone else. This gets the file (or entire directories) out of their storage limits,
but they can still make use of the files.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 33 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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shell levels and

subshells
chapter 40

summary

This chapter looks at shell levels and subshells.

As you advance to more sophisticated operations, such as the material on substitutions and
variables, you will find that the bash shell has levels.

Every program, command, or script that you run can have and modify variables. How
does Unix/Linux keep programs, commands, and scripts from interfering with each others’
variables?

The answer is shell levels. Each time the shell starts a program, command, or script, it
starts it in a subshell. The subshell has its own variables and environment. It can’t interfere
with any other program, command, or script, even if they use the same name for a variable.

Most of the time this system is great It can lead to frustration when attempting to share
variables (you will have to use some work-around). And it can trip up beginners who aren’t
expecting this.

Technically, each subshell is run as a child process. We will discuss this more in the
chapter on processes.

shell levels
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You can use the $SHLVL built-in variable to detemrine the current shell level.

In the following example, we will start up bash in a subshell. Yes, you can start-up
another copy of bash from the current copy of bash.

This example includes some materials that will be covered in more detail in later chapters.

    $ echo $SHLVL 
    1 
    $ bash 
    $ echo $SHLVL 
    2 
    $ exit 
    $ echo $SHLVL 
    1 
    $

The first echo command shows the current shell level (1).

The bash command starts up another copy of bash in a subshell.

The second echo command shows the subshell level (2).

The exit command closes down the copy of bash running in the child process and
returns us to the main copy of bash.

The third echo command shows the original shell level (1).
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substitutions
chapter 41

summary

    This chapter looks at substitutions in UNIX (and Linux).

command substitutions

arithmetic substitutions
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command

substitutions
chapter 42

summary

This chapter looks at command substitutions in UNIX (and Linux).

command substitution

Command substitution is used to assign the output of a command to a variable.

Place the command in sideways ticks (`) around the command. Do not confuse these with
regular single quotation marks (').

You can place a simple command, a pipeline, or a command list inside the tick marks.

An example of a simple command:

    $ DATE=`date`

An example of a pipeline:

    $ CONSOLEUSER=`who | grep console`

An example of a command list:
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    $ FILEUSAGE=`date ; df`

You can use command substitution to create parameters for other commands.

In the following example, the user name is used for grep word search of the file named
names:

    $ grep `id -un` names

You can use $( ) as a replacement for ` `. If you nest backticks inside of each other,
you need to escape the internal backticks. You do not need to escape nested $( ).

    $ DATEVAR=$(date) 
    $ echo $DATEVAR 
    $Mon Aug 26 19:35:47 PDT 2013 
    $

If there is only one level of nesting, some people use the convention of using $() for the
outer expression adn backicks (``) fr the inner expression.
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arithmetic

substitutions
chapter 43

summary

This chapter looks at arithmetic substitutions in UNIX (and Linux).

arithmetic substitution

You can use arithmetic substitution for quick integer artihmetic.

Place an integer arithmetic expression inside double parenthesis and place a dollar mark
before the parenthesized expression (wow, that’s a lot of words), $(( expression )).

    $(( 5 + 3 ))

You may use integer constants or integer variables:

    $(( 5 + $z ))

You may post-increment, post-decrement, pre-increment, or pre-decrement variables:

    $(( --x + z++ ))
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You may use negative integers:

    $(( -1 * -2 ))

You may use logical (!) and bitwise (~) negation:

    $(( !1 * ~2 ))

The order of precedence (and complete list of possible operations):

operator meaning

VAR++ VAR--
variable post-increment and pre-
increment

++VAR --VAR
variable pre-increment and pre-
decrement

- + unary minus and plus

! ~
logical negation and bitwise
negation

** exponentiation

* / %
multiplication, division, and
modulo

+ - addition and subtraction

<< >>
left bitwise shift and right
bitwise shift

<= >= < > comparison operators
== != equality and inequality
& bitwise AND
^ bitwise exclusive OR
| bitwise OR
&& logical AND
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|| logical OR
expression ? expression :
expression

C-style conditional evaluation

= *= /= %= += -= <<= >>= &=
^= !=

assignments

, separator between expressions

Applying the precedence rules:

    $(( ((3 + 5*2) -8) /2 ))

The result for the above expression is 2. It is not 2.5 because this is integer arithmetic. It is
not 4 because the multiplcation has a higher precedence than addition.

You can have a raw expression, which is useful if it includes an assignment operator:

    $ n=1 
    $ echo $n 
    1 
    $ (( n += 3 )) 
    $ echo $n 
    4 
    $
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flow control

chapter 44

summary

This chapter looks at flow control in UNIX (and Linux).

The three basic kinds of instructions in structured programming are: sequence, decision,
and loop.

A sequence is a series of instructions performed in the same order every time.

A decision makes a choice between two or more different possible sequences of
instructions.

A loop repeats a sequence of instructions repeatedly.

The basic two flow control decision statements are if and case.

The basic three flow control loops are while, for, and select.

if

The basic format of the if statement:

    if list1 ; then list2 ; elif list3 ; then list4 else list5 fi

case

The basic format of the case statement:

    case expression in 
        pattern1) list1 ;; 
            … 
        patternN) listN ;; 
    esac

while

The basic format of the while loop:
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    while expression ; do list ; done

for

The basic format of the for loop:

    for var in word1 … wordN ; do list ; done

select

The basic format of the select loop:

    select var in word1 … wordN ; do list ; done
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management

tools
chapter 45

summary

This chapter looks at management tools for UNIX and Linux.

Every major version of UNIX and Linux includes several management tools. Some use a
graphic interface, while others are accessed through the command line. Some management
tools will even provide both a command line and a graphic interface.

Comparison chart

OS Comprehensive RAM CPU I/O Network

AIX nmon, topas, lparmon
vmstat,
svmon

vmstat,
sar

iostat,
filemon

netstat,
nfsstat

HP-UX
GlancePlus,
MeasureWare/Perfview,
Caliper

vmstat top iostat netstat

RHEL
sysstat, systemTAP,
oprofile

vmstat
top,
mpstat

iostat
netstat,
lperf
netstat,
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SLES systat, SystemTap vmstat top,mpstat iostat
lperf

Solaris
SE Toolkit,
sysperfstat

vmstat top iostat netstat

Tru-64
Collect, sys_check,
HP inisght manager

vmstat top iostat netstat

high availability

Some high availability tools for specific operating systems also have a Linux version.

Veritas for High Availability on Solaris also comes with a Linux client.

PowerHA (formerly known as HACMP) for IBM’s AIX also is available in a Linux
version.
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df
chapter 46

summary

    This chapter looks at df, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

    df is used to display information on disk usage.

human readable

Use the -h or -H option to see space used in human readable format (such as kilobytes,
megabytes, gigabytes, terabytes, petabytes, etc.). Both options do the same thing.

    $ df -h 
    Filesystem      Size   Used  Avail Capacity  Mounted on 
    /dev/disk0s10  149Gi  117Gi   32Gi    79%    / 
    devfs          111Ki  111Ki    0Bi   100%    /dev 
    fdesc          1.0Ki  1.0Ki    0Bi   100%    /dev 
    map -hosts       0Bi    0Bi    0Bi   100%    /net 
    map auto_home    0Bi    0Bi    0Bi   100%    /home 
    /dev/disk1s2   498Gi   40Gi  457Gi     9%    /Volumes/msdos 
    /dev/disk1s1   434Gi   81Gi  353Gi    19%    /Volumes/Mac FreeAgent
GoFlex Drive 
    $

The exact format of the human readable output will vary from system to system, but the
columns are usually labelled (as in the Mac OS X example above). The file system path is a
reference to a hard drive, storage device, network, or other location. The mount point is the
location in the directory tree where you can find the file system.

Also note that adding the used and available space will not necessarily be an exact match
with the total. One explanation is that a journaling system will account for up to 5% of the
disk space.

type
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Use the -T option to see the type of file system.

    $ df -T

You can also provide specified filesystem types after the -T option to only show
filesystems of the designated type. Use a comma separated list to provide multiple filesystem
types. Pre-fix with no to show file systems other than the listed types.

As an example, the following command will display all file systems other than those of
type NFS and MFS:

    $ df -T nonfs,mfs

Use the lsvfs command to find out what types of filesystems are available on your
computer or server.

differences between du and df

You may notice that du and df sometimes give very different numbers for the disk space
on a production server. This rarely happens on a desktop or workstation. Usually df will
output the bigger disk usage. This occurs when an inode is deallocated.

Some process has created a large temporary file and some other process has deleted it.
The file remains in existence until the first process closes it, but the file system immediately
removes access for any other process (to prevent all kinds of strange errors by accessing or
manipulating non-existent files.

Running lsof | grep tmp or lsof | grep deleted will often reveal a large
temporary file that accounts for the difference.

du and df should resolve back to the same results after the first process releases the file.
If the problem persists, use fsck to fix it.

Again, note that adding the used and available space will not necessarily be an exact
match with the total. One explanation is that a journaling system will account for up to 5% of
the disk space.

blocksize

Use the -b or -P option to see use the default of blocks. This may be needed to override a
BLOCKSIZE specification from the environment. In the early days of UNIX and Linux, the
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default block size was normally 512-bytes. In more modern times the size of a block can be
1K, 8K, 32K, or even bigger.

    $ df -b

    result in 512 byte blocks

Use the -k option to see use 1023-byte blocks. This is 1-Kbyte blocks.

    $ df -k

    result in Kilo-byte blocks

Use the -m option to see use 1048576-byte blocks. This is 1-Mbyte blocks.

    $ df -m

    result in Mega-byte blocks

Use the -g option to see use 1073741824-byte blocks. This is 1-Gbyte blocks.

    $ df -g

    result in Giga-byte blocks

display inodes

Use the -i option to include statistics on the number of free inodes.

    $ df -i

On Mac OS X, the additional columns are iused, ifree, and %iused.

local

Use the -l option to only display information about locally-mounted filesystems (no
network fielsystems).

    $ df -l
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long delay filesystems

Use the -n option to display previously obtained statistics. This is used when one or more
filesystems are in a state where there will be a long delay to provide statistics.

    $ df -n

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 25 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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du
chapter 47

summary

This chapter looks at du, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

du is used to display usage.

display usage

Use the -a option to see an entry for each file in the file hierarchy.

    $ du -a

Note that if you run this from root, you will get a large report of every single file on all of
the mounted hard drives. best to run it from a subdirectory.

total

Use the -c option to see a grand total.

    $ du -c

kilobytes

Use the -k option to see the results listed in kilobytes.

    $ du -k

You can use the alias command to modify the du so that it always displays the file
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information in kilobytes.

    $ alias du=du -k

If you need to use the unmodified version of this now aliased command, simply type a
slash ( \ ) in front of the du command.

    $ \du

A better alternative is to use an alternate spelling, such as duk for your alias. Any scripts
that rely on the unmodified version of an aliased du are likely to fail or produce strange
results because of your alias.

    $ alias duk=du -k
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processes
chapter 48

summary

This chapter looks at UNIX (and Linux) processes.

The UNIX term process is pretty much the same as the terms job or task on other
operating systems.

multi-tasking

UNIX is a multi-processing operating system. This means that it runs more than one task
(or job or process) at a time. On a multi-processor computer it is possible for UNIX to
literally run multiple processes at the exact same time. On a single processor computer
different processes are swapped into the main CPU (central processing unit) so fast that it
gives the illusion that multiple processes are running simultaneously.

One of the reasons that multitasking works is that the processor runs much faster than
input/output or mass storage devices (and on modern computers often runs much faster than
main memory). Whenever a process has to stop for input, output, or mass storage, there is a
convenient moment for the operating system to switch to a different process that is ready to
run rather than leave the CPU sitting idle waiting for the I/O to occur.

init

The first process to start running on a traditional UNIX computer is init. Some modern
variations, such as Linux, may have a few other processes run first, especially.if the computer
or server supports multiple operating systems.

init starts a series of other processes (in UNIX, this is called spawning). Some of these
processes only run during boot-up, while others are intended to run as long as the computer is
running.
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By the time a human user can login to the system, many processes are running.

init is ultimate ancestor process of all other processes in a UNIX system.

process ID

Every process on UNIX (or Linux) has a unique process identification number, called the
process ID.

A system administrator uses the process IDs to control the processes.

kill

One useful command available for the system administrator is the kill command, which
stops a process and removes it from the system.

An ordinary user can only kill his or her own processes.

A system administrator running as root (including using sudo) can use kill on any
process on the entire system.

See the chapter on kill for more information.
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ps
chapter 49

summary

This chapter looks at ps, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

ps gives information about running processes.

info on processes

Type ps followed by the option -a (for “all”). An optional pipe to more or less will
provide one page of info at a time.

    $ ps -a |more

ps can be used to monitor the use of a server or system.

ps can be used to find processes that are stuck, which can then be killed.

monitor processes

    ps -ax will provide information on most running processes. You can use the
command to establish the baseline performance for your server and to monitor errant
processes.

    $ ps -ax

full information

Type ps followed by the -ef options to see most of the available information on
processes.
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    $ ps -ef |less

On a Solaris system you will want to use the -aux options.

    $ ps -aux |less

searching for specific content

You can use the following example to monitor a specific string or name from the overall
output (where term is replaced with the specific string or name you want):

    $ ps -ef|grep term

daemons

On Linux you use the following to get information on core processes and daemons:

    $ /sbin/chkconfig --list

load balancing

Most of the daily work for a system administrator is making sure that system resources
aren’t overloaded so that everything runs smoothly.

Sometimes a program will hog the CPU. This may be due to an infinite loop, repeatedly
forking itself, or other bug, or it can be due to the nature of the processing being done.

In either case, the system administrator can use the nice command to adjust the CPU
priority for each running process so that the entire system runs smoothly.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 22 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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kill
chapter 50

summary

This chapter looks at kill, a Unix (and Linux) command.

kill is used to send signals to a process, most often to stop processes.

kill is a builtin command in csh. There is also an external utility with the same name
and functionality.

which processes can be killed

An ordinary user can only kill his or her own processes.

A system administrator running as root (including using sudo) can use kill on any
process on the entire system.

frozen process

Sometimes a process (particularly web browsers) will freeze up. The kill command can
be used to remove the frozen program from the system.

If a user finds their display locked up because of a frozen program, he or she can login
to another computer, then login to the original system using rlogin, and then use the kill
command to stop the offending process using the specific process ID.

killall

killall is a related command. killall program_name will stop all processes
with the program name, so the more specific kill with a specific process ID is usually used
first.
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process isolation

Unix does a very good job of keeping processes isolated from each other, so that no rogue
process can attack or damage any other process.

Unlike Windows, a frozen or crashed program on UNIX or Linux shouldn’t be able to
bring the entire operating system to a halt.

Most Unix vendors carefully test their own system software and most of the system
software has been running and tested for decades, so those programs rarely cause problems.

Most bugs occur in third party software and in custom software developed for a particular
installation.

remove background process or job

The most common use of kill is simply to remove a process or job. This is done by
naming the PID of the process (whcih is usually obtained with ps).

    $ kill PID

This works because the default signal is SIGTERM (terminate the process).

discover signals

You will find a chart of signals with the common signals for Linux, Mac OS X, and
Solaris.

You can also discover the list for your system by running kill with the -l (lower case
L) option.

    $ kill -l

You can determine a specific signal with the -l option and a signal number.

    $ kill -l 3 
    QUIT 
    $

Some operating systems give the entire signal name with the SIG prefix (such as
SIGQUIT) and some give just the signal name (such as SIGQUIT).
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testing

You can test the capabilities of your programs and scripts under abnormal coonditions by
using kill to send a specific signal.

    $ kill -s SIGNAME PID

The signal name (SIGNAME) can be the signal number or the signal name. The signal
name can be either the signal name with or without the SIG prefix.

You may also simply enter the signal number or signal name (with or without the SIG
prefix) as an option.

    $ kill -6 PID 
    $ kill -SIGIOT PID 
    $ kill -IOT PID

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 26 most frequently used
Unix/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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nice
chapter 51

summary

This chapter looks at nice, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

load balancing

Most of the daily work for a system administrator is making sure that system resources
aren’t overloaded so that everything runs smoothly.

Sometimes a program will hog the CPU. This may be due to an infinite loop, repeatedly
forking itself, or other bug, or it may be due to the nature of the processing being done.

In either case, the system administrator can use the nice command to adjust the CPU
priority of each running process so that the entire system runs smoothly.
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w
chapter 52

summary

This chapter looks at w, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

w gives information about current activity on the system, including what each user is
doing.

Not to be confused with who, which displays users, but not the processes they are
running.

info

Type w:

    $ w

w does not provide information on background processes, which typically account for
most of the server usage.
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date
chapter 53

summary

This chapter looks at date, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

date is used to set or view the system date and time.

    $ date 
    Mon Sep  3 00:56:17 PDT 2012 
    $

The format for the output is: day of the week, month, day of the month, 24 hour time, time
zone, year.

formatted output

Display the time and/or date with formatting by including formatting options (which can
be used to set variables to a specific format).

    $ date '+DATE: %m/%d/%y%nTIME: %H:%M:%S' 
    DATE: 11/23/13 
    TIME: 22:12:19 
    $

Setting a variable with the current date:

    $ NOW=$(date +"%m/%d/%Y") 
    $ echo $NOW 
    11/23/2013 
    $
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Format specifiers (format string starts with +)

Specifier Description
Values or
example

Day
%a weekday, abbreviated Sun
%A weekday, full Sunday

%d
day of the month, two digits, zero
filled

08

%e day of the month 8
%j day of year, zero filled 001-366
%u day of week from Monday to Sunday 1-7
%w day of week from Sunday to Saturday 0-6

Week

%U
week number, Sunday as first day of
week

00-53

%W
week number, Monday as first day of
week

00-53

%V ISO standard week of the year 01-53
Month

%m two-digit month number 01-12
%h month name, abbreviated Nov
%b month name, localised abbreviation Nov
%B locale's full month, variable length November

Year
%y two-digit year 00-99
%Y four-digit year 2013

%g
two-digit year corresponding to the %V
week number
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%G
four-digit year corresponding to
the %V week number

Century
%C two century digits from year 00-99

Date
%D mm/dd/yy 11/24/13
%x locale's date representation 11/24/2013
%F %Y-%m-%d 2013-11-24

Hours
%l hour (12 hour) 4
%I hour (12 hour), zero-filled 04
%k hour (24 hour) 4
%H hour (24 hour), zero-padded 04

%p
locale's upper case AM or PM (blank in
many locales)

AM

%P locale's lower case am or pm am
Minutes

%M two-digit minute number 05
Seconds

%s
seconds since 00:00:00 1970-01-01 UTC
(Unix epoch)

1385265929

%S two-digit second number

00-60
(Includes 60
to
accommodate a
leap second)

%N nanoseconds
000000000-
999999999
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Time

%r
hours, minutes, seconds (12-hour
clock)

04:05:29 AM

%R hours, minutes (24 hour clock) 04:05

%T
hours, minutes, seconds (24-hour
clock)

04:05:29

%X locale's time representation 11:07:26 AM
Date and time

%c locale's date and time
Sat Nov 04
12:02:33 EST 1989

Time zone
%z RFC-822 style numeric time zone -0500

%Z
time zone name; nothing if no time
zone is determinable

EST, EDT

literals:      %n newline      %% percent      %t horizontal tab

By default, date normally fills numeric fields with zeroes. GNU date, but not BSD date,
recognizes a modifier between the per cent sign (%) and the format specifier:

hyphen (-): do not fill the field
underscore (_): pad the field with spaces

TZ Specifies the time zone, unless overridden by command line parameters. If neither is
specified, the setting from /etc/localtime is used.

setting time and date

Only the root or superuser an set the system date and time. In Mac OS X, you can use the
clock system preferences t set the time and date. In Ubuntu-based Linux, you can click on the
clock and select Time and Date settings from the menu or click on the System menu, select
Adminsitration, select Time and Date.

Set the time to noon:

    $ date 1200 
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    $

Set the time to 3:30:30 a.m.:

    $ date 0330.30 
    $

Set the date to October 31st (Halloween) at 3:30 a.m.:

    $ date 10310330 
    $

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 49 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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uname
chapter 54

summary

This chapter looks at uname, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

uname is used to report system information.

On a Linux machine you can find all of this same information in the appropriate files in
the /proc filesystem, but uname utility may be easier and faster to use.

basic use

Type the uname without any options to get the kernel name.

    $ uname 
    Darwin

system

Use the -s option to get the operating system name.

    $ uname -s 
    Darwin

release info

Use the -r option to get the operating system release information.

    $ uname -r 
    9.8.0
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operating system version

Use the -v option to get the operating system version.

    $ uname -v 
    Darwin Kernel Version 9.8.0: Wed Jul 15 16:57:01 PDT 2009; root:xnu-
1228.15.4~1/RELEASE_PPC

machine

Use the -m option to get the machine hardware name.

    $ uname -m 
    Power Macintosh

When running on an Intel (or compatiable) processor, you may also get an indication as to
whether it is a 32-bit or 64-bit system.

    $ uname -m 
    x86_64

processor

Use the -p option to get the machine processor architecture type.

    $ uname -p 
    powerpc

network node

Use the -n option to get the network node host name (node name).

    $ uname -n 
    local

You can also use the hostname command to get the exact same answer.

all
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Use the -a option to get all of the information available from this command.

    $ uname -a 
    Darwin admins-power-mac-g5.local 9.8.0 Darwin Kernel Version 9.8.0: Wed
Jul 15 16:57:01 PDT 2009; root:xnu-1228.15.4~1/RELEASE_PPC Power Macintosh

nonstandard

There are a few additional nonstandard options that may be available. Even if available,
they may produce unknown as their output. Because these are nonstandard options, you
should avoid using them in a script.

Use the -i option to get hardware platform information.

    $ uname -i 
    x86_64

Use the -o option to get he operating system name.

    $ uname -o 
    GNU/Linux

CentOS and Red Hat Enterprise

You can find the distribution version number for CentOS or red hat Enterprise Linux with
the following command:

    $ cat /etc/redhat-release 
    CentOS release 5.4 (Final)

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 37 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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uptime
chapter 55

summary

This chapter looks at uptime, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

uptime gives information about your server’s total uptime statistics.

info

Type uptime:

    $ uptime 
    20:03  up  1:43, 2 users, load averages: 0.94 0.82 0.78 
    $

uptime tells you how long your server has been running. uptime also gives the average
system load for the last few minutes. Use uptime for a quick performance check. Collect
daily data to watch for problems from underpowered CPUs or memory management.
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top
chapter 56

summary

This chapter looks at top, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

top gives the top processes (the default is by CPU usage).

using top

Type top and ENTER or RETURN.

    $ top

You will get updated reports (typically, once per second) on the active processes, load
average, CPU usage, shared libraries, and memory usage (regions, physical, and virtual).

Type q to stop the top program.

other

    On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 24 most frequently
used UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux
Commands (With Examples).
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lsof
chapter 57

summary

This chapter looks at lsof, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

lsof lists open files (and that includes devices, directories, pipes, nodes, sockets, and
anything else that UNIX treats as a file).

lsof will give you information on any opened files (including all of the items UNIX
treats as a file).

basic use

Type lsof all by itelf to get a list of all open files belonging to all active processes. The
list was huge when creating this example, so I have edited it to highlight some of the things
listed.

    $ lsof 
    COMMAND   PID    USER FD     TYPE    DEVICE   SIZE/OF     NODE NAME 
    loginwind  24 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    loginwind  24 admin  txt      REG      14,8    946736
  1076582
/System/Library/CoreServices/loginwindow.app/Contents/MacOS/loginwindow 
    loginwind  24 admin    0r     CHR       3,2       0t0 35264644 /dev/null 
    loginwind  24 admin    1     PIPE 0x224f3f0     16384 
    loginwind  24 admin    2     PIPE 0x224f3f0     16384 
    loginwind  24 admin    3u    unix 0x27766e8       0t0          -
>0x224cdd0 
    launchd    68 admin    3u  KQUEUE                              count=0,
state=0x1 
    launchd    68 admin    5u   systm 0x25f1264       0t0          [1:1:0] 
    launchd    68 admin   15     PIPE 0x224f6ac     16384 
    launchd    68 admin   19r     DIR      14,8      1122      248
/Library/Preferences 
    AirPort    84 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    AirPort    84 admin  txt      REG      14,8    573072  3265433
/System/Library/CoreServices/AirPort Base Station
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Agent.app/Contents/MacOS/AirPort Base Station Agent 
    Spotlight  88 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    Spotlight  88 admin  txt      REG      14,8    708848  1067264
/System/Library/CoreServices/Spotlight.app/Contents/MacOS/Spotlight 
    UserEvent  89 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    Dock       90 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    Dock       90 admin  txt      REG      14,8   2384752  1046722
/System/Library/CoreServices/Dock.app/Contents/MacOS/Dock 
    Dock       90 admin    4u  KQUEUE                              count=0,
state=0x2 
    ATSServer  91 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    ATSServer  91 admin  txt      REG      14,8   5787888  1131290
/System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/
Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/Support/ATSServer 
    pboard     92 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    SystemUIS  94 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    Finder     96 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    iTunesHel 115 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    Tex-Edit  146 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    Tex-Edit  146 admin  txt      REG      14,8    367168  1045618
/System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libTraditionalChineseConverter.dylib 
    firefox-b 149 admin  cwd      DIR      14,8      1564        2 / 
    firefox-b 576 admin   56u    IPv4 0x4984e64       0t0      TCP
192.168.0.108:60388
->173.194.57.119:http (ESTABLISHED)

The default is one file per line. The FD column gives the file descriptor and the TYPE
column gives the file type. The other columns should make sense.

Some of the common FD values are:

cwd = Current Working Directory
mem = memory mapped file
mmap = memory mapped device
rtd = root directory
txt = text file
NUMBER = file descriptor. The character after the number inidicates the mode in

which the file is opened. r = read, w = write, and u = both read and write. This may be
followed by lock information.

Some of the common TYPE values are:

BLK = block special file
CHR = character special file
DIR = directory
FIFO = First In First Out special file
IPv4 = IPv4 socket
IPv6 = IPv6 socket
LINK = symbolic link file
PIPE = pipe
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REG = regular file
unix = UNIX domain socket

find which process opened a file

You can get information on which processes opened a specific file by giving the filename
as an argument.

    $ lsof /System/Library/Fonts/Helvetica.dfont 
    loginwind  24 admin  txt    REG   14,8  2402112 10720
/System/Library/Fonts/Helvetica.dfont 
    ATSServer  90 admin  txt    REG   14,8  2402112 10720
/System/Library/Fonts/Helvetica.dfont 
    Tex-Edit  123 admin  txt    REG   14,8  2402112 10720
/System/Library/Fonts/Helvetica.dfont 
    firefox-b 576 admin  txt    REG   14,8  2402112 10720
/System/Library/Fonts/Helvetica.dfont

find any open file by name

To find any open file, including an open UNIX domain socket file, with the name
/dev/log, type lsof /dev/log. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof /dev/log

list opened files in directory

To list all the processes that have opened files in a particular directory, use the +d option.

    $ lsof +d /u/abe/foo/

To list all the processes that have opened files in a particular directory and all of its child
directories (subdirectories), use the +D option. lsof will recurse through all subdirectories.

    $ lsof +D /var/ 
    COMMAND   PID  USER   FD   TYPE DEVICE  SIZE/OFF    NODE NAME 
    loginwind  24 admin  txt    REG   14,8 149168128 1137272
/private/var/db/dyld/dyld_shared_cache_ppc 
    loginwind  24 admin    4u   REG   14,8      2512 3589022
/private/var/run/utmpx 
    launchd    64 admin  txt    REG   14,8 149168128 1137272
/private/var/db/dyld/dyld_shared_cache_ppc 
         < listing continues >
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list open directory

To list the process that has /u/abe/foo open, type lsof /u/abe/foo. (from the man
pages)

    $ lsof /u/abe/foo

list by process names

To list all open files by process names starting with particlar strings, use the -c option,
followed by the process name. You can give multiple -c switches on a single command line.

Note that this option does not look for an exact match, but any process that includes the
character string as a substring of the process name. So, sh would find ssh and sh

    $ lsof -c Terminal 
    COMMAND  PID  USER   FD   TYPE    DEVICE  SIZE/OFF     NODE NAME 
    Terminal 168 admin  cwd    DIR      14,8       918   547359 /Users/admin 
    Terminal 168 admin  txt    REG      14,8  10244512  1048543
/usr/share/icu/icudt36b.dat 
    Terminal 168 admin    0r   CHR       3,2       0t0 35027076 /dev/null 
    Terminal 168 admin    1   PIPE 0x22374b4     16384 
    Terminal 168 admin    2   PIPE 0x22374b4     16384 
         < listing continues >

list by particular login names

To list all of the files opened by a specific user, type the -u option.

    $ lsof -u jill

To list all of the files opened by several specific users, use a comma delimited list.

    $ lsof -u jack,jill

To list all of the files opened by every user other than a specific user, use the ^ character.
You can use a comma delimited list

    $ lsof -u ^jack,jill
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list by particular process

To list all of the files opened by a particular process, type the -p option.

    $ lsof -p 1234

list particular login names, user IDs, or process numbers

To list all open files for any and all of: login name abe, or user ID 1234, or process 456, or
process 123, or process 789, type lsof -p 456,123,789 -u 1234,abe. (from the man
pages)

    $ lsof -p 456,123,789 -u 1234,abe

list by mount point

Sometimes when you attempt to unmount a device or directory, the system will warn you
with the “Device or resource Busy” error.

You can list all of the processes using a mount point and then kill those processes so that
you can unmount the device or directory.

    $ lsof /home

An equivalent option is:

    $ lsof +D /home/

list by device

To list all open files on device /dev/hd4, type lsof /dev/hd4. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof /dev/hd4

kill process

To kill the process that has /u/abe/foo open (by sending the signal SIGHUP), type kill
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-HUP `lsof -t /u/abe/foo`. (from the man pages)

    $ kill -HUP `lsof /u/abe/foo`

Notice that those are back ticks.

You can also kill all processes that belong to a specific user by using the -t option to
output only the process ID and pass that result on to kill.

    $ kill -9 `lsof -t -u jill`

AND/OR

lsof defaults to logical OR of all options. The following example (from the man pages) will
list all of the files open from all three listed processes and from both users.

    $ lsof -p 456,123,789 -u 1234,abe

Use the -a option to perform a logical AND on the user names, processes, etc. Note that
you either OR the entire line or AND the entire line. You can not mix AND and OR together
in a single lsof command. The ^ negation on login name or user ID, process ID, or process
group ID options are evaluated prior to other selection criteria and therefore don’t get
included in AND or OR for lsof. Although the -a is legal in any position, placing it
between a pair of items does not cause just those two items to be ANDed, the entire line is
still ANDed.

The following AND example will produce a listing of only UNIX socket files that belong
to processes owned by the user foo.

    $ lsof -a -U -ufoo

timed listings

You can gather information at specific time intervals. To list the files at descriptors 1 and
3 of every process running the lsof command for login abe every 10 seconds, type lsof -
c lsof -a -d 1 -d 3 -u abe -r10. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -c lsof -a -d 1 -d 3 -u abe -r10
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Use the +r or -r options for timed repeats. The +r switch will stop when no open files
that meet the selected criteria are open. The -r will continue until interrupted by a signal.
The number after the r is the time in seconds for each delay.

Between each cycle, lsof will print a sequence of equal signs ( ======= ).

    =======

internet connections

Because UNIX and Linux (and Mac OS X) treat internet connections as files, you can use
the -i switch to view all of your open internet connections.

    $ lsof -i 
    COMMAND   PID  USER   FD   TYPE    DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME 
    SystemUIS  93 admin   10u  IPv4 0x2152f48      0t0  UDP *:* 
    firefox-b 127 admin   75u  IPv4 0x43c5270      0t0  TCP
192.168.0.108:49816
->63.141.192.121:http (CLOSE_WAIT) 
    Fetch     294 admin   23u  IPv4 0x27ffe64      0t0  TCP
192.168.0.108:50539
->reliant.websitewelcome.com:ftp (ESTABLISHED) 
    Fetch     294 admin   24u  IPv4 0x2d2be64      0t0  TCP
192.168.0.108:50541
->reliant.websitewelcome.com:36975 (LAST_ACK) 
    Fetch     294 admin   25u  IPv4 0x444a66c      0t0  TCP
192.168.0.108:50542
->reliant.websitewelcome.com:22271 (TIME_WAIT)

internet files

To list all open Internet, x.25 (HP-UX), and UNIX domain files, type lsof -i -U.
(from the man pages)

    $ lsof -i -U

IPv4 network files by PID

To list all open IPv4 network files in use by the process whose PID is 1234, type lsof -
i 4 -a -p 1234. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -i 4 -a -p 1234
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IPv6 files

To list all open IPv6 network files (assuming your UNIX system supports IPv6), type
lsof -i 6. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -i 6

list by port

List all of the processes that are listening to a particular port by using colon ( : ) followed
by the port number(s).

    $ lsof -i:21

To list all files using any protocol on ports 513, 514, or 515 of host
wonderland.cc.purdue.edu, type lsof -i @wonderland.cc.purdue.edu:513-
515. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -i @wonderland.cc.purdue.edu:513-515

list TCP or UDP connections

List all of the TCP connections:

    $ lsof -i tcp

List all of the UDP connections:

    $ lsof -i udp

list from default domain

Assuming a default domain of cc.purdue.edu, list all files using any protocol on any port
of mace.cc.purdue.edu, type lsof -i @mace. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -i @mace
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socket files

To find an IP version 4 socket file by its associated numeric dot-form address, type lsof
-i@128.210.15.17. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -i@128.210.15.17

To find an IP version 6 socket file by its associated numeric colon-form address, type
lsof -i@[0:1:2:3:4:5:6:7]. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -i@[0:1:2:3:4;5;6:7]

To find an IP version 6 socket file by its associated numeric colon-form address that has a
run of zeros in it (such as the loop-back address), type lsof -i@[::1]. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -i@[::1]

Network File System (NFS)

List all of the Network File System (NFS) files by using the -N switch.

    $ lsof -N

To find processes with open files on the NFS file system named /nfs/mount/point whose
server is inaccessible (assuming your mount table supplies the device number for
/nfs/mount/point), type lsof -b /nfs/mount/point. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -b /nfs/mount/point

To do the preceding search with warning messages suppressed, type lsof -bw
/nfs/mount/point. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -bw /nfs/mount/point

ignore device cache file
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To ignore the device cache file, type lsof -Di. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -Di

obtain specific multiple info on each file

You can combine flags to gather specific information. To obtain the PID and command
name field for each process, file descriptor, file device number, and file inode number for
each file of each process, type lsof -FpcfDi. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -FpcfDi

using regular expressions

To list the current working directory of prcoesses running a command that is exactly four
characters long and has an upper or lower case “O” or “o” in character position three, type
lsof -c /^..o.$/i -a -d cwd. (from the man pages)

    $ lsof -c /^..o.$/i -a -d cwd
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free
chapter 58

summary

This chapter looks at free, a Linux command.

free is used to show free memory.

free displays the total amount of free and used physical memory and swap space in the
system, as well as the buffers and cache consumed by the kernel.

size

The default is to report the memory size in bytes. Use the -g option to display in
Gigabytes. Use the -m option to display in Megabytes. Use the -k option to display in
Kilobytes. Use the -b option to display in Bytes.

total

;Use the -t option to view total memory.

low/high

    Use the -l option to view low vs. high memory usage.

count

The default is to display the information once and then return to the normal shell. Use the
-s n option (where n is the number of times to display) to keep displaying the memory
usage (until interrupted). Use the -c n or --count=n options (where n is the number of
times to display the memory statistics).

Mac OS X
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Use the Activity Monitor for this purpose. From the command line, you can get similar
results from vm_stat. vm_stat is a Mach-specific version of the UNIX command
vmstat Also:

    $ echo -e "\n$(top -l 1 | awk '/PhysMem/';)\n"

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 23 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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vmstat
chapter 59

summary

This chapter looks at vmstat, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

vmstat is used to show virtual memory usage.

usage

Type vmstat to see a list of virtual memory statistics. Especially useful in a virtualized
enivronment.

$ vmstat

Mac OS X

vm_stat is a Mach-specific version of the UNIX command vmstat:

$ vm_stat

Mach Virtual Memory Statistics: (page size of 4096 bytes) 
Pages free:                     5538. 
Pages active:                 142583. 
Pages inactive:                76309. 
Pages wired down:              37531. 
"Translation faults":        4427933. 
Pages copy-on-write:           54807. 
Pages zero filled:           3086159. 
Pages reactivated:              6533. 
Pageins:                       46357. 
Pageouts:                       4453. 
Object cache: 66465 hits of 76770 lookups (86% hit rate)
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polkit
chapter 60

summary

This chapter looks at polkit, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

polkit is used to control system-wide privileges.

running privileged commands

&polkit can be used to run privileged commands by typing pkexec, followed by the
intended command:

$ pkexec cat README

sudo alternative

It is generally recommended to use sudo rather than pkexec, because sudo
provides greater flexibity and security.

Mac OS X

While polkit is not part of the official Mac OS X release from Apple, it can be installed
on mac OS X.

security

pkexec never does any validation of the ARGUMENTS passed to a program.

graphic programs
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    X11 (and other graphic) programs won’t run by default with polkit because the
$DISPLAY environment variable is not set. The following information from the pkexec
manual describes how to set pkexec so that it can run a graphic program.

To specify what kind of authorization is needed to execute the program
   /usr/bin/pk-example-frobnicate as another user, simply write an action
   definition file like this

       <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
       <!DOCTYPE policyconfig PUBLIC
        "-//freedesktop//DTD PolicyKit Policy Configuration 1.0//EN"
        "http://www.freedesktop.org/standards/PolicyKit/1/policyconfig.dtd">
       <policyconfig>

         <vendor>Examples for the PolicyKit Project</vendor>
         <vendor_url>http://hal.freedesktop.org/docs/PolicyKit/</vendor_url>

         <action id="org.freedesktop.policykit.example.pkexec.run-frobnicate">
           <description>Run the PolicyKit example program Frobnicate</description>
           <description xml:lang="da">Kør PolicyKit eksemplet Frobnicate</description>
           <message>Authentication is required to run the PolicyKit example program Frobnicate</message>
           <message xml:lang="da">Autorisering er påkrævet for at afvikle PolicyKit eksemplet 
Frobnicate</message>
           <icon_name>audio-x-generic</icon_name>
           <defaults>
             <allow_any>no</allow_any>
             <allow_inactive>no</allow_inactive>
             <allow_active>auth_self_keep</allow_active>
           </defaults>
           <annotate key="org.freedesktop.policykit.exec.path">/usr/bin/pk-example-frobnicate</annotate>
         </action>

       </policyconfig>

   and drop it in the /usr/share/polkit-1/actions directory under a
   suitable name (e.g. matching the namespace of the action). Note that in
   addition to specifying the program, the authentication message,
   description, icon and defaults can be specified. For example, for the
   action defined above, the following authentication dialog will be
   shown:

       [IMAGE][2]

           +----------------------------------------------------------+
           |                     Authenticate                     [X] |
           +----------------------------------------------------------+
           |                                                          |
           |  [Icon]  Authentication is required to run the PolicyKit |
           |          example program Frobnicate                      |
           |                                                          |
           |          An application is attempting to perform an      |
           |          action that requires privileges. Authentication |
           |          is required to perform this action.             |
           |                                                          |
           |          Password: [__________________________________]  |
           |                                                          |
           | [V] Details:                                             |
           |  Command: /usr/bin/pk-example-frobnicate                 |
           |  Run As:  Super User (root)                              |
           |  Action:  org.fd.pk.example.pkexec.run-frobnicate        |
           |  Vendor:  Examples for the PolicyKit Project             |
           |                                                          |
           |                                  [Cancel] [Authenticate] |
           +----------------------------------------------------------+

   If the user is using the da_DK locale, the dialog looks like this:

       [IMAGE][3]

           +----------------------------------------------------------+
           |                     Autorisering                     [X] |
           +----------------------------------------------------------+
           |                                                          |
           |  [Icon]  Autorisering er pŒkr¾vet for at afvikle         |
           |          PolicyKit eksemplet Frobnicate                  |
           |                                                          |
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           |          Et program fors¿ger at udf¿re en handling der   |
           |          kr¾ver privilegier. Autorisering er pŒkr¾vet.   |
           |                                                          |
           |          Kodeord: [___________________________________]  |
           |                                                          |
           | [V] Detaljer:                                            |
           |  Bruger:   Super User (root)                             |
           |  Program:  /usr/bin/pk-example-frobnicate                |
           |  Handling: org.fd.pk.example.pkexec.run-frobnicate       |
           |  Vendor:   Examples for the PolicyKit Project            |
           |                                                          |
           |                                [AnnullŽr] [Autorisering] |
           +----------------------------------------------------------+

   Note that pkexec does no validation of the ARGUMENTS passed to PROGRAM.
   In the normal case (where administrator authentication is required
   every time pkexec is used), this is not a problem since if the user is
   an administrator he might as well just run pkexec bash to get root.

   However, if an action is used for which the user can retain
   authorization (or if the user is implicitly authorized), such as with
   pk-example-frobnicate above, this could be a security hole. Therefore,
   as a rule of thumb, programs for which the default required
   authorization is changed, should never implicitly trust user input
   (e.g. like any other well-written suid program).
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defaults
chapter 61

summary

This chapter looks at defaults, a Mac OS X command.

defaults is used to read, write, or delete defaults from a command line shell.

defaults options

Mac OS X programs use the defaults system to record user preferences and other
information. Most of the information is more easily accessed through the application’s
Preferencess panel, but some information is normally inaccessible to the end user.

Note: Since applications do access the defaults system while they’re running, you
shouldn’t modify the defaults of a running application.

All programs share the defaults in NSGlobalDomain. If the program doesn’t have its own
default, it uses the value from the NSGlobalDomain.

screencapture defaults

The following methods use Terminal to change the default file format and location where
the screenshot is saved from the graphic user interface.

In Mac S X 10.4 (Tiger) or more recent, the default screencapture format can be changed
in Terminal by using the defaults command. In Mac S X 10.4 (Tiger), the new default
does not take effect until you logout and log back in(from the entire computer, not just from
Terminal — a full restart will also work) unless you also use the killall command.

    $ defaults write com.apple.screencapture type ImageFormat; killall
SystemUIServer
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The FileFormat can be png (Portable Network Graphic), pdf (Portable Document
Format), tiff (Tagged Image File Format), jpg or jpeg (Joint Photographic Experts Group),
pict (Macintosh QuickDraw Picture), bmp (Microsoft Windows Bitmap), gif (Graphics
Interchange Format), psd (Adobe Photoshop Document), sgi (Silicon Graphics File Format),
or tga (Truevision Targe File Format).

JPGs are saved at quality 60%.

To change the default location where the screenshot file is saved (the default is Desktop),
use the following Terminal command (where pathname is the full path to a directory.:

    $ defaults write com.apple.screencapture location PathName; killall
SystemUIServer

The normal default location would be reset with the following command (where
Username is the current account’s user name.

    $ defaults write com.apple.screencapture location
/Users/UserName/Desktop; killall SystemUIServer

dock defaults

Use the following commands to change the 3D Dock of Mac OS X Lion back to the 2D
look. The killall restarts the Dock so that the change takes effect right away.

    $ defaults write com.apple.dock no-glass -boolean YES; killall Dock

Return to the 3D look with the following commands:

    $ defaults write com.apple.dock no-glass -boolean NO; killall Dock

Use the following commands to add a gradient behind an icon in a Dock Stack in Mac OS
X:

    $ defaults write com.apple.dock mouse-over-hilte-stack -boolean YES;
killall Dock
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Use the following commands to add a small Exposé button to the upper right of your Mac
OS X screen. Clicking on the Exposé button will show all of the windows from the current
application (same as the normal F10 default) and option clicking the Exposé button will show
all windows from all programs (same as the normal F9 default). This will work even if you
reconfigure the F9 and F10 keys to do something else.

    $ defaults write com.apple.dock wvous-floater -bool YES; killall Dock

Use the following commands to remove the small Exposé button.

    $ defaults write com.apple.dock wvous-floater -bool NO; killall Dock

login defaults

Use the following command to add a message to your Login window. Replace message
with a short message. Keep the message short. As always with the sudo command, type very
carefully.

    $ sudo defaults write /Library/Preferences/com.apple.loginwindow
LoginwindowText "message"

To remove the login message, type the following:

    $ sudo defaults write /Library/Preferences/com.apple.loginwindow
LoginwindowText ""

showing dot files
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The Mac OS X Finder hides all files that start with the period or dot character. This
matches the standard behavior of ls in UNIX, where a leading dot is used as an indicator of
a hidden file.

To have Finder always show all files, including hidden files, type:

    $ defaults write com.apple.Finder AppleShowAllFiles YES; killall Finder

To restore Finder to its default behavior, type:

    $ defaults write com.apple.Finder AppleShowAllFiles NO; killall Finder

DS_Store files

To prevent Mac OS X from creating .DS_Store files on network shares (and everywhere
else), type:

    $ defaults write com.apple.desktopservices DSDontWriteNetworkStores true

To restore Mac OS X from creating .DS_Store files on network shares (and everywhere
else), type:

    $ defaults write com.apple.desktopservices DSDontWriteNetworkStores false

Mac Flashback Trojan

You can use defaults to determine if your Macintosh has been infected by the Mac
Flashback Trojan (which enters your computer through either a Adobe Flash Player flaw or a
Java flaw). Also known as OSX.FlashBack, Flashback Trojan, Fakeflash, or Trojan
BackDoor.Flashback

Type the following command (copy and paste into Terminal):

    $ defaults read /Applications/Safari.app/Contents/Info LSEnvironment

A clean system will report “The domain/default pair of
(/Applications/Safari.app/Contents/Info, LSEnvironment) does not exist”. Any other result
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indicates your computer is infected.

If your computer passes the first test, type the following command (copy and paste into
Terminal):

    $ defaults read ~/.MacOSX/environment DYLD_INSERT_LIBRARIES

A clean system will report “The domain/default pair of (/Users/user-
name/.MacOSX/environment, DYLD_INSERT_LIBRARIES) does not exist”. Any other
result indicates your computer is infected.

If your computer is infected, immediately go to F-Secure at http://www.f-secure.com/v-
descs/trojan-downloader_osx_flashback_i.shtml" class="externallink.

Downloading the latest security patches from Apple at
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT5228?viewlocale=en_US&locale=en_US will help prevent
infection.
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init
chapter 62

summary

This chapter looks at init, a Linux command.

init is used to change the runlevel.

run levels

Linux has run levels (sometimes written as a single word, runlevel). The non-graphic
mode is run level 3. the graphic mode is run level 5. Sometimes a Linux server will only boot
up to the non-graphic level. You can use this command to temporarily get the graphic
interface running (run level 5).

    $ init 5

Edit the /etc/inittab file to include id:5:initdefault: to make a permanent
change.

A chart of the Linux run levels:

RUN
LEVEL     DESCRIPTION

0     System is halted
1     Single-user Mode

    used for system maintenance

2     Multiuser mode withut networking
    rarely used

3     Standard multiuser mode with networking active
4     not defined
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5     Multiuser mode with graphics
    Like standard multiuser mode with networking active plus the X Window System graphic
interface

6     Reboots the system
    shuts down all system services
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sendmail
chapter 63

summary

This chapter looks at sendmail, a UNIX/Linux utility.

sendmail is used to send email.

In 1975 the Sendmail email system was added to the BSD version of UNIX. Because
email was built into the operating system, email was the method UNIX used for sending
notifications to the system administrator of system status, reports, problems, etc.

set-up

Each version of UNIX has its own variation of sendmail, but the default installation
almost always works correctly without modification. A system administrator rarely needs to
know how to set-up or modify sendmail.
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ifconfig
chapter 64

summary

This chapter looks at ifconfig, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

ifconfig is used to view or configure network cards and interfaces.

Warning: ifconfig will not save changes on AIX after a reboot. On Linux, any
changes made with ifconfig are saved on a reboot.

view configuration

Type ifconfig by itself to view how your network is configured.

    $ ifconfig

static IP address

Use ifconfig interface IP-address to set the static IP address for a particular
interface

    $ ifconfig en0 100.1.1.1

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 36 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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arp
chapter 65

summary

This chapter looks at arp, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

arp is used to display and modify the Internet-to-Ethernet address translation tables.

display all

Use the -a option to display all of the current ARP entries. Useful in conjunction with
ifconfig and route.

    $ arp -a 
    ? (192.168.0.1) at 0:11:95:75:8:86 on en1 [ethernet] 
    ? (192.168.0.106) at 0:d:60:d2:55:3f on en1 [ethernet] 
    ? (192.168.0.255) at ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff on en1 [ethernet] 
    $
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netstat
chapter 66

summary

This chapter looks at netstat, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

netstat is used to symbolically displays the contents of various network-related data
structures.

view connections

Type netstat to see the list of all sockets and server connections.

    $ netstat

main info

The main information for webserver administration is in the first few lines, so you can
pipe to head:

    $ netstat | head

routing addresses

Use the -r option to display the network routing addresses.

    $ netstat -r
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route
chapter 67

summary

This chapter looks at route, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

route is used to manipulate the network routing tables.

view connections

Type route followed by the -v option to list the routing tables. This is close to the same
information reported by netstat -r.

    $ route -v

routing commands

The route utility can used for add, flush, delete, change, get, or monitor.

The add command will add a route.

The flush command will remove all routes.

The delete command will delete a specific route.

The change command will change aspects of a route (such as its gateway).

The get command will lookup and display the route for any destination.

The monitor command will continuously report any changes to the routing infrmation
base, routing lookup misses, or suspected network partitionings.
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ping
chapter 68

summary

This chapter looks at ping, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

ping is used to test a server connection.

test packets

ping sends test packets to a specific server to see if the server responds properly.

Type ping followed by -c count followed by an IP address or domain name.

ping will continue forever unless halted or you give a specific count limit.

    $ ping -c 5 www.osdata.com 
    PING osdata.com (67.18.4.2): 56 data bytes 
    64 bytes from 192.168.0.1: icmp_seq=0 ttl=127 time=18.801 ms 
    64 bytes from 192.168.0.1: icmp_seq=1 ttl=127 time=9.918 ms 
    64 bytes from 192.168.0.1: icmp_seq=2 ttl=127 time=17.216 ms 
    64 bytes from 192.168.0.1: icmp_seq=3 ttl=127 time=6.748 ms 
    64 bytes from 192.168.0.1: icmp_seq=4 ttl=127 time=30.640 ms 

    --- 192.168.0.1 ping statistics --- 
    5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss 
    round-trip min/avg/max/stddev = 6.748/16.665/30.640/8.295 ms 
    $

ping will quickly either return a report or will say destination host unreachable on
failure.

measruing

You can measure the dropped packet rate and the minimum, mean, maximum, and
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standard deviation of round-trip times.

When using ping for testing, start by pinging local host to verify that the local network
interface is up and running. Then ping hosts and gateways further away.

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 48 most frequently used
UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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nslookup
chapter 69

summary

This chapter looks at nslookup, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

nslookup is used to obtain domain name and IP information about a server.

information

Type nslookup followed by a doman name.

    $ nslookup www.osdata.com 
    Server:       192.168.0.1 
    Address:      192.168.0.1#53 

    Non-authoritative answer: 
    www.osdata.com  canonical name = osdata.com. 
    Name:   osdata.com 
    Address: 67.18.4.2 

    $

security

You can use nslookup to find the DNS information for a particular host IP in your
server access logs.
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traceroute
chapter 70

summary

This chapter looks at traceroute, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

traceroute is used to obtain the entire path to a server or host.

entire route

Type traceroute followed by a doman name.

    $ traceroute www.osdata.com

You can use traceroute to diagnose network problems. When some people can access
your website and other can’t, then traceroute can help you find the break or error along
the network path.

etiquette

traceroute puts a load on every server in the path to the selected host. Therefore, only
use traceroute when you need the diagnosis.
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ftp and sftp
chapter 71

summary

This chapter looks at ftp and sftp, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

ftp is FIle Transfer Protocol.

sftp is Secure FIle Transfer Protocol.

In general, you should use sftp rather than sftp. There is a lot of overlap between the
two tools and their commands. This chapter will primarily discuss examples as ftp. In
practice you should substitute sftp whenever possible.

There are many graphic FTP tools available. You should consider using these tools for
most file transfers. I personally use Fetch, but that’s from long time habit. FileZilla is
popular, free, and open source, with binaries available for WIndows, Linux, and Mac OS X,
and source code available for most other platforms.

For serious scripting, you should probably consider the more powerful cURL (see next
chapter).

You will find many existing scripts that use ftp. When you are using the command line,
it is often easier and faster to do quick work with ftp or sftp. If you are at an unfamiliar
machine and simply fall back on the command line FTP rather than try to guess what graphic
FTP program is available.

Adobe recommends using command line FTP “for testing when troubleshooting problems
with the Dreamweaver or UltraDev FTP client.”. See web page
http://kb2.adobe.com/cps/164/tn_16418.html. This is a recommendation to the mostly artist,
non-geek audience for Adobe’s creative products. Adobe provides step by step instructions
for both Windows and Mac OS X.
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sample session

The following sample session shows how a simple ftp session might go. This will give
you context for the many specific details that follow.

    $ ftp example.com 
    Connected to example.com 
    220 example FTP Server (Version x.x Mon Jan 20 05:32:40 EDT 2014) ready. 
    User (example.com:(none)): User-name 
    331 Password required for user-name 
    Password: password 
    230 User user-name logged in. 
    ftp> cd /directory 
    250 CWD command successful. 
    ftp> pwd 
    257 "/directory" is the current directory. 
    ftp> ls 
    random.txt 
    picture.png 
    226 transfer completed 
    ftp> ascii 
    200 Type set to A. 
    ftp> put filename.txt 
    200 PORT command successful. 
    Opening ASCII mode data connection for filename.txt 
    226 Transfer complete 
    ftp> quit 
    221 Goodbye. 
    $

formatting for this lesson

In the following examples, things you type will be in bold. Anything contained inside
square braces [ ] is optional and anything outside of square braces is required. Braces inside
braces indicate options that can be applied to options. The stroke or vertical bar character |
indicates a choice — enter only one of the choices. Elipses … indicate that you can have one,
two, or more of the indicated item.

standard FTP

To start an FTP session, type ftp hostname. The host name can be a named URL or
an IP address. REMINDER: whenever possible, substitute sftp for ftp throughout this
chapter.

You will be asked for your userid and password.

To end the FTP session type either quit or bye.

Enter commands after the ftp> prompt. to conduct your FTP session. Type help to get
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a current list of commands available and type help followed by a command to get help on a
specific command.

All FTP commands are case sensitive and in lower case.

anonymous FTP

Some servers allow anonymous ftp access. Use anonymous or ftp as your userid. If
you are asked for a logon password, your own email address or guest will often be
acceptable.

help

? will give a list of available commands. If followed by the name of a specific command,
it will give a brief description of that command. Works the same way as help.

help will give a list of available commands. If followed by the name of a specific
command, it will give a brief description of that command. Works the same way as ?.

rhelp will get help from the remote server (which may have a different command set
than the local machine). rhelp is more commonly available than remotehelp.

    ftp> rhelp

remotehelp will get help from the remote server (which may have a different
command set than the local machine).

    ftp> remotehelp [command-name]

connections

ftp will connect to a remote FTP server. This command is given at the normal command
shell to start FTP. Provide a host name (URL or IP address) and an optional port number.

    $ ftp host-name [port]

sftp will connect to a remote FTP server using secure SSH. This command is given at
the normal command shell to start SFTP. Provide a host name (URL or IP address) and an
optional port number.
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    $ sftp host-name [port]

open will connect to a specified remote FTP host (by name or IP address). An optional
port number may be supplied. If auto-login option is on (the default), then FTP will attempt
to automatically log the user in t the FTP server.

    ftp> open host-name [port]

account will supply a supplemental password. Sometimes there is a need for an
additional password to access specific resources (such as a password-protected directory). If
no argument is included, the user willbe prompted for an account password in a non-echoing
input mode.

    ftp> account [password]

close will terminate the FTP session. You can follow a close command with a open
command to connect to a new host. This is the same as the disconnect command. Any
defined macors are erased.

    ftp> close

disconnect will terminate the FTP session. You can follow a disconnect command
with a open command to connect to a new host. This is the same as the close command.

    ftp> disconnect

bye will terminate the FTP session and exit back to the shell. The same as quit.

    ftp> bye

quit will terminate the FTP session and exit back to the shell. The same as bye.

    ftp> quit

file transfers
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ascii will set the FTP session for ASCII file transfers (the alternative is binary). This
is the default method.

binary will set the FTP session for binary file transfers (the alternative is ascii).

type will set the file transfer type.

form will set the file transfer format. The default format is file.

    ftp> form format

mode will set the file transfer mode. The default format is stream.

    ftp> mode mode-name

struct will set file transfer structure to struct-name. The default is stream
structure.

    ftp> struct struct-mode

xferbuf will set the size of the socket send/receive buffer.

    ftp> xferbuf size

get will receive a file from the remote server. Name the file after the get command.
You may optionally follow with a second name which will assign the second file name to the
local downloaded file. The same as recv.

recv will receive a remote file. Name the file after the recv command. You may
optionally follow with a second name which will assign the second file name to the local
downloaded file. The same as get.

mget will get multiple remote files. If glob is on, then you can use wildcards in
specifying files. Toggle prompt off if you don’t want to be prompted for each file
downloaded.

fget will get files using a localfile as the source of the file names. That is, put the list of
file names into a local file and then pass that file name to this command.
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    ftp> fget localfile

glob will toggle metacharacter expansion of local file names.

put will send one file to the remote server. Follow the put command with the file to
upload. Optionally include a second name to assign a different name to the file uploaded to
the remote server. It is an error if the file does not exist on your local machine. The same as
send.

send will send one file to the remote server. Follow the send command with the file to
upload. Optionally include a second name to assign a different name to the file uploaded to
the remote server. It is an error if the file does not exist on your local machine. The same as
put.

append will append to a file.

    ftp> append local-file [remote-file]

mput will send multiple files to the remote server. If glob is on, then you can use
wildcards in specifying files. Toggle prompt off if you don’t want to be prompted for each
file uploaded.

delete will delete a remote file.

mdelete will delete multiple remote files.

rename will rename a file on the remote server.

directory control

pwd will print the current working directory on the remote server.

    ftp> pwd

lpwd will print the current local working directory.

    ftp> lpwd

cd changes the working directory on the remote server. Use lcd to change the local
working directory.
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ls will list the contents of a remote directory. Works the same as dir. The listing will
include any system-dependent information the server chooses to include. Most UNIX systems
will produce the output of the command ls -l. You may name a specific remote directory.
Otherwise, the current remote working directory is listed. You may optionally also name a
local file and the listing will be stored in the designated local file. If no local file is specified
or the local file is “-”, the output will be sent to the terminal.

    ftp> ls [remote-path [local-file]]

dir will list the contents of the remote directory. Works the same as ls.

dir -C lists the files in wide format.
dir --1 lists the files in bare format in alphabetic order.
dir --S lists the files in bare format in alphabetic order.
dir --r lists the files in reverse alphabetic order.
dir -R lists all files in the current directory and sub directories.

lcd will display the local working directory if typed by itself. If a path name follows the
lcd command, it will change the local working directory. Use cd to change the remote
working directory.

mlst will list the contents of the remote directory in a machine parsable form. It defaults
to listing the current remote working directory.

    ftp> mlst [remote-path]

mdir will list the contents of multiple remote directories. Works the same as mls.

mls will list the contents of multiple remote directories. Works the same as mdir.

mkdir will make a directory on the remote server.

rmdir will delete or remove a directory on the remote server.

    ftp> rmdir directory-name

modtime will show the last modification time and date for a remote file.

    ftp> modtime remote-file
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chmod will change file permissions on a remote file.

    ftp> chmod mode remote-file

toggles

cr will toggle the stripping of carriage returns during ASCII type file retrieval. records
are denoted by the sequence of carriage return/line feed sequence during ASCII type file
transfer. When cr is on, carriage returns are stripped to conform to the UNIX single linefeed
record delimiter. This is the default. records on non-UNIX remote systems may contain single
linefeeds and when an ASCII type file transfer is made, these linefeeds will only be
distinguished from a record delimiter if cr is off. The default is for cr to be on.

    ftp> cr [ on | off ]

debug will toggle the debugging mode. If the optional debug value is provided, it is used
to set the debugging level. When debugging is on, FTP prints each command sent to the
remote server, preceded by the string “-->”.

    ftp> debug [ on | off | debuglevel ]

gate will toggle the gate-ftp. Specify the optional host[:port] to change the proxy.

    ftp> gate [ on | off | gateserver [port] ]

glob will toggle metacharacter expansion of local file names.

hash will toggle printing # for each buffer of 1,024 (1 kilobyte) of data is transferred.

passive will toggle the use of passive transfer mode.

    ftp> passive [ on | off | auto ]

sunique will toggle storing of files under unique file names on the remote server.
Remote FTP server must support the FTP protocol STOU command for successful
completion. The remote server will report unique names. The defauly is off.

    ftp> sunique [ on | off ]
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trace will toggle packet tracing.

verbose will toggle the verbose mode. In verbose mode, all responses from the FTP
server are displayed to the local user. When a file transfer completes, verbose mode also
provides statistics about the effiency of the file transfer. By default, verbose is on.

    ftp> verbose [ on | off ]

pagers

Some versions of command line FTP will allow you to read the contents of remote files in
a local pager (such as less or more).

page will view a remote file through your local pager.

    ftp> page remote-file

less will view a remote file through the pager named less.

    ftp> less remote-file

more will view a remote file through the pager named more.

    ftp> more remote-file

pdir will list the contents of a remote path through your local pager. You can designate a
specific remote path or default to the remote server current working directory.

    ftp> pdir [remote-path]

lpage will view a local file through your local pager.

    ftp> lpage local-file

other commands
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prompt will force interactive prompting on multiple commands.

system will show the operating system running on the remote server.

    ftp> system

status will show the current status.

rstatus will show the current status of the remote server. If a file name is specified, it
will show the status of the file on the remote server.

    ftp> rstatus [remote-file]

remotestatus will show the current status of the remote server. If a file name is
specified, it will show the status of the file on the remote server.

    ftp> remotestatus [remote-file]

user will send new user information.

! Escape the the shell. Type exit to return to the FTP session. You can follow ! with a
specific command. If you type a command, then all the following text will be considered as
arguments for that command.

    ftp> ! [command [args]]

    ftp> ! 
    $ unix_command 
    command results 
    $ exit 
    ftp>

bell will beep when a command is completed.

literal will send an arbitrary FTP command with an expected one line reponse. The
same as quote.

macro will execute the designated macro macro-name. The macro macro-name
must have been defined with the macdef command. Arguments passed to the macro are
unglobbed.
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    ftp> $ macro_name [args]

quote will send an arbitrary command to the remote server. The same as literal. All
arguments are sent veratim to the remote FTP server.

    ftp> quote line-to-send [ arg1 arg2 … ]

FileZilla

FileZilla Client is a free, open source FTP client that supports FTP, SFTP, and FTPS (FTP
over SSL/TLS). It is available for many operating systems and there are binaries available for
Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. The source code is hosted at
http://sourceforge.net/projects/filezilla. The binaries can be found at https://filezilla-
project.org/download.php.

While FileZilla is intended as a graphic interface for FTP, the client will accept command
line.

Use the command filezilla [<FTP URL>] to connect to a server. The form of the
URL should be [protocol://][user[:pass]@]host[:port][/path]. Valid
protocols include ftp://, ftps://, ftpes://, or sftp://. The default is ordinary ftp.

Use the option -c or --site=<string> to connect to the specified Site Manager site.

Use the option -a or --local=<string> to set the local directory from which you
will be uploading files.

Putting this together, the following example will connect to the site example.com by ftp
protocol using the user name and password and sets the local folder (directory) to uploads in
the current user’s home directory:

    $ filezilla ftp://username:password@ftp.example.com --local="~/uploads"

Use the -l or ---logontype=(askinteractive) flag to have FileZilla
interactively ask for login information. This option is useful for scripting.

other

    On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 19 most frequently
used UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux
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cURL
chapter 72

summary

This chapter looks at cURL, a UNIX (and Linux) command line tool.

curl is used to interact with the internet.

cURL is a command line tool and accompanying library for transferring data over the
internet. cURL supports a wide variety of internet protocols, including DICT, FILE, FTP,
FTPS, Gopher, HTTP, HTTPS, IMAP, IMAPS, LDAP, LDAPS, POP3, POP3S, RTMP,
RTSP, SCP, SFTP, SMTP, SMTPS, Telnet, and TFTP.

download a file

You can use curl to download the content of a URL. The following command displays
the HTML for Google as the STDOUT (on your Terminal screen):

    $ curl http://www.google.com

redirect a download

You can redirect the results to file using the standard UNIX/Linux redirect. You will be
given some status information if you redirect.

    $ curl http://www.google.com > google.html 
      % Total    % Received % Xferd  Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current 
                                     Dload  Upload   Total   Spent    Left  Speed 
    100 10559    0 10559    0     0  26690      0 --:--:-- --:--:-- --:--:--  323k

You can use the -o (lower case) to save the downloaded file with the name of your
choice. You will see progress meter information as the download progresses. In the example,
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the download was so fast that only one status report was created.

    $ curl -o google.303 www.google.com 
      % Total    % Received % Xferd  Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current 
                                     Dload  Upload   Total   Spent    Left  Speed 
    100   219  100   219    0     0    800      0 --:--:-- --:--:-- --:--:--  0
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sysstat
chapter 73

summary

This chapter looks at sysstat, a server package.

package

sysstat is a server toolset originally created by Sebastien Godard.

Download sysstat from http://pagesperso-orange.fr/sebastien.godard/download.html.

The most famous tools ar iostat, pidstat, and sar.

iostat reports CPU statistics and input/output statistics for devices, partitions and
network filesystems.

mpstat reports individual or combined processor related statistics.

pidstar reports statistics for Linux tasks (processes) : I/O, CPU, memory, etc.

sar collects, reports and saves system activity information (CPU, memory, disks,
interrupts, network interfaces, TTY, kernel tables,etc.)

sadc is the system activity data collector, used as a backend for sar.

sa1 collects and stores binary data in the system activity daily data file. It is a front end to
sadc designed to be run from cron.

sa2 writes a summarized daily activity report. It is a front end to sar designed to be run
from cron.

sadf displays data collected by sar in multiple formats (CSV, XML, etc.) This is useful
to load performance data into a database, or import them in a spreadsheet to make graphs.
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nfsiostat reports input/output statistics for network filesystems (NFS).

cifsiostat reports CIFS statistics.
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at
chapter 74

summary

This chapter looks at at, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

at is used to schedule a particular job at a particular time.

example

Type at midnight, followed by ENTER or RETURN.

    $ at midnight

You may see the at> prompt (on Mac OS X, there is no prompt).

Type a single command, followed by ENTER or RETURN.

    $ who > who.out

Type one command per line.

When finished, hold down the CONTROL key and then the D key (written ^d) to exit at.

    job 1 at Fri Jul 13 00:00:00 2012 
    $

You will see a job number and the time it will run. This job will run all of the commands
you entered.
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removing an at job

Type atrm (for at remove), followed by the job number to remove an existing at job.

    $ atrm 1

timing

You can name a specific time using the YYMMDDhhmm.SS format.

You can also specify noon, midnight, or teatime (4 p.m.).

If the time has already passed, the next day is assumed.
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back ups
chapter 75

summary

This chapter looks at backing up systems and data.

While everyone should perform back ups, when a system crashes, everyone will turn to
the system administrator to be rescued. And this is a get yourself fired kind of issue because
the system administrator will always get the blame for lack of back ups.

tools

Your basic tools for back ups are tar, various compression schemes, and cron scripts.

tar stands for Tape ARchive, from back in the days when back ups were put on those
large tape machines you see in the old James Bond movies.

cron is a system for scheduling jobs, including UNIX shell scripts, to run at specific
times.

rule of thumb

People are always asking how often they should do their backups, looking for a regualr
time period.

The rule of thumb on back-ups is to back up your data before you reach the point where
you have too much work to do to replace the data.

If you start typing an email and the system crashes, you are annoyed, but you can type the
email over again. On the other hand, if you lose all of your emails, you have a problem.

Hence, the simple rule of thumb to back up as soon as you are about to have too much
data to create over again.
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Notice that this answer wasn’t in the form of a specific time periood (such as daily or
weekly).

The reality of any large scale system is that you will be using the cruder method of
specific times, such as daily, weekly, and monthly back ups.

incremental and full

A full back up stores everything on a system.

An incremental backup stores only those things that have changed.

Back ups (especially full backups) take a lot of storage space.

The typical policy is to do incremental backups fairly often (daily, hourly, whatever is
appropriate for the demands of your system) and to do full backups less often (weekly or
even monthly).

When you have a failure, you go back to the last full back up and then run every
incremental back up. The more incremental back ups you have to run, the longer it will be
before the syetem is restored, with angry users and angry bosses waiting impatiently.

three location storage

There is the rule of a minimum of three copies of your back ups. You have two copies of
your back on site and one stored at a secure location far away.

The secure storage copy protects you from fires or eathquakes or floods or other disasters
that physically destroy your ability to restore your system. Therefore, the secure back ups
need to be kept far enough away that they won’t get destroyed in the same disaster.

Of course, this also means that there is travel time for using the secure back up.

The local back ups are usually alternated (or rotated, if you have more than just two).

The first full back up is stored on media A. The next full back up is stored on media B.
The next full back up is stored on media A (wiping out the original back up).
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tar
chapter 76

summary

This chapter looks at tar, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

Use tar for making backups and for retrieving open source software from the internet.

tar files are often used to distribute open source programs.

tar is short for Tape ARchive.

Warning: tar does not work the exact same on all versions of UNIX and Linux. Test
and confirm local variations before relying on scripts moved from one platform to another.

create

Creating a new tar archive:

$ tar cvf archivename.tar dirname/

The c indicates create a new archive, the v indicates verbosely list file names, and the f
indicates that the following is the archive file name. The v option may be left out to avoid a
long list.

Creating a new gzipped tar archive:

$ tar cvzf archivename.tar.gz dirname/ 
$ tar cvzf archivename.tgz dirname/

The z indicates the use of gzip compression. The file extensions .tgz and .tar.gz mean the
same thing and are interchangeable.
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Creating a new bzip2 tar archive:

$ tar cvzj archivename.tar.bz2 dirname/ 
$ tar cvzj archivename.tbz dirname/

The j indicates the use of bzip2 compression. The file extensions .tbz and .tar.bz2 mean
the same thing and are interchangeable.

Bzip2 takes longer to compress and decompress than gzip, but also produces a smaller
compressed file.

extract

Extracting from an existing tar archive:

$ tar xvf archivename.tar

The x indicates extract files from an archive, the v indicates verbosely list file names, and
the f indicates that the following is the archive file name. The v option may be left out to
avoid a long list.

Extracting from a gzipped tar archive:

$ tar xvfz archivename.tgz 
$ tar xvfz archivename.tar.gz

The z option indicates uncompress a gzip tar archive.

Extracting from a bzipped tar archive:

$ tar xvfj archivename.tbz 
$ tar xvfj archivename.tar.bz2

The j option indicates uncompress a bzip2 tar archive.

tarpipe

It is possible to tar a set of directories (and their files and them pipe the tar to an extraction
at a new location, making an exact copy of an entire set of directories (including special files)
in a new location:
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$ tar -c "$srcdir" | tar -C "$destdir" -xv

tarbomb

A malicious tar archive could overwrite existing files. The use of absolute paths can
spread files anywhere, including overwriting existing files (even system files) anywhere. The
use of parent directory references can also be used to overwrite existing files.

One can examine the tar archive without actually extracting from it.

The bsdtar program (the default tar on Mac OS X v10.6 or later) refuses to follow either
absolute path or parent-directory references.

viewing

Viewing an existing tar archive (without extracting) with any of the following:

$ tar tvf archivename.tar 
$ tar -tf archivename.tar 
$ tar tf archivename.tar 
$ tar --list --file=archivename.tar

Viewing an existing gzipped tar archive (without extracting) with any of the following:

$ tar tvfz archivename.tar.gz 
$ tar tvfz archivename.tgz

Viewing an existing bzipped tar archive (without extracting) with any of the following:

$ tar tvfj archivename.tar.bz2 
$ tar tvfj archivename.tbz

less

You can pipe the output of a tar file to the less command.

You can directly use the less command to open a tar archive. Less will show you the
names of the files, the file sizes, the file permissions, the owner, and the group (the equivalent
of ls -l).
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$ less archivename.tar

extracting a single file

You can extract a specific single file from a large tar archive.

$ tar xvf archivefile.tar /complete/path/to/file

You can extract a specific compressed file from a large tar archive.

$ tar xvf archivefile.tar.gz /complete/path/to/file 
$ tar xvf archivefile.tar.bz2 /complete/path/to/file

extracting a single directory

You can extract a specific single directory from a large tar archive.

$ tar xvf archivefile.tar /complete/path/to/dir/

You can extract a specific compressed directory from a large tar archive.

$ tar xvf archivefile.tar.gz /complete/path/to/dir/ 
$ tar xvf archivefile.tar.bz2 /complete/path/to/dir/

extracting a few directories

You can extract specific directories from a large tar archive by giving the name of each of
the directories.

$ tar xvf archivefile.tar /complete/path/to/dir1/ /complete/path/to/dir2/

You can extract specific compressed directories from a large tar archive.

$ tar xvf archivefile.tar.gz /complete/path/to/dir1/ /complete/path/to/dir2/ 
$ tar xvf archivefile.tar.bz2 /complete/path/to/dir1/ /complete/path/to/dir2/
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extracting a group of files

You can extract a group of files from a large tar archive by using globbing. Specify a
pattern (the following example finds all .php files):

$ tar xvf archivefile.tar --wildcards '*.php'

You may use the gzip and bzip2 options as well.

adding to an existing archive

You can add an additional file to an existing tar archive with the option -r:

$ tar rvf archivefile.tar newfile

You can add an additional directory to an existing tar archive:

$ tar rvf archivefile.tar newdir/

This does not work for adding a file or directory to a compressed archive. You will get the
following error message instead:

tar: Cannot update compressed archives

verifying files

You can verify a new archive file while creating is by using the -W option:

$ tar cvfW archivefile.tar dir/

If you see something similar to the following output, something has changed:

Verify 1/filename 
1/filename: Mod time differs 
1/filename: Size differs

If you just see the Verify line by itself, the file or directory is fine:
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Verify 1/filename

The -W option does not work for compressed files.

For gzip compressed files, find the difference between the gzip archive and the file
system:

$ tar dfz 1/filename.tgz

For bzip2 compressed files, find the difference between the bzip2 archive and the file
system:

$ tar dfj 1/filename.tbz

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number one (1) most frequently
used UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux
Commands (With Examples).
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touch
chapter 77

This chapter looks at touch, a Unix (and Linux) command.

Use touch to change the date stamp on a file.

The most common use of touch is to force make to recompile a particular file (or group
of files).

how to use

The simple form of touch changes a named file’s timestamp to the current date and time:

$ touch filename

multiple files

Use touch to change all of the files in a directory:

$ touch *

specific time

You can use touch to set a specific time by using the -t option. The following
command sets a file to the Solstice at the end of the Mayan calendar (11:12 a.m. December
21, 2012):

$ touch -t201212211112.00 filename

The following command sets a file to the noon on January 1, 2012:
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$ touch -t201201011200.00 filename

The format is YYYYMMDDhhmm.ss, YYYY = four digit year, MM - two digit month, DD
= two digit day, hh = two digit hour (24 hour clock), mm = two digit month, and ss = two
digit second.

create an empty file

You can use touch to create an empty file. Simply issue the touch command with the
desired file name.

$ touch filename

This will create an empty file with the designated file name.

Why would you want to do this? One common reason is to create an expected file. Some
scripts will check for the existence of particular files and choke if they can’t find them. If the
script does not need particular data alreazdy stored in the file (for example, it will be
appending data intot he file or it is simply checking for the existence of the file), then touch
is your fast and easy method for creating the expected file (as an empty file).
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find
chapter 78

summary

This chapter looks at find, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

find is used to find files.

find a file

&You can use find to quickly find a specific file. The -x option (this is -xdev on older
systems) limits the search to only those directories on the existing filesystem.

    $ find / -name filename -type d -x

Note that you may want to run this command from root or superuser.

The locate command is more recent.

gotchas

Do not use the output of find in a BASH for loop.

    $ for i in $(find *.mp3); do # Wrong! 
    $    command $i # Wrong! 
    $ done # Wrong! 
     
    $ for i in $(find *.mp3) # Wrong! 
    $ for i in `find *.mp3` # Wrong!

If any file name has spaces in it, then it will be word split. So, the MP3 for Mumford &
Sons’s “The Cave” (number two song on their “Sigh No More” album) might be 02 The
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Cave. In that case, your command would run on the files “02”, “The”, and “Cave”, rather
than “02 The Cave”. Additional errors likely to follow. Listen to the song “The Cave” for
free.

Double quote won’t work either because that will cause the entire output of the find
command to be treated as a single item. Your loop will run once on all of the file names
conactenated together.

    $ for i in "$(ls *.mp3)"; # Wrong!

The solution is to run your loop without even using find, relying on BASH’s filename
expansion. Don’t forget to check for the possibility that there are no qualifying files in the
current directory.

    $ for i in *.mp3; do # Wrong! 
    $    [[ -f "$i" ]] || continue 
    $    command "$i" 
    $ done

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number three (3) most
frequently used UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX /
Linux Commands (With Examples).
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text processing
This chapter looks at text processing in Linux/UNIX.

The original approach of UNIX was to move data between small programs as character-
based text. Most UNIX commands and tools produce text output as a character stream.

A number of special utilities were developed that allowed a UNIX script to modify the
text-based character stream as it passed between programs. That use is still common used in
shell scripts.

Some of these tools are also useful for processing and formatting text for humans to read.

text processing tools

There are several text processing tools discussed in this nerdary.

awk

basename

cat

sed

tail

wc
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basename
chapter 80

summary

This chapter looks at basename in Linux/UNIX.

The basename command removes the directory and (optionally) file extension (or
suffix) from a file name.

removing directory

Remove the diretcory portion of a filename with this command:

    $ basename filename

Don’t forget to use some form of escaping as needed.

    $ basename "/home/local/bigfile.txt" 
    bigfile.txt 
    $

removing file suffix

Remove the file suffix portion of a filename with this command:

    $ basename filename suffix

And an example:

    $ basename "/home/local/bigfile.txt" ".txt" 
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    bigfile 
    $

Note that the suffix portion can be any text. This means you can use this command to
remove the last portion of any text:

    $ basename "Los Angeles, CA" ", CA" 
    Los Angeles 
    $
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sed
chapter 81

summary

This chapter looks at sed, a Unix (and Linux) command.

sed is a command line editor.

fixing end of line

Windows and DOS end every line with the old carriage return and line feed combination
(\r\n). You can use sed to convert Windows/DOS file format to UNIX file format:

    $ sed 's/.$//' filename

adding line numbers

You can use sed to add line numbers to all of the non-empty lines in a file:

    $ sed '/./=' filename | sed 'N; s/\n/ /'

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number five (5) most frequently
used Unix/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux
Commands (With Examples).

“sed is for modifying the contents of files using editing commands, including
regular expressions. The GNU Sed has many more capabilities than the traditional
or POSIX versions of Sed.#148; —Jonathan Leffler
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“sed is the stream editor, inspired by ed the editor. It has a simple command set
mostly limited to line-by-line editing. sed commands can easily by imitated in
awk.” —ephemient
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awk
chapter 82

summary

This chapter looks at awk, a UNIX (and Linux) command.

awk is a programming language intended to serve a place between simple shell scripts and
full programming languages. It is Turing complete.

remove duplicate lines

You can use awk to remove duplicate lines from a file.

    $ awk '!($0 in array) { array[$0]; print }' filename

other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number six (6) most frequently
used UNIX/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux
Commands (With Examples).

“awk is a pattern matching and formatting language. It is a programming
language. When needed, it is very useful. However, Perl and Python also have the
capabilities of Awk and many extras, so many people use them instead of Awk.
GNU Awk has some more capabilities than the traditional or POSIX versions of
Awk.” —Jonathan Leffler

“AWK is a programming language designed by Aho, Weinberger, and
Kernighan. gawk is one implementation of AWK, but there are several others,
including mawk, and nawk. It is a full-blown programming language with
variables, control structures, and associative arrays, but generally optimized for
dealing with the sorts of text-based data commonly found on UNIX systems.” —
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screencapture
chapter 83

summary

This chapter looks at screencaptures, a Mac OS X-only command.

screencapture creates an image of the screen or a portion of the screen.

from the graphic user interface

The normal method for obtaining a screen capture is through the graphic user interface.
Command-Shift-3 takes a screenshot of the screen and saves it as a file to the desktop under
the name of “Picture 1” (or next available number if there are already screenshots saved
there).

If you have multiple monitors connected, each monitor is saved as a separate picture,
named “Picture 1”, “Picture 1(2)”, “Picture 1(3)”, etc.

With Mac OS X 10.6 (Snow Leopard) the default name changes to “Screen shot YYYY-
MM-DD at HH.MM.SS XM”, where YYY=year, MM=month, DD=day, HH=hour,
MM=minute, SS=second, and XM = either AM or PM.

The basic screen capture options:

Command-Shift-3: Take a screenshot of the entire screen and save it as a file on the
desktop.

Command-Shift-4, then select an area: Take a screenshot of an area and save it as
a file on the desktop.

Command-Shift-4, then space, then click on a window: Take a screenshot of a
selected window and save it as a file on the desktop.

Command-Control-Shift-3: Take a screenshot of the screen and save it to the
clipboard.

Command-Control-Shift-4, then select an area: Take a screenshot of an area and
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save it to the clipboard.
Command-Control-Shift-4, then space, then click on a window: Take a

screenshot of a selected window and save it to the clipboard.

In Mac OS X 5 (Leopard) or more recent, the following keys can be held down when
selecting an area (with either Command-Shift-4 or Command-Control-Shift-4):

Space: Used to lock the size of the selected region and move the selected region as
the mouse moves.

Shift: Used to resize only one edge of the slected region.
Option: Used to resize the selected region with its center as the anchor point.

Different versions of Mac OS X have different default file formats for saving the
screenshot:

Mac OS X 10.2 (Jaguar): jpg
Mac OS X 10.3 (Panther): pdf
Mac OS X 10.4 (Tiger): png

changing defaults

The following methods use Terminal to change the default file format and location where
the screenshot is saved from the graphic user interface.

In Mac S X 10.4 (Tiger) or more recent, the default screencapture format can be changed
in Terminal by using the defaults command. In Mac S X 10.4 (Tiger), the new default
does not take effect until you logout and log back in (from the entire computer, not just from
Terminal — a full restart will also work) unless you also use the killall command.

    $ defaults write com.apple.screencapture type ImageFormat 
    $ killall SystemUIServer

The ImageFormat can be png (Portable Network Graphic), pdf (Portable Document
Format), tiff (Tagged Image File Format), jpg or jpeg (Joint Photographic Experts Group),
pict (Macintosh QuickDraw Picture), bmp (Microsoft Windows Bitmap), gif (Graphics
Interchange Format), psd (Adobe Photoshop Document), sgi (Silicon Graphics File Format),
or tga (Truevision Targe File Format).

JPGs are saved at quality 60%.

To change the default location where the screenshot file is saved (the default is Desktop),
use the following Terminal command (where PathName is the full path to a directory.
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    $ defaults write com.apple.screencapture location PathName 
    $ killall SystemUIServer

The normal default location would be reset with the following command (where
UserName is the current account’s user name.

    $ defaults write com.apple.screencapture location /Users/UserName/Desktop 
    $ killall SystemUIServer

command line screenshots

You can also take screenshots from Terminal.

I needed a screenshot of the CONTROL-TAB selection of a program, but in the graphic
user interface, I couldn’t simultaneously run Command-Tab and Command-Shift-4, so I used
the following command in Terminal to set a 10 second delay and save the screenshot
selection:

    $ screencapture -T 10 -t png controltab.png

You can add this command to your Mac OS X scripts.

The format is screencapture options filenames. List more than one file name
if you have more than one monitor. You can use the options in any combination.

You can use the filename to change the file name from the normal default and to set a
relative path to a directory/folder of your choice.

    $ screencapture [-icMPmwsWxSCUt] [files]
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The basic use, which takes an immediate screenshot in the default format and stores it
with the designated filename (in this case “Picture1”) in the user’s home directory (not the
desktop).

    $ screencapture Picture1

Force the screenshot to go to the clipboard (the equivalent of the Command-Shift-Control-
choices).

    $ screencapture -c [files]

Capture the cursor as well as the screen. This applies only in non-interactive modes (such
as a script).

    $ screencapture -C [files]

Display errors to the user graphically.

    $ screencapture -d [files]

Capture the screenshot interactively by either selection or window (the equivalent of
Command-Shift-4). Use the CONTROL key to cause the screenshot to go to the clipboard.
Use the SPACE key to toggle between mouse selection and window selection modes. Use the
ESCAPE key to cancel the interactive screen shot.

    $ screencapture -i [file]

Use the -m option to only capture the main monitor. This does not work if the -i option
is also set.

    $ screencapture -m [file]

Send the screenshot to a new Mail message.

    $ screencapture -M [files]
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Use the -o option in window capture mode to only capture the window and to not capture
the shadow of the window.

    $ screencapture -o [file]

After savng the screenshot, open the screen capture output in Preview.

    $ screencapture -P [files]

Use -s to only allow mouse selection mode.

    $ screencapture -s [files]

Use -w to only allow window selection mode.

    $ screencapture -w [file]

Use -W to start interaction in the window selection mode.

    $ screencapture -W [file]

Use the -S option in window capture mode to capture the screen rather than the window.

    $ screencapture -S [files]

Set the format with the -t option. The Format can be png (Portable Network Graphic),
pdf (Portable Document Format), tiff (Tagged Image File Format), jpg or jpeg (Joint
Photographic Experts Group), pict (Macintosh QuickDraw Picture), bmp (Microsoft
Windows Bitmap), gif (Graphics Interchange Format), psd (Adobe Photoshop Document),
sgi (Silicon Graphics File Format), or tga (Truevision Targe File Format)

    $ screencapture -tFormat [files]

Set a delay time in seconds. The default is five seconds.

    $ screencapture -TSeconds [files]
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Prevent the playing of sounds (no camera click sound).

    $ screencapture -x [files]
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signals
chapter 84

summary

This chapter looks at UNIX and Linux signals.

The first chart shows the signals by name, with their explanation and their numbers by
operating system. The second chart shows the signals by number, with the corresponding
name by operating system.

signals chart by name

name meaning Linux Mac OS
X

Solaris

SIGABRT Used by abort  6
create
core
image

6

SIGALRM Alarm clock, real-time timer
expired (POSIX)

14 14
terminate
process

14

SIGBUS BUS error (BSD 4.2) 7 10
create
core
image

10

SIGCANCEL Thread cancellation signal   36
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used by libthread
SIGCHLD Child process has stopped or

exited, Child status change
alias (POSIX)

17 20
discard
signal

18

SIGCONT Continue executing, if
stopped; Stopped process has
been continued (POSIX)

18 19
discard
signal

25

SIGEMT EMT instruction; Emulate
instruction executed

 7
create
core
image

7

SIGFPE Floating point exception
(ANSI)

8 8
create
core
image

8

SIGFREEZE Special signal used by CPR   34
SIGHUP Hangup (POSIX) 1 1

terminate
process

1

SIGILL Illegal instruction (ANSI) 4 4
create
core
image

4

SIGINFO status request from keyboard  29
terminate
process

 

SIGINT Terminal interrupt (ANSI) 2 2
terminate
process

2

SIGIO I/O now possible (BSD 4.2) 29 23 22
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discard
signal

SIGIOT IOT Trap (BSD 4.2) 6 6
create
core
image
now

called
SIGABRT

 

SIGKILL Kill (POSIX)
(can’t be caught or ignored)

9 9
terminate
process

9

SIGLOST Resource lost   37
SIGLWP Special signal used by thread

library
  33

SIGPIPE Write on a pipe with no
reader, Broken pipe (POSIX)

13 13
terminate
process

13

SIGPOLL Pollable event occurred or
Socket I/O possible

  22

SIGPROF Profiling alarm clock,
profiling timer expired (BSD
4.2)

27 27
terminate
process

29

SIGPWR Power failure restart (System
V)

30  19

SIGQUIT Terminal quit (POSIX) 3 3
create
core
image

3

SIGRTMAX Lowest priority real-time   45
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signal
SIGRTMIN Highest priority real-time

signal
  38

SIGSEGV Invalid memory segment
access, Segmentation
violation (ANSI)

11 11
create
core
image

11

SIGSTKFLT Stack fault 16   
SIGSTOP Stop executing (POSIX)

(can’t be caught or ignored)
19 17

stop
process

23

SIGSYS Bad argument to system call;
Non-existent system call
invoked

 12
create
core
image

12

SIGTERM Software termination (ANSI) 15 15
terminate
process

15

SIGTHAW Special signal used by CPR   35
SIGTRAP Trace trap (POSIX) 5 5

create
core
image

5

SIGTSTP Terminal stop signal, User
stop requested from TTY
(POSIX)

20 18
stop

process

24

SIGTTIN Background process trying to
read from TTY control
terminal (POSIX)

21 21
stop

process

26

SIGTTOU background process trying to 22 22 27
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write to TTY control terminal
(POSIX)

stop
process

SIGURG Urgent condition on socket
(BSD 4.2)

23 16
discard
signal

21

SIGUSR1 User defined signal 1 (POSIX) 10 30
terminate
process

16

SIGUSR2 User defined signal 2 (POSIX) 12 31
terminate
process

17

SIGVTALRM Virtual alarm clock, Virtual
timer expired (BSD 4.2)

26 26
terminate
process

28

SIGWAITING Process’ LWPs are blocked   32
SIGWINCH Window size change (BSD 4.3,

Sun)
28 28

discard
signal

20

SIGXCPU CPU limit exceeded (BSD 4.2) 24 24
terminate
process

30

SIGXFSZ File size limit exceeded (BSD
4.2)

25 25
terminate
process

31
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signals chart by number

number Linux Mac OS X Solaris
1 SIGHUP SIGHUP SIGHUP
2 SIGINT SIGINT SIGINT
3 SIGQUIT SIGQUIT SIGQUIT
4 SIGILL SIGILL SIGILL
5 SIGTRAP SIGTRAP SIGTRAP
6 SIGIOT SIGABRT SIGABRT
7 SIGBUS SIGEMT SIGEMT
8 SIGFPE SIGFPE SIGFPE
9 SIGKILL SIGKILL SIGKILL
10 SIGUSR1 SIGBUS SIGBUS
11 SIGSEGV SIGSEGV SIGSEGV
12 SIGUSR2 SIGSYS SIGSYS
13 SIGPIPE SIGPIPE SIGPIPE
14 SIGALRM SIGALRM SIGALRM
15 SIGTERM SIGTERM SIGTERM
16 SIGSTKFLT SIGURG SIGUSR1
17 SIGCHLD SIGSTOP SIGUSR2
18 SIGCONT SIGTSTP SIGCHLD
19 SIGSTOP SIGCONT SIGPWR
20 SIGTSTP SIGCHLD SIGWINCH
21 SIGTTIN SIGTTIN SIGURG
22 SIGTTOU SIGTTOU SIGIO

SIGPOLL
23 SIGURG SIGIO SIGSTOP
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24 SIGXCPU SIGXCPU SIGTSTP
25 SIGXFSZ SIGXFSZ SIGCONT
26 SIGVTALRM SIGVTALRM SIGTTIN
27 SIGPROF SIGPROF SIGTTOU
28 SIGWINCH SIGWINCH SIGVTALRM
29 SIGIO SIGINFO SIGPROF
30 SIGPWR SIGUSR1 SIGXCPU
31  SIGUSR2 SIGXFSZ
32   SIGWAITING
33   SIGLWP
34   SIGFREEZE
35   SIGTHAW
36   SIGCANCEL
37   SIGLOST
38   SIGRTMIN
45   SIGRTMAX
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kernel modules
chapter 85

summary

This chapter looks at UNIX and Linux kernel modules.

Loadable Kernel Modules (LKM) go by many different names, including kernel loadable
module (kld) in FreeBSD and kernel extension (kext) in Mac OS X, as well as Kernel
Loadable Modules (KLM) or Kernel Modules (KMOD).

purpose

Loadable kernel modules allow the flexibility to add additional functionality to an
operating system without requiring recompiling and reloading the entire operating system.
This same flexibility can be used to choose between various options at start-up time.

Linux

Loadable Kernel Modules (LKMs) are loaded (and unloaded) by the modprobe
command. Linux LKMs are located in /lib/modules and have the file extension .ko (for
kernel object). Prior to Linux version 2.6 they were identified by the .o file extension.

Linux views LKMs as derived works of the kernel and allow symbols to be marked as
only available to GNU General Public License (GPL) modules. Loading a proprietary or non-
GPL-compatible LKM will set a “taint” flag in the running module.

LKMs run as part of the kernel, so they can corrupt kernel data structures and produce
bugs.

FreeBSD

Kernel modules for FreeBSD are stored within /boot/kernel/ for modules
distributed with the OS, or usually /boot/modules/ for modules installed from FreeBSD
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ports or FreeBSD packages, or for proprietary or otherwise binary-only modules. FreeBSD
kernel modules usually have the extension .ko. Once the machine has booted, they may be
loaded with the kldload command, unloaded with kldunload, and listed with
kldstat. Modules can also be loaded from the loader before the kernel starts, either
automatically (through /boot/loader.conf) or by hand.

Mac OS X

Some loadable kernel modules in OS X can be loaded automatically. Loadable kernel
modules can also be loaded by the kextload command. They can be listed by the
kextstat command. Loadable kernel modules are located in application bundles with the
extension .kext. Modules supplied with the operating system are stored in the
/System/Library/Extensions directory; modules supplied by third parties are in
various other directories.

binary compatibility

Linux does not provide a stable API or ABI for kernel modules. This means that there are
differences in internal structure and function between different kernel versions, which can
cause compatibility problems. In an attempt to combat those problems, symbol versioning
data is placed within the .modinfo section of loadable ELF modules. This versioning
information can be compared with that of the running kernel before loading a module; if the
versions are incompatible, the module will not be loaded.

Other operating systems, such as Solaris, FreeBSD, Mac OS X, and Windows keep the
kernel API and ABI relatively stable, thus avoiding this problem. For example, FreeBSD
kernel modules compiled against kernel version 6.0 will work without recompilation on any
other FreeBSD 6.x version, e.g. 6.4. However, they are not compatible with other major
versions and must be recompiled for use with FreeBSD 7.x, as API and ABI compatibility is
maintained only within a branch.

security

While loadable kernel modules are a convenient method of modifying the running kernel,
this can be abused by attackers on a compromised system to prevent detection of their
processes or files, allowing them to maintain control over the system. Many rootkits make
use of LKMs in this way. Note that on most operating systems modules do not help privilege
elevation in any way, as elevated privilege is required to load a LKM; they merely make it
easier for the attacker to hide the break-in.

Linux allows disabling module loading via
/proc/sys/kernel/modules_disabled. A initramfs system may load specific
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modules needed for a machine at boot and then disable module loading. This makes the
security very similar to a monolithic kernel. If an attacker can change the initramfs, they
can change the kernel binary.

On Mac OS X, a loadable kernel module in a kernel extension bundle can be loaded by
non-root users if the OSBundleAllowUserLoad property is set to True in the bundle’s
property list. However, if any of the files in the bundle, including the executable code file, are
not owned by root and group wheel, or are writable by the group or “other”, the attempt to
load the kernel loadable module will fail.
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LAMP
chapter 86

summary

This chapter looks at LAMP, which is the combination of Linux-Apache-MySQL-PHP (or
Perl or Python).

These are all open source programs that provide the ability to have a working modern
production web server.

MAMP

The MAMP project achieves the same capabilities using Mac OS X instead of Linux. The
MAMP package can be downloaded and used for free without interfering with any similar
built-in Mac OS X services. MAMP is intended for creating a local duplicate of your
production server environment so that you can freely test new software before deploying it to
your production servers.

MAMP can be found at http://www.mamp.info/en/index.html.

WAMP

The WampServer project achieves the same capabilities using Windows instead of Linux.
The WampServer package can be downloaded and used for free without interfering with any
similar built-in Windows services. WampServer is intended for creating a local duplicate of
your production server environment so that you can freely test new software before deploying
it to your production servers.

WampServer can be found at http://www.wampserver.com/en/.
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mysql
chapter 87

summary

This chapter looks at MySQL, a Unix (and Linux) command.

mysql is the most common SQL database on Linux.

You will probably want to learn the universal SQL commands first, and then you should
be familiar with the differences between MySQL and PostGRE SQL (the two most common
open source SQLs), as well as Oracle (the dominant proprietary SQL).

Then you will want to learn about large scale systems that are too big for SQL, such as
NOSQL.

In terms of security, the first thing you want to learn is SQL injection attacks: what they
are, how they work, where they come from, and what you can do to block them.

Learn about database integrity — how data bases can get screwed up and out of sync and
lose data or have incorrect data — and how to maintain database integrity.

And learn about optimizing databases for various purposes, including reducing the load on
the system, increasing transaction speed, and decreasing storage requirements.

interactive queries

If you need to run a single interactive query on a particular MySQL database, use the -e
flag.

    $ mysql DBname - e "select * from table_foo;"

resetting auto_increment
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The following command will reset the auto_increment value for a designated table:

    ALTER TABLE TableName AUTO_INCREMENT = 0;

official keywords

The following is the list of the keywords for the official SQL standard:

ALL
AND
ANY
AS
ASC
AUTHORIZATION
AVG
BEGIN
BETWEEN
BY
CHAR
CHARACTER
CHECK
CLOSE
COBOL
COMMIT
CONTINUE
COUNT
CREATE
CURRENT
CURSOR
DEC
DECIMAL
DECLARE
DEFAULT

DELETE
DESC
DISTINCT
DOUBLE
END
ESCAPE
EXEC
EXISTS
FETCH
FLOAT
FOR
FOREIGN
FORTRAN
FOUND
FROM
GO
GOTO
GRANT
GROUP
HAVING
IN
INDICATOR
INSERT
INT
INTEGER

INTO
IS
KEY
LANGUAGE
LIKE
MAX
MIN
MODULE
NOT
NULL
NUMERIC
OF
ON
OPEN
OPTION
OR
ORDER
PASCAL
PLI
PRECISION
PRIMARY
PRIVILEGES
PROCEDURE
PUBLIC
REAL

REFERENCES
ROLLBACK
SCHEMA
SECTION
SELECT
SET
SMALLINT
SOME
SQL
SQLCODE
SQLERROR
SUM
TABLE
TO
UNION
UNIQUE
UDATE
USER
VALUES
VIEW
WHENEVER
WHERE
WITH
WORK
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other

On November 8, 2010, Ramesh Natarajan named this the number 45 most frequently used
Unix/Linux command at this web page 50 Most Frequently Used UNIX / Linux Commands
(With Examples).
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PHP
chapter 88

summary

This chapter looks at php, a UNIX (and Linux) command, including both running shell
scripts from a web browser and running PHP from the shell.

php is used to run a CLI version of PHP.

php script example

This example assumes that you have created the scripts directory in your home
directory.

Create a php script called script.php and save it in the new scripts directory (folder):

    <?php 
    echo "Hello World!" 
    ?>

Notice that we skipped the chmod step typical for activating shell scripts.

Run your new script by running the php program with your script as the file to execute:

    $ php ~/scripts/script.php 
    Hello World! 
    $

Note that the shell does not render HTML, so if you run a web scirpt, you will see raw
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript as plain text in your terminal window.

You can run perl, ruby, and python scripts in the same manner.
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running shell from PHP

You can run shell commands and shell scripts from PHP in Apache by using either the
shell_exec function or backticks.

The shell_exec function in PHP takes a shell command as a string, runs that command (or
command list) in shell, and returns the rsult as a string. You can assign the result to a string
variable and then output those results to a web browser, with or without additional
processing. Use the <pre> tag to have the browser use the UNIX new line characters.

    <php 
    $linesofoutput = shell_exec('ls'); 
    echo '<pre>'.$linseofoutput.'</pre>'; 
    ?>

You can also use the backtick (or back quote) character (`).

    <php 
    $linesofoutput = `ls`; 
    echo '<pre>'.$linseofoutput.'</pre>'; 
    ?>

You cannot combine both methods. This is useful, because you might actually want to
send the backticks to the shell. If you are using backticks to run a shell command or
command list, you can escape internal backticks to send them to the shell.

web security

Most system administrators disable shell_exec(). When shell_exec is disbled, the PHP
script will be unable to run any shell commands.

If you enable shell access, you must guarantee that web visitor submitted input is never
sent to the command shell without thorough scrubbing or crackers will be able to take over
your server.

The difficulty with that “guarantee” is that there is probably a lot of PHP you didn’t write,
such as WordPress, a PEAR package, off-the-shelf software, etc.

Hence the rule: disable shell_exec() and similar functions for any public facing server.
Thanks to Stuart Beeton for emphasizing this point.

command line PHP
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PHP is available both as a CGI binary (for Apache) and a CLI binary (for the shell).

Use the -v option to find out how your CLI copy of PHP is set up.

    $ php -v 
    PHP 5.3.15 with Suhosin-Patch (cli) (built: Jul 31 2012 14:49:18) 
    Copyright (c) 1997-2012 The PHP Group 
    Zend Engine v2.3.0, Copyright (c) 1998-2012 Zend Technologies 
    $

Notice that the above output indicated the cli version.

PHP defaults

The CLI version of PHP does not send out any HTTP headers, because the shell doesn’t
understand them and instead expects plain text.

The CLI version of PHP does not change the working directory to that of the script. For a
web server, you want to find all the files from the current web base. For a script running in
the shel, you want the script or operator to make the decision. This allows a PHP script
running in the shell to be generic and simply run in the current working directory.

The CLI version of PHP has several php.ini options overridden by default. These changes
are enforced after the php.ini file is run, so you can’t change them in the configuration file,
although you can change them during runtime.

html_errors is FALSE(because the shell is cluttered by uninterpretted HTML tags.
implicit_flush is TRUE because the shell should receive immediate outputs of print,

echo, and similar commands rather than having them held in a buffer.
max_execution_time is 0 (unlimited) because a shell environment might run very

much more complex scripts than those in a typical web-based script.
register_argc_argc is TRUE because the PHP script will need to process the

command line arguments. The PHP variable $argc has the number of arguments
passed and the variable $argv is an array of the actual arguments. These values are
also in the $_SERVER array, as $_SERVER['argv'] and $_SERVER['argc'].

output_buffering is hardcoded FALSE< but the output buffering functions are
available.

max_input_time is FALSE because PHP CLI does not support GET, POST, or file
uploads.

running a file in PHP

Use the -f option to parse and execute a designated file in PHP.
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    $ php -f filename.php 
    $

Note that the -f switch is optional. You will get the same result if you leave off the -f
option and just give the filename. You get the exact same results from:

    $ php filename.php 
    $

Note that the .php extension is for your convenience.The CLI PHP will run any file as if
it were a PHP file, without regard to the extension type.

run PHP interactively

Use the -a switch to run PHP interactively. You will receive a secondary prompt and
each line of PHP code will be run as soon as a ; or } is found. Do not include the script tags
<? and ?>.

    $ php -a 
    asdf 
    $

run single line of PHP

Use the -r switch to run some particular PHP code immediately. This is useful inside of a
script. Do not include the script tags <? and ?>.

    $ php -r 'echo 'hello world\n' 
    hello world 
    $

You need to carefully watch your use of quoting and escaping to avoid problems with the
command line variable substitution done by the shell.

syntax check

Use the -l switch to perform a syntax check on the PHP code.

    $ php -l filename 
    No syntax error detected in <filename> 
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    $

If there are no errors, you will get the message No syntax errors detected in
<filename > on standard output and the shell return code is 0.

If there are no errors, you will get the message Errors parsing <filename > on
standard output and the shell return code is -1.

This option does not work with the -r option.

use PHP in a pipeline

PHP will accept PHP code from standard input (STDIN). Note this means that the
previous commands are creating PHP code, not passing data for a PHP file to use as input.

    $ some_application | some_filter | php | some_command > final_output.txt 
    $

combinations

You cannot combine any of the three ways of executing PHP code (file, -r, and STDIN). It
would be great if there was a way to accept data from STDIN and name a PHP file to process
it, with the output continuing as STDOUT to the next commadn in the shell pipeline, but this
isn’t currently a choice.

arguments

PHP can receive an unlimited number of arguments. Unfortunately, the shell has a limit
on the number of total characters which can be passed to a command.

An argument that starts with a - will be used by the PHP interpreter. Use the argument list
separator -- and all of the arguments that follow will be sent to the PHP script through the
$argv variable.

shebang

You can insert the shebang line with the correct location of the CLI PHP program and set
the execution attrbutes of the file. The file needs the normal PHP starting and end tags.

Use the type command to find the location of your CLI copy of PHP.

    $ type php 
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    php is /usr/bin/php 
    $

Add that location to the standard shebang as the first line of the file.

    #!/usr/bin/php

Set the file to execute:

    $ chmod +x filename.php 
    $

The shebang line has no effect on Windows, but also causes no harm because it is also a
valid PHP comment. Therefore include the shebang line for true cross-platform PHP scripts.

shebang example

Create a sample script file.

    #!/usr/bin/php 
    <?php 
    var_dump($argv); 
    ?>

Make the script file excutable and then run it.

    $ chmod +x phptest.php 
    $ ./phptest.php -h -- foo 
    array(4) { 
        [0]=> 
        string(13) "./phptest.php" 
        [1]=> 
        string(2) "-h" 
        [2]=> 
        string(2) "--" 
        [3]=> 
        string(3) "foo" 
    } 
    $
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Perl
chapter 89

summary

This chapter looks at perl, a UNIX (and Linux) command, including both running shell
scripts from a web browser and running Perl from the shell.

perl is used to run a CLI version of Perl.

getting started

Check that Perl is actually running on your system by typing perl -v from the
command line. Your exact results may vary.

    $ perl -v 

    This is perl 5, version 12, subversion 4 (v5.12.4) built for darwin-
thread-multi-2level 
    (with 2 registered patches, see perl -V for more detail) 

    Copyright 1987-2010, Larry Wall 

    Perl may be copied only under the terms of either the Artistic License or
the 
    GNU General Public License, which may be found in the Perl 5 source kit. 

    Complete documentation for Perl, including FAQ lists, should be found on 
    this system using "man perl" or "perldoc perl". If you have access to the 
    Internet, point your browser at http://www.perl.org/, the Perl Home Page. 

    $

Use which to determine the location of your local copy of Perl:

    $ which perl 
    This is perl 5, version 12, subversion 4 (v5.12.4) built for darwin-
thread-multi-2level 
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    /usr/bin/perl 
    $

This example assumes that you have created the scripts directory in your home
directory.

Create a Perl script called script.pl and save it in the new scripts directory (folder):

    #!/usr/bin/perl 
    print "Hello World!";

Notice that we skipped the chmod step typical for activating shell scripts.

Run your new script by running the perl program with your script as the file to execute:

    $ perl ~/scripts/script.pl 
    Hello World! 
    $

brief history

Perl created by Larry Wall in 1986. Perl was originally intended as a utility to create
reports. Perl stands for Practical Extraction and reporting Language.
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Tcl
chapter 90

summary

This chapter looks at tcl, a Unix (and Linux) command, including both running shell
scripts from a web browser and running Tcl from the shell.

tcl is used to run a CLI version of Tcl.

getting started

Use which to determine the location of your local copy of Tcl (and to make sure you
actually have a copy):

    $ which tclsh 
    /usr/bin/tclsh 
    $

This example assumes that you have created the scripts directory in your home
directory.

Create a tcl script called script.tcl and save it in the new scripts directory (folder):

    #!/usr/bin/tclsh 
    puts "Hello World!"

Run your new script by running the tclsh program with your script as the file to
execute:

    $ tclsh ~/scripts/script.tcl 
    Hello World! 
    $
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text-based interactive version

To run a text-only version of tclsh, simply type tclsh (and return) from the BASH
command line and you should get a percent sign (%) prompt. This means you have sccessfully
entered tclsh.

    $ tclsh 
    %

Now that you are in tclsh, type info tclversion to see which version.

    % info tclversion 
    8.5 
    %

And to see Tcl make use of a simple BASH command, type ls -l:

    % ls -l 
    a regular listing of files 
    %

And to return back to BASH, type exit:

    % exit 
    $

visual interactive version

Now test out the visual version by typing wish (assuming it is installed and you have X-
Windows running).

    $ wish 
    %

The contents of your Terminal window will not change from the text-only version, but
you will get an additional display window that is controlled from the command line.
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And return to BASH:

    % exit 
    $

brief history

Tcl was created in the late 1980s by Dr. John Osterhout. Tcl stands for Tool Command
Language.
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installing

software from

source code
chapter 91

summary

This chapter looks at installing software from source code.

While it is possible to do a lot with just preinstalled software and precompiled software,
those working with large systems will sooner or later need to download the raw source code
and use that source code to create their own copy of the latest version of some software on
their servers or other computer systems.

gcc

The vast majority of open source software is written in the C programming language. The
GNU foundation C compiler, known as gcc, is the most commonly used C compiler.

Apple’s Mac OS X Developer Tools used to include a copy of gcc, but also included an
Apple specific variation that includes specialized features useful for development of
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Macintosh, iPhone, and iPad software.

The Apple Macintosh switched to the clang C compiler with Mac OS X 10.6 Snow
Leopard.

Xcode

Xcode is an Apple integrated development environment. It includes the Instruments
analysis tool, iOS Simulator (useful for testing your software on the Mac before it is ready for
deployment to real devices), and the latest Mac OS X and iOS SDKs.

Fink

Fink (German for the bird finch) is an open source program that automates the process of
downloading, configuring, compiling, and installing hundreds of software packages from the
original source code.

Homebrew

Homebrew is a free and open-source software package management system that simplifies
the installation of software on Apple’s macOS as well as Linux.

manual installation

There are two major methods for manually installing software from source: the standard
method (used for most Linux software) and the Perl method (used for Perl modules).
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command

summaries
appendix A

This chapter provides a list of UNIX (Linux) command summaries.

shell commands, tools, and utilities

CONTROL 
    CONTROL-c      Kills current process

a 
    a2ps       Format an ASCII file for printing on a PostScript printer [Linux] 
    alias      Create a command alias [builtin command in BASH] 
    apropos    Search Help manual pages (man -k) 
    apt-get    Search for and install software packages (Debian/Ubuntu) 
    aptitude   Search for and install software packages (Debian/Ubuntu) 
    arp        Display and modify the Internet-to-Ethernet address translation tables 
    aspell     Spell Checker 
    at         Schedule a job 
    awk        Find and Replace text, database sort/validate/index 
b 
    basename   Strip directory and suffix from filenames 
    bash       GNU Bourne-Again SHell 
    bc         Arbitrary precision calculator language 
    bg         Send to background 
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    break      Exit from a loop [builtin command in BASH] 
    builtin    Run a shell builtin 
    bzip2      Compress or decompress file(s) 
c 
    cal        Displays a calendar [alternative layout using ncal] 
    case       Conditionally perform a command 
    cat        Concatenate and print (display) the contents of files 
    cd         Change Directory 
    cfdisk     Partition table manipulator for Linux 
    chgrp      Change group ownership 
    chmod      Change access permissions 
    chown      Change file owner and group 
    chroot     Run a command with a different root directory 
    chkconfig  System services (runlevel) 
    cksum      Print CRC checksum and byte counts 
    clear      Clears the terminal screen 
    cmp        Compare two files 
    comm       Compare two sorted files line by line 
    command    Run a command - ignoring shell functions [builtin command in BASH] 
    continue   Resume the next iteration of a loop [builtin command in BASH] 
    cp         Copy one or more files to another location 
    cron       Daemon to execute scheduled commands 
    crontab    Schedule a command to run at a later time 
    csplit     Split a file into context-determined pieces 
    cut        Divide a file into several parts 
d 
    date       Display or change the date and time 
    dc         Desk Calculator 
    dd         Convert and copy a file, write disk headers, boot records 
    ddrescue   Data recovery tool 
    declare    Declare variables and give them attributes [builtin command in BASH] 
    defaults   Set defaults [mac OS X] 
    df         Display drives and free disk space 
    dict       Look up a word at dict.org [Perl client script] 
    diff       Display the differences between two files 
    diff3      Show differences among three files 
    dig        DNS lookup 
    dir        Briefly list directory contents 
    dircolors  Color setup for ls 
    dirname    Convert a full pathname to just a path 
    dirs       Display list of remembered directories 
    dmesg      Print kernel & driver messages 
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    du         Estimate file space usage 
e 
    echo       Display message on screen [builtin command in BASH] 
    egrep      Search file(s) for lines that match an extended expression 
    eject      Eject removable media 
    enable     Enable and disable builtin shell commands [builtin command in BASH] 
    env        Environment variables 
    ethtool    Ethernet card settings 
    eval       Evaluate several commands/arguments 
    exec       Execute a command 
    exit       Exit the shell 
    expect     Automate arbitrary applications accessed over a terminal 
    expand     Convert tabs to spaces 
    export     Set an environment variable 
    expr       Evaluate expressions 
f 
    false      Do nothing, unsuccessfully 
    fdformat   Low-level format a floppy disk 
    fdisk      Partition table manipulator for Linux 
    fg         Send job to foreground 
    fgrep      Search file(s) for lines that match a fixed string 
    file       Determine file type 
    find       Search for files that meet a desired criteria 
    fmt        Reformat paragraph text 
    fold       Wrap text to fit a specified width 
    for        Loop and expand words and execute commands 
    format     Format disks or tapes 
    free       Display memory usage 
    fsck       File system consistency check and repair 
    ftp        File Transfer Protocol 
    function   Define Function Macros 
    fuser      Identify/kill the process that is accessing a file 
g 
    gawk       Find and Replace text within file(s) 
    getopts    Parse positional parameters 
    grep       Search file(s) for lines that match a given pattern 
    groupadd   Add a user security group 
    groupdel   Delete a group 
    groupmod   Modify a group 
    groups     Print group names a user is in 
    gzip       Compress or decompress named file(s) 
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h 
    hash       Remember the full pathname of a name argument 
    head       Output the first part of file(s) 
    help       Display help for a built-in command [builtin command in BASH] 
    history    Command History 
    hostname   Print or set system name 
i 
    iconv      Convert the character set of a file 
    id         Print user and group IDs 
    if         Conditionally perform a command 
    ifconfig   Configure a network interface 
    ifdown     Stop a network interface 
    ifup       Start a network interface up 
    import     Capture an X server screen and save the image to file 
    init       Set run level on Linux 
    install    Copy files and set attributes 
j 
    jobs       List active jobs [builtin command in BASH] 
    join       Join lines on a common field 
    jot        Print numeric sequences [BSD and Mac OS X] 
k 
    kill       Stop a process from running 
    killall    Kill processes by name 
l 
    less       Display output one screen at a time 
    let        Perform arithmetic on shell variables [builtin command in BASH] 
    ln         Make links between files 
    local      Create variables [builtin command in BASH] 
    locate     Find files 
    logname    Print current login name 
    logout     Exit a login shell [builtin command in BASH] 
    look       Display lines beginning with a given string 
    lpc        Line printer control program 
    lpr        Off line print 
    lprint     Print a file 
    lprintd    Abort a print job 
    lprintq    List the print queue 
    lprm       Remove jobs from the print queue 
    ls         List information about file(s) 
    lsof       List open files 
m 
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    make       Compile or recompile a group of programs 
    man        Help manual 
    mkdir      make directory(s) 
    mkfifo     Make FIFOs (named pipes) 
    mkisofs    Create an hybrid ISO9660/JOLIET/HFS filesystem 
    mknod      Make block or character special files 
    mmv        Mass Move and rename (files) 
    more       Display output one screen at a time 
    mount      Mount a file system 
    mtools     Manipulate MS-DOS files 
    mtr        Network diagnostics (traceroute/ping) 
    mv         Move or rename files or directories 
    mysql      SQL database 
n 
    nano       Very simple editor 
    ncal       Displays a calendar [alternative layout using cal] 
    netstat    Networking information 
    nice       Set the priority of a command or job 
    nl         Number lines and write files 
    nohup      Run a command immune to hangups 
    notify-send Send desktop notifications 
    nslookup   Query Internet name servers interactively 
o 
    open       Open a file in its default application 
    op         Operator access 
p 
    passwd     Modify a user password 
    paste      Merge lines of files 
    pathchk    Check file name portability 
    ping       Test a network connection 
    pkill      Stop processes from running 
    popd       Restore the previous value of the current directory 
    pr         Prepare files for printing 
    printcap   Printer capability database 
    printenv   Print environment variables 
    printf     Format and print data [builtin command in BASH] 
    ps         Process Status 
    pushd      Save and then change the current directory 
    pwd        Print Working Directory 
q 
    quota      Display disk usage and limits 
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    quotacheck Scan a file system for disk usage 
    quotactl   Set disk quotas 
r 
    ram        ram disk device 
    rcp        Remote copy files between two machines 
    read       Read a line from standard input [builtin command in BASH] 
    readarray  Read from stdin into an array variable [builtin command in BASH] 
    readonly   Mark variables/functions as readonly 
    reboot     Reboot the system 
    rename     Rename files 
    renice     Alter priority of running processes 
    remsync    Synchronize remote files via email 
    return     Return from a shell function 
    rev        Reverse lines of a file 
    rm         Remove files 
    rmdir      Remove directory(s) 
    route      Routing commands 
    rpm        Package manager 
    rsync      Remote file copy (Synchronize file trees) 
s 
    screen     Multiplex terminal, run remote shells via SSH 
    screencapture Create screenshotts [Mac OS X] 
    scp        Secure copy (remote file copy) 
    sdiff      Merge two files interactively 
    sed        Stream Editor 
    select     Accept keyboard input 
    seq        Print numeric sequences 
    service    Run init scripts [System V] 
    set        Manipulate shell variables and functions 
    sftp       Secure File Transfer Program 
    shift      Shift positional parameters 
    shopt      Shell Options 
    shred      Secure delete 
    shutdown   Shutdown or restart the system 
    sleep      Delay for a specified time 
    slocate    Find files 
    sort       Sort text files 
    source     Run commands from a file [also .] 
    split      Split a file into fixed-size pieces 
    ssh        Secure Shell client (remote login program) 
    strace     Trace system calls and signals 
    su         Substitute User identity 
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    sudo       Execute a command as another user [root] 
    sum        Print a checksum for a file 
    suspend    Suspend execution of this shell [builtin command in BASH] 
    symlink    Make a new name for a file 
    sync       Synchronize data on disk with memory 
    sysstat    Server toolset 
t 
    tail       Output the last part of file 
    tar        Tape ARchiver 
    tee        Redirect output to multiple files 
    test       Evaluate a conditional expression 
    time       Measure program running time 
    times      User and system times 
    touch      Change file timestamps 
    top        List top processes running on the system 
    traceroute Trace Route to Host 
    trap       Run a command when a signal is set (Bourne) 
    tr         Translate, squeeze, and/or delete characters 
    troff      Format text for print 
    true       Do nothing, successfully 
    tsort      Topological sort 
    tty        Print filename of terminal on stdin 
    type       Describe a command [builtin command in BASH] 
u 
    ulimit     Limit user resources [builtin command in BASH] 
    umask      Users file creation mask 
    umount     Unmount a device 
    unalias    Remove an alias [builtin command in BASH] 
    uname      Print system information 
    unexpand   Convert spaces to tabs 
    uniq       Uniquify files 
    units      Convert units from one scale to another 
    unset      Remove variable or function names 
    unshar     Unpack shell archive scripts 
    until      Execute commands (until error) 
    unzip      Uncompress .zip files 
    uptime     Show uptime 
    useradd    Create new user account 
    userdel    Delete a user account 
    usermod    Modify user account 
    users      List users currently logged in 
    uuencode   Encode a binary file 
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    uudecode   Decode a file created by uuencode 
v 
    v          verbosely list directory contents (ls -l -b) 
    vdir       verbosely list directory contents (ls -l -b) 
    vi         ancient text editor 
    vim        modern version of ancient text editor 
    vmstat     Report Virtual Memory STATistics 
w 
    w          Information on what each user is doing 
    wait       Wait for a process to complete [builtin command in BASH] 
    watch      Execute/display a program periodically 
    wc         Print byte, word, and line counts 
    whatis     Single line summary of a UNIX/Linux command 
    whereis    Search the user’s $path, man pages and source files for a program 
    which      Search the user’s $path for a program file 
    while      Loop 
    who        Print all usernames currently logged in 
    whoami     Print the current user id and name (id -un) 
    wget       Retrieve web pages or files via HTTP, HTTPS or FTP 
    write      Send a message to another user 
x 
    xargs      Execute utility, passing constructed argument list(s) 
    xdg-open   Open a file or URL in the user’s preferred application 
y 
    yes        Print a string until interrupted 
    yum        Install, upgrade, or remove the Apache web server 
punctuation 
    .          Run a command script in the current shell 
    !          Run the last command again 
    #          Comment or Remark

history of
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history of

computers
appendix B

summary

This appendix includes a brief history of computers, programming languages, and related
topics.

The educational goal of this appendix is to familiarize the student with the history of
computer programming. This appendix may provide a good overview for classes on the
history of computers or history of programming languages.

There have been literally thousands of programming languages, many of which have been
lost to history.

This history of programming languages also discusses the developments of computer
hardware, computer operating systems, games, and technology. Games are included because
often the major advances in computer hardware and software technologies first appeared in
games. As one famous example, the roots of UNIX were the porting of an early computer
game to new hardware.

Notes on the sumamry at the end of each year:

Year Year that items were introduced.

Operating Systems Operating systems introduced in that year.
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Programming Languages Programming languages introduced. While only a few
programming languages are appropriate for operating system work (such as Ada, BLISS, C,
FORTRAN, and PL/I, the programming languages available with an operating system greatly
influence the kinds of application programs available for an operating system.

Computers Computers and processors introduced. While a few operating systems run on
a wide variety of computers (such as UNIX and Linux), most operating systems are closely or
even intimately tied to their primary computer hardware. Speed listings in parenthesis are in
operations per second (OPS), floating point operatins per second (FLOPS), or clock speed
(Hz).

Software Software programs introduced. Some major application programs that became
available. Often the choice of operating system and computer was made by the need for
specific programs or kinds of programs.

Games Games introduced. It may seem strange to include games in the time line, but
many of the advances in computer hardware and software technologies first appeared in
games. As one famous example, the roots of UNIX were the porting of an early computer
game to new hardware.

Technology Major technology advances.

Theory Major advances in computer science or related theory.

antiquity

The earliest calculating machine was the abacus, believed to have been invented in
Babylon around 2400 B.C.E. The abacus was used by many different cultures and
civilizations, including the major advance known as the Chinese abacus from the 2nd Century
B.C.E.

400s BCE

The Indian grammarian Panini wrote the Ashtadhyayi in the 5th Century B.C.E. In this
work he created 3,959 rules of grammar for India’s Sanskrit language. This important work is
the oldest surviving linguistic book and introduced the idea of metarules, transformations,
and recursions, all of which have important applications in computer science.

200s BCE

The first true computers were made with intricate gear systems by the Greeks. These
computers turned out to be too delicate for the technological capabilities of the time and were
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abandoned as impractical. The Antikythera mechanism, discovered in a shipwreck in 1900, is
an early mechanical analog computer from between 150 B.C.E. and 100 B.C.E.. The
Antikythera mechanism used a system of 37 gears to compute the positions of the sun and the
moon through the zodiac on the Egyptian calendar, and possibly also the fixed stars and five
planets known in antiquity (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn) for any time in the
future or past. The system of gears added and subtracted angular velocities to compute
differentials. The Antikythera mechanism could accurately predict eclipses and could draw
up accurate astrological charts for important leaders. It is likely that the Antikythera
mechanism was based on an astrological computer created by Archimedes of Syracuse in the
3rd century B.C.E.

100s BCE

The Chinese developed the South Pointing Chariot in 115 B.C.E. This device featured a
differential gear, later used in modern times to make analog computers in the mid-20th
Century.

1400s

The first digital computers were made by the Inca using ropes and pulleys. Knots in the
ropes served the purpose of binary digits. The Inca had several of these computers and used
them for tax and government records. In addition to keeping track of taxes, the Inca
computers held data bases on all of the resources of the Inca empire, allowing for efficient
allocation of resources in response to local disasters (storms, drought, earthquakes, etc.).
Spanish soldiers acting on orders of Roman Catholic priests destroyed all but one of the Inca
computers in the mistaken belief that any device that could give accurate information about
distant conditions must be a divination device powered by the Christian “Devil” (and many
modern Luddites continue to view computers as Satanically possessed devices).

1800s

    Charles Babbage created the
difference engine and the
analytical engine, often considered
to be the first modern computers.
Augusta Ada King, the Countess
of Lovelace, was the first modern
computer programmer.

In the 1800s, the first
computers were programmable
devices for controlling the
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weaving machines in the factories
of the Industrial Revolution.
Created by Charles Babbage,
these early computers used Punch
cards as data storage (the cards contained the control codes for the various patterns). These
cards were very similiar to the famous Hollerinth cards developed later. The first computer
programmer was Lady Ada, for whom the Ada programming language is named.

In 1822 Charles Babbage proposed a difference engine for automated calculating. In 1933
Babbage started work on his Analytical Engine, a mechanical computer with all of the
elements of a modern computer, including control, arithmetic, and memory, but the
technology of the day couldn’t produce gears with enough precision or reliability to make his
computer possible. The Analytical Engine would have been programmed with Jacquard’s
punched cards. Babbage designed the Difference Engine No.2. Lady Ada Lovelace wrote a
program for the Analytical Engine that would have correctly calculated a sequence of
Bernoulli numbers, but was never able to test her program because the machine wasn’t built.

George Boole introduced what is now called Boolean algebra in 1854. This branch of
mathematics was essential for creating the complex circuits in modern electronic digital
computers.

In 1871, James Clerk Maxwell introduced his thought experiment, Maxwell’s demon, and
a possible violation of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. This thought experiment plays
an important role in quantum physics and information theory.

In 1893, Jacques Salomon Hadamard proved his inequaltiy of determinants, which led to
the discovery of Hadamard matrices, which are the foundation for the Hadamard Gate in
quantum computing.

1900s

In the 1900s, researchers started experimenting with both analog and digital computers
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using vacuum tubes. Some of the most successful early computers were analog computers,
capable of performing advanced calculus problems rather quickly. But the real future of
computing was digital rather than analog. Building on the technology and math used for
telephone and telegraph switching networks, researchers started building the first electronic
digital computers.

1914

    Theory: Leonardo Torres y Quevedo first proposed floating point arithmetic in Madrid in
1914. Konrad Zuse independently proposed the same idea in Berlin in 1936 and built it into
the hardware of his Zuse computer. George Stibitz also indpendently proposed the idea in
New Jersey in 1939.

1925

    Theory: Wolfgang Pauli invents the Pauli matrices, which are the basis for the Pauli-X,
Pauli-Y, and Pauli-Z Gates in quantum computing.

1936

    Theory: Alan Turing invents the Turing machine in his paper “On Computable Numbers,
with an Application to the Entscheidungsproblem”.

1938

Computers: Zuse Z1 (Germany, 1 OPS, first mechanical programmable binary computer,
storage for a total of 64 numbers stored as 22 bit floating point numbers with 7-bit exponent,
15-bit signifocana [one implicit bit], and sign bit); Konrad Zuse called his floating point
hardware “semi-logarithmic notation” and included the ability to handle infinity and
undefined.

1941

The first modern computer was the German Zuse computer (Z3) in 1941.

    Computers: Atanasoff-Berry Computer; Zuse Z3 (Germany, 20 OPS, added floating point
exceptions, plus and minus infinity, and undefined)

1942

    Computers: work started on Zuse Z4
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1943

In 1943 Howard Aiken of Harvard University created the Harvard Mark I. The Mark I
was primarily mechanical.

    Computers: Harvard Mark I (U.S.); Colossus 1 (U.K., 5 kOPS)

1944

In 1944 Howard Aiken of Harvard University created the Harvard Mark II. While the
Mark I was primarily mechanical, the Mark II was primarily based on reed relays. Telephone
and telegraph companies had been using reed relays for the logic circuits needed for large
scale switching networks.

    Computers: Colossus 2 (U.K., single processor, 25 kOPS); Harvard Mark II and AT&T
Bell Labortories’ Model V (both relay computers) were the first American computers to
include floating point hardware

1945

Plankalkül (Plan Calculus), created by Konrad Zuse for the Z3 computer in Nazi
germany, may have been the first programming language (other than assemblers). This was a
surprisingly advanced programming language, with many features that didn’t appear again
until the 1980s.

    Programming Languages: Plankalkül 
    Computers: Zuse Z4 (relay based computer, first commercial computer)

von Neumann architecture

John Louis von Neumann, mathematician (born János von Neumann 28 December 1903
in Budapest, Hungary, died 8 February 1957 in Washington, D.C.), proposed the stored
program concept while professor of mathemtics (one of the orginal six) at Princeton
University’s Institute for Advanced Services, in which programs (code) are stored in the same
memory as data. The computer knows the difference between code and data by which it is
attempting to access at any given moment. When evaluating code, the binary numbers are
decoded by some kind of physical logic circuits (later other methods, such as
microprogramming, were introduced), and then the instructions are run in hardware. This
design is called von Neumann architecture and has been used in almost every digital
computer ever made.

Von Neumann architecture introduced flexibility to computers. Previous computers had
their programming hard wired into the computer. A particular computer could only do one
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task (at the time, mostly building artillery tables) and had to be physically rewired to do any
new task.

By using numeric codes, von Neumann computers could be reprogrammed for a wide
variety of problems, with the decode logic remaining the same.

As processors (especially super computers) get ever faster, the von Neumann bottleneck is
starting to become an issue. With data and code both being accessed over the same circuit
lines, the processor has to wait for one while the other is being fetched (or written). Well
designed data and code caches help, but only when the requested access is already loaded into
cache. Some researchers are now experimenting with Harvard architecture to solve the von
Neumann bottleneck. In Harvard arrchitecture, named for Howard Aiken’s experimental
Harvard Mark I (ASCC) calculator [computer] at Harvard University, a second set of data
and address lines along with a second set of memory are set aside for executable code,
removing part of the conflict with memory accesses for data.

Von Neumann became an American citizen in 1933 to be eligible to help on top secret
work during World War II. There is a story that Oskar Morganstern coached von Neumann
and Kurt Gödel on the U.S. Constitution and American history while driving them to their
immigration interview. Morganstern asked if they had any questions, and Gödel replied that
he had no questions, but had found some logical inconsistencies in the Constitution that he
wanted to ask the Immigration officers about. Morganstern recommended that he not ask
questions, but just answer them.

Von Neumann occassionally worked with Alan Turing in 1936 through 1938 when Turing
was a graduate student at Princeton. Von Neumann was exposed to the concepts of logical
design and universal machine proposed in Turing’s 1934 paper “On Computable Numbers
with an Application to the Entschiedungs-problem”.

Von Neumann worked with such early computers as the
Harvard Mark I, ENIAC, EDVAC, and his own IAS computer.

Early research into computers involved doing the computations
to create tables, especially artillery firing tables. Von Neumann
was convinced that the future of computers involved applied
mathematics to solve specific problems rather than mere table
generation. Von Neumann was the first person to use computers for mathematical physics
and economics, proving the utility of a general purpose computer.

Von Neumann proposed the concept of stored programs in the 1945 paper “First Draft of a
Report on the EDVAC”. Influenced by the idea, Maurice Wilkes of the Cambridge University
Mathematical Laboratory designed and built the EDSAC, the world’s first operational,
production, stored-program computer.
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The first stored computer program ran on the Manchester Mark I [computer] on June 21,
1948.

Von Neumann foresaw the advantages of parallelism in computers, but because of
construction limitations of the time, he worked on sequential systems.

Von Neumann advocated the adoption of the bit as the measurement of computer memory
and solved many of the problems regarding obtaining reliable answers from unreliable
computer components.

Interestingly, von Neumann was opposed to the idea of compilers. When shown the idea
for FORTRAN in 1954, von Neumann asked “Why would you want more than machine
language?”. Von Neumann had graduate students hand assemble programs into binary code
for the IAS machine. Donald Gillies, a student at Princeton, created an assembler to do the
work. Von Neumann was angry, claiming “It is a waste of a valuable scientific computing
instrument to use it to do clerical work”.

Von Neumann also did important work in set theory (including measure theory), the
mathematical foundation for quantum theory (including statistical mechanics), self-adjoint
algebras of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space closed in weak operator topology,
non-linear partial differential equations, and automata theory (later applied to cmputers). His
work in economics included his 1937 paper “A Model of General Economic Equilibrium” on
a multi-sectoral growth model and his 1944 book “Theory of Games and Economic
Behavior” (co-authored with Morgenstern) on game theory and uncertainty.

I leave the discussion of von Neumann with a couple of quotations:

“If people do not believe that mathematics is simple, it is only because they do
not realize how complicated life is.”

“Anyone who considers arithmetical methods of producing random numbers is,
of course, in a state of sin.”

bare hardware

;In the earliest days of electronic digital computing, everything was done on the bare
hardware. Very few computers existed and those that did exist were experimental in nature.
The researchers who were making the first computers were also the programmers and the
users. They worked directly on the “bare hardware”. There was no operating system. The
experimenters wrote their programs in machine or assembly language and a running program
had complete control of the entire computer. Often programs and data were entered by hand
through the use of toggle switches. Memory locations (both data and programs) could be read
by viewing a series of lights (one for each binary digit). Debugging consisted of a
combination of fixing both the software and hardware, rewriting the object code and
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changing the actual computer itself.

The lack of any operating system meant that only one person could use a computer at a
time. Even in the research lab, there were many researchers competing for limited computing
time. The first solution was a reservation system, with researchers signing up for specific
time slots. The earliest billing systems charged for the entire computer and all of its resources
(regardless of whether used or not) and was based on outside clock time, being billed from
the scheduled start to scheduled end times.

The high cost of early computers meant that it was essential that the rare computers be
used as efficiently as possible. The reservation system was not particularly efficient. If a
researcher finished work early, the computer sat idle until the next time slot. If the
researcher’s time ran out, the researcher might have to pack up his or her work in an
incomplete state at an awkward moment to make room for the next researcher. Even when
things were going well, a lot of the time the computer actually sat idle while the researcher
studied the results (or studied memory of a crashed program to figure out what went wrong).
Simply loading the programs and data took up some of the scheduled time.

computer operators

One solution to this problem was to have programmers prepare their work off-line on
some input medium (often on punched cards, paper tape, or magnetic tape) and then hand the
work to a computer operator. The computer operator would load up jobs in the order received
(with priority overrides based on politics and other factors). Each job still ran one at a time
with complete control of the computer, but as soon as a job finished, the operator would
transfer the results to some output medium (punched tape, paper tape, magnetic tape, or
printed paper) and deliver the results to the appropriate programmer. If the program ran to
completion, the result would be some end data. If the program crashed, memory would be
transferred to some output medium for the programmer to study (because some of the early
business computing systems used magnetic core memory, these became known as “core
dumps”).

The concept of computer operators dominated the mainframe era and continues today in
large scale operations with large numbers of servers.

device drivers and library functions

Soon after the first successes with digital computer experiments, computers moved out of
the lab and into practical use. The first practical application of these experimental digital
computers was the generation of artillery tables for the British and American armies. Much of
the early research in computers was paid for by the British and American militaries. Business
and scientific applications followed.
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As computer use increased, programmers noticed that they were duplicating the same
efforts.

Every programmer was writing his or her own routines for I/O, such as reading input from
a magnetic tape or writing output to a line printer. It made sense to write a common device
driver for each input or putput device and then have every programmer share the same device
drivers rather than each programmer writing his or her own. Some programmers resisted the
use of common device drivers in the belief that they could write “more efficient” or faster or
"“better” device drivers of their own.

Additionally each programmer was writing his or her own routines for fairly common and
repeated functionality, such as mathematics or string functions. Again, it made sense to share
the work instead of everyone repeatedly “reinventing the wheel”. These shared functions
would be organized into libraries and could be inserted into programs as needed. In the spirit
of cooperation among early researchers, these library functions were published and
distributed for free, an early example of the power of the open source approach to software
development.

Computer manufacturers started to ship a standard library of device drivers and utility
routines with their computers. These libraries were often called a runtime library because
programs connected up to the routines in the library at run time (while the program was
running) rather than being compiled as part of the program. The commercialization of code
libraries ended the widespread free sharing of software.

Manufacturers were pressured to add security to their I/O libraries in order to prevent
tampering or loss of data.

input output control systems

The first programs directly controlled all of the computer’s resources, including input and
output devices. Each individual program had to include code to control and operate each and
every input and/or output device used.

One of the first consolidations was placing common input/output (I/O) routines into a
common library that could be shared by all programmers. I/O was separated from processing.

These first rudimentary operating systems were called an Input Output Control System or
IOCS.

Computers remained single user devices, with main memory divided into an IOCS and a
user section. The user section consisted of program, data, and unused memory.

The user remained responsible for both set up and tear down.
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Set up included loading data and program, by front panel switches, punched card,
magnetic tapes, paper tapes, disk packs, drum drives, and other early I/O and storage devices.
Paper might be loaded into printers, blank cards into card punch mahcines, and blank or
formatted tape into tape drives, or other output devices readied.

Tear down would include unmounting tapes, drives, and other media.

The very expensive early computers sat idle during both set up and tear down.

This waste led to the introduction of less expensive I/O computers. While one I/O
computer was being set up or torn down, another I/O computer could be communicating a
readied job with the main computer.

Some installations might have several different I/O computers connected to a single main
computer to keep the expensive main computer in use. This led to the concept of multiple I/O
channels.

monitors

As computers spread from the research labs and military uses into the business world, the
accountants wanted to keep more accurate counts of time than mere wall clock time.

This led to the concept of the monitor. Routines were added to record the start and end
times of work using computer clock time. Routines were added to I/O library to keep track of
which devices were used and for how long.

With the development of the Input Output Control System, these time keeping routines
were centralized.

You will notice that the word monitor appears in the name of some operating systems,
such as FORTRAN Monitor System. Even decades later many programmers still refer to the
operating system as the monitor.

An important motivation for the creation of a monitor was more accurate billing. The
monitor could keep track of actual use of I/O devices and record runtime rather than clock
time.

For accurate time keeping the monitor had to keep track of when a program stopped
running, regardless of whether it was a normal end of the program or some kind of abnormal
termination (such as a crash).

The monitor reported the end of a program run or error conditions to a computer operator,
who could load the next job waiting, rerun a job, or take other actions. The monitor also
notified the computer operator of the need to load or unload various I/O devices (such as
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changing tapes, loading paper into the printer, etc.).

1946

The first modern electronic computer was the ENIAC in 1946, using 18,000 vacuum
tubes. See above for information on Von Neumann’s important contributions.

    Computers: UPenn Eniac (5 kOPS); Colossus 2 (parallel processor, 50 kOPS) 
    Technology: electrostatic memory

1948

    Computers: IBM SSEC; Manchester SSEM 
    Technology: random access memory; magnetic drums; transistor 
    Theory: Claude E. Shannon publishes “A Mathematical Theory of Communication”,
including Shannon’s source coding theorem that establishes the limits to possible data
compression.

1949

Short Code created in 1949. This programming language was compiled into machine
code by hand.

    Programming Languages: Short Code 
    Computers: Manchester Mark 1 
    Technology: registers

1950s

Some operating systems from the 1950s include: FORTRAN Monitor System, General
Motors Operating System, Input Output System, SAGE, and SOS.

SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment), designed to monitor weapons systems,
was the first real time control system.

1951

Grace Hopper starts work on A-0.

    Computers: Ferranti Mark 1 (first commercial computer); Leo I (frst business computer);
UNIVAC I, Whirlwind

1952
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Autocode, a symbolic assembler for the Manchester Mark I computer, was created in
1952 by Alick E. Glennie. Later used on other computers.

A-0 (also known as AT-3), the first compiler, was created in 1952 by Grace Murray
Hopper. She later created A-2, ARITH-MATIC, MATH-MATIC, and FLOW-MATIC, as
well as being one of the leaders in the development of COBOL.Grace Hopper was working
for Remington Rand at the time. Rand released the language as MATH-MATIC in 1957.

According to some sources, first work started on FORTRAN.

    Computers: UNIVAC 1101; IBM 701 
    Games: OXO (a graphic version of Tic-Tac-Toe created by A.S. Douglas on the EDSAC
computer at the University of Cambridge to demonstrate ideas on human-computer
interaction)

1953

    Computers: Strela

1954

The first solid-state (or transistor) computer was the TRADIC, built at Bell Laboratories
in 1954. The transistor had previously been invented at Bell Labs in 1948.

FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslator) was created in 1954 by John Backus and other
researchers at International Business Machines (now IBM). Released in 1957. FORTRAN is
the oldest programming language still in common use. Identifiers were limited to six
characters. Elegant representation of mathematic expressions, as well as relatively easy input
and output. FORTRAN was based on A-0.

“Often referred to as a scientific language, FORTRAN was the first high-level
language, using the first compiler ever developed. Prior to the development of
FORTRAN computer programmers were required to program in machine/assembly
code, which was an extremely difficult and time consuming task, not to mention
the dreadful chore of debugging the code. The objective during its design was to
create a programming language that would be: simple to learn, suitable for a wide
variety of applications, machine independent, and would allow complex
mathematical expressions to be stated similarly to regular algebraic notation. While
still being almost as efficient in execution as assembly language. Since FORTRAN
was so much easier to code, programmers were able to write programs 500% faster
than before, while execution efficiency was only reduced by 20%, this allowed
them to focus more on the problem solving aspects of a problem, and less on
coding.
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“FORTRAN was so innovative not only because it was the first high-level
language [still in use], but also because of its compiler, which is credited as giving
rise to the branch of computer science now known as compiler theory. Several
years after its release FORTRAN had developed many different dialects, (due to
special tweaking by programmers trying to make it better suit their personal needs)
making it very difficult to transfer programs from one machine to another.” —Neal
Ziring, The Language Guide, University of Michigan

“Some of the more significant features of the language are listed below:” —
Neal Ziring, The Language Guide, University of Michigan

Simple to learn - when FORTRAN was design one of the objectives was
to write a language that was easy to learn and understand.

Machine Independent - allows for easy transportation of a program from
one machine to another.

More natural ways to express mathematical functions - FORTRAN
permits even severely complex mathematical functions to be expressed
similarly to regular algebraic notation.

Problem orientated language
Remains close to and exploits the available hardware
Efficient execution - there is only an approximate 20% decrease in

efficiency as compared to assembly/machine code.
Ability to control storage allocation -programmers were able to easily

control the allocation of storage (although this is considered to be a dangerous
practice today, it was quite important some time ago due to limited memory.

More freedom in code layout - unlike assembly/machine language, code
does not need to be laid out in rigidly defined columns, (though it still must
remain within the parameters of the FORTRAN source code form).

“42. You can measure a programmer’s perspective by noting his attitude on the
continuing vitality of FORTRAN.” —Alan Perlis, Epigrams on Programming,
ACM’s SIGPLAN Notices Volume 17, No. 9, September 1982, pages 7-13

    Programming Languages: FORTRAN 
    Computers: IBM 650; IBM 704 (vacuum tube computer with floating point); IBM NORC
(67 kOPS) 
    Technology: magnetic core memory

1955

    Operating Systems: GMOS (General Motors OS for IBM 701) 
    Computers: Harwell CADET
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batch systems

Batch systems automated the early approach of having human operators load one program
at a time. Instead of having a human operator load each program, software handled the
scheduling of jobs. In addition to programmers submitting their jobs, end users could submit
requests to run specific programs with specific data sets (usually stored in files or on cards).
The operating system would schedule “batches” of related jobs. Output (punched cards,
magnetic tapes, printed material, etc.) would be returned to each user.

General Motors Operating System, created by General Motors Research Laboratories in
early 1956 (or late 1955) for thieir IBM 701 mainframe is generally considered to be the first
batch operating system and possibly the first “real” operating system.

The operating system would read in a program and its data, run that program to
completion (including outputing data), and then load the next program in series as long as
there were additional jobs available.

Batch operating systems used a Job Control Language (JCL) to give the operating system
instructions. These instructions included designation of which punched cards were data and
which were programs, indications of which compiler to use, which centralized utilities were
to be run, which I/O devices might be used, estimates of expected run time, and other details.

This type of batch operating system was known as a single stream batch processing
system.

Examples of operating systems that were primarily batch-oriented include: BKY,
BOS/360, BPS/360, CAL, and Chios.

1956

Researchers at MIT begin experimenting with direct keyboard input into computers.

IPL (Information Processing Language) was created in 1956 by A. Newell, H. Simon, and
J.C. Shaw. IPL was a low level list processing language which implemented recursive
programming.

    Operating Systems: GM-NAA I/O 
    Programming Languages: IPL 
    Computers: IBM 305 RAMAC; MIT TX-0 (83 kOPS) 
    Technology: hard disk

1957
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MATH-MATIC was released by the Rand Corporation in 1957. The language was
derived from Grace Murray Hopper’s A-0.

FLOW-MATIC, also called B-0, was created in 1957 by Grace Murray Hopper.

The first commercial FORTRAN program was run at Westinghouse. The first compile run
produced a missing comma diagnostic. The second attempt was a success.

BESYS OS created by Bell telephone Laboratories for internal use.

The U.S. government created the Advanced Research Project Group (ARPA) in esponse
to the Soviet Union’s launching of Sputnik. ARPA was intended to develop key technology
that was too risky for private business to develop.

    Operating Systems: BESYS OS 
    Programming Languages: FLOW-MATIC; MATH-MATIC 
    Computers: IBM 608 
    Technology: dot matrix printer

1958

FORTRAN II in 1958 introduces subroutines, functions, loops, and a primitive For loop.

IAL (International Algebraic Logic) started as the project later renamed ALGOL 58. The
theoretical definition of the language is published. No compiler.

LISP (LISt Processing) was created n 1958 and released in 1960 by John McCarthy of
MIT. LISP is the second oldest programming language still in common use. LISP was
intended for writing artificial intelligence programs.

“Interest in artificial intelligence first surfaced in the mid 1950. Linguistics,
psychology, and mathematics were only some areas of application for AI.
Linguists were concerned with natural language processing, while psychologists
were interested in modeling human information and retrieval. Mathematicians
were more interested in automating the theorem proving process. The common
need among all of these applications was a method to allow computers to process
symbolic data in lists.

“IBM was one of the first companies interested in AI in the 1950s. At the same
time, the FORTRAN project was still going on. Because of the high cost associated
with producing the first FORTRAN compiler, they decided to include the list
processing functionality into FORTRAN. The FORTRAN List Processing
Language (FLPL) was designed and implemented as an extention to FORTRAN.
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“In 1958 John McCarthy took a summer position at the IBM Information
Research Department. He was hired to create a set of requirements for doing
symbolic computation. The first attempt at this was differentiation of algebraic
expressions. This initial experiment produced a list of of language requirements,
most notably was recursion and conditional expressions. At the time, not even
FORTRAN (the only high-level language in existance) had these functions.

“It was at the 1956 Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial
Intelligence that John McCarthy first developed the basics behind Lisp. His
motivation was to develop a list processing language for Artificial Intelligence. By
1965 the primary dialect of Lisp was created (version 1.5). By 1970 special-
purpose computers known as Lisp Machines, were designed to run Lisp programs.
1980 was the year that object-oriented concepts were integrated into the language.
By 1986, the X3J13 group formed to produce a draft for ANSI Common Lisp
standard. Finally in 1992, X3J13 group published the American National Standard
for Common Lisp.” —Neal Ziring, The Language Guide, University of Michigan

“Some of the more significant features of the language are listed below:” —
Neal Ziring, The Language Guide, University of Michigan

Atoms & Lists - Lisp uses two different types of data structures, atoms
and lists.

Atoms are similar to identifiers, but can also be numeric constants
Lists can be lists of atoms, lists, or any combination of the two
Functional Programming Style - all computation is performed by

applying functions to arguments. Variable declarations are rarely used.
Uniform Representation of Data and Code - example: the list (A B C

D)
a list of four elements (interpreted as data)
is the application of the function named A to the three parameters B,

C, and D (interpreted as code)
Reliance on Recursion - a strong reliance on recursion has allowed Lisp

to be successful in many areas, including Artificial Intelligence.
Garbage Collection - Lisp has built-in garbage collection, so

programmers do not need to explicitly free dynamically allocated memory.

“55. A LISP programmer knows the value of everything, but the cost of
nothing.” —Alan Perlis, Epigrams on Programming, ACM’s SIGPLAN Notices
Volume 17, No. 9, September 1982, pages 7-13

    Operating Systems: UMES 
    Programming Languages: FORTRAN II; IAL; LISP 
    Computers: UNIVAC II; IBM AN/FSQ-7 (400 kOPS) 
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    Games:Tennis For Two (developed by William Higinnotham using an osciliscope and an
analog computer) 
    Technology: integrated circuit

1959

COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language) was created in May 1959 by the Short
Range Committee of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). The CODASYL committee
(COnference on DAta SYstems Languages) worked from May 1959 to April 1960. Official
ANSI standards included COBOL-68 (1968), COBOL-74 (1974), COBOL-85 (1985), and
COBOL-2002 (2002). COBOL 97 (1997) introduced an object oriented version of COBOL.
COBOL programs are divided into four divisions: identification, environment, data, and
procedure. The divisions are further divided into sections. Introduced the RECORD data
structure. Emphasized a verbose style intended to make it easy for business managers to read
programs. Admiral Grace Hopper is recognized as the major contributor to the original
COBOl language and as the inventor of compilers.

LISP 1.5 released in 1959.

“ ‘DYNAMO is a computer program for translating mathematical models from
an easy-to-understand notation into tabulated and plotted results. … A model
written in DYNAMO consists of a number of algebraic relationships that relate the
variables one to another.’ Although similar to FORTRAN, it is easier to learn and
understand. DYNAMO stands for DYNAmic MOdels. It was written by Dr.
Phyllis Fox and Alexander L. Pugh, III, and was completed in 1959. It grew out of
an earlier language called SIMPLE (for Simulation of Industrial Management
Problems with Lots of Equations), written in 1958 by Richard K. Bennett.” —
Language Finger, Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library, University of Montana.

ERMA (Electronic Recording Method of Accounting), a magnetic ink and computer
readable font, was created for the Bank of America.

    Operating Systems: SHARE 
    Programming Languages: COBOL; DYNAMO, ERMA; LISP 1.5 
    Computers: IBM 1401

early 1960s

The early 1960s saw the introduction of time sharing and multi-processing.

Some operating systems from the early 1960s include: Admiral, B1, B2, B3, B4, Basic
Executive System, BOS/360, Compatible Timesharing System (CTSS), EXEC I, EXEC II,
Honeywell Executive System, IBM 1410/1710 OS, IBSYS, Input Output Control System,
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Master Control Program, and SABRE.

The first major transaction processing system was SABRE (Semi-Automatic Business
Related Environment), developed by IBM and American Airlines.

multiprogramming

There is a huge difference in speed between I/O and running programs. In a single stream
system, the processor remains idle for much of the time as it waits for the I/O device to be
ready to send or receive the next piece of data.

The obvious solution was to load up multiple programs and their data and switch back and
forth between programs or jobs.

When one job idled to wait for input or output, the operating system could automatically
switch to another job that was ready.

system calls

The first operating system to introduce system calls was University of Machester’s Atlas I
Supervisor.

time sharing

The operating system could have additional reasons to rotate through jobs, including
giving higher or lower priority to

various jobs (and therefore a larger or smaller share of time and other resources). The
Compatible Timesharing System (CTSS), first dmonstrated in 1961, was one of the first
attempts at timesharing.

While most of the CTSS operating system was written in assembly language (all previous
OSes were written in assembly for efficiency), the scheduler was written in the programming
language MAD in order to allow safe and reliable experimentation with different scheduling
algorithms. About half of the command programs for CTSS were also written in MAD.

Timesharing is a more advanced version of multiprogramming that gives many users the
illusion that they each have complete control of the computer to themselves. The scheduler
stops running programs based on a slice of time, moves on to the next program, and
eventually returns back to the beginning of the list of programs. In little increments, each
program gets their work done in a manner that appears to be simultaneous to the end users.

mid 1960s
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Some operating systems from the mid-1960s include: Atlas I Supervisor, DOS/360, Input
Output Selector, Master Control Program, and Multics.

The Atlas I Supervisor introduced spooling, interrupts, and virtual memory paging (16
pages) in 1962. Segmentation was introduced on the Burroughs B5000. MIT’s Multics
combined paging and segmentation.

The Compatible Timesharing System (CTSS) introduced email.

late 1960s

Some operating systems from the late-1960s include: BPS/360, CAL, CHIPPEWA, EXEC
3, EXEC 4, EXEC 8, GECOS III, George 1, George 2, George 3, George 4, IDASYS,
MASTER, Master Control Program, OS/MFT, OS/MFT-II, OS/MVT, OS/PCP, and RCA
DOS.

microprocessors

In 1968 a group of scientists and engineers from Mitre Corporation (Bedford,
Massachusetts) created Viatron Computer company and an intelligent data terminal using an
8-bit LSI microprocessor from PMOS technology. A year later in 1969 Viatron created the
2140, the first 4-bit LSI microprocessor. At the time MOS was used only for a small number
of calculators and there simply wasn’t enough worldwide manufacturing capacity to build
these computers in quantity.

Other companies saw the benefit of MOS, starting with Intel’s 1971 release of the 4-bit
4004 as the first commercially available microprocessor. In 1972 Rockwell released the PPS-
4 microprocessor, Fairchild released the PPS-25 microprocessor, and Intel released the 8-bit
8008 microprocessor. In 1973 National released the IMP microprocessor.

In 1973 Intel released the faster NMOS 8080 8-bit microprocessor, the first in a long
series of microprocessors that led to the current Pentium.

n 1974 Motorola released the 6800, which included two accumulators, index registers, and
memory-mapped I/O. Monolithic Memories introduced bit-slice microprocessing. In 1975
Texas Instruments introduced a 4-bit slice microprocessor and Fairchild introduced the F-8
microprocessor.

1960

ALGOL (ALGOrithmic Language) was released in 1960. Major releases in 1960
(ALGOL 60) and 1968 (ALGOL 68). ALGOL is the first block-structured labguage and is
considered to be the first second generation computer language. This was the first
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programming language that was designed to be machine independent. ALGOL introduced
such concepts as: block structure of code (marked by BEGIN and END), scope of variables
(local variables inside blocks), BNF (Backus Naur Form) notation for defining syntax,
dynamic arrays, reserved words, IF THEN ELSE, FOR, WHILE loop, the := symbol for
assignment, SWITCH with GOTOs, and user defined data types. ALGOL became the most
popular programming language in Europe in the mid- and late-1960s.

C.A.R. Hoare invents the Quicksort in 1960.

    Prorgamming Languages: ALGOL 
    Operating Systems: IBSYS 
    Computers: DEC PDP-1; CDC 1604; UNIVAC LARC (250 kFLOPS)

1961

The Compatible Timesharing System (CTSS), first dmonstrated in 1961, was one of the
first attempts at timesharing.

While most of the CTSS operating system was written in assembly language (all previous
OSes were written in assembly for efficiency), the scheduler was written in the programming
language MAD in order to allow safe and reliable experimentation with different scheduling
algorithms. About half of the command programs for CTSS were also written in MAD.

    Operating Systems: CTSS, Burroughs MCP 
    Computers: IBM 7030 Stretch (1.2 MFLOPS)

1962

APL (A Programming Language) was published in the 1962 book A Programming
Language by Kenneth E. Iverson and a subset was first released in 1964. The language APL
was based on a notation that Iverson invented at Harvard University in 1957. APL was
intended for mathematical work and used its own special character set. Particularly good at
matrix manipulation. In 1957 it introduced the array. APL used a special character set and
required special keyboards, displays, and printers (or printer heads).

FORTRAN IV is released in 1962.

Simula was created by Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard of the Norwegian
Computing Center between 1962 and 1965. A compiler became available in 1964. Simula I
and Simula 67 (1967) were the first object-oriented programming languages.

SNOBOL (StroNg Oriented symBOli Language) was created in 1962 by D.J. Farber, R.E.
Griswold, and F.P. Polensky at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Intended for processing strings,
the language was the first to use associative arrays, indexed by any type of key. Had features
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for pattern-matching, concatenation, and alternation. Allowed running code stored in strings.
Data types: integer, real, array, table, pattern, and user defined types.

SpaceWarI, the first interactive computer game, was created by MIT students Slug
Russel, Shag Graetz, and Alan Kotok on DEC’s PDP-1.

The first operating system to introduce system calls was University of Machester’s Atlas I
Supervisor.

The Atlas I Supervisor introduced spooling, interrupts, and virtual memory paging (16
pages) in 1962. Segmentation was introduced on the Burroughs B5000. MIT’s Multics
combined paging and segmentation.

    Operating Systems: GECOS 
    Programming Languages: APL; FORTRAN IV; Simula; SNOBOL 
    Games: Spacewar! (created by group of M.I.T. students on the DEC PDP-1) 
    Computers: ATLAS, UNIVAC 1100/2200 (introduced two floating point formats, single
precision and double precision; single precision: 36 bits, 1-bit sign, 8-bit exponent, and 27-bit
significand; double precision: 36 bits, 1-bit sign, 11-bit exponent, and 60-bit significand),
IBM 7094 (followed the UNIVAC, also had single and double precision numbers) 
    Technology: RAND Corporation proposes the internet

1963

Work on PL/I starts in 1963.

“Data-Text was the “original and most general problem-oriented computer
language for social scientists.” It has the ability to handle very complicated data
processing problems and extremely intricate statistical analyses. It arose when
FORTRAN proved inadequate for such uses. Designed by Couch and others, it was
first used in 1963/64, then extensively revised in 1971. The Data-Text System was
originally programmed in FAP, later in FORTRAN, and finally its own language
was developed.” —Language Finger, Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library,
University of Montana.

Sketchpad, an interactive real time computer drawing system, was created in 1963 by
Ivan Sutherland as his doctoral thesis at MIT. The system used a light pen to draw and
manipulate geometric figures on a computer screen.

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) was introduced in 1963.

    Programming Languages: Data-Text 
    Computers: DEC PDP-6 
    Software:Sketchpad 
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    Technology: mouse

1964

BASIC (Beginner’s All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) was designed as a teaching
language in 1963 by John George Kemeny and Thomas Eugene Kurtz of Dartmouth College.
BASIC was intended to make it easy to learn programming. The first BASIC program was
run at 4 a.m. May 1, 1964.

PL/I (Programming Language One) was created in 1964 at IBM’s Hursley Laboratories in
the United Kingdom. PL/I was intended to combine the scientific abilities of FORTRAN with
the business capabilities of COBOL, plus additional facilities for systems programming. It
also borrows from ALGOL 60 and SNOBOL (with more modern implementations of string
processing, such as SUBSTR). Originally called NPL, or New Programming Language.
Introduces storage classes (automatic, static, controlled, and based), exception processing (On
conditions), Select When Otherwise conditional structure, and several variations of the DO
loop. Numerous data types, including control over precision.

RPG (Report Program Generator) was created in 1964 by IBM. Intended for creating
commercial and business reports.

APL\360 implemented in 1964.

Bell Telephone Laboratories determines that it needs a new operating system to replace its
1957 BESYS OS. This project becomes Multics.

    Operating Systems: DTSS, TOPS-10 
    Programming Languages: APL\360; BASIC; PL/I; RPG 
    Computers: IBM 360; DEC PDP-8; CDC 6600 (first supercomputer, scalar processor, 3
MFLOPS) 
    Technology: super computing
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introduction to

programming
introduction to programming

chapter 0

This entire section comes from one of my websites. The original version offered lessons in
both C and Pascal, which at the time the material was weritten were both widely used
languages.

I will slowly over time add material on JavaScript (because anyone with a computing
device, text editor, and web browser can start coding in JavaScript for free with no additional
downloads or installs).
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programming
programming

summary

chapter 1

This chapter is intended as an introduction to computer programming.

Programming is problem solving and writing instructions for a computer.

The principles of programming are independent of the computer programming language
used. Different languages have different strengths and weaknesses, making some kinds of
programs easier or more difficult to write, but the basic principles remain the same regardless
of language.

A skilled programmer should be able to switch to a new programming language in a few
hours.

On the other hand, beginners should pick one language and learn it before attempting a
second language. Normally this choice will be made by the school or the professor.

If you are studying on your own, you get to pick the language you start with. I strongly
suggest JavaScript because you can create plain text (ASCII) files and load them into any
web browser and start learnign programming for free (assuming you already have a device).

This free text book includes information on multiple programming languages. Unless
instructed otherwise, you should concentrate on the language you are learning and skip over
the others. Trying to learn the syntax and semantics of multiple programming languages at
the same time as learning the basics of programming is a recipe for utter confusion.

“As long as programmers cherish their freedom not only to design their own
clever software, but also to modify adopted software according to their likings, a
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proper design discipline remains unlikely. And as long as companies secretly
cherish complexity as an effective protection against being copied, there is little
hope for dramatic improvements of the state of the art.” —Niklaus Wirth

programming as a skill

I would like to strongly suggest that learning the principles of computer programming is
far more valuable than learning a specific programming language.

“Hire a programmer. He’s a programmer. You don’t need to hire a Java
programmer. By the way, you should do that now anyway. Do not hire Java
programmers, not because Java programmers are bad. But you should not be
asking, “excuse me, what language do you program in? We’re only hiring Java
programmers here.” Learning a language is a matter of a week. Oh, and to get
skillful in the platform is a matter of another week or two or three or a month.
Finding someone who actually knows how to write code, that’s the hard problem,
so you don’t ask, “you must know Sprint.” No, you do not have to know Sprint.
“you must know JavaScript.” No, you don’t have to know JavaScript. “Can you
write code?” Show me code in any language. If you can write code, I’ll hire you.”
—Robert C. Martin, The Last Programming Language, approximately 37:09

“Learning how to code in any one particular [computer] language is not going
to be worthwhile beyond 10 or 20 years. Learning how to problem-solve using
algorithms and how technology works and how it’s built is going to last a century
at least,” —Hadi Partovi, cofounder of code.org, For some, learning coding is a
calculated strategy, Los Angeles Times , Business Section, Saturday, August 2,
2014, p. B1

other

“7. It is easier to write an incorrect program than understand a correct one.” —
Alan Perlis, Epigrams on Programming, ACM’s SIGPLAN Notices Volume 17,
No. 9, September 1982, pages 7-13

“93. When someone says ‘I want a programming language in which I need only
say what I wish done,’ give him a lollipop.” —Alan Perlis, Epigrams on
Programming, ACM’s SIGPLAN Notices Volume 17, No. 9, September 1982,
pages 7-13
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size of

programs
chapter 2

summary

The educational goal of this chapter is to introduce the concept of differences in scale or
size of programming projects and how the size and complexity of a program impacts the task
of programming.

Programs vary in size. Bad habits learned with small or trivial programs might get you
into real trouble with medium or large programs.

size of programs

Programs are generally divided into three basic sizes: trivial, small, and large.

Trivial programs are programs that a skilled programmer can write in less than two days
of coding.

Small programs are programs that one skilled programmer can write in less than one year
of full time work.

Large programs are programs that require more than two to five man-years of labor,
normally written by programming teams (which can exceed 1,000 skilled workers).

These estimates are approximate and there are obvious gaps in the gray zone between the
sizes. Further, there can be huge differences in individual abilities.
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There are famous examples of programmers rewriting large programs overnight, but those
already had substantial parts already written.

Larry Ellison wrote the first version of Oracle database with Ed Oates and Bob Miner in
about six months. That is a genius exception. Data bases typically take large teams
(sometimes hundreds of programmers) at least a year.

Bill Gates, copying and pasting from the source code of three working open source
versions, took more than six months to create a bug-filled BASIC compiler and then hired a
team of six skilled programmers who spent more than six more months to get rid of enough
bugs to make the compiler somewhat usable (a total of more than three man-years). That is an
idiot exception. A BASIC compiler typically takes a skilled programmer a few hours to
create. Note that Bill Gates takes credit for quickly having created a BASIC compiler, but
according to other sources he was sued for having illegally used open source code for
commercial purposes, forcing him to spend a great deal of time attempting to do a project that
many programmers of the day could successfully finish in hours.

impact on good programming practices

“As long as there were no machines, programming was no problem at all: when
we had a few weak computers, programming became a mild problem, and now that
we have gigantic computers, programming has become as equally gigantic
problem. In this sense the electronic industry has solved not a single problem, it
has only created them — it has created the problem of using its products.”

—E W Dijkstram, “The Humble Programmer”, Turing Award Lecture, CACM
Vol 15, Number 10, October 1972

Almost every program assigned in a class setting will be trivial, simply because there isn’t
enough time in a quarter or semester for longer programs.

Each programming assignment will concentrate on one or a small number of specific
programming concepts.

The artificial nature of school programming assignments cause most students to question
the utility of modern programming practices, especially the time and effort spent on form and
documentation.

These practices are the result of decades of real world programming.

Successful programs tend to have a long lifetime. Programmers will have to look at
existing source code, figure out what is going on, and then correctly modify the program to
add new features or update existing features to meet changing real world conditions.
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UNIX style

The UNIX philosophy on programming is to encourage a lot of small tools (programs)
that work together to complete a task (usually threaded together with a shell script). This
bottom-up approach to programming encourages the reuse and sharing of software. The
typical UNIX (or LINUX) distribution includes hundreds of small standardized tools that
allow a skilled UNIX prorgammer (or even a skilled UNIX administrator or user) to
immediately do useful large scale work.

object-oriented programming

Many students openly question why they are going to so much extra work to create object-
oriented projects when procedural programming will clearly be sufficient and involve less
work.

The simple answer is that object-oriented programming is one of the few proven
successful methods for cutting costs and improving reliability of large scale real-world
projects.
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kinds of

programs
chapter 3

summary

The educational goal of this chapter is to introduce the basic different kinds of
programming in common use.

The two major kinds of programming are systems programming and applications
programming.

list of kinds of programming

There are two basic kinds of programming: system and application.

System programming deals with the use of a computer system. This includes such things
as the operating system, device drivers for input and output devices, and systems utilities.

Application programming deals with the programs directly used by most people.

Application programming is generally divided further into scientific and business
programming.

Scientific programming is work in the scientific, engineering, and mathematical fields.
Often the programmers are the researchers who use the programs.

Business programming is work in the data processing field, including large scale business
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systems, web-based businesses, and office applications. It is exceedingly rare for these kinds
of programs to be created by the person who uses them.

Another large category of programming is programming for personal or home use. This
includes games. Historically, many advances in computer science occurred in the
development of computer and video games.

Embedded systems are programs that are built into specific hardware, such as the
computer systems in an automobile or microwave oven. These programs combine features of
operating systems and application program into a single monolithic system.

Scripting is a simplified version of programming originally intended for use primarily by
non-programmers. In practice, most non-programmers have trouble with scripting languages.
Some professional programmers have built very useful, sometimes intricate systems using
scripting languages, especially those contained in office software (such as word processors or
spreadsheets).

Web sites serve a variety of purposes, from business to eCommerce to social media to to
entertainment to education to non-profit and more.
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programming

languages
chapter 4

summary

The educational goals of this chapter are to familiarize the student with the kinds of
programming languages and the basic tools for programming. Key terminology is introduced
(the student should know the definition of terms in bold). This is followed by some C specific
information.

Programming languages vary from low level assemblers to high level languages.

“19. A language that doesn’t affect the way you think about programming, is
not worth knowing.” —Alan Perlis, Epigrams on Programming, ACM’s
SIGPLAN Notices Volume 17, No. 9, September 1982, pages 7-13

direct programming

Originally computers were programmed directly in a “language” that the computer
understood.

This direct programming could involve directly wiring the program into the computer. In
some cases, this involved a soldering iron. In other cases there was some kind of plug-board
ot make it easier to change the programmed instructions. This method was known as hard
wiring.
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Large telegraph networks and later large telephone networks became so complex as to
essentially be a computer on a system-wide basis. Many of the ideas (especially logic
circuits) that were later necessary to create computers were first developed for large scale
telegraph and telephone systems.

In some early computers the programming could be accomplished with a set of switches.
The use of front panel switches (and corresponding indicator lights) continued as an option
on many mainframe and minicomputer systems. Some microcomputer systems intended for
hobbyists and for dedicated systems also had some kind of front panel switches.

Another method was the use of punched cards. This was a technology originally
developed for controlling early industrial age factories, particularly large looms. The designs
or patterns for the cloth would be programmed using punched cards. This made it easy to
switch to new designs. Some of the large looms became so complex that they were essentially
computers, although that terminology wasn’t used at the time.

machine code and object code

Both the front panel switch and the punched card methods involved the use of numeric
codes. Each numeric code indicated a different machine instruction. The numbers used
internally are known as machine code. The numbers on some external media, such as
punched cards (or disk files) are known as object code.

assembly and assemblers

One of the early developments was a symbolic assembler. Instead of writing down a
series of binary numbers, the programmer would write down a list of machine instructions,
using human-readable symbols. A special program, the assembler, would convert these
symbolic instructions into object or machine code.

John von Neumann famously insisted that all coding on the ENIAC be done in object
code. His team went behind his back to create the first assembler.

Assembly languages have the advantage that they are easier to understand than raw
machine code, but still give access to all of the power of the computer (as each assembler
symbol translates directly into a specific machine instruction).

Assembly languages have the disadvantage that they are still very close to machine
language. These can be difficult for a human to follow and understand and time-consuming
for a human to write. Also, programs written in assembly are tied to a specific computer
hardware and can’t be reused on another kind of computer.

The human readable version of assembly code is known as source code (it is the source
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that the assembler converts into object code). All programs written in high level languages
are also called source code.

high level languages

High level languages are designed to be easier to understand than assembly languages and
allow a program to run on multiple different kinds of computers.

The story of the first successful high level language, FORTRAN I, is fascinating.

The source code written in high level languages needs to be translated into object code.
The two basic approaches are compilers and interpetters. Some programming languages are
available in both interpretted and compiled versions.

High level languages have usually been designed to meet the needs of some particular
kind of programming. For example, FORTRAN was originally intended for scientific
programming. COBOL was originally intended for business programming and data
processing. SQL was originally intended for data base queries. C was originally intended for
systems programming. LISP was originally intended for list processing. PHP was originally
intended for web scripting. Ada was originally intended for embedded systems. BASIC and
Pascal were originally intended as teaching languages.

Some high level languages were intended to be general purpose programming languages.
Examples include PL/I and Modula-2. Some languages that were originally intended for a
specific purpose have turned into general purpose programming languages, such as C and
Pascal.

compilers

Compilers convert a finished program (or section of a program) into object code. This is
often done in steps. Some compilers convert high level language instructions into assembly
language instructions and then an assembler is used to create the finished object code.

Some compilers convert high level language instructions into an intermediate language.
This intermediate language is platform-independent (it doesn’t matter which actual computer
hardware is eventually used). The intermediate language is then converted into object code
for a specific kind of computer. This approach makes it easier to move (or port) a compiler
from one kind of computer to another. Only the last step (or steps) need to be rewritten, while
the main complier is reused.

Compiled code almost always runs faster than interpretted code. An optimizing compiler
examines a high level program and figures out ways to optimize the program so that it runs
even faster.
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C

A C program is considered to be strictly conforming to ANSI C if the program only uses
features and libraries as they are described in the ANSI standard (with no additional optional
features or extensions).

A conforming hosted implementation accepts any strictly conforming program. This
applies to a program that is intended to run on an operating system.

A conforming freestanding implementation accepts any strictly conforming program
that doesnt use any library facilities other than those in the header files float.h,
limits.h, stdarg.h, and stdef.h.. This applies to a program that is intended to run
on an embedded system or other environment with minimal operating system support (such
as no file system)..

compilers and assemblers

A brief explanation of the difference between compilers and assemblers.

An assembler converts symbolic (human readable text) instructions into their
corresponding machine or object instructions. There is generally a one-to-one correspondence
between assembler instructions and machine instructions (at the macro-machine level).

A compiler converts a high level language into machine or object code. Typically there
are many machine instructions for every high level language instruction. There are some
exceptions — some older languages, such as COBOL and FORTRAN, had several
instructions that translated directly into a single machine instruction, but even in those cases,
most of the useful portions of the language were translated into many machine instructions.

An example from the C programming language:

    if (x==0) z=3; /* test to see if x is zero, if x
is zero, then set z to 3 */

The same example in 8080 assembly language (everything after the semicolon ; is a
comment to help you understand):

        LXIH $E050 ; point to location of variable x (Load Double Immediate
into HL register pair) 
        MOVAM ; load value of x into the accumulator (MOVe to A register from
Memory) 
        CMPA ; test the value of the accumulator (CoMPare A register with
itself) 
        JNZ @1 ; if not zero, then skip variable assignment (Jump is Not
Zero) 
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        MVIA #3 ; load three (new value for variable z) into accumulator
(MoVe Immediate into A register the number three) 
        LXIH $E060 ; point to location of variable z (Load Double Immediate
into HL register pair) 
        MOVMA ; store three into variable z (MOVe to Memory from A register) 
    @1  NOP ; drop through or skip to here to continue program (No OPeration)
    DS  $E050 ; reserve memory for variable x (Data Storage) 
    DS  $E060 ; reserve memory for variable z (Data Storage)

The same example in 8080 machine code (the comments after the semicolon ; wouldn’t
normally be included, but are added to help you follow along, in a real case of object code it
would be just binary/hexadecimal numbers):

    21 ; LXIH 
    50 ; data address 
    E0 ; data address 
    7E ; MOVAM 
    BF ; CMPA 
    C2 ; JNZ 
    0D ; code address 
    00 ; code address 
    1E ; MVIA 
    03 ; data 
    21 ; LXIH 
    60 ; data address 
    E0 ; data address 
    77 ; MOVMA 
    00 ; NOP 

    and later in memory: the data storage 

    $E050 ; variable x, unknown contents 
    $E060 ; variable y, becomes three (3)

You will notice that there is one machine instruction for each assembly instruction (some
instructions are followed by data or addresses), while there are many assembly or machine
instructions for one C instruction.

linkers

As programs grow in size, requiring teams of programmers, there is a need to break them
up into separate files so that different team members can work on their individual
assignments without interfering with the work of others. Each file is compiled separately and
then combined later.

Linkers are programs that combine the various parts of a large program into a single
object program. Linkers also bring in support routines from libraries. These libraries contain
utility and other support code that is reused over and over for lots of different programs.

Historically, linkers also served additional purposes that are no longer necessary, such as
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resolving relocatable code on early hardware (so that more than one program could run at the
same time).

loaders

A loader is a program that loads programs into main memory so that they can be run. In
the past, a loader would have to be explicitely run as part of a job. In modern times the loader
is hidden away in the operating system and called automatically when needed.

interpreters

Interpreters convert each high level instruction into a series of machine instructions and
then immediately run (or execute) those instructions. In some cases, the interpreter has a
library of routines and looks up the correct routine from the library to handle each high level
instruction.

Interpreters inherently run more slowly than the same software compiled. In the early days
of computing this was a serious problem. Since the mid-1980s, computers have become fast
enough that interpreters run fine for most purposes.

Most of the scripting languages common on the web and servers are intereted languages.
This includes JavaScript, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby.

Note that some modern programming languages (including Java and Python) translate the
raw text into an intermediate numeric code (usually a byte code) for a virtual machine. This
method is generally faster than older traditional methods of interpreting scripts and has the
advantage of providing a pkatform-independent stored code.

editors

An editor is a program that is used to edit (or create) the source files for programming.
Editors rarely have the advanced formatting and other features of a regular word processor,
but sometimes include special tools and features that are useful for programming.

Two important editors are emacs and vi from the UNIX world. I personally use Tom
Bender’s Tex-Edit Plus, which is available in multiple different languages (Danish, English,
French, German, Italian, Japanese, Spanish). Note that text-Edit Plus no longer works on the
latest versions of Macintosh. If anyone can contact Tom Bender, I will gladly update his
program to run on the latest machines, for free.

command line interface

A command line interface is an old-style computer interface where the programmer (or
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other person) controls the computer by typing lines of text. The text lines are used to give
instructions (or commands) to the computer. The most famous example of a command line
interface is the UNIX shell.

In addition to built-in commands, command line interfaces could be used to run programs.
Additional information could be passed to a program, such as names of files to use and
various “program switches” that would modify how a program operated.

See the information on how to use the shell.

development environment

A development environment is an integrated set of programs (or sometimes one large
monolithic program) that is used to support writing computer software. Development
environments typically include an editor, compiler (or compilers), linkers, and various
additional support tools. Development environments may include their own limited command
line interface specifically intended for programmers.

The term “development environment” can also be used to mean the collection of programs
used for writing software, even if they aren’t integrated with each other.

Because there are a huge number of different development environments and a complete
lack of any standardization, the methods used for actually typing in, compiling, and running a
program are not covered by this book. Please refer to your local documentation for details.

The development environment for UNIX, Linux, and Mac OS X are discussed in the
chapter on shell programming.

Stanford introduction

Stanford CS Education Library This [the following section until marked as end of
Stanford University items] is document #101, Essential C, in the Stanford CS Education
Library. This and other educational materials are available for free at
http://cslibrary.stanford.edu/. This article is free to be used, reproduced, excerpted,
retransmitted, or sold so long as this notice is clearly reproduced at its beginning. Copyright
1996-2003, Nick Parlante, nick.parlante@cs.stanford.edu.

The C Language

C is a professional programmer’s language. It was designed to get in one’s way as little as
possible. Kernighan and Ritchie wrote the original language definition in their book, The C
Programming Language (below), as part of their research at AT&T. Unix and C++ emerged
from the same labs. For several years I used AT&T as my long distance carrier in
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appreciation of all that CS research, but hearing “thank you for using AT&T” for the
millionth time has used up that good will.

Some languages are forgiving. The programmer needs only a basic sense of how things
work. Errors in the code are flagged by the compile-time or run-time system, and the
programmer can muddle through and eventually fix things up to work correctly. The C
language is not like that.

The C programming model is that the programmer knows exactly what they want to do
and how to use the language constructs to achieve that goal. The language lets the expert
programmer express what they want in the minimum time by staying out of their way.

C is “simple’ in that the number of components in the language is small-- If two language
features accomplish more-or-less the same thing, C will include only one. C’s syntax is terse
and the language does not restrict what is “allowed” -- the programmer can pretty much do
whatever they want.

C’s type system and error checks exist only at compile-time. The compiled code runs in a
stripped down run-time model with no safety checks for bad type casts, bad array indices, or
bad pointers. There is no garbage collector to manage memory. Instead the programmer
mangages heap memory manually. All this makes C fast but fragile.

Analysis -- Where C Fits

Because of the above features, C is hard for beginners. A feature can work fine in one
context, but crash in another. The programmer needs to understand how the features work
and use them correctly. On the other hand, the number of features is pretty small.

Like most programmers, I have had some moments of real loathing for the C language. It
can be irritatingly obedient -- you type something incorrectly, and it has a way of compiling
fine and just doing something you don’t expect at run-time. However, as I have become a
more experienced C programmer, I have grown to appreciate C’s straight-to-the point style. I
have learned not to fall into its little traps, and I appreciate its simplicity.

Perhaps the best advice is just to be careful. Don’t type things in you don’t understand.
Debugging takes too much time. Have a mental picture (or a real drawing) of how your C
code is using memory. That’s good advice in any language, but in C it’s critical.

Perl and Java are more “portable” than C (you can run them on different computers
without a recompile). Java and C++ are more structured than C. Structure is useful for large
projects. C works best for small projects where performance is important and the progammers
have the time and skill to make it work in C. In any case, C is a very popular and influential
language. This is mainly because of C’s clean (if minimal) style, its lack of annoying or
regrettable constructs, and the relative ease of writing a C compiler.
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Other Resources

The C Programming Language, 2nd ed., by Kernighan and Ritchie. The thin book which
for years was the bible for all C programmers. Written by the original designers of the
language. The explanations are pretty short, so this book is better as a reference than for
beginners.

Stanford CS Education Library This is document #101, Essential C, in the Stanford CS
Education Library. This and other educational materials are available for free at
http://cslibrary.stanford.edu/. This article is free to be used, reproduced, excerpted,
retransmitted, or sold so long as this notice is clearly reproduced at its beginning. Copyright
1996-2003, Nick Parlante, nick.parlante@cs.stanford.edu.

end of Stanford introduction
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standards and

variants
chapter 5

summary

The educational goal of this chapter is to make the student aware that there are offcial
versions of many programming languages, but that in practice there are a lot of variations
(and that a programmer must be able to adapt to changes and variations).

Programming languages can meet official standards or come in variants and dialects.

standards and variants

Programming languages have traditionally been developed either by a single author or by
a committee.

Typically after a new programming language is released, new features or modifications,
called variants, start to pop-up. The different versions of a programming language are called
dialects. Over time, the most popular of these variants become common place in all the major
dialects.

If a programming language is popular enough, some international group or committee will
create an official standard version of a programming language. The largest of these groups
are ANSI (Ameican national Standards Institute) and ISO (International Orgnaization for
Standardization).
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While variants and dialects may offer very useful features, the use of the non-standard
features will lock the program into a particular development environment or compiler and
often will lock the program into a specific operating system or even hardware platform.

Use of official standaards allows for portability, which is the ability to move a program
from one machine or operating system to another.

While variants were traditionally introduced in an attempt to improve a programming
language, Microsoft started the practice of intentionally creating variants to lock developers
into using Microsoft products. In some cases the Microsoft variants offered no new features,
but merely chaanged from the established standard for the sake of being different. Microsoft
lost a lawsuit with Sun Microsystems for purposely creating variants to Java in hopes of
killing off Java in favor of Microsoft languages. Note that Java is now owned by Oracle and
Microsoft is no longer trying to break it.
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critical

reasoning
critical reasoning

This chapter looks at critical reasoning.

Important Note: While critical reasoning is a great tool for computers, it clashes with
most social institutions, including business, law, and government. Business persons and
government officials do not normally react well to critical reasoning and science. Do not
confuse the two realms. Use critical reasoning and mathematcis in your work, but switch to
social skills for all interactions with those in positions of power or authority.

tinkering and thought

The vast majority of programmers, system administrators, data base administrators, and
other tech personnel are tinkerers.

Tinkerers have no real understanding of the objects they work on. Tinkerers use trial and
error until things work better.

The best tinkerers are successful because they have a good intuition about what guesses
might work and over time they have collected a set of superstitutions that work most of the
time for the most common problems.

The very best programmers, system administrators, data base administrators, and other
tech personnel use rational thought and critical reasoning to understand how a system works
and fails and uses a combination of knowledge, skill, and imagination to craft appropriate
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solutions.

This chapter is about how to use critical reasoning. The vast majority of readers can safely
skip over this material.

engineering and business

Engineering and business are fundamentally different. This web page is intended to help
business persons successfully make use of engineers.

I will describe the fundamental difference, outline the basic web services, and discuss how
to get engineers to deliver what your business needs

fundamental difference

The fundamental difference is that business is a social activity and engineering is a
mathematical activity. The computer is a pure mathematical machine.

In engineering (as well as science and mathematics), one plus one (1+1) always equals
two (2), for all times and places, regardless of culture. The answer is the same for Stephen
Hawking in modern Great Britain and Euclid in Egypt some two thousaand years ago.

In business (as well as law and government), one plus one might be equal to three-and-a-
quarter, trending up. But if it reaches six, consider that a bubble and sell before it falls. If
someone is rich or powerful enough, they can demand that two plus two be whatever they
need it to be — and nobody dare risk their wrath for failure to obey.

I am not exaggerating. The US Supreme Court ruled that tomatoes were vegetables, not
fruits (for tax purposes). The California Supreme Court ruled that insects, including bees, are
fish (for endangered species purposes).

Engineering is absolute and business is relative.

A business person needs to be aware that engineers think in a completely different manner
and that their machines do not answer to money or power. Computers answer only to the
laws of mathematics.

The reason that business persons often see disconcerting, strange characters among the
geeks is because they are highly skilled at mathematics and mathematics doesn’t take into
account fashion or custom.

business and government

Business, government, law, and most social institutions are all subjective perception.
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The clash between subjective business perceptions and the harsh absolutism of
mathematics and computers is often confounding to programmers and other technical staff.

It makes sense to base business on perception because consumerism is based not on actual
needs but on selling wants and desires.

It makes sense to base government and law on perception because that allows those in
power to continually adjust their rulings to meet their own needs.

perception and proof

Reality is perceived. Mathematics is proven.

The existence of optical illusions illustrates the inherent lack of reliability of our
perceptions of reality. Different testmony by witnesses to the same event highlight
differences in perception by different observers. Some philosphers have questioned whether
an objective reality even exists.

Mathematics is pure in abstraction. Mathematics has clear definitions and axioms, from
which theorems can be proven true or false.

Philosophers have long examined this distinction.

Imhotep, the chief architect of the first two true pyramids in ancient Egypt, inventor of the
scientific method, inventor of medical triage, and inventor of trigonometry, claimed that
mathematics were the fundamental divine laws of physical reality.

Modern applied mathematics is based on the idea that mathematics models reality.

Computers simulate pure mathematics. Unlike pure math, physical hardware is subject to
momentary glitches, such as electrical spikes, cosmic rays, and distant earthquakes.

objectvity and subjectivity

The goal in critical reasoning is objectivity.

The goal in artwork is subjectivity.

Both are valid goals. Kung Fu-Tze (Confucious), Aristotle, and Buddha all proposed some
variation of the belief that humans need balance.

A few hundred years ago, European artists attempted to match exactly what they saw,
which was called realism. Impressionism moved to attempting to capture the essential
impression of a scene. Surrealism bent and warped reality. Abstract expressionism attempted
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to capture the abstract essence. Numerous other art movements employed new and different
ways to look at the world and express artistic creativity.

Objectivity calls for a fair examination, an attempt to determine a greater truth.

Objective journalism asks six questions; who, what, when, where, why, and how.
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classifications
classifications

summary

This chapter looks at classifications.

Classifying is the act of placing things into groups.

Two famous examples are the Dewey Decimal Classification used by some libraries and
taxonomy, the classification of groups of biological organisms based on shared characteristics
(the principal ranks are domain, kingdom, phylum, clas, orer, family, genus, and species).

concepts and referents

A concept is a category.

A referent is a specific member of a category.

    Fido is a referent in the concept of dogs. Cats and dogs are referents in the concept of
mammals. Mammals and reptiles are referents in the concept of animals.

species and genus

A species is a smaller, more specific group, while a genus is a larger, more general group.

Using the above example, domestic cats and dogs are species of the genus mammals,
while mammals and reptiles are species of the genus animals.

Note that these older philosophical concepts of species and genus predate the more
complex modern biological system of categories.

abstract and concrete
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Each higher layer of genus becomes more abstract. Each lower layer of species becomes
more concrete.

Abstract is a relative term.

Concrete is not limited to physical items. For example, specific emotions (sad, happy) are
more concrete than emotional states.

classes and objects

You see this same kind of grouping in object oriented programming. A class is a genus
(concept) and the various objects are the species (referent).

A class defines the characteristics (data) and behaviors (methods) of a group. An object is
a specific individual (instance) of a group.

rules of classification

There are two basic rules for good classifications:

(1) A set of classifications must be used according to a consistent principle that is
mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive.

(2) Classifications must be made on essential attributes.

mutually exclusive

Mutually exclusive means that any particular species can only be in a single genus.

Green characters and Muppets are not mutually exclusive, because Kermit the Frog
qualifies for both genuses.

jointly exhaustive

Jointly exhaustive means that all of the species taken together (jointly) will make up the
complete (exhaustive) set of the genus.

The species felines (cats) and canines (dogs) are not jointly exhaustive for the genus
mammals, because there are still many additional creatures that qualify as mammals, but
aren’t felines or canines.

consistent principle

It is important to have a consistent principle for organizing your classifications.
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The species of (1) green things and (2) big things and (3) mammals are not consistent
because the first measure is color, the second size, and the third a biological group.

The species of red, green, and blue are consistent because they are all colors.

essential attributes

It is important that the choice of rule for classification be based on an essential attribute.

Organizing books by the colors of the covers would create a bizarre library, while
organizing books by subject (such as the Dewey Decimal Classification) creates a library that
is easy to use.

This is because the subject matter (or author) is an essential characteristic of a book, while
the color of the cover isn’t. The color of the cover can change from printing to printing.

levels of organization

The levels of ogranization need to make sense.

As an example, the Dewey Decimal Classification is made up of ten classes. Each class is
divided into ten divisions. Each division is divided into ten sections.

Class 0 is Computer science, information & general works. Division 00 is Computer
science, information & general works. Section 004 is Data processing & computer science,
005 is Computer programming, programs & data, and 006 is Special computer methods.

000 Computer science, information & general works
000 Computer science, information & general works

000 Computer science, knowledge & general works
001 Knowledge
002 The book (i.e. Meta writings about books)
003 Systems
004 Data processing & computer science
005 Computer programming, programs & data
006 Special computer methods
007 (Unassigned)
008 (Unassigned)
009 (Unassigned)

010 Bibliographies
020 Library & information sciences
030 Encyclopedias & books of facts
040 Biographies
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050 magazines, journals & serials
060 Associaitons, organizations & museums
070 News media, journalism & publishing
080 General collections
090 Manuscripts & rare books

100 Philosophy and psychology
200 Religion
300 Social sciences
400 Language
500 Science
600 technology
700 Arts & recreation
800 Literature
900 History & geography

Make sure that your categories have a species-genus relationship. For example, an enzyme
is a kind of protein and therefore they have a species-genus relationship, but an amino acid is
is a component part of a protein and therefore they don’t have a species-genus relationship.

outlines

The outlines that you were taught in school are an example of a proper organization of
classifications. Outlines developed specifically because they are useful tools for organizing a
well-reasoned argument, presentation, or essay.

I. first main topic
A. first subtopic

i. first inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

B. second subtopic
i. first inner topic

a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

C. third subtopic
i. first inner topic
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a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

II. second main topic
A. first subtopic

i. first inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

B. second subtopic
i. first inner topic

a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

C. third subtopic
i. first inner topic

a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

III. third main topic
A. first subtopic

i. first inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

B. second subtopic
i. first inner topic

a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic
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C. third subtopic
i. first inner topic

a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

ii. second inner topic
a. first innermost topic
b. second innermost topic

elements

In Western antiquity, the ancient Egyptians and the Greeks developed the idea of four or
five basic elements: fire, water, air, earth, and spirit. The Chinese developed the five basic
elements of wood, fire, earth, metal, and water.

The Western elements represented the basic underlying principles of natures: three states
of matter (earth = solid, water = liquid, and air = gas) and energy (fire = energy). The spirit or
soul was sometimes included as a fifth element.

In modern Western civilization the word element was purposely reused to describe the
fundamental chemical elements that make up matter.

Library of Congress Classification

The Library of Congress Classification system (LLC):

Class A - General Works

Class B - Philosophy, Psychology, Religion

Class C - Auxillary Sciences of History

Class D - World History and History of Europe, Asia, Africa, Austrlia, New Zealand,
etc.

Class E - History of the Americas

Class F - Local History of the Americas

Class G - geography, Anthropology, Recreation

Class H - Social Sciences

Class J - Political Science
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Class K - Law

Class L - Education

Class M - Music

Class N - Fine Arts

Class P - Language and Literature

Class Q - Science

Class R - Medicine

Class S - Agriculture

Class T - Technology

Class U - Military Science

Class V - Naval Science

Class Z - Bibliography, Library Science

Dewey Decimal Classification

The Dewey Decimal Classification system (DDC):

000 - Computer Science, information, and general works

005.8 - Computer security

005.82 - Digital rights management, electronic signatures

069.50288 - Maintenance and repair

100 - Philosophy and psychology

155.40862 - People by social and economic levels

155.4 - Child psychology

200 - Religion

220.3 - Dictionaries and encyclopedias

220.4 - Concordances
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300 - Social Sciences

302.231 - Digital media

302.232 - Print media

305.4 - Women

320.409 - History and biography

332.32 - Savings and loan associations (variant names: building and loan
associations, building societies, home loan associations, mortgage institutions)

343.014 - Discipline and conduct

343.0140269 - Courts and procedure

344.054 - Matters concerning public morals and customs

353.13263 - Foreign Service

362.16 - Extended care medical facilities

362.27 - Gambling as a social problem

364 - Criminology

370.15 - Educational psychology

371.192 - Parent-school relations

391 - Costume and personal appearance

400 - Language

500 - Pure Science

523.48 - Neptune (former heading: Trans-Neptunian planets)

577.639 - Salt lake ecology

577.69 - Saltwater wetland and seashore ecology

577.7 - Marine ecology (including salwater ecology)

588.2 - Bryopsida
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593.55 - Hydrozoa

597.56 - Salmon

597.7 - Australian salmon

600 - Technology

623.746 - Heavier-than-air aircraft

641.815 - Breads and bread-like foods

641.7 - Specific cooking proceses and techniques

700 - Arts and recreation

796.817 - Kickboxing

800 - Literature

900 - History and geography

T1 - Standard Subdivisions

T2 - Geographic Areas, Historical Periods, Biography

T2-4115 - Highland (Scottish Highlands)

T2-755816 - Alleghany County

T3 - Subdivisions for the Arts, fr Individual Literatures, for Specific Literary Forms

T3A - Subdivisions for Works by or about Individual Authors

T3B - Subdivisions for Works by or about More than One Author

T3C - Notations to Be Added Where Instructed in Table 3B, 700.4, 808-809

T4 - Subdivisions of Individual Languages and Language Families

T5 - Ethnic and National Groups

T6 - Languages
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definition
definition

summary

This chapter looks at definitions.

The first rule of philosophy is to define your terms. The reason is to create clarity and
make sure that everyone is discussing the same thing.

Churchill

There is a famous example from World War II. In American use, the term “table” means
to put a matter aside. In the rest of the English-speaking world, the term “table” means to
begin discussion on a matter.

Winston Churchill describes how this became a source of confusion during World War II
in his book The Second World War, Volume 3: The Grand Alliance.

The enjoyment of a common language was of course a supreme advantage in all
British and American discussions. … The British Staff prepared a paper which
they wished to raise as a matter of urgency, and informed their American
colleagues that they wished to “table it.” To the American Staff “tabling” a paper
meant putting it away in a drawer and forgetting it. A long and even acrimonious
argument ensued before both parties realized that they were agreed on the merits
and wanted the same thing.

dictionaries

Why not just use a dictionary?

Dictionaries serve a different purpose. The definitions in dictionaries are about words. The
definitions in philosophy are about concepts.
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Even though we have a different purpose for definition in critical reasoning, a dictionary
definition can be a good starting point for coming up with a useful philosophical definition.

A Webster’s style dictionary (there are many different brands, not one single version)
attempts to record how the common person uses the language. The first was Noah Webster’s
1928 edition of the American Dictionary of the English Language.

An authorative dictionary attempts to record expert use of the language (such as the
works of great writers). Originally authorative dictionaries recorded how the king or queen
wanted the language to be used. The famous example is the Oxford English Dictionary,
which is printed on behalf of British royalty.

A lexicon is a specialized dictionary that records the words and phrases for a particular
use, such as a law or science dictionary. The famous example is Black’s Law Dictionary.

boundaries

One of the most important aspects of a good definition is setting boundaries. A definition
divides the universe into that which fits the definition and that which doesn’t fit the
definition.

It is generallly easy to deal with cases that are clearly within a definition and cases that are
clearly outside of a definition. The problem is dealing well with the cases that are near the
borders. In computer science, these are sometimes called the “corner cases”.

precision and accuracy

Precision is how exacting something is. For example, 3.14159 is more precise than three.

Accuracy is how correct something is.

&The classic example is:

“2 + 2 = 3.9999” is very precise, but inaccurate.

“Two plus two is less than ten” is accurate, but imprecise.

We want any definition to be accurate.

There are always degrees of precision. In philosophy we want to be as precise as
necessary. We want to be precise enough to avoid confusion, but have no need to go to
extremes for precision’s own sake.

clarity
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The basic function of a definition in critical reasoning is to be clear. Our goal is to avoid
confusion.

Working towards great clarity in definitions actually helps us better understand the topics
we are thinking about.

In the last half century or so there has been a lot of work on how language and words
powerfully control our thoughts and even what we are able to think of.

summary

A good definition should summarize the concept.

genus and differentia

A classic test of a good definition for critical reasoning is that it includes a genus and a
differentia.

The genus let’s us know the class of concepts.

The differentia (difference) let’s us know how this particular concept difefrs from other
similar concepts.

In normal speech it is common to leave the genus implied. For good critical reasoning, it
is important to actually state the genus.

In some cases the genus is essential for distinguishing between multiple meanings of a
word.
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classical logic
classical logic

summary

This chapter looks at classical or Aristotelian logic.

Aristotle was a Greek philosopher and scientist who lived from 384 to 322 B.C.E. in
Athens, Greece. He was a puil of Plato, who in turn was a pupil and friend of Socrates.

logical argument

Aristotle claimed that all logical argument could be reduced to two premises (a major
premise and a minor premise) and a conclusion.

three laws

Aristotle created three basic laws or principles of logical reasoning:

1. The principle of identity
      A thing is itself: A is A.

2. The principle of the excluded middle
      A proposition is either true or false: either A or not A.

3. The principle of contradiction
      No proposition can be both true and false: A cannot be both A and not A.

Note that the third rule is called both the principle of contradiction and the principle of
noncontradiction.
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engineering
engineering

summary

This chapter looks at engineering.

engineering method

There are numerous variations of the engineering method. There is no official version.
Most have four steps, although five and six step versions also exist. In general, all of the
versions include the same basic stuff, but divide it up differently or express it differently.

1. Define problem.
2. Brainstorm solutions.
3. Evaluate and choose one method
4. Plan implementation

1. The first step is to identify the actual problem that is being solved. The vast
majority of projects, especially those created by government or business, start
instead with a statement of a particular solution.

In engineering, it is best to start with a clear, neutral definition of the problem
that must be solved.

2. The second step is to look at all possible solutions. This includes examining
the existing record to see how others have solved the same or similar problems.

3. The third step is to evaluate the risks, benefits, costs, advantages, and
disadvantages of the possible solutions and determine which solution best meets
the needs and budget.

4. The fourth and final step is to come up with a plan to implement the solution.
In computer science, this centers on the software design.
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Boolean

algebra and

logic
Boolean algebra and logic

summary

This section needs repair. I have the last PDF created, but my source files were
stolen. Unfortunately, Adobe Acrobat does a horrible job of converting a PDF back into
HTML (the source I use to create the book you are looking at now). It will take substantial
time to repair these chapters.
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what if language
This section is a historical what if.

overview of thought experiment

What if we could have designed a high quality programming language that
was released in the early days of computing and that with time-appropriate
extensions stood the test of time and remained useful to the present?

This is not as simple as it may seem at first.

Neither FORTRAN nor COBOL includes pointers. Pointers existed in assembly language
and object code, but weren’t available in high level languages until PL/I.

The first COBOL standard was in 1959, with the first version available in 1960. COBOL
was rolled out over 1960, 1961, 1963, and 1965 standards. The reason was that no
manufacturer could reasonably release a full COBOL compiler right away. It took six years to
create the code as well as advances in the underlying hardware before the entire original
specification was rolled out.

While some early languages (such as BASIC, COBOL, and PL/I) still have some use in
maintaining legacy systems, only LISP and FORTRAN remain strong languages in their
respective fields (LISP primarily in AI and FORTRAN primarily in scientific use of super
computers). And FORTRAN sucks — which you would know if you ever wrote production
software in it.

FORTRAN was accepted and was the overwhelming dominant language for more than a
decade for one and only one reason: it produced compiled code nearly as efficient as hand
assembly.

The creators of FORTRAN had seen well designed languages fail because they were too
slow for extremely expensive primitive early computers. They knew that compiled languages
would only be accepted if they produced fast object code.

Therefore they put all of their efforts into optimizing for efficient code. Many of their
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ideas are still in use and the efficiency of FORTRAN I far exceeds any modern compiler.

Unfortunately they ignored language design and FORTRAN was a nightmare for coding. I
wrote professional FORTRAN softare. Anyone who wrote FORTRAN code can verify this.

LISP was a great language, but a surprising number of people rejected it because they
didn’t like counting parenthesis.

COBOL sufered from being way too wordy and for emphasizing features of operating
systems that disappeared into history. The creators of COBOL honestly thought that they
were creating a programming language that any business person would be able to write code
with. After a few years of reality, that goal was changed to making programs that any
business person could read and verify that the program accurately relected busines sneeds.
Even that goal wasn’t true.

BASIC was relatively easy to use and lasted a surprisingly long time, both as a hobbyist
language and surprisingly sometimes as a professional language. BASIC was cleaner than
FORTRAN, but suffered from some of the drawbacks of FORTRAN.

PL/I was an attempt to combine both FORTRAN and COBOL as well as include some
ideas that had been developed later, such as pointers and stacks. It had some new problems of
its own, but its biggest problem was it was perceived as an IBM-only languages.

APL was a very efficient and terse language. Its big problem was it required a special
keyboard. It was briefly popualr two different times because it allowed those with a strong
mathematics background to quickly write one-off programs to solve some mathematical
problem.

C is an extremely influential langauge. Most modern languages have C as one of their
major influences, directly or indirectly through other languages. C did (and still does) have
some key problems, especially for implementation on computers where the natural word size
was not a multiple of the natural character size and for processors of less than eight bits.

C++, Objective C, and other object oriented extensions of C show how messy things can
get when trying to cram new ideas into an established language.

In our thought experiment, we somehow can go back in time and introduce a
programming language that is orderly and can over time easily and comfortably accept new
ideas.

Our thought experiment is limited by the concern of the original FORTRAN team: each
version of our proposed language has to be efficiently implemented on the hardware of the
time.
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We can have the plans for the series of versions mapped out in advance.

LISP was originally proposed in a 1960 paper by John McCarthy. McCarthy had been
experimenting with ideas for LISP in 1958. To McCarthy’s surprise, Steve Russell
implemented the LISP eval function in IBM 704 machine code.

Our thought experiment is: how would we map out the evolution of one single coherent
programming langauge in a manner where each version can efficiently be run on the
hardware for each version’s own time period.

The rules to this thought experiment:

(1) We can introduce parts of the language over time. We are allowed to take into account
how computing changes over time and make sure from the beginning that our language will
continue to make sense at each step of the way and that new parts will fit smoothly with old
parts.

(2) We can’t introduce anything until the technology reasonably supports the things we
introduce. This will be the most difficult in the first two to four decades of computing
(depending on when you view the first version as coming into existence).

(3) We can’t throw away any parts once they are introduced. The entire language must
remain backwards compatible.

overview of thought experiment

history

source code

identifiers

keywords

literals

constants

operators and separators

white space

new lines
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comments

preprocessor

declarations

types

symbols

logical types

numeric types

integer types

real types

complex types

character types

string types

relational operators and ordered types

pictures and formats

pointer types

reference and dereference

access types

dynamic storage

vector types

matrix types

array types
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table types

ranges

enumeration types

tuples

sets

structure types

uniontypes

record types with discriminants

hashes

lists

stacks

queues

dictionaries

objects

function types

void types

user defined types

files

scope and visibility

conversions

expressions
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primary expressions

postfix expressions

unary expressions

binary operator expressions

logical operator expressions

logic assertions

conditional expressions

assignment expressions

sequential expressions

constrant expressions

order of evaluation

statements

expression statements

arithmetic statements

labeled statements

blocks

compounds tatements

conditional statements

loops

interative statements and iterators

case statements
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break and continue statements

return statements

goto statements

low-level statements

null statements

conditions

exceptions

errors

procedures

functions

recursion

methods

lambdas

input statements

output statements

database statements

classes

modules

packages

generic units

reflection
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operations

resources

globals

concurrent execution

tasks

semaphores

asycnhronous message passing

remote procedure call

rendezvous

virtualmachines

low-level programming

standard library

standard language additions

character processing functions

string processing functions

memory functions

input output functions

storage allocation functions

mathematical functions

time and date functions

control functions
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miscellaneous functions
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history
a quick history

For those who didn’t live through the early days of computing, let me provide you with
one example of the severity of constraints of early computing:

In the early 1960s 1401 FORTRAN (which came between the unreleased FORTRAN III
and FORTRAN IV) for the IBM 1401 computer used a 63-pass compiler. This complier
required 8000 character of core memory (six bits each). It could be run from magnetic tape or
from a 2200-card deck. Once started, it used no external memory (other than reading in the
code for the next passes of the compiler from tape, cards, or disk storage). The compiler was
loaded in a series of overlays (software running consecutively in the same memory locations)
and gradually transformed the data in memory.

At the time not all computers had 8000 memory bytes as an option and for those that did
have that much or memory, it was very expensive. The magnetic cores had to be hand sewn
by (mostly) women working under powerful magnification.

The FORTRAN II compiler had 29 passes, requiring 4K of memory and additional
removable cartridge disks totalling 5 megs.

Donald Knuth’s personal notes, now digitized and available online, are filled with
discusssions by early compiler writers (well into the 1960s) about how they had to severely
limit the number of language keywords to leave room for also storing variables from
prorgams being compiled.

LISP couldn’t reasonably be used (other than for John McCarthy’s experiments) for a
couple of years until someone figured out a clever scheme that made efficient evaluation of
LISP possible.

I hope this gives you some idea of the severe limitations for the first releases of this what
if language.

early assemblers
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Maurice Wilkes and W. Renwick created an assembler called Initial Orders that ran on the
EDSAC (Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator) at Cambridge University.
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source code
input

Source code can come from files, cards, tapes (paper or magnetic), or some kind of
keyboard or terminal.

When the source code is input from files, cards, tapes (paper or magnetic), or some other
storage, the program can be either interpreted or compiled.

When the source code is input from some kind of keyboard or terminal, it is an interactive
session and each line is immediately interpreted unless the interactive session is in an editing
mode.

source code representation

Source code is Unicode text encoded in UTF-8. The text is not canonicalized, so a single
accented code point is distinct from the same character constructed from combining an accent
and a letter; those are treated as two code points. For simplicity, this document will use the
unqualified term character to refer to a Unicode code point in the source text. — The Go
Programming Language Specification

Each code point is distinct; for instance, upper and lower case letters are different
characters. — The Go Programming Language Specification

Implementation restriction: For compatibility with other tools, a compiler may disallow
the NUL character (U+0000) in the source text. — The Go Programming Language Specification

Implementation restriction: For compatibility with other tools, a compiler may ignore a
UTF-8-encoded byte order mark (U+FEFF) if it is the first Unicode code point in the source
text. A byte order mark may be disallowed anywhere else in the source. — The Go Programming
Language Specification

The UTF-8 standard recommends replacing each error (which for this language will
include the UTF-8-encoded byte order mark (U+FEFF) (other than as the first Unicode code
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point in the source text) with the replacement character “�” (U+FFDD). When in edit mode,
it will be represented by the replacement character, but the original will be preserved unless
changed by the user, and the user can examine to see what the underlying data is. Any UTF-8
errors that result in the replacement character “�” (U+FFDD) are ignored, If the remaining
text is valid, the program will continue to be interpreted or compiled. — The Go Programming
Language Specification

source code format

Portions of this document are provided here. Use the link to view and read the entire
document.

NOTE: This document was released almost a year
before the language was released.

From the IBM Programmer’s Reference Manual FORTRAN
Automatic Coding System for the IBM 704:

Keypunching the Program

Each statement is punched on a separate card. If a statement is
too long to fit on a single card it can be continued over as many
as 9 additional continuation cards. For each statement the initial
card must contain either a zero or blank in column 6; on continuation cards column 6 must
not contain a zero or blank, and it should be used to number the continuation cards
consecutively from 1 to 9.

If a statment is too long to fit on a single line of the coding form, the programmer can
signal to the keypuncher that he has continued on to the next line by placing a mark in the
column labeled CONTINUATION.

The order of the statements is governed solely by the order of the cards. However, any
number less than 215 (=32768) may be associated with any statement by punching it in
columns 1-5 of the initial card bearing that statemet. Thereupon this number becomes the
statement number of that statement. Statement numbers, besides permitting cross-
references within the source code, also help the programmer to correlate the object
program with his source code.

Punching the character C in column 1 will cause the card to be ignored by FORTRAN.
Such cards may therefore be used to carry comments which will appear when the deck is
listed.
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Columns 73-80 are not read by FORTRAN and may be punched with any desired
identifying information.

The statements themselves are punched in columns 7-72, both on initial and
continuation cards. Thus a statement consists of not more than 10 x 66 = 660 characters. A
table of the admissible characters in FORTRAN is given in Appendix A.

Blank characters, except in column 6, are simply ignored by FORTRAN, and the
programmer may use blanks freely to improve the readability of his FORTRAN listing.

Source code format is free form.

The first line of the source code can be a UNIX/Linux-style shebang "#!" followed by the
location of the compiler/interpreter.

If a line of the source code includes the command CARD COLUMN followed by card
column ranges, for the rest of the source code, the designated columns are reserved for
sequence numbers and are ignored, including the line with that command. The command can
not extend into the designated card sequence columns. If the command extends into
designated card sequence columns, it is a fatal error.

If a line of the source code includes the command COMPILE followed by any options, the
source code will be compiled.

If a line of the source code includes the command INTERPRET followed by any options,
the source code will be interpreted.

If there is a procedure with the option MAIN (case insensitive), the program will begin
executing with that procedure.

If there is a function named main (case insensitive), the program will begin executing with
that function.

A single program with both a main procedure and a main function is a fatal error.

In all other cases, the program will begin executing at the beginning of the source code.
Functions and procedures are not run until they are called elsewhere.

program structure

A PL/I program consists of one or more blocks of statements called procedures. A
procedure may be thought of as a subroutine. Procedures may invoke other procedures, and
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these procedures or subroutines may either be compiled separately, or may be nested within
the calling procedure, and compiled with it. Each procedure may contain declarations that
define names and control the allocation of storage. — IBM System/360 Operating System
PL/I (F) Language Reference Manual
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identifiers
Identifiers are sequences of letters, digits, and underscores. The first character must be a

letter. Case is important; e.g, CS, Cs, cS, and cs are all different identifiers. — The SR
Programming Language
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keywords
Keywords are special identifiers, such as if and do, whose meaning is fixed in the

language. — The SR Programming Language
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literals
Literals are specific values of different types, such as booleans, integers, reals, characters,

and strings. — The SR Programming Language

Integer literals are unsigned sequences of digits. Decimal numbers are sequences of 0-9.
Octal numbers are sequences of 0-7 followed by q or Q. Hexadecimal numbers are sequences
of 0-9, a-f, or A-F, followed by x or X; hexadecimal numbers must begin with a digit. All
numbers specify the least significant bits of th eliteral; unspecified bits are set to 0. Some
examples of integer literals are — The SR Programming Language

          11      4096      1333Q      0abcdefX
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constants
constants

constants
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operators and

separators
Operators and separators are keywords or special characters, such as <= or [ ]. — The SR

Programming Language

The integer operators include arithmetic operators, such as +, **, % (remainder), and
mod; bit-wise operators, such as and and or; and bit-shifting operators, such as >> (right
shift). Each operator returns an integer result. — The SR Programming Language
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white space
White space — blanks or tabs — may appear between any two tokens. It is ignored unless

it is essential to separate two tokens, such as a keyword followed by an identifer. — The SR
Programming Language
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new lines
Newline character, too, can sometimes be used as white space. However, they can also

indicate the end of a declaration, statement, or expression. When a newline character is
encountered, its rule is determined by following rule: If the previous token can legally
terminate a declaration, estatement, or expression — and if the following token can legally
begin one — then the newline acts as a separator; otherwise it is ignored. For example,
consider the following program fragment: — The SR Programming Language

x := 10 + 
        3

It consists of a single assignment, assigning 13 to x. In contrast consider: — The SR
Programming Language

x := 10 
        + 3

This consists of two expressions: the first assigns 10 to x, and the second just evaluates
the expression + 3. To rewrite the original example with the + on the second line, an
explicit line continuation, denoted by \, is placed at the end of the lie to be continued, as in
— The SR Programming Language

x := 10 \ 
        + 3

In addition to newline characters, semicolons can be used to terminate declarations,
statements, or expressions. Semicolons also appear in the SR grammar in a few places, such
as between field definitions in a record. Semicolons can always be replaced by newline
characters. — The SR Programming Language
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comments
SR provides two different kinds of comments. In Chapter 1, we used a one-line comment,

which begins with # and ends at the next newline character (or the end of the file). The
second kind of comment is a bracketed comment, which begins with /* and ends with the
corresponding occurence of */. Bracketed comments can appear within a line, or they can
span more than one line. Bracketed comments can also be nested; otherwise all characters
within a comment are ignored until the end of the comment is reached. For example, # is
ignored within a bracketed comment. — The SR Programming Language
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preprocessor
preprocessor

preprocessor
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declarations
declarations

declarations
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types
types

types

SR has five basic types: boolean, integer, real, character, and string. They are represented
by keywords bool, int, real, char, and string, respectively, — The SR Programming
Language
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symbols
symbols

symbols
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logical types

boolean types
logical types or boolean types

The boolean type has two literals: false and true. The boolean operators are and, or,
xor (exclusive or), and not. Each operator returns a boolean result. — The SR Programming
Language

Evaluation of boolean expression is short-circuit: evaluation stops as sooon as the final
value of the expression can be determined. In particualr, evaluations of and and or are short-
circuit. For example, if and’s first operand evaluates to false, its second operand is not
evaluated because the entire expression is known to be false. Similarly, if or’s first operand
evaluates to true, its second operand is not evaluated because the entire expression is known
to be true. — The SR Programming Language
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numeric types
numeric types

The numeric types in IEEE:

IEEE Standard 754 specifies three types or formats for floating-point numbers.

Single (Fortran REAL*4 or C float)
Double (Fortran REAL*8 or C double)
Double-Extended (Fortran REAL*10+ or C long double)

There is also a Quadruple-Precision format, which is not part of the standard, but does
appear on some processors.

The numeric types in SQL:

Exact numeric types, values where the precision and scale need to be
preserved. The exact numeric types are INTEGER, BIGINT, DECIMAL,
NUMERIC, NUMBER, and MONEY.

Approximate numeric types, values where the precision needs to be preserved
and the scale can be floating. The approximate numeric types are DOUBLE
PRECISION, FLOAT, and REAL.

The numeric types in Ada:

Numeric Type Declarations - General Forms

Integer Types
  (signed)

type My_Integer_Type is range Low .. 
High;

  -- where Low and High are integers

  -- (negative, zero or positive)
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Integer Types
  (modular aka 
    unsigned)

type My_Modular_Type is mod M;

  -- where M (modulus) is a positive 
integer

  -- example: type Hours is mod 24;

  -- example: type Minutes is mod 60;

Floating-Point
Types

type My_Float_Type is digits D range Low 
.. High;

  -- where D is a positive integer, 

  -- Low and High are real numbers, and 

  -- the range constraint is optional

Fixed-Point
Types
  (regular)

type My_Fixed_Type is delta P range Low 
.. High;

  -- P, Low and High are real numbers and

  -- P (precision) is positive

Decimal Types
(available only
if Annex F
conformance is
claimed)

type My_Decimal_Type is delta P digits D 
range L .. H;

  -- where D is a positive integer, 

  -- P, L and H are real numbers, and 

  -- P is a power of ten (such as 0.01)
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integer types
integer types

Integer literals are unsigned sequences of digits. Decimal numbers are sequences of 0-9.
Octal numbers are sequences of 0-7 followed by q or Q. Hexadecimal numbers are sequences
of 0-9, a-f, or A-F, followed by x or X; hexadecimal numbers must begin with a digit. All
numbers specify the least significant bits of th eliteral; unspecified bits are set to 0. Some
examples of integer literals are — The SR Programming Language

          11      4096      1333Q      0abcdefX

The integer operators include arithmetic operators, such as +, **, % (remainder), and
mod; bit-wise operators, such as and and or; and bit-shifting operators, such as >> (right
shift). Each operator returns an integer result. — The SR Programming Language

The modulo and remainder operators are related in that they both return a result that
represents the remainder from the division of their two operands. However, they differ in
exactly what they return. The sign of a mod b is that of b, while the sign of a % b
depends on how integer division is performed on the underlying machine. For example,
consider a circular buffer of size n with slots numbered 0, 1, …, n-1. The two slots adjacent
to slot i have the indices (i + 1) mod n and (i - j) mod n. When i is zero, the
value of the last expression is n - 1, whereas the value of (i - j) % n can be either n
- 1 or -1. Accordingly, the modulo operator is generally more useful than the remainder
operator. — The SR Programming Language

A number of predefined fucntions—such as abs and max—can be applied to integers. —
The SR Programming Language
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8 bit integer

types
integer types: 8 bit (byte)

integer types: 8 bit signed (byte)

Ada: range -2**7 .. 2**7 - 1 Ada range types are checked for boundary
violations at run-time (as well as at compile-time for static expressions). Run-time boundary
violations raise a “constraint error” exception. Ranges are not restricted to powers of two.
Runtime checks can be disabled if performance is more important than integrity checks.
Wikipedia

ALGOL 68(variable-width): short short int The ALGOL 68 language does not
specify the exact width of the integer types short and int. Wikipedia

C (C99 fixed-width): int8_t

C (C99 variable-width): signed char.

C#: sbyte

C++ (C++11 fixed-width): int8_t

C++ (C++11 variable-width): signed char The C++ language does not specify the
exact width of the integer type int. Wikipedia

COBOL: BINARY-CHAR COBOL allows the specification of a required precision and
will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified precision.
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“PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal digits
precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

COBOL: BINARY-CHAR SIGNED COBOL allows the specification of a required
precision and will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified
precision. “PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal
digits precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

Common Lisp: (signed-byte 8)

D: byte

Eiffel: INTEGER_8

F#: sbyte

Fortran: INTEGER (KIND = n) The value of n is provided by the
SELECTED_INT_KIND intrinsic function. Wikipedia

FreeBasic: Byte

FreeBasic: Integer<8>

Go: int8

Haskell (GHC): import Int

Haskell (GHC): Int8

Java: byte

Objective-C (Cocoa): signed char

Objective-C (Cocoa): int8_t

Pascal (FPC): shortint

Perl 5: Perl 5 does not have distinct types. Integers, floating point numbers, strings, etc.
are all considered “scalars”. Wikipedia

Raku: int8

Rust: i8
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Scala: Byte

Swift: Int8

Visual Basic .NET: SByte

integer types: 8 bit unsigned (byte)

Ada: range 0 .. 2**8 - 1 Ada range types are checked for boundary violations at
run-time (as well as at compile-time for static expressions). Run-time boundary violations
raise a “constraint error” exception. Ranges are not restricted to powers of two. Runtime
checks can be disabled if performance is more important than integrity checks. Wikipedia

Ada: mod 2**8 Ada modulo types implement modulo arithmetic in all operations, i.e.
no range violations are possible. Modulos are not restricted to powers of two. Wikipedia

C (C99 fixed-width): uint8_t

C (C99 fixed-width): unsigned char

C#: byte

C++ (C++11 fixed-width): uint8_t

C++ (C++11 variable-width): unsigned char

COBOL: BINARY-CHAR UNSIGNED COBOL allows the specification of a required
precision and will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified
precision. “PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal
digits precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

Common Lisp: (unsigned-byte 8)

D: ubyte

Eiffel: NATURAL_8

F#: byte

FreeBasic: UByte

FreeBasic: UInteger<8>

Go: uint8
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Go: byte

Haskell (GHC): import Word

Haskell (GHC): Word8

Objective C (Cocoa): unsigned char

Objective C (Cocoa): uint8_t

Pascal (FPC): byte

Raku: uint8

Rust: u8

Standard ML: Word8.word

Swift: UInt8

Visual Basic: Byte

Visual Basic .NET: Byte
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16 bit integer

types
integer types: 16 bit (short integer)

integer types: 16 bit signed (short integer)

Ada: range -2**15 .. 2**15 - 1 Ada range types are checked for boundary
violations at run-time (as well as at compile-time for static expressions). Run-time boundary
violations raise a “constraint error” exception. Ranges are not restricted to powers of two.
Runtime checks can be disabled if performance is more important than integrity checks.
Wikipedia

ALGOL 68(variable-width): short int The ALGOL 68 language does not specify the
exact width of the integer types short and int. Wikipedia

C (C99 fixed-width): int16_t

C (C99 fixed-width): short The C language does not specify the exact width of the
integer types short and int. Wikipedia

C#: short

C++ (C++11 fixed-width): int16_t

C++ (C++11 variable-width): short The C++ language does not specify the exact width
of the integer types short and int. Wikipedia

COBOL: BINARY-SHORT COBOL allows the specification of a required precision and
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will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified precision.
“PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal digits
precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

COBOL: BINARY-SHORT SIGNED COBOL allows the specification of a required
precision and will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified
precision. “PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal
digits precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

Common Lisp: (signed-byte 16)

D: short

Eiffel: INTEGER_16

F#: int16

Fortran: INTEGER (KIND = n) The value of n is provided by the
SELECTED_INT_KIND intrinsic function. Wikipedia

FreeBasic: Short

FreeBasic: Integer<16>

Go: int16

Haskell (GHC): import Int

Haskell (GHC): Int16

Java: short

Objective-C (Cocoa): short

Objective-C (Cocoa): int16_t

Pascal (FPC): smallint

Raku: int16

Rust: i16

Scala: Short
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Swift: Int16

Visual Basic: Integer

Visual Basic .NET: Short

integer types: 16 bit unsigned (short integer)

Ada: range 0 .. 2**16 - 1 Ada range types are checked for boundary violations
at run-time (as well as at compile-time for static expressions). Run-time boundary violations
raise a “constraint error” exception. Ranges are not restricted to powers of two. Runtime
checks can be disabled if performance is more important than integrity checks. Wikipedia

Ada: mod 2**16 Ada modulo types implement modulo arithmetic in all operations, i.e.
no range violations are possible. Modulos are not restricted to powers of two. Wikipedia

C (C99 fixed-width): uint16_t

C (C99 fixed-width): unsigned short The C language does not specify the exact
width of the integer types short and int. Wikipedia

C#: ushort

C++ (C++11 fixed-width): uint16_t

C++ (C++11 variable-width): unsigned short The C++ language does not specify
the exact width of the integer types short and int. Wikipedia

COBOL: BINARY-SHORT UNSIGNED COBOL allows the specification of a required
precision and will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified
precision. “PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal
digits precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

Common Lisp: (unsigned-byte 16)

D: ushort

Eiffel: NATURAL_16

F#: uint16

FreeBasic: UShort

FreeBasic: UInteger<16>
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Go: uint16

Haskell (GHC): import Word

Haskell (GHC): Word16

Java: char

Objective-C (Cocoa): unsigned short

Objective-C (Cocoa): uint16_t

Pascal (FPC): word

Raku: uint16

Rust: u16

Scala: Char

Swift: UInt16

Visual Basic .NET: UShort
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32 bit integer

types
integer types: 32 bit

integer types: 16 bit signed (short integer)

Ada: range -2**31 .. 2**31 - 1 Ada range types are checked for boundary
violations at run-time (as well as at compile-time for static expressions). Run-time boundary
violations raise a “constraint error” exception. Ranges are not restricted to powers of two.
Runtime checks can be disabled if performance is more important than integrity checks.
Wikipedia

ALGOL 68(variable-width): int The ALGOL 68 language does not specify the exact
width of the integer type int. Wikipedia

C (C99 fixed-width): int32_t

C (C99 fixed-width): long The C language does not specify the exact width of the
integer types long and int. Wikipedia

C#: int

C++ (C++11 fixed-width): int32_t

C++ (C++11 variable-width): long The C++ language does not specify the exact width
of the integer types long and int. Wikipedia

COBOL: BINARY-LONG COBOL allows the specification of a required precision and
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will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified precision.
“PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal digits
precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

COBOL: BINARY-LONG SIGNED COBOL allows the specification of a required
precision and will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified
precision. “PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal
digits precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

Common Lisp: (signed-byte 32)

D: int

Eiffel: INTEGER_32

F#: int32

F#: int

Fortran: INTEGER (KIND = n) The value of n is provided by the
SELECTED_INT_KIND intrinsic function. Wikipedia

FreeBasic: Long

FreeBasic: Integer<32>

Go: int32

Haskell (GHC): import Int

Haskell (GHC): Int32

Java: int

Objective-C (Cocoa): int

Objective-C (Cocoa): int32_t

OCaml: int32

Pascal (FPC): longint

PHP: int int in PHP has the same width as long type in C has on that system.
Wikipedia
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Raku: int32

Rust: i32

Scala: Int

Standard ML: Int32.int

Swift: Int32

Visual Basic: Long

Visual Basic .NET: Integer

integer types: 16 bit unsigned (short integer)

Ada: range 0 .. 2**32 - 1 Ada range types are checked for boundary violations
at run-time (as well as at compile-time for static expressions). Run-time boundary violations
raise a “constraint error” exception. Ranges are not restricted to powers of two. Runtime
checks can be disabled if performance is more important than integrity checks. Wikipedia

Ada: mod 2**32 Ada modulo types implement modulo arithmetic in all operations, i.e.
no range violations are possible. Modulos are not restricted to powers of two. Wikipedia

C (C99 fixed-width): uint32_t

C (C99 fixed-width): unsigned long The C language does not specify the exact width
of the integer types long and int. Wikipedia

C#: uint

C++ (C++11 fixed-width): uint32_t

C++ (C++11 variable-width): unsigned long The C++ language does not specify the
exact width of the integer types long and int. Wikipedia

COBOL: BINARY-LONG UNSIGNED COBOL allows the specification of a required
precision and will automatically select an available type capable of representing the specified
precision. “PIC S9999”, for example, would require a signed variable of four decimal
digits precision. If specified as a binary field, this would select a 16-bit signed type on most
platforms. Wikipedia

Common Lisp: (unsigned-byte 32)
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D: uint

Eiffel: NATURAL_32

F#: uint32

FreeBasic: ULong

FreeBasic: UInteger<32>

GO: uint32

Haskell (GHC): import Word

Haskell (GHC): Word32

Objective-C (Cocoa): unsigned int

Objective-C (Cocoa): uint32_t

Pascal (FPC): longword

Raku: uint32

Rust: u32

Standard ML: Word32.word

Swift: UInt32

Visual Basic .NET: UInteger
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real types
real types

A real (floating point) literal has the general form — The SR Programming Language

         integer_part   .   fraction_part   exponent_part

The three parts and decimal point are optional, subject to the following rule: Either the
integer or fraction part must be present, and either the decimal point or the exponent part
must be present; the decimal point must be present if the fraction part is present. The integer
and fraction parts are sequences of decimal digits. The exponent part starts wiht e or E, has
an optional sign, and ends with a sequence of decimal digits specifying a power. Some
examples of real literals are — The SR Programming Language

11.2  3.1415927  0.0  0.  .0
1.23e-43  1.23E-45  .123e-44  421e+3  421e3

The real operators are the same arithmetic operators as for integers. Each operator returns
a real result. The comments regarding the modulo and remainder operators on integers also
apply to their real counterparts. — The SR Programming Language

As with integers, a number of predefined functions—such as abs and max—can be
applied to reals. Other predefined functions for reals include standard mathematical functions,
such as sin, log, and sqrt.s — The SR Programming Language
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complex types
complex types

complex types
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character types
character types

Character values are represented using type char. Character literals are single ASCII
characters enclosed in single quotes (apostrophes). In addition, character literals can contain
the special characters shown in Table 2.1. Examples of character literals include — The SR
Programming Language

  

'a'  'Z'  '4'  '\'' '\e'  '\33' '\x1b'

The fourth literal is a single quote. The last three literals are all the escape (ESC)
character: as a special character, i octal, and in hexadecimal. — The SR Programming Language

The character type has no type-specific operators, although characters can be concatenated
to form strings. — The SR Programming Language

\n  newline (NL)  \a  alert (BEL)

\t  tab (HT)  \e  escape (ESC)

\b  backspace (BS)  \v  vertical tab (VT)

\r  return (CR)  \f  form feed (FF)

\'  single quote  \"  double quote

\\  backslash     
\ooo  bit patterns where ooo is 1-3 octal digits

\xhh  bit pattern where hh is 1 or 2 hexadecimal digits

\c  character c where c is any other character

Table 2.1. Special characters
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string types
character strings

Strings are sequences of zero or more ASCII characters enclosed in double quotes. String
literals can also contain the special characters listed in Table 2.1. Examples of string literals
are shown below; the first is the empty string. — The SR Programming Language

""  "alpha"  "Z"  "44"
"I'm having fun"  "here is a \" in the middle"

The string type has one binary operator, ||, for string concatenation. Each operand is
either a string or a character. The result is a string that is the concatenation of the two
operands. — The SR Programming Language

And implicit part of every string is the number of characters it holds. The declaration of a
string variable must specify a maximum length, e.g., string[20]. The actual number of
characters in a string variable can vary from zero up to the specified maximum. The
predefined function length(s) returns the current number of characters in string s. The
predefined function maxlength(s) returns the maximum number of characters in string s,
e.g., the declared maximum length. For either function s can be a variable or an arbitrary
string expression. The following table gives some examples of the values of these predefined
functions, assuming x is a string variable declared as string[20], and its current values is
"oscar". — The SR Programming Language

expr  length (expr)    maxlength (expr)
"abc"  3  3
x  5  20
"abc" || x      8  8
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The value of length and maxlength on a given expression will differ only when the
expression is a single variable. — The SR Programming Language

bit strings

bit strings
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relational

operators and

ordered types
relational operators and ordered types

Relational operators compare their operands and return a boolean value that relects the
result of the comparison. They are defined on reals, strings, and all ordered types. Of the
basic types, booleans, characters, and integers are ordered types; that is, it makes sense to
define an ordering among values in each of these types, and their successive values differ by
a fixed amount. Reals and strings are not considered ordered types because adjacent values
differ by a variable amount. However, orderings exist between their respective values so that
reals and strings cna be compared. Enumeration types, described later, are the only user-
defined ordered types. — The SR Programming Language

The ordering among boolean values is that false precedes true. Among character
values, the ordering is defined by the underlying bit representation treated as an unsigned
integer. (Thus the ASCII ordering is preserved, although all eight bits of a byte can be used in
a character.) The ordering of integer values by their numeric values; the same applies to real
values. Strings are ordered lexicographically using their underlying character representation.
The empty string is the smallest string. For example, the following strings are in increasing
order: — The SR Programming Language
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""  " "  "12"  "123"  "A"  "a"  "alpha"  "beta"

The relations operators—which again may be used only on ordered types, reals, and
strings—include the usual comparisons =, !=, <, <=, etc. Each operator is binary and returns
a boolean result; its operands must be of the same type. The precedence of relational
operators is aabove that of the boolean operators but below that of all other operators
encountered thus far. Thus, expressions involving multiple relational operators can be written
without requiring parenthesis (unlike in Pascal). For example, the following two boolean
expressions are equivalent: — The SR Programming Language

a < b and c > d  (a < b) and (c > d)

The relational operators = and != are also defined for pointers and for capabilities. — The
SR Programming Language

A number of predefined functions are useful in dealing with ordered types and reals. The
function min(x1,…) returns the smallest value among its arguments; the function
max(x1,…) returns the largest. Both min and max take one or more arguments of the same
type. For example, max('4', 'A', 'c') returns 'c'. For an ordered type T, the
function low(T) returned the smallest value of type T; the function high(T) returns the
largest. On a machine that stores integers in 32 bits using two’s compliment form, for
example, low(int) is -2147483648 and high(int) is 2147483647. The values
low(real) and high(real) return, respectively, the smallest and largest representable
positive real numbers. FInally, for ordered types (but not reals), the function pred(x)
returns x&$146;s predecessor in the defined ordering; the function succ(x) returns
x&$146;s successor. For example, pred(8) is 7 and succ('f') is 'g'. — The SR
Programming Language
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pictures and

formats
pictures and formats

pictures and formats
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pointer types
pointer types

pointer types
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reference and

dereference
reference and dereference

reference and dereference
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access types
access types

access types
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dynamic

storage
dynamic storage

dynamic storage
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vector types
vector types

vector types
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matrix types
matrix types

matrix types
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array types
array types

array types

From the IBM Programmer’s Reference Manual FORTRAN
Automatic Coding System for the IBM 704:

The FORTRAN language is intended to be capable of expressing
any problem of numerical computation. In particular, it deals
easily with problems containing large sets of formulae and many
variables, and it permits any variable to have up to three
independent subscripts.
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table types
table types

table types
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ranges
ranges

ranges
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enumeration

types
enumeration types

enumeration types
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tuples
tuples

tuples
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sets
sets

sets
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structure types
structure types

structure types
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union types
union types

union types
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From the IBM Programmer’s Reference Manual FORTRAN
Automatic Coding System for the IBM 704:

Nature of Fortran Arithmetic

Arithmetic in the object progra will generally be performed with
single-precision 704 floating point numbers. These numbers
provide 27 binary digits (about 8 decimal digits) of precisionn,
and may have magnitudes between approximately 10-38 and
1038, and zero. Fixed point arithmetic, but for integers only, is
also provided.

Portions of this document are provided here. Use the link to view and read the entire
document.

From the IBM Reference Manual FORTRAN II for the IBM
704 Data Processing System:
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As in the previous FORTRAN system, there are two kinds of
arithmetic statements. The terms used in previous FORTRAN
literature for the two kinds of arithmetic statements are arithmetic
formula and function statement. To avoid confusion of terms, the
second kind of arithmetic statement will be referred to subseqently
in this manual as a function definition.

The formal description of the function definition is as follows:

General Form Examples
"a=b" where a is a function name
followed by parenthesis enclosing its
arguments (which must be distinct non-
subscripted variables) separated by
commas, and b is an expression which
does not involve subscripted variables.
The function name on the left side of
the function definition consists of 4 to
7 alphabetic or numeric characters (not
special characters), of which the last
must be F and the first must be
alphabetic. Also, the first must be X if
and only if the value of the function is
to be fixed point. Any functions
appearing on the right side must be
built-in, or available on the library tape,
or already defined by preceding
funciton definitions, or defined by a
function subprorgam.

FIRSTF(X) = A*X + B 

SECONDF(X,B) = A*X + B 

THIRDF(D) = FIRSTF(E)/D 

FOURTHF(F, G) = SECONDF(F,
THIRDF(G)) 

FIFTHF(I, A) = 3.0*A**I 

SIXTHF(J) = J + K 

XSIXTHF(J) = J + K
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Blocks of code are indicating either by the keywords begin and end (case insensitive) or
the pair of special character braces { and }.

BEGIN, begin, END, and end statements end with a semicolon :. Options and names can
optionally follow the begin and end keywords.

An end keyword can be optionally followed by the designation of the block kind, such as
case, do, for, else, if, loop, switch, until, or while. This is for documentation purposes, but if
the block kind is the incorrect one being ended, it is a fatal error.

A begin or end (case insensitive) keyword can be optionally followed by a name. This is
the name of the block. In the case of an end the name can be preceded by the correct keyword
from the previous paragraph. In the case of an end, if there were any intervening blocks that
had not yet been terminated, it is a fatal error. If the special keyword all is used as the name
(end all), then all currently unended blocks are ended. If the special keyword all is used as the
name after one of the block kinds (end all), then all currently unended blocks of that kind are
ended (end loop all).

Options can optionally be placed after both any block kind and any block name.

Any text that follows the above options (block type, block name, and block options) until
the first semicolon or newline is a comment.

A code block, including all the source code between the begin and end or { and } is
considered a compound statement and can appear anywhere a statement is allowed.
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Low-level statements interact with the hardware and low level data structures and the
operating system kernel.
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error

The language definition classifies errors into several different categories: — Ada Reference
Manual 1.1.5

Errors that are required to be detected prior to run time by every Ada implementation; —
Ada Reference Manual 1.1.5

Errors that are required to be detected at run time by the execution of an Ada program; —
Ada Reference Manual 1.1.5

Bounded errors; — Ada Reference Manual 1.1.5

The language rules define certain kinds of errors that need not be detected either prior to
or during run time, but if not detected, the range of possible effects shall be bounded. The
errors of this category are called bounded errors. The possible effects of a given bounded
error are specified for each such error, but in any case one possible effect of a bounded error
is the raising of the exception Program_Error. — Ada Reference Manual 1.1.5

Erroneous execution. — Ada Reference Manual 1.1.5

In addition to bounded errors, the language rules define certain kinds of errors as leading
to erroneous execution. Like bounded errors, the implementation need not detect such errors
either prior to or during run time. Unlike bounded errors, there is no language-specified
bound on the possible effect of erroneous execution; the effect is in general not predictable.
— Ada Reference Manual 1.1.5
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From the Wikipedia page on Function (computer programming)

In computer programming, a function or subroutine (when it doesn't return a
value) is a sequence of program instructions that performs a specific task,
packaged as a unit. This unit can then be used in programs wherever that
particular task should be performed.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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From the Wikipedia page on Recursion (computer science)

In computer science, recursion is a method of solving a computational
problem where the solution depends on solutions to smaller instances of the
same problem. Recursion solves such recursive problems by using
functions that call themselves from within their own code. The approach can
be applied to many types of problems, and recursion is one of the central
ideas of computer science.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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From the Wikipedia page on Method (computer programming)

A method in object-oriented programming (OOP) is a procedure associated
with a message and an object. An object consists of state data and
behavior; these compose an interface, which specifies how the object may
be utilized by any of its various consumers. A method is a behavior of an
object parametrized by a consumer.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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From the Wikipedia page on Anonymous function

In computer programming, an anonymous function (function literal, lambda
abstraction, lambda function, lambda expression or block) is a function
definition that is not bound to an identifier. Anonymous functions are often
arguments being passed to higher-order functions or used for constructing
the result of a higher-order function that needs to return a function. If the
function is only used once, or a limited number of times, an anonymous
function may be syntactically lighter than using a named function.
Anonymous functions are ubiquitous in functional programming languages
and other languages with first-class functions, where they fulfil the same role
for the function type as literals do for other data types.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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From the IBM Programmer’s Reference Manual FORTRAN
Automatic Coding System for the IBM 704:

Provisions for Input and Output

Certain statements in the FORTRAN labguage cause the object
program to be equipped with its necessary input and output
programs. Those which deal with decimal information include
conversion to or from binary, and permit considerable freedom
of format in the external medium.
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From the IBM Programmer’s Reference Manual FORTRAN
Automatic Coding System for the IBM 704:

Provisions for Input and Output

Certain statements in the FORTRAN labguage cause the object
program to be equipped with its necessary input and output
programs. Those which deal with decimal information include
conversion to or from binary, and permit considerable freedom
of format in the external medium.
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From the Wikipedia page on Class (computer programming)

In object-oriented programming, a class is an extensible program-code-
template for creating objects, providing initial values for state (member
variables) and implementations of behavior (member functions or methods).
In many languages, the class name is used as the name for the class (the
template itself), the name for the default constructor of the class (a
subroutine that creates objects), and as the type of objects generated by
instantiating the class; these distinct concepts are easily conflated.
Although, to the point of conflation, one could argue that is a feature
inherent in a language because of its polymorphic nature and why these
languages are so powerful, dynamic and adaptable for use compared to
languages without polymorphism present. Thus they can model dynamic
systems (i.e. the real world, machine learning, AI) more easily.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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From the Wikipedia page on Reflective programming

In computer science, reflective programming or reflection is the ability of a
process to examine, introspect, and modify its own structure and behavior.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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concurrent execution

From the Wikipedia page on Concurrent computing

Concurrent computing is a form of computing in which several computations
are executed concurrently—during overlapping time periods—instead of
sequentially—with one completing before the next starts.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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From the Wikipedia page on Task (computing)

In computing, a task is a unit of execution or a unit of work. The term is
ambiguous; precise alternative terms include process, light-weight process,
thread (for execution), step, request, or query (for work). In the adjacent
diagram, there are queues of incoming work to do and outgoing completed
work, and a thread pool of threads to perform this work. Either the work
units themselves or the threads that perform the work can be referred to as
"tasks", and these can be referred to respectively as
requests/responses/threads, incoming tasks/completed tasks/threads (as
illustrated), or requests/responses/tasks.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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From the Wikipedia page on Semaphore (programming)

In computer science, a semaphore is a variable or abstract data type used
to control access to a common resource by multiple threads and avoid
critical section problems in a concurrent system such as a multitasking
operating system. Semaphores are a type of synchronization primitive. A
trivial semaphore is a plain variable that is changed (for example,
incremented or decremented, or toggled) depending on programmer-defined
conditions.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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asynchronous message passing

From the Wikipedia page on Message passing

In computer science, message passing is a technique for invoking behavior
(i.e., running a program) on a computer. The invoking program sends a
message to a process (which may be an actor or object) and relies on that
process and its supporting infrastructure to then select and run some
appropriate code. Message passing differs from conventional programming
where a process, subroutine, or function is directly invoked by name.
Message passing is key to some models of concurrency and object-oriented
programming.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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From the Wikipedia page on Remote procedure call

In distributed computing, a remote procedure call (RPC) is when a computer
program causes a procedure (subroutine) to execute in a different address
space (commonly on another computer on a shared network), which is
coded as if it were a normal (local) procedure call, without the programmer
explicitly coding the details for the remote interaction. That is, the
programmer writes essentially the same code whether the subroutine is
local to the executing program, or remote. This is a form of client-server
interaction (caller is client, executor is server), typically implemented via a
request-response message-passing system. In the object-oriented
programming paradigm, RPCs are represented by remote method
invocation (RMI). The RPC model implies a level of location transparency,
namely that calling procedures are largely the same whether they are local
or remote, but usually, they are not identical, so local calls can be
distinguished from remote calls. Remote calls are usually orders of
magnitude slower and less reliable than local calls, so distinguishing them is
important.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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A synchronous rendezvous barrier is a point where concurrent threads wait until all the
threads have also reached the rendezvous point, and then they continue.
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From the Wikipedia page on Virtual machine

In computing, a virtual machine (VM) is the virtualization/emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on computer architectures
and provide functionality of a physical computer.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
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Low-level programming deals with the hardware, low level data structures, and the
operating system kernel.
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From the IBM Programmer’s Reference Manual FORTRAN
Automatic Coding System for the IBM 704:

Inclusion of Library Routines

Pre-written routines to evaluate any single-valued functions of
any number of arguments can be made available for
incorporation into object programs by placing them on the
master FORTRAN tape.
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The standard language additons in C are: __DATE__, errno, __FILE__, __LINE__,
localeconv, mblen, mbtowc, mbstowcs, NULL, offsetof, perror, ptrdiff_t,
setlocale, size_t, __STDC__, __TIME__, stdarg, stderror, wctomb,
wchar_t, and wcstombs.
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The character processing functions in C are: isalnum, isalpha, isascii,
iscntrl, iscsym, iscsymf, isdigit, isgraph, islower, isodigit, isprint,
ispuncy, isspace, isupper, iswhite, isxdigit, toascii, toint, tolower,
and toupper.
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The string processing functions in C are: atof, atoi, atol, strcat, strchr,
strcoll, strcmp, strcpy, strcspn, strlen, strncmp, strncpy, strpbrk,
strpos, strrchr, ctrrpbrk, strrpos, strspn, strtod, strtok, strtol,
strtoul, and strxfrm.
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The memory functions in C are: bcmp, bcpy, bzero, memccpy, memchr, memcmp,
memcpy, memmove, and memset.
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The input output functions in C are: clearerr, EOF, fclose, feof, ferror,
fflush, fgetc, fgetpos, fgets, FILE, fopen, fprintf, fputc, fputs, fread,
freopen, fscanf, fseek, fsetpos, ftell, fwrite, getc, getchar, gets,
mktemp, perror, printf, putc, putchar, puts, remove, rename, rewind,
scanf, setbuf, setvbuf, sprintf, sscanf, stderr, stdin, stdout, tmpfile,
tmpnam, ungetc, vfprintf, vprintf, and vsprintf.
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storage

allocation

functions
storage allocation functions

The storage allocation functions in C are: calloc, cfree, clalloc, free, malloc,
mlalloc, realalloc, and relalloc.
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mathematical

functions
mathematical functions

The time and date functions in C are: abs, acos, asin, atan, atan2, ceil, cos,
cosh, div, exp, fabs, floor, fmod, frexp, HUGE_VAL, labs, ldexp, ldiv, log,
log10, modf, pow, rand, sin, sinh, sqrt, srand, tan, and tanh.
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time and date

functions
time and date functions

The time and date functions in C are: acstime, clock, clock_t,
CLOCKS_PER_SECOND, ctime, difftime, gmtime, localtime, mktime,
strftime, time, time_t, times, and tm (struct).
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control

functions
control functions

The control functions in C are: abort, alarm, assert, atexit, exec, exit,
gsignal, jmp_buf, kill, longjmp, NDEBUG, psignal, raise, setjmp, signal,
sleep, ssignal, and system.
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functions
miscellaneous functions

The miscellaneous functions in C:

 Function Description

1 getenv()
Gets the current value of an environment
variable.

2 setenv() Sets the value of an environment variable.
3 putenv() Modifies the value of an environment variable.
4 perror() Outputs descriptive error message to stderr.

5 rand()
Returns a random interger in the range of 0 to at
least 32,767.

6 delay()
Suspends the program for the designated amount of
milliseconds.

Other control functions in C are: bsearch, ctermid, cuserid, getcwd, getwd,
main, and qsort.
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If you have gotten this far and want to help fund housing and food for my severely
mentally ill homeless friends, please contribute at Help Annie GoFundMe page
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Table Top Role

Playing Games
Table Top Role Playing Games

Hasbro screwed over the entire D&D community in January of 2023.

I have a simple solution that allows everyone to keep playing their characters
in a familiar manner without being beholden to any for profit corporation.

Check back regularly, because I am going to be updating this PDF often for a
while.

I had an experience back in the early days of role playing games that will be useful in
allowing hobbyists to move forward without Hasbro while still keeping their previous
characters and methods of playing.

I knew the organizers of one of the earliest role play gaming (RPG) conventions. They
had far more attendees than anticipated and people were complaining that all the scheduled
game sessions were full.

I had previously been analyzing the differences between the major RPGs of the time and
noticed that (with one partial exception) they could all easily be synchronized.

I agreed to run a game session for the overflow crowd. I ran a gaming session for sevral
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hours with more than 100 players using at least a dozen different game systems.

It was a lot of fun for everyone. And it showed that all of the games were really
interchangeable. I had three charts for the essential conversions and none of the players
needed to know how the conversions worked or that I was even doing conversions.

With the exception of the combat system for Tunnels & Trolls all of the rules used the
same system.

First step is to figure out what was the chance of the player succeeding at an action. Each
game has its own modifers.

Second step is to figure out what was the resistance to success, most commonly the other
(player of non-player) character’s chance for preventing the action. Each game has its own
modifers.

Third step was to determine the results of success (such as damage). Again, each game has
its own modifers. Also, some games have results for failure, with modifers.

The dice rolls come in two basic patterns: linear and bell curve.

A single die roll, such as percentile dice, d20, ordinary six sided die, etc. is linear. That is,
there is an equal chance for any result.

Adding two or more dice (whether they are all the same kind of die or a mixture of types)
produces a bell curve. The fewer dice rolled, the more likely that the extremes (high and low)
will happen.

I found it easiest to convert all of the dice rolls to percentages. You can use any other
system as your base because the results will be similar.

d20 rolls are simply multiplied by five to get percentage. Percent rolls are simply divided
by five to get d20 rolls.

Way back then, I calculated the percentage chance of any particular result on 2d6 or 3d6
and created conversion charts. These percentages are available on many web pages (I will add
them here soon).

While it isn’t completely accurate, I found that the typical modifers can simply be brought
over from one game to another. A plus one or minus one is close to the same effect across
game systems. if the modifiers are percentile, then divide by five.

That basic system works amazingly well. It is possible to write a computer program or
script that does completely accurate conversions.
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So, with that in mind, I am going to start writing information on how to play any
combination of TTRPGs from any company or homebrew without relying on any company or
business.

I welcome any help and assistance.

I am willing to include information from anyone’s game system, published or home brew.

I am also lookng for a good name for this system. It may or may not be wise to use the
letter D followed by an ampersand followed by another letter D.

The ampersand goes back to at least the first century CE. Roman scribes who used cursive
writing linked the E and the T of the Latin word et (meaning “and”). Over time the
interwined E and T became its own symbol for and.

By the early 1800s, the ampersand was the last letter of the English alphabet. Because
there was potential confusion at the end of reciting the alphabet (“X, Y, Z, and”), the Latin
phrase per se (meaning by itself) was added (spoken as “and per se and”), which got blurred
together into the modern word ampersand.

Excuse my nerdy tangent, but this is a nerdary after all.

I hope you enjoy this. I would greatly appreciate feedback. At the time of writing this
edition, the best place is at the Twitter account @TSOStheband (which includes a lot of
different subjects, including political views you may despise).

Check back regularly, because I am going to be updating this PDF often for a
while.
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Survival
survival

Survival Order of
Importance:

The survival order of importance is:
well, let’s be clear that context matters.
The exact situation will shuffle the
order. So, let’s look at general
principles and remember that you must
adjust for the situation that occurs in
the game.

Order: The most common order of
importance is: immediate threats (first
aid and defense), planning, shelter, fire,
signal, water, food, motivation.

Conditions: In extreme cold, your first priority is fire, then shelter. In extreme heat, your
first priorities are shelter, water, and then fire. In rain your first priority is shelter, followed by
fire and water. Under “normal” conditions, your priorities are shelter, fire, water, then food.

STOP:

S.T.O.P.: Once any possible immediate threats are handled, apply the S.T.O.P. principle.

Stop and calm down.
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Think. if you have taken care of immediate threats, there is no rush. Hurrying can put your
life at risk.

Observe your surroundings. Assess your situation. Do you see any obvious shelter, water,
fire building materials, or other resources?

Plan. Now come up with a plan that will keep your character alive.

SPEAR:

S.P.E.A.R.: Another survival
acronym.

Stop

Plan

Execute

Assess

Re-evaluate

SURVIVAL:

S.U.R.V.I.V.A.L.: A survival acronym from US Army Field Manual 3-05-70
SURVIVAL May 2002.

S—Size Up The Situation

U—Use All Your Senses, Undue Haste Makes Waste

R—Remember Where You Are

V—Vanquish Fear And Panic

I—Improvise

V—Value Living

A—Act Like The Natives

S—Size Up The Situation

L—Live By Your Wits
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The following is the introductory advice from US Army Field Manual 3-05-70
SURVIVAL May 2002. Pertinent portions will be repeated in the appropriate chapters.

S—SIZE UP THE SITUATION

1-2. If you are in a combat situation, find a place where you can conceal
yourself from the enemy. Remember, security takes priority. Use your senses of
hearing, smell, and sight to get a feel for the battlespace. Determine if the
enemy is attacking, defending, or withdrawing. You will have to consider what
is developing on the battlespace when you make your survival plan.

Surroundings

1-3. Determine the pattern of the area. Get a feel for what is going on around
you. Every environment, whether forest, jungle, or desert, has a rhythm or
pattern. This tempo includes animal and bird noises and movements and insect
sounds. It may also include enemy traffic and civilian movements.

Physical Condition

1-4. The pressure of the battle you were in or the trauma of being in a survival
situation may have caused you to overlook wounds you received. Check your
wounds and give yourself first aid. Take care to prevent further bodily harm.
For instance, in any climate, drink plenty of water to prevent dehydration. If you
are in a cold or wet climate, put on additional clothing to prevent hypothermia.

Equipment

1-5. Perhaps in the heat of battle, you lost or damaged some of your equipment.
Check to see what equipment you have and what condition it is in.

1-6. Now that you have sized up your situation, surroundings, physical
condition, and equipment, you are ready to make your survival plan. In doing
so, keep in mind your basic physical needs—water, food, and shelter.

U—USE ALL YOUR SENSES, UNDUE HASTE MAKES WASTE

1-7. You may make a wrong move when you react quickly without thinking or
planning. That move may result in your capture or death. Don’t move just for
the sake of taking action. Consider all aspects of your situation before you make
a decision and a move. If you act in haste, you may forget or lose some of your
equipment. In your haste you may also become disoriented so that you don’t
know which way to go. Plan your moves. Be ready to move out quickly without
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endangering yourself if the enemy is near you. Use all your senses to evaluate
the situation. Note sounds and smells. Be sensitive to temperature changes.
Always be observant.

R—REMEMBER WHERE YOU ARE

1-8. Spot your location on your map and relate it to the surrounding terrain. This
basic principle is one that you must always follow. If there are other persons
with you, make sure they also know their location. Always know who in your
group, vehicle, or aircraft has a map and compass. If that person is killed, you
will have to get the map and compass from him. Pay close attention to where
you are and where you are going. Do not rely on others in the group to keep
track of the route. Constantly orient yourself. Always try to determine, as a
minimum, how your location relates to the location of—

•   Enemy units and controlled areas.

•   Friendly units and controlled areas.

•   Local water sources (especially important in the desert).

•   Areas that will provide good cover and concealment.

1-9. This information will allow you to make intelligent decisions when you are
in a survival and evasion situation.

V—VANQUISH FEAR AND PANIC

1-10. The greatest enemies in a combat survival and evasion situation are fear
and panic. If uncontrolled, they can destroy your ability to make an intelligent
decision. They may cause you to react to your feelings and imagination rather
than to your situation. These emotions can drain your energy and thereby cause
other negative emotions. Previous survival and evasion training and self-
confidence will enable you to vanquish fear and panic.

I—IMPROVISE

1-11. In the United States (U.S.), we have items available for all our needs.
Many of these items are cheap to replace when damaged. Our easy-come, easy-
go, easy-to-replace culture makes it unnecessary for us to improvise. This
inexperience in “making doâ” can be an enemy in a survival situation. Learn to
improvise. Take a tool designed for a specific purpose and see how many other
uses you can make of it.

1-12. Learn to use natural objects around you for different needs. An example is
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using a rock for a hammer. No matter how complete a survival kit you have
with you, it will run out or wear out after a while. Your imagination must take
over when your kit wears out.

V—VALUE LIVING

1-13. All of us were born kicking and fighting to live, but we have become used
to the soft life. We have become creatures of comfort. We dislike
inconveniences and discomforts. What happens when we are faced with a
survival situation with its stresses, inconveniences, and discomforts? This is
when the will to live— placing a high value on living—is vital. The experience
and knowledge you have gained through life and your Army training will have a
bearing on your will to live. Stubbornness, a refusal to give in to problems and
obstacles that face you, will give you the mental and physical strength to
endure.

A—ACT LIKE THE NATIVES

1-14. The natives and animals of a region have adapted to their environment. To
get a feel of the area, watch how the people go about their daily routine. When
and what do they eat? When, where, and how do they get their food? When and
where do they go for water? What time do they usually go to bed and get up?
These actions are important to you when you are trying to avoid capture.

1-15. Animal life in the area can also give you clues on how to survive. Animals
also require food, water, and shelter. By watching them, you can find sources of
water and food.

WARNING

Animals cannot serve as an absolute guide to what you can eat and
drink. Many animals eat plants that are toxic to humans.

1-16. Keep in mind that the reaction of animals can reveal your presence to the
enemy.

1-17. If in a friendly area, one way you can gain rapport with the natives is to
show interest in their tools and how they get food and water. By studying the
people, you learn to respect them, you often make valuable friends, and, most
important, you learn how to adapt to their environment and increase your
chances of survival.
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L—LIVE BY YOUR WITS, BUT FOR NOW, LEARN BASIC SKILLS

1-18. Without training in basic skills for surviving and evading on the
battlespace, your chances of living through a combat survival and evasion
situation are slight.

1-19. Learn these basic skills now—not when you are headed for or are in the
battle. How you decide to equip yourself before deployment will affect whether
or not you survive. You need to know about the environment to which you are
going, and you must practice basic skills geared to that environment. For
instance, if you are going to a desert, you need to know how to get water.

1-20. Practice basic survival skills during all training programs and exercises.
Survival training reduces fear of the unknown and gives you self-confidence. It
teaches you to live by your wits.
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survival

   immediate

threats
survival

   immediate threats

Immediate Threats:

Immediate Threats: Any pressing threats that must be dealt with immediately come first.
One obvious situation is combat or imminent combat. Fight and survive. Combat may not be
other humanoids. A hungry lion, tiger, or bear can seriously ruin your day. The other obvious
situation is injury. Stabilize the injury. The rule of threes claims that you can die in about
three minutes from severe bleeding, icy water, lack of breathing, or cardiac arrest.
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survival

   calm down
survival

   calm down

Calm Down

Calm: Your first step is to calm down so that you respond to your situation in an
intelligent manenr rather than based on adrenaline.

US Army Field Manual 3-05-70 SURVIVAL May 2002:

V—VANQUISH FEAR AND PANIC

1-10. The greatest enemies in a combat survival and evasion situation are fear
and panic. If uncontrolled, they can destroy your ability to make an intelligent
decision. They may cause you to react to your feelings and imagination rather
than to your situation. These emotions can drain your energy and thereby cause
other negative emotions. Previous survival and evasion training and self-
confidence will enable you to vanquish fear and panic.
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survival

   assess situation

Assess:

Assess: Observe your environment and assess you available resources and choices.

US Army Field Manual 3-05-70 SURVIVAL May 2002:

S—SIZE UP THE SITUATION

1-2. If you are in a combat situation, find a place where you can conceal
yourself from the enemy. Remember, security takes priority. Use your senses of
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hearing, smell, and sight to get a feel for the battlespace. Determine if the
enemy is attacking, defending, or withdrawing. You will have to consider what
is developing on the battlespace when you make your survival plan.

Surroundings

1-3. Determine the pattern of the area. Get a feel for what is going on around
you. Every environment, whether forest, jungle, or desert, has a rhythm or
pattern. This tempo includes animal and bird noises and movements and insect
sounds. It may also include enemy traffic and civilian movements.

Physical Condition

1-4. The pressure of the battle you were in or the trauma of being in a survival
situation may have caused you to overlook wounds you received. Check your
wounds and give yourself first aid. Take care to prevent further bodily harm.
For instance, in any climate, drink plenty of water to prevent dehydration. If you
are in a cold or wet climate, put on additional clothing to prevent hypothermia.

Equipment

1-5. Perhaps in the heat of battle, you lost or damaged some of your equipment.
Check to see what equipment you have and what condition it is in.

1-6. Now that you have sized up your situation, surroundings, physical
condition, and equipment, you are ready to make your survival plan. In doing
so, keep in mind your basic physical needs—water, food, and shelter.

U—USE ALL YOUR SENSES, UNDUE HASTE MAKES WASTE

1-7. You may make a wrong move when you react quickly without thinking or
planning. That move may result in your capture or death. Don’t move just for
the sake of taking action. Consider all aspects of your situation before you make
a decision and a move. If you act in haste, you may forget or lose some of your
equipment. In your haste you may also become disoriented so that you don’t
know which way to go. Plan your moves. Be ready to move out quickly without
endangering yourself if the enemy is near you. Use all your senses to evaluate
the situation. Note sounds and smells. Be sensitive to temperature changes.
Always be observant.

R—REMEMBER WHERE YOU ARE

1-8. Spot your location on your map and relate it to the surrounding terrain. This
basic principle is one that you must always follow. If there are other persons
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with you, make sure they also know their location. Always know who in your
group, vehicle, or aircraft has a map and compass. If that person is killed, you
will have to get the map and compass from him. Pay close attention to where
you are and where you are going. Do not rely on others in the group to keep
track of the route. Constantly orient yourself. Always try to determine, as a
minimum, how your location relates to the location of—

•   Enemy units and controlled areas.

•   Friendly units and controlled areas.

•   Local water sources (especially important in the desert).

•   Areas that will provide good cover and concealment.

1-9. This information will allow you to make intelligent decisions when you are
in a survival and evasion situation.
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Plan:

Plan: Plan how you will respond to your situation.

Come up with a plan that will keep your character alive.
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   pattern for survival

US Army Field Manual 3-05-70 SURVIVAL May 2002:

A—ACT LIKE THE NATIVES

1-14. The natives and animals of a region have adapted to their environment. To
get a feel of the area, watch how the people go about their daily routine. When
and what do they eat? When, where, and how do they get their food? When and
where do they go for water? What time do they usually go to bed and get up?
These actions are important to you when you are trying to avoid capture.

1-15. Animal life in the area can also give you clues on how to survive. Animals
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also require food, water, and shelter. By watching them, you can find sources of
water and food.

WARNING

Animals cannot serve as an absolute guide to what you can eat and
drink. Many animals eat plants that are toxic to humans.

1-16. Keep in mind that the reaction of animals can reveal your presence to the
enemy.

1-17. If in a friendly area, one way you can gain rapport with the natives is to
show interest in their tools and how they get food and water. By studying the
people, you learn to respect them, you often make valuable friends, and, most
important, you learn how to adapt to their environment and increase your
chances of survival.

PATTERN FOR SURVIVAL

1-21. Develop a survival pattern that lets you beat the enemies of survival. This
survival pattern must include food, water, shelter, fire, first aid, and signals
placed in order of importance. For example, in a cold environment, you would
need a fire to get warm; a shelter to protect you from the cold, wind, and rain
or snow; traps or snares to get food; a means to signal friendly aircraft; and
first aid to maintain health. If you are injured, first aid has top priority no
matter what climate you are in.

1-22. Change your survival pattern to meet your immediate physical needs as
the environment changes. As you read the rest of this manual, keep in mind the
keyword SURVIVAL, what each letter signifies (Figure 1-1), and the need for a
survival pattern.
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Figure 1-1. Guidelines for Survival
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   psychology of survival

US Army Field Manual 3-05-70 SURVIVAL May 2002:

Psychology of Surival

It takes much more than the knowledge and skills to build shelters, get food,
make fires, and travel without the aid of standard navigational devices to
live successfully through a survival situation. Some people with little or no
survival training have managed to survive life- threatening circumstances.
Some people with survival training have not used their skills and died. A
key ingredient in any survival situation is the mental attitude of the
individual involved. Having survival skills is important; having the will to
survive is essential. Without a desire to survive, acquired skills serve little
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purpose and invaluable knowledge goes to waste.

There is a psychology to survival. You will face many stressors in a
survival environment that ultimately will affect your mind. These stressors
can produce thoughts and emotions that, if poorly understood, can
transform a confident, well-trained person into an indecisive, ineffective
individual with questionable ability to survive. Thus, you must be aware of
and be able to recognize those stressors commonly associated with survival.
It is also imperative that you be aware of your reactions to the wide variety
of stressors associated with survival. This chapter identifies and explains
the nature of stress, the stressors of survival, and those internal reactions
that you will naturally experience when faced with the stressors of a real-
world survival situation. The knowledge you gain from this chapter and the
remainder of this manual, will prepare you to come through the toughest
times alive.

A LOOK AT STRESS

2-1. Before we can understand our psychological reactions in a survival setting,
it is helpful to first know a little bit about stress and its effects. Stress is not a
disease that you cure and eliminate. Instead, it is a condition we all experience.
Stress can be described as our reaction to pressure. It is the name given to the
experience we have as we physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually
respond to life’s tensions.

NEED FOR STRESS

2-2. We need stress because it has many positive benefits. Stress provides us
with challenges; it gives us chances to learn about our values and strengths.
Stress can show our ability to handle pressure without breaking. It tests our
adaptability and flexibility, and can stimulate us to do our best. Because we
usually do not consider unimportant events stressful, stress can also be an
excellent indicator of the significance we attach to an event—in other words, it
highlights what is important to us.

2-3. We need to have some stress in our lives, but too much of anything can be
bad. The goal is to have stress, but not an excess of it. Too much stress can take
its toll on people and organizations. Too much stress leads to distress. Distress
causes an uncomfortable tension that we try to escape or, preferably, avoid.
Listed below are a few of the common signs of distress that you may encounter
when faced with too much stress:

•   Difficulty making decisions.

•   Angry outbursts.

•   Forgetfulness.
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•   Low energy level.

•   Constant worrying.

•   Propensity for mistakes.

•   Thoughts about death or suicide.

•   Trouble getting along with others.

•   Withdrawing from others.

•   Hiding from responsibilities.

•   Carelessness.

2-4. As you can see, stress can be constructive or destructive. It can encourage
or discourage, move us along or stop us dead in our tracks, and make life
meaningful or seemingly meaningless. Stress can inspire you to operate
successfully and perform at your maximum efficiency in a survival situation. It
can also cause you to panic and forget all your training. Your key to survival is
your ability to manage the inevitable stresses you will encounter. The person
that survives is one who works with his stresses instead of letting his stresses
work on him.

SURVIVAL STRESSORS

2-5. Any event can lead to stress and, as everyone has experienced, events don’t
always come one at a time. Often, stressful events occur simultaneously. These
events are not stress, but they produce it and are called “stressors.â” Stressors
are the obvious cause while stress is the response. Once the body recognizes the
presence of a stressor, it then begins to act to protect itself.

2-6. In response to a stressor, the body prepares either to “fight or flee.â” This
preparation involves an internal SOS sent throughout the body. As the body
responds to this SOS, the following actions take place:

•   The body releases stored fuels (sugar and fats) to provide quick energy.

•   Breathing rate increases to supply more oxygen to the blood.

•   Muscle tension increases to prepare for action.

•   Blood clotting mechanisms are activated to reduce bleeding from cuts.
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•   Senses become more acute (hearing becomes more sensitive, pupils dilate,
smell becomes sharper) so that you are more aware of your surroundings.

•   Heart rate and blood pressure rise to provide more blood to the muscles.

This protective posture lets you cope with potential dangers. However, you
cannot maintain this level of alertness indefinitely.

2-7. Stressors are not courteous; one stressor does not leave because another one
arrives. Stressors add up. The cumulative effect of minor stressors can be a
major distress if they all happen too close together. As the body’s resistance to
stress wears down and the sources of stress continue (or increase), eventually a
state of exhaustion arrives. At this point, the ability to resist stress or use it in a
positive way gives out and signs of distress appear. Anticipating stressors and
developing strategies to cope with them are two ingredients in the effective
management of stress. Therefore, it is essential that you be aware of the types of
stressors that you will encounter. The following paragraphs explain a few of
these.

Injury, Illness, or Death

2-8. Injury, illness, and death are real possibilities that you have to face. Perhaps
nothing is more stressful than being alone in an unfamiliar environment where
you could die from hostile action, an accident, or from eating something lethal.
Illness and injury can also add to stress by limiting your ability to maneuver, get
food and drink, find shelter, and defend yourself. Even if illness and injury
don’t lead to death, they add to stress through the pain and discomfort they
generate. It is only by controlling the stress associated with the vulnerability to
injury, illness, and death that you can have the courage to take the risks
associated with survival tasks.

Uncertainty and Lack of Control

2-9. Some people have trouble operating in settings where everything is not
clear-cut. The only guarantee in a survival situation is that nothing is
guaranteed. It can be extremely stressful operating on limited information in a
setting where you have limited control of your surroundings. This uncertainty
and lack of control also add to the stress of being ill, injured, or killed.

Environment

2-10. Even under the most ideal circumstances, nature is quite formidable. In
survival, you will have to contend with the stressors of weather, terrain, and the
variety of creatures inhabiting an area. Heat, cold, rain, winds, mountains,
swamps, deserts, insects, dangerous reptiles, and other animals are just a few of
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the challenges that you will encounter while working to survive. Depending on
how you handle the stress of your environment, your surroundings can be either
a source of food and protection or can be a cause of extreme discomfort leading
to injury, illness, or death.

Hunger and Thirst

2-11. Without food and water you will weaken and eventually die. Thus, getting
and preserving food and water takes on increasing importance as the length of
time in a survival setting increases. Foraging can also be a big source of stress
since you are used to having your provisions issued.

Fatigue

2-12. Forcing yourself to continue surviving is not easy as you grow more tired.
It is possible to become so fatigued that the act of just staying awake is stressful
in itself.

Isolation

2-13. There are some advantages to facing adversity with others. As a soldier
you learn individual skills, but you train to function as part of a team. Although
we complain about higher headquarters, we become used to the information and
guidance it provides, especially during times of confusion. Being in contact
with others also provides a greater sense of security and a feeling someone is
available to help if problems occur. A significant stressor in survival situations
is that often you have to rely solely on your own resources.

2-14. The survival stressors mentioned in this section are by no means the only
ones you may face. Remember, what is stressful to one person may not be
stressful to another. Your experiences, training, personal outlook on life,
physical and mental conditioning, and level of self-confidence contribute to
what you will find stressful in a survival environment. The object is not to avoid
stress, but rather to manage the stressors of survival and make them work for
you.

2-15. We now have a general knowledge of stress and the stressors common to
survival. The next step is to examine your reactions to the stressors you may
face.

NATURAL REACTIONS

2-16. Man has been able to survive many shifts in his environment throughout
the centuries. His ability to adapt physically and mentally to a changing world
kept him alive while other species around him gradually died off. The same
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survival mechanisms that kept our forefathers alive can help keep you alive as
well! However, the survival mechanisms that can help you can also work
against you if you do not understand and anticipate their presence.

2-17. It is not surprising that the average person will have some psychological
reactions in a survival situation. The following paragraphs explain some of the
major internal reactions that you or anyone with you might experience with the
previously stated survival stressors.

FEAR

2-18. Fear is our emotional response to dangerous circumstances that we believe
have the potential to cause death, injury, or illness. This harm is not just limited
to physical damage; the threat to your emotional and mental well-being can
generate fear as well. If you are trying to survive, fear can have a positive
function if it encourages you to be cautious in situations where recklessness
could result in injury. Unfortunately, fear can also immobilize you. It can cause
you to become so frightened that you fail to perform activities essential for
survival. Most people will have some degree of fear when placed in unfamiliar
surroundings under adverse conditions. There is no shame in this! You must
train yourself not to be overcome by your fears. Ideally, through realistic
training, you can acquire the knowledge and skills needed to increase your
confidence and thereby manage your fears.

ANXIETY

2-19. Associated with fear is anxiety. Because it is natural for you to be afraid,
it is also natural for you to experience anxiety. Anxiety can be an uneasy,
apprehensive feeling you get when faced with dangerous situations (physical,
mental, and emotional). When used in a healthy way, anxiety can urge you to
act to end, or at least master, the dangers that threaten your existence. If you
were never anxious, there would be little motivation to make changes in your
life. In a survival setting you can reduce your anxiety by performing those tasks
that will ensure you come through the ordeal alive. As you reduce your anxiety,
you also bring under control the source of that anxiety— your fears. In this
form, anxiety is good; however, anxiety can also have a devastating impact.
Anxiety can overwhelm you to the point where you become easily confused and
have difficulty thinking. Once this happens, it will become increasingly difficult
for you to make good judgments and sound decisions. To survive, you must
learn techniques to calm your anxieties and keep them in the range where they
help, not hurt.

ANGER AND FRUSTRATION

2-20. Frustration arises when you are continually thwarted in your attempts to
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reach a goal. The goal of survival is to stay alive until you can reach help or
until help can reach you. To achieve this goal, you must complete some tasks
with minimal resources. It is inevitable, in trying to do these tasks, that
something will go wrong; that something will happen beyond your control; and
that with your life at stake, every mistake is magnified in terms of its
importance. Thus, eventually, you will have to cope with frustration when a few
of your plans run into trouble. One outgrowth of this frustration is anger. There
are many events in a survival situation that can frustrate or anger you. Getting
lost, damaged or forgotten equipment, the weather, inhospitable terrain, enemy
patrols, and physical limitations are just a few sources of frustration and anger.
Frustration and anger generate impulsive reactions, irrational behavior, poorly
thought-out decisions, and, in some instances, an “I quitâ” attitude (people
sometimes avoid doing something they can’t master). If you can harness and
properly channel the emotional intensity associated with anger and frustration,
you can productively act as you answer the challenges of survival. If you do not
properly focus your angry feelings, you can waste much energy in activities that
do little to further either your chances of survival or the chances of those around
you.

DEPRESSION

2-21. You would be a rare person indeed if you did not get sad, at least
momentarily, when faced with the hardships of survival. As this sadness
deepens, it becomes “depression.â” Depression is closely linked with frustration
and anger. Frustration will cause you to become increasingly angry as you fail
to reach your goals. If the anger does not help you succeed, then the frustration
level goes even higher. A destructive cycle between anger and frustration will
continue until you become worn down— physically, emotionally, and mentally.
When you reach this point, you start to give up, and your focus shifts from
“What can I doâ” to “There is nothing I can do.â” Depression is an expression
of this hopeless, helpless feeling. There is nothing wrong with being sad as you
temporarily think about your loved ones and remember what life is like back in
“civilizationâ” or “the world.â” Such thoughts, in fact, can give you the desire
to try harder and live one more day. On the other hand, if you allow yourself to
sink into a depressed state, then it can sap all your energy and, more important,
your will to survive. It is imperative that you resist succumbing to depression.

LONELINESS AND BOREDOM

2-22. Man is a social animal. Human beings enjoy the company of others. Very
few people want to be alone all the time! There is a distinct chance of isolation
in a survival setting. Isolation is not bad. Loneliness and boredom can bring to
the surface qualities you thought only others had. The extent of your
imagination and creativity may surprise you. When required to do so, you may
discover some hidden talents and abilities. Most of all, you may tap into a
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reservoir of inner strength and fortitude you never knew you had. Conversely,
loneliness and boredom can be another source of depression. If you are
surviving alone, or with others, you must find ways to keep your mind
productively occupied. Additionally, you must develop a degree of self-
sufficiency. You must have faith in your capability to “go it alone.â”

GUILT

2-23. The circumstances leading to your being in a survival setting are
sometimes dramatic and tragic. It may be the result of an accident or military
mission where there was a loss of life. Perhaps you were the only survivor or
one of a few survivors. While naturally relieved to be alive, you simultaneously
may be mourning the deaths of others who were less fortunate. It is not
uncommon for survivors to feel guilty about being spared from death while
others were not. This feeling, when used in a positive way, has encouraged
people to try harder to survive with the belief they were allowed to live for
some greater purpose in life. Sometimes, survivors tried to stay alive so that
they could carry on the work of those killed. Whatever reason you give
yourself, do not let guilt feelings prevent you from living. The living who
abandon their chance to survive accomplish nothing. Such an act would be the
greatest tragedy.

PREPARING YOURSELF

2-24. Your mission in a survival situation is to stay alive. The assortment of
thoughts and emotions you will experience in a survival situation can work for
you, or they can work to your downfall. Fear, anxiety, anger, frustration, guilt,
depression, and loneliness are all possible reactions to the many stressors
common to survival. These reactions, when controlled in a healthy way, help to
increase your likelihood of surviving. They prompt you to pay more attention in
training, to fight back when scared, to take actions that ensure sustenance and
security, to keep faith with your fellow team members, and to strive against
large odds. When you cannot control these reactions in a healthy way, they can
bring you to a standstill. Instead of rallying your internal resources, you listen to
your internal fears. These fears will cause you to experience psychological
defeat long before you physically succumb. Remember, survival is natural to
everyone; being unexpectedly thrust into the life-or-death struggle of survival is
not. Do not be afraid of your “natural reactions to this unnatural situation.â”
Prepare yourself to rule over these reactions so they serve your ultimate interest
—staying alive with honor and dignity.

2-25. Being prepared involves knowing that your reactions in a survival setting
are productive, not destructive. The challenge of survival has produced
countless examples of heroism, courage, and self-sacrifice. These are the
qualities a survival situation can bring out in you if you have prepared yourself.
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Below are a few tips to help prepare yourself psychologically for survival.
Through studying this manual and attending survival training you can develop
the “survival attitude.â”

KNOW YOURSELF

2-26. You should take the time through training, family, and friends to discover
who you are on the inside. Strengthen your stronger qualities and develop the
areas that you know are necessary to survive.

ANTICIPATE FEARS

2-27. Don’t pretend that you will have no fears. Begin thinking about what
would frighten you the most if forced to survive alone. Train in those areas of
concern to you. The goal is not to eliminate the fear, but to build confidence in
your ability to function despite your fears.

BE REALISTIC

2-28. Don’t be afraid to make an honest appraisal of situations. See
circumstances as they are, not as you want them to be. Keep your hopes and
expectations within the estimate of the situation. When you go into a survival
setting with unrealistic expectations, you may be laying the groundwork for
bitter disappointment. Follow the adage, “Hope for the best, prepare for the
worst.â” It is much easier to adjust to pleasant surprises about your unexpected
good fortunes than to be upset by your unexpected harsh circumstances.

ADOPT A POSITIVE ATTITUDE

2-29. Learn to see the potential good in everything. Looking for the good not
only boosts morale, it also is excellent for exercising your imagination and
creativity.

REMIND YOURSELF WHAT IS AT STAKE

2-30. Failure to prepare yourself psychologically to cope with survival leads to
reactions such as depression, carelessness, inattention, loss of confidence, poor
decision making, and giving up before the body gives in. Remember that your
life and the lives of others who depend on you are at stake.

TRAIN

2-31. Through military training and life experiences, begin today to prepare
yourself to cope with the rigors of survival. Demonstrating your skills in
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training will give you the confidence to call upon them should the need arise.
Remember, the more realistic the training, the less overwhelming an actual
survival setting will be.

LEARN STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

2-32. People under stress have a potential to panic if they are not well-trained
and not prepared psychologically to face whatever the circumstances may be.
While you often cannot control the survival circumstances in which you find
yourself, it is within your ability to control your response to those
circumstances. Learning stress management techniques can significantly
enhance your capability to remain calm and focused as you work to keep
yourself and others alive. A few good techniques to develop include relaxation
skills, time management skills, assertiveness skills, and cognitive restructuring
skills (the ability to control how you view a situation). Remember, “the will to
survive” can also be considered “the refusal to give up.”
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Motivation:

Motivation: Stay motivated. Do things that will improve your morale. There are cases
where a survivor did almost everything wrong and still lived just on sheer willpower and
desire to stay alive.

US Army Field Manual 3-05-70 SURVIVAL May 2002:

V—VALUE LIVING

1-13. All of us were born kicking and fighting to live, but we have become used
to the soft life. We have become creatures of comfort. We dislike
inconveniences and discomforts. What happens when we are faced with a
survival situation with its stresses, inconveniences, and discomforts? This is
when the will to live— placing a high value on living—is vital. The experience
and knowledge you have gained through life and your Army training will have a
bearing on your will to live. Stubbornness, a refusal to give in to problems and
obstacles that face you, will give you the mental and physical strength to
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endure.
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US Army Field Manual 3-05-70 SURVIVAL May 2002:

Equipment

1-5. Perhaps in the heat of battle, you lost or damaged some of your equipment.
Check to see what equipment you have and what condition it is in.

1-6. Now that you have sized up your situation, surroundings, physical
condition, and equipment, you are ready to make your survival plan. In doing
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so, keep in mind your basic physical needs—water, food, and shelter.

I—IMPROVISE

1-11. In the United States (U.S.), we have items available for all our needs.
Many of these items are cheap to replace when damaged. Our easy-come, easy-
go, easy-to-replace culture makes it unnecessary for us to improvise. This
inexperience in “making doâ” can be an enemy in a survival situation. Learn to
improvise. Take a tool designed for a specific purpose and see how many other
uses you can make of it.

1-12. Learn to use natural objects around you for different needs. An example is
using a rock for a hammer. No matter how complete a survival kit you have
with you, it will run out or wear out after a while. Your imagination must take
over when your kit wears out.

Equipment

1-5. Perhaps in the heat of battle, you lost or damaged some of your equipment.
Check to see what equipment you have and what condition it is in.

1-6. Now that you have sized up your situation, surroundings, physical
condition, and equipment, you are ready to make your survival plan. In doing
so, keep in mind your basic physical needs—water, food, and shelter.

Survival Kits:

A survival kit or emergency kit is a colleciton of vital tools and equipment in some easy
to transport container.

A bug out bag or BOB is a portable kit that normally contains the items one would
require to survive for 72 hours when evacuating from a disaster, although some kits are
designed to last longer periods. The term may be derived from the bail-out bag emergency kit
carried by military aviators.

A go-kit is used in amateur radio to describe a combination personal bug-out bag and
portable amateur radio station.

US Army Field Manual 3-05-70 SURVIVAL May 2002:
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Survival Planning and Survival Kits

A survival plan is dependent on three separate but intertwined parts to be
successful: planning, preparation, and practice.

Survival planning is nothing more than realizing something could happen that
would put you in a survival situation and, with that in mind, taking steps to
increase your chances of survival. It can happen to anyone, anywhere, anytime,
so remember: failure to plan is a plan to fail. Plans are based on evasion and
recovery (E&R) considerations and the availability of resupply or emergency
bundles. You must take into consideration the mission duration and the distance
to friendly lines; the environment, to include the terrain and weather and
possible changes in the weather during a protracted mission; and the platform
you will be operating with, such as an aircraft, a multipurpose vehicle, or
perhaps just a rucksack. Planning also entails looking at those E&R routes and
knowing by memory the major geographical features in case your map and
compass are lost. You can use classified and unclassified sources such as the
Internet, encyclopedias, and geographic magazines to assist you in planning.

Preparation means preparing yourself and your survival kit for those
contingencies that you have in your plan. A plan without any preparation is just
a piece of paper. It will not keep you alive. Prepare yourself by making sure
your immunizations and dental work are up-to-date. Prepare your uniform by
having the newest uniform for emergencies. It will have the most infrared-
defeating capabilities possible. You can have signal devices and snare wire
sewn into it ahead of time. Break in your boots and make sure that the boots
have good soles and water- repellent properties. Study the area, climate, terrain,
and indigenous methods of food and water procurement. You should
continuously assess data, even after the plan is made, to update the plan as
necessary and give you the greatest possible chance of survival. Another
example of preparation is finding the emergency exits on an aircraft when you
board it for a flight. Practice those things that you have planned with the items
in your survival kit. Checking ensures that items work and that you know how
to use them. Build a fire in the rain so you know that when it is critical to get
warm, you can do it. Review the medical items in your kit and have instructions
printed on their use so that even in times of stress, you will not make life-
threatening errors.

IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING

3-1. Detailed prior planning is essential in potential survival situations.
Including survival considerations in mission planning will enhance your
chances of survival if an emergency occurs. For example, if your job requires
that you work in a small, enclosed area that limits what you can carry on your
person, plan where you can put your rucksack or your load-bearing equipment
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(LBE). Put it where it will not prevent you from getting out of the area quickly,
yet where it is readily accessible.

3-2. One important aspect of prior planning is preventive medicine. Ensuring
that you have no dental problems and that your immunizations are current will
help you avoid potential dental or health problems. Some dental problems can
progress to the point that you may not be able to eat enough to survive. Failure
to keep your shots current may mean your body is not immune to diseases that
are prevalent in the area.

3-3. Preparing and carrying a survival kit is as important as the considerations
mentioned above. All Army aircraft have survival kits on board for the type of
area over which they will fly. There are kits for over-water, hot climate, and
cold climate survival. Each crewmember will also be wearing an aviator
survival vest (Appendix A describes these survival kits). Know the location of
these kits on the aircraft and what they contain in case of crash or ditching.
There are also soldier kits for tropical and temperate survival. These kits are
expensive and not always available to every soldier. However, if you know
what these kits contain, and on what basis they are built, you will be able to plan
and to prepare your own survival kit that may be better suited to you than an
off-the-shelf one.

3-4. Even the smallest survival kit, if properly prepared, is invaluable when
faced with a survival problem. However, before making your survival kit,
consider your unit’s mission, the operational environment, and the equipment
and vehicles assigned to your unit.

SURVIVAL KITS

3-5. The environment is the key to the types of items you will need in your
survival kit. How much equipment you put in your kit depends on how you will
carry the kit. A kit carried on your body will have to be smaller than one carried
in a vehicle. Always layer your survival kit—body, load-bearing vest or
equipment, and platform (rucksack, vehicle, or aircraft). Keep the most
important items on your body. For example, your map and compass should
always be on your body, as should your basic life- sustaining items (knife,
lighter). Carry less important items on your LBE. Place bulky items in the
rucksack.

3-6. In preparing your survival kit, select items that are multipurpose, compact,
lightweight, durable, and most importantly, functional. An item is not good if it
looks great but doesn’t do what it was designed for. Items should complement
each other from layer to layer. A signal mirror in your pocket can be backed up
by pen flares in your LBE and a signal panel in your rucksack. A lighter in your
uniform can be augmented by a magnesium bar in your LBE and additional dry
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tinder in your rucksack.

3-7. Your survival kit need not be elaborate. You need only functional items
that will meet your needs and a case to hold the items. For the case, you might
want to use a bandage box, soap dish, tobacco tin, first-aid case, ammunition
pouch, or another suitable case. This case should be—

•   Water-repellent or waterproof.

•   Easy to carry or attach to your body.

•   Suitable to accept various-sized components.

•   Durable.

3-8. Your survival kit should be broken down into the following categories:

•   Water.

•   Fire.

•   Shelter.

•   Food.

•   Medical.

•   Signal.

•   Miscellaneous.

3-9. Each category should contain items that allow you to sustain your basic
needs. For example, water—you should have items that allow you to scoop up,
draw up, soak up, or suck up water; something to gather rainwater,
condensation, or perspiration; something to transport water; and something to
purify or filter water. Some examples of each category are as follows:

•   Water—purification tablets, non-lubricated condoms for carrying water,
bleach, povidone-iodine drops, cravats, sponges, small plastic or rubber
tubing, collapsible canteens or water bags.

•   Fire—lighter, metal match, waterproof matches, magnesium bar, candle,
magnifying lens.

•   Shelter—550 parachute cord, large knife, machete or hatchet, poncho,
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space blanket, hammock, mosquito net, wire saw.

•   Food—knife, snare wire, fishhooks, fish and snare line, bouillon cubes or
soup packets, high-energy food bars, granola bars, gill or yeti net, aluminum
foil, freezer bags.

•   Medical—oxytetracycline tablets (to treat diarrhea or infection), surgical
blades or surgical preparation knife, butterfly sutures, lip balm, safety pins,
sutures, antidiarrheal medication (imodium), antimalarial medication
(doxycycline), broad-spectrum antibiotics (rocephin and zithromax) and
broad spectrum topical ophthalmic (eye) antibiotic, antifungal, anti-
inflammatory (ibuprofen), petrolatum gauze, and soap. Medical items may
make up approximately 50 percent of your survival kit.

•   Signal—signaling mirror, strobe, pen flares, whistle, U.S. flag, pilot scarf
or other bright orange silk scarf, glint tape, flashlight, laser pointer, solar
blanket.

•   Miscellaneous—wrist compass, needle and thread, money, extra
eyeglasses, knife sharpener, cork, camouflage stick, and survival manual.

3-10. Include a weapon only if the situation so dictates. Ambassadors and
theater commanders may prohibit weapons even in extreme circumstances.
Read and practice the survival techniques in this manual and apply these basic
concepts to those you read about in other civilian publications. Consider your
mission and the environment in which you will operate. Then prepare your
survival kit with items that are durable, multipurpose, and lightweight.
Imagination may be the largest part of your kit. It can replace many of the items
in a kit. Combined with the will to live, it can mean the difference between
surviving to return home with honor or not returning at all.

Backpack:

You need a backpack to carry your stuff.

Shelter:

You need shelter. The order of needs in the wild are immediate health dangers, shelter,
water, and eventually food. Tents are the traditional answer. You need rope and usually tent
pegs and a tens pole. Your tent pole can double as your walking stick. Maybe even use a
quarterstaff as your tent pole/walking stick.
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Tarps can be effective even as rain shelter and weight much less. You need rope or
guylines and either trees of stakes and pole.

Ultralight hammocks are even lighter. You can get bug nets and rainflies for your
hammock. Again the walking stick/tent pole/quarterstaff idea. Maybe use your spear as a
walking stick/tent pole. You need the guylines and probably pegs as well.

Sleeping:

You need protection while sleeping. A down filled quilt is light weight and compresses to
small space and super good at maintaining body heat over the night.

A sleeping pad is a great luxury. Yes you can make leaf or moss beds or other alternatvies
using whatever you naturally find, dpending on the kind of terrain.

Water:

You have to have water. A method to carry the water (such as waterskins). And a method
for purifying found water, such as pot where you can boil the water.

Fire:

You need an easy method to start fires. Relying on two sticks is time consuming, heavy
physical exertion, and requires access to sticks. Flint and steel plus a little bit of stored tinder
(for when you can’t easily find tinder in the wild).

Food:

You want some carried food, even if you plan on foraging in the wild. Or military
foraging, which is known to the victims as looting and stealing.

Footwear:

You want high quality outdoor footwear. Probably the best boots you can find.

Hat:

You want a hat. Protection against sunburn and rain.
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Bad Weather Gear:

You want foul weather gear. For whatever kind of foul weather is typical where you will
be adventuring. Protection from rain, snow, storm, dust, blizzard, etc.

Light:

You want some method of creating light.

Personal Hygeine:

You want personal hygeine items. Toothbrush, toothpaste, soap.

Tools:

You want the minimal set of tools needed to handle everyday situations.
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Thanksgiving
the real history of the first Thanksgiving

early Thanksgivings

The first European Thanksgiving in North America was in 1565 between Spanish settlers
and the Seloy tribe in what is now Florida. The meal was salted pork, garbanzo beans, and
bread.

Thanksgiving was celebrated by British colonists in 1619 in Berkeley Hundred in what is
now Virginia. The meal was oysters and ham.

The Pilgrims claimed their first Thanksgiving was in 1623.

Massachusetts Bay Colony Governor John Winthrop celebrated Thanksgiving in 1637.
That meal was to honor colonial soldiers for killing hundreds of Pequot men, women, and
children in what is now Mystic, Connecticut. Some people credit this as the first
Thanksgiving.

the first Pilgrim Thanksgiving

Frank James, an Aquinnah Wampanoag activist who helped establish a National Day of
Mourning in 1970, called the Wampanoag’s welcoming of the English settlers “perhaps our
biggest mistake.”

Massasoit, the Wampanoag chief, sent soliders to investigate gun shots. That turned out to
be the Pilgrims celebrating Thanksgiving. Those 90 soldiers are the ones mentioned in
Pilgrim accounts.

The Native Americans were not invited to the meal. They showed up to find out why there
were gunshots fired.
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Prior to that, earlier European visitors had spread European diseases. By 1620, 90% of the
Native population of New England had died of “Indian fever”.

Ousamequin, sachem (chief) of the Wampanoag, sent by Massasoit, the Wampanoag
paremount chief, negotiated an alliance between the Wampanoag and the Pilgrims against the
French, the Narragansetts, and other Native American nations.

As thousands more English colonists moved to Plymouth, the Pilgrims betrayed their
allies.

The English colonists seized Wampanoag land, spread disease, exploited resources on
Wampanoag land, enslaved and executed Wampanoags, and carried out multiple massacres.

Some of the most famous English brutality included the Pequot Massacre of 1636 and the
beheading of Wampanoag chief Metacom in 1676.

After 50 years of English imperialism, Massasoit’s son, Metacomet (whom the English
called “King Philip”), fought a war that devsasted the Wampanoag.

Sarah Josepha Hale

Sarah Hale was a school teacher in Newport, New Hampshire.

She wrote short songs for new students to make them feel welcome. One of those songs is
“Mary Had a Little Lamb”. There was a real Mary.

Starting in 1846, she wrote to U.S presidents (Zachary Taylor, Millard Fillmore, Franklin
Pierce, James Buchanan, and Abraham Lincoln) asking that they name a national day of
thanksgiving. At the time the New England states had a Thanksgiving celebration, but each
on different days. In 1863 Abraham Lincoln decided that it would be a good idea to keep up
morale during the American Civil War.

Much of the standard Thanksgiving meal was set in her novel Northwood: Or, a Tale of
New England, in which she devoted a chapter to Thanksgiving dishes, including roasted
turkey, gravy and savory stuffing, chicken pie, pumpkin pie, cakes, preserves, ginger beer,
curarnt wine, and cider.

Abraham Lincoln was responsible for the largest one-day mass execution in American
history. A military commission rushed through trials for 2,000 Dakota in less than six weeks,
convicting 303 and sentencing them to death. Lincoln reviewed the sentences and approved
death penalties for 39.
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Native American

headdresses
Native American headdresses
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 rue  @FRlDAKHALIFA 

     The native headband thing elementary school teachers make kids do is actually so funny
when you remember that those headbands only became a part of popular “Indian” aesthetics
because the white actors doing redface in western films needed to hide their wiglines 

     5:32 PM, Wednesday, November 2022
     See original tweet at https://twitter.com/FRlDAKHALIFA/status/1595591172856348672.
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The following materials are from Native Language of the Americas
located on the website http://www.native-languages.org/ and the web page
http://www.native-languages.org/headdresses.htm. They require a link back
to their website for any materials reprinted. They have information on more than
800 indigenous languages. They are a 501-c-3 non-profit educational
organization and any contributions you make are tax-exempt in the United
States.

Native American Headdresses: Facts for Kids

When most people think of an American Indian headdress, the first image that comes to
mind is a full eagle-feather warbonnet like the Lakota Sioux headdress above. But in fact,
American Indians in most tribes never used feather headdresses like these. Feathered
warbonnets may be the best-known American Indian headdresses, but they were not the most
commonly used-- and they were certainly not the only ones.

Read on for pictures and descriptions of the most important Native American headdress
styles of North America and the differences between them.

Native American Warbonnets

Warbonnets (or war bonnets) are the impressive feather headdresses commonly seen in
Western movies and TV shows. Although warbonnets are the best-known type of Indian
headdress today, they were actually only worn by a dozen or so Indian tribes in the Great
Plains region, such as the Sioux, Crow, Blackfeet, Cheyenne, and Plains Cree. In the first
photograph, you can see a Dakota Sioux warrior wearing a trailer warbonnet (native
headdress with single or double rows of eagle feathers descending in a long 'tail' all the way
to the ground). In the second photo, modern Crow elders attend a formal event in halo
warbonnets (native headdresses with eagle feathers fanned out around the face in an oval
shape). The third photograph shows a Blackfoot man wearing a straight-up feather headdress
(taller, narrower headdresses where the eagle feathers stand up straight.) All three types of
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Indian war bonnets were made from the tail feathers of the golden eagle, and each feather had
to be earned by an act of bravery. Sometimes a feather might be painted with red dye to
commemorate a particular deed. Besides the feathers, Plains Indian warbonnets were often
decorated with ermine skins and fancy beadwork.

trailer war bonnet halo warbonnet straight-up warbonnet

Native American warbonnets were important ceremonial regalia worn only by chiefs and
warriors. Also, only men wore warbonnets. (Women sometimes went to war in some Plains
Indian tribes, and there were even some female chiefs, but they never wore these masculine
headdresses.) Plains Indian men occasionally wore warbonnet headdresses while they were
fighting, but more often they wore roach headdresses into battle (see below) and saved their
war bonnets for formal occasions. In particular, long feather trailers were never worn on the
battlefield. It would be impossible to fight while wearing them!

In the 1800's, Native American men from other tribes sometimes began to wear Plains-
style warbonnets. Partially this was because of the American tourist industry, which expected
Native Americans to look a certain way. Partially it was because many Native American
tribes were forced to move to Oklahoma and other Indian territories during this time in
history, so tribes that used to live far apart began adopting customs from their new neighbors.
In most cases, the feather warbonnet did not have the same significance among the new tribes
that adopted it. For them, wearing a feathered headdress was a matter of fashion or a general
symbol of authority. But for the Plains Indian tribes, feather warbonnets were a sacred
display of a man's honor and courage, and each feather told a story. Eagle feathers are still
sometimes awarded to Plains Indians who serve in the military or do other brave deeds today.

Roach Headdresses (Porcupine Roaches)

Feather warbonnets are better-known to popular culture, but roach headdresses (also
called porcupine roaches or artificial roaches) were the most widely used kind of Indian
headdress in the United States. Most Native American tribes east of the Rocky Mountains
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were familiar with some form of roach headdress. These native headdresses are made of stiff
animal hair, especially porcupine guard hair, moose hair, and deer's tail hair. This hair was
attached to a bone hair ornament or leather base so that it stood straight up from the head like
a tuft or crest. Often the hair was dyed bright colors and feathers, shells, or other decorations
were attached. In some tribes, men wore their hair in a scalplock or crested roach style
(frequently given the name Mohawk or Mohican after two tribes in which roached hair was
common), and the artificial roach was attached to the man's own hair. The Caddo man in the
first picture is wearing his roach headdress this way. In other tribes, porcupine roaches were
attached to leather headbands or thongs and worn over long hair or braids. This is how they
are most commonly worn today.

Caddo warrior's roach powwow dancer's roach Indian roach for sale

Roach headdresses were usually worn by warriors and dancers. Like war-bonnets, the
porcupine hair roach is traditionally men's headwear, not worn even by female warriors.
Their use varied from tribe to tribe. In many tribes, roaches were worn into battle, while more
formal tribal headdresses (like warbonnets, otter-fur turbans, or gustowah caps) were worn to
ceremonial events. In other tribes, roaches were worn primarily as dance regalia or sports
costume. In some tribes, individual men chose to wear porcupine roaches while other men did
not. Like other clothing styles, roaches sometimes went into and out of fashion. They were
not generally as spiritually meaningful as Native American warbonnet headdresses, though a
boy earning the right to wear a roach for the first time was an important ceremony in some
tribes. Today, porcupine roaches can be commonly seen at powwows, where they are still
worn as regalia by male dancers from many different tribes.

Basket Hats

Basket hats (also known as twined caps or basketry hats) were the most common type
of Native American headdress west of the Rocky Mountains. Different tribes made basket
hats in different shapes and styles. California Indian tribes usually made small rounded or
fez-shaped basket caps from tightly coiled sumac, like the Hupa Indian hat below. Northwest
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Coast tribes like the Haida and Salish often made larger hats in more conical or brimmed
shapes from fibers such as cedar bark or spruce root.

Hupa basket cap Haida basket hat Nootka whaler's hat

In California and the Plateau tribes, basket hats were normally worn only by women and
girls, and their designs were mostly decorative. On the Northwest Coast, both men and
women wore basketry headgear, for dance regalia and ceremonial purposes as well as
everyday life. Northwest Coast basket hat designs often conveyed information about a
person's clan, achievements, or status within the tribe.

Feather Headbands

The Indian headband is also well-known from movies and other popular images of
Native Americans. However, this style of headband was typically only used by a few tribes of
the northeast Woodlands. Usually the headband consisted of a finger-woven or beaded
deerskin strip with tribal designs on it. This band was then tied around the brow with a
feather or two tucked through the back. Not only eagle feathers but turkey, hawk, egret, and
crane feathers were also used for Woodland Indian headbands.

Abenski headbands Lenape Indian headbands
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Unlike many of the Native American headdresses on this page, both men and women
wore headbands, which were not associated with war. The number and type of feather did not
usually have special symbolic meaning, though in a few tribes that bordered the Plains eagle
feathers were reserved for warriors. For the most part, Woodland Indian head bands were
worn for their beauty, and were often decorated with intricate patterns, wampum, beads, and
quillwork.

Buffalo Headdresses (Horned Warbonnets)

Like feather war bonnets, buffalo horn headdresses were traditional regalia of certain
Plains Indian warriors. These were helmets of buffalo hide with a pair of buffalo horns
attached, frequently adorned with shaggy buffalo fur and a buffalo tail trailing behind. In
many cases ermineskins and war feathers were hung from the headdress, as in the second
picture. Sometimes a horned headdress was even combined with a feather trail, as in the third
picture.

Sioux buffalo headdress Piegan horn deaddress Buffalo warbonnet

The spiritual and ceremonial importance of horned headdresses to the Plains Indians was
similar to that of feathered warbonnets. Only distinguished male warriors wore this sacred
kind of regalia. Horned headdresses were rarer than eagle-feather warbonnets, because they
were used by fewer tribes (only the Sioux and a few other tribes of the northern Plains wore
this kind of headdress) and also because only warriors of certain clans or who had
accomplished specific deeds wore bison horns.

Otter Fur Turbans

Otter-fur turbans (also known as otter-skin caps) are ceremonial headdresses worn by
men in certain Prairie and Southern Plains tribes, such as the Potawatomi, Pawnee and Osage.
These are round hats made of otter fur with the otter's tail either hanging behind or jutting out
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to one side in a beaded sheath. The turbans and tail sheaths were often elaborately decorated
with beaded and painted designs symbolizing the owner's war honors, and a chief and his
descendants usually attach eagle feathers to the back of their turbans.

Pawnee chief's turban Otter turban Otter cap with sheath

Otter-skin turbans were formal head dresses with great symbolic importance. They were
worn at ceremonies or other solemn occasions, not by warriors entering battle (who usually
wore porcupine roaches.) Even today, otter-fur caps are sometimes worn at formal events by
Southern Plains Indian men.

Mexican, Central and South American Headdresses

The Aztec and Highland Maya Indians of Mexico were also famous for their feather
headdresses, but these headdresses looked very different from the Plains Indian warbonnets.
To make their native headdresses, the Aztecs and Mayans sewed together a large fan of
feathers and then attached it to the back of their head with straps and a headband or metal
circlet. Another difference is that parrot, macaw, and quetzal feathers were used instead of
eagle feathers. This style of Indian feather headdress was not only popular in Mexico but also
in Central America and in parts of South America as far south as Brazil.
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Montezuma's Aztec headdress Mexican headdress Brazilian headdress

Both men and women wore Indian headdresses like these. They didn't have any
connection to war, but in the Aztec Empire, the fanciest ones (adorned with gold, jewels, and
jade stone) symbolized nobility. Today, feather-fan headdresses are worn as regalia by
Nahua, Mayan, and other native dancers in Mexico and Guatemala, and colorful headdresses
modelled on traditional Brazilian Indian ones are worn as costumes for Mardi Gras Carnival
in Rio de Janeiro every year.

American Indian Masks

Masks are another kind of headgear used by many Native American tribes from Alaska to
Argentina. In most tribes, masks are used for religious rituals or festivals, but there are nearly
as many different American Indian mask-making traditions as there are American Indian
tribes. We have a separate page of Native American masks that you may like to visit to learn
more about the diversity of tribal masks, but here are photographs of a few of the most
common types. Plains Indians typically crafted simple animal masks from the heads or
skulls of important animals such as the buffalo bull, bear or wolf. Most tribes carved masks
from wood and decorated them with leather and fur, like the Hopi kachina dance mask
below. In some of the northwestern tribes, mask makers carved particularly complex hinged
transformation masks that opened when a cord was pulled to reveal a second face within the
first one. Metal masks were rare in North America but some South American tribes, like the
Inca tribe, created beautiful beaten gold and silver masks. And in some eastern tribes like
the Seneca and Tuscarora tribes, making false face masks is considered such a sacred ritual
that no one is allowed to take photographs of them.

Mandan buffalo dance mask Hopi kachina mask
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Haida transformation mask Incan sun mask

Other Tribal Headdresses for Men

Iroquois gustowah cap Hupa clicker headdress

Seminole cloth turban Pueblo headband

The gustoweh cap is a formal feathered skullcap used only by men from the Iroquois
tribes. The big eagle feathers on top of the cap were symbols that showed which specific tribe
an Iroquois man belonged to. (The three straight feathers on the cap in this picture mean that
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the owner is Mohawk.) In some northern California tribes, men wore flicker headdresses as
dance regalia. These California Indian headdresses are made of wide leather strips decorated
with the red scalps of woodpeckers. During the 1800's when cloth became more readily
available, cloth turbans decorated with feathers became stylish among Cherokee, Seminoles
and other southeastern Indian men, and cloth headbands became everyday wear for men
from the Navajo, Apache, and Pueblo tribes.

Other Tribal Headdresses for Women

Cayuga beaded tiara Peaked hood

Wishram bridal headdress Eskimo dance headdress

Iroquois ladies often wore a distinctive tiara style of beaded headband. This high crown-
like headdress is still used at formal events today. Wabanaki women in Maine and New
Brunswick sometimes wore peaked caps with a floral bead design. In many Plateau tribes,
brides wore elaborate beaded head coverings like the Wishram woman above, crafted from
dentalium shells, abalone, and other precious materials. The Eskimo people (Inuit, Aleut, and
Yupik) did not normally wear headdresses, but women did use headbands with long fringes,
sometimes ringed with caribou fur like the one in this picture, as dance regalia.
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Answers to Common Questions about Native American
Headdresses

Did Native American children wear the headdresses on this page?

Hochunk child's headband

Traditionally, no. Most of these headdresses were never worn by children. Native
American boys usually began wearing porcupine roaches as teenagers, when they were ready
to become warriors. Feathered war bonnets, buffalo headdresses, and otter-tail hats were
worn by men who were already good warriors and had earned honors. Most other Indian
masks and headdresses were worn only by adults for special ceremonies or dances. Some
California Indian girls did wear basket hats, and on the east coast, some children wore
headbands (though usually without any feathers in them.)

Today, Native American children often wear ethnic dance headdresses at powwows and
other cultural festivals. The most common are beaded headbands like the one this Ho-Chunk
child is wearing. But in some tribes, even young children wear Indian roaches as dance
regalia today.

Was there a special kind of Indian headdress used by princesses?

Mayan queen's headdress

Not in the tribes of the U.S. or Canada. Almost none of these tribes had royalty the way
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Europeans did-- a chief's daughter was more like a general's daughter or a governor's
daughter than a princess, and she did not wear a crown or other special clothing.

Many Mexican Indian tribes had royal families, however. The wives, sisters, and
daughters of Mexican Indian kings and emperors wore feather headdresses adorned with
gold, jade, and jewels just like the male members of their families did. This is a stone carving
of a Mayan queen wearing a royal feather headdress.

Is it true that Aztec and Mayan headdresses resemble the headdresses of
Egyptian pharaohs?

Aztec headdress Egyptian headdress

No, this is false. Probably this rumor got started because the Aztecs and Mayas, like the
ancient Egyptians, built pyramids. But their headdresses have nothing in common at all. As
you can see here, Aztec and Maya Indians wore large fan-shaped feather headdresses.
Egyptian headdresses were made of draped cloth or of a reed frame with cloth stretched over
it into a high crown shape. Here is an extensive website where you can see the different kinds
of Egyptian crowns and headdresses. They didn't look anything like the Aztec and Maya
ones.

Where can I buy a Native American headdress or find instructions to
make my own?

Porky roach for sale
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On our Native American regalia page, you can find links to tribal members who make
dance roaches and other ceremonial Indian clothing. A good place to buy kits for making
your own porky roaches or other dance accessories is the well-known pow-wow vendor
Crazy Crow.

If you are not Native American but are just trying to make a native headdress for an art
project, we recommend making a beaded headband, since headbands do not have the same
sacred meaning of many other Native American Indian headdresses and do not require you to
understand complex cultural traditions to create one properly. The book North American
Indian Beadwork Patterns includes a nice pattern for beading a Native American headband.

Recommended Native American Headdress Books

Our organization earns a commission from any book bought through these links [The
original links from the native-languages.org website are maintained.]

Encyclopedia of American Indian Costume 
        A good book about clothing and regalia in different tribes, including native headdress
styles.

The Plains Warbonnet: Its Story and Construction 
        Detailed book about the history and importance of the Native American war bonnet.

Warbonnets 
        Another book about Plains Indian feather headdresses.

Powwow 
        Beautiful photographic book of powwow regalia, including dance roaches and other
Indian headdresses.

Further Reading

Infinity of Nations: Native Headdress 
        Online museum exhibit of American Indian headdresses from North, Central, and South
America.

Porcupine Hair Roach 
        History and construction of roach headdresses, with many old photographs.

Pow Wow Images ◆ Intertribal Pow-Wow Photo Gallery ◆ Gathering of Nations
Powwow Pictures 
        Powwow picture galleries, displaying the native headdress and other regalia of the
dancers.
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Native American War Bonnets ◆ Porcupine Hair Roaches ◆ Native Roach
Headdresses 
        Native American Indian headdresses for sale online by tribal artists.

The above materials are from Native Language of the Americas located
on the website http://www.native-languages.org/ and the web page
http://www.native-languages.org/headdresses.htm. They require a link back
to their website for any materials reprinted. They have information on more than
800 indigenous languages. They are a 501-c-3 non-profit educational
organization and any contributions you make are tax-exempt in the United
States.
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 Puff the Magic Hater @MsKellyMHayes 

     Every year I invite people who are celebrating the colonial holiday to do something in
support of Native people. Indigenous people in the U.S. experience some of the worst rates of
illness, poverty & unemployment. To make matters worse, Native families are under attack.
(THREAD)

     5:55 AM, Wednesday, 23 November 2022
     See original tweet at https://twitter.com/MsKellyMHayes/status/1595415625999974403.

 Puff the Magic Hater @MsKellyMHayes 

     The Indian Child Welfare Act is under attack, which threatens Native families, Native
sovereignty and much more. @NativeChildren helps to protect Native children and keep
them connected to their families, community and culture.

     https://www.nicwa.org/donate-online/ 

     5:55 AM, Wednesday, 23 November 2022
     See original tweet at https://twitter.com/MsKellyMHayes/status/1595415627979968512.

 Puff the Magic Hater @MsKellyMHayes 

     On my own reservation, Woodland Women is an elder-led group that creates space for
mutual support and healing. They hold community talking circles, practice mutual aid, offer
free beading classes and share Menominee cultural knowledge. I love these women. 

     https://www.gofundme.com/f/maeqtekuahkihkiw-metaemohsak-woodland-women?
member=23450879&sharetype=teams&utm_campaign=p_na+share-
sheet&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=customer

     5:55 AM, Wednesday, 23 November 2022
     See original tweet at https://twitter.com/MsKellyMHayes/status/1595415630219706368.
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 Puff the Magic Hater @MsKellyMHayes 

     .@IWRising's initiatives include financial and practical support for Indigenous abortion
seekers in the US & Canada, midwifery support & advocacy surrounding repro justice related
issues. To donate to their abortion fund: https://www.powr.io/checkout_screen?
unique_label=a667f04d_1592798443 

     https://www.powr.io/checkout_screen?unique_label=a667f04d_1592798443

     5:55 AM, Wednesday, 23 November 2022
     See original tweet at https://twitter.com/MsKellyMHayes/status/1595415632081715201.

 Puff the Magic Hater @MsKellyMHayes 

     . @4directionsvote throws down hard to register Native people to vote, to get Native
people to the polls, and to fight voter suppression. They’;re on the ground in GA right now.
These folks have a massive impact. To help keep Native organizers on the ground:
https://secure.actblue.com/donate/fourdirections2019

     5:55 AM, Wednesday, 23 November 2022
     See original tweet at https://twitter.com/MsKellyMHayes/status/1595415633629437952.

 Puff the Magic Hater @MsKellyMHayes 

     .@Chi_Nations is a diverse group of Native youth activists who steward the First Nations
Garden, which is an important radical Indigenous space here in Chicago. 

     

     5:55 AM, Wednesday, 23 November 2022
     See original tweet at https://chinations.org/donate/.

 Puff the Magic Hater @MsKellyMHayes 
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     My collective is sponsoring survival stipends for individual Indigenous organizers.
Indigenous activists on our list include a traditional birth worker who serves rural
communities, a longtime healer and land defender & a Native mother about to be evicted. 

     

     5:55 AM, Wednesday, 23 November 2022
     See original tweet at https://liftedvoices.networkforgood.com/projects/177265-help-us-
provide-survival-stipends-for-indigenous-activists.

 Puff the Magic Hater @MsKellyMHayes 

     Indigenous Justice does a lot of beautiful work supporting the families of MMIW &
MMIR, using mutual aid, protest and traditional lifeways as modes of healing. They also
work to expose and address disparities in California's carceral system.

     5:55 AM, Wednesday, 23 November 2022
     See original tweet at https://secure.actblue.com/donate/indigenous-justice-1.
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American Indian

Wars
American Indian Wars

Battle of Mabila, October 1540, Spain (Hernando de Soto) v. Miississippi culture

Tiguex War, winter 1540-1541, Spain v. Puebloan

Mixtón War, 1540-1542, New Spain, Tlaxcaltec v. Caxcanes

Chichimeca War, 1550-1590, New Spain, Tlaxcaltec, Caxcanes v. Chichimeca
Confederation

Navajo Wars, 1600-1716, Crown of Castile v. Navajo

Anglo-Powhatan Wars, 1610-1646, English colonists v. Powhatan Confederacy

Pequot War, 1636-1638, Massachusetts Bay Colony, Plymouth Colony, Saybrook
Colony, Connecticut Colony, Mohegan, Narragansett v. Pequot

Beaver Wars, 1642-1698, Iroquois, England, Dutch Republic v. Huron, Erie, Neutral,
Odawa, Ojibwe, Mississaugas, Potawatomi, Algonquin, Shawnee, Wenro, Mahican, Innu,
Abenaki, Miami, Illinois Confederation, France

Kieft’s War, 1643-1645, New Netherland v. Lenape
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Peach Tree War, 1655, New Netherland v. Susquehannock and allied tribes

Esopus Wars, 1659-1663, Dutch settlers, Iroquois Confederacy v. Esopus tribe of Lenape

King Philip’s War, 1675-1678, New England Confederation, Mohegan, Pequot v.
Wampanoag, Nipmuck, Podunk, Narragansett, Nashaway

King William’s War, 1688-1697, France, New France, Wabanaki Confederacy v.
England, Massachusetts Bay Colony, English America, Iroquois Confederacy

Queen Anne’s War, 1702-1713, France, New France, Spain, New Spain, Wabanaki
Confederacy, Caughnawaga Mohawk, Choctaw, Timucua, Apalachee, Natchez v. England
(until 1707), English America, Great Britain (from 1707), Muscoge (Creek), Yamasee

Tuscarora War, 1711-1715

Fox Wars, 1712-1733, France v. Fox, Meskwaki (Red Earth People), Renards, Outagamis

Yamasee War, 1715-1717, Colonial militia of South Carolina, Colonial militia of North
Carolina, Colonial militia of Virginia, Catawba (from 1715), Cherokee (from 1716) v.
Yamasee, Ochese Creeks, Catawba (until 1715), Cherokee (until 1716), Waxhaw, Santee

Navajo Wars, 1716-1821, Spain v. Navajo

Chickasaw Wars, 1721-1763, Great Britain, Chickasaw v. France, Choctaw, Illini

Dummer’s War, 1722-1725, New England Colonies, Mohawk v. Wabanaki
Confederacy, Abenaki, Pequawket, Mi'kmaq, Maliseet

King George’s War, 1744-1748, France, New France, Wabanaki Confederacy v. Great
Britain, British America, Iroquois Confederacy

Father Le Loutre’s War, 1749-1755, France, New France, Wabanaki Confederacy v.
Great Britain, British America

Seven Years’ War, 1754-1763, Great Britain, British America, Prussia, Portugal (from
1762), Hanover, Brusnwick-Wolfenbüttel, Iroquois Confederacy, Hesse-Kassel,
Schaumburg-Lippe v. France, French Canada, Holy Roman Empire, Austria, Saxony,
Bavaria, Russia (until 1762), Spain (until 1762), Sweden (1757-1762), Abenaki Confederacy,
Mughal Empire (from 1757)

French and Indian War, 1754-1763, Great Britain, British America, Iroquois
Confederacy, Cataba, Cherokee (until 1758) v. France, New France, Wabanaki Confederacy,
Abenaki, Mi'kmaw militia. Algonquin, Lenape, Ojibwa, Ottawa, Shawnee, Wyandots
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Anglo-Cherokee War, 1758-1761, Great Britain v. Cherokee

Pontiac’s War, 1763-1766, Great Britain v. Ottawa, Ojibwe, Potawatomi, Huron, Miami,
Wea, Kickapoo, Mascouten, Piankeshaw, Delaware, Shawnee, Wyandot, Mingo, Seneca

Lord Dunmore’s War, 1774, Colony of Virginia v. Shawnee, Mingo

American Revolutionary War, 1775-1783, United States, France, Spain, Vermont,
Netherlands, Oneida, Tuscarora, Watauga Association, Catawba, Lenape, Choctaw v. Great
Britain, Loyalists, German Auxilaries, Iroquois, Onondaga, Mohawk, Cayuga, Seneca,
Cherokee

Cherokee-American Wars, 1776-1794, United States v. Cherokee

Second Cherokee War, 1776, United States v. Cherokee

Northwest Indian War, 1785-1795, United States, Chickasaw, Choctaw v. Western
Confederacy, Great Britain, British North America

Oconee War, 1785

This list will continue until 1923.
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Genocide

against Native

Americans
The Genocide against Native Americans

the following is from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic
of China

The reprinting of this official Chinese government document does not reflect any
endorsement of this book by the Chinese government.

The American Genocide of the Indians—Historical Facts and Real
Evidence

The term “genocide”�, made from the ancient Greek word genos (race, nation or tribe)
and the Latin caedere (killing, annihilation�), was first coined by Raphael Lemkin, a Polish-
Jewish legal scholar, in his 1944 book Axis Rule in Occupied Europe. It originally means “the
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destruction of a nation or an ethnic group�”.

In 1946, [the] United Nations (UN) General Assembly affirmed genocide as a crime under
international law in Resolution 96, which stated that “Genocide is a denial of the right of
existence of entire human groups, as homocide is the denial of the right to live of individual
human beings; such denial of the right of existence shocks the conscience of mankind … and
is contrary to moral law and the spirit and aims of the United Nations.”

On December 9, 1948, the UN General Assembly adopted Resolution 260A, of the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, which entered into
force on January 12, 1951. The Resolution noted that “at all periods of history genocide has
inflicted great losses on humanity”. Article II of the Convention clearly defines genocide as
any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national,
ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: (a) Killing members of the group; (b) Causing
serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) Deliberately inflicting on the
group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; (e) Forcibly transferring
children of the groups to another group. The United States ratified the Convention in 1988.

Genocide is also clearly defined in U.S. domestic law. The United States Code, in Section
1091 of Title 18, defines genocide as violent attacks with the specific intent to destroy, in
whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group, a definition similar to the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

According to historical records and media reports, since its founding, the United States
has systematically deprived Indians of their rights to life and basic political, economic, and
cultural rights through killings, displacements, and forced assimilation, in an attempt to
physically and culturally eradicate this group. Even today, Indians still face a serious
existential crisis.

According to international law and its domestic law, what the United States did to the
Indians covers all the acts that define genocide and indisputably constitutes genocide. The
American magazine Foreign Policy commented that the crimes against Native Americans are
fully consistent with the definition of genocide under current international law.

The profound sin of genocide is a historical stain that the United States can never clear,
and the painful tragedy of Indians is a historical lesson that should never be forgotten.

I. Evidence on U.S. government’s genocide against Indians

1. Government-led action

On July 4, 1776, the United States of America was founded with the Declaration of
Independence, which openly stated that “He (the British King) has excited domestic
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insurrections amongst us, and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of our frontiers, the
merciless Indian Savages”, and slandered Native Americans as “the merciless Indian
Savages”.

The U.S. government and leaders treated Native Americans with a belief in white
superiority and supremacy, set out to annihilate the Indians and attempted to eradicate the
race through “cultural genocide”.

During the American War of Independence (1775-1783), the Second War of
Independence (1812-1815) and the Civil War (1861-1865), the U.S. leaders, eager to
transform its plantation economy as an adjunct to European colonialism and to expand their
territories, coveted the vast Indian lands and launched thousands of attacks on Indian tribes,
slaughtering Indian chiefs, soldiers and even civilians, and taking Indian lands for
themselves.

In 1862, the United States enacted the Homestead Act, which provided that every
American citizen above the age of 21, with a mere registration fee of 10 U.S. dollars, could
acquire no more than 160 acres (about 64.75 hectares) of land in the west. Lured by the land,
the white people swarmed into the Indian areas and started a massacre that resulted in the
death of thousands of Indians.

Leaders of the U.S. government at that time openly claimed that the skin of Indians could
be peeled off to make tall boots, that Indians must be annihilated or driven to places that no
one would go, that Indians had to be wiped out swiftly, and that only dead Indians are good
Indians. American soldiers saw the slaughter of Indians as natural, even an honor, and would
not rest until they were all killed. Similar hate rhetoric and atrocities abound, and are well
documented in many Native American extermination monographs.

2. Bloody massacres and atrocities

Since the colonists set foot in North America, they had systematically and extensively
hunted American bison, cutting off the source of food and basic livelihood of the Indians, and
causing their death from starvation in large numbers.

Statistics reveal that since its independence in 1776, the U.S. government has launched
over 1,500 attacks on Indian tribes, slaughtering the Indians, taking their lands, and
committing countless crimes. In 1814, the U.S. government decreed that it would award 50 to
100 dollars for each Indian skull surrendered. The American Historian Frederick Turner
acknowledged in The Significance of the Frontier in American History, released in 1893, that
each frontier was won by a series of wars against the Indians.

The California Gold Rush also brought about the California Massacre. Peter Burnett, the
first governor of California, proposed a war of extermination against Native Americans,
triggering rising calls for the extermination of Indians in the state. In California in the 1850s
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and 60s, an Indian skull or scalp was worth 5 dollars, while the average daily wage was 25
cents. From 1846 to 1873, the Indian population in California dropped to 30,000 from
150,000. Countless Indians died as a result of the atrocities. Some of the major massacres
include:

♦ In 1811, American troops defeated the famous Indian chief Tecumseh and his army in
the Battle of Tippecanoe, burned the Indian capital Prophetstown and committed brutal
massacres.

♦ From November 1813 to January 1814, the U.S. Army launched the Creek War against
the Native Americans, also known as the Battle of Horseshoe Bend. On March 27, 1814,
about 3,000 soldiers attacked the Creek Indians at Horseshoe Bend, Mississippi Territory.
Over 800 Creek warriors were slaughtered in the fight, and as a result, the military strength of
the Creeks was significantly weakened. Under the Treaty of Fort Jackson signed on August 9
of the same year, the Creeks ceded more than 23 million acres of land to the U.S. federal
government.

♦ On November 29, 1864, pastor John Chivington massacred Indians at Sand Creek in
southeastern Colorado, due to the opposition of a few Indians to the signing of a land grant
agreement. It was one of the most notorious massacres of Native Americans. Maria Montoya,
a professor of history at New York University, said in an interview that Chivington’s soldiers
scalped women and children, beheaded them, and paraded them through the streets upon their
return to Denver.

James Anaya, former UN special rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples,submitted
his report after a country visit to the United States in 2012. According to the accounts of the
descendants of the victims of the Sand Creek Massacre, in 1864, around 700 armed U.S.
soldiers raided and shot at Cheyenne and Arapaho people living on the Sand Creek Indian
Reservation in Colorado. Media reports showed that the massacre resulted in the deaths of
between 70 and 163 among the 200-plus tribal members. Two-thirds of the dead were women
or children, and no one was held responsible for the massacre. The U.S. government had
reached a compensation agreement with tribal descendants, which has not been delivered
even to this day.

♦ On December 29, 1890, near the Wounded Knee Creek in South Dakota, U.S. troops
fired at the Indians, killing and injuring more than 350 people according to the U.S.
Congressional Record. After the Wounded Knee Massacre, armed Indian resistance was
largely suppressed. About 20 U.S. soldiers were awarded the Medal of Honor.

♦ In 1930, the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs began sterilizing Indian women through the
Indian Health Service program. Sterilization was conducted in the name of protecting the
health of Indian women, and in some cases, even performed without the women’s knowledge.
Statistics suggest that in early 1970s, more than 42% of Indian women of childbearing age
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were sterilized. This resulted in the near extinction for many small tribes. By 1976,
approximately 70,000 Indian women had been forcibly sterilized.

3. Westward expansion and forced migration

In its early days, the United States regarded Indian tribes as sovereign entities and dealt
with them on land, trade, justice and other issues largely through negotiated treaties, and
occasionally through war. By 1840, the United States had concluded more than 200 treaties
with various tribes, most of which were unequal treaties that were reached under U.S.
military and political pressure and through deception and coercion, and were binding on the
Indian tribes only. The treaties were used as a primary tool to take advantage of Indian tribes.

In 1830, the United States passed the Indian Removal Act, which marked the
institutionalization of forced relocation of Indians in the country. The Act legally deprived
Indian tribes of the right to live in the eastern United States, forcing some 100,000 Indians to
move to the west of the Mississippi River from their ancestral lands in the south. The
migration began in the summer heat and continued through the winter with subzero
temperatures. Trudging 16 miles each day, thousands died along the way as a result of
hunger, cold, exhaustion, or disease and plague. The Indian population was decimated, and
the forced migration became a “Trail of Blood and Tears”. Tribes that refused to move were
left to military suppression, forcible eviction, and even massacre by the U.S. government.

In 1839, before Texas joined the United States, the government demanded that Indians
remove immediately or face the entire destruction of their possessions and the extermination
of their tribe. Large numbers of Cherokees who refused to comply were shot and killed.

In 1863, the U.S. military carried out a “scorched earth” policy to forcibly remove the
Navajo tribe, burning houses and crops, slaughtering livestock and vandalizing properties.
Under the Army’s watch, Navajos had to walk several hundred kilometers to a reservation in
eastern New Mexico. Pregnant women and seniors who fell behind were shot on the spot.

In the mid-19th century, nearly all American Indians were driven to the west of the
Mississippi River, and forced by the U.S. government to live in Native American
reservations.

As was written in the Cambridge Economic History of the United States, as a result of the
U.S. government’s forcible expulsion of the last Indians in the east, only a very small number
of Indians who were individual citizens of the nation, or those individual Indians who went
into hiding during the forceful expulsion, remained in the region.

Sadly, to whitewash this part of history, U.S. historians often glorify the Westward
Expansion as the American people’s pursuit of economic development in the western frontier,
claiming that it accelerated the improvement of American democracy, boosted economic
prosperity, and contributed to the formation and development of the American national spirit.
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They make no mention of the brutal massacre of Native Americans.

In fact, it was after the Westward Expansion that the budding civilization of the Americas
was destroyed, and the Indians, as one of the several major human races, faced complete
extinction.

4. Forced assimilation and cultural extinction

To defend the unjust deeds of the U.S. government, some American scholars in the 19th
century trumpeted the dichotomy of “civilization versus barbarism” and portrayed Native
Americans as a savage, evil, and inferior group. Francis Parkman, a famous 19th-century
American historian, even claimed that the American Indian “will not learn the arts of
civilization, and he and his forest must perish together.”

George Bancroft, Parkman’s contemporary and another well-known American historian,
also claimed that compared with the white people, Native Americans were “inferior in reason
and moral qualities”, adding that “nor is this inferiority simply attached to the individual; it is
connected with organization, and is the characteristic of the race.” Such an attempt to justify
colonial plundering by demeaning Indians is nothing but racially discriminative.

In the 1870s and ’80s, the U.S. government adopted a more aggressive policy of “forced
assimilation” to obliterate the social fabric and culture of Indian tribes. The core objective of
the strategy was to destroy the original group affiliation as well as the ethnic and tribal
identity of the Indians, and transform them into individual Americans with American
citizenship, civic consciousness and identification with mainstream American values. Four
measures were taken to this end.

First, fully depriving Indian tribes of their right to self-governance. American Indians had
lived in tribal units over the years, and tribes had been their source of strength and spiritual
support. The U.S. government forcibly abolished the tribal system and cast individual Indians
into a white society with completely different traditions. Unable to find a job or make a
living, the Indians became economically destitute, politically deprived and socially
discriminated against. They experienced great mental pain and a deep existential and cultural
crisis. In the 19th century, the thriving Cherokee tribes enjoyed a material life almost
comparable to that of frontier whites. Nevertheless, with their right to self-governance and
their tribal system gradually abolished by the U.S. government, the Cherokee community
quickly declined and became the poorest group among the indigenous people.

Second, trying to destroy Indian reservations through land distribution and ultimately
disintegrate their tribes. The Dawes Act passed in 1887 authorized the U.S. president to
dissolve Indian reservations, abolish the tribal land ownership in the original reservations,
and allocate land directly to Indians living inside and outside the reservations, forming a de
facto land privatization system. The abolition of tribal land ownership disintegrated the
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American Indian communities, and seriously undermined tribal authority. As the highest form
of tribal unity, the traditional ritual “Sun Dance” was regarded as “heresy” and thus banned.
Most of the land in the original reservations was transferred to the white people through
auction; the Indians who were less prepared for farming lost their newly acquired land as a
result of swindling among other reasons, and their lives deteriorated by the day.

Third, taking steps to fully impose American citizenship on the Indians. Native Americans
who were identified as mixed-race had to give up their tribal status, and others were “de-
tribalized”, which greatly damaged the Indian identity.

Fourth, eradicating the Indians’ sense of community and tribal identity by adopting
measures on education, language, culture and religion and a series of social policies.
Beginning with the Civilization Fund Act of 1819, the United States established or funded
boarding schools across the country and forced Indian children to attend. According to a
report by the National Native American Boarding School Healing Coalition, there have been
altogether 367 boarding schools throughout the United States. By 1925, 60,889 Indian
children had been forced to attend boarding schools. In 1926, 83% of Indian children were
enrolled. The total number of students enrolled still remains unclear to this day. Guided by
the idea of “Kill the Indian, Save the Man”, the United States banned Indian children from
speaking their native language, wearing their traditional clothes, or carrying out traditional
activities, thus erasing their language, culture and identity in an act of cultural genocide.
Indian children suffered immensely at school, and some died from starvation, disease and
abuse. This was followed by a policy of “forced foster care” — children were forcibly placed
in the care of whites, which was a continuation of the assimilation policy and denial of
cultural identity. These practices were not banned until 1978, when the Indian Child Welfare
Act was passed. In passing the Act, it was acknowledged in the Congress that a large number
of Indian children had been removed to non-Indian families and institutions without
permission, resulting in the breakup of Indian families.

As renowned historians said,with the forced assimilation, one of the most despicable
things in American history reached its peak. This was perhaps the most unfortunate chapter
for Indians.

II. American Indians remain in serious survival and development crisis

The U.S. government’s genocide of Indians has led to a precipitous drop in the population
of Indian communities, deterioration of their living conditions, lack of social security, low
economic status, threats to their safety, and plummeted political influence.

1. Sharp decline of population

Before the arrival of white settlers in 1492, there were 5 million Indians, yet by 1800 the
number plummeted to 600,000. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the number of Native
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Americans in 1900 was only 237,000, the lowest in history. Among them, more than a dozen
tribes, such as the Pequot, Mohegan, and Massachusetts, were completely extinct.

Between 1800 and 1900, the American Indians lost more than half of their population, and
their proportion in the total U.S. population dropped from 10.15% to 0.31%. Throughout the
19th century, while the U.S. population grew by 20-30% every 10 years, the Indian
population experienced a precipitous decline. Currently, the Indian and Alaska Native
population accounts for only 1.3% of the total U.S. population.

2. Deteriorating living conditions

Indians were pushed from the east to the barren west, and most of the Indian reservations
were located in remote areas unfit for agriculture, much less for investment in industrial
development. Most of the tribes, with scattered reservations of varying sizes, were unable to
obtain adequate land for development and were therefore subject to severe development
restraints.

There are currently about 310 Native American reservations in the United States,
accounting for about 2.3% of the U.S. territory, and not all federally recognized tribes have
their own reservations. These reservations are mostly located in remote and barren areas with
poor living conditions and inadequate access to water and other vital resources, where 60% of
the road system are dirt or gravel roads. On the surface, Indians are no longer the subject of
“extermination”, but just “forgotten”, “invisible” and “discriminated against”; yet in reality,
they are simply left there for self-extermination.

The U.S. government has also systematically used Indian reservations as toxic or nuclear
waste dumps through the means of deception and coercion, subjecting them to long-term
exposure to uranium and other radioactive materials. As a result, the cancer incidence and
fatality rates in the communities concerned is significantly higher than in other parts of the
country. Indian communities have effectively become the “garbage cans” in the development
process of the United States.

For instance, in the Navajo Nation reservation, the largest Indian tribe in the United
States, about a quarter of women and some infants have large amounts of radioactive
substances in their bodies. During the 40-plus years prior to 2009, the U.S. government had
reportedly conducted a total of 928 nuclear tests in the area inhabited by the Shoshone tribe
of American Indians, producing approximately 620,000 tons of radioactive fallout, nearly 48
times the amount of radioactive fallout from the 1945 atomic bombing in Hiroshima, Japan.

3. Lack of social security

According to a report released by the Indian Health Service, life expectancy of American
Indians is 5.5 years lower than that of average Americans, and the incidence of diabetes,
chronic liver disease and alcohol addiction are 3.2 times, 4.6 times and 6.6 times as much as
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the U.S. average respectively. Academic studies show that among all ethnic groups in the
United States, Indians have the shortest life expectancy and the highest infant mortality rate;
the incidence of drug and alcohol abuse among Indian adolescents is 13.3 times and 1.4 times
higher than the national average, and the suicide rate 1.9 times that of the national average.
These phenomena are closely related to insufficient government investment of public health
resources, underlying health inequities, and the overall underdevelopment of minority
communities.

The U.S. government provides limited educational and medical assistance to Indians. 99%
of such assistance has gone to reservation residents, but 70% of the Indians live in cities and
therefore cannot be covered. Apart from the Indian Health Service, many Indians have no
access to health insurance and are often subject to discrimination and language barriers in
non-Indian health services and non-tribal health facilities.

The underprivileged status of Indians in health care was further exposed amid the
COVID-19 pandemic. U.S. CDC statistics show that as of August 18, 2020, the COVID-19
incidence and case-fatality rates among Indians were 2.8 times and 1.4 times, respectively,
that of white Americans. A report produced by the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to
adequate housing, pursuant to Human Rights Council resolution 43/14, points out that Native
Americans and African Americans are disproportionately affected by COVID-19, with a
hospitalization rate five times that of non-Hispanic white Americans. The COVID-19
infection rate in Navajo Nation, the largest Indian reservation in the United States, even
surpassed that of New York at one point, reaching the highest in the country.

In terms of education, the conditions of Indian reservations are much poorer than those of
white American communities. According to the 2013-2017 statistics of the U.S. Census
Bureau, only 14.3% of American Indians held a bachelor’s degree or higher, in contrast to
15.2% for Hispanics, 20.6% for African Americans and 34.5% for white Americans. Many
Indian reservations are struggling with dilapidated schools and shattered education systems.

The New York Times reported that only 60% of American Indian students in the Wind
River Reservation finished high school, while 80% of white students in Wyoming graduated
from high school; the dropout rate in the reservation the reservation is 40%, more than twice
the state average in Wyoming; and American Indian teens are twice more likely to commit
suicide compared with their peers in the country.

5. Disadvantaged political status

In mainstream American politics, the Indians and other Native Americans are not
choosing to be “silent”. Rather, they have been “silenced” by the system and “systematically
erased”. American Indians have a relatively small population and do not have a strong
interest in politics. With a lower turnout rate in elections than that of other ethnic groups,
their interests and demands are often ignored by politicians. As a result, American Indians
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have been reduced to second-class citizens in the United States, and they are often called the
“invisible minority” or the “vanishing race” in the country. It was not until 1924 that the
American Indians were conditionally granted U.S. citizenship and not until 1965 that they
were given the right to vote.

In June 2020, the Native American Rights Fund and other institutions conducted a study
on the barriers to political participation faced by Native American voters, with the
participation of civil societies, legal experts, and scholars from around the country. The
results showed that only 66% of the 4.7 million eligible Native American voters were
registered, and more than 1.5 million eligible Native American voters could not meaningfully
exercise their right to vote due to political barriers. According to the results, Native American
voters face 11 pervasive obstacles to political participation, including limited hours of
government offices, lack of funding for elections, and discrimination. In the current U.S.
Congress, only four members are American Indians, accounting for about 0.74% of the
members of Congress in both houses. The political engagement and influence of the Native
Americans are disproportionately lower than other groups of the American population.

Native American communities have long suffered neglect and discrimination. Many U.S.
government statistical programs either leave them aside completely or simply classify them
as “others”. Shannon Keller O’Loughlin, Chief Executive and Attorney of the Association on
American Indian Affairs, said that the greatest aspiration of Native Americans is to attain
social recognition. Native Americans have diverse cultures and languages, but are often seen
not as an ethnic group, but as a political stratum with limited autonomy based on treaties with
the federal government. The Brookings Institution recently published an article saying that
the U.S. monthly employment report ignores American Indians. The economic well-being of
this group receives little attention and is largely left out of the discussion. There are nearly
200 American Indian tribes in California, only half of which are recognized by the federal
government. Although the Biden administration appointed the first American Indian cabinet
minister, the political participation rate and political influence of Indians are still way too low
compared to their share of the American population.

According to a poll conducted by the Harvard T.H Chan School of Public Health, more
than one third of Native Americans have experienced neglect, violence, humiliation and
discrimination in the workplace, and American Indians living in Indian populated areas are
more likely to be subject to discrimination when dealing with the police, at work and during
voting. According to the U.S. Department of the Interior, American Indians are twice as
likely to be jailed for minor crimes as other ethnic groups. The incarceration rate of Indian
men is four times that of white men, and the rate of Indian women is six times that of white
women.

The Atlatnic commented that from the expulsion, slaughter and forced assimilation back in
history to the current widespread poverty and neglect, the American Indians, once the owner
of this continent, now have a very weak voice in American society. American Indian writer
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Rebecca Nagel pointed out sharply that being made invisible is a new type of racial
discrimination against American Indians and other indigenous peoples. The Los Angeles
Times commented that the unjust treatment of Native Americans is deeply embedded in the
social structure and legal system of the United States.

6. Endangered culture

From the 1870s to the late 1920s, the U.S. government forcibly implemented the system
of American Indian boarding schools in Native American areas to impose English and
Christian education on Indian children. There were even cases of Indian children being
kidnapped and forced to attend schools in many places. The system of American Indian
boarding schools imposed on Native Americans, as part of the history of the United States,
caused irreparable damage, especially to the youths and children. Many Native Americans of
the younger generation found themselves unable to gain a foothold in mainstream society and
felt difficult to preserve and promote their own traditional culture, which leaves them
bewildered and anguished about their own culture and identity.

In these boarding schools, American Indian children’s braids, a symbol of courage, were
cut off, and their traditional clothing burned. They were strictly prohibited from speaking
their mother tongue and violators would be beaten hard. In these schools, military-style
management was imposed on Native American children who suffered from not only corporal
punishment by mentors, but also sexual abuse. Quite a few American Indian children fell ill
and even died due to harsh education methods, forced way of living, homesickness and
malnutrition.

The U.S. government had also enacted laws prohibiting Native Americans from
performing religious rituals which have been passed down through the generations, and those
involved in such activities would be arrested and imprisoned. Since the 20th century, with the
rise of the Civil Rights Movement in the United States, the protection of Native Americans’
traditional culture and history has improved to some extent. However, due to the serious
damage that has already been inflicted, what is left now are mostly cultural relics preserved
by later generations using the English language instead.

Rebecca Nagle believes that information about Native Americans has been systematically
removed from mainstream media and popular culture. According to a report by National
Indian Education Association, 87% of state-level U.S. history textbooks do not mention the
post-1900 history of indigenous people. According to the Smithsonian Institution, things
taught about Native Americans in American schools are full of inaccurate information and
fail to present the real picture of the sufferings of indigenous people. Rick Santorum, a former
Republican senator from Pennsylvania, said publicly at the Young America’s Foundation that
“We birthed a nation from nothing. I mean, there was nothing here … but candidly, there
isn’t much Native American culture in American culture.” His remarks dismissed and
negated the influence of indigenous people in American culture.
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III. Domestic criticism long ignored by the U.S. government over the “genocide” of
American Indians

First, the academic community has a shared view on this issue. Since the 1970s, American
academics have begun to use the term “genocide” to denounce U.S. policies toward American
Indians. In the 1990s, American Holocaust: The Conquest of the New World by David E.
Stannard, a professor at the University of Hawaii, and A Little Matter of Genocide by Ward
L. Churchill, a former professor at the University of Colorado, sent shock waves across the
academic community. Blood and Soil: A World History of Genocide and Extermination from
Sparta to Darfur by Ben Kiernan, a professor at Yale University, gave a brief account of
genocides the United States committed against American Indians at different historical
stages. And An American Genocide: The United States and the California Indian
Catastrophe, 1846-1873 by Benjamin Madley, an associate professor at UCLA, unearthed the
massacres of Native Americans by the U.S. government during the California Gold Rush.

Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, an American historian dedicated to the study of indigenous
peoples, concluded that all five acts of genocide listed in the Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide can be found in the crimes the United States
committed against American Indians. Native Americans are undoubtedly victims of genocide,
and it is of important significance to admit that U.S. policies toward American Indians are, in
fact, acts of genocide.

Second, the media has been calling for change on this issue. An article published in The
New York Times reported that the UC Hastings College of the Law was named after a
perpetrator of genocide, which accelerated the process of changing the name of the college.
According to ABC News, the aspirations from Native Americans range from sovereignty
claims to making their voice heard. Some respondents said that the theft of American Indians’
land and the obliteration of indigenous languages were in fact systemic genocides. The
Washington Post published an article accusing the United States of never formally admitting
that it has taken genocidal policies toward indigenous people. A Foreign Policy article
demanded that the United States acknowledge its genocide of American Indians. Bounty, a
documentary released in November 2021, in which some Native Americans were invited to
read official historical documents on the United States posting high reward for American
Indians’ scalps, also triggered reflections on the heinous genocidal policies in the country.

As the affirmative action became prevalent after World War II, American society began to
reflect on the issue of American Indians. The government passed a resolution apologizing to
indigenous people. In 2019, Gavin Newsom, governor of California, issued a statement to
apologize to the indigenous population in California, admitting that the state’s actions against
Indian tribes in the mid-19th century were genocides.

However, the reflection of the U.S. government looks more like a “political stunt.” It has
not officially admitted that the atrocities against Native Americans are acts of genocide. Real
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changes still seem a long way off.

To sum up, successive U.S. administrations have not only wiped out a large number of
American Indians, but also, through systematic policy design and bullying acts of cultural
suppression, thrown them into an irreversible, difficult situation. The indigenous culture was
fundamentally crushed, and the inter-generational inheritance of indigenous lives and spirits
was under severe threats. The slaughter, forced relocation, cultural assimilation and unjust
treatment the United States committed against American Indians have constituted de facto
genocides. These acts fully match the definition of genocide in the UN Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, and have continued for hundreds of
years to this day. It is imperative that the U.S. government drop its hypocrisy and double
standards on human rights issues, and take seriously the severe racial problems and atrocities
in its own country.
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International

Genocide

Treaty
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the

Crime of Genocide

Approved and proposed for signature and ratification or accession by
General Assembly resolution 260 A (III) of 9 December 1948 Entry into

force: 12 January 1951, in accordance with article XIII

The Contracting Parties ,

Having considered the declaration made by the General Assembly of the United Nations
in its resolution 96 (I) dated 11 December 1946 that genocide is a crime under international
law, contrary to the spirit and aims of the United Nations and condemned by the civilized
world,
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Recognizing that at all periods of history genocide has inflicted great losses on humanity,
and

Being convinced that, in order to liberate mankind from such an odious scourge,
international co-operation is required,

Hereby agree as hereinafter provided :

Article I

The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether committed in time of peace or in
time of war, is a crime under international law which they undertake to prevent and to punish.

Article II

In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its
physical destruction in whole or in part;

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

Article III

The following acts shall be punishable:

(a) Genocide;

(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;

(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;

(d) Attempt to commit genocide;

(e) Complicity in genocide.

Article IV
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Persons committing genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III shall be
punished, whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public officials or private
individuals.

Article V

The Contracting Parties undertake to enact, in accordance with their respective
Constitutions, the necessary legislation to give effect to the provisions of the present
Convention, and, in particular, to provide effective penalties for persons guilty of genocide or
any of the other acts enumerated in article III.

Article VI

Persons charged with genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III shall be
tried by a competent tribunal of the State in the territory of which the act was committed, or
by such international penal tribunal as may have jurisdiction with respect to those Contracting
Parties which shall have accepted its jurisdiction.

Article VII

Genocide and the other acts enumerated in article III shall not be considered as political
crimes for the purpose of extradition.

The Contracting Parties pledge themselves in such cases to grant extradition in accordance
with their laws and treaties in force.

Article VIII

Any Contracting Party may call upon the competent organs of the United Nations to take
such action under the Charter of the United Nations as they consider appropriate for the
prevention and suppression of acts of genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article
III.

Article IX

Disputes between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretation, application or
fulfilment of the present Convention, including those relating to the responsibility of a State
for genocide or for any of the other acts enumerated in article III, shall be submitted to the
International Court of Justice at the request of any of the parties to the dispute.

Article X
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The present Convention, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish
texts are equally authentic, shall bear the date of 9 December 1948.

Article XI

The present Convention shall be open until 31 December 1949 for signature on behalf of
any Member of the United Nations and of any non-member State to which an invitation to
sign has been addressed by the General Assembly.

The present Convention shall be ratified, and the instruments of ratification shall be
deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

After 1 January 1950, the present Convention may be acceded to on behalf of any
Member of the United Nations and of any non-member State which has received an invitation
as aforesaid.

Instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

Article XII

Any Contracting Party may at any time, by notification addressed to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations, extend the application of the present Convention to all or any
of the territories for the conduct of whose foreign relations that Contracting Party is
responsible.

Article XIII

On the day when the first twenty instruments of ratification or accession have been
deposited, the Secretary-General shall draw up a proc s-verbal and transmit a copy thereof
to each Member of the United Nations and to each of the non-member States contemplated in
article XI.

The present Convention shall come into force on the ninetieth day following the date of
deposit of the twentieth instrument of ratification or accession.

Any ratification or accession effected subsequent to the latter date shall become effective
on the ninetieth day following the deposit of the instrument of ratification or accession.

Article XIV

The present Convention shall remain in effect for a period of ten years as from the date of
its coming into force.
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It shall thereafter remain in force for successive periods of five years for such Contracting
Parties as have not denounced it at least six months before the expiration of the current
period.

Denunciation shall be effected by a written notification addressed to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations.

Article XV

If, as a result of denunciations, the number of Parties to the present Convention should
become less than sixteen, the Convention shall cease to be in force as from the date on which
the last of these denunciations shall become effective.

Article XVI

A request for the revision of the present Convention may be made at any time by any
Contracting Party by means of a notification in writing addressed to the Secretary- General.

The General Assembly shall decide upon the steps, if any, to be taken in respect of such
request.

Article XVII

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall notify all Members of the United
Nations and the non-member States contemplated in article XI of the following:

(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions received in accordance with article XI;

(b) Notifications received in accordance with article XII;

(c) The date upon which the present Convention comes into force in accordance with
article XIII;

(d) Denunciations received in accordance with article XIV;

(e) The abrogation of the Convention in accordance with article XV;

(f) Notifications received in accordance with article XVI.

Article XVIII

The original of the present Convention shall be deposited in the archives of the United
Nations.
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A certified copy of the Convention shall be transmitted to each Member of the United
Nations and to each of the non-member States contemplated in article XI.

Article XIX

The present Convention shall be registered by the Secretary-General of the United Nations
on the date of its coming into force.
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Native American

military tradition
Native American military tradition

Native Americans have a long tradition of being exemplary soldiers, sailors, Marines, and
airmen in the U.S. military.

Native Americans serve in the United States Armed Forces at five times the national
average. Native Americans have served in every major conflict for more than 200 years, from
the Revolutionary War to Normandy on D-Day.

General Ely S. Parker of the Seneca Nation was General Ulysses S. Grant’s military
secretary in the American Civil War and wrote the final draft of the Confederate terms of
surrender.

During World War I, 15,000 Native Americans volunteered despite being ineligble for
the draft, with about two-thirds serving in the infantry. Native Americans veterans didn’t
have the right to vote until 1919 and Native Americans in general didn’t have either U.S.
citizenship or the right to vote until the Snyder Act in 1924. About five percent of Native
American combat soldiers were killed, contrasted with only one percent of overall American
combat forces. More than 10,000 Native American women joined the American Red Cross.
Native Americans purchased more than $25-million of war bonds, an average of about $75
for every Native American.
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During both World War I Choctaw transmitted coded messages. During World War II
Navajo transmitted coded messages.

During World War II more than 44,000 Native Americans, including nearly 800 women,
served on active duty, earning 71 Air Medals, 34 Distinguished Flying Crosses, 51 Silver
Stars, 47 Bronze Stars, and five Medals of Honors.

During the Korean War between 10,000 and 15,000 Native Americans served in the U.S.
military, with 194 dying in battle.

During the Vietnam War more than 42,000 Native Americans served in the U.S. military.
90% were volunteers. 226 Native Americans died in combat and five earned the Medal of
Honor.

27 Native Americans earned the Medal of Honor.
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reservation

needs
reservation needs

“Native Americans are the most impoverished ethnic group in the United States.
According to a study done by Northwestern University, one-third of Native Americans live in
poverty. The population has a median income of $23,000 per year and 20% of households
earn less than $5,000 a year. Due to the oppression of Indigenous peoples, reservations
cannot provide adequate economic opportunity. As a result, a majority of adults are
unemployed.” —5 Facts About Life on the Natie American Reservations by the Borgen
Project

employment

➤ From Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Native
Americans:

‘
Typically, Tribal and Federal governments are the largest employers on

the reservations. Many households are overcrowded and earn only social
security, disability or veteran’s income. The scarcity of jobs and lack of
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economic opportunity mean that, depending on the reservation, four to eight
out of ten adults on reservations are unemployed. Among American Indians
who are employed, many are earning below poverty wages (2005 BIA
American Indian Population & Labor Force Report).

The overall percentage of American Indians living below the federal
poverty line is 28.2% (2008, American Indians Census Facts). The disparity
for American Indians living below poverty on the reservations is even
greater, reaching 38% to 63% in our service area (2006, National Center for
Education Statistics, and other sources).

—Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Native Americans

housing

“Forty percent of on-reservation housing is considered substandard (compared to 6
percent outside of Indian Country) and nearly one-third of homes on reservations are
overcrowded. Less than half of the homes on reservations are connected to public sewer
systems, and 16 percent lack indoor plumbing.” —Housing & Infrastructure by National
Congress of American Indians

“There is a housing crisis in Indian country. Despite the Indian Housing Authority’s
(IHAs) recent efforts, the need for adequate housing on reservations remains acute. One
legislator deplored the fact that “there are 90,000 homeless or underhoused Indian families,
and that 30% of Indian housing is overcrowded and less than 50% of it is connected to a
public sewer.” (March 8, 2004, Indian Country Today).” —Reservation Living Conditions by
A Program of Patnership with Native Americans

‘
[M]any American Indians are living in substandard housing. About 40%

of on-reservation housing is considered inadequate (2003, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights). The waiting list for tribal housing is long; the wait is often
three years or more, and overcrowding is inevitable. Most families will not
turn away family members or anyone who needs a place to stay. It is not
uncommon for 3 or more generations to live in a two-bedroom home with
inadequate plumbing, kitchen facilities, cooling, and heating.
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—Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Native Americans

utilities

“In some areas, up to 50 percent of Native homes are without phone service.” —Housing
& Infrastructure by National Congress of American Indians

➤ From Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Native
Americans:

‘
Further increasing the concerns with reservation housing is the noticeable

absence of utilities. While most Americans take running water, telephones,
and electricity for granted, many reservation families live without these
amenities. On a seriously stretched budget, utilities are viewed as luxuries
compared to food and transportation. Overcrowding, substandard dwellings,
and lack of utilities all increase the potential for health risk, especially in
rural and remote areas where there is a lack of accessible healthcare.

—Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Native Americans

health care

“Native Americans have the highest risk for health complications. Across the board,
Native American health is disproportionately worse than other racial groups in the United
States. This population is 177% more likely to die of diabetes and 500% more likely to die
from tuberculosis. Native Americans also have a 60% higher infant mortality rate when
compared to Caucasians. Most Native American reservations rely on the Indian Health
Service, a severely underfunded federal program that can only provide for approximately
60% of the needs of the insured. That does not account for a majority of those on the
reservations. Only about 36% of Native Americans have private health care and one-third of
the non-elderly remain uninsured.” —5 Facts About Life on the Natie American Reservations
by the Borgen Project

➤ From Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Natvie
Americans:
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‘
The average life expectancy for Native Americans has improved yet still

trails that of other Americans by almost 5 years’ (2010, HHS Indian Health
Disparities Fact Sheet). About 55% of American Indians rely on the Indian
Health Service for medical care (2006, Indian Health Facts). Yet, the Indian
Health Care Improvement Act only meets about 60% of their health needs
(2003, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights).

Due to underfunding, Indian Health Service facilities are crisis-driven
and leave a wide gap in adequate and preventative health care for many
Native Americans on the reservations. Pharmacies and doctor’s offices
outside of hospitals are completely non-existent in some communities.

—Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Natvie Americans

education

➤ From Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Natvie
Americans:

‘
Native students hold the highest national dropout rate. Conditions on

reservations leave schools severely underfunded and many children are
unable to attend. This delay in education leaves early childhood skills
undeveloped. According to Native Hope, “Simple skills that many 5-year-
olds possess like holding a crayon, looking at a book and counting to 10
have not been developed.” Inadequate education is highly reflective of
Native American graduation rates. Native students have a 30% dropout rate
before graduating high school, which is twice the rate of the national
average. This number is worse in universities — 75% to 93% of Native
American students drop out before completing their degrees. Such disparity
between Native American students and their colleagues has inspired the
increase in scholarships for this community.
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—Reservation Living Conditions, by A Program of Patnership with Natvie Americans

Annie (and her sister and brother) were taken away from their mother and adopted out.
Annie remembers from her childhood about her mother talking about their native American
heritage. She doesn’t know any details. She is severaly mentally ill (manic depression) and
currently homeless. If you can spare some money to help get her food and shelter, please go
to Help Annie GoFundMe page.
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human rights
human rights

Preamble

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,

Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which
have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings
shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been
proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,

Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to
rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of
law,

Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between nations,

Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal
rights of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom,

Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the
United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms,
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Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest
importance for the full realization of this pledge,

Now, therefore,

The General Assembly,

Proclaims this Universal Declaration of Human Rights as a common standard of
achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ
of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education
to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and
international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance, both among
the peoples of Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories under their
jurisdiction.

Article 1

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with
reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction
shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country
or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or
under any other limitation of sovereignty.

Article 3

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.

Article 4
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No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited
in all their forms.

Article 5

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment.

Article 6

Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.

Article 7

All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in
violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.

Article 8

Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts
violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.

Article 9

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

Article 10

Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and
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impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal
charge against him.

Article 11

1. Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees
necessary for his defence.

2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission
which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when
it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at
the time the penal offence was committed.

Article 12

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the
protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Article 13

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of
each state.

2. Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his
country.

Article 14

1. Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.

2. This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-
political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
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Article 15

1. Everyone has the right to a nationality.

2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his
nationality.

Article 16

Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion,
have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage,
during marriage and at its dissolution.

Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses.

The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to
protection by society and the State.

Article 17

1. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.

2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

Article 18

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes
freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with
others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship
and observance.

Article 19

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom
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to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas
through any media and regardless of frontiers.

Article 20

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.

2. No one may be compelled to belong to an association.

Article 21

Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through
freely chosen representatives.

Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.

The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be
expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage
and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22

Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to
realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the
organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights
indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.

Article 23

1. Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable
conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.

2. Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.

3. Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for
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himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary,
by other means of social protection.

4. Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his
interests.

Article 24

Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working
hours and periodic holidays with pay.

Article 25

1. Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of
himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary
social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability,
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.

2. Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children,
whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.

Article 26

1. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary
and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and
professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be
equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.

2. Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and
shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.

3. Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their
children.
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Article 27

1. Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to
enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting
from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.

Article 28

Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms
set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.

Article 29

1. Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of
his personality is possible.

2. In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such
limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and
respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality,
public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.

3. These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and
principles of the United Nations.

Article 30

Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person
any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the
rights and freedoms set forth herein.
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story
story

EXT. SWAMP - DAY

WE OPEN in a bayou.

FIRE (21), rowing.

He pauses.

FIRE

(mumbling)

They have forgotten all about us.

INT. LOCATION - NIGHT

INT/EXT LOCATION - TIME

HALLWAY

CUT TO:

NAME (O.S.)

NAME (V.O.)
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emergency

message

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Comment from Milo: I don’t have money. A close friend, Annie, is going through
some horrible times. I need to gather some money to help her.

I do have programming and writing skills. I am gathering together materials I
previously created and writing a whole bunch of new stuff, including lessons on how to
program computers.

I am giving those lessons away for free. You can contact me directly through the
contact form at the Twitter account @TSOStheband (which includes a lot of different
subjects, including political views you may despise). My hope is to generate enough
interest in this electronic PDF book that enough people will see it that a small portion will
be willing to donate at Help Annie GoFundMe page.

The lessons are free. Donations are completely optional. None of the money is for me,
all of it is for Annie. She is a fantastic person. She really is.

From Help Annie GoFundMe page:

I’m Jeff, and I’d like to help a friend, Annie, who is suffering from depression and
recovering from domestic abuse. She is having a tough time keeping a roof over her head,
and is scheduled to be evicted on Monday or Tuesday. So I’m trying to raise money so
she can move out from the motel and get into something more stable.
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She’s in the state of Virginia, and me and another friend of hers (Milo) are in
California and are trying to raise money to, 1 - keep a roof over her head, and 2 - get her
into a better place. The Virginia Rent Relief Program was going to pay her rent, but fell
through at the last minute because they won’t pay for a motel.

So, the most immediate problem is paying for her motel, which is $312 a week. Then
she needs help with a first and last, etc... to move into something more stable.

I’ve suffered from severe depression before, and I know how horrible it is. I’d love to
pay for everything, but I’m only barely getting by myself. So I’m asking for help for her.

Thank you for your time, and anything you can do to help her!

~Jeff
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